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The Korea Magazine
January, 1917
Editorial Notes.
THE KOREA MAGAZINE believes that all missionaries
should be thoroughly acquainted with the people among whom they
labor, having a knowledge of their thought processes, the lives they
live, their habits, customs, literature and religion, and that
knowledge possessed by one should be passed on for the benefit of
all. Also that which will make the missionary in Korea better fitted
for doing his work will not only be welcomed by government
authorities, but it will be of particular value to those in the home
lands who desire an intelligent understanding of the lives of the
missionaries, the fields in which they work, and conditions under
which their work is accomplished.
To that end the KOREA MAGAZINE proposes to print
stories, anecdotes, translations from literature, all helping to show
the Korean attitude of mind.
We believe a man or woman with a broad, open mind,
will make a better missionary than one who has but a narrow vision,
and it will therefore be a part of our mission to furnish the
information we believe to be needed to make the missionaries
thoroughly acquainted with the work being done by others in this
field and in other mission fields, by those of the same
denominations, and those of other denominations.
We shall undertake to get the best for our readers in
original contributions and in information secured from many
sources in many lands, not the least being that found in other
missionary publications not accessible to most of our subscribers.
It is well for missionaries to be sympathetically awake to
the work being done by the authorities in educational, philanthropic
and kindred lines, and we also hope to make the work of the
missionaries to be better understood.
The KOREA MAGAZINE will not undertake to represent
a single group of missionaries or a single phase of missionary
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work ; but we have the desire to represent all phases of work being
carried on in the name of Christ, not alone in Korea and by the
missionaries here, but in as large a measure as possible convey
information about missionary work in other lands and by other
agencies.
In other words, we wish to contribute our share toward
the better equipment of the missionaries everywhere, and to make
their work better understood by those not directly engaged in
missionary work.
Seeing that there is the Korea Field, a missionary
publication, already in existence, what object can there be in
another magazine of a missionary character! We would answer that
the purpose of THE KOREA MAGAZINE differs entirely from that
of the Field, for the latter simply reports missionary doings for the
benefit of those who are interested in them. The MAGAZINE on
the other hand, while it may report missionary doings proposes to
interpret this part of the East for the benefit of the missionary
student and any others who may be interested.
Recently one of the members of a Board of Foreign
Missions visiting Korea, was asked the question “What do you
regard as the greatest lack on the part of the missionary?” His
answer came quick and incisive, “A knowledge of the people
among whom he lives?”
THE MAGAZINE makes no pretension to possessing any
superior knowledge, but it is sincerely interested in the East, and
has an earnest desire to aid in its interpretation. We, Occidentals,
must remember that the Far East represents the oldest civilization in
the world, a civilization that has come down by a continuous line,
not through centuries only, but through long millenniums, and
surely nothing could be more interesting or profitable to those who
desire to deal with the mind and spirit of a race, than to read into
their souls and to see what their ideals are. what their hopes, their
fears, their longings. This is the wish of the MAGAZINE, to
interpret sympathetically the great world in which we live, and of
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which we really know so little. It is not too much to say that while
we modestly think we have something to teach Asia, we must also
admit that Asia has much to teach us. The mysteries of Buddhism
alone ought to cause all religious people to pause and look in
wonder, in order to get some inkling of its power and persuasive
influence over men.
Confucianism too, so high and uplifted in its view, above
everything the Greeks, for example, ever imagined of a powerful
and holy God, is a subject worthy of consideration by every student
of men. Taoism likewise has a world of light to throw on the
mystery of the human heart. These are some of the larger questions
that the MAGAZINE hopes constantly to touch upon.
In a day like the present, when conditions in Asia and
especially in Korea. have so greatly changed, when, instead of an
ancient hermit kingdom, we have an increasingly intelligent part of
the great Empire of Japan to deal with, it is imperative that students
of the East put forth effort, not only to learn the language, but
something of that much more difficult subject, the inner mind and
soul of the people. This is the first desire of the MAGAZINE. She
may do her part very poorly, but her desire, her wish, her purpose,
we think will appeal to all lovers of the East.
At the Central Mission Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church for Eastern Asia held in Nanking, China, in November,
1915, Bishop M. C. Harris, D. D., LL. D., publicly announced his
determination to take a retired relation at the close of twelve years
of service as Missionary Bishop of Korea and Japan the closing
period of a term of forty-two years spent in Christian work in behalf
of Japan and the people of the Orient. In his speech Bishop Harris
suggested the desirability of electing a General Superintendent as
his successor, and later the conference passed a resolution to be
presented to the General Conference asking for an additional
General Superintendent for Eastern Asia, with Seoul as an episcopal
residence.
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At the General Conference Bishop Harris was given an
ovation, and later he had the privilege of accompanying the newly
elected Bishop Herbert Welch, D. D., LL D., to Japan and Korea
and lovingly inducted him into his new office.
The whole Christian community will be the gainer by the
coming of Bishop and Mrs. Welch to the Orient. A thoroughly
trained and trusted educator and administrator, in the prime of life,
elected on the first ballot, earnestly sought for work of his Church
in the home-land, he felt the need and call of the East, and gladly
answered the call. Official and private enthusiastic welcomes have
been ex- tended, and the Bishop has heartily entered upon the duties
of his new work.
After assuming his new position as Governor-General of
Korea, Count Hasegawa was able to. call attention to the
agricultural development of Korea in recent years. For the period
under consideration he was able to report very great increases in all
the principal products of the peninsula. The rice crop had ·increased
from 7,900,000 koku to 11,400,000 koku; wheat from 3,500,000
koku to 6,600,000 koku; Indian millet from 2,600,000 koku to
3,500,000 koku ; a gain of 1,000,000 koku in soya beans. Raw
cotton had increased nearly 400 per cent, now reaching 45,000,000
pounds. Silk cocoons had increased from 14,000 koku to 59,000
koku, and cattle from 700,000 head to 1,350,000 head. The money
received from agricultural products had doubled, and now
amounted to 300,000,000 yen, and agricultural exports had
increased from 15,000,000 to 50,000,000 yen in value while the
excess of agricultural exports over imports was more than
27,300,000yen. This year the rice, wheat and bean crops as a whole
were excellent, with good prices prevailing.
THE BIBLE SOCIETIES AN EVANGELISTIC AGENCY.
In the propagation of the truths of the Christian religion
an intense evangelism is generally recognized as the central fact. An
evangelism that brings the message of life with dynamic force to the
human consciousness ; that brings the
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virtue of Christ in healing contact with the open sore of the human
race is the true fulfilment of the idea of Christ’s universal conquest.
In its effort to conserve and foster this spirit of
evangelism, the Christian Church has established many agencies.
Some are of doubtful value, others are good and helpful, while there
are some that are indispensable. Among those agencies which are
reckoned as indispensable and whose origin is recognized as
providential, the Bible Societies come first and are entitled to
especial consideration, as a force conserving the evangelical and
regenerating ideas of the gospel of Jesus Christ.
This is apparent, because the Bible Societies stand before
the world as the custodians of the Word of God. The interpretation
of the message of life and the principles of its propagation ; the
unfolding secrets of personal communion with God and the duty of
individual life in Christian service and sacrifice, are to be found in
genuine simplicity in the Scriptures themselves. The Word is its
own best interpreter. Systems of theology have their place in the
study of the philosophy and science of the Christian religion but
they cannot suffice to supply the masses with a knowledge of the
original sources of spiritual life. Often have we heard that the
simple reading of the Word, has awakened a consciousness of sin. A
gospel portion stored away in hiding, covered with the dust of years,
is suddenly brought to light and brings its message of healing life,
of overflowing joy and comfort, at just the time when the
unawakened soul is feeling out into the darkness after something
desired, but unknown. The Word preaches its own message. It
delivers its burden. Its evangelistic note is sounded. A soul hears
and is saved. The agency which has brought this miracle to pass is
the Bible Society.
It prints the Word and puts it within the reach of the poorest
of the masses. They buy and read—and in reading find life. Truly it
is one of the greatest evangelistic agencies because, as custodian of
the Word, it serves all men regardless of nationality or language,
and all churches regardless of creed or name.
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That the Bible Societies are an evangelistic force is again
evidenced in that the printing of the plain text of the Bible, without
note or comment, is a perpetual testimony to the fact that the Holy
Scriptures are the Word of God. The Bible Societies do not
countenance a destructive criticism. They will not publish a
dissected or amputated Bible. Many a critical comment has fostered
a spirit of unbelief. Often such comments have not produced
research but on the contrary pride and arrogance. In printing the
plain Word and spreading it broadcast the Bible Societies have done
more for a sane and helpful interpretation of the Word, and the
application of its principles to every day life, than any other agency
of the church. It bears a silent but impressive testimony to the
authenticity and credibility of the Holy Book.
Lastly the evangelistic value of the Bible Societies is
manifested in their distribution of the scriptures through a well
ordered plan of colportage. Always in cooperation with the Church,
these colporters are· sent out laden with Bibles , or portions of the
same, printed in an attractive form, to be sold at a price which even
the poorest can pay. The colporter is truly an evangel of light. Often
he brings the Word in contact with raw, untutored life for the· first
time. He does not always see a miracle of grace but he has brought
this raw, untutored human life into touch with a spiritual force; he
has brought to it a message of love and life—yea abounding love
and everlasting life. Such an agency as this is incalculably valuable
as a real evangelistic force. The Bible Societies are the greatest
asset the modern missionary movement possesses.
W. G. C.
The Bible Woman
BY MISS KATE COOPER
I. The Bible woman of the early days.
It might be profitable in trying to tell something of the
Korean Bible woman to speak first of what the term meant in the
early days of missionary effort. The work of the missionary
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then was of course the constant telling of the story to those who had
never heard it and in this she must be assisted by some native
woman who could interpret her thought to these women who had
never even heard the name of Jesus. Consequently the first women
believers were used in the capacity of Bible women, the only
requisite being that they must learn to read. To require anything
more in the way of training was hardly considered and very few
who saw the ignorance of the first Korean Christian women had any
idea of anything but the simplest teaching. One old Bible woman
tells of how the missionary who proposed to employ her said in
answer to her protestation of unfitness that if she knew John 3:16
she was fit for the service. Thus it was that the first Bible women
were women of no education, with no equipment save that they
knew they had been saved from sin through the name of Jesus, and
that they wanted others to receive a like salvation. Some of them
tried to teach other women to read, and the missionary of fifteen or
twenty years ago rejoiced greatly when she could gather around her
a little class of women who could spell out. the simple native script
of the New Testament.
Another requisite of these women we must not neglect to
mention was that they must be able to travel long distances on foot.
It was no uncommon thing then for one of these Bible women to
travel with the lady missionary walking a distance of 90 li a day and
at night talking to a late hour to the women who gathered not so
much to listen as to sight-see.
A foreign woman was a wonderful sight in those days and
as soon as she would reach a village the crowd would gather and
from early morning until late at night. the women would crowd into
the little room where she would stay for one or two days trying to
tell “the old, old story.” In this the Bible woman was the invaluable
assistant and she would preach to crowd after crowd the whole long
day Then she would take trips alone carrying with her tracts and
Gospels that she would endeavor to sell. To sell to women has never
been easy, as a book to the average Korean heathen woman means
simply paper, and as she cannot read is of no value. However in
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those days many gospels and tracts were distributed by our faithful,
earnest although ignorant Bible women.
II. The Woman of the Transition Period, which includes
the present.
Now a great change has come, and among the many
transitions in Korea Bible，women’s work is having its share. A
Bible woman who only knew how to read soon taught the women as
far as she had gone herself, and thus further training for leadership
became a necessity. Various classes in which women were taught
soon demonstrated the fact that some of the women were able to
take more advanced teaching, and so the missionaries began to plan
for women’s Bible Institutes in which these could be trained. Some
of these Institutes began by receiving women of no education at all,
and in many cases even those who could not read were admitted to
the Preparatory grade. Then because of the large number of new
believers and also because of the great opportunity of carrying the
Gospel to the heathen who needed to hear, some women were
accepted as Bible women who were not fitted for service after a few
years when our standard for Bible women was greatly improved.
Some of the outstanding qualifications for our Bible
women at present are she must be without home responsibilities;
widows are preferred. She must be able to give her whole time and
service to the Lord’s work ; she must be a woman whose life has
proven her to be a doer of the word and a follower of the Master not
for any earthly gain but because of her love for the salvation of
souls. She must be a graduate of a Bible Institute able to teach the
home course for many of the country women are dependent almost
entirely upon the Bible women for all their help in the study of this
course. The wives of helpers or colporteurs are no longer considered
for salaried Bible women, and wherever we can secure volunteer
workers we are using them to do Bible woman’s work. The
appointment of the Bible women vary in some cases according to
the need but the general rule is to give one Bible woman charge of a
circuit or city church. She visits among the churches, teaches the
women and also helps the missionary
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in the classes held in her circuit. We have thanked God many times
for the improvements we have seen in our Bible women. Many of
them had lived until 40 years of age without knowing anything of
Christ or even their own alphabet. Many of them know little of the
common school subjects, yet through the teaching of the spirit are
able to grasp spiritual teachings and pass rather difficult
examinations on Bible subjects. The woman missionary has had a
wonderful personal influence over the lives of the Bible women
with whom she has worked, and by travelling side by side with the
missionary the Bible woman has learned much she could never have
learned in any other way.
III. The Bible woman of the future.
If we may be allowed to indulge a prophetic spirit we
would say that the future Bible women of Korea will be women of
some education and while they may not be able to take the journeys
on foot or endure some of the hardships that their grandmothers did
yet if they have only been rooted and grounded in the Gospel of
Jesus Christ they will be able to do more thorough teaching, and
help in the singing and other features of the work in a way our older
Bible women could never do. At present and for years to come
woman’s work must be done by Bible women and volunteer women
workers, but the changes in social conditions are making it possible
in many places to use younger women as Bible teachers and leaders
than we were able to use in the past. While we feel that our better
educated school girls and younger women will gradually take the
place of Bible teachers and helpers, yet we cannot do without our
good old women who have been chosen and used of God to do a
lasting work, and who still have a most important mission to fill in
the Master’s vine-yard.
Young women of the best education that Korea affords
should be encouraged to attend Bible Schools and Institutes if they
give evidence of having a true experience of conversion. The
women who have already graduated from our Institutes should be
encouraged in every way to go on with their Bible study.
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Having seen something of what God has done for and
through our Bible women in Korea, the prospects for more spiritual,
more capable, and more fruitful Bible women are as bright as the
promises of God. We believe our Bible women have it in their
hearts to study to show themselves approved unto God, workmen
that need not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of God, and
complete unto every good work.
OLD KOREAN STORIES.
THE DRAGON
BY SUNG HYUN (成但 1439-1504, A. D.)
“There was in the days of Koryu an official named YungTai who dearly loved a practical joke. It seems a snake appeared on
the shore of a dragon pool near his place when the priests of the
temple (Buddhist), thinking it a young dragon, caught it, kept in a
cage and fed it. Yung Tai, hearing of this, had his naked body
painted over carefully with scales and in all the colours of the
dragon. In this guise he came and called at the temple saying, ‘Have
no fear, l pray your reverences, I am the dragon-spirit from the pool.
I have learned that you have kindly taken in hand my unworthy
posterity to teach and bring up, and so I have come to express my
thanks. On such and such a day I shall call again specially to see the
teacher.’ He said this and disappeared.
“On the appointed day, the priests all dressed in their best,
assembled to await him. He came, and calling for the teacher, took
him on his back, and straightway made off toward the pool. When
he reached the edge he said, ‘Now let go, be careful not to hold on
to me, but just shut your eyes and we shall be in the dragon-palace
in a moment.’ The priest shut his eyes and released his hold. At once
Yung Tai swung round and flung him into the water with all his
might and then made off. The priest, almost drowned, floundered
out at last, his clothes in a dreadful state, and his body full of aches
and pains. He made his way back to the temple and went to bed.
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“On the following morning Yung Tai called again, but this
time in ordinary guise, and asked ‘Are you ill? What’s the matter?’
“The priest replied, ‘The old dragon of the pool, knave
that he is, has lost all his senses. He lied to me and got me into this
plight.’”
A FAR EAST FRANCIS OF ASSISI
BY SUNG HYUNG (1439-1504 A. D.)
“There was once a Buddhist priest, very kind and very
honest. He saluted everyone, even a minister of state, by his own
name. Whatever was given him, great or little in value, he accepted
with all simplicity, and whatever was asked of him he gave
willingly even all that he possessed. He wore only a ragged suit and
a battered hat, and went about Seoul, a sight familiar to all the
people. He never asked for anything. If anyone gave him food, he
ate it. If no one gave him any he fasted. If given the finest fare he
made no special treat of it, but accepted it as a matter of course.
Poor fare he took with equal appreciation. Whatever he spoke of he
called Brother. In speaking of a stone, he called it Brother Stone, or
of a tree, Brother Tree. Thus he addressed everything.
“A group of Confucian scholars saw this priest once
hurrying along the road toward evening time, and they inquired
‘Hullo! Where are you off to? ’ I’m looking for a pair of trousers,’
said he, ‘and am off to the house of Brother Bird.’ All laughed at
this.
“He had an ugly scar on his face and someone asked him
how he came by it. He replied, ‘Once I was out among the hills
looking for wood, when I saw a bear and a tiger fighting. I went to
them and said ‘Why do you fight? Why not be friends instead?’
Brother Tiger on hearing this looked ashamed and went away, but
Brother Bear was resentful and turned and scratched my face. Some
of the hill folk came and helped me at the time.’
“Once when I (Sung Hyun) was sitting in conference with
the other ministers of state this priest came and called on us.
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We asked him, “Why don’t you go to the hills and study instead of
knocking about in all kinds of wind and weather building bridges,
placing stepping stones, mending roads, and digging wells as you
do?’
“The priest replied, ‘When I was young my teacher told
me to go to the hills and spend ten years in earnest study, assuring
me that if I did so, I would understand the meaning of the Buddha. I
went to the Diamond Mountains for five years, and to the O-tai
Hills for another five, and worked very hard, but no profit came of
it.
“ ‘My teacher then told me that if I would read the Lotus
Sutra one hundred times I would understand. This I did and yet
found no profit From that time on I understood that the Buddha was
hard to fathom. Nothing else was left to me in the way of rendering
helpful service to my fellows, so I turned to to aid in building
bridges, placing stepping-stones, making roads and digging wells.’ “
KIM IN-BOK
BY YI CHE-SIN (李濟臣 1534-1583 A. D.)
“There was once an official named Kim ln-bok who was a
great joker though be had but one eye. Now when Sim Kong-joon
was governor in Chun-joo this Kim went to pay him a visit. Sim’s
desire was to play a joke on Kim before he himself was played upon,
so he selected him as servants, a secretary, a gate- man and a runner
each and all with but one eye. He also found a one-eyed woman
servant to set apart for his entertainment whom he dressed as a maid
of honour. He had him lodge at a one-eyed man’s house who
became Kim’s host. This house, too, was distant from where he was
(mu-o distant or blind). The master sent every morning to inquire
for Kim’s health but always by the hand of some one-eyed person.
“Kim seemed quite unconscious of this and took it all as a
matter of course. To the servant who came one morning to inquire
as to his health he gave this message saying, ‘I am greatly obliged
to Your Excellency for all your good care. One matter only troubles
me. Supposing a thief should come, I fear
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we are somewhat shorthanded to safeguard and watch the place.
This is my only anxiety.’
“Sim inquired as to how that could be. Were the servants
neglectful or unwilling to do their duty? He had the matter looked
into, when Kim said ‘Not at all. The servants you have given me are
as good as gold, and are constantly on hand, but having only one
eye each they are equal to only two and a half sound persons when
it comes to keeping a sharp 1ook-out.’ The people about the yamen
hearing this all laughed heartily.”
YUNG OON.
CH’OI CH’I-WUN. （崔致遠)
As truly as Chaucer is the Father of English Poetry, so is
Ch’oi Ch’i-wun the Father of Korean Literature. He was born
nearly 500 years before Chaucer, being a contemporary of Alfred
the Great. A son of Silla, at twelve years of age he went to the
kingdom of the Tangs, when China had reached the greatest period
of her history. The capital was then called Chang-an(長安) now Sian (西安), the city to which the old Dowager fled in 1900. There he
studied and graduated with honours in 875, when he was only
seventeen years of age, and entered service of the Emperor, as chief
secretary to General Ko-pyung (高餅). He became widely known as
a talented literati and his works were included in the literary
masterpieces of the Tangs. In 885 A. D. he returned to Korea, being
27 years of age, and became Queen Chinsung’s chief minister of
state. No tomb marks his last resting place, for, like Moses, his
departure was a mystery. It is said that when nearly a hundred years
of age he disappeared in the hills and became one of the genii.
SELECTIONS FROM HIS WRITINGS.
(The poems of a people tell perhaps better than anything
else what the heart thinks and the soul delights in. Evidently Ch’oi
Ch’i-wun loved the birds, if we can judge from the following.)
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THE SEA-GULL
“So free art thou to ride the running white-caps of the sea, rising
and falling with the rolling waters! When you lightly shake your
feathery skirts and mount aloft, you are indeed the fairy of the deep.
Up you soar, and down you sweep, serenely free from taint of man
or of the dusty world. Your practised flight must have been learned
in the abodes of the genii. Enticements of the rice or millet fields
have no power to woo thee, but the spirit of the winds and moon are
what your soul delights in. I think of Chang-ja (莊子) who dreamed
of the fairy butterfly; surely I, too, dream as I behold thee.”
THE SWALLOW.
“She goes with the fading summer, and comes with returning spring,
faithful and true is she; regular as the warm breezes, or the chilly
rains of autumn. Old friends we are, you and I. You know that I
readily consent to your occupying a place in my spacious home, but
you have more than once soiled the painted rafters. Are you not
ashamed?
“You have left hawks and other uncanny birds far off in
the islands of the sea, and have come to join your friends, the
herons and ibis of the streams and sunny shallows. Your rank must
be equal to that of the gold-finch, I should think, but when it comes
to bringing home finger-rings in your bill as rewards to your master,
you fail me.”
THE TIDES.
(The majesty of the sea impressed him, too.)
“Like a rushing storm of snow or driving sleet, on you come, a
thousand rollers from the deep, thou tide. Over the track so deeply
worn, again you come and go. As I behold how you never fail to
keep the appointed time, I am ashamed to think how wasteful my
days have been, and how I spend in idleness and dissipation the
precious hours.
“Your impact on the shore is like reverberating thunder, or
as if the cloud-topped hills were falling. When I behold your speed I
think of Chong-kak and his wish to ride the winds; and when I see
your all-assailing majesty I think of the sleeping dragon that has
awakened.”
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TEA.
(Koreans have never been a tea-drinking people, and yet
the first writer of Korea has an interesting note about tea, and has
expressed an appreciation of it that would do honour to a modern
Englishman.)
“To-day a gift of tea comes to me from the general of the
forces by the hand of one of his trusty aides. Very many thanks! Tea
was first grown in Ch’ok ( 蜀 ) and brought to great excellence of
cultivation. It was one of the rarities in the gardens of the Soo
Kingdom (隋589-618 A. D.) The practice of picking the leaves
began then, and its clear and grateful flavours from that time were
known. Its specially fine qualities are manifest when its delicate
leaves are steeped in a golden kettle. The fragrance of its aroma
ascends from the white goblets into which it is poured. If it were not
to the quiet abode of the genii that I am invited to make my
respectful obeisance, or to those high angels whose wings have
grown, how could ever such a gift of the gods come to a common
literati like me? I need not now a sight of the plum forest to quench
my thirst, nor any day-lilies to drive away my care. Very many
thanks, and much grateful appreciation!”
A PRAYER.
(He was a deeply religious man as one can judge from
this prayer written when he was only twenty-four years of age, as
secretary of General Ko-pyung, of the Tangs.)
On the 15th day of the 1st Moon of the year 882 A. D.
General Ko Pyung asked a certain Buddhist priest to make a prayer
for him in Chon-wang Hall of the Law-cloud Temple, and this
prayer Ch’oi Ch’i-won wrote.
“I make my petition to the shining Buddha who is all
loving and all merciful, the great Kwan-se-eum. When the forces of
evil rise up against us and overcome us, then the dust of the earth
hides all one’s vision and the waves of the sea lash furiously. At
such a moment it is vain for kings to fix their eyes on great leaders,
for the very stars themselves afford no hope. Our king is like the
great rulers of Han, but
15
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still the mid-heaven sun never shines but once on the same day. I
wonder why God feeds the vultures and owls, why the earth
supports the caterpillars of destruction, and why the forces of evil
fight and find peace and content, while brave soldiers are broken
and defeated.
“With the insignia of military power in hand, and with a
heart full of purpose and desire to set fire to the dry remnants of the
enemy, and to save these who have fallen, I with an earnest heart
that looks up to the Buddha, anxious to observe and do the
righteous deed, and ever remembering the Merciful One’s goodness,
come to make my prayer.
“In this world of ours there are those pierced and fallen
from the spear, and those dying from disease. Give me the power of
the great Physician and make me like a loving Father to the wornout in body, and to those diseased in mind. On this 15th day of the
1st Moon I have cleansed and brought the offerings as the fresh dew
is still upon the ground and the clean breath of the morning stirs the
fragrant flowers. My thought is that here in this quiet abode of the
Buddha, where the elders have their disciples about them, and
where God himself rules from His holy temple, my prayer may be
heard by the all-merciful and all-loving One whose religion has
come to this Eastern land of ours. Thy footsteps mark all the way
from the West. Save now, I pray Thee, all those bound for Hades.
Please leave for a little your high office in heaven, come and
comfort the sick, and touch them with the hand that heals; and grant
that by virtue of calling on Thy Name we may escape from this net
of destruction. May Thy life-boat quiet the waves of the restless sea,
and Thy sword of wisdom defend us from the forces of sin and from
the darkness of the night. Let the Lamp of Thy knowledge, which
enlightens the heart of God, and the sound of Thy drum, cause the
spirit of the enemy to melt. and let Thy silence dissipate all the evils
of the world. Open the gate of peace and safety to all mortals so that
they may gain entry to Thy house of love and mercy.”
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NAMPO MEMORIAL STONE.
(To anyone interested in antiquities the old stone of Nampo, that stands some 30 miles west of Kong-joo, with a magnificent
dragon cap on its head and a long inscription down its face, will
prove a delightful subject for consideration. Ch’oi-Ch’i-wun wrote
the inscription and saw the erection of the stone when he was 82
years of age. It records the life and labours of a noted priest Nanghe.)
SELECTIONS FROM THE INSCRIPTION.
“Her Majesty (Queen Chin-sung) (887-897 A. D.) said, ‘His
Excellency was indeed the Buddha incarnate once again on earth.
His late Majesty and also King Moon, my uncle, made him their
teacher and through him the state had long been blessed. And now I
have come to the throne with the same mind as they, expecting to
make him my guide, but God ( 天 ) has taken him away. Alas, how
sad I am. My desire now is to honour him who was so truly
honourable, hence I give him the name Tai Nang-he, Great
Enlightened One.”‘
She commanded Ch’oi Ch’i-wun to write the inscription,
referring to which we find recorded “I refused at first saying ‘I am
Your Majesty’s true servant, and yet when good grain is to be had,
why use chaff? Your Majesty has asked me to do honour to the
Master with my pen, but such an honour is beyond my power to
record. His Excellency was a great and commanding chief, and also
a profound and enlightened thinker. Gifted as I am with only
mediocre ability my attempts to write his unbounded praise will be
like loading a frail bark with heaviest burdens, or attempting to
draw water with a rope too short for the well. Still, if the stone itself
makes no protest, and the turtle underneath has no resentment to
offer, I will try, but my efforts will bring no glory to the hills or
streams about me. I fear the woods may be ashamed and the little
rivulets that flow by.
“As I think it over, the Master and I both went to China to
pursue our studies together ; how is it that one of us be- came the
great teacher of the state, while the other remained but a poor
servant? The difference is that one learned from
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the heart and the other with the lips only. The heart is high, but not
the lips. The ancient sages therefore were full of great care as to
how they studied, for he who studied from the heart attained to
virtue, while he who studied from the lips learned merely human
speech.”
“The world’s best thoughts upon religion seem,
But drops of dew upon the blades of grass.
To think that Buddha can be won with ease,
Is fishing for the shadow of the moon.
All great religions surely are the same;
At first the Buddha seemed most dry and bare,
Until one tasted deep His hidden way.
And then all other wines as nothing were,
No other food could satisfy the soul.
He urged his hearers thus to cleanse the heart
Of fame’s poor chaff and riches’ shrivelled straw.
And to the world his word of counsel was:
‘Arm you with love, and wear truth’s helmet high.’
He never turned a thirsty soul away,
But stood to all mankind, a help from God.
Thus while he lived and laboured here below,
The state was pure as crystal lights that shine.”
J. S. GALE.
FLIES.
The past year (1916) has been specially interesting as
regards flies. The interesting part is that they have suddenly ceased
to be, and we now see them no more. A shot-gun, lance, or sword is
of no avail against this creature. In fact his breed seemed well nigh
invulnerable until the authorities took him in hand, and most
skillfully compassed his destruction.
We remember the fly as one of the ancient possessors of
the city. He drew up his forces by battalions, brigade and fighting
corps, millions strong, encamped everywhere. Particularly did he
enjoy the warm sunnyside of life, and seek it out with remarkable
perseverance and skill. He made his
18
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rounds daily, something in the following order-: Starting from his
sheltered ledge where the new sun had quickened him into life, be
would make his way to wine shops and other exposed places, and
have a light breakfast. From there, as the day advanced, and the rays
of light peered down into the noisome holes and dens of the city, he
gaily took his flight, calling at the most unnameable pools and
awful places for a substantial meal. He would then come back
delighted with himself, an optimist, hopeful about everything, and
join Kim so-pang or any other man of leisure in his afternoon siesta,
would take a long running jump from the corner of the swinging
door right into the unconscious Korean’s face. Automatically,
though sound asleep, Kim would drive at him with his hand, but just
as well try to put salt on a live bird’s tail as to catch a fly when you
are sound asleep. Quick as light he would drop down again and
continue his travels just where he had left off. Round and round and
round be would go into the corner of Kim’s mouth and under his
chin. Fearless? The like was never seen. Then he would join the
family in the evening meal, play football all over his fresh cooked
toi-gak cakes, or go sightseeing across the mountain face of Kim’s
heaped up rice dish.
The fly is rather a stay-at-home creature unless he can get
suitable conveyance abroad. One favorite method of transportation
is to ride on a coolie’s warm back and go comfortably across town,
entering the home and wiping his feet on the baby’s eye-lashes or
the comers of his ears, cantering all round its little mouth, and over
its neglected nose. What a lovely day the fly used to have, but it has
come to an end ; his picnic is over, and we practically see him no
more.
These are modern ideas regarding the fly. Some more
ancient views as to his character and habits may be interesting. Yi
Kyoo-bo (1168-1241 A. D.) Prime Minister of Korea in the Koryu
Dynasty and a contemporary of Richard Coeur de Lion, says “I
have ever hated the way in which the fly continually pesters and
bothers people. The thing that I dislike most of all is to have him sit
on the rims of my ears and settle squabbles with his neighbour.
When I am ill and
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see him about me, I am afflicted with a double illness over and
above my original complaint. In seeing the multitude of his breed
swarming about, I cannot but make my complaints to God.”
“Your buzz and fuss drown e’en the crowing cock,
And all your marks speck every whitened thing.
I chase you off, and yet you fail to go;
I trust the King will make an end of you.”
This seems almost to have come true to-day, for His
Imperial Majesty’s Government is a very uncomfortable one for the
fly to live under.
Again he says:
“I’m worn to death in driving off these flies,
I wrap my head but fail, alas, to sleep;
No use to scold, or rate at them, or swear;
They drop into my wine and die with g1ee.”
Sung Hyun (1439-1504A. D.) leaves among his literary
notes the following: “There was a military official once, whose
name was Yang, sent south as governor of Kong-joo. In summer, it
seems, the place was particularly plagued with flies, and Yang hated
them with unspeakable hatred. So he set his secretaries, his writers,
and all his runners, maids, slaves, everyone in fact, to work,
ordering that each bring him a bowl of flies every morning. He
made it a serious matter and urged them under penalty. The
company fought each other over these flies. They feared to fail. and
yet they hated the task. Some went about hiring others to catch flies
for them, while they gave the governor the name p’a-ri mok-sa (flygovernor). If one were to rule his district with the same zeal that this
man exercised in catching flies he would doubt- less be a model
governor.”
Kim Rin-hoo (1601-1560 A. D.) one of Korea’s great preShakespereian writers, says: “I beat my fan about and swing it
round till I have cleared my room of their breed, and now my books
are free to rest beside my bed. They like to come and walk around
my eyes, and peer into the regions of my nose. Their buzzing fuss
outside my window shade I leave to them to do just as they please.”
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Kim Sang-bun (1570-1652 A. D.), who was taken captive
in the Manchoo invasion of 1635 and kept for a year or two a
prisoner in Peking and Mukden has written down his opinion of the
fly. Here it is:
“Among the trees the dainty oriole calls.
High on the limb cicada sings his song;
My friend Yang-soo writes of the flies he sees,
The filthiest creature that creation knows.”
Chang Yoo (1587-1638 A. D.), who first introduced
tobacco into Korea, says of the fly : “I got a chill once and was laid
up for a day, when all the flies in the neighbourhood, seeing my
plight, came in troops and sat around me. In revenge I wrote the
following :
“Through freezing frost you still live on, you fly!
Whence came your breed and all your noisome ways?
Stay in your holes, I pray, and leave me in peace.
Where filth abounds you fight as for a crown,
But what you win I fail to understand.
You drink, and scrap, and drown, and die,
Within my wine-cup e’en your corpses float,
No mortal pity meets your hapless fate.”
Song Si-ryul(1607-1689A. D.) for many years the greatest
of Korea’s literati writes: “Men, after all, are more hateful than flies.
My Chinese friend Yang-soo says ‘Why hate flies when there are
other creatures far more unlovable all round about you?’ If flies
could have spoken in the days of Yang-soo they could have put a
world of men to shame.”
How grateful these old masters of the pen would have
been to write us to-day ringing verse on the departure of the fly. The
kindly compliments they would have paid the police and city
authorities who have wrought his destruction can be more easily
imagined than expressed.
SPECTATOR.
CONCERNING THE OCCULT.
It is undoubtedly true that the Korean has a bent in the
direction of the occult. To him its strange unseen world is full of a
fascinating influence that few things in this mundane
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sphere can compare with. He likes to hie himself away to these
regions of the quiet, where he can meditate off into the realms of the
spiritual to hear those voices that speak apart from bodily existence.
The old fortune-teller was a proof of this as he sang out,
“Come down, come down, come down!” Possessions, exorcisms,
necromancy are all matters of everyday converse. The automatic
hand, too, he has heard of, and second powers of vision. Sir Oliver
Lodge, and others, like W. T. Stead, have nothing to tell the Korean.
My friend Kim who loves this world of mystery related
the following: “An acquaintance of mine was taking a siesta one
afternoon while a friend was sitting at the foot of the bed reading a
book. Some time later a third party called and the two proceeded to
con over the Chinese together. They came at last to a passage
difficult to construe, with a word in it that neither of them
understood.
“Chang, my acquaintance, who was dozing, heard them
discuss the matter in loud and emphatic tones. He grew tired of it,
and at last got up and said, ‘Don’t you two ignoramuses know that
that word suk-chong means honey?, but they paid no heed. ‘Look
here,’ said he,’ I tell you it means honey.’ The afternoon sun shone
square on the book, while the two sat on each side, with the
disputed character between them. Chang incensed at their taking no
notice of him, said, ‘You fools, it means honey,’ and went back and
laid down. He fell asleep and when he awoke it was evening and the
third party was gone.
“I say,” said the friend, “but you did sleep.”
“What’s the use of staying awake,” s:iid Ching, “when
folks pay as little attention to one as you did? ”
“What do you mean? ” asked the friend.
“Why, I mean about that word suk-chong honey, that you
were arguing over.”
“Yes, we were, we didn’t just know what it meant” “Yes,
but I told you that it was honey and you paid no attention.”
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“Honey? You never said honey to us that we heard.”
“Go away,” said Chang, wearied out by it, “Didn’t Yi So
and So call? ”
“Yes.”
“And didn’t you and he read the book together? ”
“Yes.”
“And didn’t you get into a dispute and argue in a loud
way over suk-chong?’ ‘
“Yes we talked over the word, but only very quietly, for
we did not wish to disturb you.”
“But I got up and told you what it meant.”
“Oh no you didn’t, never got up at all, had no part in it,
but was sound asleep all the time.”
Chang went on to explain certain features of the afternoon,
the sunshine on the book, etc., showing that he was most definitely
aware of the conversation, while his friend vouched for it that he
had been sound asleep all the time.
Still this might all have been but a dream, or a piece of
imagination on his part.
Here is another story trustworthy witnesses being still on
hand to vouch for.
Kim fell ill and died. He had been an average,
uninfluential Christian for a year or two. Great was the
consternation in the house, for Kim was the support of the family,
and was still a young man. Friends called to condole with the
stricken family. All the accompaniments that bespeak the greatest
loss that can overtake a Korean were present, tears and desolation.
A startling thing happened in that home: Five hours after
the so-called death, Kim suddenly rose up, shook himself back into
consciousness, and spoke to the congregated mourners.
“Friends,” said he, “I have seen wonders. I have been all
the way to heaven and back to earth again.”
With startled faces the mourners looked at him. Was it a
dream, or was he alive, for of a surety, according to Korean custom,
he had been dead? Inquiry was made as to where be had gone, and
what he had seen.
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“When I died,” said he, “I was taken by an angel
company up into the high heavens, where I met Yi Yo-tam, the
Christian preacher of the town of Tam-yo, who had just died also.”
The assembled company knew of Yi Yo-tam, and the
announcement of his death was a startling piece of news to them.
“We were carried up to heaven where were indescribable delights,
such as the heart never dreamed of. We were both lovingly
welcomed, Yi especially. Passing by an archway that seemed to lead
to the Eternal City, he was asked to enter while I was directed to
another. I separated from him with regret, but was shown a portico
of such splendour as these eyes had never looked upon before. Into
it I entered, but was stopped by an angel who said to me, “Your
companion, when on earth was a faithful servant, and told others of
God’s goodness, and so has passed to great reward, but you are to
go back to earth once more, for new opportunity to be faithful.’ “My
regrets at having to return from that region of bliss were. very great.
I begged that I might stay forever, but it was not to be, and so I am
here and would tell of the mercy of God, and of how we should give
our hearts to Him.”
“But how about Yi Yo-tam? ” asked the company.
“Yi Yo-tam is in heaven,” said Kim, “for I have just been
with him and we have walked to6ether on the celestial way.”
So emphatic was he in his statement that one of the
hearers started at once on foot to Tam-yo to see how it fared with Yi
Yo-tam. Arriving at the village he inquired as to the leader of the
church, where he lived, and how about him?
“He is dead,” said the man addressed. “Dead? ” Sure
enough the signs of mourning were evident. On going to the house
he found that the master, and faithful leader of the church, had
passed away that day, according to the message brought by Kim on
his return from heaven.
These facts are correctly stated though the proper names
are changed. They are vouched for as I said by unquestionably
honest and competent witnesses.
J. S. G.
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GUARDIANS OF THE YEAR
The New Year season in the Far East is enlivened by
picture post-cards and other illustrations of the tutelar animal of the
year. Nineteen and sixteen, that has just passed, was the year of the
Dragon, and 1928 will be the next dragon year to come. This, upon
which we have now entered, is the year of the Snake, an uncanny
creature to have over us in control. There are twelve animals in all
that are set as guardians of these great circles of the sun, the Rat, the
Ox, the Tiger, the Rabbit, the Dragon, the Snake, the Horse, the
Sheep, the Monkey, the Rooster, the Dog, the Pig.
It may interest the readers of the MAGAZINE who have
not yet discovered just which animal they were born under, to seek
out and find just in how far each resembles the creature that
presides over him. Nineteen hundred was the year of the Rat, 1912
was also a Rat year, and every other year which adds or subtracts
twelve. Taking the order indicated above, you can find by going
back on the list, a year for each animal. just when your own comes.
The last year of the Pig was 1911. that of the Dog 1910, that of the
Rooster 1909, etc.
It would be interesting to guess your year from your own
knowledge of your inner self. For example you might mark your
leading characteristics thus : I, so and so, Love of hard work, 10 %,
love eating and sleeping, 50%, like crowing over other people, 25 %,
and so on, making it evident that your year is that of the Pig, the
greatest eater and sleeper in the world, or some other equally
comfortable animal.
Another person finds that he is naturally inclined to
grimace, and make other people laugh. He is evidently not born
under the year of the cow, for the cow does not do this.
Undoubtedly his year is 1884, the year of the monkey. Another is
given to blowing about what he has done, and wants to be looked at.
He cannot help it, for the rooster is his guardian, and he is just 32
years old. Some men are born to go steadily along at their work day
by day, having no opinion about anything, eating their hay or
branmash just as it is given them, and stepping through life at a pace
of two and a half miles an hour. Such folk are 28 years old or 40
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and have to do with the ox. Others again who love cheese and
Welsh rare-bit and are inclined to nibble into holes and corners in a
way to displease their neighbours, belong to the Rat year 1876 or
1888.
The whole list might be run through thus ; or again we
may judge of it by the looks of the person. Some people wear the
expression of a horse, so that you never see them without thinking
of that noble animal. They belong to 1882 or the Horse year. Others
again have a timid glance and a peculiar flat note in the voice that
suggests the sheep, 1883. Thus might the whole list be expounded.
It is supposed that this guardian group came from the
Tartars and was introduced by the Mongols who pitched their tent in
the far distant region of the Altai Mountains, always barbarians, and
yet conquerors and rulers of the world. Genghis Khan brought them
with him into China and China sent them to the farthest ends of the
East. Fortune-tellers at home never dreamed of anything so
picturesque as these twelve animals of the cycle, in their forecasts
of the future.
E. T.
KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN.
In the Western world many women have attained to places
of highest honour, where their name will endure as long as the
world stands ; and yet if we were to record, say twelve of the most
distinguished, no English, French or American woman would
appear, not even Queen Elizabeth, nor Joan of Arc, nor Pocahontas.
They would doubtless be Bible names, beginning with Eve and
running down to a group of Maries.
Korea, too, has her list of famous women, and yet not one
among them a Korean. Her heroines have come down to her
through the Sacred Books of the East ; some of them by the medium
of myth and folk-tale, but they have all come to be definitely
recorded and live as truly here in the homes of the people, as do the
Jewish women in the Anglo-Saxon world.
The writer proposes to give in the MAGAZINE twelve of
the most distinguished, with the historical references and legends
associated with them.
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I YO-WHA·SI (女禍氏)
Yo-wha-si was an angel who first made her appearance in
the Seung-pi Mountains of prehistoric China. She married and
became the wife of P ok-heui-si伏( 羲氏), the first of the Five
Great Rulers (2,852 B. C.). He it is who is said to have evolved the
Eight Diagrams out of the circle of red and white that was seen on
the old Korean flag. While her husband was thus taken up with
setting in motion the philosophies of the East, she was exercised
over a quarrel that was going on between Kong-kong-si(共公氏)
and Tai-jung-si(大定氏). They were not her children, but her
subjects, and a fierce battle they had. It is said that Kong-kong
butted the heavens and tore a great hole through the canopy thereof.
Yo-wha-si, while her husband was engaged in copying from the
back of the tortoise the first Chinese characters, mended the rent in
the curtains, and propped up the sky. How she did it is not quite
clear ; the record simply says “By means of stones of the five
colours.” Later she stopped a deluge that threatened the earth by
means of dykes of ashes gathered from burnt reed straw.
She it was who brought with her musical instruments that
played in harmony and awakened the sweet sounds of earth. With a
harp of fifty strings she made her worship to God. This was sweet
and tender, but too sad, and so she changed it to twenty-five strings,
and then set the notes of joy dancing into motion.
She was the first of all women to do up her hair and bind
sweetly her flowing locks. She rode in a chariot of thunder, with six
outspreading aeroplane wings. When she worshipped and cast the
horoscope a voice said “You are the chosen one to be sun and moon
and to give light to the far-reaching provinces of China. Your
mission is to comfort the world and to bring peace to men.”
We are told that she killed the black dragon and saved the
East, and that then she pitched her tabernacle and worshipped the
Bright Spirit.
A later writer, named Cho Sul-hang, cast doubt on these
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myths saying with some apparent heat. “To imagine that any woman
ever went up ten thousand li into the sky, and with stones made
whole the broken rifts in the immensities is nonsense.” She was the
first to make combs and to set going this part of the woman’s world.
She mysteriously disappeared from earth, but many hundreds of
years after, when one of the kings of the Tangs was passing by night
the region where she lived, there appeared suddenly out of the
shadows a woman bearing a basket of live fish, who said she was
Yo-wha-si. If you drop the si which is honourific, and say simply
Yo-wha its sound is not unlike that of the Hebrew H’a-wa which is
Eve.
STUDENT OF THE ORIENT.
Questions and Answers
1.-What is the oldest monument in Korea?
The Altar of Tan-goon on Ma-ri-San, Kang wha. It stands
at the southern end of the island on a peak 1500 feet high, so it is
clearly visible to the north-west from Chemulpo harbour. It is said
that Tan-goon built.it about 2300 B. C.
It was repaired by King In’jo in 1639 and also by King
Sook-jong in 1700. The hill is easy of access to good climbers and
makes an interesting point of pilgrimage for a two days trip from
Seoul.
2.-What is the oldest building in Korea?
The Po-t’ong Gate in Pyeng-yang, recently restored. It
was built about 960 A. D.
The South Gate of Seoul probably ranks next, built in
1396.
The oldest building of which definite proof remains is that
of the temple to Tan-goon in Pyeng-yang erected in 1429A.D.
3.What is the oldest monumental stone in Korea?
The stone on Pi-pong peak two hours walk northwest of
the city of Seoul. It marks the northern boundary line of Silla, and
was erected in 555 A. D. A few characters still are decipherable
from its time-worn face, faithfulness, devotion. wisdom, sacrifice,
heaven.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
BY EARL RAY
There are many characteristics of the Korean life that are
rapidly disappearing under the relentless impact of the new worldforces which have entered the country during recent years. This tale
is the effort to preserve some of these characteristics by crystalizing
them in the form of a story.
Strange as it may seem to an outsider, Korea has a world
ambition, it is not political, but moral. The Korean dream to serve
the world is not without warrant in the eyes of those who have
wrought with them in the service of the Christian Church during the
last quarter of a century. This native Church has already begun
missionary work in other lands.
One purpose of this story is to show that the Koreans have
a courage and devotion that justifies such an ambition, and further.
we may be able to point out that they have a simple faith and deep
conception of Divine truth which marks them a separate type among
the peoples of the world.
CHAPTER I
MAIDEN FALLS
Situated in North Korea, in the province of Pyeng Yang,
was the home of a remarkable man, Remarkable because of the
ancestral history that was represented in his person as the sole
survivor of his clan; remarkable for his achievements, and
remarkable that he was unaware of being remarkable. His home was
a straw-thatched hut nestled at the foot of a rugged mountain. So
tiny was it in comparison with the mountain that it seemed almost
microscopic. The mountain towered skyward till its mighty peaks
pierced the clouds. At this point. it divided and shot upward into
two enormous crags resembling
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human forms. So high were they that in stormy weather they were
always hidden from view and they looked down to see the winds
raging about their knees. In fair weather they could be seen leaning
together in sociable contemplation of all the world at their feet.
Beneath these two figures the mountain sides shouldered out in vast
piles of rock and naked boulders, like knotted muscles of a colossus
from which long ridges of sinew ran downward half way to its base,
to where nature had clothed its huge sides with the green and the
brown of living and dead forests. Here and there white patches of
granite glanced out from beneath the folds of green, as though,
during the struggle with the elements of nature, the giant had been
wounded, and robbed of part of his dress. On the side of the
mountain facing the south and overlooking the hut was a broad
expanse of black rock, presenting a smooth surface which
resembled a face of huge masonry. In one section of this black rock
there was a sheer drop of one hundred and fifty feet At the top and
near the center was a depression that ran downward, and was deeply
cut into the face of the rock, a pathway worn by many centuries of
rainy seasons. When the rains sent their flood over mountain and
valley, a torrent poured down this water way. At the top, it was a
noisy, uproarious flood, and leaping from the cliff it spread out fanshape till, in its downward plunge to a point fifty feet below the
brink, it struck the face of the rock, and rebounding, shot forward
into a broad sheet, and, near the ground, thinned into innumerable
tiny threads, the play-thing of the wind, swinging here, there,
yonder; light and graceful as a thing of life, playing with the rays of
the sun ; now encircled with a golden bow, then retreating within
the shadows of the overhanging cliff’, white and ghost-like. So light
and airy was this water wraith, so ready to invite a caress, that it
was called Maiden Falls. But woe to the man who might get
beneath her dainty feet.
In stormy weather, when the winds hurtled up through the
mountains, and heavy clouds tugged and wrung at their peaks,
curious sounds were heard, a long, low bellowing, that rose and fell
with dreary persistence and ended with a sigh.
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In explanation of this strange phenomenon, the people
said it was the sound made by demons sliding down Black Rock
over Maiden Falls. The moaning was the sound of the sleds of the
rollicking crew as they shot downward, and the sigh was an echo
vibrating through distant mountain peaks. If you should be so
skeptical as to doubt the truth of this explanation of these strange
sounds, you would be met with a glance of pity at your ignorance. It
would be stoutly maintained that dark forms, engaged in their
hilarious game, had been witnessed on stormy nights by many. But
if positive proof was the only kind of evidence that would satisfy
your foolish doubt. you might climb the side of the mountain and
see for your self the sled-like rocks under the feet of the Maiden. On
inspection you would discover that the sleds were worn thin and
smooth through many centuries of use by these frolicing midnight
riders. If further proof were needed to satisfy your stubborn doubt
you would be invited to examine both sides of the bed of the stream
where the water shot downward over the face of the rock. You
would note that here and there were streaks and white splashes from
the hands and long nails of this strange crew as they balanced
themselves by a touch of the hand during their downward course.
This mountain represents one peak that stands out above
all the rest of the range. It appears as a sentinel watching over the
peace of the great army of slumbering mountains, hills, and knolls
that lie twisted in all sorts of grotesque contortions below this one
hoary head. To an observer standing on the shoulder of this
mountain and looking northwest, the mountain range with its
narrow valleys seems to rise and stretch upward to the horizon.
Winding down from that distant point could be seen, at the date
when the incidents of this story occurred, a silver thread, lost
yonder behind an obtrusive mountain, again showing there, along a
narrow strip of valley, lost again in a sharp turn, now glistening near
on an elevated plateau, vanishing beyond a rugged mountain crest,
at last reappearing at the observer’s feet. Above this point, tower the
two huge spurs already described. below which glistens the long
slope of Black Rock leading to Maiden Falls. The shoulder of the
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mountain was the divide over the range, and the silver thread
marked the path where during thousands of years of travel. the
sandaled feet of man had worn its way into the granite surface. At
the head of Maiden Falls was a stretch of sloping rock and, where
the path crossed this water way, the rock was so precipitous that
travelers had pried loose boulders and shelving bits of rocks and
piled them up on the side of the path. They were held in place by
roots, sods, and loose earth carried from long distances. It would
happen sometimes that the rains of summer washed out the earth
and then the whole mass would thunder down Maiden Falls. At
other times only a portion of the embankment would be washed
away leaving a trap for travelers who had the hardihood to attempt
the pass at night. From this point the road zigzagged down the
mountain, making, in its descent, three times the direct distance to
the bottom. The path at last wound around the side of the mountain
and passed within fifty feet of the Falls, then it rose over a slight
elevation and ·finally plunged down an- other interminable descent
till at last it passed the hut at the bottom.
We have been somewhat particular in describing this
mountain and Maiden Falls, as here occurred certain events of the
history which we are about to relate that has made Maiden Falls a
dread so that to this day many speak of her with bated breath.
The hut at the foot of the mountain had stood there two
thousand years, so declared the occupant, and to prove his assertion
he would, on occasion, bring from a dust filled corner a book, some
of the leaves of which were old, so very old that they were yellow
and the edges were ragged with handling. while other leaves of the
book were white, and written with great neatness, evidently by the
present occupant. The hut had been owned, so the book declared, by
the Kim clan for eighty generations. If any one should have the
hardihood to suggest that the new straw on the roof, and the sound
condition of the timber did not suggest such great age, the owner
would look with pity or contempt upon such an one as if an
explanation was an insult to ordinary intelligence.
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“Of course,” he would say, “there has occasionally been a
beam, post, or rafter replaced. Now and then the thatch has been
renewed and again, as the prosperity of the clan changed, it would
be replaced with tiles. You yourself,” he would exclaim with
growing earnestness, “eat, sleep, grow, change, but through it all,
year after year, you are still yourself. So with this house of my
ancestors. While the mountain is torn by storm and frost and acres
of it are hurled into the valleys year by year changing its form. my
house has remained through the past centuries built up by the
undying hand of man.”
A half mile away, just where the road sank from sight
over a bluff, a cloud of smoke hung heavily in the air, marking the
site of a village. On Sundays a white flag bearing the Maltese cross
struggled upward through the heavy billow of smoke. It marked a
Christian chapel, and took the place of a bell to call the people to
worship.
The man who represented this ancient clan, and appeared
at the time of our history as a bubble delayed on the vast receding
tide of his race, was named Kim. When free from the duties of the
paddy field, he might be seen sitting on the floor of his hut writing
notes in the clan history or committing to memory passages of the
Chinese classics. His calm imperturable face, and his grave
demeanor, gave him the name of Buddha. He was not an old man
but his brain was very ancient. It had taken toll of all that he had
read in the classics and was the aggregate of all the traditions and
superstitions of his ancient clan. Some of those who had written
their record in the clan book had been brave men ready to fight the
mountain tiger or sacrifice for right and truth, and, we venture to
assert, that before the events of this history are all recorded it will
be proven that Mr. Kim was not a coward. In some western lands
where the command to earn one’s bread by the sweat of one’s brow
is taken with such earnestness as to mean the earning of bread for
the succeeding generations, Mr. Kim would not be charged with
being over ambitious, but in a land where to have an extra bag of
rice was a temptation to the officials to arrest and squeeze the owner
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out of that bag, a due portion of time spent in deciphering the
meaning of Chinese characters is a highly laudable manner of
spending one’s life.
In every particular, Mr. Kim was in direct contrast to his
wife. She was thin and sharp of face, sharp of disposition, and her
tongue was sharper than either. To some persons she might seem
less attractive than many other women, but if such a thought ever
crossed the mind of Mr. Kim he never gave a hint of its presence ;
indeed while Asiatic imperturbability prohibited any suggestion of
emotion on his part, Madam Kim sometimes had a lively suspicion
that he really liked her. It is related that on a certain time when
family infelicities resulted in high words on her part and volumes of
tobacco smoke on his, a neighbor had the hardihood to suggest that
Mr. Kim follow the custom of all well regulated homes and punish
her into submission and good temper. It is also reported that the
neighbor escaped with his life, but so terrified was he at Mr. Kim’s
fury that he never ventured near his home thereafter, and some
slanderous tongues said that he would always take a side street
when he saw that gentleman coming his way.
At the time when our history opens, a great change had
come over Mr. Kim. For many days he had taken no interest in the
writings of Confucius and Mencius, but frequently sat for long
periods in his door gazing persistently at the smoke that floated over
the village below. His attention to the village smoke and his
disregard of the paddy fields caused Madam Kim a great deal of
uneasiness and her words were sharpened to a surprising degree.
CHAPTER II
MR. KIM BECOMES A CHRISTIAN
Mr. Kim had been sitting in his accustomed place on a
mat in one end of the room. It was on that part of the floor known in
the Korean language as the seat of honor. It always happened,
because of its location directly over the fire place, to be the hottest
place in the floor. Being a warm June
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morning, the perspiration rolled in profusion from Mr. Kim’s head
band, but he did not seem to know that the floor was hot. He was
writing imaginary Chinese characters on the palm of his left hand
with one of the digits of the right. Suddenly the door swung open
and a shrill voice called out:
“What are you there for? You lazy thing, you unhatched
egg! You rotten cabbage! you—you eat while I slave!”
Madam Kim had spent most of the morning in the paddy
field hoeing and weeding rice. She had wondered what had become
of the head of the home, who should have followed her to the field,
and she had returned to find out the reason of his absence.
Mr. Kim evinced no concern over the interruption of his
meditations. There was a moment’s silence, then a head and pair of
shoulders shot up into the door way. Mr. Kim glanced up as a
shadow fell across his imaginary writing. He held his finger poised
in midair and looked absently past the sharp featured woman in the
door way. At that moment a breeze pounced upon Madam Kim’s
dishevelled hair and flung it out in wiry tangles and tufts. “You,”
she cried, and each particular hair rose up threateningly, “You eat,
you sleep, you wear holes in the mat, you withered bean stalk! you
pig! you c-a-t!” Her voice ended in a scream as she clambered up
into the room.
Mr. Kim’s eyes came slowly back from the distance and
rested on the frouzy head of his irate wife, and leisurely passed
down over her mud-bespattered clothes to her bare shins and water
soaked feet.
Madam Kim paused in her position of advantage to get
breath preparatory to a second onslaught, while Mr. Kim brushed
the perspiration from his forehead and again returned, undisturbed,
to his imaginary writing. After repeated futile explosions, Madam
Kim sat down in the middle of the floor and watched her husband’s
pantomime. She really thought him a wonderful man and did not
much care if she did work hard for him. Every woman from the
days of Confucius had slaved for her husband and why not she. It
was wonderful how he could make Chinese characters on the palm
of his hand, without making a mark, and yet know what they
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meant. She had seen him even trace the outline of Chinese
characters in mid air, while discussing something with a neighbor,
and the neighbor could read them. Perhaps it was the knowledge of
his own greatness in this particular, that led him at times to use the
art to mollify his irate wife.
She would not go to the field again that day. What could
any one do, any way, when the head of the home spent his time
writing Chinese characters on the palm of his hand.
“I have it,” Mr. Kim said at last, “I have it right here.”
“Have what? ” Madam Kim gasped, uncertain whether he
meant that he had a centipede or the smallpox.
“I have the right characters, they mean clean and holy,”
and his fingers described with vigor what he meant.
“Hump,” was Madam Kim’s disgusted reply, “you have
been down to the church.”
He had, indeed, been attending the church services. He
had heard a great medley delivered by one of his countrymen. Adam
was the first man, ancestor to the Koreans, Americans, English,
Germans, French, Chinese, Japanese, and even the Russians. There
was once a great flood and Noah had made a boat that had saved
Shem who was the father to the Korean people. Abraham, Moses,
and Confucius were all great men together.
Mr. Kim had dreamed over the matter all night, and had
been sitting through the greater part of the forenoon trying to trace
his ancestors back to those notable persons. It was a failure.
Abraham and Moses did not exactly fit into his clan. The last words
of the preacher, however, though seemingly added to the discourse
as an after thought, stuck to his mind, and he had been struggling
with the characters “clean” and “holy” for the last hour.
“I tell you what,” he said to his unsympathetic wife, “I
have heard a great deal about being holy. Holy is holy whether it is
made by studying Confucius, or trusting in the new religion, and I
am going to--” Here Mr. Kim glanced up and the expression on his
wife’s face forced him to a pause.
“Ha-a-a.” said she, in a long guttural dissent. “You think I
know nothing? I have talked with them too. Holy doesn’t
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mean sitting on the floor all day long and making rat tails in the air
with your fingers, or strutting about stiff kneed in a white coat that
your wife has blistered her fingers in ironing. It means getting into
the paddy field till you are mud to the chin. Holy on the inside and
mud on the outside is all right. The teacher told me so.”
“Fool,” said Mr. Kim, “fool woman, prating about things
of which you know nothing. mixing religion with paddy field mud!”
There were symptoms in Madam Kim’s face of a
gathering storm which he knew by experience would be beyond the
power of Chinese characters to hypnotize : so he arose and strode
out, scorning the disagreeable question of paddy fields. Madam
Kim watched her husband march down to the spring, his head high
and his starched coat standing out with aggressive dignity. She was
proud of him and had always tried to obey him, for that is women’s
lot, and she knew that she always would.
Mr. Kim was in earnest The following night just before
twelve o’clock, when all was quiet. save the barking of a dog in the
neighboring village, he might have been seen creeping from the
shadows of his own house, and out across the moon- lit fields,
bareheaded, to the spring. His strident step was gone. He glanced
this way and that as if in terror of being discovered, and crawled
along in the shadows like a thief. The hoot of an owl filled him with
panic. But Mr. Kim had a high purpose that neither the hoot of owls
nor cry of demons could change. He soon stood over the spring and
waited eagerly for the moment of midnight when the water spirit
should flash out deep in the water. He would make his vow over the
water and ask for help, then wash in the stream and pray to the
Christian’s God. He lay long over the water, his eyes down to its
surface, till his joints stiffened with the effort. “Hump,” he grunted
at last in disappointment, “fool devil, mad because I am going to be
a Christian.” He seized a stone to hurl it in the water, but thinking
better of the matter dropped the stone gently to the ground.
The next morning he put on his stiffened white coat, but
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Madam Kim scenting symptoms of more rat tails in the air, saw to it
that he accompanied her to the paddy field. He worked with unusual
silence and found unwonted comfort in his pipe.
“I will do it,” he declared at last with energy as he hurled
a huge bundle of weeds to the distant bank.
“Hugh? ” Madam Kim said, straightening up and looking
him over. “Skull cap on in the mud!” she exclaimed, “where is your
head cloth? ” Then she opened her mouth wide in astonishment, and
closed it again as if she had lost the power of speech.
“It’s wire,” he said, answering her look. “Wire!” she
gasped.
“Yes, wire, don’t you see? ’. he continued. “I have woven
the cross in my skull cap, from a piece of copper wire. It is the sign
of the Christians, and I am a Christian ; I began yester- day, and I
want you to begin too. You must go home and take a bath and begin
today.”
“Ha-a-a!” said she, and dove for a weed with such energy
that mud and water plastered her front with a new coat. “Do you
hear? ” he repeated. “I expect you to do the doctrine.” Madam Kim
pulled weeds with increased energy. “It is easy,” he added, “you just
believe, that is what they say. I haven’t learned all about it yet, but
the Chinese character says it is to be clean, and I heard the preacher
say so too. You must take a bath and then pray. You had better go
home now. Supposing you should die? ” he added anxiously, “You
could not go to heaven with me.” Here he paused at the startling
thought of a family mix-up. Then he looked hard at the stooping
figure of Madam Kim. She was working like a fury and her back
was radiating wrath from every fold of her tight drawn garments.
He watched her for a moment and then stealthily worked his way to
the bank on the farthest side of the paddy field from Madam Kim.
He pulled his long pipe from the waistband of his trousers and
immediately was lost in a profound contemplation of tobacco
smoke.
Mr. Kim became very earnest. He committed many
hymns that would fit the only tune that he knew, which was a
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tune of his own invention. He secured other books and consulted
teachers, but his wife still remained obdurate. He said “please,”
once, but after the first shock of surprise she was as hostile as ever.
She would not attend the chapel services, and the morning
devotions of her husband she scorned. Mr. Kim finally presented
himself to his pastor for examination for the rite of baptism. Some
of the questions were searching, and some of them cut closer to his
manner of daily living than was pleasant.
“Yes,” he said, “I have read the New Testament through
and can answer all the questions of the Catechism, attend church
every Sabbath and Wednesday night, and I pray daily. I have thrown
away all my fetishes and pass devil trees with- out thinking of them
and am in harmony with all my neighbors.”
“Do you work steadily and industriously in the
fields? ,.was asked.
“Y-e-e-s,” he hesitatingly replied, “my wife helps me to
do so.”
“Do you get angry? ”
“Not as much as I did,” he replied uneasily, “my wife
however, tempts me in that direction sometimes.”
“Are all the members of your family Christians? ”
Mr. Kim did not reply for some time. He twirled his
fingers and cleared his throat, and when he spoke it was with an
apprehensive look on his face. He had not thought of Madam Kim’s
non-belief as standing in the way of this much coveted privilege.
“My wife hasn’t given in yet,” he replied at last with an
effort.
After a long exhortation regarding a Christian’s relation to
the members of his family and his duty to win them to the faith, it
was suggested that he wait one or two months before being baptized.
Mr. Kim replied with a dutiful “yea,” but his heart sank within him.
“I will try,” were his farewell words. There was a tone of
quiet decision that pleased the ears of his pastor, but would have
startled the lady whom it concerned if she had heard it.
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Some of the neighbors had called him “Crazy Kim”
because of late he sang at the top of his voice wherever he went.
They noted his silence as he walked homeward on this particular
afternoon, and wondered. That evening he filled his pipe
industriously till Madam Kim choked with the smoke, then he laid
his pipe aside and looked at her a long time. “Nomi,” he said softly.
She started violently. It was the first time he had called her by that
name since they had built play-houses of mud in the village streets
many years ago. “Nomi,” he repeated persuasively, “won’t you do
it? ”
“Do what? ” she asked.
“They said today that I could not be baptized because you
had not given in.” A sudden stiffening of her shoulders was his
answer. “From the days of Confucius,” he continued with a touch of
severity, “there has not been a woman who has not obeyed her
husband. The man must determine what religion shall be used in his
house. What do women know besides washing, cooking, eating, or
pulling weeds in the paddy fields,” he added generously.
A long silence followed during which Madam Kim
swayed her body back and forth with the rhythm of a clock’s
pendulum, and the mat on which she sat seemed to stir aggressively.
“Mind,” said he, “in the morning when I command you-you come in to prayers. Do you hear?” Madam Kim made no reply,
and Mr. Kim congratulated himself that there had been no scene.
Presently she turned her back on him．He could always read more
defiance from her back than he could from her face, and it worried
him, and that night the coming struggle got into his dreams.
The morning meal passed in profound silence. When it
was over Mr. Kim said with studied gravity, “Come, now, it is time
to pray.” There was silence a few moments during which Madam
Kim gazed across the little table at her husband, her eyes narrowed
down to tiny points; then at a bound she was out into the yard and
the door slammed behind her.
Mr. Kim laid out the Bible and hymn book very leisurely,
then went out into the yard. Madam Kim was on the point of
leaving for the paddy field. He walked across the yard to
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where she stood, quietly, as if bent on some benevolent purpose,
and raising his hand struck her a resounding blow across the cheek.
She sprang back against the wall astonished, and the blood mounted
her swarthy face; darkened her brow and temples to the roots of the
hair; her lips parted showing two rows of white teeth, and her eyes
shot fire. Her shoulders and arms were bare and her short skirt
revealed feet and legs bare to the knees. She crouched, lithe and
strong, and, like an animal at bay, looked him over piece by piece.
He approached her again with the same benevolent expression.
“Come in now and pray,” said he. The last word choked in his throat.
Madam Kim shot out from the wall like some wild thing,—not her
hands or her feet, but the whole of Madam Kim. She seized him by
the top-knot and screamed at the top of her voice. Handfuls of hair,
dark brown mixed with gray, floated about the compound. They did
not belong to Madam Kim ; her’s was as black as a raven. Her
tongue, tuned to a dialect created for the purpose of reviling, was set
loose. The neighbors heard and marveled. Mr. Kim tried to lay hold
of her but she was elusive. His eyes smarted, nose bled, and at last,
bewildered. he sat down on what he took for a stone, but which
proved to be an open pickle tub. In his confusion he did not know
what had attacked him; then he saw Madam Kim pass out of the
compound, and remembered. In due time he discovered he was
sitting in a pickle tub, got up and wrung out his trousers. He then
retired within the house but presently came out, and, let it be said to
his credit, with the benevolent expression still on his face, though
somewhat marred by scratches and bruises. He did not go to the
paddy field, but to a neighbor who was a doctor. He asked for the
longest surgical needle the quack had.
“I have a patient of my own,” said he, “and need a good
needle.”
When Mr. Kim declined alike to explain, or accept
assistance, the man was inclined to be offended until the condition
of Mr. Kim’s face suggested to him that the patient was not a sick
man.
Late in the forenoon Mr. Kim took his place in the paddy
field by the side of Madam Kim, but without a hint of the
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morning’s incident When she glanced into his face, however, it
worried her. She had never seen that look there but once before.
That was years ago when a tiger had carried off a neighbor. Mr. Kim
had shouldered a spear and announced that he would return with the
tiger’s skin, and he had done so. All day his voice was subdued and
really gentle, yet the following night fear disturbed her sleep, and
the morning meal was prepared with many a nervous jerk and start.
“Nomi,” said he gently, when the morning meal was over,
“yesterday you did not pray when I suggested it, but you will this
morning,” and he drew out from his waistband the long surgical
needle and felt of its sharp point. Madam Kim sprang through the
open door but found the compound door locked. Mr. Kim very
leisurely arranged his books then stepped slowly out into the yard.
Madam Kim was again at bay, but fled on his approach. He did not
hurry, but holding the needle at arm’s length, half stooping he
followed her around the compound. She dodged and tried to seize
the needle, but it left its mark in the palm of her hand and she fled
again; around and around she went and he followed. She attempted
to defend herself with her tongue, but she had long ago used up all
her strongest expletives, and now, the crucial time they had no
effect. Wherever she went the needle. was behind her, coming,
incessant, relentless. The expression on Mr. Kim’s face frightened
her. If he would only rave she could understand, but that look of
benevolence, how she hated it! The full purpose behind the mask
filled her with fear. Suddenly terror seized her and she sprang into
the room and closed the door, but before she could fasten it he
crowded in, and motioned her to sit down. She did so, and he stuck
the long needle back into his waistband. He then took up the Bible
and read a passage of Scripture and ordered Madam Kim to kneel.
She did so, and in the prayer he said “O Lord, I thank you that
Nomi has begun to believe.”
Madam Kim did not give up without further struggle, but
Mr. Kim was really a great man and was resourceful, so that, every
morning thereafter she waited with sullen face while her master
prayed.
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Two months later Mr. Kim walked ten li with joyous steps
to meet his pastor, and was eager for the examination to begin. He
had faithfully worked up the weak points, and when it came to the
question regarding his family he was triumphant. When asked how
Madam Kim had been led to believe, he hesitated and then told the
whole story, and wound up his rehearsal with the assertion that she
had been a good Christian ever since. The result was quite different
from what he had expected. When another period of probation was
prescribed. the shock of disappointment was painful.
The evening of his return, he moved very softly about the
house and Madam Kim was surprised to see him dis- regard the
points of the compass when he knelt for prayer ; neither the North
nor the South was honored. He knelt in the middle of the floor with
his face down to the mat. A sob shook his burly frame, then the hard
look left Madam Kim’s face. During the night she awoke and saw
him sitting beneath the lighted lamp looking at her. The next
morning he tried to arrange the books on the floor as usual, but his
hands shook and there was an awkward pause. At last he
straightened up and after several efforts pulled the long needle from
his waistband and handed it to her, but Madam Kim did not take it.
“You needn’t pray any more if you don’t want to,” he said,
“and I will never strike or prick you again ; --and Nomi, I have been
thinking you remember how we played in the streets making mud
houses, years ago? Your face was prettier than all the rest and I
liked you. Then when we were older and our parents arranged for
our marriage you pretended that you had never known me, but I
knew what you meant and was glad.
“The pastor told me that I must love you. That is easy. I
always did that; but he said that it must be on the outside where you
could see it ; and that loving is better than praying. And, Nomi, I
will.” After a pause he continued, “I wish you had a real name. I
don’t like to call you by a name that has in it a meaning of contempt.
They give names to the women when they are baptized, beautiful
ones, like Truth, Perseverance,
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Peace, but then—you will not give in and be a Christian, so can not
be baptized, and I will not make you.”
“But I will,” said Madam Kim.

CHAPTER III
A CHANGE OF OCCUPATION
Three years had now passed and many changes had taken
place in Mr. Kim and his wife and also in their home. The straw on
the roof of the house had been replaced with tiles. Bright clean
paper glistened on the walls, and carefully oiled paper covered the
once dust laden floor, which gave the home an appearance that
called in the less thrifty neighbors to enjoy the cozy atmosphere of
the home. The yard had been swept clean and a flower bed took the
place of the pickle tub in the middle of the compound. Madam Kim
had shaken all the frouziness out of her hair, combed it back straight
and plastered it down, giving it a look of severity suggestive of her
own decided nature. A neat fitting jacket now covered her shoulders
and arms, and her feet were carefully sandaled. Mr. Kim had
seemed to expand greatly since his wife had “given in.” His face
was all aglow and his white starched suit stood out with greater
dignity than ever.
It was late in the afternoon on the Sabbath, and he had
been striding back and forth in the yard in front of Madam Kim who
sat in the door way. He was profoundly happy, and she was happy
and proud too.
“It is all wonderful, Nomi.”
“Not Nomi,” she corrected with a hint of the old irritation
in her voice.
“Oh, yes, I know,” said he half reproachfully, “I know that
your name is Patience but when I say ‘Nomi’ somehow we get
nearer together just as we did years ago in the village street. And
this is another beginning!” he exclaimed and he watched the light
spring up in Madam Kim’s face, and added, “How could the
Missionary think of me among all the thousands
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from whom he has the opportunity to choose ; strange he should
think of me as a coming preacher.”
Mr. Kim paused and looked deprecatingly at his wife and
continued, “He said hat I was good and could talk well,” here Mr.
Kim laughed with genuine mirth, “why”, said he, “the last time I
tried to talk to the people I forgot all about the congregation except
the big red faced Yi wha gets drunk and beats his wife; indeed, I did
not ‘preach to any one but to him. and when he stared back into my
face and his big lower lip dropped and he began to cry, I noticed the
other people and felt scared, and as for goodness―,” here Mr. Kim
felt in his waistband for his pipe, then remembered that it had been
two years since he had given up the habit of smoking. He had
paused in his walk and was looking Patience steadily in the eyes
and said “Shall I do it? For reply she gave her head a toss. The
question had in it a hint of a desire for a compliment. Madam Kim
was the last person in the world to tell him that he was either good
or could talk well. Instead of running the risk of flattering any
vanity remaining in Mr. Kim’s nature she did the next best thing,
she announced that the evening meal was ready. Over their bowls of
rice where, as usual, a word settled most of their difficult questions,
she said in her sharp decisive tones, “You know you will do it. Does
a husband come to his wife to get permission?
He was satisfied, for he knew that before Madam Kim
had ‘given in,’ under any similar request for approval, he would
have found it convenient to go out and sit by the spring to escape
her sharp tongue. After a long pause he said:
“It will be a long walk, eight hundred li, and I will not
dare wear my white coat, but you had better put it in my bundle. It
will be a long time before I get back. Ten years since we were
married, Patience,” he added reflectively, “and 1 don’t like to leave
you. I will try to forget-not really forget you,” he hastily corrected,
“but I will try not to think of you overly much—I mean I will not
feel too bad.· You will not forget to put my Bible, hymn book and
tablet in the bundle? and you will keep the weeds out of the rice? Of
course you can do that almost as well as I. Don’t forget my
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pencil,” he said with a spirit of concern, while holding the articles
named in his hands. “We have been happy since we became
Christian, and I am only just going to take a bit of it to others. You
will not mind, will you, Patience?”
That night when Mr. Kim laid out his books for evening
prayers he drew from the leaves of his little red covered Bible a
carefully folded sheet of paper. He touched it reverently and then
spread it out on the floor. He examined it carefully, read and re-read
the beautiful Chinese characters, and with his fingers traced the
marginal embellishments.
“It is for a whole year,” he explained to Madam Kim,”
and it authorizes me to preach anywhere in the whole world,
wherever I may travel. Think of it, rank from the government would
be of value only in our own country, but this parchment makes me a
preacher anywhere in the world.”
“But,” said Madam Kim, “it does not mean rank, it means
work,—work as you would work in the paddyfields; it means a
permission to be plastered and daubed, a chance to sweat, a chance
to be hated, stoned, killed!” and Madam Kim shook her head at him
in her old irate way.
Mr. Kim looked at his wife uneasily. “I know,” he said at
last with a faraway look, “it does frighten me,—no, no,” he added
as if in reply to a question, “it is not the stones, nor is it the hate, but
it is the,—I am afraid of men.”
Madam Kim raised her eyebrows in sudden surprise.
“Why,” said she, “you are not afraid of tigers.” “No,” he replied,
“but I am afraid of men.”
The next day Mr. Kim might have been seen plodding
southward. It had been raining the night before and he was trying to
pick his way along the sides of the road. In spite of all his care the
immaculate suit began to show signs of distress. The yellow streaks
grew higher towards his knees and the flap of his long coat would
have set Madam Kim’s nose skyward if she had seen it. For the
twentieth time the mud had pulled off his sandal and as many times
he had patiently worked it back on his foot. Suddenly the soil turned
from yellow to red and the road led out across a plain. Mr. Kim sank
to his ankles and lifted his feet with a soughing sound.
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Suddenly he gave up picking his way, and straightening his
shoulders deliberately swung out into the middle of the road,
splashing mud to his waist A sudden splash in his rear caused him to
look around. A stranger was trying to follow him but still clung to
the road side. Mr. Kim looked the man over from head to foot, he
looked at his own bespattered garments, and then back at the
stranger.
“I say, Stranger,” said he, “come down off from it, the
road is softer than the bank.” The man paused with one foot lifted,
looked at the road then far out ahead at the dismal swamp that lined
both sides, and without a word stepped in behind Mr. Kim.
“You see,” continued Mr. Kim, “it is just as one regards it.
I have made up my mind that this is good walking. Of course my
feet are somewhat soaked but they have been that way many times
in the paddy fields, and my coat has been blacker than it is new,
moreover, there are many things for thought that are a real pleasure,
so you see I am quite as comfortable as if I were sitting on the warm
floor of my own house.”
Mr. Kim spoke with one finger extended and emphasized
each word with a motion forward as if he had some idea of stabbing
that gentleman with his finger, and he raised his voice as though he
were addressing a company. The man looked at Mr. Kim doubtfully
till his eyes traveled down to a bundle on Mr. Kim’s back where a
small red Testament peeped out.
“O, I see,” he exclaimed, “you are not really crazy, you
are one of them, aren’t you? ”
“Not crazy? ” said Mr. Kim in astonishment, “but who do
you mean by ‘one of them’?”
“Pardon me,” said the stranger, “we have not formally
made each other’s acquaintance, but am I mistaken in taking you for
one of these Gospel talkers?”
“I preach some times,” said Mr. Kim with dignity, as he
turned his back on the stranger and strode off through the mud.
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“There you are stepping on it,” exclaimed the stranger, his
voice raised in a sharp threatening condemnation.
“H-a-a-a!” said ‘Mr. Kim, in a spirit of panic, and raised
his muddy sandal to which was plastered a large sheet of paper that
had been coated with fresh boiled rice. He pulled it hastily from the
bottom of his sandal.
“I did not see it,” he exclaimed, “who would have thought
that people would have come out here in the mud to sacrifice.”
“Sacrifice!” echoed the other, “don’t you see that hill
yonder, and the village there running in line with it? Have you no
sense? There is calamity in that village, sickness, death perhaps.
Why should they not come out in the mud to petition the spirits to
open the sluices of the hill that its strength may· flow downward to
heal the villagers of their misery?”
The man spoke rapidly and with growing heat. “You
Christians,” he continued, “trample upon our sacrifices! upon our
traditions which are as old as the mountains, and upon the traditions
of our ancestors; you expose us to the wrath of the spirits by
creating disloyalty to these things; you enter our homes and divide
our families ; our wives and our children become enamored of this
new doctrine and, furthermore, they are no more to be reclaimed
than if they were in their graves.”
This explosion on the stranger’s part was aimed at Mr.
Kim’s back, as he had again turned and was plodding ahead through
the mud. For a few moments he felt helpless under the attack. He
was not unfamiliar to this method of argument, but he had never had
it hurled at him with such bitterness and he marveled much that the
stranger had ignored the proprieties of a formal greeting before
raising such a fierce argument.
(To be continued in the February number.)
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The Korea Magazine
February, 1917
Editorial Notes.
The Korea Magazine specially desires to quicken the interest
of those who have to do with Korea, so that they will take note and
record things Korean. If we were to suggest departments of interest
we might begin by the scientific and ask What the Korean knows of
science? Has he anything of the kind in his ancient world, or is it all
a modern importation? If we think of science as knowledge gained
by experiment and systematically arranged, is there any to be found
within the limits of ancient Chosen? What do all her books on
astronomy, physiology, geomancy, materia medica, etc., stand for?
We might suggest the literary department. Surely there exists
here a wide and interesting field, but do the same laws that govern
literary activities at home obtain here? What do they write about,
and do all writers write about the same things? What purpose does
literature serve in their minds? Did they ever have magazines or
periodicals? The Korea Magazine would like to know.
Another department is the aesthetic. What do they have that
pertains to the science of taste or beauty? Down deep in their souls
is there any real love of the supremely beautiful? Do their ideas of
beauty differ from ours? May they call, what we think beautiful,
ugly; and may we stand aghast before what they delight in, and yet
both be aesthetic?
There is their institutional world as well. What have they in
the way of establishments for the promotion of a definite object?
Have they succeeded in getting along all these years without
anything of the kind?
Then there is the religious department, greatest of all. Where
have their souls found rest? Have they ever tasted of the life ecstatic?
What does the Buddha mean by the term wun-gak (enlightenment)?
These are all questions that the Magazine asks, and it trusts
that as time goes on answers will be forthcoming from the many
students of the East who are scattered over the land.
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A NEW DEPARTMENT.
The Korea Magazine is fortunate in having Dr. James S.
Gale in editorial charge of a Department on The Korean Language,
to make its first appearance in the March number. Dr. Gale has been
a diligent student of the Korean language for twenty-five years, and
there is no man in Korea better prepared to have charge of this
Department. Others very familiar with the language will assist Dr.
Gale, and the hints, helps, suggestions and papers on various phases
of the language will be worth to our readers many times the
subscription price of the Magazine. Every person who has ever had
anything to do with the Korean language will want the benefit of
this department.
We have asked Dr. Gale to make a brief preliminary
announcement, which he does as follows:
The Korea Magazine expects to have frequent articles
dealing with the Korean language, its particularities, its idioms, its
difficulties. For example, an article will shortly appear on hago,
haya, and hani, dealt with years ago, but ever a burning question.
The writer, judging from his own experience, is emboldened to say
that there are people who have been here 20 years, students of the
language, who cannot yet use these correctly. If this is not true, he,
for one, will be very much surprised, and, needless to say, delighted.
How would you say in Korea, for example, when you are out on a
journey and feeling a bit tired, “Let’s rest and go.” Please do not ask
your Korean friend to say it for you, but answer for yourself. The
chances are that you will be wrong.
The Magazine hopes also to deal with the renderings of
words like and in English, with words like although, but, and other
such very common forms.
It will deal with idiomatic expressions and oddities, and it
will welcome questions from students of the language
It will compare similar forms that still have their difference.
It will try to help the reader to understand the meaning of the
present transition period as far as the language is concerned.
J. S. Gale
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TWO EMINENT MISSIONARIES
When the Rev. Horace G. Underwood reached Chemulpo,
Korea, April 5, 1885, be was the first of the long list of Protestant
evangelistic missionaries to establish a permanent residence on
Korean soil, and his work in and for Korea and for the Korean
people did not cease until the close of his eventful life at Atlantic
City, New Jersey, October 12, 1916.
First in beginning evangelistic work, he was also first in
beginning many of the important branches of missionary activity
not only in his own Mission but in cooperation with the members of
other Missions. Recognizing that a mastery of the language was one
of the first elements of success in missionary work, he studied so
diligently that he had the “back bone” broken in a few months, and
in his second year sent his first translated book to the press. Then
followed others at almost regular intervals, a Grammar, or
“Introduction to the Korean Spoken Language,” a Dictionary, from
English into Korean and from Korean into English, “The Call of
Korea,” “The Religions of Eastern Asia,” etc. He was the editor and
publisher of the first Christian newspaper in Korea, and largely at
his own expense furnished for years the only religious periodical in
the Korean language.
Dr. Underwood was honored by Koreans of all grades of
society, from the Emperor to the coolies, and had the respect of
foreigners of all nationalities. No man associated with him in his
various activities put in more hours or accomplished more than Dr.
Underwood. Always broad-minded, his plans looked far into the
future, and some will see their fullest fruition in the years to come.
With a life of ease open to him, he chose hardship and
discomfort, that by so doing he might bring help and
encouragement to those denied most of life’s blessings.
His activities were not confined within denominational
bounds. One of the founders of the Young Men’s Christian
Association, his interest continued through the years, indicated by
his continuous reelection as chairman of the governing body for
Korea. The Korean Religious Tract Society, The Pierson Memorial
Bible Institute and the Chosen
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Christian College all profited by his gifts and wise counsels, the
more valuable, because of the years of wide experience. At the head
of all these enterprises, it will be very difficult to find the leaders to
take his place, yet he was always ready to recognize the qualities of
leadership is others.
Miss Lillian Horton, M. D., came to Korea in 1888 as lady
physician to the Korean Queen. On March 14, 1889. Dr.
Underwood and Miss Horton were married in Seoul, and the home
then established was always open to friends from all countries, and
their guest book would reveal the names of a multitude of persons
who during the twenty-six years had enjoyed their hospitality.
Side by side with her husband, Mrs. Underwood has with
faith and fortitude faced the dally problems, winning the confidence
and love of the Korean people, and giving herself unstintedly to a
solution of their problem.
Mrs. Underwood has greatly enjoyed literary work, and
several books are the product of her pen, notably “Fifteen Years
Among the Topknots,” and “With Tommy Tompkins in Korea.” For
several years Mrs. Underwood was the editor of The Korea Mission
Field, and undoubtedly her pen will again be very busy after her
return to Korea, which we trust will be at no distant day.
Odds and Ends.
SACRIFICE.
Sacrifice, that is the offering of food to the spirits, is said to
have come down from Sil-long, (神農) one of the legendary rulers
of ancient China. His name, meaning Spirit-Farmer, is familiar to us
as one of the signs still employed over an old fashioned drug-store.
This law of sacrifice, dating from 2757 B. C., belonged to the
Eastern world before Abraham left Ur of the Chaldees.
WITCHES.
Witches and fortune-tellers are said to be a part of our
inheritance from the great Choo Kingdom that began its history
when Samuel lived in Israel about 1100 B. c. To give them
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up, as the Christians do and others as well, means a long break with
the past, and cutting oneself off from one of the most familiar
accompaniments of the East.
NETS.
Nets were first made by Pok-heui (伏羲) (2852 B. c.) and
were used to trap animals and catch fish with. Koreans have never
been very successful as fishers, but the Japanese have.
PORCELAIN DISHES.
Sil-long the Spirit-Farmer is also given credit for having
been the first among Orientals to make these useful articles. One of
the most interesting remains in Korea are its porcelain dishes.
Masters the Koreans were at this fine art in olden days but they
have forgotten it all. The manufacturers left no written trace of how
they did it. Japan gives Korea great credit for the part she had in
teaching them this art, and the interesting fact is that it was in the
days of Korea’s degenerate porcelain (1600 A. D.) that she became
the successful teacher of Japan.
OLD KOREAN STORIES II
(Note:- These stories illustrate the habits and superstitions of
the Koreans prior to the time of the Tudors. Sung Hyun was a
famous literati of the days of Henry VII and he made a record of
these trifles as they took his fancy. The first of these will give the
reader an idea of an old-fashioned rather vulgar practical joke.
Another “Gold as Dross” tells of a very famous general whose
portrait frequently hangs in the little hill shrines of the country. The
women call him Ch’oi Il-chang-koon but just what they mean by it I
am at a loss to know. His grave is near the county town of Ko-yang
and anyone visiting it can see whether or not his death-saying has
continued true through the last four hundred years since Sung
Hyun’s day.
The last story throws light on what Koreans regard as a
‘bold front’ and tells also how mysteriously dreams find their
fulfilment. I may add that what is said about the Seven Stars
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of the Dipper in Korea would form a considerable part of a volume
on religion and superstition. “Each according to His Mind” is by
another writer of a later date.)
HAN CHONG-YOO. （韓宗念)
SUNG HYUN (1439-1504 A. D.)
When a young man, Han Chong-yoo (afterwards a famous
minister of state), was given to all kinds of mischievous pranks that
differed from anything of the sort ever seen before. Along with his
companions he used to seek out places where witches and fortunetellers congregated and take possession of their fare and devour the
sacrificial offerings that they had had prepared. A wild dance would
accompany this spoliation and a song sung to a tune called the
‘Willow Chorus.’ He and his group became known as the Wild
Willow Band.
On one of these occasions Han blackened his hands with ink
and went by night to a house where a dead body lay waiting. (Three
months being the appointed time for the dead to remain in the home
before burial). In front the body hung a curtain, and behind it Han
hid completely out of sight. In the night the widow of the dead man
came in with a table of food for sacrifice and other preparations for
prayer. She knelt down and wept, saying “My husband, my husband,
why have you left me? Where have you gone?” Just then her
startled vision beheld two black hands come poking out from
behind the curtain, and an eerie voice squeaked as spooks talk, “I’m
here! I’m here!”
The wife frightened to death at the sight of it ran for her life,
while Han turned to and ate the food and other offerings. This was
only one of the many tricks played. Later, however, when he
became a minister, his name was heralded abroad and the report of
the many good works that he had done.
In later years he retired from office and went to live on an
island in the Han River. He leaves these verses:
The light rain falls across the river plain,
Beyond the reeds I hear the flute’s clear note;
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With all the skill His Kingship needs to rule.
I hold my rod and aim to catch a fish.
With black head-band and short coarse hempen coat,
I sit, while soft the breezes kiss my chin ;
My late return beholds the moon’s up-swing,
And blossoms scent my old, dry pilgrim staff.
EACH ACCORDING TO HIS MIND
BY YI CHE-SIN (1536-1583 A. D.)
A ferry boat was once crossing a river when the rough
waves pounded and flung it about as though to drown everybody.
There was a Buddhist priest aboard who kept praying ‘Na-moo Ami-ta-pool! Na-moo A-mi-ta-pool!’ A sorcerer kept saying ‘Kakhang chu-pang! Kak-hang chu-pang! (Angels of the starry
firmament, Angels of the starry firmament). Fearing she was going
to drown, a witch-woman aboard prayed thus: ‘A-wang manse! Awang man-se!’ (Long live the king; Long live the king). A medicine
man in the party made his humble petition : ‘I-choong-tang! ichoong- tang.’ When at last the boat reached the shore a
Confucianist scholar asked saying, ‘I understand how the priest, the
sorcerer, and the witch-woman all prayed according to their beliefs,
but what the medicine man meant by I-choong-tang l cannot make
out.’ The medicine man replied, ‘I-choong-tang is medicine for the
pai, stomach, of course, but it sounds the same as pai, boat, you
know, and serves just as well in a prayer. We escaped you see.” On
hearing this they all laughed.
THE CACKLING PRIEST
“There was once a Buddhist priest, a dwarf, who had a limp
in.one leg. He went here and there through Seoul, day after day,
entering the homes of the poor as well as those of great officials. In
fact there was not a spot that he did not visit. He was the strangest
creature, for he could clap his sides, pucker up his lips and crow just
like a great coarse rooster. Again he would make a noise like two
roosters in a fierce
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fight, or again cackle like a hen. All imaginable sounds, such as
these creatures make, he could imitate to perfection. He would set a
whole village crowing by his antics. Then he would shake himself
and sing:
For my one self, one room’s enough.
My body finds these rags most dear.
When old King Hell shouts out for me,
I’ll simply say I’m here, I’m here.
‘King Kwan-eum oh, Kwan-eum oh king,
This word I say, this song I sing;
When my time comes to say farewell,
Save me lest I drop down to hell’
“With such songs he entertained his hearers, singing them to
the tunes the farmers use.
“Crowds of children used to follow him and he would say,
‘My following beats the world. No minister of state ever could
equal me.’ He used to get as much sometimes as a bag of rice in a
single day.’’
GOLD AS DROSS
When Ch’oi Yung (崔출) was a youth his father used to
counsel him, saying, “Whenever you see gold count it as dross.”
Ch’oi wrote this saying on his girdle string, wore it on his
breast, and lived it out till the end of his life. As a minister of state
his honoured name became known both at court and in the
provinces, for he never accepted a favour or took a penny from
another. He kept on hand barely enough for his simple needs.
It was a custom among the ministers to invite each other to
their homes to spend the day, and have a game of paddok. In doing
this they vied with each other as to who should give the best fare
and most abundant entertainment. Ch’oi, however, acted in a
manner quite different from the others. At his home when the noon
hour arrived and something was expected, no refreshments were
forth coming. Only when the evening shades began to fall did a
coarse dish of millet offer
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itself to their belated appetites. Being terribly hungry they ate it
with special relish, saying, “This dish is of most excellent flavour.”
Ch’oi laughed and said, “This is the way a soldier fares.”
At that time T’ai-jo (afterwards first king of the Yi Dynasty),
a noted general wrote a line of poetry that ran : With one short
sword I saved our household gods, and then asked someone else to
add a companion line. The other ministers had not the courage to try
it, till Ch’oi took his pen and wrote: And with my whip I won both
gods and men. Those seeing this applauded and remarked how true
it was.
Ch’oi found many evils in the doings of his retainers Im and
Yum, had them tried, condemned and beheaded, and according to
custom of the times destroyed their families as well. Finally he
himself fell a victim to the malice of Tai-jo, and as he was called
upon to die he said, “During my lifetime I was careful to do what
was right, except in the one case of Im and Yum. With them and
their families I realize that I was over severe and did wrong. If
indeed I have ever had other ambitions or evil designs let the green
grass grow on my grave, but if not, may the brown earth cover me
only.”
His grave is in Ko-yang and till to-day no green grass
clothes it but the red clay only, hence its name Hong Poon, Red
Tomb.
THE MAN OF COURAGE.
When Maing Sa-sung, (孟思誠) was Minister of State he
acted also as Minister of Law, while Pak An-sin was his secretary.
They together arrested the son-in-law of the king and after inquiry
into his evil deeds decided on his execution. Without reporting the
matter to his Majesty they had him summarily beheaded.
On hearing of it the king was terribly angry and gave orders
to have the two offenders bound to a cart and taken to the open
market for public execution.
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Minister Maing on realizing his fate turned pale from fear and was
speechless. His secretary Pak, however, was wholly unmoved, not
in the least afraid. He called his chief by his given name, “Maing
Sa-sung-ah. We are both condemned, you and I, so there is no
longer need to stand on formalities. I used to think that you were a
brave man ; what can possibly make you act the coward on a day
like this? Call to mind the ancients.”
He shouted then to one of the servants to bring him a tile,
but the servant refused to heed him. Pak wheeled toward him with
blazing eyes and said, “If you don’t do as I tell you I’ll haunt your
soul after death till I drive it from your terror-stricken body.”
His voice and face were so terrible that the servant obeyed at
once and brought the tile. Pak wrote on it a verse, scratching it with
a cornered piece of earthernware.
I failed to do the duty of my lord,
And so I gladly die.
My only fear is that the King’s good name,
May suffer through my loss.
He gave it to the soldier with orders that he carry it at once
to the palace. Fearful to refuse, away the servant went and presented
it. Just at that time Minister Sung Suk-im, although unwell, came in
a chair and learning of the situation, with all his might urged the
King to moderation in their behalf. At last his Majesty gave way
and their lives were spared.
When Maing was a young man, he was made master of the
sacrifices to be offered to the Old Philosopher (Founder of Taoism).
While in preparation for this he had a dream one night, when a
servant came running to him and shouted “The seven stars of the
Dipper, sir, have come to call on you.” Maing came out to the court
to receive them with all due reverence, when six high lords came
stepping in. The seventh he recognized as no other than Sun Suk-im.
Now, condemned to death in the market, he suddenly
learned that his life had been spared through the efforts of Sung
Suk-im.
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For the rest of his days he regarded Sung as his revered father, and
after his death, even in rain and snow, Maing never failed to
dismount from his horse on passing Sung’s shrine.
YOUNG OON.
QUESTIONS.
4.-What is the oldest piece of Korean composition known?
It is found in the Chinese book called the Ko-tang-si(古唐詩)
and was written by a woman about the beginning of the Christian
era. It is called the Kong-hoo-in (Kong-hoo Tune).
The song Kong-hoo was written by the wife of a Korean
sailor, Kwak-ni Cha-go, whose name was Yaw-ok. Cha-go rose
early one morning to scull his boat across the river, when a wild
man with a white head came swimming toward him in the whirling
water. The man’s wife followed after him to the bank to stop him,
but before she could lay hold, he was into the stream and drowned.
In her distress she sang a wild song of lamentation, and then
plunged in after him and was drowned likewise. Cha-go, the sailor,
returned and told his wife what he had seen. She was greatly upset
by it and wrote this song.
Kong-moo-to-ha 公無渡河 T’a-ha-i-sa 壅河而死
Kong-kyung-to-ha公竟渡河 Chang-na-kong-ha. 將奈公阿
(The Wife) I shouted to avoid the stream,
But he unheeding plunged him in ;
Down, deep beneath, he sinks from sight,
What shall he do? Alas for him!
The foreign attempt at a translation gives the reader no idea
of its worth, but this old note, added, is suggestive. “The ancients
criticizing this said, ‘Each line has its special measure of music: and
each measure its expression of sorrow. The lines are short and the
verse very very sad.’“
5.- Where did the Koreans first get their idea of white
clothes?
Before answering let me quote the following from the Yulyu Keui-sool:
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“In the first year of King Choong-yul of Koryu (1275 A.D.),
a memorial was written from the Office of Historians saying ‘We in
the East, who reside under the element wood, should wear green or
blue as our colour, white being the colour that goes with metal and
pertains to the West. Our people dress commonly in white, a proof
that the element wood is under the power of metal. We ask that the
wearing of white be forbidden.” It was.
Many times the wearing of white was forbidden afterward,
once in 1592, and again in 1660, and for a third time in 1691.
In 1767 the king issued an order saying, “When we forbade
the use of white, some one remarked ‘Keui-ja wore white, and so
white is the custom of our country.’ I am grieved to think that you
have forgotten what Keui-ja taught and think only of his clothes, a
far-fetched idea surely!”
Though there is no definite record that says so, tradition has
it that white clothes came down from Keui-ja and in spite of the
natural elements being against them, and edicts promulgated to
forbid their use, they still hold their own to-day.
(Any questions regarding things Korean from the readers of
the Magazine will be welcomed.)
KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN. II.
These are not Korean women and yet they occupy the soul
of this people as no women of their own race ever do. As I said in
the last issue, their place here is much that of the Jewish women in
the mind and soul of Europe.
A-WHANG AND YU-YUNG.
Among the mysteries of the Far East are the names Yo and
Soon. All that is told of them in the Book of History can be read
through in a few minutes and yet it constitutes a text for endless
counsels to East Asia. The wisdom of Solomon, the gentle traits of
King Arthur and the faultless rule of King Alfred the Great all pale
before these two masters of ancient China. They date somewhere
about 2300 B. c. and yet they live to-day. The vigour of the
sparkling eye and tinted cheek
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continues with them, so that official and literati alike still take their
measure from these mighty lords of antiquity.
Yo had many sons, but they failed to come up to the imperial
standard, and so he set them aside. He cast his eye on Soon, the son
of a commoner, and yet his requirements were to be as rigid and
unbending as those of Samuel when he came seeking a king in the
house of Jesse.
Desiring to know more definitely what kind of mind and
heart Soon had, before the final decision, King Yo gave him his two
daughters, A-whang and Yu-yung as his wives. The state was the
question with him; they were only two girls. The state is gone today, but these two live.
They consented and bowed their wills to that of their father,
and became models for all the submissive daughters of the East.
There was no question of their rights, or their personality, or
individual choice. They yielded unquestioningly to another and they
live to-day supreme in the celestial spheres. I ask my friend Kim
what they did that was so wonderfully great.
His reply is that they were entirely given up to their husband
as good wives should be. This self-sacrifice may be good for the
wife, but I question whether it is good for Kim. However, as truly as
the moon has cast aside its soul and consents to ride across the sky,
a dead and lifeless thing, so queens A-whang and Yu-yung made
their journey reflecting only the glory of their lord. They are known
par-excellence as princess-sages, sweet and dear. There is no word
of their special beauty. I imagine that some compelling sphere must
have attended their ways, so that the world that came in contact
with them was forever after chained a prisoner by their grace and
loveliness.
King Soon on a journey through his kingdom fell ill and
died at Chang-o Mountains central China. These faithful women
hastened to render him assistance, but they arrived too late, and
found that he was already dead.
They wept for him on the banks of the So-sang River and
their tears spotted the stems and leaves of the bamboo. This tearmarked bamboo is almost like the cross before the fading
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eyes of the Christian, so deep is its hold upon the women of Asia.
The story runs that in the end they cast themselves into the river and
were drowned.
I can get from Kim no other light than that they were
wonderfully faithful, which fact I surely admit. They had no vote;
they hadn’t even the shadow of a choice, and yet Asia, especially
Korea, says, “A-whang, A-whang, Yu-yung, Yu-yung.”
There is a famous story in Chosen of a girl called
Choon-hyang “Spring-fragrance” whose name in no small way
reflects the glory of these daughters of King Yo. She had been
arrested by a cruel governor who required that she submit to his
demands. She bowed her refusal and was beaten. This hardened her
tender soul to flint, and setting her lips she made her choice to die.
She was beaten again and again till all consciousness fled. “ln the
flash of a moment,” says the story, “she had gone thousands of li, to
the So-sang River. She dreamed not where she was, but went on and
on till she was met by angels dressed in beautiful white garments,
who came up to her and bowed courteously saying, ‘Our Lady
Superior invites you, please follow.’
“They trimmed their lights and led the way. Arriving at a
raised terrace, with an inscription over it in large gilded letters, she
read, ‘The Whang-neung Temple of Faithful Women.” Her soul was
filled with dazzled wonder as she looked about her. Upon a raised
dais she saw two queenly ladies each holding in the hand a jewelled
sceptre. They invited her up beside them but Choon-hyang modestly
declined saying, ‘I am but a humble dweller in the dusty world, and
dare not mount to the place of honour to which you invite me.’
“The ladies hearing this replied, ‘Wonderful! Beautiful! We
always said, from ancient times, that Chosen was a land of courtesy
and faithfulness. The teachings of Keui-ja remain with you still, so
that even one born of a dancing-girl is chaste and true in life. The
other day when I entered the glorious portals of heaven, I heard
your praises being sung, filling the celestial spheres with music. I
longed to see your face and could not further rest, so I have called
you all this distance to
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the So-sang River. I am greatly anxious, too, for having given one
so good and dear so great a trouble. Since the beginning of time
glory ever follows in the wake of the bitter pains and crosses of this
life. The same pertains to women as to men.’
“Choon-hyang bowed twice before the dais and said, ‘Though I am
untaught I have read in the ancient books the story of your
Ladyships, and my wish was ever to remember it waking and
sleeping. I had even longed to die so that I might look upon your
faces. To-day I now meet and see you in this temple of the Yellow
Shades. So let me die and I shall have no murmurings any more to
offer.’ ‘The ladies, hearing this said in reply, ‘You say you know us,
come up here and sit beside us.’
“The waiting women saw her up and when they had seated
her, one said, ‘You say you know us, let me tell you now: The great
Emperor Soon went on a tour through the south lands till he reached
the Chang-o Mountains where he died. We two, his consorts, having
no longer hope in life, went into the bamboo grove hard by, and
wept tears of blood. To-day, still, you will see on each branch and
leaf the marks of our sorrowing souls. Till the Chang-o Mountains
fall, and the So-sang River dries away, the marks of our tears on the
bamboo will never cease to show. For a thousand years we have had
no place to tell our sorrow, till at last we meet with you, and our
souls find companionship.’“
STUDENT OF THE ORIENT.
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT OF OUR STATIONS.
BY DR. A. H. NORTON.
(Read before a recent Workers’ Conference in Seoul).
Ever since this Conference was called and I knew that
medical work was to receive a share of the discussion, I have been
thinking what might and ought to be brought to your attention
which would stimulate a discussion leading to some definite and
constructive end. Without disparaging what has been accomplished
already, I think most of us realize that we
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have been lacking in a policy of development according to which
we might work toward some definite aim. When we have spoken of
policy, I fancy even the word itself has had an indistinct sound in
our ears. I for one, have felt the want of a policy but lacked the
ability to define this something which was wanting. It is for this
reason that I am especially grateful to two bodies of men who,
working separately, have dealt with two phases of the question and
given us an idea, both of what ought to be done and how to do it. I
refer in the first place to the Medical Committee of the Conference
of Eastern Asia, and in the second place to a committee appointed
by a group of men interested in Medical Missionary work, who at
their own instance met in New York and appointed the committee to
make representations to the Foreign Missions Conference of North
America which met in New York last January. Dr. Avison was
chairman of that committee and has already spoken before our
Mission on the plans which this Committee outlined, so I am simply
calling your attention to it again.
It is simply out of the question to discuss in a small way, the
equipping of our medical institutions. It is from the very start a
question of funds. The Committee of Eastern Asia Conference has
set before us a standard which ought to be our minimum and has
given us a method of rating so that the approach of each institution
to that standard may be figured in percentages, and the Committee
in America formulated a plan by which it is reasonable to suppose
this standard can be attained. I know that any action which might be
taken by our mission alone cannot effect the changes we desire but
as every little helps, it might affect the situation favorably.
Before taking up the proposals made by these committees I
want to speak for a moment of the causes which seem to have
prompted their action. The fundamental cause no doubt was the
deep conviction that medical work is not being carried on as it
should be. A questionnaire sent out by the secretary of the Foreign
Missions Conference to all medical missionaries brought back
responses which dug the conviction still deeper. Two leading
questions were asked.
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First, “What are your chief difficulties in attaining your aims
as a physician?”
Second, “What lines of inquiry do you suggest as a means of
strengthening the medical missionary work?”
The answers were correlated and grouped under five heads.
I. Lack of proper Staff and Assistants.
II. Tendency to Lower Standards.
III. Lack of Proper Buildings and Equipment.
IV. Native Inertia and Opposition.
V. Lack of Interest in America.
I cannot quote the discussion under each head given in the
report of the Conference as it would take too long, but one of the
speakers after reading extracts from several missionaries’ letter,
summed it up as follows: “I could go on reading many more of
these extracts but I think these show very clearly three points. First,
There must be some change in the method of conducting medical
work. Second, There must be some way devised to give better
financial support to our medical missionaries. They need hospital
libraries, and better instruments ; and Third, Every hospital should
have at least two doctors and a trained nurse, with facilities for
training natives to do the detail work.”
This is the consensus of opinion and the conclusion of
doctors regarding medical missionary work the world over. Now
coming nearer home, just what have been and are the conditions in
our own field and our own mission.
Dr. Sharrocks, in the July number of The Korea Mission
Field, deals with the situation in the Presbyterian Mission as follows:
“I know there are those in our Mission who look askance at
any enlargement of the Medical Department. I give them credit for
doing so out of a fear that the more institutional the Mission
becomes, the less evangelistic it will be. May I say here for the
comfort of such that the Medical Department of our Mission has
been growing less and less in relative importance, year by year. At
the beginning the Mission force was 100% Medical. The arrival of
Mrs. Allen cut it to 50% Dr. Underwood’s arrival reduced it to 33%
but the coming of Dr.
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and Mrs. Heron a little later again raised it to 40%. For several
years the medical force remained above 25%. That ratio gradually
fell to 16%, . . . till at present there are 10 units among 131
members or less than 7¾ . If the addition to the medical force had
kept pace with the growth of the Mission during the last sixteen
years there would be twenty-one doctors instead of ten.”
I cannot be so graphic in regard to our own mission as I
haven’t the names and dates, so will have to come at it in a little
different way. Taking my data from the last conference report I find
that of the total number of missionaries sent to Korea by the
Methodist Episcopal Church including the W. F. M. S., 18.1, have
been medical. Of the present membership of the Methodist
Episcopal Miss ion 12.4% are medical. In round numbers this will
be seen to be a decrease of 1/3 in the relative numbers. These
figures are a little better than those shown by Dr. Sharrocks
probably because I have included the nurses and he did not. It may
be that someone will say, that having done their work as way
openers and prejudice breakers medical missions are not as much
needed as formerly, but I fancy that so few really take this ground
that it is not worth while to discuss it. Suffice it to say that opinion
finds no indorsement among the medical workers, who firmly
believe that the ministry to the suffering body will be needed as
long as there is suffering.
The proportionate decrease in attention paid to medical
missions is under the circumstances quite natural. Missions being a
function of the church, our Boards are composed of clergymen
whose major interest is, of course, evangelistic. There are not more
than four doctors among all the officials of all the Boards of North
America. The Foreign Missions Conference of North America was
organized in 1893. I have not had access to their report prior to
1910 but since that time no mention is made of medical missions,
unless incidental, until 1914 when we find a short dissertation on
the preparation of medical missionaries. This year due to the request
of the above mentioned committee medical missions were given a
place on the program and 57 intensely interesting
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pages of the Report indicate that real progress is being made. The
value of medical missions as an asset to the general missionary
propaganda and the church’s obligation to provide this sort of
service, as well as the inadequate way it is being done—these facts
and much more are clearly set forth.
Let us look for a moment now at the specifications which the Medical
Committee of the Eastern Asia Conference set forth as constituting the standard
Hospital Equipment. The committee’s reason for going at it in this way I quote
from their report. “Realizing the wide variety of method, equipment, and general
efficiency of our Methodist Hospitals and believing that a comparative study of
this subject looking toward a method of standardization and classification would
be full of stimulus and helpful suggestion to our workers on the field, we
recommend that such a study and classification be undertaken by the
Quadrennium committee on Medical work.
“As a model of methods for this work of investigation and standardization
we draw attention to the great work as accomplished by the American Medical
Association in standardizing the medical colleges of America. We believe that a
similar study· of our hospital work by a committee of competent men on the
field . . . might be fraught with far-reaching consequences for good . . .
“The suggestion for rating and standardizing according to a table of
percentages is as follows:
I. Staff, 25%.
Per cent
a.—1 Foreign Physician for every 60 patients
4.5
b.—1 “ Nurse “ “ “ “
4.5
c.—1 Native graduate Physician “ “
4.5
d.—2 “ “ nurses “ “
4.5
e.—8 Student nurses, 4 orderlies and sufficient servants,
4.5
f.— Adequate provision for furlo and superintendence during summer months
2.5
____________
25.
II. Physical Equipment, 25%
a.— Adequate air space (500 cu. ft. for each patient),
ventilation and light
b.— Floors, walls, and woodwork without cracks,
admitting of throrough cleaning
c.— Iron beds with ample bedding and bedclothes for patients
d. — Hospital building, kitchen and latrine adequately screened
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e.— Miscellaneous furniture, chairs, bedside tables,
medicine cabinets, etc. adequate and sanitary.
1.0
f.— Proper and sufficient light and heat
.
1.0
g.— Adequate bath and toilet rooms (1 for each eight patients
suggested) also ample linen closets, store rooms etc.
2.2
h.— Adequate hallways, stairways and verandas and suitable
fire protection and means of escape
1.
i.— Operating room, Adequate lighting, asceptic furniture,
including operating-table, instrument table, dressing
and medicine cabinets, Suitable scrub-up arrangements
for surgeon and assistants. Separate sterilizing room
properly equipped with sterilizers for instruments,
dressing and water
5.4
j.— Laboratory—light, clean and equipped with microscope,
centrifuge, chemicals, glassware; alcohol stove, etc.
2.2
k.— Accommodation for kitchen, laundry, storehouse and
servants
.
2.0
l.— Adequate provision for contagious cases, also morgue. 1.0
m.— Suitable residences for doctors and nurses and native
assistants.
1.0
__________
25
III. House Management 25%
a.— Nursing system—competence and discipline of nursing
staff and comfort and well-being of patients 6.5
b.— House Service system—competence and discipline of
servants and orderlies and cleanliness of buildings
6.0
c.— Food system—competence of cooking and serving and
competent arrangements for a special diet
6.5
d.— Laundry system
6.0
___________
25.
IV. Evangelistic Efficiency, 25%
a.— Pleasant and convenient chapel and sufficient and
suitable literature for distribution
6.0
b.— Sufficient competent Evangelistic workers i. e. preacher
and Bible woman
6.3
c.— Cooperative an direct work of foreign physician and
nurse in preaching to patients and evangelistic
teaching of nurses and staff
6.4
d.— Bible teaching and preaching by native assistants and
nurses
________6.3
25.

According to this table of percentages Dr. Anderson rates his hospital at
72%. adding that, “If special gifts were taken out of receipts here it would cut
down my present efficiency from 72% to 46%” He thinks that when so large a
part of the work depends upon gifts thus personally obtained it is a “hindrance to
efficiency” although a certain amount of correspondence for special
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Following Dr. Anderson’s example I have tried to rate the Haiju Hospital
according to this table and find it foots up about 75. I have no figures on Dr.
Follwell’s institution but think it would be materially better than either of the
others.

You will notice that these specifications say nothing about two
doctors to each hospital nor list anything at all elaborate yet we can barely
reach a low grade passing mark. Some of the weaknesses are matters of
training and organization which are in the process of correction, but
nevertheless the greatest deficiencies have to do with funds with which to
procure equipment, pay current expenses, and qualified assistants as they
become available. I have said very little about having two foreign
physicians in each hospital and I presume only a small minority of my
hearers would vote for such a move, nevertheless in medical circles this is
the most talked of and keenly felt want. The field of medicine and surgery
is now so broad that in striving to cover it all one man becomes too thin to
perceive. Not only the need for each to assume his proper specialty, but
the need for council is often keenly felt and the responsibility devolving
on one man from the lack of it is often a heavy burden when lives hang in
the balance. When in America I spoke before the Student Volunteer Band
at the University of Michigan, and was asked by one first year student of
medicine if there was any one thing I wished I had specialized in. I replied
I wished I had specialized in the Diseases of Men, Women and Children.
The student departed without a word, apparently thinking I was crazy. But
what else could I say? The problems are so various that it seems futile to
direct more attention to one than another. The Government’s attitude
toward us must also be taken into consideration. I shall feel humiliated to
be forced to be modem by a Government when all modernity owes its
existence to the Christ whom we preach. Then again what are we going to
do about furlos? My work suffered about 50% while I was on furlo and
now a year is past and we have regained only about half of the loss. Dr.
Anderson is now about to go and who is to take his place? To leave any
available Korean in charge without any foreign supervision of the
business and of the work would, I think, demoralize both Korean and
work. While I was gone a missionary took good care of the accounts. The
professional end of it was left to the Korean doctor. He tried to curry
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favor with everybody but in the end pleased really no one and was
glad to leave. At present the only alternative to closing I think is
another foreign physician to put in charge, and closed hospitals are
about as poor dividend payers as I know of.
Then too, medical itinerating is a line of missionary activity
which would be exceedingly profitable to the work, and is a method
followed by the Government to popularize their hospitals at the
present time. I don’t need to enlarge on the opportunities the
itinerant doctor would have of preaching and healing those who
either will not or can not go to the hospital, and many also could be
induced to go to the hospital for the treatment which could not be
given on the itinerary.
What little I have tried of this work has shown that it is very
well worth doing and increases the reputation and knowled.ge of the
hospital to a gratifying extent. However I doubt the advisability of
undertaking it in the absence of a colleague, as in the doctor’s
absence patients from long distances may be greatly disappointed
and take word back to their villages that the doctor has gone. There
are still many parts of our district where the people do not know
that I have returned from America.
The necessity of a trained nurse and her pupils is no longer a
debatable question. Once the former is secured the latter follows as
a logical sequence inasmuch as any assistants must be trained, and
the pupils are the most satisfactory and cheapest assistants available.
They reckon their training in lieu of wages and it simply means
putting a little system into the course of instruction and following it
regularly. A proper hospital staff is also an adequate teaching force.
I think every hospital should engage in this work.
As a policy for the medical work of our mission I think the
standard suggested by the committee of the Eastern Asia
Conference very well meets our present needs but I should like to
see it expanded in the near future to provide for two doctors in each
hospital and considerable equipment which is not mentioned. But
many of you are doubtless thinking “how can these improvements
be brought about under present
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conditions.” This question was in the mind of one of the members
of the Foreign Missions Conference when he asked the missionaries
whether they wanted this increase in material equipment badly
enough to curtail other branches of work.
No affirmative answer was given at the Conference as no
one thought that the only alternative. If it were to be left entirely to
the resources of the Mission Boards as at present constituted, it is
doubtful if they would be able to meet the demands, however
willing they might be. It seems to me that it is here that the plan
proposed by the committee to the Foreign Missions Conference
becomes of interest. So far as I know it is the first plan looking
toward the solution of the problem of medical mission support on
broad and adequate lines. You have already heard it discussed by Dr.
Avison about a year ago. I think it was adopted at that time with
some sort of reservation. I bring it to your attention again as I think
some such move must be made, or the matter of equipping our
medical work will end merely in discussion. I here quote only a
small portion of what is known in the report of the Conference as
“The four-page letter.’’ omitting that which has to do with medical
education as not corning within the range of this paper, and the
following are considerations upon which the plan is based:
1. A medical missionary plant cannot be made to yield the best results as a
missionary agency without at the same time being itself developed to a high state
of medical efficiency representing a high standard of professional work.
2. While some of our medical institutions have been considerably
improved in recent years, many of them still have very inferior buildings,
inadequate equipment, too few workers, and insufficient funds for current
expenses.
3. While our dispensaries and hospitals as they have existed have served a
useful purpose in introducing the Gospel to larger numbers, and may continue to
do this service for some time to come, it is evident that as Government
institutions of a better type are established and our poorer ones are seen in
comparison, ours will lose in influence and must be improved to meet the new
conditions . . .
(After a few paragraphs referring mostly to education the report continues)
A plan for reorganization of our medical work, which to a considerable
extent is the outcome of suggestions made by doctors, board secretaries. and
others, is herewith submitted for consideration.
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The Plan would call for
1. The co-operation of all the Boards in all medical work of a given region.
2. The separation of funds for medical work from those of the general
work.
3. The appointment of
(10 A secretary at the Home Base to have general oversight of medical
work and the raising of funds for this special phase of missionary activity.
(2) A Home Base Advisory Committee made up largely of medical men
whose professional standing and high Christian character would insure the
highest ideals for the work both in professional standards and evangelistic
methods and at the same time enlist and hold the confidence of those able and
willing to give to a work plainly worthy of their interest.
(3) Field Committees of the medical men of given districts to advise the
missions and Boards as to location, standard, equipment and manning of the
various hospitals and pass on their budgets .
A medical work thus planned and supported would doubtless attract the
gifts of many not otherwise interested in Mission work and the work would thus
be carried on at a higher standard without encroaching on the funds for other
forms of missionary enterprise, but rather winning. new contributors to all the
funds. This opinion is confirmed by the experience of those Boards in Great
Britain which have given the plan for separate funds for medical work a fair trial.
I am one of those who believe that greater co-operation in the medical
work in a given region could be productive of nothing but good. It has been
attempted considerably already
through the Medical Association but never really carried far enough to
bear much fruit. It ought to be undertaken officially and many things carried on in
a co-operative manner.
The separation of funds is merely a device for securing better support and
where tried it has been shown to work no ill to the other branches. Surely no one
could oppose it if it secures more money for missionary work. I said a little bit
ago that there were few medical men on the Boards and that there was a
complaint from the missionaries of the lack of interest at home. The appointment
of a special medical Secretary is designed to meet these needs as well as secure
more money. The Home Base Advisory Committee composed of the right sort of
men would certainly be of the first importance and Medical Missions should avail
themselves of such help.
Field Committees functionating as above indicated ought to be able to
raise the general standard of efficiency many per cent. I wish we as a Mission
might adopt as our standard that proposed by the Eastern Asia Conference
Committee, and also do everything in our power to induce all the Boards at work
in Korea to adopt the plan above quoted and at least give it a fair trial. Much has
already been done and what we can do may help.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
A CHANGE OF OCCUPATION
(Continued from the January number.)
“Strange,” said Mr. Kim gently at first, turning in his tracks
and looking the other man over, “I did not mean to offend, and as
for the question that you have raised, it is just this way, if you will
permit me to reply by means of an illustration. I have had some
acquaintance with Western Foreigners, and among them are some
physicians and surgeons ; on occasion I have been called upon to
stand by and watch the surgeon do his work. A diseased limb which
under the treatment of our physicians proved fatal, in his hands the
patient is saved by having the limb cut off. Now Korea is sick unto
death and in order to heal her she must have some of her rotten
limbs cut off and thrown away. Of course it hurts, but think of the
benefit. It will give the people life—but what is more to the point it
will give everlasting life to the man who suffers the losses of these
ancient things provided he obtains the life that the one Great
Physician can give. Now what the Christians do is in love,” here Mr.
Kim’s oratorical voice returned to him, and placing his hand on his
hip as his teacher often did while teaching and preaching, he ended
with a flourish, “Yes, we Christians love every one—we love our
enemies.”
“Love,” the other repeated in deep disgust, “love—that is if
you love my wife.”
“Your wife,” said Mr. Kim with a gasp of astonishment, “I
never saw your wife, and I have one of my own. I never saw you
before.” Here he checked himself, and the stranger broke in as if he
had not been interrupted.
“When she goes to church she sits in a room where she can
see the preacher’s face and then explains away the shame of it by
saying that the Christians love each other. Your own
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words just now prove the wickedness of your deed ..:... You said
that you had not seen her, with the inference that you love not those
whom you do not see, so the Christians do not love from principle,
eh? they love from contact. I will not have it!” he continued with
growing anger, “l will kill her!”
Mr. Kim, recalling his own foolish and futile struggles with
Madam Kim, swung into the middle of the road again too
bewildered to reply. The stranger was a small wiry man of about
thirty five. He stood at least six inches shorter than Mr. Kim. His
head was high and narrow, his nose crooked downward. His eyes
were black and piercing, his hair, eyebrows, and beard was as black
as a raven. His beard was carefully combed to a point below the
chin but at the tips it fared rebelliously outward. He finally gave his
name as Mr. Cho of Standing Stone. When he learned that Mr. Kim
was from Rocky Ridge he smiled at the similarity of the names but
when he learned that Mr. Kim was bound to pass through his town
and, indeed, was expecting to stop to preach there the smile died on
his lips.
Finally Mr. Kim ventured to say, “Stranger, it seems to me
that it is not a question of obedience on either the husband’s or the
wife’s side, but the sensible way in such matters is to find out the
truth and then follow it whatever the cost. Water will not run up hill:
no amount of fault finding will m:ike it, either. You would hardly
think of taking a club and chastising a stream because it would not
obey you; now, when a woman finds what she thinks is the truth,
she will cling to it, beating will kill her but it will not change her
any more than it will the course of a stream, because it is likewise
against her nature.”
‘‘Think you are right about their being stubborn,” said the
little man, “married men all know that. l am weary of beating my
wife, indeed I am at my wit’s end, and the last time she went to
church against my commands I chopped off one of her fingers; as it
did no good I threatened to kill her. Look here, stranger,” he
continued, pointing his chin at Mr. Kim. “Answer now, do you
Christians not beat your wives? Did you not beat your wife?”
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Mr. Kim took several steps before answering, and then
turned a half embarrassed look upon his companion.
“Did you ever hear of Paul,” he began, when Mr. Cho broke
in imperiously : “No evasion now, did you, or didn’t you?” “As I
was saying,” continued Mr. Kim, undisturbed, “there was a man by
the name of Paul who wrote a good deal of what we know as our
Sacred Book ; in his reference to his non-christian life, he called
himself the chief of sinners. I have possessed like distinction with
this great man, but I have had even more reasons to be notorious
than he, for I was in addition the chief of all fools. You may smile,
humor is better than garrulity. The fact is I beat my wife to make her
pray.”
“Did she give in?” asked Mr. Cho with a hint of sympathetic
interest.
“On the outside, yes, but on the inside, no more than does
your wife. I gave in at last myself when I found the real truth; then
when I asked forgiveness, she gave in and of her own free will
became a Christian. I can understand,” he added reflectively, ‘‘how
you beat your wife when she became a Christian, but I cannot
understand how I beat mine for not becoming one. I think that I was
never young. The substance of my brain was a filtered mass from
my ancestry and it was always old. I conceived spiritual things only
from the force of sledge hammer blows until one night-- “
“There you are again, berating your ancestors,” exclaimed
Mr. Cho. “I have not known you long but I venture the only wise
thing you ever said was when you called yourself a fool. You
confess that on a certain moment, after a few days of consideration,
you threw away the teachings of thousands of years. A glass of wine
will make a man of sober habits drunk and crazy and revile his
ancestors ; is that more than you have just done? though when I
think of it,” he continued with a sudden sparkle in his eyes, “the
spirits of such an offspring would be content, did you never more
prattle their names, and I have no doubt that in their bright
conclaves they congratulate each other that they possess no
descendants beyond the name of your father ; so rattle on you bit of
flotsam; you may have offspring, but you have no ancestors.’’
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Mr. Kim fought back the reply that sprung to his lips and
plodded on, but down in his soul he resolved that by God’s help he
would win Mr. Cho to Christ. With that thought filling his mind
with enthusiastic resolve he turned around and looked his
companion over. Mr. Cho saw the resolve written in every line of
Mr. Kim’s face and defiance flashed out from the depth of his being
and his eyes glittered dangerously. Not a word was spoken but the
challenge was accepted as definitely as if it had been written in their
blood. Mr. Kim turned and walked ahead a long time in silence but
feeling greatly humbled for letting his manner betray his purpose.
When he spoke again it was with great gentleness that should have
disarmed even a fiercer spirit that Mr. Cho.
At the mid-day meat Mr. Cho spoke civilly and Mr. Kim
hoped for a reconciliation, but it was only a truce.
In the mid-afternoon the road turned westward and when
their lengthening shadows stretched out behind them, a boy, with
his hair down his back, stepped in behind Mr. Cho. The fluff, fluff,
of his loose trousers as he kept pace with them irritated Mr. Cho.
Suddenly he turned sharply on the lad and shouted:
“Get off from it! get off, I say!”
“Ya-e!” replied the bewildered boy looking down at his
muddy feet and then up the back of Mr. Cho. Doubtful of what was
meant he fell somewhat behind, but was directly plodding at their
heels.
“Didn’t I tell you to get off from it? Off I say, it is mine; you
offspring of a plebeian—how dare you?’’
The boy flushed up in his surprise and fell behind again.
Mr. Kim turned about with a surprised inquiry on his face.
“What is it?” he asked.
“What is it? What is it?” Mr. Cho repeated imitating
Mr. Kim’s voice. ‘‘It is my shadow. . He has been tramping
with his dirty plebeian feet on my shadow. I won’t have the insult,”
and the boy shrank farther back.
“On your shadow,” repeated Mr. Kim. “Why you have been
tramping on mine for the last two hours.”
“That may be,” replied Mr. Cho, “but I am a patrician,”
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and he raised his short figure to its full height and expanded his
chest, “I am a patrician and have not trimmed my little finger nails
for ten years. Your hands proclaim you a son of toil. My ancestors,
Sir, were of noble blood. Now what were yours?” and he looked up
aggressively into Mr. Kim’s face.
“Mine,” said Mr. Kim, and he struggled to keep the note of
danger from his voice. “Mine? I have the record which is two
thousand years old. Five of my ancestors were generals in his
majesty’s army ; three of them gave their lives for their kings and
country; others rendered noble service and were not without reward.
Noble rank has not passed our clan. And more, there never was one
among them who was afraid of men, devils, or honest toil. Tell me
about yours,” he said, looking full into the other’s face. The little
man’s eyes shifted before Mr. Kim’s steady look.
“Just as I inferred,” Mr. Cho replied, “these generals met
their just reward by the unerring hand of Fate, the other two escaped
because of mercy and not from merit. Ills that befall men in this life
are their due. Calamity is not an accident, it is always just
punishment. My ancestors have been people of peace. Fortune has
recognized their merit and surrounded them with luxury. The tiled
house, servants, and learning have always been theirs. You think
that I am traveling on foot because of a slim purse? If I had not
scorned to do so I would have told you before that my donkey died
and the driver stole my money. I tell you I never allow any man, old
or young, large or small, to tread on my shadow.”
“I am disposed,” said Mr. Kim slowly, “to agree with your
philosophy. The loss of your donkey was a just punishment from the
unerring hand of Fate and the thief is guiltless in obeying the behest
of Fate. And I think now that I ought to give you a good thrashing
as it would satisfy a strong impulse of mine, and, as it would be a
just act of Fate, you would get your desert. and I could by no
possible reason be blamed. Indeed, if Fate rewards and punishes
justly I should be greatly rewarded for such an act. Still I feel
perplexed at the amount of punishment that Fate determines for you,
as I can scarcely understand how so small a body can hold so much
conceit.”
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Mr. Kim blocked the road and stood looking down on the
top of Mr. Cho’s head.
“There you are again,” exclaimed Mr. Cho, “preaching love
even for your enemies, and itching to beat one who compares
ancestors with you. That is all your religion is worth. Bah! and you
would force it upon other people!”
Mr. Kim turned abruptly in his path and walked on in silence,
but finally turned to face his companion and said : “You are right,
sir, and I wholly wrong. I am greatly humiliated. I beg of you not to
do as I do but as I preach, or rather think not that my actions are an
interpretation of the Gospel truth.”
“Ugh!” said Mr. Cho, “concern not yourself, I care not for
you, or your teaching. Would I sully my tongue by mentioning your
doctrine with the name of Confucius? What recommendations has
your faith ever made? You do not profess to live up to your teaching?
Bah! you who profess to be a teacher! and you a descendant from so
rare an ancestry!”
Mr. Kim strode on with new energy while his fingers
contended with his conscience. The old Mr. Kim would have
trounced the man, the new Mr. Kim did not dare, and great humility
filled his head. The sinking sun lengthened the shadow of Mr. Cho
and drove the boy far back across the plain and they traveled in
silence.
The next morning Mr. Kim was not displeased that his road
companion had met a friend who had loaned him money with which
he had secured a donkey and would ride on ahead; but he knew that
they would meet again, though he little knew then what such
meetings would mean to them both.
CHAPTER IV
A NEW ACQUAINTANCE
On a certain mid-afternoon, Mr. Kim stopped at a village
called School Hill. The name suggests a seat of learning, but the
only visible sign of that character was a small hut in the midst of the
town where he was greeted with an uproar of
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discordant voices from the throats of a score of boys who shouted
Chinese characters while they industriously wiped the perspiration
from their faces. The village lined the back of a stream and the
houses were closely packed together, each buffeting its neighbor in
the effort to get close to the water’s edge. A few had boldly strode
out over the brink of the stream and stood leaning backward as
though struggling against the hustling of their neighbors which
threatened to pitch them into the water. The streets were narrow
their whole length, and in the center of the one down which Mr.
Kim glanced as he strode into the town, was a hut which caused the
street to dodge sidewise against the main row of houses. Such
houses! They were dwarfs, with rugged shaggy backs; while their
low thatched eaves delighted in seizing pedestrian horse-hair hats
by the top and crushing them out of shape. Here and there a corner
of a house shouldered out into the street compelling carriers, loaded
with brush wood, to turn and sidle through the narrowed spaces.
The bridge that connected the town with the opposite bank
had been removed in anticipation of the coming rainy season. The
crotched limbs of trees that had been used as buttresses and the long
poles that had been used as stretchers were piled in a great heap on
the bank far above high water mark.
Mr. Kim examined the crossing and watched pedestrians
struggling against the fierce current and concluded it would be well
to attempt the crossing after he had become well rested from his
journey, so he returned to the middle of the town. The sun was still
high and beat fiercely into the narrow streets. Mr. Kim found an inn
that boasted of as much heat and as many flies as any other in the
town ; in other words the place was popular, for if there are many
guests there must be a constant fire under the house to prepare the
food, and as for flies, they love the host who is not afraid of heat
and knows how to entertain.
The town had flung its doors wide open for a breath of fresh
air. A prankish breeze now and then stirred the dust of the street,
sending it in tiny whirls skyward, or, seizing a
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dust laden bush, shook it, turning its leaves immodestly upward,
and, flinging itself against an open door, slammed it in hot,
expectant faces. Mr. Kim sat down with others and watched the
breeze in its coy approaches and sighed when the inn across the way
received its fulsome visit. It plunged into the open door, lifted the
corner of a mat on which visitors sat, peeped behind old earthen jars
that sat in a corner, shuffled and laughed among the fetishes hung
on the ceiling, and then noisily hurled itself out into the street,
filling it with the odors of wine and tobacco, and then nimbly
twirled off down the street.
“This world’s blessings are captious,” said Mr. Kim to his
neighbor, “they come to some people and pass others who are just
as good ; but,” he added meditatively, “perhaps there was some one
in that inn who needed the breeze more than we did.”
Again he glanced across the way, and a face appeared at the
open window as though the owner had heard these last remarks. So
strange, so ugly was it, that Mr. Kim stared back in fascinated
wonder. It seemed to him as though one of the ugly pictures of the
wayside shrines had taken life and stepping out had wandered to the
inn. The stranger noticed Mr. Kim’s curious gaze and scowlingly
withdrew.
“Who is that man?” he asked of his neighbor.
“That,” replied the man, ‘‘is the devil. He lives out on a
great salt marsh thirty li from here. He is a hermit.”
“The devil?” replied Mr. Kim, “well, he does look like it.
Lives alone did you say, has he no family?”
“No, had one.”
“Had what?”
“A wife.”
“Where is she?”
“Dead. Had daughter too.”
“Where is she?’’
“Dead.”
“Did the devil do it?” asked Mr. Kim.
“Do what?”
“Kill them?’’
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“No, but some one seized the daughter, it is said, and carried
her off and the devil went after them. The m:in who stole her has
never been heard of since ; no one has dared to say that the devil
knows what became of him. The girl lived only a short time after
the father brought her home. Fear won’t kill suspicions, so the
people think and think. I would not like to be the man who should
fall under the hand of the devil. He has sworn further revenge.”
“You say you would not like to fall in his power, why?”
“He could crush a man as you would a flea. He is more than
man. I think he is a demon, yet, a gentle one when not angry.”
When Mr. Kim reached the river the next morning, he found
at his side the strange creature he had seen through the window the
night before. There were several young men who were willing to
take passengers on their backs and carry them across the shallow
river for a few cash each, but when they looked Mr. Kim’s burly
form over, they with one voice declined to undertake the task. “We
will carry a man but not an ox,” they said. Mr. Kim was about to sit
down and take off his sandals and wade across, when the stranger
without a word shambled in front of him and knelt with his back to
Mr. Kim. His trousers were rolled to his body, showing muscles like
those of an ox.
“You are kind,” said Mr. Kim, “but I know you are a traveler
as I am and I feel unwarranted in accepting such generous service,”
but the man still knelt without a word and his attitude was
authoritative as well as generous. Mr. Kim clambered on to his back
and was astonished at the ease with which the stranger straightened
up and started out across the stream.
Mr. Kim carried his umbrella in one hand while he locked
the other arm about the stranger’s expansive chest. In the middle of
the stream the current hurled itself terrifically against the man’s legs
and springing upwards splashed his trousers. He stood still a
moment as if in debate regarding them, and then walked lightly on.
Others were struggling alone and at times seemed on the point of
being swept from
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their footing, while the short figure beneath Mr. Kim moved without
effort. Presently Mr. Kim saw that his bearer’s trousers’ legs were
slipping down into the water, so, with pardonable solicitude, he
thrust the handle of his umbrella down and caught one with the
hook and pulled it back into place while with the other hand he
attempted to seize the other but in doing so flung out his own feet
and dipped them both in the water. Mr. Kim clung on with the
umbrella while the other trouser leg swung its broad expanse down
stream. Their road companions were delighted at the sight of the
huge man on a short man’s back tugging away at the latter’s trouser
legs while his own were dripping with water.
“I have one of them,” puffed Mr. Kim ruefully as he slid
down from the stranger’s back and untangled his umbrella. “Here,”
he added, addressing the crowd whose merriment was still in
evidence, “they are like your natures. You have two, one is good
and one is evil. The dry one represents the good and the wet
represents evil. Now,” he added, smiling at his companion, “if you
will fix your mind upon the dry one you will forget the wet one. If
you bend your thoughts upon your good nature you will not follow
your evil one.’’ The stranger fixed his staring eyes on Mr. Kim’s
face and the latter began to regret that be had made an attempt at
pleasantry.
“In that case,” replied the strange creature who had not
spoken a word since starting, “your nature must be wholly bad as
both your feet are wet.”
Mr. Kim glanced down, and with some embarrassment in his
voice, said, “It was once wholly bad, but I trust it is now much
better.’’ He was surprised at the seeming effort made by the stranger
in speaking. The words came in long grating sounds down deep in
the man’s huge chest.
“Yes. I was of all sinners the chief,” continued Mr. Kim,
thinking more of the strange man before him than the passage he
was quoting, or the evil of which he was guilty.
“Indeed,” he added, noticing that he had an audience, “there
was pardon, for me, and there is pardon for each one of you.”
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“What did you do,” interrupted some one, “did you commit
murder?”
“No.”
“Did you steal?”
“O, no.”
“Did you offend the governor or the magistrate?”
“Why, no, you see--”
“Did you commit some other great crime, did you try to stir
up rebellion?’’
·’No, no, I will tell you. I insulted God every day of my life.
I ... “
“What a fool you must have been! crazy, weren’t you? How
did you do it? This way?” and a man shook his fist towards the sky.
“See here, friend,” said another, “we are good citizens, and
have no sins to be pardoned. We are not very brilliant, but we have
learned to attend to our own business, and are not such fools as to
offend the Government and run in danger of having our homes
ruined, nor do we run about insulting the spirits, neither the chief
who rules from the sky, nor his associates who live among men and
in the shrines. No, sir, you must look elsewhere if you are looking
for law breakers.”
“Hold on, now,” cried Mr. Kim in desperation, “you all talk
at once and I have not a chance to tell you what I mean. I want to
tell you who I am. I am a Christian.”
“Ah,” repeated half a dozen voices in concert, “that is so.
He has books on his back. He is a gospel talker.”
“Yes. I am, and I want to tell you how I insulted God every
day and how you insult Him every day of your lives.”
They sat down on a bank near the river to replace their foot
gear and he stood in front of them and insisted with great energy
that they were all sinners and were insulting God. His fingers were
on passages of Scripture proving to them that his assertions were
true. Then he named over their sins with startling self assurance ; he
left out none of their vices, nor one of the crimes that men are guilty
of committing against their fellows.
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“No use denying it,” some one said with a grin, “we all do
those things, more or less.”
“It is pardon, I am talking about,” almost shouted Mr. Kim.
“He is a professional talker,’’ some one interrupted, “and we
have no chance against him. Where did he get it all?”
The company soon adjusted their foot wear and Mr. Kim
followed at their heels as they filed off across the country. He
continued his discourse and his voice reached down the line some
distance and called forth a remark from first one and then another.
Just ahead of him walked the man called Devil.
“I tell you,” said Mr. Kim, after he had talked at length of
their guilt, “You must be born again. You must be made over into
new men.”
“Would we be like you?” some one asked.
“Like me,” was the hesitating reply, “I would not want you
to be exactly like me, but I was born again. I want you to be just as
you would be if you were born again,” he explained lamely and
wondered why he found such difficulties at the few questions hurled
at him.
“Would we carry a foreign umbrella, or stab with our
fingers when we talk, or strike out with our fist, or lean one
hand on our hips when we talk, and would we shout loud, just like
the foreigners? Do you mean by being born again to be made
something like the foreigner and something a little less than a
Korean, is that it?”
For a time Mr. Kim was silenced, and resolved down in his
heart that he would throw away his umbrella and remember that be
was a Korean.
After two hours walk the company had turned off from the
main road ; then one dropped off here and another there till Mr. Kim
was left with the man called the Devil as his only companion.
“In traveling to Rocky Ridge will my path lead me by your
house?” finally asked Mr. Kim of the ugly creature ahead of him.
“Nearly,” was the reply. “You walk down the salt
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marsh five li and then turn off to the right while I keep on a bit
farther and then turn into the marsh.” The man seemed to speak
with effort but when he got started, made headway easily enough.
At first his breath came in deep puffs and there was a harsh
rumbling in his chest that sounded not unlike the growl of a wild
animal. As he spoke, he turned his face toward Mr. Kim, who had
been walking at his heels because of the narrowness of the path. The
way was called the main road, but its name did not at all describe
the size of the road but simply the shortest one leading between two
magistracies. As Mr. Kim glanced into the face of his companion
the features gave him a new shock and he fell to wondering how it
was that God made a human being so terrible. “Perhaps his heart
belies his appearance,” thought Mr. Kim, and under the impulse
asked him of his family.
“I have no family,” growled the man.
“Might have known that,” he reflected, “who would marry
his daughter to such a creature. Still I think I did hear that he once
was married,” and they walked on in profound silence. “Had all
once,” said the strange man at length breaking in upon Mr. Kim’s
reflections.
“Had what?” asked Mr. Kim.
“Family,” was the reply and the ugly face turned upon him
with a suspicious glance.
“Yes, yes, of course, I beg your pardon,” said Mr. Kim. “Did
your children die?’’ There was a silence for another period and then
Mr. Kim heard a few deep guttural sounds, and the reply, “Died.”
They continued some time in silence. Mr. Kim not knowing
how to break the silence and the hermit showing no inclination to
do so.
They were soon out on the border of the salt marsh, one of
the most desolate scenes on earth. Mud stretched in every direction
with now and then a tiny island of tough wiry grass. The plain
stretched southward toward the sea, where a line of blue could be
seen and a white speck here and there, denoting the presence of
fishing craft Out on the plain in the center stood curious looking
thatched buildings from whose eaves
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poured smoke, and Mr. Kim rightly judged them to be salt kilns. At
a nearer point were standing small huts, and women could be seen
at their daily toil about these dwellings. In some places, the houses
were grouped together into villages, then again, they were scattered
and lonely.
But that was not the only life that met Mr. Kim’s eyes; the
mud plain was covered with millions of crabs slipping and sliding
through the soft ooze, here, yonder, everywhere. A bewildering
mass of life struggling for their food before the incoming tide
should force them into their homes of mud. The two men had
walked for some time along the bank of this desolate marsh, when
Mr. Kim’s companion suddenly stopped and pointed to a road that
turned off to the right. Mr. Kim thanked the stranger and was about
to pass on, when the man spoke. “Would you like to see where I left
my daughter, the last of my family? “
Mr. Kim was staggered at the question, and asked him to
repeat it, as if he had not heard.
“You have neither gazed. at me in curiosity nor called me
ugly,’’ he said. “I think I would like to see you again sometime.
Would you like to see where my daughter is?” he repeated in the
same voice, and seemed to speak without moving his lips.
“Certainly, certainly,” said Mr. Kim ; “indeed I would.”
The man turned down the side of the marsh and skirted its
borders, and Mr. Kim followed, much wondering.
“It is not much out of your way,’’ the man remarked, not
looking back, “you can make a short cut into the main road from
this direction.”
They traveled for about an hour in silence when they entered
a clump of carefully tended pines. The ground was swept clean of
all underbrush and twigs and the trees stood up lofty and rugged. In
the center was a small opening where the sunlight poured directly
downward upon a green mound. The hermit led the way to the
mound and kneeling down by the side of it said:
“Here,” and he passed his hand over the top of the mound,
as if he were caressing someone that he loved very dearly.
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“Yes, I laid her here and she sleeps very softly, and when I
am tired I come here and lay my head down just above hers and
then the trees above whisper in her own sweet voice; (My face is
ugly but she never knew it) and their voices say ‘I love you, I love
you.’ “
The strange creature seemed to have forgotten the presence
of Mr. Kim, and he stroked the mound again. “Her face was
beautiful-ah how beautiful. They took her from me and I brought
her back, ruined.” Then he glanced up at Mr. Kim. “I liked what you
said to-day about the soul that never dies. She is here, but somehow
I know she lives, but it is hard to leave her out alone in the storm
and when the cold winds blow and the storm sweeps across the
marsh and roars up among these pines. I come out here and lay my
gray head down with hers and keep her company.”
“I like, sir, what you said, that is why I brought you here. I
never brought a man here before. Can you tell me more about her
and where she is, and do you think I will see her again?” There was
a world of wistfulness in his harsh voice, but his face changed not
the slightest in expression.
Mr. Kim sat down on one side of the mound and the hermit
leaned his ugly face across towards him from the other side and
drank in the story that Mr. Kim had to tell. He looked at Mr. Kim
and was lost in the thoughts of which he had never before dreamed.
They sat there till the sun had settled far into the west. Then Mr.
Kim arose to go. He had repeated the great plan of redemption and
told again and again of the hope of the Christian beyond the grave.
The hermit had asked no questions, but during the whole time did
not take his eyes from the face of Mr. Kim. So still was he that he
seemed like some ugly bronze statue, and Mr. Kim more than once
turned his face uneasily from the hermit’s gaze. They arose from the
ground together and the hermit glanced toward the sun and looked
out at the distant blue sea, then at Mr. Kim, and then, out across the
vast marsh towards a salt kiln. “Will you come with me to my home
for our dinner?” the hermit asked. “I have done you ill service to
ask you here and I had forgotten it was getting late.”
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“Oh, no,” Mr. Kim protested, “I had rather spend the last
two hours with you than do anything else on earth. To tell this story
is my duty and my joy. I shall see you again,” he said, and thanking
the hermit for his kind invitation, turned off across the country with
a rapid step, greatly musing on the ugly face and harsh voice and
yet tender spirit of the hermit. He little thought of how much of his
future would be mixed with the affairs of this strange man.
CHAPTER V
A WARNING
On arriving at Standing Stone Mr. Kim, filled with the
enthusiasm of a new undertaking and urged by his old habit of
doing things with a masterly spirit, plunged into his work with great
energy. He first walk about the town, estimated the number of
houses, took note of the stream that half encircled it, and the cliff
that towered so high above that the sun glanced over its tops into
the village two hours late in the morning. He walked through all the
streets, observed the place where lived Mr. Cho, and rightly
concluded from its appearance that the owner possessed great
influence in the town. He visited the school house and in his
masterful way won the admiration of the teacher who was a man of
great age and should have died long ago, so the people said. Out of
respect to his ancient white beard and hair; and dim eyes, they
committed their sons to him to unravel for them the warp and woof
of Chinese characters. He offered his school building for Mr. Kim’s
use.
The next day was market day with its crowds of curiosity
seekers. “Who would miss a chance to listen to the preacher of the
new doctrine, or any other fool thing that would give us a few
moments diversion,” they said.
Mr. Kim shouted a hymn so loud and furiously that soon a
crowd filled the school building. They surged about the doors and
windows in a restless eager mass. Many moistened the tip of a
finger and rubbing a hole through the paper covering, placed an eye
to the hole, so that in a few moments
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every possible point in the doors and windows possessed an eye.
The old teacher stormed at the crowd for destroying his windows
but to no effect. So many faces pressed against the doors and
windows that they darkened the room, while those who had been so
fortunate as to get within, smoked with such prodigious industry
that the strongest coughed and gasped for breath.
Mr. Kim was not seated, but stood erect with his head
among the rafters of the house, shouting and gesticulating as he had
observed done by his foreign pastors. His listeners were delighted.
It was the best show that had been in the town since the oldest could
remember. They giggled and laughed and jostled. Many on the
outside caught snatches of what Mr. Kim was saying.
“Hark to that.” said an old Grey Beard to his neighbor, “he is
calling us all liars and cheats and blackguards, now where do you
think he got his information? There—he says we steal, now that is a
lie—I have stolen nothing since I was thirty, and I will be seventy
next New Year. Ha-a-a! now did you hear that? that must mean you,
neighbor, he says that you have been beating your wife.” “Sure,”
said the other, “I had to make her mind.”
“Look here, youngster,’’ said the old man reaching over with
his long cane and punching a boy who had his face to the paper
covered window and his eye glued to a hole, “what do you see, eh?”
‘‘See” shouted the boy without removing his eye, “see? He has gone
plum crazy. I can see him shake his fist and wrinkle up his face,”
and the young man gesticulated with his fist above his head, but
without removing his eye from the hole. “He looks as if he were
getting madder and madder. Whew! how he sweats! “ There was a
long pause and again the old man punched the lad. For reply the boy
screwed himself close to the window and kicked his heels up in
delight, and shouted, “He is telling them to get down on their knees
and they are. . . “
“Are what?”
“Getting down.” “Down where?”
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“Down they go to the floor, all those nearest him have their
heads on the floor and he is telling them to shut their eyes. Wonder
what he will do to them next?”
Mr. Kim prayed an1 the people were bursting with
merriment. There was a smothered laugh, followed by many more.
Some reached for their long pipes and when Mr. Kim said “amen,”
they were puffing with new vigor and blinking through the clouds
of smoke with unabated curiosity. When Mr. Kim urged them to
become what he was, and adopt the new faith, they gradually
slipped from the room and were soon back in the market place
selling their wares.
When Mr. Kim left the village the next day the attitude of
the people filled him with astonishment. They avoided him, and
even the farewell of the school teacher was cold and distant. “The
trouble must be deeper than the teacher’s financial losses, Mr. Kim
said to himself, as he had bought paper, and with the aid of the
pupils restored the doors and windows to their original condition.
Some who the day previous had sat long and talked sociably with
him of the many things political and social, that charm the heart of
the Korean, failed this morning to recognize his hearty greeting and
moved out of their path to avoid him, and when some one shouted
“Foreign Devil” he stood in his tracks in sheer astonishment. That
he should meet opposition and difficulty was expected, but the
hostility was far out of proportion to any evident cause.
As he approached the end of the street leading from the
town, he saw a figure ahead of him dressed in the most costly silks
and wearing a hat of the finest workmanship and walking with
stiffened knees and the strident step of the gentry of the Capital. Mr.
Kim recognized him as his road companion, but marvelled at this
ostentatious display of himself on the street. The small man walked
leisurely as if in profound indifference to his surroundings, and to
the attitude of servile respect of his townsmen who gave way to him
on every side. Mr. Kim directly overtook him as he was passing a
group of men and observed that their interest in the meeting was of
the liveliest kind, and he was again startled as he heard the word
“dirty” pronounced by some one among the group,
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evidently referring to his travel-stained suit. The remark was
followed by a general laugh.
Mr. Kim greeted the man in silks in the usual formal manner
of acquaintances. Mr. Cho seemed to awake reluctantly from his
abstraction and looked at Mr. Kim a moment before returning the
salutation ; as though trying to recall the identity of the man
addressing him. “Ah-a-a,” he said at last, “Ah-a-a,” and slightly
lifted the moon-like glasses he wore, just enough for Mr. Kim to see
the gleam of hate in his eyes. Then Mr. Kim recognized the cause of
the hostility in the town and the character of the warfare he had so
hastily invited, and was astonished at the power of his antagonist.
As he went out into the open air of the country, he had abundant
opportunity to repent of the folly of inviting the antagonism of this
dangerous man.
Beyond the town a short distance was a group of trees
sheltering a grave. It offered a place of seclusion and he crept into
its shadow feeling greatly humbled and grieved. “Oh Lord,” he
prayed with his head down among the pine cones, “forgive me for
being a fool.”
When he walked back into the road, he stood for a long time
looking at the cloud of smoke that marked the village. He had been
praying for humility and meekness, but as he gazed he lifted his
head and a look of solemn resolve settled on his face, as Madam
Kim had seen it when years ago he took down the spear to revenge
his neighbor against the mountain tiger.
(To be continued in the March number.)
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CLASS METHODS.
BY MISS LULA A. MILLER.
There is very little which is absolutely original that I can
offer in this paper. Some of the methods herein suggested have been
those of others which I have used with variations and adaptations to
my own work. To accept circumstances as we find them and to
adapt our methods to present and changing conditions is our task.
1. One great difficulty we have had has been in gathering women
together for class work. The Southern women have not yet caught
the fever for study as have their sisters in the North. Comparatively
few know how to read the native character, and until they are able to
read they have but little zeal for mental work. How to interest them
sufficiently that they may desire to learn their own simple character
has been and still is a problem.
In most instances we find the young women at least, anxious
to study, but they often receive no encouragement in their homes. In
such cases it is necessary to appeal to the parents. This we do when
out on itinerating trips and by personal letters after we have
returned home.
One year we appealed to the native ministry for help. We
asked each one as he traveled over his work to make an appeal to
the fathers of daughters and daughters-in-law and then to report the
number of men on each circuit who had promised to teach the
women of their homes to read. Many promised to do so and many
have kept their promise.
Interest among fathers and some class leaders as well, has
been kept alive by sending letters of thanks for having been faithful
in the teaching of the native character. They greatly appreciate such
letters and do not so easily become discouraged when teaching a
woman who has never concentrated her mind for five minutes at a
time in all her life.
2. In the work of the Itinerant Teacher we find a feeder for class
work. For several years there has been such a teacher on one circuit
and another such woman has just been placed on the Ye Chun
circuit for the winter months only.
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She will teach the young women and children of a village for two
months and then pass on to another village, the Christians providing
her room, and fuel for the heating of it. During these two months
she will teach reading, writing, the Chinese numerals and perhaps a
few simple Chinese characters. We expect some good results for our
classes from this effort .
3. Several years ago on the Suwon District a Home Study Course
was begun. Through the years this course has been revised several
times until now we have a permanent course for the women who
have as yet had no opportunity for study. This year several women
will have received their diplomas and all over the district through
this Home Study Course women are becoming interested. Through
this course also we are getting women who will be able to do fairly
good work in Bible classes.
4. Another difficulty in the way of class work has been the poverty
of the people. Some of those who can read and who could do fairly
good work can not attend classes on account of expense. Last
Spring churches were urged to raise money enough to send a
woman to study, and this Fall a few churches responded to our
appeal. We are hoping in time, that all of the stronger churches will
volunteer to send one woman each to at least one Bible class during
the year.
5. In order to get women to attend the classes all sorts of means are
resorted to. Often it is necessary to begin with the mother-in-law.
How can she be persuaded to attend to the work at home while the
young daughter-in-law goes to study. She is usually very ignorant
herself and if she has survived in ignorance all through the years
why should not the daughter-in-law live the same kind of a life?
Sometimes it is the husband who is not willing to cook the rice
while his wife is away, Again there is a child too small to be left at
home, and too troublesome to permit the mother to study if taken to
class. We urge, we exhort, and at last write letters to these unwilling
mothers-in-law and husbands, and the letters very often bring
results for the class. Frequently consent is given and along with the
young women sometimes comes an old grandmother or an auntie
carrying the baby on her back and taking the entire care of the child
through the study hours.
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Dr. Rollin Walker, a very successful Bible teacher, once said,
“A person who knows how to ask well must also know how to
thank well,” so if, after very much urging a mother-in-law gives her
consent for the daughter-in-law to attend class, a carefully written
letter of thanks is sent back to the mother-in-law who has remained
at home to take the responsibility of the work.
By special invitation one sent her widowed daughter-in-law
to study for a whole month in last Spring’s Institute. They are busy
farmers and it meant much to send the young woman away far so
long a time. At the close of the class I sent her a letter of
appreciation for the sacrifice she had made. In the Fall when the
women gathered for Normal Study this same woman appeared. I
said to her, “Did your mother send you again,” to which she replied
“Mother was so pleased over the letter you sent her. She said ‘If the
lady thought enough about it to send me a letter of thanks, why of
course you must go this Fall.’ “Who knows whether this was not the
first letter she had ever received.
An exhorter had decided not to allow his wife who is a class
leader to attend the Spring Institute as it was the busy season.
Naomi wrote that she could not come to which I immediately sent a
reply begging the husband to send her. She came and said “It was
the letter that brought me.” Appreciation is appreciated the world
over, and the Koreans thrive on it. It greatly helps in class work. So
in these various ways we secure women for our classes, and every
woman who comes is precious.
I. CLASS METHODS.
The three kinds of Bible classes which I have conducted are the ten
day Normal class held in large centers; the five day classes held in
smaller churches, and the one month Institute held in Chemulpo.
I. The Normal class is held for the purpose of training
workers. Normal methods are used, the women teaching
every other day the teaching they have the previous day received. In
this way we are able to know just how accurately
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they have understood our teaching. By this method they learn not
only to be at ease while teaching and speaking but are also given
some instruction in outlining talks and in methods of presenting the
truth, as well as some pulpit manners. They learn not to sway from
side to side, not to rise upon the tips of their toes and then gently
settle down again, not to make more gestures than are becoming for
a woman to make, and they are slowly learning to look their hearers
straight in the face instead of looking up into the ceiling or down
into their notes, or off into space. The prefaces “I do not know
anything, I have no sense and my eyes arc dark” are going out of
date.
Each woman is given a printed outline to follow like the one
which the teacher is using.
2. At the close of the class after the consecration service the
appointments are read. The women who will hold classes are given
as many outlines as there will be women in the classes they are to
hold. Some of these volunteer teachers are able to give three or four
weeks of time, while others can give but one week, usually going
out two by two to the smaller churches on the circuits from which
they have come. In the day time while one teaches the other calls in
the homes and in the evening evangelistic services are held with
splendid results.
These smaller classes held by the women who have been
trained in the Normal classes are the five-day classes already
mentioned.
3. The Bible Institute, the last class to be spoken of, is
the yearly Institute, which is of one month’s duration. The
teaching is entirely exegetical and the course has been adopted by
all our women evangelistic workers. It is a six year’s course with a
certificate at the close of each class and a diploma upon completion
of the course.
During the class we have at least four lectures on subject.s
of interest and of value to the women.
One half day is given to conference of workers. They tell of
their difficulties and ask advice. They tell of their successes and we
rejoice together. .
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III. UNTRIED METHODS.
Our women are learning to teach. A very few take prolific
notes, but generally speaking they are not learning to use their pen.
Soon I hope to select and send certain subjects to some of the
women whom I am sure will attend the Spring Institute, asking
them to prepare articles on the subjects given. An afternoon will be
given for the reading of these papers before the class, the reading to
be followed by an informal discussion.
A Korean seldom lacks for words. but it is not so easy
always to stick to the text Five minutes extempore talks on familiar
topics I believe will prove helpful along this line. Later, I expect to
put some books into their hands asking each to give a review of the
book read.
CONCLUSION.
For us in Korea the time has long since passed when the
missionary can afford to do anything that a trained Korean might do.
As pioneer workers the Koreans perhaps excel the missionary. Their
hearts have been torn by the same fear ; their minds have been
darkened by the same superstitions ; they have come up out of the
same depths of heathenism and are thus prepared to reach out the
understanding hand.
They are, however, not yet able to train workers. so it has
been our purpose and desire to use only such methods as shall
produce effective workers.
The training of women for the work is necessarily slow.
Only the simplest methods can be used. The thought must be put in
the simplest form. It must be turned this way and that in order that
the mind may fully grasp the teaching.
With our language limitations and their mental limitations,
were it not for the Holy Spirit’s illuminating power our task must be
hopeless, but because He is pleased to use our efforts and because
He does so wonderfully illumine the page ours is not a hopeless task,
and we take heart as we see the minds of the women unfold from
year to year.
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The Korea Magazine
March, 1917
Editorial Notes.
PROMINENT layman whose words were put into print in
New York in this year 1917, speaking of converts in non-Christian
worlds, says that in Korea they are being added at the rate of 3,000
each week. None would be more pleased than ourselves to be able
to substantiate this statement. There is no question but this layman
thought he had ample proof to back the assertion, and he may have
had his information from those familiar with Korea. As a matter of
fact, there never has been a time in Korea when for a period of three
successive months this could truthfully be said, and certainly it
could not be approximated at any time in the last half dozen years.
It is to be regretted that any of us in speaking of the great work the
Lord is doing in Korea should become so enthusiastic as to lead our
hearers to believe the work is progressing faster than it is. The work
has been marvelous, but very much has been said of it that cannot
be proved, and certainly the missionaries must be careful to give no
wrong impression.
GEORGE ADE, writing on “Looking Back from Fifty,” says:
“I have put in most of my fifty years getting acquainted with my
fellow citizens. I have seen them at home and abroad, scattered and
bunched. A good many of them are provincial, especially
congressmen, and a lot more have been fed on misinformation ; but,
take them as they run, they are kindly and fair-minded and always
trying to work back to the main road. There is more brotherhood of
man at large than ever before. That is my conclusion, looking back
from fifty- war or no war.” Why could not all of us spend profitably
more time than we do getting acquainted with our fellow citizens?
Certainly the mere act of getting acquainted will make us less
provincial, and help us to see the other man’s point of view. What is
true of men in different lines of work can also be given a much
wider application. Let us get acquainted.
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THE KOREAN LANGUAGE
In establishing this department the step is taken in
deference to the expressed desire of those who have long felt that
there should be some suitable means of communication whereby
there might be an interchange of experience among those interested
in the study of the Korean language. That there are difficulties there
is universal testimony, but that the difficulties are insurmountable
few will care to admit.
In this number of The Korea Magazine Dr. Gale opens the
new department by discussing some of the difficulties found in
using three of the very common Korean words.
The value of this service to you depends on the use you
make of it. A statement of your difficulties will receive sympathetic
attention, and questions will be answered through the Magazine for
the benefit of all. All communications for this department should be
addressed
The Korea Magazine. Korean Language Department. Seoul,
Korea.
DIFFICULTIES IN KOREAN.
The simplest forms of a language that mark the ordinary
shades of meaning are often the most difficult to thoroughly master
and have at hand for ready use Particularly true is this in Korean
with regard to common forms like hago, haya and hani. They seem
very simple to the passing stranger who renders them and, having
done, and since, without realizing that such translations fail
altogether to compass the wide circle of use to which these forms
are put. They are closely related, accompanying each other on all
occasions, differing markedly at times, and again approaching each
other and almost blending into one and the same.
Let us test hago by and and see how it runs:
I went into the town and (hago) met a friend and (hago) he asked
me to tiffin.
These hagos are wrong. It should be hada for the first. and
hani for the second.
Give him the book and (haya not hago) and let him go.
I had my dinner and (hago not haya) came.
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We entered into the house, and (hani not hago) not a person was
there to be seen.
There are really no formulated rules in the Korean language
to guide the student. The Korean, though unable to state the fixed
law that governs his speech, can give sentences, ad infinitum, that
are properly constructed, and can point out an error with all
confidence. The only method left the foreign student, then, is to
compare sentences illustrating as wide a variety of use as possible,
and see wherein they follow a definite and fixed law.
On examination, we discover that the functions of the three
hago, haya and hani, differ quite definitely, each having its own
special work to do, while yet at times they encroach very closely,
one on the territory of the other. A list of hago sentences reveals
clearly two characteristics that pertain to this form, parallelism and
succession. Clauses that run parallel or are used by way of
comparison or contrast are invariably connected by hago.
One day it rained, and (hago) one day it was fine. These things are
near, and (hago) those far·.
One man is honest and (hago) one dishonest.
Hago also connects clauses that are independent and follow each
other in a natural order or succession.
Let us sleep here and start to-morrow.
But we say: Let us rest a while and (haya) then go on.
In this last sentence we find clauses following in a natural
order and yet connected by haya. How far then do hago and haya
agree in matters of succession, and in what do they differ?
On comparison we find that hago unites independent clauses,
each complete in itself, while haya unites a preparatory clause with
the main clause following. This must constantly be kept in mind : Is
the clause complete in itself or is it merely preparatory to the one
following? If complete use hago; if simply preparatory use haya.
To illustrate. We ask the printer to call, but he says he is
busy printing the book, so we say Finish printing the book
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(hago) and come (칙박고오너라) but suppose we should ask him
to finish and bring it, we would say 박어오너라 not
박어가져오너라, for 박어, being preparatory to the coming,
includes the bringing, and makes the sentence read Print the book
and (haya) bring it, while 박고오너라 means Finish printing and
come.
As for haya and hani, we find each of them constantly
stepping in between cause and result, making it rather difficult to
mark a distinction between them.
We say: It is raining and (hani or haya) so we cannot go.
It fell from the table and (hani or haya) was broken.
I have come a long distance and (hani or haya) am tired. The day is
hot (hani not haya) do not go out.
In this last sentence it is not a matter of cause and effect but of
reason and command which invariably require hani.
You are tired now (hani) stop!
But we say : I am tired and (hani or haya) so will stop. I am tired
and (haya not hani) am like to die.
In those sentences haya is a closer and more convenient
connective than hani. The use of haya between clauses of cause and
effect is well worth the careful consideration of the student of the
language.
Let us state a general rule for the use of haya and hani and
leave the student to find exceptions :
Hani joins active clauses, (cause and effect).
Haya joins clauses, expressing condition.
Haya and hani are interchangeable where action and condition are
united to express cause and effect.
(Active clauses) He struck me and (hani) I cried. In this sentence
haya may be used, but somewhat incorrectly.
(Condition clauses) It is so hot (haya) I cannot stand it.
(Mixed clauses) The day is cold (hani or haya), we cannot go.
When therefore does hani come in for use by itself in the way that
haya cannot take its place? The answer would seem to be: When the
introductory clause is followed by an explanation or command.
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In the beginning was the Word and (hani) the Word was God.
I read the book and (hani) it is very interesting.
We climbed the hill and (hani} the view was wonderful.
As it is late (hani) go quickly.
This is but an outline suggestion of the use of the three. It is
extremely difficult to express all the shades of difference by rule.
One must learn to know, as does the Korean, from a kind of instinct
acquired by practice. Time and attention given to these three or their
equivalents will amply repay the student as they are the most
common and most important connectives in the Korean language.
Note: The translation of the above sentences is not given,
in the hope that the student will work them out independently. Any
doubts or questions arising from this lesson the Magazine will
endeavour to answer if opportunity be given.
In view of the above how would you translate the following?
I was so cold I thought l would die.
I saw the battle of the Somme and it was a terrific sight
He finished what he had to say, got up and said he
would go.
The sun went down and it was dark.
Go and tell him to come quickly.
How would you translate this foreign made sentence? He
bit into a piece of dynamite ; imagine the result
J. S. GALE.
HOLLANDERS IN KOREA.
The fact that there were Dutchmen in Korea from 1627 to
1666 (how much longer we do not know) and that no literati has
thought it worth his while to record the fact is an interesting
comment on the nature of the old-fashioned Korea.
The only record of it that the writer has found is that in a
book called Tong-moon Kwan-ji that deals with Korea’s
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relations with China and Japan. The fact that the Japanese Lord of
Tsushima sent a communication regarding the Hollanders, and a
question, is the reason for the short notice appearing in this book.
The paragraph too is wrong in stating that the wreck took place off
Chin-to, whereas it was off Quelpart. The Moon-hun Pi-go copies
this statement from the Tong-moon, mistakes and all. No one took
the trouble to look up the facts. or to correct the statement.
Evidently in these days the foreigner was outside the pale of
recognition. Japan on the other hand accorded him a kindly
protection that stands markedly in contrast.
In the year 1627 a Dutch ship, out of its course, drifted to
the coast of Korea, where it found itself short of water. Three young
men were sent off to get some, but instead of getting it they found
themselves taken prisoners, and never saw Holland again. Two died
fighting for their captors against the Manchoo, and one, a man with
a red beard, called John Wettevree, remained permanently at the
Court. While Milton, Cromwell and Jeremy Taylor were about their
several affairs in England, Wettevree, the Dutchman, was dressed in
Korean white and eating kimtchi with a pair of chopsticks.
On August 15th 1653, the famous wreck took place. Out of
64 man 36 managed to get ashore. A more miserable plight cannot
well be imagined. Pounded by wind and waves, mauled almost to
death, and huddled under a piece of driftwood-tarpaulin, they made
their first acquaintance with the people of Korea. Low down in the
dust they were made to bow to the magistrate and to humble
themselves before a concourse of several thousand people.
They saw the remnants of their unfortunate ship hauled
ashore, which, however, meant nothing to them any longer. Their
one thought was how to escape, and to escape at once from this
unheard-of place. Vain thought, long years were to pass over their
heads before their day of hope dawned. To most of them it never
came.
Brought before the governor of the island several times their
questions and answers were all in the dark, till Oct. 29th when they
were summoned to a new inquiry. Here they
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found a Korean sitting beside the governor wearing a great red
beard. This was John Wettevree who had been a captive since 1627.
He could scarcely speak his own language, so long had he been a
stranger to it, but little by little his interpretings and understandings
grew clearer.
This first governor was a kind-hearted gentleman, but a
change brought to the poor castaways a miserable successor. Barely
enough did he give them to eat and little to wear. They made an
attempt to steal away one night but the ubiquitous Korean dog gave
notice and it fell through.
In May 1654 they were ordered to Seoul. Across the uncertain stretch of sea they made their way to Heynam (Hainam),
where Paul John Coote, a young gunner of the party, died and was
buried. The list of towns they stopped at on their way to Seoul is
given by Hamel, the scribe of the party. With corrected spelling they
are as follows: Yung-am, Na-joo, Chang-sung, Ch’il-po, San-sung,
T’ai-in, Keum-go, Chun-joo, Ryu-san, Yun-san, Kong-ju and finally
Sior (Seoul).
King Hyo-jong was then 35 years of age and it was the 5th
year of his reign. He had the whole bach of Dutchmen brought
before him, when he informed them that it was not the custom of
Korea to let strangers depart, and that they must resign themselves
to end their days in his kingdom. He commanded them to show him
any special skill they possessed when the poor lads did the best they
could in the way of singing, dancing, leap-frog and the like. They
were enrolled in the king’s body-guard and for a time enjoyed a
measure of comfort. Crowds came to see them, women, men and
children, but the general of the forces, finding this a nuisance, put a
stop to it and no more sightseers were allowed.
In August 1651 the Manchoo Tartar came to collect his
tribute when the Dutchmen were all hurried away to Nam-han
fortress to remain there out of sight till the barbarian envoy should
go away. It seems they were badly clothed at this time. They speak
of the cold of the following winter as “vehement” The Han River
was frozen over, and the miserable hovel in which they lived barely
served to keep them alive.
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The Manchoo came again in March 1655 when Henry Jans
and Henry Bos, two of the cast-aways, rashly made application to
him personally that he carry them back to China. The Manchoo was
inclined to listen at first, but Korea got word of it. Money was paid
over to square the matter, and the two culprits were brought to
Seoul, taken to the prison, and never heard of again.
An attempt was then made by the leaders of the state to have
the whole party destroyed, but the King, his brother, and the general
of the forces opposed such an action. Once on the king’s brother
(In-p’yung Tai-koon) passing their place of confinement, a number
of them went out, bowed in the dust before him and prayed that he
would have mercy. His compassion was evident and Hamel says
that it was through him and His Majesty that they were not all
destroyed.
Korea remained in constant fear lest the exiles come into
touch with the Manchoo, make their escape to Peking and so bring
down trouble on the state. It was finally decided in order to rid the
capital of this anxiety to have them all banished to Chulla province,
Thirty-three they were, “the miserable remains of our shipwreck”
says Hamel and thus they came to Kang-jin on the south sea-coast.
Through a long number of years there is almost complete silence. In
1657 we find them begging from door to door. Wretched governors
were sent to the district who treated them like animals, though the
common people were inclined to be charitable and kind.
In 1660 when they had already been prisoners and exiles for
seven years a dreadful famine overtook the land, the effects of
which were felt till 1663. Eleven of their number seem to have died
in this famine for only 22 are ever spoken of afterwards.
They were found to be a burden on the county-seat at Kangjin, and so they were sent 12 to Soo-yung, 5 to Soon-ch’un and 5 to
Nam-hai. The one thought that still possessed them was to get away,
escape to Japan, risk any danger to life on the sea in order to make
their exit from this place of torment.
The admiral of the province who resided at Soo-yung on
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their first arrival was a kind-hearted man, but he soon left when the
incarnate spirit of the evil one came to take his place.
Hamel tells of two comets that appeared in 1664 and the
people in anxiety asked the Dutchmen how they viewed them.
“Portents of evil,” said they, “judgments of God, plague, war and
famine.” This was the Koreans’ interpretation also so they found
some common ground of fear at least in this. The year 1665 saw the
Black Plague in London. Evidently the comet-signals were not in
vain as far as the Western Hemisphere was concerned.
The next year, the year of the Great Fire, the misery of the
little group had reached its climax. A new governor “thought it not
enough to use us with all the severity of the banished governor
before him, but obliged us continually to mould clay--our allowance
being scarce enough to keep us alive.”
At last after these long years the chance of escape came and
“with provisions, pots of water and a frying-pan” in their little boat
eight of them stole out of the harbour on the morning of the 5th of
September. It was a day of days to them. The whole world was
wrapped up in its unfoldings.
On the other side of the planet in London, on the self- same
day Sept. 5th, 1666, Samuel Pepys writes “About two in the
morning my wife calls me up and tells me of new cases of fire, it
being come to Barking Church, which is the bottom of our lane. I
up; and finding it so, resolved presently to take her away and did,
and took my gold which was about £2350. Lord! What a sight it
was by moon-light to see the whole city almost on fire.”
Two escapes are seen here on the same day on the opposite
sides of the world, under circumstances vastly different but each in
its own way an escape for life.
They cleared the port, sailed all night, and the next morning
found themselves near the islands of Japan. They drifted about till
the 8th when they were taken in hand by men who wore two swords
apiece at the belt. Seeing these dangerous looking warriors, and
having heard from the Koreans that the
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Japanese killed everybody, they were sore afraid as none of them
had ever been to Japan before. But their fears were groundless, for
the warriors of Goto were kind in heart, comforted them, gave them
food and shelter, and by signs assured them that they would take
them to Nagasaki and see them safe.
On Sept 14th they all arrived at their journey’s end where
were seven ships of Holland riding at anchor. After an exile of
thirteen years and twenty-eight days they were once more among
their own countrymen.
After every kindness having been shown them by the
Japanese they set sail Oct. 25th and arrived in Holland July 20th
1668.
The fourteen who remained were never heard of again, five
at Soon-ch’un, 5 at Nam-hai, and four at Soo-yung.
It is strange that no Korean writer ever mentions the
presence of the foreigner through all these 40 years (1627-1666).
Men like Song Si-yul, Yoo Ke and others who wrote on every
conceivable subject. must often have seen Wettevree at least. The
exclusive spirit of Korea that wanted nothing to do with any outside
barbarian, and that foolish pride that looked down on every other
race of men was so common and so all-pervading that the kindhearted officials whom they met, yes, and even the king himself,
could not withstand it. No writer would soil his pen by recording
the appearance, the doings or the history of these unspeakable
outlanders.
Had the Mings been on the Imperial Throne instead of the
Manchoos it is just possible that a conference would have been held
and the wrecked crew sent to China to make their way home; but
the Manchoo was an imitation imperial that the Korean wanted
nothing to do with and so the unfortunates were caught between the
great unknown world and the Manchoo empire neither of which
Korea desired, for a moment, to be on speaking terms with.
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SOME POST OFFICE REGULATIONS
Up-to-date information is welcomed by all. The following
article may be worth fifty yen, besides saving valuable time. Our
own experience demonstrates the need of the article, and its
practical value. Other valuable articles will follow in later numbers
of the Magazine,
CURRENCY OR COINS IN LETTERS.
It is a violation of the regulations of the Japanese Imperial
Post Office to send currency or coins in letters. The penalty for such
violation is a fine not to exceed 50 Yen and confiscation of the
money. The same regulation applies to gold, silver and precious
stones. All of which however may be sent as “value declared”
articles. We sometimes erroneously think that because it is
allowable to send currency or coins in letters through the mails in
the United States that the same may be done in Japan. Such is not
the fact. Ask any Japanese Post-Master if you have doubts as to the
accuracy of this information.
REGISTERED ARTICLES BY LETTER POST (書節)
Fee for registration of articles for letter post : 7 sen per cover.
When a registered article is accepted by the post office, a
receipt is given to the sender. Registered articles are numbered
consecutively, and as each article passes from one postal official to
another and is transmitted from one post office to another, the
transaction is noted on a bill. Delivery is made against a receipt
signed by the addressed. As articles with “value declared” are
treated in the same way as registered articles, the sender may not
request to have then registered.
For a registered article a receipt must be signed by the
addressee at the time of delivery.
EXPRESS MAIL (速達郵便)
Any mail matter may be posted as “Express Mail” by
writing on the face of the cover the indication (express). At
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post offices where the business of mail collection and delivery is
transacted, express mail may be dealt with at any time even outside
the hours of attendance. But such mail matter tendered at a post
office where such business is not handled may be despatched in the
ordinary way to a post office where such business is transacted, and
whence it will either be despatched to another post office or be
delivered to the addressee.
The maximum weight of “Express” parcels is fixed at 400
momme (1,600 grammes). For every piece of express mail, the
following surcharges are collected :- Within one and the same urban
area of a postal district 6 sen
Within urban areas of two postal districts 12sen When two
or more pieces of express mail, addressed to the same person, are
posted at the same time, only one half the above surcharge is made
for the second and subsequent pieces. During the hours of
attendance at the post office, the sender of an express mail may send
for a postman to come and take it at his office or residence on
payment of a further fee of 3 sen per piece, provided that if
circumstances prevent the post office from sending a postman, the
request may not be complied with. He may also request the post
office to obtain a reply to his express letter, etc., by paying the
necessary charges and by writing the indication 要 返 信 (reply
wanted) on a conspicuous part of the face of mail matter. When an
express letter, etc., to which a reply is required is delivered, the
receiver should hand his reply to the postman within 10 minutes of
the receipt of the mail matter. Any express mail matter not
deliverable will be treated in the same way as ordinary mail matter.
DELIVERY
CERTIFICATE
OR
RETURN
RECEIPT（.(配 達證明)
Fee for delivery certificate :一 3 sen per article.
A delivery certificate is a notice by which the date of the
delivery of certain mail matter is communicated to the sender by the
delivering post office. A delivery certificate may be obtained only
for registered or value declared articles of letter post, and for
registered or value declared parcels.
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POSTING OF MAIL MATTER.
Mail matter involving a special service, such as Registered,
Value-Declared, Reimboursement, Express Delivery, Delivery
Certificate, and Postal Parcels, must be posted at the counter of a
post office. New Year Congratulatory Mail should not be posted in a
letter box, unless enclosed in an envelope bearing the indication
‘‘New Year Greetings” as otherwise such missives may be treated in
the same way as other correspondence found in the same letter box,
and be delivered before New Years Day. It is advisable that New
Year congratulatory mail should be tied together by means of a
string, attaching a label bearing the words “New Year Greeting,”
and be handed in at the post office counter, as a rule, during the
period from 15th to 29th December . Mail matter fulfilling these
conditions will bear the post-mark “1st January-lst delivery” and
will be delivered to the addressees on that day.
On Board Mail Steamers as well as in most Mail Trains a
letter box is provided for the receipt of mai1 matter. In a mail
wagon not provided with such a letter-box, ordinary articles for
letter post may be received for transmission by postal officials
provided they are on duty.
ODDS AND ENDS.
SPOON AND CHOPSTICKS.
Korea uses a spoon for her rice, while both China and Japan
eat theirs with the chopsticks. Whence comes this peculiarity ? One
reason suggested is that we find in the Hyang-tang Volume of the
Analects a record saying that the Master ate his millet, not with
chopsticks, but with a spoon. Every saying that pertains to
Confucius has been so reverently regarded in Korea, that this may
have something to do with the fact that Koreans eat not only their
millet, but also their rice, with a spoon.
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SUMMER LANGUAGE CLASS, WONSAN BEACH
I Division (Korean)

II Division (Korean)

III Division (Korean)

1. How to study Korean?
(for Beginners)
2. Sentence memorizing
A. L. Becker

1.
Grammar
with:illustrative
Sentences.
Attention given to
2. Accent and idiom
Mr. Stokes.
I Division(Japanese)
(A) Practice class (for
those wanting to begin
Japanese)
Mr. Smith
(B) Japanese Reader,
Vol. I & II
Japanese Teacher

Mixed script; Reading
and Writing. Korean
Teachers from Chosen
Christian College (for
advanced students)
II Division(Japanese)
(A) Grammar, Lange, IXX
Mr. Smith.
(B) Japanese Reader,
Vol. II & III
Japanese Teacher

1. Only one full hour of class work each day will be given in Korean as
there will be much to prepare outside the class and some will wish to
study in the Japanese classes.
2. Beginners in the Korean Language will be expected to confine their
attention to this language.
3. There will be two classes for each Division of the Japanese ; one with
Mr. Smith for a study of the Grammar and one with a Japanese teacher for
pronunciation and reading in the native character.
4. Those entering the 1st Division of Japanese should provide themselves
with Arthur Rose-Innes “100 graduated exercises in conversational
Japanese” and the “Elementary Grammar of the Japanese Spoken
Language,’’ Vol. I & II (price is 2 yen) and the Japanese readers Vol. I & II
as used in Korea. Those in the 2nd Division of Japanese should provide
themselves with Lange’s “Colloquial Japanese” an-d the Readers, II & III.
(the books may be ordered from the Methodist Publishing House, No. 1, 4
Chome, Ginza, Tokyo ; or thru Mr. Smith).
5. The class will begin July 9th and last until Aug. 3rd ; four full weeks.
6. The Japanese Course will be related to a complete course in the
Japanese Language which will fit the student for work among the
Japanese people.
Language Committee
F. B. Stokes
F. H. Smith
A. L. Becker
C. S. Deming
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THE OLD KOREAN MAGISTRATE.
W. CARL RUFUS. PH. D.
Before his final exit let us take a snap-shot of one of the
most interesting characters of old Korea, the county magistrate.
Already his official hat and robe have been laid aside, and soon will
decorate a glass case in the museum. We look upon his departure
with mingled feelings ; sometimes we laugh; sometimes we weep;
none of us would call him back; all of us would cherish a copy of
his picture for memory’s album.
First exposures, however brief, make lasting impressions on
our mental kodaks. The details of our first visit to a magistracy,
including the preliminary arrangements and necessary formalities,
are largely forgotten ; but the picture of the magistrate himself is
indelible. Seated at one end of the audience room on a platform
slightly elevated, crowned with the official horse-hair hat and robed
in a purple silk gown trimmed with striking colors, he was the
embodiment of the highest official dignity. No trace of changing
emotion crossed his expressionless face during the process of
introduction and the brief conversation that followed. The calm
demeanor with which his dignity surrounded him made him appear
to be entirely self-sufficient and utterly impervious. His carved
features seemed fitted to accompany either an arbitrary judgment or
a designed benignity. These lines appearing first in the development
of the picture promise to be permanent.
His costume deserves more than passing mention, but we
hesitate to begin the dissection lest we break the charm. The unity
of the picture depends entirely on the harmony of the constituent
parts, the black horse-hair hat, the silk robe with its trimmings and
the Chinese boots. The sa-mo, official head-dress, is large enough to
accord with the flowing silk robe; while its shiny, black-lacquered
surface harmonises with the gay colors, and its sober hue preserves
the picture from a gaudy appearance. The graceful curves of the samo also tend to give a mild effect. The central horse-hair folium,
curving backward gently as it rises, flanked on both sides by similar
appendages somewhat smaller, provides a coronet
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scarcely less imposing than an imperial crown. The nyong-po, or
official robe with long loose sleeves, forms the most attractive part
of the costume. The purple silk background enhances the beauty of
a maze of hand-embroidered trimmings of gold and green and
scarlet; and makes the tortoise girdle stand out in bold relief. The
most highly-prized decoration is the pair of ornamental badges, one
conspicuous in front, the other on the back. marking the rank of the
wearer. It consists of a richly embroidered piece of silk about six
inches square, with the figure of a tiger in gay colors, if the owner
belongs to the military party, or a stork to designate the civil class.
The half-length court boots of black leather completes the picture of
the full dress of the magistrate. Clad in this regalia his appearance
fully accords with the highest official dignity and impresses the
spectator sufficiently with his own inferior station. When he deigns
to walk, his impressive manner begins to accentuate ; but his lordly
gait exceeds the power of a snap-shot to describe. Suffice to say that
it furnishes a model for the pompous carriage and deliberate
swagger of the Korean yang-ban (aristocrat) seen occasionally on
the street; whose preference for his own style and rate of
locomotion is sufficient to obstruct traffic by street car, automobile,
or motor-cycle.
The picture, however, still lacks the most important feature
of the magisterial insignia ; without which even for one moment, all
his gorgeous raiment and imposing strut would have no special
value. The possession of the official seal constitutes prima facie
evidence of magisterial authority. This article resembles a large
brass block with flat base engraved with the official seal characters,
and the upper part ornate with graven animals, flowers, trees, etc.,
fashioned to form a sort of handle. It is kept in a brass box of
suitable proportions, which never passes out of the magistrate’s
sight during his waking hours and serves as a pillow when he sleeps.
A special page carries the seal and accompanies the magistrate
every-where he goes in public and in private. When be desires to
leave the room only for a moment the seal must be taken with him.
Its loss was accompanied by removal from office. The seal affixed
to a document frequently meant life or death to a
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subject within the jurisdiction of the magistrate. Often it meant
poverty or riches, freedom or imprisonment, position or degradation,
favor or doom. When the seal was once affixed the deed was
irrevocable. On this account its safe keeping became imperative.
The magistrate was the government factotum of the county.
He personified all the affairs of state pertaining to his realm,
possessing absolute authority within his jurisdiction. His
responsibility was also commensurate with his power. Imperial
ordinances found their way first to the provincial governor, next to
the county magistrate, whose underlings carried them to every
hamlet. For the fulfilment of these decrees, the magistrate was
unconditionally responsible. He was also held accountable for any
crime committed within his territory. If a capital kang-sang offense
had been perpetrated on his district, the life of the magistrate might
be required. Consequently one of his chief duties consisted of the
detection and punishment of crime. In the performance of this
function he was detective, prosecutor, judge and jury, all in one.
This combination of power and responsibility afforded an
unsurpassed opportunity for the swift administration of justice, or
an unusual chance for its deliberate miscarriage. The magistrate also
representing both sovereign and subject, might be tyrant or
benefactor, as occasion demanded ; or with oriental ease and
propriety he might act simultaneously in both capacities.
Preparation for official life consisted chiefly in literary
training sufficient to pass the kwa-ga, state examination. The merit
of the candidate was determined by his ability to take the subject
assigned, shut himself in a booth, and write a composition after the
style of classical Chinese, making copious quotations from
Confucius, Mencius, and other ancient sages. The successful
candidates passed immediately into- the official class and received
appointments to various positions; while
Five cardinal relations among mankind are recognized ;
between sovereign and subject , father and son, elder brother and
younger, husband and wife, friend and friend. A violation of these
was a kang–sang crime.
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the man awarded the highest place frequently landed immediately in
a magistracy. The competitive examination during corrupt reigns
degenerated into a sort of farce. The selected subject frequently
contained an enigmatic meaning, which was known only to the
favored candidates. Sometimes the offices were purchasable, a
magistracy bringing the emperor from 6,000 to 10,000 yen. At such
a time it became necessary for the magistrate to recuperate his
finances rapidly by squeezing the people, before the royal treasury
needed replenishing and his position was sold again. Skill in
accomplishing this feat was not lacking in the successful magistrate
during a corrupt administration. He farmed out the taxes to
unscrupulous collectors, who extorted money and grain from the
unfortunate possessors, to satiate as far as possible the combined
greed of officer and underling. The possession of property or a show
of prosperity sufficed to produce some charge against a civilian
without rank or friend at court; while satisfactory evidence followed
easily from bribed or frightened witnesses, or was educed from the
lips of the accused by multitudinous devices for physical torture.
The experienced magistrate usually possessed a keen insight
into human nature, which served him well in criminology. It
frequently enabled him to handle a complicated situation in a
masterful way by finding at once the crux, of the matter. Often he
accomplished this feat by introducing unexpectedly a new element
in the problem in the form of an apparently unconnected event
which gave him a key to the solution. Some-times he suspected the
criminal on account of strange behavior, and obtained evidence by
out-facing him or confusing him with questions asked fiercely in
thunderous tones. Current Korean stories abound with illustrations
of the sagacity and prowess of the magistrate. Let us enlarge the
field of our kodak to include a few of these stories in conclusion.
DISCOVERING A THIEF
The tranquility of the little village of Three Roads had been
undisturbed for centuries. Little wonder that the news of a robbery
in their very midst created such a sensation.
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During the absence of Mr. Kim, the richest man of the
community, his house was entered at night and a masked burglar
burned the feet of Mrs. Kim until she revealed the hiding place of
their money.
The next morning the whole populace searched in vain for
any traces of the malefactor. No footprints appeared along the three
highways nor in the fields surrounding the village. Evidently the
culprit dwelt among their number. Suspicion rested upon the guest
among them, the brother-in- law of the headman of the village.
Here was a dilemma, indeed. The headman should carry the
case to the magistrate of the county for investigation, but his own
family might be involved. Furthermore, hospitality demanded that
his guest be sheltered from all harm. Finally he feigned illness and
sent a deputation of villagers to the county seat.
The magistrate spent a day in profound thought. The next
morning the official messenger rode into the village, assembled all
the people and read the public proclamation: “LET ALL THE
TOWNSMEN OF THREE ROADS ARM THEMSELVES WITH
WOODEN STAFFS AND MARCH TO THE MAGISTRACY.’’

Of course the sick headman and his guest were spared this
humiliation. When the procession of men reached the gate of the
official residence, they were commanded to march into the open
court and to ground arms before the magistrate waiting to receive
them. They marched in with foreboding. The order to halt was
given ; all brought their staffs to the ground and stood at attention.
The magistrate cried with a loud voice. “The man who stole the
money has the longest staff.” One of the staffs was seen to waver as
its owner tried to push it down into the ground to make it appear to
be shorter.
This man was accused; his house was searched and the
money was recovered. After a severe paddling, he confessed his
guilt and was sentenced to a long imprisonment.
No crime is too furtive for a sagacious magistrate.
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TRAPPING A MURDERER
Long, long ago there was a famous magistrate, Hahn Eungpil, who had successfully ruled many counties. When he was
magistrate of Hongju, one day he received a difficult petition. Two
brothers, both of whom were widowers, lived in the country about
one mile apart. One day the younger brother said to the older: “I am
hungry for some bread. I have made the flour already, but I do not
know how to make the bread. If you will kindly let my niece come
and teach me I will make the bread with her.”
The elder brother consented and sent his daughter to her
uncle’s house. At night he awaited her return, but she did not come.
He spent a restless night, but morning came and his daughter had
not returned, He started for his brother’s house in a rage and about
half way met his brother.
“Why did you not send her home ?” he asked abruptly.
The younger brother replied angrily, “Why did you not send
her to me ?”
When her father heard this he became very anxious.
Together the brothers searched the neighborhood for the missing
girl. Arriving in a secluded mountain valley they found her dead
body with a knife driven into it. They turned pale at the dreadful
sight. Immediately they went to Hongju to the magistrate and told
their story , adding that they did not know who had killed her, and
petitioning him to come to their assistance.
The magistrate answered them saying : “There is no
evidence. How can I find out?” and he bade them depart. Soon he
recalled them and said : “Although it is a very difficult case, I will
go and make an examination,” so he went alone to the mountain
valley and made a careful investigation.
He then feigned madness and wandered about all day. In the
evening he went to an ale house kept by an old woman and lodged
there alone. His hostess did not know that she was entertaining the
magistrate. In the morning he returned home early, and shortly
afterward sent an officer to arrest the old woman. When she arrived
the magistrate commanded in a loud voice: “Confess your crime.
you reprobate.”
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The old woman trembling like a leaf replied : “I have not
committed any crime. Please tell me what you mean.”
“After I returned home did no one come to your house
before breakfast ? Answer me, straight!” he commanded.
The woman replied : “A young man came after you left and
told me that the magistrate had slept in my house, that he was here
examining a case and returned home early in the morning. He also
asked if I had heard him say anything about the case.”
So the magistrate sent an officer to arrest the young man.
When the paddles were applied the young man confessed his
crime.
The magistrate settled many other difficult cases, and his
fame increased.
A LAME THIEF’S TOKE
Many years ago there were only two houses in a small
mountain valley of Kang Won Do. In one of the houses lived a lame
man. One day the other man’s toke (large earthen jar) disappeared
while he was asleep. After searching in vain for some time he went
to the lame man’s house and there to his astonishment he found his
toke.
“Oh,” he exclaimed, “that is my toke; why did you steal it ?”
But the lame man remonstrated: “No; that is not your toke.
How could I steal it? I am a lame man, as you know.”
Of course argument was in vain; but the toke was just like
the lost one, and the owner desired to have it restored. He returned
home and pondered over the matter for several days. Then he went
to the magistrate of the county and told his story.
The magistrate ordered him to bring the lame man and the
toke. When they arrived before the magistrate he accosted the lame
man in a loud stem voice: “I hear that you are a thief. You stole this
toke from that man’s house a few days ago.”
But the lame man replied: “No, sir ; I am a lame man, as you
perceive. How could a lame man steal it and walk a mile! It is not
that man’s toke ; he has wronged me.”
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Then the sagacious magistrate said pleasantly: ‘‘Very well; if
it is yours, you are free; you may go.”
So the lame man was very happy. He lifted the toke with
both hands, placed it on his head securely and started to limp for
home. The magistrate called him back and fairly roared : “Give
yourself up, you thief. So it was not you ? How could you carry it ?
You can not walk, you say ?”
Then the lame man confessed all. The fame of the magistrate
spread throughout the whole country.
A FAITHLESS FRIEND
About 300 years ago in a city of this land there lived two
merchants, Mr. Chang and Mr. Yi. They were neighbors and very
close friends. Their families loved each other and helped each other,
sometimes living in the same house. Among all the members of the
household Chang and Yi were the most faithful to each other. One
day when business was dull in their country, Mr. Yi said to Mr.
Chang, “Let us go to some foreign land and make money.”
Mr. Chang replied, “That is a good idea.”
So they sailed for China and reached a certain port safely.
There they were very successful in business, made a fortune in a
few years and started to return home. After they had sailed two or
three days Mr. Yi was filled with avarice, as he gloated over the
boxes of gold and silver ; so he planned to have all the treasure for
himself alone. At last he decided to kill the man who had been his
bosom friend. He called him to the stern of the boat and kicked him
into the water. A few days later he arrived in their home port and
landed his treasure boxes.
He immediately went to Mr. Chang’s house, opened the gate
and enquired, “Is Mrs. Chang at home ?” She heard this well known
voice with surprise, and hurried out to meet her husband’s friend.
She and the children had expected their return for some time. They
saluted each other heartily; but she did not catch sight of her
husband, so she asked, “Where is my husband ?’’
Mr. Yi replied, “He landed two days before I did, and said be
was going home immediately.”
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She was very much astonished at this. For several days she
watched ·day and night for her husband’s return, but he did not
come. So she became very anxious, wept bitterly and mourned for
him.
At last she went to a certain magistrate of that district, told
her story, and begged him to find her husband. She gave him all the
particulars from the beginning to the end. The magistrate considered
the matter for several days and then sent for Mr. Yi. He looked at Mr.
Yi with piercing eyes and asked him in a loud stem voice: “You
went to China with Mr. Chang; did you not ?”
“Yes; I did,” was the reply.
“You stayed in the same place with him in China; did you
not?”
“Yes.”
“You returned safely. Where is Mr. Chang?” Mr. Yi
answered, “I do not know.’’
Then the magistrate asked Mrs. Chang, “What did he say
when he opened your gate ?’’
Mrs. Chang replied, “He asked, ‘Is Mrs. Hang at
home ?’“ Then the magistrate gave Mr. Yi a look and thundered,
“Why did you not call her husband’s name ?” Mr. Yi had no
reply to offer.
The magistrate commanded the officers to put him in prison
and tortured him for many days. Finally the secret was disclosed.
All secret crime will be discovered at last.
SELF-INFLICTED NEMESIS
A famous magistrate of Kang Won province once received
information concerning a very perplexing murder case.
A bride had been killed on the night of her wedding and her
father had the new husband arrested. The magistrate commanded
the accused man to tell all he knew about the case. “I know nothing
at all,” he replied. “In the dead of the night of the terrible deed, I
was very thirsty and went out to get a drink. It was raining that
night as you know. When I
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returned I noticed a peculiar odor, but I went to sleep. In the
morning I first discovered what had happened.”
The magistrate pondered these words for many hours. At last
he concluded that the husband was innocent. How could he find the
guilty man?
The next evening he called a pretty girl, covered her with a
white shroud, and commanded her: “From this evening you must go
to the mountain every night and cry out, ‘Where is the man who
killed me? Where is the man who killed me?’“ She obeyed the
command and all the people of the country were afraid of the voice.
They said to one another, “This is the ghost of the murdered girl.”
The guilty man also heard the voice and could not sleep·:
Policemen had, been appointed to watch for any person who
might come out at night and act suspiciously. About a week passed
by, but no one ventured near the apparition.
One rainy night the man who performed the deed could
endure the voice no longer. It seemed to pierce him like a sharp
knife. At midnight he came out into the deserted street, with a white
cloth around him, carrying wine and food to sacrifice to the spirit.
He was arrested and brought before the magistrate.
“Why did you kill her?” thundered that officer.
“O, ye gods? moaned the heart-broken man. ‘‘She was my
sweetheart. She and I planned together to murder her husband that
night.’’
“Hu! How was that?” asked the magistrate fiercely.
“We loved each other truly for two years, but her parents
would not consent to our marriage. She asked me to kill her
husband on that night. She was to give a signal by opening a door
when he was sound asleep. I was waiting in the kitchen in the dark
when a door opened and someone passed out. I went in stealthily
with my knife drawn and stabbed some person lying on the floor. In
the morning I learned that I had killed my love.” With these words
the bereaved man broke down and wept bitterly.
Finally the just magistrate replied : “When you plan to harm
another how easy it is to hurt yourself,”
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
A CHANGE OF OCCUPATION
(Continued from the February number.)
A short distance ahead of him was a huge pile of stones
towering above the road like a haystack. At that point the road made
a sharp turn around the pile and dropped suddenly downward out of
sight. As he started on he caught the glint of a white garment flung
out by the wind. He thought it was a strip of cloth fastened to the
stones by devotees of the road- side spirits. As he approached,
however, the strip of cloth resolved itself into the form of a woman,
half sitting, half kneeling, facing him, with her head hidden by a
white covering entirely concealing her face. Respecting her effort
for seclusion he passed quickly to the opposite side of the road and
was hastening on when a slight cough and. a movement of the
head-covering caused him to glance a second time in her direction.
She arose and stood by the pile of stones.
“Are you the preacher, Kim ? “ she asked timidly.
“I talk on occasion in the churches,” he said, and made as if
to move on.
“I am a Christian and am not afraid to speak to you,” she
said, pulling the covering closer about her head. “I am the wife of
Mr. Cho. the man whom you accompanied here to the town, and, sir,
I wish to warn you.”
“Warn me ?” echoed Mr. Kim.
“He is my husband,” she said, hastily glancing past Mr. Kim
down the road from which he had come. “While he may beat me
many times harder than he has yet done, and may some day carry
out his terrible threat to kill me, yet will I remember that he is my
husband and that his interest is mine. I will be true to him and to
them, and yet, sir, why should I let you suffer or die when a word
from me may save you.’’ She paused again and leaned beyond the
pile of stones and gazed
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anxiously down the road, then added, “I love the new faith, and oh,
sir, I never knew what it was to be hated until I became a Christian,
and yet, sir, the peace is sweet and, moreover, there is a great force
behind me and I must follow my Master however hard is the road.
Yes, I will follow without disloyalty to my husband, and with
loyalty to Him.”
She spoke as one long burdened of a load finding comfort in
telling some one that it was heavy.
“I came to tell you that a great danger threatens you. Mr.
Cho never makes idle threats. Oh, sir, I beg you to leave speedily
and never return. He has some money, some influence with the
magistrates, and all the village people are obedient to him.”
Mr. Kim opened his mouth to speak, then closed it and
looked hard at the woman before him, then at the cloud of smoke
that hovered over the village, and a strange fear crept into his heart.
“Don’t you think God has called me here ?” he asked.
‘‘There are many places where they will be glad to receive
you,” she replied. “Violence awaits you here, sir; I do not know how,
but it will be in its cruelest form. Mr. Cho has so threatened.”
“You see that pile of stones,” said Mr. Kim after a few
moments pause, and pointing to the mound beside which she stood.
“Many centuries ago there stood a huge tree there, and some fearstricken man or woman, while passing hurled a pebble to its roots to
propitiate the wayside demon ; the next passer added his
contribution and down through the years the pile grew till it towered,
as you see it, far above the heads of its foolish worshipers. At last
the tree rotted away and each twig and tiny fiber disappeared ; still
the generations of men piled higher the mound of stones. With each
stone here carelessly thrown was a thought, and with each thought a
sigh, and with each act when performed an element entered into the
fiber of our race, and that village is to-day the sum of all this
accumulated superstition and falsehood. Should we then be
surprised that they get angry when disturbed in their old inheritance ?
It would take me many days to carry away this
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great pile of stones, but I could do it; likewise it would take me a
good many days to break down all the elements existing in the
hearts of this people represented by the pile of stone, but by the
grace of God I could do it.”
“But, sir,” she urged, “you do not understand ! The time is
not ripe for such effort here and we do not want a sacrifice. Look,”
she continued, extending her left hand, “look at the finger, he cut it
off because I attended church against his command.” In her
earnestness she had let the covering fan back from her head,
revealing a face young and full of great beauty and earnestness.
“He says he will kill me if I do not return to our ancestral
worship. The annual feast is only three months off, then something
terrible will happen. He never threatens in vain, as many of his less
powerful neighbors will tell you. Think you, sir, that you will not
suffer ? And are you not afraid ?”
“To come back here, and preach,’’ he replied very slowly, “I
do indeed fear, yes, I fear greatly.’ ‘
“Then you will not come back!” she said eagerly.
“I will come back, and that soon,” he replied very quietly. A
tramp of a horse from the direction of the village caused Madam
Cho to start violently and without a word of farewell she snatched
up a large gourd and a small root hook and sped out across the hill
side. A moment later a horse-man passed and looked enquiringly at
Mr. Kim who was quietly seated on a stone reading from a small red
Testament, and then he glanced over the field ; the Christian woman
was laboring with a cloth tied about her head as would any coolie,
industriously digging roots for her next meal.
Directly Mr. Kim was striding rapidly in the direction of the
county seat, called “Justice,’’ where, it was said, he would find
many followers. This was the object of his many days of hard travel,
and he looked forward to his arrival with delight.
CHAPTER VI
AN INTRODUCTION
Word had preceded Mr. Kim of his intended visit and the
people gathered to receive him. Half of the Church followers
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met him some distance from the village, while the other half
arranged themselves along the wall inside the church with their
leader in the center to await his arrival. The studied purpose to
impress him with the dignity and importance of the group surprised
him. The leader wore a half foreign suit, which consisted of a straw
hat, a pair of trousers, a vest without a coat, a collar unassociated
with his shirt, buttoned around his throat and showing as much
expanse of throat below as above. Outside the door, mixed up with a
multitude of sandals, was a pair of foreign made leather boots that
must have been worn by the man with the ill-fitting dark trousers.
Mr. Kim asked to be seated by the side of the leader. Immediately
the two men were surrounded by all present. The leader introduced
himself as Mr. Chang and spoke with an air of importance. His face
was long, with high cheek bones: his smooth chin was sharp and
when he spoke, he raised his eyes above his listeners’ heads and
closed his sentences with his eyes on the floor. His face seemed to
elongate at the end of each movement of his eyes downward; his
forehead wrinkled and his eyes showed a white circle on the upper
rim, giving him the expression of having received some injury and
was continually on the point of resenting it. He said he was glad to
see Mr. Kim, a man who was so greatly trusted by the missionary.
While he himself had been able to do a great deal of good, yet he
needed help and he was glad that Mr. Kim was there to give him his
aid. Of course it was appropriate for him to be modest in speaking
of what he had already accomplished, yet the present number of
followers would suggest to Mr. Kim that the methods employed
were at least appreciated and not to be lightly set aside for anything
that might have been used elsewhere. “Nothing proves the value of
a method better than its successes.” Mr. Kim would understand, of
course, that he would be directed in what he did in that section by
the experience of a man who knew whereof he spoke. Following
this harangue Mr. Kim was permitted to introduce himself to all
present, individually, and he did so in a cordial, cheerful way. It was
understood that Mr. Kim was a preacher direct from the hands of
the foreign missionaries,
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and must be versed in all the great truths and law of the New
Doctrine ; and probably carried with him some influence. Just what
that might be they did not know, but there must be something better
than they had for was not the world ruled by might ? Such had been
the case from the beginning of time. Did not the new religion
endure while other organizations fell to pieces? Therefore it
represented power.
Later Mr. Kim preached a sermon on the subject. “Humility
and suffering.” He was surprised at the little interest given his
discourse and at the frequent glances of his listeners from him to
their leader. After the discourse the people did not disperse but
gathered around Mr. Kim and their leader in anticipation of some
thing unusual.
“Yes,” said the leader, “We have a growing group of
Christians. A week ago we numbered only twenty-five but last night
there were added twenty-five more! “How was that,” asked Mr.
Kim. “O, it was easy,” replied Mr. Chang. “You see I have been
compelled to use the only proper methods compatible with success
and safety. Yesterday I went in and saw the Magistrate and had an
understanding with him. For some time there had been a certain
man in prison, innocent of any wrong, and we went in as the
defenders of the weak and when the Magistrate refused to let the
man go at our request, we opened our hymn books, sang a hymn
and read the Scriptures and told the Magistrate that his blood would
be on his head; that, as we were Christians, we were inclined to be
merciful, because that was one of the doctrines of the Church, but if
he refused to acquiesce to our demands we would represent his case
to the foreigners and they would take off his official head. After
some threatening of that sort he let the man go. Now we have a
great demand for membership in our church. I expect to see
hundreds added in a few days and I am glad that you are here to
help me. Of course I would not take undue credit for the results of
this great work which has been inaugurated, but the principle that I
have laid down will be a safe one for you to follow, and, indeed, it
will be necessary for you to do so in order to succeed here in this
town.”
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“Do you mean to say,” asked Mr. Kim, “that you have
resorted to political influence to secure followers ?”
“Resort !” repeated Mr. Chang. “I do not like the tone of
your inferences. Perhaps you do not understand. Perhaps in your
part of the country the Magistrates love the people and do them no
wrong, but here, if we do not defend ourselves we are set upon and
beaten of all we have. As I understand it, Christianity is a helper of
the helpless, and a giver of peace. Does not the Word say that he is
the Prince of Peace ? If we should follow the hint of what your
question suggests it would not be peace but suffering unmeasurable.
We would all be imprisoned and even the boys on the streets would
persecute us and spit upon us. A mighty Church sufficiently able to
contend with the oppressors, and magnanimous enough to deal
justly with all, is what must be the meaning of the gospel of peace.”
“I fear,” said Mr. Kim with decision and earnestness, “that
you do not know of what spirit you are. The life of Christ was a life
of suffering and we, as his followers, must suffer also if we would
win righteousness. The kingdom that you and I preach must be a
spiritual kingdom and the peace we win is not a peace for the body
but a peace for the soul.”
‘‘That is all right,” said Mr. Chang, “I agree with you in a
way. We can have protection for the body ; and for the soul, peace,
also, if we would ; an think of the great number to whom we may
bring this peace if we only will work rightly to protect them from
the cruelty of the officials. Think, friend, of protected homes, our
wives and children unmolested. Let us not forget the great privilege
that is offered us if we will only follow our opportunity.”
“Politics,’’ said Mr. Kim, “and the preaching of the Gospel
never has, and never can successfully go hand in hand. I perceive
that you yourself have before you the great battle of your life to
bring your own proud heart to repentance before God, and when
you have done so, the peace and security within will be greater than
all the things of life besides. If you struggle for the worldly peace
you will not obtain the spiritual peace. Christ must be your example.
His was a life of
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suffering and persecution, and if you become real Christians I can
promise you little less than that. Yes, the children on the streets will
hoot at you and revile you, and your acquaintances may try to drive
you from the neighborhood, but you may win them by love to the
great faith—thus is the world to be saved.”
“Do you mean that you will not join us in our methods of
work,” said Mr. Chang with a rise in his voice.
Throughout the conversation the company sat in rapt
attention, glancing from one face to the other. Momentous things
were at stake, they were for Christianity, if there were to be an
advantage in it. If it meant an alliance with a foreigner ; an alliance
with an organization that could call gun boats. Did the espousal of
the new religion mean that there would be no more beatings, no
more robbery, no more ruining of homes ; did it mean the quiet
possessing of their property ? They sat with bated breath for Mr.
Kim’s reply.
Mr. Kim looked from face to face and read the results of his
coming answer.
“I,” said he, with slow gravity, ‘‘came to preach to you the
Gospel of love, which means to love the Magistrate and all who ill
use you, it is the only Gospel preached by the missionaries who
have been my teachers. This is the Gospel that I have learned and to
which I have been called. It is a Gospel that is not propagated by
political associations, nor influence. My teachers would frown upon
any such methods. What I preach will mean to you everlasting life.
It is of faith and not force, and it is a gospel of suffering and
enduring. That is my Master’s message. You have my answer.”
When he ceased speaking, Mr. Chang rose to his feet and
walked out of the house. Two others immediately followed. The rest
moved uneasily and then one by one arose and walked out, leaving
Mr. Kim alone. He looked at the mat on which he was sitting, and
his face appeared as if he had received a blow and the corners of his
mouth dropped as in physical pain. Outside was a babel of voices
raised in angry protest.
Scraps of the harangue reached him. “We will not have
anything to do with this man.” “If this is what the foreigner
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preaches we will have a Church of our own.” “He is a blind leader
of the blind.”
The people moved off and left the chapel premises and when
the hour for the evening services came no one appeared, but as
twilight was falling an old woman came in. She walked straight to
Mr. Kim and sat down quietly. “Pastor,” said she. Mr. Kim awoke
from his thoughts with a start. “No, don’t rise,” she said. “I want to
talk to you. Did you say in your sermon this morning that our sins
could be forgiven ? And do you think that there is hope for me ? for
I am old, very old, seventy seven next New Year. And you said pray,”
she added, not waiting for him to answer. “Now pray for me.”
Mr. Kim knelt with the gray haired woman, “O Lord,” he
prayed, “forgive me a sinful man. I came to save thy sheep and have
scattered them. Thou hast said be as harmless as doves and I have
been unskilled and harsh and driven them from thee. Forgive me, O
my Father!” and a sob rose from his lips.
“Me, me, me,” said the old woman, “pray for me.” Mr. Kim
paused, then poured out his heart for the woman whose white locks
mixed with his own dark ones as they knelt with their heads to the
floor. When Mr. Kim ceased the old woman still knelt.
“Seventy years of sin,” she murmured, “seventy years of
suffering. I have traveled barren waste,” her quavering voice
continued, “always heat, vast stretches of sand, always thirst. give
me drink Lord, I perish.”
“Amen,” said Mr. Kim, then there was a long silence and the
old gray head remained motionless on the floor. The twilight went
out; darkness gathered. At last, Mr. Kim touched the dark figure in
front of him.
“Peace,’’ she said, “great peace.”
CHAPTER VII
A RELIGIOUS PROBLEM
Mr. Kim arose and passing into the street, bade the old lady
a good night; then, turning to her said, “I thank God profoundly for
this night.”
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“I am known in this town as the ‘Grand Mother’ “ she
replied introducing herself as is the manner of the East. “I have
been called that for seventy seven years. You see, my oldest half
brother was a grandfather when I was born, so I have always been a
grandmother. I lived at one time in a town called Pagoda, so when
the people here want to be more formal or explicit, they call me
Grand Mother Pagoda. You note that light twinkling out just at the
bend of the road ? It is not a small house. That is mine.” “Thank
you,” said Mr. Kim. “It seems to me,” she added, “you will need a
place in which to worship. I have known all those who were
gathered there to-night. I knew their parents before them, and I
know the leader well. His heart is bitter and he will not open the
church for you to speak of this wonderful life, indeed, he will not.
But,” she added, “do you think they will find the truth too?”
She walked up close to Mr. Kim and searched his face.
“I trust so,’’ he replied.
“I have a large room and I would like, above all things else,
to have you come with the people there. Ah, yes, and I will tell them,
too. She laughed with a note of wonder in her old voice, “I must tell
them to-night.”
Mr. Kim turned away deeply meditating and walked down
the street oblivious of the people he met and of the dogs that yelped
at his heels. A new world of ideas had suddenly sprang up within
him. “Not by might nor by power, but by my Spirit,” he repeated
over and over again. Then he paused in the middle of the street and
was lost in deep meditation, and only moved as he was forced on by
a brush load of wood carried on a cow’s back. He had thought to
find the Church in the community of people who had gathered as
professional worshippers, but instead, he saw it glowing in the heart
of this tottering old woman. Nor had it been the work of his hands ;
it had been born there while he poured out his heart to his Maker in
self reproach. “It does not depend upon men,” he said, “it will
conquer the world,” and he threw up his head and laughed with
wondering gladness.
His laugh was echoed, but in a different note by some one
standing in the front of the inn where he had bent his steps.
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Mr. Kim recovered himself and turned to see the man whose
voice jarred his pleasent train of thought At that moment the owner
of the voice stepped into the light that filtered through a paper
window, and Mr. Kim recognized the leader of the group.
“I see,” said Mr. Chang, “that you are in a pleasent mood
and so I thought I would laugh too. It is unseemly for one to laugh
aloud to oneself. Yours was a lonely laugh.”
“Thank you for your kindly interest,” said Mr. Kim heartily.
“To make a confession, I fear I have been talking to myself not a
little to-night, but to say that I was really alone would not be a fair
confession, for it seems to me I never saw my Master quite so
clearly as I’ve seen him to-night.”
“Now, that is interesting;” said the leader. “I would like to
know the secret of so much knowledge.” The words were spoken
tentatively as a man will search the depth of a stream before
attempting to ford it.
“Would you?’’ said Mr. Kim with some eagerness in his
voice. “Indeed may we not have a quiet talk somewhere ?”
Mr. Chang noted the tone of eagerness and warily sparred, it
might mean that the strange preacher had some plan of getting hold
of his people. “No,” he said. “my reception room is full of people
and I have no control over any other.”
“Then let us go to the church,” replied Mr. Kim with quiet
gravity. “It is dark and quiet, we shall not be disturbed. I desire to
talk with you, for, indeed, I have something of great importance to
tell you.”
Curiosity compelled consent, and soon they sat down on the
floor of the chapel. The moon, creeping over the eastern mountain,
filled it with a flood of light.
“I hope,” said Mr. Chang, as soon as they were seated, “that
your communication will be for the advancement of our common
cause.”
“I trust so,” said Mr. Kim, then there was a pause and both
men sat in the moon light in silence for many minutes with the
question of the welfare of the city in their hands and the peace of
many at their disposal.
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“First of all,” said Mr. Kim slowly, “I made a mistake today
when we met in the chapel for service, and I want to apologize to
you.” A flash of light shot across the other’s face, but Mr. Kim
restrained him from speaking by a motion of the hand. “I want to
say,” he continued, “that I was very hasty, and instead of impressing
you with the fact that I loved you, and was ready to do and die for
the cause which you have espoused, I fear I gave the impression
that I was resentful. I am sorry for it, and have asked God’s
forgiveness.”
“Then you will join us and solicit the foreigner’s help, will
you not ?” the other cried eagerly.
“Our Lord walked through a certain village with his
disciples,” replied Mr. Kim, ‘‘and because the village people did not
receive him, his disciples would have called down fire upon the
people. The Master rebuked them ; said he, ‘you do not know of
what spirit you are.’ It may be that I have misjudged you altogether.
I hope I have done so, but are you sure you have caught the spirit of
the Christ in what you propose to do? Do you think he who refused
to propagate his doctrine by force, would be pleased to have us
resort to political power? If I know what Christianity is, it is to be
like him.”
“You have entirely missed the spirit of the matter,” replied
Mr. Chang, “the Gospel says that we must love the brethren, do
good to the household of faith, be instant in season and out of
season, and with all, does He not want His kingdom to spread
throughout the world with the greatest possible rapidity? Do you
think that He is desirous for a soul to remain in darkness a moment
longer than necessary? We have organized our plans on a broader
plane than have you. The measure of our success is the measure of
His approval. Would you dare say that our following is not His seal
on our methods ? Now our efforts to deliver the oppressed from the
hands of the magistrate will not only be in obedience to His
commands as I have just said, but will bring into the Church a great
host that will soon swallow up all else in the country and, as far as
Korea is concerned, God’s kingdom will have come on earth.”
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“I admit,” said Mr. Kim, “that if you could, in the spirit of
love, win the magistrates to our Lord it would be a noble work, but
you try to bulldoze them by making them believe it is for their
personal advantage or safety to comply with your demands; now
that is not the spirit of Christ. He does not want to see His kingdom
spread if it is not like Him. Indeed, such a kingdom would not be
His. The Christian Church must be a sinless body made up of men
whose natures are holy. You will observe there is nothing in
inanimate nature that does not show just what is within itself. Again,
if you wanted to find a tiger, you would not hunt for it in deer skin;
so that, if you are born into the kingdom of God you will show His
nature: not because you try to do so but because it would be
impossible for you to show anything else. If you do not show that
you must of the same necessity show the nature of the devil. Now
the nature of God is love, meekness, humility, self sacrifice,
gentleness, without fierceness. To do what you purpose is strife,
pride and ambition, these things are of the nature of the devil. It
makes no difference how often you gather for worship, sing, pray
and read the Scriptures, your worship is evil.’’
While Mr. Kim was speaking, Mr. Chang rose to his feet and
waited for him to cease.
“All right, you do as you like and I will do the same. By
their fruits you shall know them. Observe now what progress you
will make ; what fruits you will reap in this town. At this point we
will come to an understanding. I will have you do no meddling with
my people. Beware! You are a wise man and I need not repeat.”
When he finished speaking he stepped down out of the door
and walked noisily away.
Once more Mr. Kim had failed. When be reached his inn a
dozen men were seated on the floor smoking long pipes till the
room was filled with gloom and the candle burned down to a tiny
glow for the want of pure air. They laughed and told stories with
excellent gusto as if that fetid atmosphere was the purest in God’s
out-of-doors. Mr. Kim was used to it ; he crept up to the dim light
and read his little red Testament,
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oblivious of the presence of others, and then bowed his head in a
long prayer. The noise and chatter gradually died down as they
watched the huge man at his devotions.
“Christians are strange creatures,” remarked one, “they pray
and sing and are devoted at all times, and they know how to handle
a magistrate as no one else can. I think we shall all have to do the
doctrine to save our skin.”
The Church at Justice remained hostile to Mr. Kim and
rejected every effort on his part towards reconciliation. The leader
had tasted the wine of power. He had overawed the magistrate and
accordingly his imagination expanded with great rapidity. Aladdin’s
lamp never performed a shadow of the wonderful deeds that would
make him renowned during all time. The many tales of prodigies
under the guidance of fairies and the generous hand of fate were
recounted for the delectation of his comrades. “We,” he would say,
“shall be called blessed by following generations. We shall gather a
multitude here, organized under the rules of the Christian Church,
and day by day extend it till we have taken in all similar
organizations in the land ; and eventually the whole country will be
under our holy banner ; then down with all tyrants, and we shall
reign in their stead.”
“How about the Korean Emperor,” some faint-heart asked.
“O, His Majesty, of course is all right. The trouble with him is, he is
surrounded with so many sharks that he does not know right from
wrong. I did not mean that we would remove him from power, but
that we would take the place of those vicious scoundrels who
surround him. In our coming reign we shall have several advantages
over them. In the first place we shall have come up from among the
common people, and can appreciate the burden of the poor; then too,
we shall have been thoroughly trained in the great ethics of the new
doctrine. Confucius left a great system of ethics, but while it has
been with us for hundreds of years it has not relieved the oppressed
condition of the common people, but now this new religion has a
power in it. It is alive, people flock to it, it has made other nations
great and the natural corrollary is that it will make us great.
Now for instance,” continued the
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talkative leader, “take the best thoughts of the two religions and
compare them. Confucianism will blush for shame. We might as
well admit it, our old faith is of the dead past, and ranks somewhere
with the present order of oppression.”
“But,” some one interrupted, “what about the comparison?”
“What, friend, are you a Christian and still wed to the old
doctrine and must needs really demand an example? Your memory
will certainly answer your own questions.”
“Ah, certainly,” replied the man looking down confused
before the severe gaze of his leader.
“Yet,” added Mr. Chang in a generous tone, seeing that his
questioner was put to confusion, “I will mention one to help your
memory, ‘Do unto others as you would have them do unto you,’
now, there is one which cannot be paralleled by Confucius or his
followers.”
“Pardon me,” said the man before him with eyes still fixed
on the floor, “if it will not offend our excellent leader I would
humbly suggest ... “
“Go ahead, suggest, suggest,” was the reply.
“I would suggest that the ancients did teach us something
very much like that.”
“Ha-a-a,” replied the leader, “not alike, not exactly alike.
Now let me tell you the one is positive and the other is negative in
their statement, do you see?’’ and the leader looked hard at the
presumptuous man before him.
“A word from me, me,” called a thin voice from the back
and an old woman arose from her seat and came forward. She spoke
in quavering tones. Her age, unsteady gait and voice inspired
respect and the company gave way for her till she was seated on the
mat near the leader. She knelt rather than sat and looked straight
into the face of the man who was planning the reform of his country.
“I am an old woman,” she began, “and I have known every
one of you, and your fathers before you were born. I have seen
more of the things of the world than you have, though I am a
woman. I have heard such debates before with many quotations
from the ancient masters. I want to say to
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you that you are wrong. Exhortations to do the right thing never did
any man or woman any good, neither will the new religion any
more than the old. It is not information that you need. We all know
that it is wrong to do many things, but we do them and will keep on
doing them. Now, I will tell you where the trouble is. We need a
change of heart, that is what we need, and,” she added, shaking her
head at the leader, “you must change your heart, Sir, that is more
important to you than the changing of the government”
“But I have changed my heart,” was the stout reply, “before,
I was content to put up with the injustice practiced on my
countrymen, but I will have no more of it, is not that change enough
for you? 1 have risen with these honest followers’ to free my
country from oppression; that is a change is it not? “
“But the heart, the heart, man, have you cleansed it ?” “You
talk like Mr. Kim the preacher,’’ he replied with impatience, “you
are both childish. I tell you I will have nothing to do with a man
who is content with a few groups of students. He is as unpatriotic as
he is silly. There are great deeds to be done, a nation to be
reconstructed, and there is no place for men of such small ideas!’
‘‘Small ideas? “ the old lady replied, “His ideas are as broad
as the universe. All the world must become the kingdom of our
Lord. Is not that idea broad enough ?”
“You know nothing,” was the reply, “women know nothing
of these things: how can they? I start to-morrow to carry our holy
Christians plans to other towns. I have figured that by the rate of
increase during the last two weeks inside of one year we shall have
three hundred thousand followers.”
“While I am gone, you, my brothers, will see to it that the
weak minded preacher, Kim, does not occupy our church. The silly
doctrine that he promulgates would ruin our cause.”
“He was crying last night,” murmured the old woman. “Who
was crying?”
“Mr. Kim was crying.”
“What was he blubbering about?”
“He was praying for himself.”
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“That was right! What! Did he repent, and ask the Lord to
help him adopt our methods and help us?”
“He was praying and sobbing because he had driven you all
from the truth : because he had not plead with you with greater love,
and he was asking for God’s forgiveness, and I cried too.”
“What did you cry about ?”
“I cried because I was a great sinner, I had crucified our
Lord and trampled on His love for seventy-seven years, and when I
knew it, I could not stand it ; and I cried, and then,” here she paused
and looked at the company and straight into the eyes of Mr. Chang
and caught her breath. “Then what?”
‘‘Then His glory filled my soul”
Her steady gaze held his eyes; and the people swayed on
their mats backward with the rhythm of a pendulum. Presently the
leader glanced around and the absorbed interest of his associates
startled him and he arose suddenly and shook himself.
“I shall visit the magistrate before I leave,” he said to the
company. “The fellow pretends to be friendly, but I fear that if he
should learn not to fear us he would run some of us in prison. What
do you think, friends, will the preacher Kim talk to him as he did to
us ? See to it that the simpleton finds no welcome here.” As he
stepped out all arose out of respect and several followed him into
the street Others gathered around the old woman and regarded her
with much interest
“You know I have a large room in my house and I am alone,
so I have invited Mr. Kim to come to-night and read the Scriptures
to me and pray. He will be welcome and so is any- one who will
come,” said she.
The company separated, feeling that the quiet of their lives
was a thing of the past; that henceforth there was to be trouble.
Some shrank from it all, but they had found a leader who was bold
and seemed to be wise. He promised great things, why not follow
him ? If the words of the Grand Mother Pagoda made any
impression upon them, the last remarks of their leader had dispelled
it. Anything would be
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preferable to falling into the hands of an enraged magistrate,
therefore, they would cling to their leader.
The magistrate was not without resources. Still he stood in
great awe of the new organization, which, it was said, would be
dangerous to combat. Its devotees had boldly stood before him and
insisted upon administering the affairs of his office where matters
did not please them. What could he do since the organization was
associated with gun boats, and even His Majesty had never
attempted to expel it from the land.
He sent out his spy to watch and learn all he could. This
minion sat with the people at every meeting, and was present when
Mr. Kim arrived ; and was delighted beyond measure to report to
the magistrate that the foreign teachers would repudiate any claim
to interfere in political matters, and that the new teacher himself,
who was the foreigner’s representative and trusted agent, had
declared that no one could be a follower of the new doctrine if he
visited magistrates for political advantage. The magistrate was also
delighted to hear the news and sent for Mr. Kim and questioned him
in all things relating to the doctrine and Mr. Kim preached him a
sermon on repentance which was little different in doctrine from
what the leader and his followers of the new faith had recently told
him. They had said that he must repent of the squeezes and cruelty
he had practiced upon the people; that if he did not repent and
restore what he had wrongfully taken they would administer the
affairs of the magistrate’s office. He had promised to reform, that is,
he had said “yes” but that might mean anything; in this instance it
meant that he would look into the organisation. Mr. Kim made no
reference to squeezing the people, but he said that a man must
repent of all the sins he had committed from childhood, “a vast
number of sins! how could anyone call them all up and repent of
them?’’ he would let that pass as an exhortation, but he would
examine Mr. Kim a little deeper and see what he had to do with the
new body and what he himself had to fear from it, so be asked :
“Do the foreigners eat rice as we do ?”
Mr. Kim explained all he knew about their food.
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“1 am a little surprised,” the magistrate continued, “that you
come here dressed as any other Korean; don’t the foreigners wear
black clothing, and is not their style much different from ours?”
Mr. Kim laughed. “Why should I wear foreign clothes?” he
asked. “I am a Korean, and since I became a Christian, I am more a
Korean than I ever was.”
“You mean you love your country more than you did before?”
“Yes,” was the reply, “I love my people vastly more than I
ever dreamed of before I became a Christian. Before that event I
was much like the mass of people living from year to year content if
there were enough to eat and a chance to study a few Chinese
characters.”
“Well,” said the magistrate, ‘‘in what way do you love your
country? Do you intend to reform it ?”
Mr. Kim sat some time without replying. He thought of the
class leader and his ambitions, and of the trend of the magistrate’s
questions, and he feared the results of his answer. “Yes.” he said
slowly, “I expect Christianity will reform the country.”
“Then why don’t you wear the foreigner’s clothes ?”
Mr. Kim laughed again, ‘‘What do foreign clothes have to
do with the reforms of Korea, or what have foreigners to do with the
matter ?’’
“How do you expect to reform the country then ?”
“I expect,” said Mr. Kim. “that every heart in this country
will be so changed by the righteousness of God; that every man will
do the right; and that as a result, the fetters of the old past will be
stricken from our hands and feet. Righteousness, like the breath of a
magician, will change the face of the country in a day. Our mud
houses will be swept away, substantial houses will spring up in their
places. Railroads will span the country and the thunder of
machinery will fill the land. Our students will no longer be satisfied
to drone a few Chinese classics to become the laughing stock of the
people, but they will sit among the sages of the world. We shall no
longer look into the past for our glory, but we shall, during
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the rounds of an equinox, do for the world as much as we have
accomplished for three thousand years, we shall hate the petty and
vicious things. Neither rulers nor people will want to exploit either
the one or the other, but to sacrifice for the good of all will be the
passion of this coming blessed period.”
“Very beautiful,” said the magistrate, moving uneasily on his
mat, “that would be very wonderful,—ah—but you said that the
foreigners have no business with the reforms. Do they not try to
overawe the magistrate? When for instance he makes a slight
mistake in administering justice, and a small sum accidentally slips
into the treasury for the use of his magistry or the local government.
Those things may happen inadvertently you know. Do the
foreigners notice these things?” Mr. Kim did not reply, and he
continued, ‘‘Then, too, the law of our land is to punish evil doers by
chastising them in public. We overworked men, may, during the
course of the years of our service, find the wrong man under our
paddle. All men lie, and generally the surest and easiest way to get
at the truth is to put the supposed culprit under the paddle. If he
confesses to the crime of which he is charged then we can proceed
to the punishment that the law provides, but if he confesses to a
crime which he has not committed and receive the punishment due
such crime, while we deplore his pain, yet it exhibits the dignity of
the law and is a deterrant to others who have criminal tendencies, so
that, regarding the great mass of people as a whole, our system of
administering justice is wise and wholesome. If the foreigners have
any quarrel with the matter it should be with the forms of our law,
which, of course is open for debate, and should be considered only
at the seat of our national government, but it seems to me that
having existed under the wisest of statesmen for many centuries the
law should not be interfered with for lightly considered reasons, and
much less by foreign barbarians whose national history is like the
history of a mushroom.”
( To be Continued) ,
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When a tiny little baby is born into this complex and
mysterious world of ours it starts out at once on the main business
of human life, which is, to LEARN, LEARN, LEARN ; and if a real
success is to be made of that little life this process of learning must
be kept up without respite through youth, maturity and old age and
to the very edge of the grave itself, and I am not sure but that the
chief interest of life beyond the grave will center in the increased
ability to LEARN, LEARN, LEARN,- the wonderful things that
God has prepared for those who love Him.
Since learning therefore is so important that little baby is
well fitted out with its five senses to make that learning possible and
contact of the world with these senses soon teach it the things that it
must know. It has been shown however that from the first the child
learns most and quickest through sight, next through touch, next
through hearing; and taste and smell come last in order of
importance, though quite necessary like the others.
This order of importance holds true throughout the whole of
life. We learn that quickest and best which we see, or touch, and
hearing takes third place in the order of value to us in the obtaining
of knowledge. It is the la.st of these three senses to develop full
usefulness and the hardest to train to our service.
But you will say, What has this to do with your subject, The
Purpose of Medical Missions, and I answer, a great deal ; for I
maintain that in the effort to present the Gospel effectually to a
heathen people who are really like little tiny babies in knowledge of
spiritual truth, that method will prove most vitally effective which
appeals to the senses of these people in the order above mentioned.
In other words they will believe quickest and most thoroughly that
which they see and feel and then that which they hear. Or, as the
baby looks up into its mother’s face and sees there the kind and
compassionate expression and feels her embraces and tender
ministries and by coordinating these impressions with the sound of
her
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crooning voice learns to know her mother love, so the heathen
seeing the kind ministry of healing and feeling its soothing touch
coordinates the impression produced with the sound of the Gospel
story and thus learns to know of the love of God which passeth
knowledge. Or, to state it still another way, the purpose of medical
missions is the same as the purpose of any kind of missions, namely
to make the people know the true God whom to know aright is
eternal life, and the effectiveness of this method of procedure
towards the common end can be measured by the fact that it appeals
to those senses by which men most easily and most thoroughly
learn new truths, that is, sight and feeling.
Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing cometh by the
preaching of the Word of God. This is perfectly true, but not till we
see with the inward eye the uplifted cross, and feel in our inmost
soul the tragedy and marvel of it, can we understand that faith
without love profiteth nothing, and that love is made manifest by its
works. It is to make manifest to sight and feeling the love of God
that medical missions are established, and with this in view should
they be cherished and operated. It has seemed to me that the church
bas found it easier to admit the usefulness of medical missions in
lands where it has not been able to obtain an entrance save at the
point of the lancet than it has in the case of lands where this does
not hold good, as for instance in Korea; and I think this is true
because that while the church has realized by experience the power
of this method in gaining entrance to closed and antagonistic lands,
it has failed to fully realize the power thus possessed for gaining an
entrance for the truth into closed and antagonistic hearts. Since the
latter is really what we are after, medical missions must not be
considered useful only in so far as they can be turned to opening a
path into closed lands, but should be regarded as a permanent sine
qua non in all missionary operations because of its value in
unlocking closed hearts to the Gospel story and making blind eyes
see that God is really love by the manifestation of His nature in
works of mercy at the hands of His servant the medical missionary.
I therefore magnify my office, for if the feet might
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be taken to represent the preacher, for we read—how beautiful are
the feet of them that bring glad tidings—and if the tongue might be
taken to represent the teacher, with here a precept and there a
precept—then it seems to me that the medical work might be
represented by the hands with which a man may lift up his fellow
and bind up his wounds, pouring in oil and wine. We are all
members of the body of Christ and have need one of another and if
the church is to present an unmutilated body of truth to the heathen
for their acceptance it cannot be done without the healing ministry
any more than it can be done without the preaching or the teaching.
The purpose of medical mission might be considered in a
threefold aspect. First, it is peculiarly the “Labor of Love” by which
the other forms of evange1istic endeavour can vindicate their
doctrine of God’s love for the whole man. Second, it is the
conserving of power, in that by guarding the health of the other
missionaries it prevents their work being hindered.
Third, it is a shedder of light in dark places. First as the
Labor of Love, it is the Good Samaritan of missionary propaganda a
due measure our Lord’s own golden rule of doing unto others what
we would that they should do unto us. It is noteworthy that in the
judgment of the sheep and the goats the Judge names a list of deeds
of kindness to the body the doing or not doing of which brings the
reward or the penalty, saying ‘‘In as much as ye have done it to the
least of these ye have done it unto Me.” For this reason were
medical missions an end in themselves simply as a labor of love all
that has been or ever will be put into them is fully justified, nay
more, the church needs to look well to herself lest she be
condemned for not putting more heart into her medical missions, for
“Inasmuch as ye have not done it unto the least of these ye have not
done it unto Me.” I would like to specially emphasize here the
responsibility of the church if possessing as she does all the
blessings of modem medical science she fails to do her duty by the
poor and sick and suffering in her mission fields but like the priest
and the levite of old passes by on the other side heedless of the
anguish it lies in her power to relieve.
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About the second aspect of medical missions I need say very
little, because it is a self-evident fact that no missionary can be an
efficient worker if encumbered with sickness, and since
missionaries are very carefully picked people and not overly
numerous or easy to replace the preserving of their health and
efficiency is a very important function of medical missions.
As for the third aspect of medical missions as shedders of
light in dark places, I suppose it is difficult if not impossible for
dwellers in our home lands to imagine one half of the misery and
despair and death due to the ignorance of the quack doctors and
medicine men in heathen lands. The deceit that is practised, the
harm that is wrought, and the darkness that results is almost
impossible to describe. It is the function of medical missions to
combat these quacks and medicine men and to dissipate the
darkness and ignorance of their theories and methods and practices
and thus pluck many thousands from a premature grave, to say
nothing of days and nights of human anguish and fear prevented.
The contrast cast by the light of western medicine over against the
darkness of heathen methods makes a powerful argument for the
cause medical missions are established to represent. That the
brighter the light, the more evident the darkness is an argument for
making our medical missions the very best of their kind and a
reason for discarding as a relic of the past old ideals and slipshod
methods of carrying on medical mission work.
Cleanliness is said to be next to godliness and no small part
of the change and cleaning up of christian homes and the contrast
presented between their present estate and the filth and squalor and
superstition of their heathen days is due to the teaching and example
of medical missions.
By the training of natives in medical knowledge both as
doctors and nurses and selecting for this training christian youth the
work of medical missions multiplies itself and sheds abroad more
and more the light it was established to send forth and in this as in
its other functions it is well worth the heartiest support of the church
it represents.
But over and above these benefits the work of medical
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missions does produce fruit in many brands plucked from the
burning and many souls brought from death unto life, from darkness
to light and from ignorance to the knowledge of God and that which
is thus blessed and used of God in the salvation of souls is worth all
the church can put into it and far more than the church has been
putting into it in the past.
To illustrate by a concrete example, it has scarcely been a
month since we discharged cured from the hospital a man whose
whole attitude to Christianity was changed by his treatment here. It
appears that of the whole clan this man’s aunt and her daughter
were the only christians. His father at one time seriously considered
becoming a christian but was prevented by the violent opposition of
this man and his younger brother. Not long since he was brought to
the hospital in a very dangerous condition from abscess of the liver
and without operation would have died. His life was saved by the
operation however and during the two or three weeks in the ward he
opened his heart to the Gospe1 and made confession of faith in
Christ before he left. I now hear that his brother also has been
impressed and now has a believing mind. Thus opposition has been
removed and we may confidently expect other members of the
family to also turn to God and to His truth in Christ. To pluck one
such soul from the error of darkness to the light of life is worth
more throughout the endless ages of eternity than can be computed
in terms of material value and finite time. Thus the medical mission
fulfils its purpose and the angels of God rejoice more over one soul
that repenteth than over ninety and nine that need no repentance.
W. T. REID, M. D., Songdo, Korea.
QUESTIONS.
6.-When was the Korean alphabet made?
In the year 1446 A. D.
7.-When was tobacco first introduced into Korea?
In 1614 or 1615 A. D.
8.- When did Koreans first invent movable type?
It is generally supposed that they invented it in 1404 but in
the writings of Yi Kyoo-bo who died in 1241 it is spoken of as in
use in that day.
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The Korea Magazine
April, 1917
Editorial Notes.
EVEN to those who came to Korea many years after the first
foreign pioneers many wonderful changes are apparent. It is true a
majority of the people continue to wear white cotton garments, with
baggy trousers, but even in this most distinctive feature of Korean
life there are now thousands of men and an occasional group of
women and girls who have adopted foreign or semi-foreign dress.
The topknot has all but disappeared in the larger centres, and in
more remote places many men with short hair are seen. The very
broad brimmed black horse-hair hats are out of style, but the large
farmer hats from ten to twelve feet in circumference, with the
unusually large and distinctive hats worn by men in mourning are
observed everywhere. The hats of northern ladies have not given
way to modern fashions, and they will still hold four bushels of
wheat without danger of spilling a single kernel. Two great changes
are noticeable in the roads and means of transportation. Prior to
1900 an overland travel was on foot, by chair, or on pack pony.
Then there was but an occasional road, crossed at frequent intervals
by ditches. Now there are many hundreds of miles of good roads,
traveled by auto-mobiles, motorcycles with and without side-cars,
bicycles, four-wheeled broad tired carts, drawn by a single ox or
horse, and the two-wheeled carts similarly drawn. There was a
recent celebration commemorating the completion of a thousand
miles of first class standard gauge railway track. It would be hard to
find more comfortable and even luxurious trains than travel the
entire length of Korea and connect with the South Manchuria
railway for China, Russia and Europe. This but briefly outlines the
more apparent recent changes. Others will be mentioned later, and
some of these will be given more adequate treatment than is here
possible.
IN 1900 The Korea Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society was
formed for the purpose of studying and preserving
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permanent records of things Korean, ancient and modern. Frequent
meetings are held, a paper is read, and the papers with the
proceedings of the Society are published under the title of
“Transactions,” the printed volumes being furnished free to the
members. The Society also has a library, and exchanges
publications with similar Societies in the East, in Europe, and in
America. The membership dues are less than the published price of
the “Transactions.” The fees are so small and the benefits so great it
would seem that the membership might be doubled with little effort.
While the head-quarters are in Seoul, the membership is distributed
over the various sections of Korea and extends to other eastern
lands and to Europe and America. Applications for membership
may be sent at any time to any of the officers of the Society.
IN writing of some of war’s effects that veteran missionary
of China, Dr. Arthur H. Smith says: “It is probably true that the
average missionary has spent less on books and magazines than
before the war. This means that he, his wife and children are
deprived of a necessary educational agent. The effect of these things
will leave a lasting mark which it is doubtful if time will ever
succeed in effacing.” What is true of China may be said of every
country; but here and there may be found the man or the woman not
willing to be dwarfed or scarred in this way, and who persists in
keeping the mind alive and well nourished with books and
magazines.
A WRITER on the recent convention of Disciples’ says:
“The Disciples are steadily growing more liberal, more tolerant,
more unafraid of progress, more willing to follow truth wherever it
leads, more devoted to Christ; but the many is in advance of its
leaders.”
SOME OBSERVATIONS
BY DOOLIE MCCLUCK
“I say, Andy,” said Mr. Doolie McCluck, as he and Andy
McCartney met one frosty morning in front of the Bible House,
“There is a great revival of religion in the College, and I
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am glad of it for t’will make the students good men. The Lord
knows, Andy, we need good men and lots of them. But, Andy, it is
queer, this getting religion, ‘tis queer. I suppose the poor souls get a
whole lot of it at the revivals, but they need replenishing so often
there’s something wrong with the system. It is just like filling up my
coal bins at the beginning of winter, as the cauld days come the coal
draps away, when by and by it shure is only a black haul where the
coal had been. “Last night I sat in the Church, clear back in the
cauld comer at the north end, I sat with a mon, the face of him was
that red with waiping I thought it shure was a funerral, the more the
mon waiped the louder he became, till I was that sorry for him.
‘Hist,’ says I, ‘listen to the mon who spakes so arnest, he may help
your heart.’ ‘Faith,’ says he, ‘I have listened, and my hearrt is that
sore I must waip. It was only a twelvth month since I waipped here
before. I tried to kape the Commandments, the Apostles Creed and
the Lord’s Prayer, and tried to love me neighbors. Bad luck to such
as me, says I.’“
“Of course, Andy, he spake in the Korean tongue, but I put it
in good English for your sake.
“This auld world, Andy, foits the same warr always, some
times with sharper implements, but its the same auld Warr . There
was a mon once that lived that long ago, Andy, they now caull him
good and he has no enemies at all They think his name was
Confucious. He told the paple what to do and what not to do and all
there is left of what he said sounds good, but no mon was able to
kape doing what the preacher said.
“There are two ways to make a mon kape the law, Andy,—
make him stand by the porlice box and kape the cop looking hard at
him, or make the mon love the law till he naturally kapes it. The
deciples of the grreat preacher placed them-selves beside the cop
and when he was not looking they clarred out entoirly, and the
whole Eastern Wurrld is shure sore at hearrt.
“Now comes along the missionary and tells the paple to
kape the Commandments and to love their neighbors. The
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paple feel sore at the broken Commandments and other broken
things and they line up beside the porlice box.
“Spaking on the side, Andy, the missionaries who’ve baen
laving of their swait homes, the socibility of their broad acres,
garden spots and domestic animals that make the hearrt shure soft to
remember and have come to help their brothers across the sea, seem
to me to be hauly only on occasion. It shure is sad to see them
trying for to foind their cop with his stern eye and his shelallah.
That is a figger of spache, Andy. The truth is they want the strong
hand of the law of ethics to kape them. They need to hear the
thunder of Sinai, to see the lightenings and to see the cross all the
toim.
“They go to summer resorts and take along a powerful
preacher to tell them the things they know and feel them-selves
fools for not doing. They thank him for telling them their wakeness
which they know better than he. He tells them the virtues that are
good for the mon who has them. He tell them all the ethics they one
and all have been telling others all their lives. It does them good,
Andy, and they start out to find the cop with the club.
“Ethics taught by the auld Preacher, Confucious, and those
found in the Bible have a strrong resemblence, Andy. Indade, they
both fail to kape the mon good.
“Ouch, Andy, it hurts me hearrt when I think that the love of
ethics can no more save a mon from his evil ways and the natural
love of his hearrt, than the picture of a potato can fill a hungry
stomach. Better say, ‘flop your hands and fly,’ than to say, ‘do good
works and go to heaven.’ The auld wurrld has grown black in the
face, Andy, preaching to men the philosophy of being good. Did
knowledge make men good we would all have been waering the
victor’s raith and be more hauly than the Archbishop of Canterbury.
“I lave it to the preachers of Theology to make it plain, Andy,
but it is strange to me that the wurrld has not learned that God in a
mon is the only way of being roight all the toim. Look here, Andy, if
God is in a mon’s heart the first hour after a revival, He should be
there inside of the mon all the hours, for all toim and the man need
wape no more.”
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KOREAN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
This month Dr. Gale selects three common words, used by
everybody daily, and shows variations in meaning and usage
frequently remaining unrecognized by the average student of
Korean. Your inquiries and Suggestions concerning this department
should be addressed to The Korea Magazine—EDITOR.
DIFFICULTIES IN KOREAN. II.
(On, O-tun and Oa-tun)
I ask my friend Kim what is the difference between han
and ha-tun 던 and he says, “Ha-tun expresses the past.”
‘‘But doesn’t han also?”
“Why you,” says he, “han does express the past tense, but
only a little, while ha-tun expresses a great deal.” This is a sample
of a definition that a Korean will give off-hand concerning a matter
that he knows unconsciously to perfection, but not consciously.
Both han and ha-tun have regard to what is past but they
differ markedly in the thought that they convey.
We say, What that man did (han il) is badly done, but we use
ha-tun when we say What that man was working at (ha-tun il) the
other man is doing.
In one case the act is regarded as completed, ‘‘what that man
did”-finished and done, 그사 의 일이잘못되엇소.
In the other case we regard the act as in the process of
completion 그사 의 던일 what he was working at.
We should say for The man who used to travel along that
road 길가던사 . Such a statement implies continued action,
nothing more.
The man who used to come (o-tun saram) isn’t coming today.
The man who came before (oa-tun saram) has come again.
If we should say 어제오던사 이빙드릿소 we would
mean
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The man who was on his way here yesterday fell ill (He
never came).
But we say 어재있던사 이 병드릿소 The man who
came yesterday fell ill (He came and went away).
If we say 어제온사 이 병드릿소 we mean The man who
came yesterday fell ill (He is still here).
That’s the book I was reading (po-tun ch’aik).
That’s the book I read (pon ch’aik).
In the first of these sentences there is no indication of having
finished reading it, while in the second it is implied most definitely.
How would the reader draw a distinction, between these two
sentences in Korean? A man I used to know called on me yesterday,
and, A man I know called on me yesterday.
What, then, is the difference between the three forms on, otun and oa-tun? We would answer, On sa-ram means the man who
is come; o-tun saram, the man who was coming but never reached
his destination, or coming so frequently that it is viewed as
continuous action, and translated used to come.
While oa-tun sa-ram means the man who came to-day,
yesterday or some time in the past. This is never “is come” but
“came.”
How would you translate the following :
The clothes I used to wear, have shrunk up.
The clothes you have on seem to me to be small for you.
Give the rice that I dined from to that man.
You cannot give the rice away that you have already eaten.
J. S. GALE.

KOREAN TRANSPORTATION.
One of the interesting sights to a newcomer in Korea is to
see the number of people who are walking. Roads and pathways are
dotted here and there with white coats swinging off down the valley,
skimming round the corner of the hill, crossing the long stretch of
rice-flat, or making up the steep
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face of some rocky cliff. The Korean carries a poise and a swinging
step, and has a free and independent pace, that indicate a soul that
stands square on its heels, and does not fear the word called
distance. He has the means of self-transportation always ready, an
extra pull to his garter-wraps and an inch tighter for his girdle string
and away he goes.
We have tried the road with him for many a day, and for the
first fifteen miles are quite his equal, if not superior. For the next ten,
matters even up, and the last five, those long hollow-cheeked miles,
with no stomach and an ache in their back that gives the landscape a
look of woe, those miles are all in his favour.
The foreigner though gifted with an extra ten-inch length of
leg, reaches his limit earlier, is ten times mote tired in the end, in
fact ready to roll over and yield up the ghost. His white-coated
companion is not so, he is just as he was, steps out with the same
poise and an equilibrium of spirit most remarkable. The soul of the
foreigner sings through the first ten miles, sweats over ten more,
and finally staggers, I almost said swears, through the last ten,
muttering to himself his views as to the senseless way in which
Koreans measure distance.
He is a fine specimen of manhood who can step off 30 miles
and be sweet and light and jovial at the end of it. The writer has
heard a Korean, after all the tug of mud and weary distance, tell a
good story, and give a cheery laugh to crown the day. A nation of
fine walkers the Koreans surely are.
The pony continues to be one of the common means of
transportation. He was a queer animal 25 years ago, and he is still as
queer as ever. No amount of street repair or road making can change
his soul. He can kick and bite as his father Abraham did, and be
nearly as agile and unexpected as a ball of shrapnel. Once on his
back and you are all right. While you sit there you are safe. He
seems to have lost consciousness of your whereabouts, his ears do
not hear you and his eyes fail to see backwards. While you sit thus
all goes well, but just let a sudden lurch throw you side-ways, or lift
your heels across the line of his vision and then see what happens.
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The rebound from a 15 inch mortar is not greater than the surprise
that lands you on the back of your neck in the middle of the road.
The writer can still see, as in a vision, a tall Westerner endeavouring
to take the worth of such a fall out of a little game-cock of a pony.
He had the mapoo hold him, tooth and nail, while he circled
venomously round and round with intent to let him feel the weight
of four inches of Montgomery Ward sole-leather. His number ten
boot, in its efforts, shot at Sirius and all the other stars of the
firmament without once landing a kick in the wary pony’s side.
Finally he gave it up, and found as a reward that he could not get
near enough the animal, for love or money, to mount. He had to
walk the last five miles under the inspiration of a broken neck
without any of the honour of it, and a feeling accompanying him as
though his kicking leg had been permanently dislocated from its
socket. Walking is bad but it is nothing to this.
Another beast of burden is the ox. Broad of back and with a
neck like Job’s behemoth, he can carry loads, something enormous;
and yet he is the most docile animal in the world. He can cross the
Han River, fifteen in a boat, and never say “boo.” Could Ramsey
Macdonald, M. P., Ford of the automobile, and other pacifists
behold him, how their hearts would rejoice at this creature after
their own kind. Gad-flies and stinging beetles can sit on him all day
and take their fill and not one of them be whisked into eternity.
Tears may come to his eyes, but pro bono publico is his motto, and
he feels that the gad-fly has its right to all that it can hold and eight
hours a day.
With a load of brushwood that would crush the life out of
most animals, he makes his way to the capital, guided and beaten
and stormed at by an imp of a boy not more than four feet high.
One sometimes wonders if Ford were driven into a corner by
a brigand with horns and hoofs, whether or not he would awake
from his dream, with his eye flashing and the old spirit of the
warrior upon him. Or if his ship, for example, were foundering at
sea whether he would set to and pull and haul
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for dear life or go down simply with the wan smile of the pacifist on
his face. Doubtless he would do the latter, remembering that the
crawling things of the deep have a right to their innings as well as
he, and that a square meal to them, once in a while, is the spirit of
pro bono publico.
Still I may be mistaken for I had thought the Korean bull an
unmoveable pacifist till one day riding a wheel with a friend I found
out the contrary. This friend had pulled ahead and then had gone
down the hill like a flash of lightning, barely missing the bull tied
by the nose to a stake in the ground. The animal awakened thus
suddenly; and alarmed beyond measure, broke the rope and turned
for his life only to behold another bicycle coming with a wild
creature upon it. A change developed, lightning flashed from his
eyes, and a blaze of fire from each nostril. Down went his head and
forward he bounded like a raging buffalo of the plains. There was a
sharp collision, bull and bicycle, flinging the rider hopelessly in all
directions. A hazy memory remains of a bull crossing the horizon,
with tail in the air, and with the light defiant step of a warrior
seeking battle. He is not always a pacifist. The spirit is in him, but it
is well under control.
The ricksha has come as a new and feeble representative of
modern ideas. To ride in a ricksha is considered ‘high collar,’ but
really it is not what it is ‘cracked up’ to be. After being on the pony,
and seeing the mighty movings of the bull, I have no spirit to deal
with the ricksha or with the cart either.
Born somewhere in the regions of Pluto, and harnessed up
and made ready by his most uncanny aides, comes the motor-cycle.
Could Tong Pang-saki or some other Chinese ancient have seen it I
can imagine him noting down something like this, “Racing-demonfilled-spirit-eum-negative-principle, voice-impossible-locate-fiveChinese-notes, smell-defy-thinking--powers-human-man. Hope-myspeedy-die-pass-off-green-earth, number-one-bad-devil.”
Railway, automobiles, motor-cycles, bicycles, rickshas, carts,
bulls, horses are all whipped into service and share a part in the
transportation of goods and chattels in the Land of
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Morning Calm. What a change! Hardly a dweller in the most distant
hills but has seen all of these waddling about or skating over the
horizon.
The coolie however remains, the man with the chi-keui, who
can lift 100, 200, 300, 400, yes, and sometimes 500 lbs. Get your
Korean coolie square under the burden and he’ll lift the world. He
could not handle a Japanese wrestler, or spar with Fitzsimmons in
the ring, but he could lift them both on his back and carry them to
the top of Puk-han. Most foreigners spell the name of his equipment
“jiggy” but that is incorrect. It is chi-keui and my Korean friend,
who knows, tells me that chi stands for wisdom and keui for
implement, wise implement. Among all the shades and varieties of
transportation what can equal the coolie? In spite of his lowly
calling a gentleman at heart! I lift my hat to him as one good man of
the Far East.
SPECTATOR.

KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN III
T’AI-IM AND T’AI-SA
T’ai-im was the wife of Wang-ge, and mother of the famous
Moon-wang, one of the master saints of China. She was a woman of
exalted virtue, who has become the divine ideal for all the daughters
of East Asia. Thus her mother-hood: We are informed that when she
was with child she avoided all sights unfit for the eyes to see. She
guarded her ears as a knight guards his castle. No unkindly word
crossed her lips. She ate no food prepared in a careless or unseemly
way. She rested on her mat only after all things in the room had
been arranged and put in order. When she stood she stood in a
dignified and graceful manner, evenly on her feet as one attentive to
the call of others. Waking or sleeping her life was ordered by the
law of sweet decorum, and thus she guarded her son to be. She
dearly loved the stories of Yo and Soon.
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Her son Moon-wang was born, and, “under the guidance of
God,” came to the throne of China. The Empire had fallen on evil
days when the palace of the so-called Son of Heaven was the centre
of vice. Mayers says, “Wild forms of debauchery were continually
practised. The Emperor formed a lake of wine and here he set men
and women, naked, to chase each other before his eyes.” But God’s
day of judgment came, Chow was stricken down, and Moon-wang
was called to the throne under the guidance of his mother. We are
told that he was like an angel among men. Sinners were moved to
repentance at his presence. Prisoners were reformed and prison
doors thrown open.
He found Kang T’ai-Kong fishing by the river bank, and
made him his minister though Kang was 80 years old. Here are
some of Kang’s quaint sayings :
“If you serve your parents well your children will serve you
well; but if I fail in my duty how can I expect my children to be
faithful in theirs?”
“Diligence is a priceless jewel and gentleness in action a
charm about the neck.”
“If you would judge others well judge yourself first; words
that hurt others hurt oneself first of all. If I spit blood on others my
own mouth is sure to be defiled.”
“If you would have a loveable child spare not the rod; if you
would have a hateful child give it all it wants.”
In the days of the Emperor Chow, Moon-wang suffered the
hardships of prison life, and when he was behind the bars he wrote
his comments on the Eight Diagrams and the Sixty Four
Combinations of the Book of Changes, the greatest Classic of China.
He was like Messiah for he made all the world to become gentle;
made each man give up to the other; inspired the young to carry the
burdens or the old; had officials step aside and yield their place.
T’ai-im sat by and saw it all.
But where was T’ai-sa? She was Moon-wang’s wife. East
Asia’s Book of Psalms opens with a tribute to her. It runs something
like this:
“Two happy birds upon the river brink,
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The modest mate (T’ai-sa) and her Superior Man” (Moonwang)
Moon-wang says :
“I sought for her the perfect, peerless one, Awake, asleep, I
dreamed, I longed to see, This way I turned and that but none
Appeared. No one appeared to me.”
At last T’ai-sa came and she was Moon-wang’s dream. Asia
lacks words to tell her goodness. Some of the songs in the Book of
Poetry are hers, her own composition. Here is one that tells of her
weaving grass-cloth from the fibre of the reeper.
The creeper winds along the valley’s length
With leaves and tendrils where the orioles dwell,
How sweet their song!
The creeper winds along the valley’s length,
And of its threads I twist, and wind, and weave
My dress to be.”
Out of the simplicities of the world of T’ai-im and T’ai-sa
have come the mightiest forces known for the betterment of ancient
China, forces that have called men back to God. Not even the age of
Yo and Soon or that of Confucius can equal the time when T’ai-im
and T’ai-sa gently guided the thoughts of men. To these two women
Asia owes more than even her unbounded admiration can pay.
T’ai-sa had ten sons and two of them were the Sages Moowang and Chookong: Moon, Moo and Choo-kong, with their
matchless mothers, make the greatest moral force that has touched
East Asia.
The famous Yool-gok of Korea, whose tablet stands No 52
on the east side of the Master, is really Korea’s greatest sage. He,
like the Chinese Masters, was taught by his mother, a highly gifted
woman, skilled as a writer, a penman, an artist. To-day her paintings
adorn the East Gate Museum and her name stands high upon
Korea’s roll of honour. Her pen-name was Sa-im Tang which might
be rendered “My teacher is T’ai-im.”
STUDENT OF THE ORIENT.
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FIVE KOREAN CHARACTERISTICS.
The longer I live in Chosen—now going on 22 years the
more I admire and feel inclined to praise certain inherent
characteristics of this lovable and worthy race. A few years after my
arrival a noted platform speaker and author of pamphlets and books
and who was studying the people ‘‘en passsant,” figuring on their
characteristics, asked me what I considered the five main ones.
Having been here a few years I could answer with more assurance
than after twenty, so I plunged at once into the matter and having
lived in Seoul a few months, that, of ·course, put me among the
prophets, for the foreigner in Seoul has absorbed the Korean belief
that Seoul is the intellectual center, and so I was qualified—tho the
few years in the country with long journeys and residence at
Pyengyang, where with Kija’s temple, spirit, grave and well I also
sojourned—helped, I gave the following:
Procrastination; Hospitality; Inexactncss; Love of Family
and a Sense of Humor.
I have yet to meet the Korean who has not in him, in her, or
in it, some of each of these characteristics. We see here three
positive and two negative qualities. It’s a good showing. Compare
the Britisher or American and give them five typical characteristics
and they will run something like this: Acquisition of money—both
are after the almighty dollar in a way that ‘‘the pot cannot call the
kettle black.” I leave it to the “Gentle Reader” to supply the other
four, for it is not considered good taste to say everything and leave
nothing to the imagination of the reader!
Procrastination is a safe guess for the first item. If any-body
in Korea has not noticed it please let me know and we will see what
is the matter with you. I am inclined to give the hookworm more
credit or discredit for this failing than to
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attribute it to general causes. When the remarkable prevalence of
this parasite is known and how lassitude is a prevailing symptom
we must make full allowance for the burrowing bug.
But bug or no bug procrastination is by the Korean elevated
almost into a virtue so well and so artistically is it done. This thing
of procrastination—almost a crime in a Westerner, is not so in an
Oriental It is however so common in the Westerner, with all his
hustle, that those who are free from it are in a small minority. I am
inclined to think that Saint Peter will “get even” with some who are
so pokey and who dilly dally so much and who say “ wait a minute”
and are never on time that Saint Peter will say to them when they
get to the Pearly Gate “wait a minute;” and as a minute there is the
same as a century or so here they will have to stand around for a
few centuries and wait that “minute,” and a just punishment it will
be, too.
I was once called in haste to see a Korean gentleman who
was reported in a bad way suffering from a broken leg. The enquiry
showed that the bone was sticking out and the man in need of
attention—a compound fracture of the lower leg. I hurried on the
mile and more thru twisting alleys and muddy paths finally arriving,
tired, at an imposing gateway. Was ushered into the empty sarang or
outer waiting room. Waited a little time—procrastination—but was
finally let into the inside room where three or four men were talking
and smoking. The formalities—slow and deliberate with
considerable talk between the talk were leisurely indulged in. I
wondered why I was not taken at once into the room where the
injured man was. More conversation and more consumption of the
most plenteous thing in Asia—time. I determined that I would not
“rush” things and that when they said “when” I would leisurely
respond. But they “beat me to it” for after a further wait and no
response and no allusion to the injured man I had to give in and ask.
Oh, yes—like a forgotten idea, and glad to be reminded of it, one of
the three men sitting and smoking aroused himself and most
impersonally alluded to his leg as the one in question. A leisurely
unwrapping of the ankle garter, a hitch at the voluminous trousers
and lo
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and behold a barked shin! Inspection showed thru the skin a speck
of bone so description and fact corresponded tho I insist that
inexactness was as pronounced as procrastination. Hospitality was
shown, as ever, in my reception, and I am sure there was a
suppressed sense of humor at the fussy foreigner wanting to see that
leg within half or even an hour after coming to the house. It is not
necessary to say that love of family was in evidence, too, for that is
shown in every family everywhere, all the time.
As the reflection you have now done on procrastination has
convinced you of its place as a leading characteristic, you will also
agree that hospitality is one, too. In all the years I have been in
Korea I have heard only once where a missionary had serious
difficulty in getting accommodation in a village. Inns have, or
course, been full, but like a street car there is usually room for one
more. I was once overtaken by night and bicycling along—no pack,
no food, no ‘‘boy,” and miles from anywhere I could go no further,
and so stopped, exhausted, at the only house within some miles. It
was full of soldiers. A bowl of the food—such as it was—a cow’s
saddle blanket, made of matted straw, and a straw spread outside
where the bullocs served and the extreme was hospitable.
In the boxer trouble a number of foreign missionaries in
Manchuria fleeing for their lives came into Korea and were
hospitably passed on from village to village from Wiju to Seoul
when there was no railroad to ride on. Anybody who has touched
the country people in itinerating or in sightseeing will allow
hospitality to be included.
And if there is any doubt about a sense of humor—the
saving grace—let them get off the groutch they have and go out and
try and you will get a “rise” as the saying is every time. Riding
along the road and remembering their indefiniteness and
inexactness I frequently ask a stranger, “How far is it to there?” And
when he understands the question the twinkle comes and he answers
me ‘‘Yes.” Anybody who has any sense of humor knows that yes is
the answer to such a question. Of course if the party of the first
part—that is the Westerner—has no sense of humor, he can’t see it
in others,
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and so he just ought to go and “soak his head” until he, too, has a
sense of humor.
Love of family is shown by the fact that there are practically
no orphans in Chosen. lf you think you have an orphan just give it a
10 yen job and watch how quick relatives turn up. I know of
more .than one such, and one especially comes to mind. Actually an
outcast—absolutely no relatives or friends. Adopted—with
reservations—taken care of by a foreigner—educated and given a
place. The father turned up—of course. But on the other hand the
love of family is shown in its best aspect by the readiness with
which even distant relatives take care of their kin both near and
remote, little and big. One man gets a good salary and supports a
raft of relatives, as a matter of course. I know of so many instances
where loafing relatives live on those who work that the virtue
becomes a vice almost. But it shows love of family and that is what
this paragraph is about.
Mix these five characteristics up and the composite will be a
worthy one as said at first. The traveller alluded to at first wanted to
dub the Koreans—confining them to one characteristic—as
mediocre or mediocrity, as the leading one. I dissent for you can not
get mediocrity out of it if the five mentioned are agreed on.
I rather incline to say acceptability, if limited to one word
and to emphasize it as the most proper one if the hook worm can be
eliminated, for I am sure it accounts for much we attribute to other
causes
JAMES HUNTER WELLS,

MUSIC
One of the most inscrutable things pertaining to the Orient is
its music. A most marked accompaniment of the Far East it is, and
one of the things of which this great world thinks it has no little
understanding, and yet it is as far removed from what Western
people call music, as the star Sirius and its system is distant from
the sun.
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The subdivision Music in the Mun-hun Pi-go, or National
Encyclopedia, occupies some 18 volumes out of 250, and has under
its name such subdivisions as Weather, Weights and Measures, and
the Alphabet. I ask my friend Kim what possible relationship the
weather can have to music, and he explains it at once. Says he,
“There are twelve instruments that follow the twelve months of the
year, and so keep swinging step with the weather. Their notes agree
with the changes that come and go. The spring’s soft gentle touch
finds its note; the summer’s heat with its grasshopper and cicada has
its song to sing, as well as the stern tightening breath of autumn,
and the savage grip of winter. All are represented in the fundamental
laws of music.
“As for Weights and Measures have you not heard,” asks
Kim, “how the grain of sand in the ancient Chinese lute lowered the
tone one inch?” I had not heard of that, but I understood Kim’s
meaning at once, for here was a grain of sand and one inch of space
weight and measure.
The alphabet too has its relationship, for it was built on the
Five Notes of music and the two half notes. The makers doubtless
sang as they laboured over their task koong sang kak chi oo just as
Rudyard Kipling in order to get his spirit tuned properly first
hummed or whistled o-deui-tum-tum-tum and then launched out:
“Oh it isn’t good for the Christian’s health,
To bustle the Aryan brown.”
One can see how the alphabet might thus be very closely
related to the great question of music.
This, however, is by way of introduction, to say that all their
musical world is a closed book, clasped with many seals, that we
can never hope to open without a special pass from the angel who
guards the treasure houses of the yellow East, so our music is a
perfectly unintelligible quantity to them.
I said to Kim, “lf you don’t mind I’ll sing you one of the
songs written by the great master Oo-am. I know them and I like
them very much.” And so I launch out with a quaver in my throat,
and a high-keyed voice, well sustained, till it
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comes to the proper drop and choke at the end, just as nearly like
what I had heard all classes of the people sing a thousand times and
more. But Kim says, “Please don’t, I beg of you. Your excellency
knows many things, but not how to sing in Korean.”
Then I ask, “How about your singing foreign hymns for
example?”
“I sing at church,” says he. “You think you can sing?” I ask.
“Why of course.”
“How comes it that you can sing a foreign tune of which you
have heard almost nothing, while I can’t sing Korean, though I have
heard man, woman and boy sing it through long years.”
“ I imagine we are a more musical race, perhaps, than you.”
‘‘Indeed!”
I said further, ‘‘I like your music, do you like ours?”
“No, not specially;” says he.
“Why do you sing it then?”
“It’s the proper form of worship, everywhere, that’s why I
sing.”
“Does it ever melt you to tears, or make you leap for joy?”
“I don’t quite catch your meaning,” says Kim.
“Let me suppose there are a hundred hardened sinners
gathered in a meeting, and I call on the Korean choir to sing
‘Receiveth Sinful Men;’ would they be moved by it to confess and
change their ways do you suppose? “
“Moved by it? Why no, that would not move them. It has
nothing to do with moving, it is the form by which you carry on
worship.”
“Does the hymn ‘Rejoice and be Glad’ make you think of
joy?” I found however that there was no use of talking to Kim in
this strain as he had not the faintest notion of what I was driving at.
Mr. Sankey’s Ninety and Nine that could captivate the hearts of
thousands gathered in the great tabernacle in London has no
influence whatever on the East, and yet they too have their music. I
quote from a famous Korean
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novel, “The musician played another, when the young lady
remarked, ‘This tune is very sweet and tender, the tune of Cha
Moon-heui who was caught in the war and carried off by the
barbarians. Cho Cho gave a fabulous sum for her ransom and had
her brought back home. When she bade good-bye to the far north
she wrote this tune. It is said the barbarians on hearing it dropped
tears upon the grass, while the Minister from Han was melted by its
strains.’“ They know all about being touched by music and being
made glad. They know what it means to dance for joy, and to shed
tears, but they would no more think of associating these emotions
with Western music, than we would associate the notes of
Paderewski with the rattle of an anchor chain.
The writer is convinced after careful study, that has
continued through long years, that the thoughts and associations of
the Korean regarding church music are of an entirely different order
from anything we ever dreamed of.
I recall a case: The leader strikes up before the harmonium
has given the key and-they launch out five notes apart, but no one in
the congregation, except the foreigner, realizes it. It continues
through the whole of the first line, five notes apart, while jarring
sensations go up and down the back of the unhappy Westerner. Not
only so but the whole verse is sung under these unheard of
conditions, and to end the matter the whole five verses are driven
through to a fine finish, the organist playing, and playing well too,
and the leader holding to his tune as tenaciously as though his life
depended on it, all the time five notes apart. The jangle and noise of
it never reached the Korean soul.
A band of music, four men or five, trained by a skillful
master, though now no longer under his keen gray eye, strikes out,
with that confidence that the Orient shows when it writes a signboard in English, into a discord and confusion indescribable, and
yet the only ones disturbed are the foreigners. To all other listeners
it is the proper thing, a noise of course, but a noise that conforms to
custom. That it be sweet to the ear, that it mean something to the
soul, that it carry one away on its wings and show him regions of
delight that can
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never be forgotten, is not for one minute associated with anything of
the kind or any other variety of Western music. We would not be a
whit better in any attempt of ours to render their music. We might
be quicker to notice the incongruity of the thing, but would be quite
as helpless to enter into its hidden mystery.
I am inclined to think that there is no exception to this rule
in the East. Many will doubt the correctness of this position,
especially those interested in music. but I commend to them a
careful examination along the lines suggested.
At best even those who acquire a good knowledge of
Western music are only phonographs, victrolas, music-boxes,
lacking the expression and tenderness that goes with the soul. To
truly touch the heart of the East you must awaken those chords dealt
with in the article in the Encyclopaedia that has Weather, Weights
and Measures, and the Alphabet for its subdivisions.
E. T.
CELEBRATING MY FATHER’S 80TH BIRTHDAY.
After a day of various and sundry doings I was sitting at my
desk writing a letter to my father on his 80th birthday when my
assistant came to me and asked whether I could go and make a call.
I replied that I could, and asked what the case was, and how far. He
said it was some distance in the country, but he added in his limited
English, “The man say she very bad.” Then dropping back into his
native tongue he rehearsed the symptoms as given by the messenger
that there was something in the epigastric region which wouldn’t go
down and kept bobbing up making great pain. The patient, a woman,
had lain down and couldn’t rise nor eat He didn’t say as I afterwards
learned that the condition was due to a full meal of “cooksu” (native
vermicelli) and that her internal regions were the abode of many
creatures also of a vermiform nature.
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The distance was said to be twenty li (about seven miles) but
twenty li may mean five miles and it may mean ten miles. The man
said he would bring a riksha and as it was four o’clock and a riksha
ought to make nearly twenty li an hour I thought I would start at
once and get back to supper. I therefore sent to the house for my
overshoes, sweater, and medicine case. An hour passed before the
riksha came and I saw it was going to be a late trip but the thought
of that “bobbing” something in the poor woman’s “tummy”
wouldn’t allow me to hesitate. The riksha man started off at a brisk
trot and our messenger friend had trouble keeping up. I was not
fooled however as I have ridden in rikshas many times. The brisk
speed lasted about forty rods and then lapsed into a walk. The road
was excellent sleighing packed down by the impact of hundreds of
cows ladened with brushwood, but was far from smooth for wheels,
having the same nubbly surface as a sidewalk whose owner fails
day after day to clean it. I wished for the horse and cutter I used
when I called on my patients in America. The riksha jolted horribly
and I tried walking for a while. We passed many picturesque groups
of “namu koons” (men who bring cows loaded with sixteen large
bundles of brush wood to town a distance of ten to twenty miles and
sell their loads for thirty to forty cents, going home after disposing
of their loads and spending the money for various articles which
appeared tied to their pack saddles, a pair of wooden shoes, a new
mat for the floor, a supply of tobacco, a bottle of coal oil, or a roll of
white cloth for clothing). Poor fellows, I felt it was tough on me to
walk as I am unused to it, but when I looked at their wet feet wound
with rags and shod with coarsest straw sandals and the rest of their
attire to match, J thought of my dry shod feet, warm coat, and fur
cap and decided not to complain. But then they are used to it and I
am not so I rode for a spell again. Contrast the economic condition
which makes a city dependent on this cow train for its daily fuel
supply with cellars annually stored with coal.
After a bit we came to the long crooked incline over the
mountain pass. The coolie could hardly draw me on a level
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so here it became impossible. I dismounted and fell to talking at
intervals with my companion. “How far do you think we have come”
I asked. “Not quite 20 li, l reckon,’’ he replied. “How far is it where
we are going,” I inquired. “About 20 li,” he answered. Obviously
we are not quite there. It seemed like a safe answer. “Who is this
patient we are going to see?” “My mother.” “How old is she?”
“Sang Sung, do you know what that means? “ “No,” I replied. “Well
then” (in language that I could understand) she is 44.’’ “How many
houses are there in your village?” “About eleven.’’ “How many are
there in your family? “ “Ten.” And then we reached the top of the
pass and he assures me “It we go, in a moment more we will be
there.” I note that it is 6:20 o’clock. “Where is your village? Is it
that one yonder?” dimly discerning a group of huts in the failing
light. “No, it is just beyond, behind a little hill,” (pointing with his
extended chin). We began to descend so I got back in the riksha and
the coolie broke into a trot again. My companion was now willing
to push, tho’ the idea had not struck him favorably before when help
was really needed.
Whoa! something has gone wrong with the riksha. A glance
shows that the burr has dropped off the left wheel and the wheel is
about to follow. These are modern rikshas, you must know, and
have ball bearing bicycle wheels. What can be done in a lonely
mountain valley seven miles (or ten it seemed to me) from town in
the night, in the way of repairing such a break? Plainly nothing.
“You go on and see the patient, while I commit this thing to the
nearest inn,” directs the coolie, and taking the same view of the
situation as he, I quietly obeyed. My guide and I continued along
the main road for some time, and I enquired every time we sighted a
house if that is the one, but no, his stereotyped reply was “We will
continue along this road a little farther then circle back around that
hill and be there.” Presently we begin to “circle,” struggling along a
path half to our knees in snow. By this tine with my heavy coat
worn with the idea of riding, I am nearly tuckered and stop now and
then for breath. As we round the point of a hill we see a cluster of
houses nestled in the little cove of the valley
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just as thousands of villages in Korea are located, and my
companion points to one and says “That is my house.” We approach
the house and Mr. Word, (for such is his name by interpretation)
hurried in to announce my arrival to his mother. It is now seven
o’clock. A Korean moment is therefore forty minutes. As I stood
there looking at the outside of that hut in the dusk, I knew just as
well how it looked on the inside as I did a few minutes later when I
had actually entered. They all look alike, a box-like place with mud
on all six sides. The rafters and one beam showed amid the mud and
cobwebs above. The floor was partly covered with coarse grass or
cane mats and the walls were variously decorated with bottles hung
up by strings, and sundry dry herbs. An old fire pot containing a few
coals mostly smothered in ashes and a dirty grimy lamp-stand
holding a small kerosene lamp without a chimney comprised the
furniture. In one end of the room on the floor, under the dirtiest of
quilts, lay the patient moaning and groaning. Her face and hands
were so dirty one would think they had miss their annual bath which
had just fallen due. I rubbed up my glasses and ran my eye over the
patient. The symptoms were not so bad as I feared. Pulse only a
little rapid, no fever, no difficulty in breathing. In the meanwhile a
boy and a man came in and I turned to them to get the story. She
was all right till about two days before, she ate generously of
cooksu which refused to settle down, seeming to have stuck fast in
the region of the stomach, keeping her in constant pain. Cooksu is
Korean vermicelli, so I prescribe a pain-killer for the present
distress and a vermifuge for the cooksu et al, and comforted them
with the assurance that she will soon be better. I would have ordered
and probably given her at least a partial bath but I didn’t want them
to think I was crazy, on this our first acquaintance. I then thought of
those eight or ten miles of slippery walking back to town. I
overheard the men discussing how much should be given the riksha
coolie and one suggests that inasmuch as the vehicle broke down
and I should not be able to ride back, he should receive but half pay.
This reminded me to enquire if perhaps there is a horse in the
village. Unfortunately there was not, but a cow might
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be had. My legs seem more promising to me than a pack saddle.
“But,” says the man, “is it necessary for you to go to-night, can’t
you wait till morning?” I reflected that a sleepless night among
crawling things with neither supper nor breakfast will not make me
more fit for the walk, and replied that my wife will worried if I
don’t return, so I must go. My guide of the outward trip heaved a
sigh and made ready to accompany me back again, drawing on the
wet stockings he was taking to dry over the fire pot. I felt sorry for
him but sorrier for myself as he was used to such walks and I am
not. It was dark and I did not know the way and besides he should
bring out some more medicine from town. But what were we to do
for a lantern? A box with paper sides containing a candle is the
orthodox “light unto our path” but there was no candle to be had.
However one of the little oil lamps would slip into the box. (I had
asked for a second one in order to be able to read the thermometer).
So with this we fared forth. The riksha coolie was waiting for us in
an outer room, (I thought I had lost him) , so I told the other man he
need not go, but he said be would see us as far as the “big road,”
and so we three trudged off through the deep snow. The coolie’s
trousers were rolled up to the knees showing his bare legs, which
made me shiver—and I asked him if he were not cold. He admitted
that it was a little cool, and rolled them down a few turns. After a bit
we reached the inn where the riksha had been left and the young
man borrowed thirty cents to pay the coolie. He disdained it and
asked for sixty cents saying that would not pay for the break of his
riksha and thereupon ensued a wordy battle in which I occasionally
but ineffectually joined in the coolie’s behalf. Seeing it was likely to
last and I was anxious to get along home I picked up the lantern and
left and saw no more of either man.
About 10:30 P.M. more dead than alive I dragged into the
house and found my dear wife waiting for me with a bowl of hot
soup, and felt better right away, I was too stiff to move the next day
and now a week later as I write I have still a hard cold to remind me
of that wormy patient.
My fee was $1.35．
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
A CHANGE OF OCCUPATION
(Continued from the March number.)
“What do you mean by foreign interference?” asked Mr.
Kim.
“I mean this,” replied the magistrate with irritation, “one day
when I had a man stretched out for a beating who had been
condemned for not paying certain debts, in came this Christian
leader called Chang, with twenty others at his heels and ordered me
to release the prisoner.
He brought with him a small flag on which was sewed a red
cross, he stuck it into the ground and placing a table beneath it, laid
his Bible on the table with some other books. Then with bold affront
they all opened their hymn books and sang, he then read from his
Bible and began preaching to me some thing about the
denunciations of a certain prophet he called down upon me the
wrath of heaven and earth, and all the demons of the yellow pit and
declared that the Christians would report me to the king if I did not
instantly let the man go; that the foreigners were back of him and
they would have my head. He harangued for an hour and when I
told them I would let the man go and look into the matter later, they
called on me to repent and to hand over certain monies that I had
collected from other evil doers. Now what do you think of that?” Mr.
Kim hesitated. “Eh, what think you of that?” he insisted.’ Are the
foreigners back of that thing?”‘
“They knew nothing about the actions of this man,” was the
reply.
“You mean that this insulting crew is not under the
foreigner’s direction?” said the magistrate leaning forward, and
looking over his fat cheeks into the eyes of Mr. Kim.
“The foreigner would disapprove of it.”
“Ah,” said the magistrate as he puffed at his pipe with vigor
while a wicked gleam shot from his eyes.
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Mr. Kim was distressed. He saw trouble ahead for the group
of people who called themselves Christians and for himself also,
and he strove to interest the magistrate in other things that be might
have his personal friendship by which to mitigate the severity of
coming events.
The official seemed anxious that the interview should close,
and Mr. Kim left with a heavy heart. As he passed out of the small
gate he met Mr. Chang, the leader, standing before the large central
gate. He had just sent up his card and was waiting to have the gate
opened. Both men stared at each other in surprise. Mr. Chang was
decked out in a fantastic imitation of a western costume. He wore a
pair of striped trousers that were so long they rolled up on top of his
sandals. He wore a vest and coat without a shirt, being warm he had
left his vest unbuttoned showing the skin to his waist. A collar was
fastened around his neck, but having nothing to cling to at the front
it had turned completely around. On his head was a straw hat
several sizes too large.
“What,” said he to Mr. Kim, “you a Christian and humble
yourself by entering a side gate?” It was difficult for Mr. Kim to
keep the smile from his face as he answered,
“Our Lord never sought the honor of men. Humble yourself
and become as a little child, is his command. The Lord resisteth the
proud spirit, is that not what the Word says, Brother?”
“Yes, but the Scripture says that you must be all things to all
men. I insist upon being received with honor, because of the
character of this magistrate, and chiefly because of his oppression
of the people. We, you and I, must free this people from this
intolerable oppression : Yes, and see to it that they are ruled with
equity. What is the Church for if it is not to spread righteousness
throughout the world? and righteousness means that he shall treat us
rightly,” At that moment the yamen runner appeared at the side gate
and motioned Mr. Chang to enter.
“What! insult me by ordering me in at the side gate? Never!
Tell your master to open the front gate instantly, or it will be worse
for him. Go, I say,” he shouted, as the runner
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hesitated. And Mr. Chang turned a suspicious look at the back of Mr.
Kim who had turned and was leaving the place.
Mr. Kim returned to his inn feeling greatly depressed. Two
hours later there was a stir in the town. Mr. Chang had returned
from the magistrate’s, his clothing greatly disarranged and his face
purple with wrath. The magistrate had refused to open the front gate
for him and Mr. Chang had stormed through the side entrance into
the magistrate’s presence to resent the insult.
The magistrate had ordered him seized and paddled; the
runners did it with a will, till the victim had howled with pain,
vowing vengeance with each breath. When he left, the magistrate
had threatened forty blows if he heard of his disturbing the peace in
the future. Mr. Chang called his flock together and recounted his
“persecution” and planned revenge. Discouraged? No! and for an
hour he harangued his followers. “Now is the time,” he urged, “to
strike a blow. I.et us back to that foul fiend’s den, beat him to a pulp.
The time is ripe, we have only to move and there will be tens of
thousands at our heels.” But his followers did not respond as
expected, they looked askance into each other’s faces then filled
their pipes. “That is so,” they said, and nodded their heads with
vigor, “that is so, down with the tyrants,” but they glanced each
moment with increasing apprehension at the open door. Before he
finished a number near the door slunk off, having recalled duties
that had been forgotten till that moment.
Another went to the door and talked with his neighbor in
loud voice over some trivial matter; the interruption called the
attention of others from the speaker and they slipped out. When Mr.
Chang had ceased speaking from exhaustion, his audience consisted
of a few of his closest friends and he looked them over in deep
disgust and alarm.
“Where have they gone?” he asked. “It is a busy time,”
some one soothingly said, “and the people have gone to their work.”
That night some took fright and left the town, ostensibly to
attend distant markets. Others found themselves at Mr. Kim’s
meeting and they listened with close attention. After
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the service was over they went to the preacher with their troubles.
Mr. Chang had been beaten and threatened; which meant that all the
Christians in the section were threatened; would not Mr. Kim help
them; would he not go to the great foreigner with whom he must be
on intimate terms and secure help? .Mr. Kim replied that as they had
done wrong in having to do with the magistrate and had not
represented the spirit of Christ they would have to take the
punishment and then begin all over again. They left, and some
reported him an austere heartless man.
Mr. Chang visited his flock from house to house the next
day and was astonished to find none of them in town. The
appearance of liveried servants of the magistrate wandering about
town filled him with fear. He then sought out Mr. Kim and charged
him with being a traitor.
“You are jealous of me,” he raved, “and wanted to get tho
honor of starting this work. You have not only injured my prospects,
but also your own. There were scores of people in this town on the
point of joining us and hundreds and thousands throughout the
country. Now where are they? Not only that, but, before you visited
the magistrate not a dog dare wag his tongue against us: now, not
only will the magistrate seize us but the people will persecute us
here on our own streets and make life intolerable for us and our
families. The magistrate will seize us on one pretext or another, and
having flayed us, will turn us from our doors into the street. I hope
now your envy and malice is satisfied.” He seemed on the point of
taking revenge on Mr. Kim’s person but that stalwart figure argued
prudence.
Mr. Kim frankly told him all that had been said at the
magistrate’s and then added that “it gave him great pain that any
one should suffer from anything he had done.” “But,” he added,
“you yourself are to blame for the whole trouble. You were
representing yourself as a leader of Christians, which you were not.
You did not show the spirit of Christ at all. If you wished to assume
the lead of a political movement you had a perfect right to do so
provided you were ready to meet the consequences, but you should
not have taken the name of
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the Christian Church. While I did not know that the magistrate
would treat you ill because of the information that I gave, yet if I
had withheld my tongue the foreigner would have been compelled
to inform the government that the Church had nothing to do with
you, and that you had no right to the name of Christian, then not
only would they have treated you worse but all your followers
would have been arrested and who could have measured the
suffering if hundreds were hurled into prison and thousands made
homeless. I did not go to the magistrate of my own free will. Hs
called me, and I was compelled to answer his questions truthfully;
to lie, certainly would not have been representing Him whom I
serve. I profoundly regret the turn of affairs, but think you I could
have done less? Now, Brother,” he continued, “our warfare is
spiritual, not carnal. I believe as you do that Christianity will
revolutionize the land. Its accomplishment lies distant in the future
and will be first of all a revolution of the characters of individuals.
It will bring you no earthly power, or glory, not will it bring glory to
any humble preacher of the cross.”
“Aha!” Mr. Chang broke out impatiently, “you talk like a
child. You can’t see beyond your puny ambitions of visiting a few
groups of people.” “Why do I use the name of Christian?” is a silly
question, replied Mr. Chang angrily. “You know it has the respect of
our people and its name would bring many tens of thousands who
would not otherwise join any movement. And then, too, am I not a
Christian, and should I not use own name?” As he spoke his face
reddened with deepening anger. “And my followers were as much
Christians as yours. Do not the Scriptures say ‘love the brethren,’
and has your action shown love for us who are just struggling into
the Church? You have caused us to be beaten by the magistrate. Is
that Christian according to your quotation just now? How does it
appear in your case? If by men’s works you know them, then you,
Sir, are evil, and Divine punishment awaits you.”
He arose to his feet and walked to the door, then turned
about, walked back to Mr. Kim, and, shaking his finger in his face,
shouted, “I hope, Sir, they will paddle your hide for you,
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yes, Sir, I hope to see him do it. Ya-a-a, it will be done, and and I
will see it.”
CHAPTER VIII
MR. MOON AND HIS JUG
At Standing Stone was a noted school teacher, concerning
whom reference has already been made. He was seventy three years
of age and quite unfit for ordinary work. This latter fact aroused
much debate in the town. Had he died three years earlier, he would
have been spoken of as a man highly honored by the spirits since he
was preserved to so glorious an old age, and incidentally, they
would have appreciated his good taste in departing before he
became an object of charity—but—here he was, and his wife also.
They must care for them. There arose a great debate. The immediate
relatives of this old couple insisted that it was not convenient to
support them and of course the neighbors could not find it in their
hearts to deny relatives such rare privilege, so that, at one time
during the dispute, the two old people were on the verge of
starvation. Finally, the village compromised by trusting its youth to
his care.
He had always been a public servant. For three generations
he had sharpened the wits of the youth of that town by grinding
them through vast tomes of Chinese characters. All day long, year
after year, those boys from grandfather to grandson, had droned
their lessons before this man and now why should they not know
what was good for their old teacher. Five years he had been at rest.
It was not good. So once more his home became a house of learning.
These lessons, now, as in the years past, must be bellowed
out at the top of the pupils’ voices from daylight till dark. A jar of
water placed in a comer of the school room played a worthy part in
the system of education. The ancient teacher’s eyesight was· not
good, nor was his hearing, so the lads had opportunity to look after
their own affairs, much to their enjoyment; yet the physical
disabilities of their master had disadvantages for them. They must at
all times shout at the top
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of their voices to make him hear. The irritability of old age
frequently found vent in the use of a long willow cane that lay
convenient at his side, and woe to the boy whose voice did not
reach him. This vigorous regulation by the use of the willow cane
was always accompanied with the astonishing information, hurled
at every culprit, that the master’s ears were as keen as any man’s
ears.
Through this discipline and noise the school obtained great
renown, being known far and wide as the most successful school in
the country. It could be heard the farthest “As far as ten li,” one
declared in a spirit of pride, while talking with a friend from another
village. Thus it came about that the master surprised and pleased the
town in his old age quite as much as be did while laboring for
earlier generations, and thankful parents often said they hoped he
would live another seventy three years. A sad habit of his, however,
resulted in a change which cut short any hope. for so long a period
of service. An incident growing out of this habit shook the
community to its foundation.
While the lads enjoyed filling the jar with water, and
emptying it too, the master liked something better. Whenever there
was a wedding in that section of the country, he would start a boy
off with a tall jug. If on returning it should not be full the
unfortunate lad would have a fresh introduction to the willow cane.
The cane was not pleasant in the hands of this practised patriarch,
and few dared hazard its acquaintance, so that during study hours
there was a sound of industry. It was a high privilege to be entrusted
with the jug at wedding; they were such jolly occasions. Funerals
also were a source of joy. The pupil who carried the jug on the latter
named occasions might linger any length of time to examine the
gaudy bier, or the dress of the hired mourners, and pass his
judgment on the quality of the chanting.
Mr. Kim was returning to this town after weeks of absence,
thus keeping his word with Martha, the wife of Mr. Cho. He met
one of the lads with a jug, who was industriously kicking up the
dust in the road and watching it settle over his clothing, hands, and
the jug.
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“Where are you carrying that jug?”
‘‘To old Moon, the teacher,” was the reply, with a moment’s
glance from the cloud of dust to the face of his questioner.
‘‘Who is old Moon? “
“You don’t know our old teacher, Moon? Where do you live,
Sir, not to know old Moon? “ asked the lad, looking up in
astonishment.
“You think him so great? In what way, pray?”
“Why, Sir,” here the boy stammered and thought a moment,
“why my father says he is, and he knows, so does my brother know
and all of us. It is the loudest school in the country. Our boys can be
heard studying their lesson ten li any day, and fair weather, at least
twenty li.”
“So, so,” said Mr. Kim, “ what is the secret of so much
noise?”
The lad looked his interrogator over a moment doubtfully,
and hesitatingly replied,
“Why, I guess it is his ears.”
Mr. Kim soon found himself face to face with the old school
teacher who had opened his building for public use at his first visit
to town.
“Welcome you are,” said the teacher, “welcome at any time.
You can’t hurt the lads, you can’t hurt them. Mr. Cho says you are
wicked, but you can’t hurt the lads. It is my judgment they can’t be
worse than they are.”
The boys were pleased to listen to anything that would
permit them to turn from their books. Mr. Kim talked with great
gravity of their manner of living. Finally he said,
“Now I am convinced that you are all sinners,” he paused
and the lads looked at one another suspiciously and glanced up
uneasily at their teacher who was feeling of his cane and straining
his ears to catch all that was said. “I will repeat it,” continued Mr.
Kim, “you are all sinners, now tell me is that not true?”
The eyes of the pupils sought the face of the eldest lad who
was usually their spokesman. The boy thus appealed to glanced
around upon his school mates and a slight color tinged his cheeks.
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“No, Sir,” he replied decidedly, “there is no such person as a
sinner amongst us.” “Why, are you sure of that?” said Mr. Kim
looking keenly into the lad’s face. The boy wriggled on his mat and
again his eyes traveled over the faces of his companions.
“See,” he replied, “all these boys are young and none of
them have rebelled against his Majesty, or the Government, and I
believe they have all sacrificed faithfully at the graves of their
ancestors.”
“Think a moment,” said his questioner, “is it possible that
we have here a school full of boys and not one of them has ever
committed sin?”
“It may be that some of them have not obeyed and honored
their parents as fully as they ought. We are country people and have
never had the training that the capital people have and perhaps we
have missed some of the details,’’ he replied slowly and with true
humility.
“Now,” said Mr. Kim, “1 do not mean your loyalty to
prescribed customs and formal etiquette, but I mean that you
dishonor God, and every day you do violence to your conscience.”
“Violence to their conscience!” exclaimed old Moon with his ear
close up to the lips of Mr. .Kim, “Sinners! It is only this willow
stick that keeps the little criminals under! Conscience? Why, Sir,
they are dead, died with their grandfathers many years ago. I know
the generation. The rascals, I have to whale them out of their sins
many times a day. Now see here,
stranger, if you can doctor up these wild scamps sufficient to
relieve the duties of this willow stick you can come here as often as
you want.” The Master laughed softly to himself, then added, “If
you will change their appetite for my wine and my tobacco, I
believe I would be ready to do the doctrine myself.” The thought
amused him so much that he rubbed his thin hands together and
chuckled again, all the while gazing over the rims of his huge
spectacles at his pupils. “Sinners? My willow rod is the proof.”
“Is your teacher right or wrong? ‘‘ asked Mr. Kim.
The boys dropped their heads in confession that they were
fairly judged, and no doubt the worst lot of boys to be found
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in the country. Then the eldest lad looked up and said: “Is that what
you came to tell us? We know those things, we know that there is
a God, and that we are sinful and that we shall somewhere,
sometime be punished for our sins, we know all that, Sir.”
“I have more, much more that you don’t know,” said Mr.
Kim.
That evening for the second time a great crowd filled the old
school house to listen to the strange teaching of this strange man
who had been associated so long with the foreigner. “Some of his
manners,” they said, “were part Korean and some of them were part
something else. We will see what funny thing he will say.” They had
already forgotten Mr. Cho’s warning against this “dangerous man.”
Mr. Kim learned their names and the next day his cheery
voice surprised the town as he went from house to house. He
followed the people miles from the village into the fields and talked
as they worked. They listened with respect, not being in the habit of
expressing their opinions, or, thinking of little besides the question
of how to secure their daily bread, they said “yes” to nearly every
point he made.
Thus many days passed, and a group of interested people sat
each night at Mr. Kim’s feet “Good it must be if it proposed to rid
the world of sin,” they said. A group of men and women handed Mr.
Kim their names, agreeing to burn their fetishes, attend the Sabbath
service, give up their wine drinking and, in short, do all that Mr.
Kim directed. They might know little about the new religion but
they knew Mr. Kim. Mr. Moon joined the number, but the question
of giving up his wine staggered him.
“It is the only way,” he said, “now that I am old and am
unable to attend either funerals or weddings, that I am able to enjoy
them. They all know old Moon, and are disappointed not to see his
jug on such occasions. Then when it comes back I can think over
the festive scenes and enjoy it all with my jug just as well and
perhaps better than if I were there, for I can calculate just how long
the wine will last and can be moderate accordingly. If I should go I
would perhaps overdo it a little,
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which is not good. So you see, there are two difficulties in the way
of my joining you, and not the least is the disappointment it would
cause the people who expect my jug. You know there are some who
do not like this new movement, and it would cause widespread
dissatisfaction if the people could not find old Moon’s jug at these
occasions, and I fear,” he said, thoughtfully stroking his beard, “that
it might cause persecutions.”
One of the members suggested that perhaps the rising
generation could get along if they did not see his jug, and as for the
funerals the dead would not care anyway, and further so much wine
was drunk on such occasions the people would not notice any
difference and, indeed, as far as he had observed, it was always
gone at the end, so that help was not really needed, therefore he
should not feel badly on that point. Mr. Moon shook his white head
and withdrew from the class murmuring something about being
public spirited.
Mr. Cho heard of old Moon’s decision and sent him a jug of
wine with words of approval and suddenly seemed to conceive a
liking for the old teacher. Before this event he had hardly deigned to
speak to the Master; now, he visited him and invited him to his
home and old Moon had not tasted such wine since he was a youth.
“I am glad,” said Mr. Cho, “that we have a man of such
scholarly acquirements to look after the education and moral
training of our lads; it speaks greatly to the good judgment of our
townsmen in choosing you for the responsible position; then too,
you are a man of such age and experience that you cannot be
influenced by every new idea that floats into the town. These are
sad times,” he added with a sigh, “when disloyalty to ancient creeds
and customs is rampant, the followers of cunningly devised fables
grow daily. It is like a contagious disease and has no respect to
members of the home. It will take a child here, a father there, it will
lead a wife from her husband, and when it gets hold of people no
amount of force will beat the ideas out of the victim, indeed,
sometimes I fear it grows best under hard usages.”
The old man shifted uneasily, but did not know how to
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answer. He had never held an argument over the matter, and just
why it was good or why it was bad he did not exactly know; that it
demanded a separation from ancient customs he knew, and now that
it was stated that such a thing was bad, why, what could one say. He
would think about it. When he left his host a boy carried a jug home
for him.
On the next visit Mr. Cho enquired concerning Mr. Moon’s
salary. “The boys bring me about thirty yang a month, and then I
have a little patch of ground where my wife raises turnips;
sometimes a kind neighbor who has learned that his boy has passed
a good examination brings me some tobacco, perhaps a little wine
also, and as I encourage the boys as much as possible at the time of
the examinations I am not always without these comforts.”
“Thirty yang,” exclaimed Mr. Cho, in well feigned wrath,
“and they expect you to keep alive and also your wife on that sum
of money? hateful! inhuman! and they are using your rooms for
other purposes also. People gather there for speeches, I am told. I
will warrant that the preacher does not add anything to your income.”
Mr. Moon had to admit that the religious gatherings there
did not add anything to his income, and admitted that so many
people coming and going made sad havoc with his straw mats.
“Disgraceful!” said the virtuous Mr. Cho. “Why, you see,” he
continued, “I have no children to send to school. If I had only
known, I might have removed such inhuman treatment. And to think
that the preacher should so impose upon a helpless old man.”
Mr. Moon was greatly moved by the interest expressed by
Mr. Cho. But of course hospitality would demand of him to give
over his rooms to the use of his neighbors in any case, and he had
never thought of receiving any compensation, and he hoped that Mr.
Cho would not think so ill of him as that.
“Certainly.’’ said Mr. Cho, “that represents the greatness of
your nature and the fidelity that you have for our ancient customs.
That is the more reason why others who partake so lavishly of your
hospitality to the extent of making your living hard, should
compensate you as a matter of humane sentiment,
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indeed, if their new passions contain anything humane.” Mr. Moon
did not clearly see how he had been impoverished by giving over
his room for the use of Mr. Kim, but inasmuch as Mr. Cho had seen
some such thing, it was not for him to say it was not so, for that
would be impolite and then too the great unexpected spirit of
generosity that seemed about to shine forth in this hitherto cold
hearted man should not be discouraged by him.
“I have thought,” continued Mr. Cho, when he had waited
and received no reply, “that something might be done to help you.
Of course I know that, as a great scholar, you scorn to receive
money as payment for your service. Money matters with such men
are vulgar considerations. I know that in the elevated sphere of your
daily meditations such thoughts do not enter your mind, yet it does
not excuse us, of meaner mold, who think on such thing and
struggle to obtain them; therefore, I trust that you will not be
offended if I duplicate the amount of your salary. Then too I feel so
pleased for the noble stand you have taken in regard to keeping up
the ancient and honorable custom of drinking wine, I will see that
you are supplied with it, beyond the usual gifts from weddings and
funerals.’’
Mr. Moon was overwhelmed with a feeling of gratitude. He
could now eat rice instead of millet. He could have a better barrel of
pickles for the coming winter, and never be without wine. His cup
seemed to be full, it ran over, but as Mr. Cho suggested, he was a
scholar and it would be vulgar for such as he to appear either
gratified or displeased. He bowed his acknowledgments, and said he
hoped Mr. Cho would realize all the rewards of merit that his noble
self-disinterestedness demanded.
Mr. Moon found himself still shockingly interested in Mr.
Kim, whose teachings ruthlessly demanded attention.
Mr. Cho, however, was insistent that it was bad and would
break up the peace of all communities. He had affirmed, in one of
their conversations, that the preacher had already divided families
of that town, setting father against son, and mother against daughter
and children against parents and not
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only that, but when he had taken the matter to Mr. Kim, the latter
gravely admitted that it was indeed the genius of what he was
teaching.
It was a terrible outlook for Mr. Moon. The new faith
fascinated him. Bad? It must be bad to break up homes and weave
such a spell over him, and yet he wanted time to think it out.
Mr. Cho invited Mr. Moon to his home for further
conversations. He said it did him good to talk to the learned, or even
to be in their presence. Mr. Moon was pleased. Mr. Cho did most of
the talking, but what did that matter if Mr. Cho felt that he was
edified.
‘“I was thinking,” said Mr. Cho on one of these occasions,
“that the old building in which you are teaching is hardly a fit place
for one so old and whose service we are anxious to keep as many
years as possible. Of course, I know that your feelings will protest
and that you will say the caves of the earth are good places for
scholars who live not for earthly things while they contemplate the
deeper things of learning, but such is the fact that we who are of
common clay should care for every one who serves us, and you are
of great service to as. I have a plan and submit it for your approval.
I will open one of my large rooms for your work. It is well papered
and I have recently called in a man who is clever with his brush and
he has drawn appropriate figures of interest, which, I hope, will help
the pupils. ‘A thing of beauty is an education,’ so say the sages,
therefore, l have tried in my own poor way to beautify this room for
you, and if you want to do so you may bring your boys down
tomorrow.”
Mr. Moon thought of his school house with its mud walls
and broken roof and the problem of repairs already pressing upon
him. One side of the building had sagged so much that it appeared
always on the point of collapsing. Indeed, some of the people had
called their children home during the last rainy season for fear of an
accident, so, when the proposition was made, his heart leaped with
joy, he forgot his scholarly character and expressed his gratitude
like any other delighted mortal. Mr. Cho was please. He saw an end
to the meetings.
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A few words to one of his servants who had learned to keep
a secret, and a long pole placed in his hand, a wrench at one of the
posts and the old building would be in the dust. He was satisfied,
but there need be no haste. The following day, therefore, it was
reported that Mr. Cho had placed his name on the building as owner.
The notice was in large heavy Chinese characters forbidding any
one to occupy it. Mr. Kim was surprised but not cast down; that
night there was a meeting in a home where a family moved out for
the occasion.
“We want five hundred yang,” announced Mr. Kim, as he
unfolded a piece of paper to take down subscriptions.
“Fifty yang,” called one, “twenty,” called another and Mr.
Kim was busy. Soon, however, the sums dropped to one yang each
and suddenly stopped as if some one had ordered a halt. Mr. Kim
announced a total of two hundred fifty yang, but no amount of
urging could secure another cash; the people had given all that they
had.
Within the heavy shadows of the opposite side of the room
sat the figure of a woman. She had slipped in so quietly that no one
had noticed her. The company sat some time in silence and failure
was written on their faces when the occupant of the shadows spoke
up.
“ I have no money,” she said, “but I have on my finger a
gold ring given me years ago by members of my father’s family—
here, write not my name but simply a gold ring.”
There was a craning of necks to see who had spoken, and Mr.
Kim raised the candle over his head and the rays fell on the
shrinking figure of Madam Cho. Mr. Kim wrote down one gold ring.
The effect was magical. Each woman of the company slipped from
her finger the huge silver wedding rings. They were passed up one
by one to Mr. Kim who estimated their value and wrote it down. A
number of stalwart young men put their heads together, and offered
each a number of days of labor. A spirit of hilarity filled the little
audience. They promised to labor with their hands till the work was
done. Mr. Kim said it was enough.
In a few days they purchased two buildings and used the
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lumber to build the church. There was a world of bustle and the
whole town was stirred by the commotion and many were angry.
“Why should people leave the work of the fields to build a place for
shouting and noise?” they said, “dogs of the town make noise
enough.”
“A place of worship among the people built by the people,’’
the Christians said, “how different from Confucianism and
Buddhism.” Many of the townsmen made sport over their pipes as
they recounted how the Christians had outwitted the wiley Mr. Cho.
That gentleman heard and was wroth. The Christians were
independent of the school building and Mr. Cho had a school on his
hands and an old teacher whose appetite for wine seemed unlimited.
The students’
watchfulness for forthcoming weddings and
funerals had slackened to a surprising degree. It also seemed that
the Master’s grip on the principle of total abstinence for his pupils
had relaxed. All these personal wrongs Mr. Cho laid at the door of
Mr. Kim. He would have his revenge, and when next his hand
should fall it would be heavy, and it would be as lightning out of a
clear sky.
Below the church stood a spirit tree. It had grown old and
for some time it had threatened to topple over on a neighboring
house. One day Mr. Cho visited the tree and examined it carefully
when none could see him. “One blow of an axe would bring it to the
ground,” he murmured, “but who would have the courage to do it?”
One night the darkness was great and the wind blew
furiously making a pandemonium of noises, with swinging
windows, banging doors, lifting and tugging at the thatch houses.
Those living near the chapel thought they heard the sound of
chopping, but who could swear to what they heard on such a wild
night. In the morning the devil tree lay stretched on the ground. It
had barely missed a house in its fall and the inmates looked it over
with a feeling of awe. On examination the stump showed marks of
an axe, and immediately the neighborhood was in a furor. “Who
could the villian be?” was the angry question on every tongue.
They carried the matter to Mr. Cho, who had long ruled the
town and often acted in cases of dispute. That gentleman
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appeared incredulous but consented to investigate. He set an hour in
mid-afternoon for the visit, which gave opportunity for the angered
people to gather. He talked volubly with the many who visited him
and impatiently waited about his yard for the hour of the visit.
He did not think that it were possible for any one in that
town, even its bitterest enemies, to do such a sacrilegious thing as to
fell a spirit tree. Of course any such person would know such a deed
was a crime that would be paid for dearly. There had been incidents
of that sort during his memory when the price had been the life of
the culprit; nothing but a look with his own eyes could convince
him that there was such a fiend in their fair town.
(To be Continued).

AIMS AND METHODS OF MISSION EDUCATION.
(Aim of Mission Education and some Principles determining
Methods.)
CHRIST’S AIM.
Christ said, “I came that they may have life and may have it
abundantly.” At his word the withered hand of the paralytic was
stretched forth clothed with muscle and filled with rich red blood; in
his presence the heart of the extortioner expanded with liberality
and the heart of a woman who was a sinner was cleansed of its
bitterness and filled with purity and gratitude; in his companionship
the minds of simple fishermen were quickened until they could
think in the terms or a world religion. The progress of history is but
a record of Christ’s efforts through the centuries to enrich the life of
man. All Christian activity aims at this largeness and fulness of life
for the individual and for the community.
LIMITATION UPON THE MISSION AIM.
In mission work, however, the primary aim in not to bring to
non-Christians the fruits of Christianity but to introduce nonChristians to Christ, the source of the larger life.
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In every mission field there are perplexing social and
industrial and political questions which must be solved before the
individuals in those lands can enjoy the fulness and completeness of
life which is Christ’s ideal for them but the solving of these
questions is not the task of the missionary. His work is not to
distribute fruit but to plant trees. His task is to lead the natives into
such a relation to Christ that they may have his help in the solution
of all their problems. This limitation upon the immediate aim of the
whole missionary enterprise naturally rests also upon the aim of
mission education.
FUNCTIONS OF MISSION EDUCATION.
A school may prove valuable as a mission agency in the
following ways :
l. It may be used as a means to bring the missionary and his
message into effective contact with persons who would otherwise
be difficult to approach.
2. Where other schools are aggressively anti-Christian the
church school affords a means of saving to Christianity the children
of Christian homes.
3. By bringing its various resources to bear daily upon the
whole life of the student the school may accomplish results in the
upbuilding of faith and character which are not possible to the less
intense efforts of other agencies.
4. It is often indispensable as an agency for producing the
leaders necessary to a self-propagating, self-supporting and selfcontrolling church. In this connection we need to ponder the
statement of Dr. Molt that the failure to raise up competent leaders
for the church of the future is more serious than the failure to win
converts.
5. It may be necessary in order to raise up leaders in secular
life who will mould public opinion and create political and social
conditions in which Christianity will be allowed to exist. The
principle of religious toleration was slowly learned and has not long
been understood even in Christian lands. While history abounds in
illustrations of the statement that the blood of the martyrs is the seed
of the church it also furnishes many instances in which a higher
form of the faith has been
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practically crushed out by an intolerant civil power. It may be that
in the providence of God the early missionaries to Japan were led to
emphasise the educational work in order that the missionaries in
Korea to-day might have liberty to preach the gospel.
It is thus easily seen that mission education in furnishing a
means of approach to the people, in saving the children of Christian
parents, in its intense evangelism and in training leaders has a wide
and important field. In fact we may fairly say that the educational
work is indispensable to the completion of the missionary enterprise.
NOT ALL SCHOOLS ARE WORTH WHILE.
The greatness of the need and opportunity for educational
work sometimes leads us to tolerate schools which are not really
worth while. When the army is in dire need of more men the
recruiting officer may easily make the mistake of enlisting men
unable to do a soldier’s work, men who add to the burden of the
commissary department without increasing the fighting power of
the army. A school must reach a certain standard of efficiency
before it becomes of any value. That standard varies with different
places. It is determined by the local conditions but just as a sound
must reach a certain degree of intensity before it is detected by the
ear and passes what the psychologist terms the threshold of
consciousness so the sum total of the influence of the school must
reach a certain degree of power before it can make a definite
Christian impression upon the character of the students. A school
which for any reason does not cross this threshold of effectiveness
bears an inaudible testimony to the Master, and not being for him
may be against him.
TESTS OF USEFULNESS.
In determining whether a school is worth while as a
missionary agency the following considerations should be kept in
mind:
1. The effect of the school upon the student’s life as a whole.
We have learned that life is a unity and that Christianity
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concerns the whole person, not simply one compartment of his
nature. The spiritual life of the student cannot be isolated and dealt
with exclusively. The health conditions and the intellectual habits
fostered by the school affect the soul or the student as powerfully,
oftentimes, as the conscious teaching of spiritual truth.
A school should furnish a selected environment better as a
whole than that in which the student would be if the school did not
exist.
2. The influence of the school upon the attitude of the public
toward Christianity. A Christian institution on the mission field is
more representative than a similar institution in a Christian land. A
friend is not judged by the clothes he happens to be wearing, but a
stranger is. One familiar with the road will not be misled by the
pointer on a guide post by the wayside which has been turned in the
wrong direction by an accident, but it may cause a stranger to lose
his way. A Christian’s opinion of the Christ whom be knows as a
personal Saviour is not affected by the strength or weakness of a
church school but a non-Christian’s opinion of Christ is shaped by
the character of the institutions and individuals he knows that bear
the name of Christian. A Mission institution is regarded as speaking
ex-cathedra all the time.
The general impression a mission school gives should not
belittle the importance of Christianity. It should declare
unmistakably that the claims of Christ deserve consideration. Its
testimony should be true to the inherent sincerity and honesty and
spirituality of Christianity. Therefore when a mission school is used
as bait in fishing for men the bait must be real meat not sham. The
school must be educationally all that its name implies and it must
not allow itself to become in any way an agent of political
propaganda.
THE ONE INDISPENSABLE CONDITION OF SUCCESS.
Many factors contribute to the success of a school, such as a
suitable course of study, adequate buildings and equipment,
efficient administration, proper methods of teaching, etc., but a
defect in any one of these things may be counter-balanced
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by extra strength in another direction and the school will still be
worthwhile. What is the determining characteristic of a mission
school?—Undoubtedly it is a knowledge of Christ and the
presentation of this knowledge to the students in a way that wins
their allegiance to him. What along with other contributing factors
is absolutely necessary to the accomplishment of this result? Is it
the use of the Bible in the curriculum?
Recognizing the Bible as a literature of power, as a
formative force in history, as spiritual food, as the Word of God, as
the source of most of our knowledge of Christ and the things of God,
we must recognize that it is worthy a place in the curriculum. We
would wish to have for our students the privilege of standing by this
mighty source or knowledge and life and drinking of its waters
without restriction. And yet the essential thing is not to stand by the
source but to have access to the water. And just as water from the
distant hills is conveyed by the water pipes to the homes of the
people so Christian truth is conveyed to the heart of the student by
the teacher. Life is more expressive than language and a living faith
is more dynamic than the printed page. Phillips Brooks said, “We
often cry ‘Principles, not men.’ But to send out principles without
men is to send an army of ghosts abroad who would make all virtue
and manliness as shadowy as themselves. It is principle brought to
bear through the medium of manhood that draws and inspires.” A
living faith is always contagious and if the teachers possess this
faith the chief condition of success as a mission agency has been
met. It only remains to make the technical educational work of the
school reasonably good. The teacher is then brought into daily
contact with impressionable lives that turn toward him with open
minds. The conditions become exceedingly favorable for imparting
spiritual truth by means of personal association.
THE RESULTS ARE CUMULATIVE,
The results of educational work are cumulative. Each year
brings to fruition the efforts of preceding years. Frequent or
unnecessary changes in policy may therefore be as
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disastrous as it would be to convert an apple orchard into a pear or a
peach into a pear just as the period of fruit bearing is reached.
Patience and continuity of effort will ever be characteristics of
successful educational work.
THE WORK MUST BE DONE.
If with some magical magnet you could extract from the
Christian life in America all that is due to the influence of church
schools from the beginning of her history down to the present what
would be left? Can you conceive of the establishment of a strong
enduring native Church in Korea without the aid of mission schools?
If evangelical Christianity intends to complete the task it has
undertaken in Korea the educational work must be done. Some
forms of educational work may be rendered unnecessary by the
development of the Government system and the inherent limitation
upon the aim of mission education. But a certain amount of
educational work must be done. The same missionary urge is upon
the teacher as is upon the preacher. Neither is free in conscience to
lay down the work at his own personal convenience or pleasure.
Therefore instead of chafing under regulations for which we
are not responsible and which we are powerless to change let us
follow the more Christian way and thanking God for the measure of
religious toleration which exists in Korea today let us press forward
with courage and patience in the work which God has called us to
do, knowing that the stability and permanence and progress of the
kingdom wait upon the success of the educational work.
A. W. WASSON.
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BOOK REVIEWS
China Mission Year Book.-Cloth 564 pp.-The Christian
Literature Society for China. Shanghai
Beginning with January 1916 the China Continuation Committee
assumed full editorial responsibility for the China Mission Year Book,
with the Christian Literature Society as publisher, thus dividing the labors
performed by the latter Society since 1910. E. C. Lobenstine, foreign
secretary of the Continuation Committee, has had the great task of editing
the volume of more than 650 pages for which copy has been furnished by
nearly eighty contributors, while C. L. Boynton has furnished the statistics
tor the numerous charts placed in a convenient pocket inside the back
cover.
A wealth of information is found in this book which can be
obtained from no other source, and the book is indispensable to any
person wanting reliable and up-to-date knowledge of missionary work in
China. One will be amply rewarded by a hasty dip into the volume, but the
appetite will be so whetted that nothing less than literal hours of reading
will satisfy the hunger thus created. That veteran missionary Dr. Arthur H.
Smith, opens the volume with a chapter on two decades of changes in
China, and Dr. McGlllivray has a chapter on the effect or war on Missions
in China. A chapter on institutional development and another on
economic and commercial conditions completes Part I.
Part II of 130 pages tells in some detail of the work of the leading
denominations, then reports on Evangelism, Educational work, Medical
and Philanthropic, Christian Literature, interdenominational Institutions,
Provincial and City Surveys, and Appendices giving recent treaties
between China and Japan, and three different series o! Constitutions and
agreements, including the China Continuation Committee, the Educational
Association, Medical Association, Rockefeller Foundation, and then
Roman Catholic figures, showing a total of more than 2,000,000 members
and catechumens. The statistics are invaluable. No one wishing to keep
fully informed as to conditions in China can afford to get along without
this most valuable· book. We are glad that it is nearly time for the next
volume to appear, because it is sure to be right up to date.
The Christian Movement in the Japanese Empire.-Cloth 520 pages
The Kyo Bun Kwan, Tokyo; Korean Religious Tract Society, Seoul.
The annual year books put out by the missionary forces of various
countries are year by year becoming more valuable as they present to their
own workers and other religious leaders in the home lands the results of
the various activities of the year.
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The Christian Movement in the Japanese Empire published
by the Conference of Federated Missions in Japan is a perfect mine
of information concerning mission work in Japan, Korea and
Formosa. The fourteenth annual volume was prepared under the
editorial direction of the late Rev. J. L. Dearing, before he went on
furlough, after which time the work was completed by the Rev. E. T.
Iglehart. A host of willing contributors furnished much of the
information, but weeks of hard work were necessary to prepare all
this material and place it in its present compact and comprehensive
form.
After a genera1 survey, naturally much space was given to a
report of the Evangelical Campaign for the second of the three years,
followed by forty-two chapters on the evangelistic work of tho
different Missions.
A wealth of material is found concerning literature,
education, Y.M. and Y.W.C.A. work, Sunday Schools, Temperance,
Survey of Village Life, Social Service, etc.
No explanation is given as to why such limited space has
been occupied with accounts of the work in Korea. It is to be hoped
this lack will be supplied in the next volume.
The appendices include Constitutions of the Conference of
Federated Missions, the Japan Continuation Committee, lists of
Missions, Schools, Periodicals, Missionaries in Japan and in Korea,
and statistical tables for Japan and Korea. The book is invaluable.
QUESTIONS.
9-When was the abacus introduced into Korea?
The abacus is not a Korean instrument, but came from
Ancient China, at just what date it is impossible to say.
Older, however, than the abacus are the counting-sticks
(soo-ka-ji) that have been used from times immemorial in places of
political office.
The abacus was used by the shop-keeper and could serve
only for the most elementary problems of Oriental arithmetic; while
the sticks served for the most difficult that were to be solved.
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Editorial Notes.
TRANSPORTATION agreements made within the month between
Japan and China will not only improve the relations between the
two countries, but will bring many additional parties of tourists over
the excellent broad-gauge railroads in Korea and Manchuria.
JUNE 7-8 the Christian Educational Association of Korea
will hold its eleventh annual meeting at Songdo. The Association
extends a cordial invitation to all engaged in teaching and others
interested in any form of educational work. An interesting program
is being prepared. Those expecting to be present should notify the
Secretary, Rev. A. W. Wasson, Songdo.
EAST AND WEST
The man of the East has something to learn,
And also something to teach;
While the woolly West will find his turn
To practise as well as preach.
The East is old with his length of days,
And he acts in a way absurd;
And yet till the West has learned these ways
His teaching will not be heard.
The East has a motor of thought and deeds,
By which to make life spin,
But it’s clogged with his ancestors’ habits and weeds
That stifle his soul within.
The West has a new and proper machine
That bursts from its bounds away;
While gentleness, courtesy, all that they mean,
Can wait till the Judgment Day.
Let’s deal with the East in a way that is best,
Till she learn her a.b.c..
In return for the hope that the woolly West
Will gentle and courteous be.
SPECTATOR.
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SURE SIGNS
Tho there is a cold Northwest wind there is a real feeling of
spring in the air.
The oft repeated signs of returning life are already to be seen.
The birds flying about with a carefully selected feather in their bills,
or perched on a scant foothold under the eaves craning their necks
to find suitable foundations for a summer bungalow. Or may be on
the windward side of a stone a more venturesome blade may be
seen pushing its head up thru last year’s faded carpet as if doubtful
whether to invite or warn its drowsy or sleeping comrades.
Among these are other proofs confirming the age old
promise “winter and summer, autumn and spring shall not cease.”
See that stately native with his grand stride, his spinal
column as straight as a measuring rod and as supple as fine steel.
See how squarely he plants his foot tho the road is uneven;
springing forward at each step as if surcharged with new life. No
little short steps as if he had corns on his toes and blisters on his
heels will at all suffice to give vent to his abounding energy. But
why all this joyous motion, this release expressed in action? Today
he has cast off his winter necessaries, his heavily padded cotton
clothing is laid aside and he has plumed himself in gauzy fabric thru
which you can trace the outlines of his sturdy limbs.
His long white silk coat is wide open and as it flaps in the
wind it sends out twinkles of light in the bright sunshine. The vest is
also open exposing a beautiful yellow skin from throat to well
below the summit of his compact stomach. A stiff black horsehair
hat is tilted to about ten degrees to the left and withal gives him a
debonair finishing touch.
You see him approaching from a distance, he quickly passes
from sight but never from memory and the longer you live among
them the more you will agree that this is a sure sign of spring.
B. U. D.
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A HUMAN ADDING MACHINE
W. CARL RUFUS, Ph. D.
An item in the Seoul Press, Feb. 15, 1917, under the caption,
“A Korean Mathematical Genius,” contains the statement: “It is said
that he (An Myengwhan) can add up twenty-five items of four
figures each in seven seconds by mental calculation. By using an
abacus, the time required by him in making the same addition is
eight seconds.” This report prompted the present writer to seek an
interview with the subject of the article, a Korean lad sixteen years
of age in the employ of the Land Investigation Bureau. An appeal to
Mr. Yamagata, Editor of the Seoul Press, secured his kind assistance
in making arrangements for a meeting. Mr. Suzuki, Director of the
Bureau, and Mr. Akazaki, Head of the Section in which the lad is
employed, kindly consented; and Mr. Oishi, Secretary of the Bureau,
who speaks English fluently, gave his courteous cooperation.
Professor Pack of the Chosen Christian College assisted at the time
of the interview in making some simple tests.
The thoro organization of the work of the Land Investigation
Bureau thru the principle of the division of labor has provided
several thousand employees with specialized tasks. The field work
of the surveyors thruout the entire peninsula, which was recently
completed. provides material for the making of maps and plats
showing the smallest land divisions. Three-hundred planimeters
operated by Korean young men and women trace the boundaries of
these small plats and indicate their area in units of three tsubo. (One
tsubo is equal to 36 square feet). Three independent measurements
are made and recorded without comparison. When the error from
the mean exceeds one percent the area in remeasured. These
measurements then appear side by side in three columns of twentyfive items each on a single sheet. One section of the employees
spends its time adding these three horizontal numbers and recording
the total, which represents the average determined area directly in
tsubo. One young man turns off
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a sheet in thirty seconds, i.e. he finds and records twenty-five sums
each composed of three addends consisting of one, two or three
figures each in half a minute. Checks and counter-checks test the
accuracy, which is taken into consideration in connection with the
rapidity in determining the scale of wages. It falls to the lot of An
Myengwhan and his associates to take the totals copied twenty-five
in a column on a separate sheet and to determine their sum. At their
daily work they employ the abacus and become very proficient in
its use. An excels in combined rapidity and accuracy as his wage,
the highest received, seventy sen per day, bears testimony. His
special ability has twice been rewarded; once last year by Count
Terauchi, again recently by the new Governor-General, who gave
him a silver wrist watch.
An is a modest appearing boy of sixteen, bright and
attractive, slight of stature and not rugged in health. His
underdeveloped physique is probably due to sedentary habits and
lack of exercise : height, four feet eight and one-half inches; weight,
eighty pounds. His previous training was limited to the Government
Common School of four years, from which he graduated four years
ago without revealing any exceptional mental ability. Left fatherless
soon afterward he entered the employ of the Land Investigation
Bureau to provide for a family of four. His family history reveals
nothing to indicate inherited ability of a special nature. Faithful in
his work his habit of application and power of concentration have
developed the special skill which he possesses.
In the use of the abacus he has dispensed with one row of
beads out of the five rows in the lower part of the frame, finding
them unnecessary in the process of addition. The other employees,
however, use the standard type. Thru the use of the abbreviated
form An gains a few seconds in every addition on account of the
smaller number of beads to manipulate. In mental addition without
the abacus, he begins at the top of the column of twenty-five
numbers consisting of two, three or four digits each, his eyes
running down rapidly until the bottom is reached when the answer
is written down. His average time during the test we made was
about ten seconds, the shortest one
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being eight. He was under a little disadvantage and nervous tension
due to the presence of strangers, which may have lengthened the
time. No mistake was found in the sums obtained from the sheets he
was accustomed to handle. Making use of some specially prepared
typewritten columns he made no mistake in single, double, and
triple columns altho the new form of the figures and closeness of
type noticeably affected him and lengthened the time. The solid
columns of four digits in each number in typewritten form required
twenty-five seconds and some mistakes were made. One he
suspected during the process and announced that he thought the
answer was wrong. Another one contained combinations designed
to introduce a conflicting train of thought: in sets of five the first
and second totals gave nines in the four places from thousands to
units, while the third gave three nines and an eight. This sufficed to
interrupt his calculation and to cause a mistake.
His mental process in addition appears to consist of a
moving picture of the position of the beads of the abacus as he
forms the partial sums from the top of the column to the bottom,
while he operates mentally upon his instrument with the fingers of
his imagination. The record time required by mental calculation
alone being shorter than the time with the use of the abacus
indicates that the mental process outstrips the time required for the
mechanical manipulation of the beads. It is interesting to note also
that he begins with the left digit and works to the right.
Easy tests revealed a good memory and an excellent sense of
order. Glancing at a table on which ten articles were arranged he
turned his back and named eight. Another brief glance and he was
asked to give them in order. All ten objects were named, only one
pair having their places interchanged. In addition he holds several
numbers in mind at once, as was revealed by an upward look away
from the paper just before writing the answer to a solid block of
four columns.
Sometimes when walking along the street he performs
addition; and frequently at night, as might be expected, he sees
columns of figures before his closed eyes. Occasionally
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he feels a slight pain in his temples, at other times there is a
tendency to numbness in his whole body. Once in a while his nose
bleeds. His habits are quite regular. He admits using tobacco, “Just a
little,” but he never drinks. He has no favorite amusements; indeed
he claims that he is not fond of games and takes no recreation.
A phrenologist might find some special “bumps;” but he
seems to possess the ordinary Korean “round head.” Size, 20.5
inches around, forehead to back; 6.3 inches broad; 7.0 inches front
to back; 2.5 inches around chin to apex. The frontal lobe is deficient,
the upper part of the forehead having a decided slant. A slight
depression is noticeable on the top of the head, which is otherwise
very regular in outline.
The lad possesses exceptional skill in the addition of
numbers. His rapidity and accuracy under ordinary conditions
suggest the title of this article, “A Human Adding Machine.”
Whether he could develop equal skill even in the other ordinary
arithmetical operations remains unknown. As he is entirely innocent
of the logical processes and analytical methods of mathematics, we
cannot say without further evidence that he might become a
mathematical genius.
BIOGRAPHY OF K1M HONG S1K.
On Feb. 6th, 1881 in south Pyeng yang province, Dragon
Mound prefect, in the village of Tai Tai in virtue ward there was
born to a poor farmer a son who was named Hong sikie. Soon after
I was born my father took a concubine and went to live in another
village. My mother and elder brother and wife and myself continued
to live at the farm and were continually in hard straits because of
our poverty. When I became seven years old I began to attend the
village school called Holy Virtue where I studied Chinese for seven
years. After this as education improved by contact with western
ideas I studied three years in a normal school where advanced
teaching was given. From this time on I read many magazines and
books and papers of many kinds on many
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subjects from all of which I gained much profit. I entered the
Theological Seminary at Seoul when 31 years of age, and now lack
one semester of graduating. When 14 years of age my father sought
me out a wife. He found a maiden 18 years old at a neighboring
village of Bright Rising. She was a daughter of the An clan and we
were married according to the Korean custom. (The description of
this is obtained from another Korean.) On my wedding day I was
dressed in a courtier’s hat and robes and mounted on a Korean pony
I made my way accompanied by friends and servants hired for the
purpose to my bride’s home. One female servant went ahead to
announce my coming. One servant led my pony, others went before
carrying the red official lanterns two by two. Before the house two
friends supported me on either side as I dismounted. They escorted
me to one side of a table upon which was spread a red cloth. I
looked across the table and saw my bride for the first time. She was
led in by two waiting ladies and took her position standing across
the table from me. She was dressed in fine clothes and on either
cheek and in the middle of her forehead was painted a bright red
spot Her hair was puffed out with immense rats and was bedecked
with many gaudy ornaments. On either side of the table was
prepared for eating two pheasants one a male and one a female. In
the middle was a dish of home made wine and a cup. Two long
threads of blue and yellow were wound about upon the table. They
signified long life. A servant gave me a sip of wine after which it
was offered to my bride to sip. She just touched her lips to it. After
this my bride very slowly and gracefully made me a deep bow. After
which I also bent low before her. During this ceremony a servant
stood before the table with a live goose in his arms. By this the
desire is expressed that the union be one of true fidelity. After this
the servants led the bride to her room and then I was led to the guest
room where I received the congratulations of friends. After feasting
with my male friends I returned home accompanied by my servants.
I had a room in the house especially cleaned and prepared for the
reception of my bride. Along towards evening she came riding in a
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covered sedan chair and accompanied by her servants and my best
man. Upon the roof of the sedan chair was spread a leopard’s skin to
drive away all evil spirits. She was escorted to the room specially
prepared for her.
My honored relatives came in and she made deep obeisance
to them. She then remained in the room motionless and speechless
as lifeless as a statue. I found her so when I came in late after
having dismissed my visiting friends. As the doors and windows
were made of paper I was careful to put up screens before them to
keep away prying eyes. Then I approached my bride and gently
took off her head gear and her outer wraps. She would not move to
help herself. Then to break the spell of embarrassment and silence I
asked her father’s age and her mother’s age, how many brothers she
had and how old they were and then I told her all about my family
and taught her the days for sacrifice to my ancestors. And so was I
married and loved my wife.
At 16 years of age my brother divided our little patrimony
with me and l went to live in another house. At first we were very
poor but my wife helped me industriously in the farming and soon
we were in good circumstances, for farmers. At 17 years of age, in
1897, I heard the call of God and became a Christian. I was
baptized by Dr. Noble in 1900, and for the love of Christ and the
Church I did not spare my life or possessions. I prayed with great
earnestness daily. There were many idol and spirit houses near
which I hated very much, and there was a very popular devil house
where most of the people went. The elders of the village informed
the authorities that I had cast off the idols and evil spirits and would
not worship them. So the officers seized me, bound me and beat me
with wire whips. They then put me is shackles and sent me to the
prison in Chinnampo. There I was fastened in stocks. I was 18 at the
time. I preached to the jailor and by the grace of God after a day of
imprisonment I was released. I returned to my village and all the
people in the town who were in bondage to the evil spirits hated me,
and wanted to kill me but since they could not they were much
astonished at my early return, not expecting to see me. After two
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years I cut down a small devil tree which stood in a lonely place and
upon which several votive offerings were tied. From that day every
day in the village there were many fires and when the sorcerers
were questioned they replied that the cause of the fires was the
burning of spirit wood that had been brought in the village, and that
the spirits must be propitiated by offering food and dancing. The
villagers collected several tens of yen for this purpose and then
several hundred people gathered and said I must contribute also. I
replied that I was a Christian and would not give any money to the
devil even though I die for it. With one mind they all set upon me
and beat me, but an old man rescued me from them and though my
clothes were torn to shreds I suffered no bodily injuries. I had a
mind to run away and go to Hawaii America. I sold my home and
land and went to Chinnarnpo and waited for the boat to come to
take me to America, where many Koreans were going to work at
that time. While there matters arose which prevented my going.
Soon after I began to trade with the sum I had left from the sale of
my property. I failed in business and lost my money, and I was in
debt several hundred yen. I was in terrible straits and learned to use
the sewing machine and did some work on that I also did all sorts of
coolie work. I also taught for a while in a Christian school. In 1908
I was made an exhorter and had many trials because of poverty.
Besides this I became discouraged in spirit and I became sad and as
one buried in Hell. In the midst of all this I did not reject God but
sought to cling to his hand. At times I went away from home and
stayed for some time and lived alone from place to place. In the
Spring of 1907 tho I had decided to do God’s will and give myself
to his work, I sighed because I had not sufficient knowledge. I
wanted to go to the Theological Seminary in Pyeng Yang but on
account of lack of funds I was not able. So I thought of this plan.
At Pyeng Yang there are many watercarriers. I made the outfit to
carry water and went to Pyeng Yang to study. I sought a
householder on south mountain and made a bargain to carry water
for my board. I studied there a month and received instruction from
Dr. Jones. At that time it was the time of the
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descent of the Holy Spirit like dew upon all the mountains and
rivers. At that time also I prayed day and night and the Holy Spirit
came. I knew my sins as never before, I confessed them and God
gave me His forgiving grace and I was made very happy. I arose
before dawn and went out on the snowy hillsides and prayed and
knew not the cold because of the warmth of my heart. I carried
water up the hill in the early morning and to the tune of the creaking
pails sang songs of praise. As I thus went up to my employer’s
house I cannot express the joy of my heart. After completing this
class I went to my father’s home where he had been selling strong
drink for thirty years and with tears begged him to stop it. My
father’s heart was touched and he repented and became a Christian.
I went to Chinnampo and helped the preacher there with great zeal.
June 8, 1911, I became a local preacher. In June 1914 I became a
probationer in Conference. In March of 1916 I was ordained deacon.
During my six years in the pastorate, I preached for 8 months at
Sam Wha and 6 years at Kang Saw. During this time all has gone
well with me and I have experienced great joy and had a good time
in the work. As I look back over the past I realize that I could not
have accomplished one good thing if it had not been for the grace
and help of God, and I give to Him all glory and praise.

YI KYOO-BO
Probably the most interesting Korean writer that ever lived
was Yi Kyoo-bo. He flourished in the days when Richard Coeur-deLion and his crusaders were struggling for the heights around
Jerusalem, and when Francis of Assisi was telling the little fish
about how God loved them. So long ago it is, 700 years, and yet his
words are alive with touches of humour and lines of genuine pathos
even today.
His name Kyoo-bo means Kyoo, star; and Bo, message,
“The message of the Stars.” What did the stars tell him? Why they
told him on the night preceding the examination that he would win
the first place, and win it he did.
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His world was not a peaceful one for he lived under one of
the tidal waves of Asia, when the wild Kitan Tartars, and the
Mongol hordes were overflowing everything. Some of his
experiences are reflected in this prayer that he wrote out for the
King:
“We, the king and officers of state, having burned incense,
bathed and done the necessary acts of purification for the soul and
body, bow our heads in pain and distress to make our prayer to God
and the angels of heaven. We know that there is no partiality shown
in the matter of dispensing blessing and misfortune, and that it
depends on man himself. Because of our evil ways, God has
brought death and war upon our state, by an invasion of the Tartars,
who, without cause, have encroached upon our territory, devastated
the outlying lands, and murdered our people. More and more are
they encircling us, till now the very capital (Songdo), itself, is
threatened. Like tigers are they after flesh, so that those ravished
and destroyed by them cover the roadways. In vain are all our
thoughts of ways and means to defend ourselves. We know not what
to do to meet the urgency of the situation. All we can do is to clasp
our bowing knees, look helplessly up and sigh.
“These Tartars are our debtors, really, and have received
many favours from us; and, heretofore, we have never had any
cause to dislike them. Of a sudden has their fierce dread flood
broken in upon us. This cannot be by accident, but must, we know,
be due wholly to our sins. But the past is the past, and our desire is
to do right from now on. Grant that we may not sin. Thus it is that
we ask our lives from God. If Thou God, dost not wholly intend to
destroy our nation, will You not in the end have mercy? This will be
to us a lesson, and so I write out this prayer as I make my promise
to Thee. Be pleased O God, to look upon us.”
Though he was Prime Minister, and the great man of his day,
still his home had its sorrows. This poem marks one of the keenest
that can touch the human heart:
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ON THE DEATH OF HIS LITTLE DAUGHTER
“My little girl, with face like shining snow,
So wise and bright, was never seen before.
At two, she talked both free and clear,
Better than parrot’s tongue was ever heard.
At three, retiring, sweet and timid, she
Kept modestly within the outer gates.
This year she had been four,
And learned her first wee lessons with the pen.
What shall I do, alas, since she is gone?
A flash of light she came and fled away;
A fledgling of the springtime she;
My little pigeon of this troubled nest.
I know of God, and so can calmly wait,
But what will help the mother’s tears to dry?
I look out toward the distant fields,
The ears shoot forth upon the stalks of grain,
Yet wind and hail sometimes await unseen.
When once they strike the world has fallen fallow.
‘Tis God who gives us life;
‘Tis God who takes our life away.
How can both death and life continue so?
These changes seem like deathly phantoms drear.
We hang on turnings of the wheel of fate.
Let’s give it up since thus we are.”
Though Prime Minister the even tenor of his home was
disturbed by the Korean rat. At first, toward this creature., he was a
pacifist, and wrote thus:
“Man steals what right belongs to God,
While you steal what belongs to man.
We’re both alike, victims of mouth and appetite.
Why should I kill you for a common sin?’’
Later he changed his mind as we see from his poem on the
Cat;
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“Your soft black coat is sleek and warm,
Your round globe-eyes have green inside.
A tiger’s cub you seem to be,
With voice that makes the deer to start.
I’ve tied you with a red string cord,
And feed you now on sparrow’s flesh.
From kittenhood you learned to claw,
And whip your tail and crouch full low.
I’ve been so poor through most of life,
I’ve had no chance to rear your breed;
Till all my place ran raving wild,
With sharp-nosed rats that poked and spied.
They ate my clothes as daily fare,
And left me rags where garments hung.
In broad daylight they fought in view,
And rolled and kicked my inkstone o’er.
I hated them with deadly hate,
And swore to take them prisoners yet,
But they were far too spry for me,
And raced me round and round the room.
Behold you come, my home is changed,
And wild rat hordes are spelled away.
My walls are sound, partitions safe,
And grain and food supplies secure.
May not a day pass o’er your blessed head,
Without at least one tasteful rodent dead!
Having for a number of years been an admirer of the
versatility and skill with which Yi Kyoo-bo could handle the
difficult Chinese character, the writer decided to find where he was
buried and pay a visit to his grave. Looking up an old record it was
found that he had lived in Kang-wha and that he was known as
Paik-oon Sun-saing (White Cloud Teacher).
On May 18th, 1914, we rode out of Kang-wha prefecture on
a little donkey at 5 A. M. on a pilgrimage to the tomb of Yi Kyoo-bo.
The path led across the paddy-fields by a winding
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way that was full of early morning surprises. We circled the wellwooded foot-hills dotted with many varieties of tree, the ginko, the
salisburia, the sterculia, the cypress tree in which disembodied
spirits are supposed to dwell. The call of the pheasant to his mate
greeted us to right and left. In all his bronzed and golden plumage
he was out with his family, bright and early, and as we came by he
gave his cackling note of warning. Some times he would greet us
with flight and go booming off through the air. Splendid birds they
are that make all the landscape live with their bronzed and steel blue
dress and magnificent power of wing.
Such was the way. Farmers were up and already at work.
Across the paddy-fields dotted here and there with patches of softest
green, where the seedlings grow, some were making their way
carrying the plough on the back, at the same time leading the ox by
the halter. Soon we beheld them on all sides up to the knees in mud,
ploughing, levelling, trimming, combing this world of theirs that
lies under water. Others were working huge ladles hung on a tripod,
that were used to spoon the passing rivulets up into the paddy-fields.
What a beautiful island Kang-wha seemed to be in the opening
lights and colours of the day! From the higher elevations that we
crossed, we caught glimpses of the Yellow Sea that surrounds, with
its restless tides, the circuit of the island.
After we had ridden two hours, and it was now seven
o’clock, Kim, who accompanied me, said we would have to leave
the main road for a little in order to reach the grave of Yi Kyoo-bo.
We left the donkey and the donkey man at a small thatched house
and started across the paddy-fields toward a pine grove that rested
on the hill side. It was so thick we could hardly get through it, but at
last the dome shaped hillock that marks a Korean grave became
visible. Two fearsome guards, cut from stone that time had worn
deeply away, stood, one on each side. They differ in pattern
altogether from anything that has been used for grave guards during
the last five hundred years, and so we naturally concluded that they
had stood there for the 673 years since the Master was buried.
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In front was a small stone dated 1733. It read, “Minister Yi
of Koryu, Duke Moon-soon, Earl Ha-eun, Kyoo-bo’s Grave.” There
were no photographs in those days and so we fail to get much idea
of the appearance of the man. This, one of his own verses, may help
us to partially glimpse him however :
“I’m bald and bare just like a child,
A hill without a stump or tree.
Ashamed am I to doff my hat,
A comb means nothing now to me.
If now my beard should leave me too
I’d be a Buddhist through and through.”
THE METHOD OF DEBATE.
The policy adopted by the missionary of putting on to the
man of the East the same style of mail that he has worn with the
heavy equipment of sword and spear, is dealt with in the book of
Samuel Vol. I Chapter 17. To King Saul there was no other way to
go forth to battle but as he and his fathers had gone. A man who did
not do as they had done was a fool and unfit to fight. Saul learned
one day, however, that there are other forms of equipment that he
never dreamed of, better than his too, though the whole outfit
consisted of but a poor little pair of pantaloons, jacket, leather girdle
and telegraph-boy’s bag slung over the shoulder. In the midst of all
the armour on that hill-side how contemptible it must have seemed,
this lad with the tanned cheek and the leather thong twisted round
his hand. But the world still talks of that feat of David’s. No fourpoint-seven gun ever made a better shot than his practised sling,
while Saul and his armoured host looked on and learned a most
useful lesson.
There are many ways in the world of doing things beside my
way. The thing to do is not to arm David with a coat weighing
twenty pounds, and greaves of brass another ten, and helmet and
sword enough to crush the soul out of him: but to find first, what he
knows in the way of guard and defence,
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and take advantage of that. Fortunately David’s skill came to light
and we have in his story the finest lesson possible on the law of
adaptation.
Missionaries, however, are usually like King Saul, tall of
stature and fixed in their opinions. What is theirs and their ways
must be given to the native, and he togged out accordingly to do
life’s battle. Collar and cuffs, to speak figuratively, are fitted on,
though there is no button at the back, and nothing to hitch to, front
or rear. It is a sad case and quite a misfit. A careful consideration,
first, of what the man in the East has, and the adapting of the new to
his needs is what Saul learned that day.
We have given to Asia in the missionary propaganda many
pieces of Western armour, and nothing more conspicuous than the
practice of debate, or what is frequently referred to as
‘parliamentary procedure.’ A group of people gather together to
discuss ways and means of doing the work in hand. The question is
tossed into the midst and they go at it something after the manner of
a game called “volley-ball.” The group falls into parties and after
the unhappy question they race, one party determined to put it over
the net, and the other equally determined that it shall stay. They foul
sometimes and must needs have the umpire call them to order. As
the contest waxes hot they grow thin in spirit and fiery in soul. It
frequently resolves itself into a gladiatorial grapple that lasts all day,
yea two or three days. Sometimes in the heat of the contest
formalities are dropped, and “you’re another,” or some such
concentrated expression of soul finds vent. At last the ball is either
burst or landed beyond all question, and then they take a breath, and
wait for a fresh innings. This is not exactly a true picture of the
method of debate, as this possesses a healthful measure of outdoor
exercise wholly lacking from the argumentative kind, or as we
might call it volley-ball of the soul.
It is said that much light is extracted from the question when
it is kicked and tossed and lunged at from all points and angles, and
by all kinds of people. The method, however, resolves itself into a
contest of only two or three on each side.
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Many pretend to take part, but most are only indifferent
players, mere onlookers, a side kick that almost dislocates the
ankle-bone, or a wild poke at moon and stars being about all their
efforts amount to. They run about and shout. but as for getting a
home drive at the ball only two or three are ever successful. There
are all day sessions when the old hands are at it sending the
unhappy question up into the yawning ether, driving it all about the
four quarters of the compass, or landing it home amid the applause
or condemnation of those who would like to play but cannot.
That such methods should be called “threshing it out” seems
quite appropriate, but that light should be said to result from it is a
very surprising statement. Heat results, we know, division of
opinion, bad feeling, fixed and inflamed party politics. That any
such method should be associated with a religious question seems
amazing. An ordinary listener, untrained to those mental gymnastics
of argument, would say the game was not worth the time it takes,
even though it did not sow seeds of discord and cause leanness of
soul. To state the question and have it clearly understood, trusting
that those who take part have some little measure of common sense
that would guide them to vote in a dignified and independent way,
would seem best. Still, this debate method is to most foreign
missionaries a priceless inheritance “dyed in the wool,” and to talk
of giving it up would be like laying aside Thanksgiving, Christmas
and Easter. Let it go. To eliminate all the unreasonable conditions of
life might anchor us too deeply to this transient and imperfect
sphere.
The question, however, becomes a most serious one when
we undertake to put this sort of fiery armour on to the Korean. He is
not built as we are; he breathes a different air, and lives under vastly
different conditions. To ask him to solve a spiritual problem by an
adaptation of “volley-ball” is preposterous. That is not his way.
Would that he might say like David “I’m not built for this, please
leave me to my simpler methods and my native-sling.” But,
thinking as he so often does, that custom requires him to fall into
line with any manner of foreign proposition, and do whatever the
Westerner does, he
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submissively consents. His wide pantaloons, unfastened shoes and
easily damaged head-gear make a sight to see on this wild foot-ball
field, and a sum-total of damage unknown before to the Far East.
For the Orient to rise and combat a friend and brother in public as
the debater loves to do, is a thing impossible to think of. Unless
they be sworn enemies and intend to see it through to a finish it can
never be. Hence few ever take any part in debate even though this
question-ball is flung at their feet. Their natural way is to submit to
some leader or other, right or wrong, and let logic go to the winds.
Perhaps the most useless and hurtful movement that ever took the
young people of this country was the epidemic of debate seen some
years ago, a manifestation devoid of anything in the way of earnest
study or useful knowledge, but full of windy vanity. To make this
the method of arriving at spiritual conclusions is unthinkable.
Rather let us nave the eternal silence of the Buddha, the long quiet
prayers, the hours of meditation, the gentle statement of the need,
the upward look, the clarified and beautified vision, and then that
decision that comes without heat or stress of soul, but with a
satisfaction that is worth more by reason of the way it comes, than
for the thing attained. Might this be our method, one that conforms
to the spirit of Asia, and is better in essence than any parliamentary
procedure or argumentative method whatever!
A PERSONAL NOTE FROM AFRICA
At one time Miss Sue Hopkins greatly desired to go as a
missionary to Africa. Later, one of her pupils went to Africa, and in
this personal letter gives an insight into the life at his mission
station. Miss Hopkins says: “Judson King is my substitute in the
foreign field. He went to school to me for four years. He was
interested in missions but did not want to be a missionary.
Everything he undertook failed, until he went to Northfield to
prepare for the field. Then everything opened up, he graduated from
University of Michigan, studied tropical diseases in England, the
language in Belgium, and sailed with his wife, who is a nurse, about
the time the war broke out. Part of the time the first year they cared
for three thousand patients in a month!”
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Banza Mauteke, Congo-Beige, Africa, October 11th, 1916.
DEAR MISS SUE:At last I am ready to answer your letter of May 23rd.
Seoul? Well that is a change! I am very happy to know that
you are given an opportunity to go to a foreign country and have a
hand in the work you have so long wanted to do. I share your joy
very truly. There you are in a land that is among the advancing and
civilized nations of the world. The harshness, inconveniences and
struggles that must be endured in a new country will not bother you.
I suppose you even see missionaries wearing silk hats, or at least
they do in many places in the Orient.
You cannot find my “town on the map!” Well, well, I
thought we made fuss enough here to be recognized. We have a few
native huts and three missionaries’ houses, besides the chapel. You
can find Matadi on most any map; we are three days’ journey east of
Matadi and about twelve miles south of the Congo. Perhaps we are
sixty or more miles east of Matadi. I’m sure the man who named
our town must have arrived in the rainy season, for Banza Mauteke,
literally translated in its most poetical meaning is “City ,of Mud.”
We are in the world famed cataract region; I have just returned from
Stanley Pool where we had conference this year.
Angie is quite a young lady now (two years old), as
independent as is well for even an American to be, wants to be
where things are going on. If I was half as full of mischief as she is
then I must have been a bad one. She can keep her mother, father,
and the boys in trouble. She likes to get out doors alone and start
all the mischief she can before the “relief corps” can arrive. She is
strong, sturdy, and fit as can be. But first, last and always she is a
little lover with a heart as big as can be fitted into her small frame.
She loves Jesus, His name is the first word she ever spoke. She is
very food of going with me to the hospital to see me care for the
sick; that is about the only time she seems to take life seriously. She
loves to talk to the sick natives and tell about the pictures of Jesus
on the wall. She is unlimited energy. Her long dark eyelashes, big
blue eyes, pink and white skin, (a bit dusky
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from the tan) and her curly, light brown hair, make a picture, but it
is not complete until you see the saucy little way she carries herself.
I see where we have our hands full not to spoil her or let her spoil
herself. She talks fairly well in English, and can talk quite a little
Congo when she wishes to do so.
Judson Coleman King, Jr., who came to town April third, is
second to none, well, strong, big, happy, always carrying that smile
of contentment which shows a thoughtful, resting nature never
annoyed by life’s petty trials. Yet he is as quick as a cat to see things
that are new and interesting, likes a good frolic and rough-house
any time. When put down in a place alone he is perfectly contented
and plays by himself or goes to sleep. He is little care, but lots of
comfort to us. He and Angie are great lovers and play fellows.
Cora (his wife) seems to take to Congo climate like a duck
to water. She is strong and well,—has had Fever but once, over a
year ago now.
Furlough is due in April and we plan to stay perhaps
fourteen months. I have money to build a hospital and equip it,
mostly given by one man—(whose name1cannot yet tell).
I am to have a trained nurse from America, also eight natives
to help her and learn to be nurses. The medical work story is a long
one and time fails me to
tell it now, but one of the things I have accomplished, a
thing which was said to be impossible in Congo, was to make my
dispensary work pay for itself and the hospital and help. This I feel
very proud of, because it was done during the war when drugs are
high. I have also had three natives in training and have visited all of
this district with drugs and the gospel.
When I get my hospital I shall be in clover and hope then to
be able to begin a real medical work as I have a vision of how it
ought to be.
I have just finished my final language examination, and
came out with a grade between 85 and 90 tho the standard has just
been raised, and one of the men who set the paper told me I would
have the hardest examination any candidate
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had seen in Congo, and if I passed I’d be ready to take his place on
the examining committee. I thanked him. It was all they promised,
and some one had to be the first goat. Now we have a good
grammar for the beginner, but I had to dig all I got out of the natives,
with no grammar—up to the last few months of my second year. I
was examined for four days—and survived!
With the medical work, the itinerating, language and home
duties you may judge if it isn’t enough for one man on his first term,
when language is said to be the first thing, which however is not so.
Another side of my life is a fondness for hunting big game.
This is the place of all places for such hunting. This last season I’ve
pretty well supplied the church people along my itinerations with
the much coveted meal The hippopotamus when in the water is
about the hardest to kill, while the African buffalo gives the best
sport and is the most dangerous to hunt.
I have a beautiful hide of an African leopard on my sitting
room floor. The elephant is awkward and an old blunderer. When
hunted he will rush for the place he saw you, but if you move away
quickly, he goes on to the spot where you were. The hippo on land
is not a dangerous foe, but in the water, he promises everything unto
the smashing of your boat into toothpicks. The wild buffalo has
mankind marked as his foe. I had a herd of twenty-five after me and
I had just time to kill one and climb a tree as fast as ever I did in my
life. A tree is the only refuge from the buffalo, and if you have not
taken your gun with you, or killed one of his mates, he will wait for
your departure from the tree,—giving it a good shaking once in a
while to help you down. More than one man has been shaken down,
and one of our young men died in the tree of fright and exhaustion.
They are tricky, going into the grass until you come down, then they
are ready for you. . . . . . . Not one scrap of these animals is wasted,
even the hoofs are eaten by the natives. But I must stop telling
hunting tales.
You have a pretty good picture of my life and doings here.
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We have a tennis court in our yard—so Cora and I can have exercise
most every evening. The other missionaries at the Station are too
old for outdoor games, and too serious for indoor ones, so we look
out for ourselves.
I expect to build a house for myself when 1 return to Congo,
and fit out a yard to suit myself. . . . l have surrounded this yard
with a nice lawn in place of the brown clay that was all one could
see when we came, and added some pretty rose beds and other
flower beds and shrubs. We have a very pretty compound and will
gladly pass it on to some new missionaries when we build our new
house and arrange a new compound to our liking.
We have chickens enough to furnish us with eggs and meat.
We have a garden all the year round.
We have fruit in abundance, oranges, limes, lemons,
grapefruit, bananas, plantains, guavas and so on—we also raise our
own coffee.
I make a fine palm oil soap and sell to the natives cheaper
than they can buy an inferior article from the traders. We make all
our own toilet & laundry soap.
I shall try to make candles sometime from the wax that is
thrown away, and so help the natives to get money for their wax and
have money to buy these candles. That is work for my next term.
A great problem is to teach the native to utilize the things he
has, to make money to buy his cloth, and other necessities of life.
We need industrial workers.
Well, now I must say “goodbye’’—
Cora joins me in sending love and best wishes.
I shall wait with interest to know all about your work and
your future plans. May God richly bless you in your work. We shall
not forget to remember you often in our prayers.
From your old school-boy, in His service.
JUDSON C. KING.
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LANGUAGE QUESTIONS
A friend in the far north (A. H. B.) asks, “Will you please
tell how to say, “Let’s take off our shoes and go in.” 신벗고
드러갑세다.
“I am hungry: Let’s eat and then go.” 시장 니먹고갑세다.
He asks if hago would not be better than haya in these. Certainly!
Haya, would be wrong, hago is the correct and only form to use.
Then he follows it logically by the question, “Why not use it then
for ‘Let us rest and go’“? We would answer that if the resting can be
regarded as a separate act quite disassociated from the going, we
would say soui-go kap-se-ta; but if it is going you have in mind,
with the resting merely preparatory to it, as is the natural thought,
then it would be soui-u kap-se-ta.
Notice in this expression, muk-ko kap-se-da, Let’s eat and go,
eating and going are not necessarily associated, so they are two acts;
but we can say 밥다먹어갑시다. This does not mean that I eat the
rice, or that I go, but that the rice is being all eaten up, or rather the
rice is all giving out. Here the eating and going are not two separate
things, but one and the same, so haya is used and not hago.
Another friend (S. C.) gives the following translations
추어축을출성각 엿소.
This would mean He was so cold I thought he would die; not
I was so cold. 솜에서젼쟝을보고되단 오 should be corrected
to read 솜젼쟝을보니되단히참혹웁대다 For the sentence. He bit
into
a
piece
of
dynamite;
imagine
the
result
그사 이폭발약조각을쩌무릿스니결국이엇더케되엿슬고.
Other sentences by S. C. were correct.
D1FFICULTIES IN KOREAN
“HE IS COMING.”
A friend asks, “In how many ways can you translate the
sentence He is coming. Please give us an answer in the next
Magazine.”
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This looks very simple, but there is yet a measure of
difficulty attending it not evident on the surface. On first thought I
would say 음너다, or 온다. These mean, among other things, He
is coming. I may see him approaching and say om-nai-ta and it is
correct. I can say, however, 뢰일옴니다 He is coming tomorrow,
using it as a future. This is also correct. There is no doubt as to his
coming in either case; in one, I see him approaching; and in the
other, my knowledge is sufficient.
But another form suggests itself, namely, 오지오 or 오지
He is coming. Is this the same in force as om-nai-ta? Yes, and no.
Sometimes it is, and sometimes it is not. For example you say Nai-il
o-ji-o, or Nai-il om-nai-ta and they are about the same. Perhaps the
certainty and definiteness that attends om-nai-ta is slightly lacking
in o-ji-o, but for all practical purposes they are the same. You can
say 지금오지오, He is coming now; and you can say 지금
옵니다 He is coming now. In the former case you do not see him,
(if you did, the sentence would be wrong); in the latter, you may. To
further illustrate this you may say 거기옴너다 There he comes,
but you cannot say 거기오지오. We conclude from this that o-ji-o
is not so definite a form as om-nai-ta, but has something of
uncertainty, and is a future form, never a present right-before-theeyes form as om-nai-ta may be.
I say 무삼소리인가드러보아라 Listen! What sound is
that? The answer comes 녜 듯지오 Yes, I’ll listen, but 듯십니댜
means I’m listening. 라면하지오 말나면말지. If you tell me to
do it, I’ll do it; if you tell me to stop, I’ll stop. I ask Are you not
working? 일아니 나냐 The answer is 네 흡니다 Yes, I am
working, meaning I am engaged in the work now. But I ask 웨아니
하나냐 Why are you not working? and the answer comes 네
하지오 Yes, I am going to, which expresses a promise for the future
only. Another form suggested is 옵데다 or 오너라, He is coming.
But om-nai-ta means He is coming, and so does o-ji-o, wherein lies
the difference? Op-te-da means that you have seen him on the way
and bear witness to the fact. The 데다 and 더라 endings might be
called ‘witness endings.’
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We can say 어제돈줍데다 He gave the money yesterday
(for I saw him give it, would be always understood). Tang-sin-i opte-ta, You were coming (for I saw you, understood). We see then
that op-te-ta may be used as a present tense or a past, and that it
always implies that the speaker has seen or heard it himself.
There is still another form 옴닌다 or 오나니다 that
means He is coming. Wherein does this differ from the others? It is
not used by one who sees and says “He is coming,” nor by one who
witnesses to the fact that he is already on the way, nor a doubtful
future like o-ji-o, but a definite statement that implies assuredly,
certainly, without question he is coming.
You say 아마아니올뜻 외다 I’m afraid he’ll not come. The
answer is 웨옴닌다 Why of course he’s coming. We have these
four ways then of saying He is coming.
om-nai-ta, He is coming (for I see him on the way, or know);
op-te-ta, He is coming (for I saw him just now on the way);
o-ji-o, He is coming (not that I see him, or saw him, or know
very definitely, but it is my impression that he will come).
om-nain-ta, He is coming (for I know it definitely, no question
whatever).
How would you translate:
1. If I see him I’ll know him.
2. 열흘후면접에가지요
3. They went yesterday for a picnic.
4. He was writing when I saw him.
5. 소끔먹은놈이물겹닌다
J. S. GALE.
GRACE BEFORE MEALS.
The best literati of Korea say a grace before they eat their
meals thus: “We offer our thanks to Thee Great Giver of food,’’ at
the same time placing a spoonful at the side of the dish. Farmers,
who eat out of doors in harvest time, first take a spoonful of rice,
throw it to one side, and say, “Ko-sin-re,” “A prayer to the spirit.”
Buddhists, too, offer a spoonful, placing it at the side of the
dish, calling it che-pan (rice-prayer)
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KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN IV.
WANG SO-KOON.
There is another Chinese woman of famous name and note,
called Wang So-koon, whom Koreans not only know, but sing and
talk of as one of the most beautiful fairies that ever visited the earth.
They have learned of her through the songs of the Tang Kingdom
that are taught the children at school.
Here is a translation of one of them:
SO-KOON’S COMPLAINT.
‘‘The rule of Han was great of might,
And heroes filled the palace hall;
But I, alas, was bound and sold,
To please the Turk beyond the Wall.’’
Wang So-koon was a palace lady-in-waiting who lived in the
reign of the Emperor Wun-je of Han (48-32 B. C.). In her day there
appeared along the upper reaches of the Amoor River the
unspeakable Hyoong-no, father of the modern Turk. His presence
was so annoying that he frequently made it uncomfortable for the
all-powerful Han Kingdom. Han asked this Turk to consider the
question of friendship. In reply he said, “Yes, on condition that the
fairest princess of the palace be given me.”
The Emperor, unable to consent to such a humiliating
proposal, gave orders that one of the lesser beautiful be given
instead. He commanded his minister, Mo Yun-soo, to have portraits
painted of them all so that he might choose one with which to
placate this outrageous barbarian.
Mo was a man who lived by ill-gotten gain, and so he made
this a means of extorting money from the well-to-do palace women.
They begged him to make their faces beautiful, and gave him rich
reward to insure it. One only of their number refused, Wang Sokoon, queen of all the beautiful women of her day. She ignored the
corrupt minister, and refused to contribute one sou to his avaricious
schemings.
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Mo, incensed at this, had her portrait painted with irregularities and
defects that marred it. The Emperor, looking them over, picked out
So-koon as the ugly woman and ordered that she be given the
barbarian.
Thus, compelled by Imperial command, the hapless maiden
came in to make her final farewell to His Majesty, while the
Turkoman looked on. Her beautiful face and graceful form upset all
the imperial court. The Emperor, beside himself with rage, had Mo
beheaded, but even that failed to rectify matters, as the law of Han
was unchangeable like that of the Medea. Tearful So-koon had to
mount her camel and start across the long weary waste of the Gobi
Desert. Finally she reached the Black Dragon River, the Amoor, and
here, when crossing the ferry, she plunged in and ended her sorrows.
A high mound on the bank marks the place of her burial. The grass
grows green upon it at all seasons of the year, which has won for it
the name, Verdant Tomb.
Sir John Davis, Governor of Hong-kong in 1844, translated
the story of So-koon from a Chinese drama called The Sorrows of
Han. Thus ends her story. She was not religious, or greatly talented,
or almost divine, as were some of the other noted women of China,
but for beauty of face and sorrow of heart she was first of all, and
these lie. very close to the soul of Asia.
From the Tang-si Hap-hai we take the following, a song by
Sang Kun:
THE GRAVE OF SO-KOON.
Would you had died within the palace hall,
And not off here in loneliness and woe!
The eye-brows of the butterfly have fallen away,
Your bones lie white and bare.
I pass toward the north hard by your tomb,
But rest my horse a while to think of thee;
The artist’s brush hath done the deed of shame,
I weep beneath the shining silent moon.
STUDENT OF THE ORIENT.
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A CHANGE OF OCCUPATION
(Continued from the April number.)
When he approached the tree on the hour named the crowd
gave way for him. He walked with dignity and the people were
irritated by the incredulity written on his face. A clamor of voices
insisted that the tree had been felled by axe. At first he glanced at
the stump indifferently then lifted his moon-like glasses and
examined it critically with growing excitement.
“Where is he?” he shouted and stared into the faces of those
about him while his face darkened with anger. Those nearest shrank
back apprehensively. “Where is the fiend? where! out with him,
down with his house! drive him from the town! kill him!”
The crowd pressed about the stump of the tree eager for
revenge upon any one Mr. Cho should name guilty of the crime
against the village spirits.
“See there, and there, and there,” cried Mr. Cho turning
again to the tree and pointing to the marks of the axe. “Some one
would bring a curse upon this innocent town. What think you fellow
townsmen, what punishment is equal to such crime?”
The little man worked himself up into a rage, staring now at
this one, now at that, the while rolling his eyes and sputtering his
words with fierce energy. The scene was made more impressive to
the villagers as their actor wore the finest of silks and was the most
powerful man in that section of the country. A word from him to the
magistrate at different times had brought confusion to many who
stood listening to him that day. Mr. Cho watched the faces of the
crowd with satisfaction.
“What think you?’’ he exclaimed again, “what shall we do
with the villian?”
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“Kill him!” some one shouted—the cry caught fire, “kill him!
kill him!’’ they shouted and there was a restless movement like one
of their mountain tigers when he lashes himself into action.
“Where is he?” some one shouted “tell us, where?” “Where!
where!” shouted Mr. Cho, “who is there that despises our spirits,
who is it that turns himself and his neighbors against our old
religion and boasts that he will change our ancient customs? Who is
it that drives our women and our children from our homes and has
brought confusion and strife into our peaceful town?’’ Here he
paused to let his words take effect. “Hark you,” he exclaimed at the
top of his voice, “if this man remains amongst us the fire demon’s
revenge will be swift, he will burn the houses from over your heads.
Yea, watch to-night or he will burn the pillow from under your head.
Revenge not this insult, and flies of a wine shop , will be no more
numerous than the devils around your head at night. What shall we
do? Some one says ‘kill.’ Good, kill him! Tear down his house,
destroy him utterly, and run his followers from the town; meet them
hereafter, never as friends, but as implacable foes.”
“Who?’’ “Who is it?” “Who?” a score of voices shouted, and
the crowd moved in a spirit of savage purpose.
“Who? Who? You again ask me that question? Shall I insult
your intelligence by telling you? Are you all such fools, so dull, or
long suffering that you refuse to know your enemy?” Mr. Cho
finished speaking with his livid face turned full upon the new
church.
“Ha-a-a-a! the Christians!” shouted many voices at once.
“Where are they?” and the crowd started at once for the church.
Mr. Cho was immediately lost in the crowd and quickly
found his way back to his home and sought out the old school
teacher who was busy with his boys.
“What is that row about,” Mr. Cho asked as the roar of
voices reached the school room.
“I hear nothing,” said Mr. Moon, “and my ears are as sharp
as any one’s ears.”
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“Listen, then. It seems to me there is a commotion in the
town.”
Mr. Moon stepped to the door and even his dull ears caught
the roar of the mob. The old man hastily seized his hat and in spite
of protest from Mr. Cho was out of the door with remarkable agility
and ran in the direction of the noise, his following school at his
heels. When he arrived the infuriated mob was demolishing the
church with clubs and stones. The windows and doors had all been
broken in, and they were tearing away at the walls with the fury of
maniacs. On a rise of ground beyond the church stood Mr. Kim, his
arms folded, watching the church go to pieces. Mr. Moon saw his
old friend and joined him.
“What are they doing?” asked the old man, panting loudly
for breath.
“Revealing what is in them,” replied Mr. Kim.
“But why do they do it,” persisted the old man, in great
excitement.
“They themselves do not know,” was the reply. ‘‘Terrible,
terrible, and it was a new building,” wailed the sympathetic school
master. “Ha-a-a! they will not stop here, Sir, they will make your
people homeless, they will destroy Christianity from this town,” he
exclaimed extending one long bony arm at the mob with his excited
face turned to Mr. Kim while his white scanty locks streamed out in
the breeze.
“Think not so,” said Mr. Kim, “they will hurt some of us and
perhaps impoverish some among us. But this work of ours is God’s
work and not man’s and He who is for us is greater than he who is
against us.”
“Ha-a-a!” shouted the school master in uncontrolable
excitement, “it is a goodly property and they are pulling down the
roof,” and he flung himself from the side of Mr. Kim and ran for the
crowd with astonishing vigor. Before Mr. Kim could anticipate his
purpose he was among the crowd.
“Stop!” he shouted, “it is a goodly house, you fiends, you
brutes!” He waved his thin arms in the air, spreading out his
clawlike fingers and shouting at the top of his piping voice.
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The mob, intent on destroying the church, centered their
fury upon it, and he might as well have shouted to the wind. One
end of the church had been torn off, and three men had seized
rafters for levers and were prying away at a post which supported
one corner of the roof.
“Down with it there,” a score of voices roared, “at the post
there you, heave! heave!”
The post started and the dust flew from the roof and filled
the eyes of all who stood beneath. They staggered back, coughing,
sneezing, spitting dirt and dust, and cursing. The men on the roof
seeing that the crowd was giving back lost zeal and half paused. At
this moment some one caught sight of Mr. Moon waving his arms
and heard his shout to stop. His hat had fallen off and his coat
swinging open blew out in the wind showed his feeble form.
“You foul nest of vermin, back and out of this, and leave the
goodly house alone,” he shouted.
Some one set up a cry, “Here he is! Here is a Christian!”
“At him, down with him, kill him,” roared the mob, not
seeing nor caring who the victim was.
A dozen hands seized the old man and hurled him to the
ground and with sticks and clubs from the broken building aimed
blow after blow at the prostrate man. When Mr. Moon’s head went
down Mr. Kim rushed for the mob. He came like a thunder bolt.
They had closed up around their victim so close they could not use
their clubs and were jostling each other with astonishing fury. The
impact of Mr. Kim’s huge form swept a path clean up to the inner
circle but there the mob stood solid. Placing his hands on the
shoulders of two men he sprang over them and came down upon the
heads of those who were aiming blows at their victim. He bore them
to the ground, and with one motion he lifted the old man from the
mass, and held him above his head. Mr. Moon had received a blow
on his head, the blood was trickling down his face, and his white
hair was streaming in the wind, while his head hung helpless on one
side, and his eyes were half closed.
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“Look,” shouted Mr. Kim, and the noise of the mob
subsided at the sight. “Look at your old teacher, see what you have
done.”
At the word “teacher” there was a pause which started at the
center and like a receding wave gradually extended to the
circumference. Some stood with clubs half raised, their outer coat
off; others were naked to the waist; perspiration streaming down
their faces and chests made furrows through the dust that had fallen
on them from the roof. The excitement of brute fury still burned in
their eyes and faces.
“See!” again shouted Mr. Kim, “see the man who has taught
this town all it knows, the man who sat in honorable counsel with
your grandfathers who sent them to win honors at the national
examination. Look at the man at whose feet every one of you have
sat as learners; look at the man in his poverty stricken old age, who
now out of love for you, is teaching your sons to become men. Look
at his face!” shouted Mr. Kim, turning him around so that all could
see, “see the face of your father! He has blessed you, each one, a
thousand times as a mother blesses her babe. You could not let him
lie down at last to sleep in peace, but you must batter and bruise
him. Look at the lips that have taught you, look at the eyes that have
loved you, look at the hair grown white in your service, now
matted.—What? look! look! red blood! blood from the hands of his
children!”
At this appeal, discomfiture seized many, and stirred the
closely compact mob of men. There was an evident desire to hide
from view as soon as possible, and disclaim any responsibility for
what had occurred.
Mr. Kim bore the insensible man in his arms as he would a
child, and the mob parted to let him through. With the fickleness of
a mob the world over, they soon stood gazing up at the half ruined
building wondering at the cause of their fury. The torn roof looked
down at them and the hole in the gable seemed to gape open as the
mouth of some human victim. They slunk away, in groups, in pairs,
till soon the place was deserted.
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Mr. Kim carried his burden back to the school room in the
house of Mr. Cho. Without ceremony, he laid the old man down on
a mat. Immediately Mr. Cho came in and gazed a moment at the
face of the unconscious man, then turned upon Mr. Kim.
“What did you bring it here for? I say, what did you bring a
dead man in my house for?”
“Not dead, I hope; dead or alive what other home has he?”
replied Mr. Kim.
“Where is his wife?” shouted Mr. Cho. “I won’t have it, he
must not die here, it would be a curse on me. I won’t have it, take it
away!”
At this moment, Mr. Moon’s eyelids twitched, he murmured
something and Mr. Kim bent down to listen.
“A goodly building, a goodly building,” he said. Then he
opened his eyes and looked up into the face of Mr. Kim and for a
moment seemed at a loss to comprehend his surroundings. He tried
to rise. and a groan escaped his lips. He lay back and closed his eyes.
“Ah, I remember now,’’ he said presently, “did they tear it all
down?”
“There is enough still standing for a testimony,” replied Mr.
Kim. “Are you much hurt?’ At this moment Mr. Cho again looked
keenly down into the white face.
“What business had he in the row,” he exclaimed with
exasperation.
“I?” replied the injured man feebly. “I tried to save the house.
It was a good house. How much less would you have done?” he
added looking up in to Mr. Cho’s face. “A man who would feed and
care for an old man would have done more; ‘twas nothing indeed, I
did nothing.”
Mr. Cho turned fiercely on Mr. Kim, “I have no place for
him I have told you. Move now, quickly. What? die in my house!”
continued the fiery little man walking back and forth in the small
room.
Mr. Kim looked down at Mr. Cho and his fingers twitched
and he wondered again why he wanted to throttle the man, but
without replying, he stooped over the school master and
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picked him up as he would have raised a child and held him tenderly,
then he looked down at the angry man before him.
“I have no home here of my own; there is no place but the
road side,” he said in a searching voice. As there was no reply he
added, “You turn the man out, therefore you surrender your claim
on his old home.”
“Anywhere, any house you want, but out of here,” and he
walked to the door and held it open, insistence and menace in the
act. “Out with him,” he exclaimed, “take care of your own victims.
There will be more deaths here if you keep on. It is not enough that
you should separate the members of house- holds and make them
enemies, but you must excite the people with your fanaticism. Why
did you come here?” “You, Sir,” he shouted, thrusting his face up
into Mr. Kim’s, “You will have to pay for this day’s work. You think
you can cut down sacred trees and excite people to violence and go
unscathed? Out of here, your presence defiles my house!”
Mr. Kim carried the old man across the town to the old
home that he had been occupying for half a century. It was now bare
of furniture. There was a hole in the floor opening down into one of
the flues and the floors had already grown moist and mildewed for
the want of care.
Mr. Kim sent to one of the Christians for an old mat and
then with a hoe dug up mud from an adjoining field and filled up
the hole. He then built a fire and the smoke crept up through the
repaired spot and blinded their eyes, but the fire warmed the mud
floors. Mr. Moon was brought in from the grass where Mr. Kim had
laid him during these preparations. When this was done Madam
Moon appeared as fast as her legs could carry her. She had been out
of the village from early morning and had known nothing of the
trouble. She flung herself down by the side of the old man in a
paroxysm of grief and wailed as a woman will wail for her dead.
She rocked herself on the mat, and moaned with the weird call of
the East for the lost.
“Hush,” said her husband, “it most be that you are glad that I
am knocked to pieces, for to say that I am dead before I am is like
wishing I had found the Yellow Valley. You have
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been a good wife,” he added soothingly when she had stopped her
wailing, “you have kept me in clean clothes for sixty years and you
have made millet eatable every day you had it to cook. Who could
say more than that? The old house may hold out for a few more
years and you and I will eat and sleep here as soundly as in any
other. We are used to it. Vain we were to expect to fare better, and
fool was I to think that Mr. Cho had so far forgotten his nature, or
that I had grown so great as to make him generous to me. I taught
him as a lad and knew him too well. Yet trusted him, fool was I.”
Then added meditatingly, “That was a good house. A sad waste they
made of it.” It was a long speech for the wounded man and he lay
back exhausted.
Mr. Kim traveled about among his people till he had
procured mats, and millet enough to start the old family again in the
labor of housekeeping.
Some of the weaker members of the Church came to look at
the ruined church and concluded they had business out of town for a
time. Others came and picked up the pieces of doors and windows
to be repaired. They put the parts in bundles and carried them to
their several homes to wait for the final outcome. Many were the
questions among them as to who could have cut down the spirit tree,
and a feeling of still greater trouble was in the air.
“If,” they argued, “enemies had fixed upon that method of
persecution then opportunity still stood open for a vast amount of
harm.” The wounding of their old townsman and friend of the
childhood of nearly every man in the town had shamed and
restrained them for the present, but had in no way changed the
disposition of the people toward Christianity. Indeed their bitterness
towards the Christians because of the recent act of violence seemed
to have been increased.
Early one morning fire broke out in the roof of a building
near where the old devil tree had stood, and it was put out with
difficulty. The people of the neighborhood were much disturbed.
The next night the house adjoining was visited with fire in the
corner of the roof, then the excitement spread through the town.
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“We will drive the Christians out. We will pull down all their
houses.” they said. The third night was no fire, nor was there the
fourth night. A stalwart man had taken upon himself to watch for
the demon who set the fire. Mr. Kim was confident that he would
find him and expose him to the eyes of the public in such a manner
that their faith in fire demons would be shaken for all time, but on
the fifth night Mr. Kim was called to the bedside of the wounded
school teacher. A fever had set in and the old man talked incessantly.
He wanted to see the pastor. It was the first time he had spoken of
Mr. Kim as the pastor, but now he called for him insistently.
‘‘Tell me,” said the school master when Mr. Kim arrived that
night, “do you think the jug is an evil? You see,’’ he continued
without waiting for reply, “l have not seen the jug for several days,
no, nor have I asked for it. Now tell me am I a Christian?” The
words were spoken in a hesitating quavering voice. Mr. Kim took
the withered hand in his and stroked it steadily while he fought with
a lump in his throat. “Am I?” repeated the man again. “Am I?”
“I fear,’’ said Mr. Kim, ‘‘I have been a poor teacher. I
thought I was making it all plain, but I see I left the impression that
being a Christian was the act of denying one’s self.”
“Don’t cry, don’t cry.” said the wounded man. “You did tell
me all right but I was a fool If it is not giving up the jug and all the
other things what is it?” “It is having God within you,” said Mr.
Kim, “the giving up of sin is the power of God working through
you.”
“Ha, Ha,” chuckled the old man softly, “how can I get him
in me? there are lots of things in me but how can I get God there?
There is drink devil—and hate devil—and proud devil. But. pastor,
how shall I get God there?” and he looked up earnestly into Mr.
Kim’s face. “Believe in the Lord Jesus, and thou shalt be saved,”
said Mr. Kim. Then he took out his New Testament and read the old
story.
After the reading, Mr. Moon lay a long time with eyes
closed. Finally he looked up and said, “I wish I could live just one
year longer.” Here he paused and was silent, “just
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one more year,” he finally continued, “then I could lay aside the jug,
not because I had to do so but because I wanted to do so and could
do so.”
All night long the fever raged, so Mr. Kim sat by the sick
man. Not unfrequently, he stepped quietly to the door and looked
anxiously at tho roofs of the sleeping town. Mr. Moon had seemed
to rest during the middle of the night and then as the morning
approached he talked wildly to the youths he had been teaching,
calling the names of those whom he had taught fifty years ago, then
he was again shouting to the mob to stop. “It is a good house, you
young rascals, you young spalpines: leave it alone and back to your
lessons there or I will flog the coats from your back.”
Madam Moon left the sick man’s side when she thought he
was entering the yellow valley and went to inform a relative of the
family who lived in a neighboring town. Some one else might have
been sent but she chose to go. Her absence was not immediately
noticed by her husband. She had always held her place in the home
as a natural and necessary adjunct, like the furniture or something
else connected with his person; not that he lacked affection for her,
why should he not love her? Love is an indefinite term to describe
the feeling of Mr. Moon for his wife. While no memory of an early
acquaintance and passionate attachment lingered in his mind. for
how could that be, when parents choose one’s bride, yet the quiet
little woman during the half century had become a part of his life.
He never cast up accounts to estimate her value. How could he?
Why should he estimate the value of his right hand; no one had ever
demanded it of him. It was there a blessing and would probably stay
there as long as he would need to use it, so why should he be
passionately expressive of his regard for it. Because of Madam
Moon, he bad eaten his rice and slept in comfort and, when out of
employment, had often been fed independent of any effort on his
part to get a living. She cared for him in sickness, fanned him when
hot, and when cold built the hot blaze for him beneath the floor.
Good weather brings good crops; sunshine and rain are necessary
and good. they are things for which one
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should be grateful, so he was grateful for Madam Moon, and when
she left him on her errand it fretted him that she was away. He
needed things and she ought to furnish them. But the pastor was the
one who would understand matters relating to him. Mr. Kim was a
man and would of course under stand him. So it was that he would
call to his old wife to bring him a fan and keep him cool and
become peevish when she did not appear, but he would look fondly
up into Mr. Kim’s eyes and mumble words of gratitude for his
attention.
When Madam Moon returned the sun was just trying to send
out his long sheen of twilight as a messenger that he was bringing
the glad day with hope and strength in his wake. Madam Moon
crept in at the door, her old limbs shaking from weariness. She
crawled on hands and knees across her husband’s mat, as would a
faithful dog to its master, and in her face was a dumb look of
suffering. She loved her husband as all women love that which they
tend and nurse.
“Ah,” said the wounded man looking up into her face as she
approached—”that’s right, now drag me over to the door, I want to
look out to where the lads are playing. The rogues, they should be in
at their lessons,” and he lifted his voice to call them in. “Ho! not
here?” he shouted. Then he came to himself as Mr. Kim picked him
up and bore him to the door. “Thank you pastor, thank you,” he said
gratefully. A prolonged wailing from his wife held his attention.
“What is that now,” he asked, “what are you crying for?”
and his eyes sought hers as she knelt with her hands on the mat and
leaned her face over his.
“Is it as bad as that?” and he looked steadily into her face.
Her tears fell upon his face and she hastily brushed them away with
the corner of her soiled jacket, but she did not answer. “You were a
good wife,” he said, “that is true, you were a good wife, a half
century of goodness to me that is a long time, but,” he added slowly,
“it is only as yesterday.”
The sun rose and poured his glory in at the open door upon
the sick man. “Ah, their footsteps are all around me,” he said, “the
young rascals ought to be here at their studies,” then there
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was a pause—”Pastor,” he continued, with a low quaver, “you say it
is easy like that, you forget, I am old, seventy three you see, and I
have carried the jug these many years and many a wild thing I did
during the long past. They are all before me as if it were but
yesterday. Are you sure, it is so easy? Only believe, did you say?
Here is my wife, she will tell you that in these many years I have
piled up a great mountain of evil, which stares downward to crush
me. What did you say? will he carry the burden? I have tried to
teach three generations, but at whose feet have I sat? eh? Why did
you not tell me before. Who kept this from me so long?’’
His mind wandered again, “Hark,” he whispered, “they are
calling me, many of them, they are coming for old Moon, the lads
of my school room,” and he whispered the names of a generation
long since forgotten.
Mr. Kim straightened out his limbs and the old white face
turned on its side toward the door and Madam Moon wailed for her
loved dead.
At that moment a company of men from the village
appeared with clubs and stones. They surrounded the house with
loud execrations, their hats were off and their coats had been laid
aside. Some of them wore nothing but their trousers tied around
their waist.
“Here he is, here he is,” they shouted as they caught sight of
Mr. Kim through the open door, and instantly the mob rushed to the
end of the building. They held their sticks above their heads and
their fell purpose burned in their eyes. Then they saw the body of
their old teacher stretched out before them and they paused. Mr.
Kim was kneeling at its feet while Madam Moon rocked herself and
wailed, not loud as people usually wail, but in quavering sobs, with
grief too deep to be expressed by the voice. She ran her fingers
through his hair and touched his forehead and cheeks with the tips
of her fingers, then laid her cheek against that of the dead. She
called him by all the endearing terms she knew and the crowd of
wild men stood and stared at her—and the dead.
“Old Moon is dead,” they whispered, and forgot the sticks in
their hands.
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Mr. Kim picked up the thin body and carried it close to the
door. He laid it out on a mat before them and the angry townsmen
scattered and sought their homes. There were those among them
who greatly feared what might be the result of a complaint to the
magistrate.
“Old Moon is dead,’’ they said, “killed by a mob,” and the
town was afraid. When a search was made in was discovered that
Mr. Moon had but one family of relatives, and they were poor. Who
then would bury the dead?
“You are not Christians,” said Mr. Kim, “neither is Madam
Moon, nor did Mr. Moon attend church during his life, but if you so
desire we will gladly see to it all and bury him as the Christians
bury.” “But,” they said, “if you bury according to Christian rites
then you will be unable to get anyone to carry the dead, and who is
there except the professional that will dare to touch the bier of the
dead and be defiled thereby?” “I will attend to it,” said Mr. Kim.
A few hours later, a body of Christians gathered at the house,
and with their own hands placed the remains of the old school
master in a coffin and without noise carried him to the half wrecked
church, and there a great crowd of curious people gathered outside
of the building and looked on in perfect quiet. Mr. Kim preached of
the forgiveness of sins to the living and of eternal happiness for the
dead. At the close the little body of Christians gathered around Mr.
Kim and urged him to leave the town for a period.
“Last night,” they said, “fire broke out in the thatched roof
of a half dozen houses in different parts of the town, and the people
are not going to stand it. They say the devils are angry for the insult
to their tree and will destroy the town, unless the townsmen
speedily destroy the one or ones who committed the desecration.
You had better go,” they urged, “to-morrow it may be too late. They
have also threatened us and our houses, but what would we do if
you were destroyed?”
“What do you suppose is the cause of these fires?” he asked.
None could give a satisfactory answer and some were sure it was
really the work of a demon to get rid of the Christians in the town.
“I will stay,” said Mr. Kim.
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The Christians picked up the coffin and started with it out
across the field. A shout arose from the crowd they were leaving,
and three men came running towards them with a larger crowd at
their heels. “Stop!” they shouted, “you Christian dogs, stop!”
The bearers paused, and set the coffin down. “Where are
you going?” they demanded.
“Out yonder,” the bearers said, pointing to an open place on
one of the hills where a grave had been prepared.
“What,” one shouted, “out there? What necromancer has
ever found any thing commendable in that site? We see your
wickedness. This man was not a Christian and you want to work
evil for his departed spirit out of spite and thereby bring his wrath
down upon us.” He turned to his companions, his face red with
wrath. ‘‘What, Sirs, see you the insult? no flags, no chanting, no
mourners, no drinking. They have defiled our ancient customs and
defied the spirits. Treating the oldest man in this country as they
would treat a dog, burying him as one would bury a beggar. The
man who has been the teacher of this town for three generations.
Out with you.” He threateningly approached the nearest pall bearer.
“Get the wine and the necromancer, and secure a lucky place on the
mountain for the burial.”
Mr. Kim stepped quietly in front of the coffin, and
motioning with his hand said, “You have stated the matter correctly.
This man did not attend the church, and unless it was with the
drawing of his last breath he never learned anything of our faith.
You are right in claiming the body. We are doing it because there
was no one else willing to do it, therefore, we cheerfully turn the
work over to this gentleman who has called us to a halt.” The
bearers stepped aside with Mr. Kim, and left the coffin with the
crowd. But they were not looking for a chance to bury the dead.
Some of them would not come near it, nor touch the bier under any
consideration.
“We? “ the leader shouted, “not we. You do it, but do it
according to our custom. Honor the rites of the sages.” The
Christians withdrew and moved as if to return to the village. Seeing
that the coffin was being left in their charge the crowd
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were panic stricken and fled; the most boisterous ones among them
were in the van. The company of Christians watched the crowd
disappear into the town and then quietly returned and took up their
burden and soon lowered the remains of the old teacher Moon in the
grave.
“I do not doubt that you are right in your surmise,” said Mr.
Kim, addressing his people, “but I think that you would find the
demon is in the heart of a certain man who lives here. You need not
diminish your belief in the fact of a personal devil now that you
have become Christians, but you had better limit the sphere of his
activity to the hearts of men. The devil may start the fires but the
match is carried in the hand of some man.”
Then Mr. Kim told how, by watching the streets for two
nights, certain demons had not dared to commit those particular
kinds of crime. He proposed that the town be divided into sections
and a member of their company be assigned to each section to seize
any one whom they found setting fires. The proposition was agreed
upon, and all night the town was watched, but there were no alarms.
They slept the next day, and the following night they watched again
but without better results, and some of the watchers gave up the task
as fruitless and impracticable, “For,” they said, “who would suffer
himself to be caught?” No, they would go to bed that night. It thus
resulted that Mr. Kim moved silently about in the shadows of the
buildings all night alone. He had finally taken his stand opposite the
yard gate of Mr. Cho, and stood shielded by a growth of gourd vines
that ran over a neighboring wall and rambled up over the roof of a
house against which he leaned. A pestiferous dog came out of the
opposite compound and set up a howl, and was joined by a pack
throughout the town. This particular dog would approach Mr. Kim’s
hiding place, sniffing out at him and then dart off with a wild cry.
This he repeated a number of times till the whole town echoed from
end to end. At each approach the dog grew bolder, till at last he
placed his nose quite up to Mr. Kim’s hand, when with the other
hand he seized the animal by the throat, shut off his voice with one
mighty grip, and lifting the
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dog from the ground swung him into the air. The animal shot
upward over the low roof of the adjoining house and down into the
yard. There was a dull thud, followed by a whimpering, then all was
silent. A number of householders opened their doors and looked out,
but soon all was quiet. Mr. Kim stood there till he ached with the
cramped position and was on the point of giving up the watch for
the night, when he heard a movement at the door opposite him.
There was a soft scuffling of feet, the door opened softly, and Mr.
Kim peering out through the gourd vines saw a dark figure step out
into the street. Mr. Kim waited till the shadow had turned into a side
street and with the silence and swiftness of his mountain tiger
followed. As he peered around the comer and looked down the
street, the figure was still pursuing its way in stealthy silence. Again,
it turned up a second street, and immediately Mr. Kim was at the
corner, and when he peered cautiously around, he saw a man of
nearly his own height looking steadily at the roofs above his head.
Finally the man bent over and hutched his coat up over his head:
there was a moment’s pause and a light flashed out from beneath his
coat, then all was dark again. Mr. Kim stooped so the view of the
man was brought between him and the sky. He saw the strange
figure straighten up and his hand went up into the thatch of one of
the low houses, and when he with- drew it a tiny light stood there
like an eye of some evil thing. In an instant, Mr. Kim was upon the
man and had hurled him to the ground. The surprise was complete,
but after the first shock, the fallen man struggled fiercely to rise, but
Mr. Kim pinioned his hands back of him and held him. The scuffle
had not been without noise, and the dogs again set up pandemonium
which brought the people to their doors.
“Will some one come out?” Mr. Kim asked of the house
opposite. Immediately a half dozen men stood around him and his
prisoner.
“Look up at that roof there and see what you can find,”
commanded Mr. Kim. Some one did so, and pulled out a
piece of fuse made of hemp and used by hunters for their
match-locks. The people greeted the sight with a storm of wrath.
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Mr. Kim explained how he caught the man in the act.
Several would have immediately wreaked their wrath on him, but
Mr. Kim forced them aside.
“Who is he?” a dozen voices asked at once and insistently.
“Bring a light,” Mr. Kim demanded, and several started for
that purpose.
“Who are you?” demanded Mr. Kim close down to the
man’s ear. “Tell me quick, before the lights come. Your case is
urgent. Are you a resident of the town?”
“No,” was the muffled reply.
“Who then?”
“A stranger from a distance.”
“Who set you at this work?’’ No answer.
“Did Mr. Cho set you at this?”
“Yes.”
“Did any one know you here?”
“No,” was the sullen reply.
When lights came the man was dragged to his feet and his
clothes examined. A bundle of fuse was found on his person, at the
sight of which there was an uproar of voices. Mr. Kim still held him
and explained how he had watched to catch the man. Did any one
know him, had anyone ever seen him before? There was no one
who seemed to know anything about him. “Now see here,” said Mr.
Kim, turning to his trembling prisoner, “Answer me one question,
did you set the other fires? You know what it means if the
magistrate asks you that question, and it will be easier to answer it
now than then; there is more mercy here. Did you do it?”
“I did,” was the reply.
“Did you do it to persecute the Christians?” “I did,”
stammered the frightened man.
“Now fellow townsmen,” said Mr. Kim, turning to the
crowd, “You have it from the man’s lips whom we have caught in
the act. Now, it is fair for the sake of justice to other citizens, that
you admit they had nothing to do with this matter; that the devil
who is firing the town is this man. Is that not so?”
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“Why, we can’t blame the Christians,” some one replied,
“that is right,” repeated others.
“What shall we do with him? “ asked Mr. Kim.
“Kill him,” they shouted, “condemn him by the decree of the
town and execute him by the law of five, the club, spear, and gun is
the law of the land, by it let him die,” shouted many, and there was
a restless movement toward the prisoner. Mr. Kim beckoned with
his hand for attention. “Wait,” he said pointing toward the east, “the
light is just breaking over yonder mountain. Wait till the town shall
assemble. Unless the whole town takes part in the condemnation, a
few will have to bear the responsibility. Do you want to bear it
alone? It may be a heavy burden. He who bears the weight of a man
walks not easily. What say you, shall we wait an hour till the sun is
up and the people gather?”
“Wait,” some one shouted, and it was taken up and passed
from lip to lip, “Wait.”
Mr. Kim breathed a sigh of relief for the respite. The man
was shaking in every limb and was trying to make his voice heard.
Mr. Kim heard the words Cho, and ordered him not to speak that
name.
“What say you,” called Mr. Kim again, “Who in this town
has influence with the magistrate?” the people waited. “ Mr. Cho?”
he suggested “Cho,” they called, “that is right, Mr. Cho,” they
repeated.
“Good,” said Mr. Kim, “we will take him there to be judged.
He has a great compound where many can gather,” and the people
opened a lane to let him through with the prisoner. (To be Continued)
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
10—In a letter of inquiry from a reader of The Korea
Magazine is the following question, “Will you tell us the
significance of piling up stones before trees situated in narrow
defiles or passes, and spitting on passing them.”
The Magazine has not been able to find any authoritative
statement regarding the matter of sacred-trees or hill-shrines, and so
has to rest its answer on the somewhat shifty sands of
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tradition. The best traditional statement that it knows, and the one
that seems the most reasonable, runs like this : Koreans have, since
ancient days, been master hands at stone throwing. The old stonefights proved this. Anyone who saw how a comparatively little man
could send a small rock hurtling through the air, realized that the
Korean had propelling power in that direction, most remarkable.
The land is equipped with stones of all sizes and these were his
munitions ready to hand against the enemy.
He believed also that each was guarded by a god, Sa
Billyung being one of his common words. What then would seem
more reasonable than to drop a stone at the base of the god’s tree,
for they usually lived in trees, and so have it ready against
encroaching Mal-gal savages, or Ok-chus or Sun-bis or Ki-tans or
Tol-kwols or Mong-gos such as Korea used to be infested with.
Guard the passes, and you hold everything. This would seem a
reasonable explanation; but what Lloyd George first proposed that
they do it or when he lived is lost in the shadows.
The spitting on these stones as they pass is a very peculiar
custom. To spit on a Korean would be the extreme limit of insult,
that life itself could hardly suffice to pay for; but to spit on, or spit
at, the spirit of the hills would seem to be going it even one worse.
All circumstances would seem to say that the spitting had not to do
with the spirit but with something else.
Now here is one story that may be true and may explain it :
Centipedes live among stones, so a pile of stones suggests
centipedes. In the mind of a Korean a centipede may be 18 inches
long and 2 inches wide, equipped with an electric speed
proportionate to the number of legs underneath him, and with a
power to bite unimaginable. He becomes a real fear and dread to
anyone passing a heap of stones.
The recognized protection against centipedes is that spittle
that every man possesses. Spit at him and he flies as though for his
life. The passing Korean spits to warn off centipedes that are
supposed to frequent every pile of stones.
This explanation is thoroughly Oriental, though it may not
seem reasonable.
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INTERPRETING FOR CAPTAIN SHUFELT.
BY F. M. BECK.
In a conversation with Dr. Hunter Corbett, a man who has
devoted many years to missionary work in China, he told me of his
trip to Korea as interpreter for Captain Shufelt at the time when he
went to investigate the murder of certain Americans. Thinking that
this might prove of interest to the readers of The Korea Magazine I
have written up his account of his experiences at that time. Let me
give you Dr. Corbett’s account as nearly as possible in his own
words.
“We left Chefoo in January 1867 on the American man-ofwar “Wachusett,” Captain Shufelt, afterwards Commodore, in
command. Captain Shufelt took as pilot a Chinese fisherman from
Chefoo, who had done a great deal of fishing along the shores of
Korea. We went up the Yalu River and anchored there many days. I
had brought my Chinese teacher with me, and we went on shore to
the nearest village and tried to get acquainted with the people there.
The only way we had of communicating with the Koreans was by
writing Chinese characters. Of course this made it very hard for us
to understand each other, and also took a great deal of time. After
several trips to the village we were finally able to persuade an old
gentleman there to send a letter to Seoul to the king. This letter
stated that an American sailing vessel had gone over to Korea to
trade and was stranded at low tide. The foreigners were all
murdered. This Captain had come over to find out all about the
matter, and asked a speedy reply. The cause of these murders must
be found out at once, or we may have war, whereas we want peace.’
Besides sending this letter I also gave out some portions of
scripture to the villagers but whether these ever bore any fruit or not
I am unable to say. After waiting many days no reply came to the
letter and so Captain Shufelt returned to Shanghai.
“One year later another vessel went over with Dr. C. W.
Mateer as interpreter. On arriving at this same village on the Yalu
river they found a reply to the letter giving the Korean
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version of the affair. The substance of their reply was as follows—
“When the sailing vessel arrived the Koreans gathered to see the
foreigners. The foreigners became alarmed, not knowing that the
Koreans had just gathered for a sight-see. They dropped some
powder into the powder magazine thinking that this would scare the
Koreans, but instead the whole thing blew up, and both ship and
men were destroyed.” This second expedition was unable to get any
further light on the subject and returned. Dr. Mateer however found
out that the old gentleman, who had sent the letter to the king in
Seoul, had been beheaded while the American vessel was still there.
“Later another ship went over with Mr. Edward Drew as
interpreter. When passing a fort near the river the Korean soldiers
fired upon the man-of-war. A lieutenant was struck, and later died
from the effects of the wound. The man-of- war returned the fire
and silenced the fort, presumably killing some of the people-.
“No settlement was made until later Captain Shufelt,
through the influence of Lee Hung Djang (Li Hung Chang),
succeeded in making a treaty with Korea.
“It seems that some men from Shanghai went over to Korea
believing there was some treasure in a king’s grave which they
thought they would be able to secure. These men did not do
themselves much honor in the way they treated the Koreans. Then
some Frenchmen went over, and they likewise were not of much
credit to the land from which they came. It was evidently because of
these experiences that the Koreans had obtained their hatred of all
foreigners which it took many years entirely to overcome.”
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The Korea Magazine
June, 1917
Editorial Notes
THE frontispiece illustrations call vividly to mind the loss of the
General Sherman and crew casually mentioned in an article in the
May Magazine and again alluded to this month in the article on
Captain Shufeldt. The willow tree stands now as then on the bank of
the river at Pyeng Yang, but the pagoda has been moved and placed
immediately in front of the Pyeng Yang railway station.
SOIL and climate serve to place the fruit crop of Korea in an
enviable position. There has been a great development in the fruit
industry in the last three years. Apples in several localities are
produced in abundance, of superior taste and keeping quality. But
for distinct variety the Korean
“kam” is unexcelled.
INTEREST rates are decidedly lower now than in former days for
the ordinary Korean who wishes to obtain money on good security,
yet it is still a very common practice for a man to pay three per- cent
per month, giving security valued at four or five times the amount
of the debt, and consider himself fortunate in being able to secure
any money at all. Until there is developed sound business sagacity
in the use of money, it will be high.
SEVERAL previous attempts have been made to establish a modem
paper mill in Korea. but very few sheets have been made here
except by the slow and costly process of pounding the sheets of
pulp with wooden mauls. Reports at hand indicate that we are now
to have at least two mills with rolls for making continuous paper
web, of smooth surface and superior quality. It is not likely that a
stronger paper will be found than that now manufactured by
Koreans. but it necessarily has a rough surface, making its use
impractical for ordinary
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printing or pen writing purposes. All the paper now used in the
peninsula for printing is imported, most of it of a cheap grade, but
very expensive by the time it travels so far, passes through so many
hands, and pays the duty. All printed matter comes in free of duty. It
is hoped the new paper mills will furnish a good paper at a cheaper
price.
ENTERPRISE of an entirely new character is establishing in Korea
what may prove to be revolutionary, both from a manufacturing and
agricultural standpoint. A company has been formed and the capital
secured for building the first beet sugar factory. We have been
accustomed to think of a beet sugar factory as a place where there
must be an initial expenditure of millions before even the first
pound of sugar could be obtained, but that once established on a
sound basis, with an ample supply of beets containing a sufficient
per cent of sugar assured, there would be no question of financial
reward. This seems also to be the thought of the financial men who
are backing this project for Korea. They are providing funds without
stint. the factory will be equipped with modern machinery, and
experts will be in charge. Experiments have been made as to soil
suitability, and steps have been taken to assure a sufficient acreage.
There should be no difficulty in getting Korean laborers, and with
trained foremen the crop can be produced at minimum expense. A
supply of good seed may be difficult to obtain in these days of war;
but if all the adverse conditions can be overcome for- tunes surely
await those making the venture. If one factory can be made a
success it will open the way for the investment of more capital, and
establishing an industry now absolutely new and untried in this
country. As in other lands diversity in farm crops has been very
beneficial to the farmers, so we hail with pleasure the cultivation of
sugar beets in Korea as holding bright prospects for Korean and
Japanese farmers. The crop of beets should be as certain as is the
crop of rice, and with no more labor.
EVERY European country will this year undertake to do more than
it has ever done in the way of providing food
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for its own people. Canada and Australia will have bumper wheat
crops if weather conditions are favorable. The United States
recognizes the necessity not only for a mobilization of troops but a
mobilization of every person physically able to cultivate a plot of
ground. So will her hundred million be well nourished and there
will be a surplus for those nations with less ground to cultivate or
with a smaller supply of available farm labor. Korea is also to have
her part in providing for the needs of others. Already her cattle have
furnished meat for Russia, and the hides have been in steady
demand for export both green and as manufactured leather. Korean
rice has been exported in considerable quantities, but here is
certainly a place where Korea can render a more conspicuous
service than she has yet done. Improved seed, improved methods of
cultivation, and improved methods of marketing, will all help in
producing a larger export trade, greatly to be desired by all
concerned. Korea can do her bit by utilizing to the full the
knowledge now available through her agricultural schools and
experiment stations. She can greatly improve her finances by raising
larger crops of rice and more cattle for export. The cotton crop can
be largely increased. Wheat should be more generally cultivated. for
though the Koreans are not bread eaters there is an export demand
for all the wheat raised here. There is every reason to believe that
Korea could easily pay for all her imports by the crop she can raise
for export, and have a substantial credit balance.

ADMIRAL SHUFELDT’S VISITS TO KOREA
In the May number of the Korea Magazine an article
appeared under the caption of “Interpreting for Captain Shufeldt.”
As far as we know it is the first time the detailed part taken by Dr.
Corbett in the expedition of Admiral Shufeldt has appeared in print
It is, therefore, of special historic interest to the readers of the Korea
Magazine.
There have been many accounts of the manner in which
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the General Sherman was destroyed. There are Koreans still living
in the city of Pyeng Yang opposite the point where the ill-fated ship
was stranded who claim to have been eye witnesses to the tragedy.
According to their testimony, rafts were loaded with brush wood,
set on fire and launched on the river above the steamer. The
receding tide carried them down upon the doomed ship.
Concerning the work of Admiral Shufeldt on this visit to the
shores of Korea and opening of the country to the Western Nations
we are fortunately in possession of an article from his own pen. So
much interest on the part of the readers of the Korea Magazine has
been aroused concerning this historic incident we are printing the
Admiral’s statement below. The article appeared in the February
number of the Korean Repository 1892, with the statement from the
pen of H. G. Appenzeller that the Admiral had prepared the
manuscript at the writer’s request.
“In December 1866 I was in command of the U. S. S.
Wachusett lying in the harbor of Hong Kong, when the news
reached Admiral Bell who commanded the American squadron on
the China station, of the destruction of the American schooner,
General Sherman, and the massacre of her entire crew in some river
in the northwestern part of Korea. This information was brought to
China by a French priest who escaped from Korea in a Chinese junk,
after the murder of his colleagues and their converts in that country.
“Admiral Bell immediately despatched the Wachusett under
my command to Chefoo with orders, after ascertaining all the
particulars possible, to go to the scene of the massacre, wherever it
might be upon the coast of Korea. I found that the General Sherman
had sailed from Shanghai under the command of a certain Captain
Preston, who was well known as an adventurer and who was the
only American citizen on board. The Supercargo was, as I
remember, an Englishman, and the entire crew were Chinese. The
ship was laden with muskets, powder, and other articles which were
contraband and had evidently sailed on a marauding expedition.
While in Chefoo, I engaged the services of a Chinese pilot. An
American
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missionary, the Rev. Dr. Hunter Corbett, of Chefoo, familiar with
the Chinese language, volunteered to accompany me. Taking the
ship directly across from Chefoo, and after carefully. navigating the
unknown waters of the coast, we anchored, some time in January,
opposite a small town, which the Chinese pilot said was at the
mouth of the Ta Tong river. From this point I addressed a letter to
the King of Korea. asking him the reasons of the destruction of the
General Sherman and the murder of the crew, expressing my
surprise at the barbarism of the act, particularly as I knew that on
the previous occasion of the shipwreck of an American vessel, the
government of Korea had transported the crew with all of their
effects with great care to the boundary of China where they safely
reached their own country. After some day’s delay, we succeeded in
getting the official of the village, before mentioned, to send this
letter to the Governor of the Province, with the request that it might
be forwarded to the capital of Korea. After a further delay of some
days, the messenger returned with the reply that my despatch had
been forwarded, but that it would take at least twenty days at that
season of the year to obtain an answer. Meanwhile our intercourse
with the people had not been of an unfriendly character, and we had
been informed that the General Sherman had willfully and under
constant protest ascended the Ta Tong river; that finally, the crew
landing and behaving in a lawless manner, were attacked and
murdered by an enraged mob, which was entirely beyond the
control of the authorities.
“It may be as well to state here, that for centuries Chinese
junk had been in the habit of coming over to Korea for the purpose
of robbery, stealing ponies and cattle and cutting the timber. In
consequence of these things the Chinese were intensely hated by
Koreans. Meanwhile we had also ascertained; that the point of our
anchorage was not as we supposed at the mouth of the river where
the affair had occurred; this river, in point of fact, was about thirty
miles north of us. After remaining at our anchorage for ten or fifteen
days from the despatch of the courier, finding the ship was
gradually being frozen in, and apprehending that we
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might not be able to get out until spring, by which time our
provisions would have been exhausted, I determined to leave
without waiting longer for a reply, with the intention, however, of
returning later in the season after reprovisioning. On reaching
Shanghai I found, to my regret, orders for the ship to return to the
United States, her cruise having expired. From that moment,
however, I conceived the idea and considered it possible to make a
treaty with this Hermit Nation without the exhibition of force.
“It may be as well to state here, that in the ensuing Spring
(1867) the U. S. S. Shenandoah, under the command of Captain
Febiger, did ascend the Ta Tong river, where he received a copy of
the reply to my letter, the original having been sent to Peking to my
address. This letter was so statesman-like in its character, and bore
such intrinsic evidence of the truth of its statements that both
Captain Febiger and I were convinced that the attack upon the
General Sherman was made by an unauthorized mob under strong
provocation. This letter was forwarded from Peking to Washington
and reached there when I had again left the United States on other
duty. When I did get it—a year or two afterwards—circumstances
prevented me from taking the matter of a Treaty with Korea into
further consideration.
“In 1871 a naval expedition, under command of Admiral
John Rodgers and by the direction of the American Minister at
Peking, Mr. Low, landed upon the coast of Korea, made an attack
upon the defences at the mouth of the Han river, as a matter of
reprisal for the burning of the General Sherman. I was satisfied at
the time, that if that unfortunate affair had been properly understood,
this expedition would not have been undertaken. It however
accomplished nothing, on the contrary it was an obstacle in the way
of obtaining a treaty by peaceful means, which intention I did not
even then abandon. In 1878 I finally obtained consent of the
Secretary of the Navy to take the U.S.S. Ticonderoga on a
commercial and diplomatic cruise around the world—the final
object being to make a Treaty of Amity with Korea. The Hon. John
Bingham, then U. S. Minister to Japan, was directed to ask the cooperation
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of the Japanese Government for this purpose. After an interview
with the Japanese Secretary for Foreign Affairs, at Tokio, I
proceeded to Fusan and addressed a letter to the Government at
Seoul, reminding that Government of my former letter in 1866 and
the occasion of it, and asking if a Treaty with America could not be
made for the protection of American life and property on the coast
of Korea. I found the Korean officials at Fusan very unwilling to
enter into any intercourse whatever, and the ship, in fact, was placed
in quarantine. After waiting some time for a reply I left for
Nagasaki, where I received, through the Japanese government, an
answer to my letter, in which exception was taken to the address I
used and it was intimated that the times were not opportune for
making a Treaty with a foreign Power.
“While thus delayed in Nagasaki, I received an intimation
from Li Hung Chang, Viceroy of China, that if I would make him a
personal visit, a way might be found to accomplish the desired
object. I at once went and had an interview with the Viceroy, the
purport of which was finally, that he would send over to Korea and
get that government to appoint a commission to meet me at first in
China. As this would take some time and as the cruise of the
Ticonderoga had expired, I agreed to come back to China, after
returning to the United States, and conduct the negotiations.
“The Ticonderoga arrived at San Francisco in November
1880. I proceeded at once to Washington and through the earnest
assistance of Mr. Blaine—then Secretary of State—I was sent to
China as Naval Attache to the American Legation, with a secret
authority, however, to make a Treaty with Korea. It is needless to go
into the particulars of the long delays which ensued, and which are
apparently inseparable from Oriental diplomacy. The negotiations
were tedious, from the fact, that although the Korean
Commissioners were in Tientsin, I rarely saw them, and the affair
was conducted through the subordinates of the Viceroy, whose
object seemed to be, to make an American Treaty for the benefit of
China. The obstacle constantly thrown in the way, was the
suzerainty of China over Korea, a point which China had waived, if
it ever
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existed, whenever Korea had come into collision with other powers.
After six months’ delay, a draft of the Treaty was made, on the basis
of the independence of the Korean Kingdom. The Korean
Commissioners returned to their own country and I having the
authority of the Secretary of the Navy to use a man-of-war, went
over on the U.S.S. Swatara. Landing at the present site of Chemulpo,
and without any display of force, I went to the magistracy of In
Chun and there meeting the Korean Commissioners—three in
number—perfected the Treaty, a rough draft of which had been
previously sent to Korea.
“A few days afterwards, the Koreans having provided a tent
upon the point at Chemulpo, I landed with a staff of officers, and a
small guard of men. Having peacefully planted the American flag
before the tent and to the tune of Yankee Doodle, I signed the first
Treaty ever made between the Hermit Nation and any Western
Power. While this was going on, France, England, Germany, and
Italy, each with the prestige of royalty, or by the use of threats, were
trying to let down the bars of the gates, but I am very glad for the
sake of our country that we were the pioneers in accomplishing the
feat of bringing the last of the exclusive countries within the pale of
Western Civilization. It was as easy a thing to do, as for Columbus
to stand his egg upon its end.”

TOBACCO IN KOREA.
The history of tobacco is one of the fairy-tales of earth.
Surely the touch of a magic wand must have aided it in its extensive
travels, and in its power to overcome every opposition.
It landed in Korea somewhere about 1616 by way of Japan.
Japan had received it from Western merchants who brought it from
Europe, name and all, tam-bak-ko. Its grip upon the world has
lasted 300 years, without any slackening: today of its youthful
vigour.
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Sixteen hundred and sixteen was the year in which King
James of England wrote his Counterblast against tobacco. He
expected by one regal sweep to rid the earth of its presence, so he
beheaded Sir Walter Raleigh, the first smoker, and wrote the
following : “And for the vanity committed in this filthy custom, is it
not the great vanity and uncleanness, that at a table—a place of
respect, of cleanliness, of modesty—men should not be ashamed to
sit tossing of tobacco-pipes and puffing of smoke, one at another,
making the filthy smoke and the smell thereof to exhale athwart the
dishes and infect the air, when, very often men who abhor it, are at
their repast? Surely smoke becomes a kitchen far better than a
dining-chamber; and yet it makes the kitchen often-times in the
inward parts of man, soiling and infecting them with an unctuous
kind of soot, as hath been found in some great tobacco-takers that
after their deaths were opened.”
This is surely a stunning blow, and yet tobacco went
serenely on its way to conquer England, France and all the rest of
Europe.
It passed on towards the East, where, it seems, the Grand
Vizier of Turkey was so incensed against it, that be ran the pipe
through the nose or every smoker he could find; while his fellowreligionist, the Shah of Persia, cropped the ears and slit the nose of
anyone venturing to blow tobacco rings in his territory.
Undaunted by this opposition in high place, it made its way
to the Far East and finally reached Korea.
There was much doubt manifested as to its character on its
first arrival. The following comment by Yi Ik who was born in 1629
A. D. is of interest : “Tobacco became generally known in this
country in the closing years of King Kwang-hai (1615-1623 A. D.).
The common story is that it came from a place in the far south
called Tam-pa, hence its name tampai, I asked Teacher Tai-ho, ‘Do
you think tobacco is good for the health?’
“He replied, ‘It is good for those troubled with phlegm, or
those who are inclined to have spells of nausea. Those who have
indigestion and insomnia are benefited by it. It allays
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bitter flavours in the throat, and is also a protection against the cold
of the winter season.’
“But is it not also hurtful?” I inquired.
“His reply was, ‘There are dangers that go with it. It may be
hurtful internally, to a m1n’s mentality, or externally, to his eyes and
ears. On its continued use the hair grows gray; the face becomes
dark and thin; the teeth fall out; the flesh dries away, and old age
rushes upon you. The dangers, I say, are very great. The smell of it
too, is dreadful, and no man using it need ever expect to come into
touch with the immortal gods. It also consumes one’s money to no
end. In a world like this, where men are rushed with work, to give
up time, every little while, to the use of tobacco seems unthinkable.
If one were to take the time and strength so wasted, and use it in
study, he would undoubtedly become a sage; or if, instead of doting
over tobacco, be gave the same attention to the affairs of his family,
he would become a rich man.’“
Cho Keuk-sun (1598-1658 A. D.) says of it, “There is an
evil weed which bears the name of tam-bak-kwai that came to us
about the year 1616. Those who use it cut the leaves fine, and make
a pipe of brass into which they place them. This pipe is round at the
top and bent at the lower end. Into the bent end they fit a bamboo
stem that has a hole drilled throgh it. Thus, by means of this stem,
they draw the smoke into the mouth after they have set fire to the
tobacco in the bowl.”
Chang Yoo (1587-1638 A. D.), who is supposed to have
been the first to introduce smoking into Korea, stood in the same
light before his king, as did Sir Walter Raleigh before King James.
He was remonstrated with about it, but wrote in reply a verse that
runs about like this:
‘Thou loose filled flower, with oily seed,
And leaf that turns a brownish tan,
You were not born of Chinese breed,
But came to us from east Japan.
Across the sea in savage ships,
You made your way by lifted sail.
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A master of the heart and lips!
Thou wonder-weed, thou fairy-tale!”
His flippancy, however, nearly cost him his head. His fatherin-law, Kim Sang-yong, (the famous man who later blew himself up
on a bag of gunpowder in Kang-wha), informed against him, and it
was touch and go for a time as to whether his spirit would join
Raleigh’s or not. His fear of being seen smoking by his father-inlaw, accounts for Koreans today hurrying the pipe out of the mouth
and hiding it away on the approach of a superior.
One of Korea’s chief ministers, writing in the year 1639
calmly says, “From officers of state to the lowest wood-carriers in
the land, all use tobacco. Its name does not appear in any of our
works on materia medica, and so we do not know its exact nature,
its strength, or how it affects one. Its taste is bitter, with a slight
suggestion of poison about it. You are not supposed to eat the leaves,
but only to inhale the smoke. Anyone taking an overdose is made
drunk by it, and has to lie down; but those accustomed to it are not
so affected.” In the treatment of ‘red-nose’ it is said to be very good.
Still I have thought that since it has a heating and drying effect it
must be bad for the lungs, and consequently for the nose.
“My friend Cho, however, says it is not so, but that it is good
and cures indigestion. I expect he is right in the matter.”
The same writer adds, “Though scarce a score of years has
passed since the ‘south weed’ began its course, it has grown out of
all possible proportion. In less than a hundred years it will vie with
tea in its race for the world.
“In ancient times people in southern climes used the
betel-nut. They said, ‘This nut will make a drunken man sober, and
a sober man drunk; it will satisfy the hungry, and give relief to those
satiated with overeating.’ Evidently this is the praise of one
fascinated by its wiles. The world today that uses tobacco, says the
same, ‘It makes the hungry satisfied; it helps digestion in the case of
those overfed; it makes the cold, warm; and cools the overheated.’
Just the same as the betel-nut, very funny indeed!
“Those who oppose tobacco do so on the ground that it
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comes originally from the barbarian, and is not found in our list of
ancient herbs. This is quite an unreasonable argument, and
unworthy of a gentleman. The list of ancient herbs was made up in
the time of Wi-jong of the Songs (1101-1125 A. D.). The names of
those tasted and recorded by Sillong make up only one tenth of the
whole number. Since the times of the Tangs many new ones have
come to us, yes, and have come from the barbarian. There is pagoji
now, a most efficacious remedy. It came originally from beyond the
pale. If tobacco is to be condemned for coming from the barbarian,
why not also pagoji? I do not know whether this south-weed is good
for one or not, but, if it is, we need not bother our heads about
where it came from.”
The following statement comes down to us from Yi Sik
(1584-1647 A. D.) a contemporary of Shakespeare, “Tobacco comes
to us from the land of the East Sea (Japan). The Japanese say that it
is the soul of the virtuous woman, and they account for it thus, ‘A
certain man lay dying and his wife tried all possible means for his
recovery, but failed. He died, and in her distress she said, ‘I shall die
with him and may my soul become a medicine for this troubled
world.’ Her soul became not a tree, but a plant whose leaves came
up like cabbage, and whose flavour was a slightly bitter sweet. It
grew abundantly from the grave of her husband, very fresh and
bright in colour. Eight or nine out of ten who tasted of it were made
drunk. At last a noted physician made use of it as medicine, had the
leaves mixed in wine and steamed. They were burned and the
smoke inhaled. Throgh an instrument of brass, long like the trunk of
an elephant, the smoke was conveyed to the mouth. On smoking it,
all the phlegms and indigestions of the body took their departure,
and the inner being became sweet and light.”
Much anxiety was felt at times regarding the hold that
tobacco was getting on the land, and in 1732 we find a memorial
presented to his Majesty which is backed up by one of the ministers
in the following manner, “Some twenty years ago when on a
journey to Chulla Province, I noticed, that in the cultivation of the
‘weed’ farmers used only waste corners of the
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fields; but, two years ago, when I went again, I found that the best
of the lands of the province were given up to it. In the counties of
Chang-soo and Chin-an the whole place seemed. relegated to the
cultivation of tobacco. Also, places that I did not see, such as the
islands off the west coast, have fallen victims to the same practice.
Thus, land useful for cultivation, has been given up to this useless
thing to be whiffed away in smoke. There are no words by which to
express one’s indignation! If there were strict orders against it given
at seed time by every official, people would not dare to sow it. Will
not Your Majesty issue such a command and have the abuse
stopped?”
King Yung-jong who was then 38 years of age, and had been
eight years on the throne, replied, “Many have made similar
propositions to me, but to issue an order for its whole-sale
extermination would cause trouble, nevertheless we cannot allow
rice land to be given up to its cultivation. We shall command the
Governors of the south to see that good lands are no longer used for
the raising of tobacco.”
Here is a warning appended by Nam Kong-ch’ul who died
in 1840, “Cong Sung says that King Moo of China (1122 B. C.) had
characters written on his books, his clothes, his boxes, his staff, in
order that they might serve as a warning to him. He had them
written so that all could see. One can judge from this how careful
the ancients were in the smallest matter, and how far-reaching their
thought. I write this as a preface to what I wish to say on tobacco :
Let him who smokes, like those who fight,
Watch lest his pipe should get control,
For he who lights, and lights this light,
May kindle Tophet in his soul.”
The sum total of all comment in Korea is decidedly against
tobacco.
King James was against it; the Shah of Persia was against
and all the other masters of the East, and yet, with an air of light
indifference, tobacco has encircled the earth and tightened its grip
as the centuries have gone by. It is a sign and a wonder, a proof that
somewhere, somehow, all mankind may
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be one. The East and West do not dress alike, do not eat alike, do
not talk alike, do not think alike. One prefers white, the other black;
one inclines toward salt and pepper, and the other toward sugar and
pickle; one sings down in his lungs and the other in the roof of his
mouth. One drops off his shoes and puts on his hat, while the other
takes off his hat and ties on his shoes. What is there that they do
alike, that can prove them to be of the same reasonable genus and
order, and all sons of Adam? Shall we say that the answer lies in the
familiar whiff of tobacco, that scents every steamer’s smoking-room,
the ‘prophet’s chamber’ of Princeton, the atmosphere of all modem
up-to-date cities, as well as the soul of every man, woman and boy
who walks the hills of old Korea?
LAST SONG OF THE KOREAN PIPE
For length of stem and bowl-attach
I was indeed a wonder
I never thought to meet my match,
Much less of going under.
I held my own three hundred years,
And grew as time expanded;
No man could puff and stroke my ears,
Or light me single-handed.
But who should come and show his face,
Most underhanded caper!
A three-inch cigarette disgrace,
All wrapped around with paper.
I used to ride down people’s necks,
Or whiff along in splendor;
I was the friend of women-sex,
Their solace and defender.
Alas, my job is up. Regrets,
May ship themselves to Dover;
The fates are calling ‘Cigarettes’;
Let’s die and have it over.
E.T.
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KOREAN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
All students of the language should learn the name of the
hours that govern time in the East, because they, or their
combinations, appear everywhere, and at all seasons of the year. As
well try to get along without January, February, March etc. in the
West as to fail to make acquaintance with cha 子, ch’ook 丑, in 寅,
myo 卯, chin 辰, sa 巳, o 午, mi 未 sin 申, yoo 酉, sool 戌, hai
亥, in Asia. Some think that they have gone out of business with
the new order of things, and that we shall see their faces no more.
But this is a mistake. They govern funerals, weddings, fortunetelling, and the calendar as much as ever; and have to do with the
thinking processes of East Asia for all time.
There are, besides these, the ten stems, or ten stalks of the
tree, if you choose to call them so, of which the twelve hours are the
twelve branches. These are kap 甲, eul 乙, pyung 丙, chung 中,
moo 戊, keui 己, kyung 庚, sin 辛, im 壬, ke 矣 These ten stalks
and twelve branches combine to make the names of the sixty years
of the cycle, that starts off with the familiar sound, kap-ja, eulch’ook, pyung-in, chung-myo.
The year in which we are living is chung-sa (4th stalk, and
6th branch, combined). The branches have each a presiding spirit,
represented by an animal, which has to do with the year, as
explained in the article Guardians of the Year in the January number
of the Magazine.
The common use of kap, eul, wung, chung, leads one off
into the mysteries of Asia thus: Kap and Eul pertain to the East, and
have for corresponding colour Green, and element Wood: pyung and
chung to the South, with Red for colour, and Fire for element: moo
and keui to the middle, their colour being Yellow, with element
Earth; kyung and sin to the West with colour White and element
Metal, while im and ke pertain to the North, Black being the colour,
and the Water the element. But the more common use of kap, eul,
etc. is for the numbers one, two, three, or a, b, c, d, etc.
Kap says, “choo-ket-ta” (I’ll give it). 주겠다.
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Eul hears this, and says to Pyung, “Choo-ket-tap-te-ta.” (He
says he’ll give it). 주겠답데다.
Pyung hears this and says to Chung, “Choo-ket-ta-go ha-turap-te-ta.” (He tells me that Eul says that Kap will give it)
주겠다고 더랍데다.
Again Chung asks, “Choo-ket-ta-go ha-tu-ra-tun-ka?” (Was i
told that he said he’d give it?”) 주겟다고 더라던가.
Pyung replies, “Choo-ket-ta-go ha-tu-rap-te-ta.” (He told me
that he said he’d give it.”) 주겟다고 더랍다.
Pyung asks, “Choo-ket-ta-go ha-tun-ka?” (Did he say that he
would give it?”) 주겟다고 던가.
Eul replies, “ Choo-ket-tap-te-ta.” (He says that he will give
it.) 주겟답데다
Eul asks, “Choo-ket-na-nya?” (Will he give it?) 주겠 냐
Kap says, “Choo- ket-ta.” (He will give it). 주겠다.
Let the reader try his hand at forms that end in tun-ka, and
nan-ka and tell the Magazine what difference he finds between the
two.
KIM POO-SIK (金富試) (1075-1151 A. D.)
Kim Poo-sik was a contemporary of William the Conqueror.
He saw the days of St. Bernard and the First Crusade, and lived
when the famous Songs ruled China. He has the honour of being the
first great historian of his country having written the Sam Sook Sa in
1145 A. D.
Kim Poo-sik came first into general notice at one of the
councils of the Ministers when the question was up as to how to
treat the king’s father-in-law. Should he be accorded a ceremonial
form different from the other ministers, or one just the same? The
weight of authority from China seemed to say that he should be
given a special place, but Kim opposed it, and quoted the following:
“When Ko-jo of Han came to the Imperial throne he went every five
days to make salutation and prostrate himself before his father. But
the officer in charge of the father’s household said, ‘There are not
two
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suns in the sky, nor are there two kings who rule the state. Though
the Emperor is your son. he is still the ruler, and though Your
Excellency is his father, you are only a minister. By what law does
the ruler bow before a minister?’“
The king on hearing this referred the matter to his father-inlaw for final decision, and he declared in favour of Kim Poo-sik.
This brought Kim prominently into note, and for many years he was
the king’s most wise and gifted counsellor.
In t134 A. D., through the influence of a Buddhist priest,
Myo-chung, an attempt was made to move the capital from Song-do
to Pyeng-yang. The fact that the palace had been struck by lightning
seemed to be the king’s chief reason for desiring the change. He
feared the wrath of God, it was said. Kim informed him, however,
that no such undertaking would win him peace of soul. “The
journey to Pyeng-yang,” said Kim, “would mean the trampling
down of the crops of the people, and causing untold suffering.”
The change was not made, but shortly after, by the
instigation of the same priest a rebellion broke out in Pyeng-yang,
and Kim was made general of the forces to put it down.
Two or three facts of interest occur in this connection. First,
he discovered that there were some of the ministers in the palace
who were in league with the rebels. These he had beheaded as spies.
The king then called him and he went to audience in full armour. As
he was a man seven feet high he must have been even a more
imposing figure than Lord Kitchener.
The king gave him a battle-axe and other insignia. “I make
you dictator,” said he, “of all things outside the palace gates.
Reward the good, punish the evil, but spare the people all you can.”
It was winter, and the long march through the snow greatly
discouraged the soldiers. General Kim went among them, comforted
them, and put his hands in theirs we are told. The king had said
“Spare the people,” and so he was determined to take Pyeng-yang if
possible without loss of life. The story goes that he possessed
himself of all the points of exit, cut off supplies and finally brought
the city to submission with
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only that loss of life that went with the beheading of the leaders.
Kim was richly rewarded and given great honour.
Ten years later, in the quiet of official retirement, he wrote
the Sam-gook Sa, History of the Three Kingdoms, Silla, Kokuryu
and Paikje. A modern edition has been recently printed, the old
books being very rare and hard to obtain.
It is interesting to think that the Blue Pavilion (Poo-pyuknoo), that stands in the city park of Pyengyang, stood on the same
sixteen posts, when Kim Poo-sik was there in 1135 A. D., that we
see to-day. He wrote a poem about it, as to its beauty in its youth,
little dreaming that 783 years afterwards its picture would adorn a
magnificent guest house in Seoul called The Chosen Hotel.
A SELECTION FROM THE SAM-GOOK SA,
THE DEPARTURE OF KING MOON-SUNG OF SILLA. (867 A. D.)

“After reigning for nineteen years, in the 8th moon of the
autumn the king fell ill, and gave as his last will and testament these
words: ‘I, the weakest of men, have been called to this high office
where I have lived in fear of God above, lest I offend; and anxious
for the happiness of the people over whom I ruled. Day and night
this has been my constant care, as though I ever crossed a deep
chasm. By the good help of my ministers, officials and officers of
state, I have been maintained in my high office. Now I am ill and
ten days have passed and my mind is unable to fulfil its functions.
Like the morning dew I am to pass away, and yet I do not wish to
leave the throne of my ancestors vacant. Its military and civil affairs
ought not to be forgotten even for a moment. I desire herewith to
name my faithful servant Eui-jung, grandson of his late majesty my
uncle. His filial devotion is marked, his intelligence great, his heart
liberal, kind and gentle, and full of love for others. Long has he held
the office of counsellor and aided greatly. He is one who will see to
the peace of his ancestors, and deal kindly and lovingly with those
beneath him. I therefore lay down my heavy burden knowing that
he is a good man and well worthy to succeed me. Nothing more
remains to long for. To finish and have an end
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is my one desire. The length of life is fixed by God, and my going is
according to the laws of nature. Those of you, who remain, do not
need to mourn over much for me, but rather use all your efforts and
strength to aid him who succeeds. This is my last word and wish.’“
THE KING’S PRAYER TO THE BUDDHA.
COMPOSED BY
KIM POO-SIK.
(at Sok-ni-san Temple.)
“The three worlds of the Buddha pertain to the heart, and the
truth as regards religion rests there likewise. Mortals are slow to
awaken to this fact, and are wearied out treading the six ways of
existence, with no means of escape therefrom, but adding, as the
years unfold, sorrow upon sorrow. The Buddha, however, with his
perfect mirror stands ready to enlighten all alike, pitying us poor
unfortunates, who have the treasure in the earthen vessel, and know
it not. He has made known to us the way of repentance and given us
the law.”
The desire that all may be good is expressed in the Wha-eun
Bible. We see there that true sincerity can indeed move the Merciful
Buddha. Its teaching is as endless as eternal life, and its grace like
the unnumbered sands of the sea. I, (the king), a most imperfect
being, have come to this high office, and have to bear the burden
that my forefathers have passed on to me. I am opposed by the evils
of accumulated years. Walking on the thin ice where the deep yawns
black beneath me, I am the constant child of fear. My spirit thought
to revive beneath the soft dews of Buddha’s grace and boundless
blessing, but now, alas, I am suddenly fallen ill. I have called for
physicians and fortune-tellers, yes, more than once, and have prayed
to the spirits, but no relief has come, only a deeper sense my misery.
“In the year that His Majesty Sook-jong came to the throne
(1095 A. D.) he had many of the Yi’s and others beheaded and sent
into exile, so that even the world of spirits was shaken, and wrath
filled the spheres.
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“With the burden of their distressed souls upon me, and with
a desire to bring them peace and to escape from the danger of such
resentful dead, I find no other way open to me but only that of the
Buddha. My ministers I herewith send to your far-famed temple,
that they may set up an altar in the hall of worship. May the clouds
of incense, the diligent reading of the sacred books, and the sincere
heart, move the Buddha till the blessing be obtained, and all the
dead in torment be delivered from their woes and transferred to
heaven. May the mirror of grace so enlighten the heart, that the
weary ones on the way to death may be delivered.
“This is my prayer: May the indescribable blessing of the
Buddha, and his love that is beyond tongue to tell, come upon these
forsaken souls in hades, so that they may awaken from the misery
of their lot. May their resentful voices be heard no more on earth,
but may they enter the regions of eternal quiet. If this burden be
lifted from me I shall be blessed indeed, and this distressing
sickness will give place to peace and joy. May the nation be blessed
likewise and a great festival of the Buddha result.”
Note:-This is a characteristic prayer of that age. The Buddha
is looked upon as a great saviour, and faith and sincerity are the
requisites to win his approval, rather than any set work to do. He is
the fountain of all love and mercy.
Prayer for the dead is taken as a matter of course as is the
doctrine of future probation.
The haunting fear of the resentful dead so common in old
Korea, is the moving cause of the prayer.
MO-RAN PONG, PYENG-YANG
BY
KIM POO-SIK.
Fresh from an audience with the king,
I reach this most delightful spot;
Where nature with its thousand tints,
Calls on my wondering eyes to see.
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There peak on peak, blue-tinted, dim,
Mark off the sky’s far-reaching line.
Beneath this strong embracing wall
The restless river moves along.
The willows hide from vulgar view
A place to cheer, where drink is sold.
What do I see beneath the moon?
An angler with long rod, intent.
Too Muk-joo wished before he died
To be a man of leisure, free.
I too have only one desire,
That some such luck might come to me.
THE DUMB COCK
BY
KIM POO-SIK.
The closing of the year speeds on. Long nights and shorter
days, they weary me. It is not on account of lack of candle light that
I do not read, but because I’m ill and my soul distressed. I toss
about for sleep that fails to come. A hundred thoughts are tangled in
my brain. The rooster bird sits silent on his perch. I wait. Sooner or
later he will surely flap his wings and crow. I toss the quilts from
me and sit up, and through the window chink come rays of light. I
fling the door wide out and look abroad, and there off to the west
the night-stars shine. I call my boy. “Wake up. What ails that cock
that doesn’t crow? Is it dead he is, or does he live? Has someone
served him up for fare or has some weasel bandit done him ill? Why
are his eyes tight shut, and head bent low, with not a sound forth
coming from his bill?”
This is the cock-crow hour and yet he sleeps. I ask “Are you
not breaking God’s most primal law? The dog who fails to see the
thief and bark; the cat who fails to chase the rat deserve the direst
punishment. Yes, death itself would not be too severe. Still the sages
have a word to say: Love forbids that one should kill. I am moved
to let you live. Be warned however, and show repentance.”
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A KOREAN’S VIEW OF CHRISTIANITY.
(Note : The author of the following article was An Chungbok, who lived from 1712 to 1791 A. D. His nom de plume was
Soon-am (Gentle House), and it is said that he took it from a desire
to please God. Because he was a specially religious man, the King
appointed him Preceptor of the Crown Prince. He took no
examinations and had no desire to win a name as graduate, though
he was fully equipped to be the first in his class.
His published works are: History of Korea, The Story of
Mok-ch’un County, Divine Things, Religion, Guidance in Study,
How to Read History, Notes on Choo-ja, Marriage Rites, and
Miscellaneous works).
The Earliest substantial introduction of Christianity into
Korea was that of 1784 when a .baptized convert returned with the
tribute embassy from Peking and began active propaganda. The
stories of these earliest years read like a tale of Sir Launfal, or the
knights of the Middle Ages. Korea was astounded at the bravery and
unselfish zeal of these new converts, a something entirely new in
her experience of faiths and beliefs; and she watched them with
mingled feelings of fear and wonder. Among the notes of onlookers
is one essay by An Chung-bok who gives his views of the merits of
Christianity as compared with the old national cult, Confucianism.
These notes will be of interest to any one who desires to see as the
Oriental literate sees. The answers given to the questions suggested
are very much the same as would be given to-day by any wellposted Confucian scholar. It was in the year 1785 that Mr. An wrote
the essay, and he was then 73 years of age.
He goes on to say, “Books containing Western teaching
arrived here in the last years of King Sun-jo. Officials and ministers
saw them and took note. but they understood them to be like the
books of the Taoists and Buddhists, and so set them aside as mere
objects of curiosity. These books dealt
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not only with religion, but contained works on astronomy and
geometry, and were first obtained when the envoy went to Peking.
“In the years Ke-myo (1603) and Kap-jin (1604)
Christianity became popular with a certain class of young men, who
contended for it, saying that God Himself had come down to earth
and given His commands through angels. Alas, in a single day their
hearts were changed and turned away from the writings of the
Chinese Sages! It was like the boy who graduates in the Classics
and then comes home to call his mother by her first name, a sad
state of affairs indeed!
“And now I desire to give my opinion of what is written in
these Christian books. Christianity has been in China for a long time,
and the. rumor of it we have heard for many years. I wish you to
know that it does not find its beginning now.
“There is a book called Distant Messages, by a priest Aleni,
(arrived in China about 1597) which says, ‘Judea was a part of
ancient Rome. It is also called Palestine, the land where God visited
the earth.’
“Matteo Ricci, (arrived in China 1582) in his book called
Truths about God, says, ‘In the 2nd year of Emperor Wun-soo (A.
D.), and on the 3rd day after the winter solstice, God chose a virgin
and. by means of birth came and dwelt among men, His name being
called Jesus. This name Jesus means Saviour. He taught for 33 years
on that western frontier of Asia, and then He ascended again to
heaven.’
“I shall now proceed by question and answer :
“Was the worship of God known to the Far East in the early
ages?
“Yes. The Book of History says, ‘God gave man his
conscience, so that if be preserve it clean and undefiled, he will find
the way of peace.’
“The Book of Poetry says, ‘King Moon safeguarded his
heart and so served God acceptably.’
“Again it says, ‘In fear of the majesty of God, one can
preserve his faith under all circumstances.’
“Mencius says, ‘To set one’s energies to the training of the
heart, that is the service of God.’
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“Again we ask If the religion of the literati is indeed the
service of God, why do they oppose the teaching of the foreign
missionary?
“I answer, The foreign missionary claims to worship God
also, and in that respect we are at one, but we do so in a right and
proper way, while his is a wicked and deceitful way and so I oppose
it.
“But the Western missionaries, who guard their bodies in all
chastity, prove something that the most zealous of us literati fail to
do. In their knowledge and understanding of the principles of nature
too, they surpass us. They can measure the heavens and reckon up
the seasons; make all sorts of delicate instruments of wonderful
precision; can make great guns that are able to shoot to the 9th
heaven and overspan 80 li. Is this not wonderful? Whenever they
enter a country they immediately learn its language and soon speak
it. They find, as well, the country’s latitude and longitude. They are
indeed wonderful beings equal to the Sages and the Genii. Why
then do you not trust them?
“I answer, If we speak of the world as a whole, Western
nations lie on the .other side of the Kol-yoon Mountains, and so
occupy a place midway in the earth. They are strong and vigorous
peoples, large and imposing in stature, and rich with treasures that
spring forth from the soil. They are like the stomach that contains
the centres of vitality, and the food from which sustenance comes.
“China, on the other hand, lies toward the south-east quarter,
and gathers into itself the light and warmth of the world. It is the
heart, and those who are born there are truly the spiritual and holy
ones of earth, the real saints like Yo, Soon, Oo, T’ang, Moon, Moo,
Choo-kong and Kong-ja (Confucius). If we illustrate it from the
body, I should say that as the heart is in the breast, and constitutes
the spiritual abode among the members, so is China. I therefore
conclude that China’s religion is the true religion, and that the
Western religion, notwithstanding the fact that it claims to be truth
and holiness, is not true.
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“Some again might ask, ‘What do you mean by this?’“ “I
reply, ‘The heart reflects the nature of God, therefore if we keep it
and the conscience clear, and do not forget the divine commands,
this is true religion and true service. Why should we, night and
morning, as do the missionaries pray to God to pardon all our past
sins and save us from hell? Is this not the same as the prayer of the
witch and the sorceress? To prostrate oneself five times a day before
God, and to keep one day in seven for fasting and afflicting the soul,
do you call that rendering God service?
“Others might make this inquiry, ‘There are three great
religions, Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism, but the Western
missionary gives to his teaching the special name Religion of God,
(Ch’un-joo-kyo). What does he mean by that?’ “I reply, ‘The
Religion of the Sages is the one and only Religion, why do you say
there are three? Three is a later word of those who do not know.
Buddhism is a religion from the West, that breaks right across the
law of the family. Taoism, also, is a cult that pertains to the nonearthly, and has no relation to the things that be. How can you
mention them in the same breath with Confucianism? For the
Western missionary to call his teaching the ‘Religion of God’ is
most foolish, not to say blasphemous. The region of the West has
had so called religions arise within it like quills upon the porcupine.
A careful reading of the Chun-teung Nok will prove this to anyone.’
“Western missionaries think if they claim for their teaching
the name of the Supreme Ruler of the universe, that no one will dare
to oppose them on account of this all-prevailing name. It is like
using the name of the Emperor in order to compass one’s own
private ends. A very clever trick indeed!
“The Religion of the literati puts the Sage in the place of
God, to work for God in the governing of the people; to reward the
good, and to punish the evil. Thus it makes God all in all, and shows
that the literati act according to His divine decrees. How can the
mere calling it the ‘Religion of God’ make it Truth and Holiness?
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“Again it may be asked, ‘Are there no others who speak of
God but the Western missionaries?’
“I reply, ‘Yes, there was once a man called Meuk-ja (450 B.
C.) a Chinaman, who wrote a book entitled The Will of God,
(Ch’unji Pyun), in which he says, ‘Those who follow the will of
God know only love for all mankind, and by love seek others’ profit.
Doing so, they will find their reward. But men, who run counter to
His will, hate each other, and in their friendship seek only selfish
gain. Unquestionably they will find their punishment.’
“‘The noted kings of the early ages Oo, Tang, Moon, Moo
followed God and were rewarded; while Kul, Choo, Yoo and Yaw
opposed it, and were punished. Anyone who looks above and serves
God, who looks midway and treats with reverence the spirits, who
looks down in service toward other men, will love, as God Himself
loves, and will be blessed, as God can bless. This is what Meuk-ja
means when he speaks of following God. He means to love others
as oneself, and to seek others’ profit just as one’s own. The Western
missionaries’ exhorting us to put away enmity, and love all others is
just the same as Meuk-ja’s Kyum-ai, ‘loving another as one-self.’
Their enduring hardships, too, and practising self-denial are just the
same as Meuk-ja’s Sang-keum, ‘taking the hard way.’ The only
difference is, that while Meuk-ja speaks of God, he talks of the
present and visible world, while the missionaries talk only of a
world to come. Comparing their words with Meuk-ja’s, theirs are
very much harder to accept, and harder to believe. The missionaries’
talk of a world that is to come, is like that of the Buddhist; while
their command to love others and to deny oneself is no better than
Meuk-ja’s Kyum-ai and Sang-keum. Is this, pray, what students of
Confucius and Choo-ja should learn? Now the Chinese so-called
literati while opposing the heaven and hell of the Buddhist and the
Taoist, never question this at the hands of the foreign missionary,
but at once respond, ‘This is the Truth of God.’ The Sages of China
are very high, and very great and yet they never pretend to equal
God Himself. How foolish
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are these foreign missionaries to speak of their founder in such
extravagant and unreasonable terms?
“Again I am asked ‘The name Jesus is said to mean the
Saviour of the world. Now does the same thought underlie the
teachings of the Sages?’ I reply, The thought conveyed by the name
Jesus as to the saving of the world, pertains to an unseen world, and
by means of the rewards of heaven and the pains of hell, urges men
on to good action; but the religion of the Sages pertains to this
present life, and seeks to enlighten men in virtue. Even though we
admit that there are such places as heaven and hell, we still know
that if men do what is right in this life and refrain from evil, heaven
will assuredly be their portion; while, if they turn from good, and do
evil, unquestionably hell will be theirs. Therefore men, while in this
life, should diligently and faithfully seek after goodness and hold
the conscience clear that God has given them. What purpose can be
served for good action by constantly referring to a life to come?
“Chang-ja says that Buddha rose superior to life and death,
which means that he turned his back upon all others and thought
only of himself. The missionary, who prays to be saved from hell, is
also a one-sided religionist who thinks only of himself.
“ ‘Do good and turn away from evil and all will be well with
you,’ says the missionary.
“These words too, are misleading. The good that we ought
to do, and the evil that we ought not to do, are known to everybody,
ignorant and learned alike. For example I think of a man, a very
wicked man, and another says of him ‘How good you are!’ He likes
it; but if anyone says of him ‘Alas how bad!’ he gets very angry. So
we see that even the wicked man knows the difference between
good and evil. How then could there be any religion that says, ‘Do
evil and turn away from the good?’ Therefore from olden times
heretics have always made it their plea that their religion meant the
doing of good, and the turning away from evil. These foreign
missionaries are by no means the only ones who say that. But, as I
said before, their religion does not
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deal with the present world, but with the heaven and hell that are to
come, a thing most foolish and contrary to the mind of the Sages.
The Sages speak of the present life as to what is best concerning it,
and their words are frank and above board. For this reason
Confucius did not speak of miracles or spirits. If he had begun
talking of such things, he could have stirred men’s minds up to all
manner of excess. We see many examples of this in Chinese history.
People have come forward calling themselves the Merciful Buddha
etc., whose records are definitely recorded in the historical books.
In our own country in the year Moo-in (1756) a noted witch
appeared calling herself by this title. People gathered to her from all
parts of the country, saying that Sakamoni had come to life, and
bowed and did her honor. She said that all worship of spirits should
be given up, and gave as the reason that she, the Buddha, was once
more alive and on earth, and that no others should be worshipped
but she only. The people, following her orders, burned and
destroyed their prayer altars and the dishes that they had used. In
two or three months the whole of central Korea had come to follow
this woman. The king seeing this, sent a Commissioner Yi Kyungok and had her beheaded. Even after that, for several months
matters did not quiet down. People’s hearts are so easily stirred but
so hard to restore to reason; easy to influence, but hard to awaken to
understand. The missionary says, ‘We must serve God with all the
heart and never cease from it” This he claims agrees with
Confucianism. He also says, ‘You must keep the body under, and be
sparing of food and be temperate in all things, just as Confucius
taught self-denial.’ Therefore though the teachings and practice of
these religionists differ from those of the Confucianist, the matter of
doing good is the same in both, and one seemingly ought to
command it. But the world is so cunning and evil, and peoples’
hearts so hard to fathom, that if but one strange person appear and
say ‘God has come down to earth in the East; God has come down
to earth in the West,’ no end of people will be attracted by this kind
of nonsense and believing it will be carried away.”
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
MR. MOON AND HIS JUG
(Continued from the May number.)
When they reached the Cho compound the sun was just
rising over the distant mountain. The large front gate was ajar and
some running in advance pushed the gate open and Mr. Kim
followed with the prisoner. The noise of many feet and voices
brought that gentleman out into the yard and when he saw Mr. Kim
leading the prisoner his jaw dropped and his face grew ashen while
his legs shook so that he could scarcely stand. Immediately a dozen
voices were trying to tell him what had occurred, but he had no ears
for what they were saying but looked with bulging eyes at Mr. Kim
and then at the trembling prisoner. Many were the shouts to kill, and
the trembling Cho listened and looked and his face was drawn with
terror. Mr. Kim dragged the prisoner to where Mr. Cho stood and
the prisoner seized that gentleman by the feet and placing his head
to the ground begged for his life.
“Save me, save me—you sent me: you’re to blame!” he
wailed. Fortunately for Mr. Cho the scuffling of feet and the eager
voices drowned the prisoner’ s words, but the terror of that
gentleman was pitiable beyond description. He seized Mr. Kim’s
sleeve for support, while Mr. Kim reached down and raised the
prisoner to his feet and shook him fiercely till the man’s teeth rattled.
“Say that again and you are a dead man; be quiet and you
may live,” he said.
On the opposite side of the yard, the wall ran close to the
end of the house, leaving a small passage between. To this point Mr.
Kim dragged his prisoner and whispered to Mr. Cho to come too.
“As you value your life keep with me,” he said. “Straighten
your face and look natural, or as sure as the sun is rising yonder
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you are a dead man. Your own hands have set this flame; beware it
doesn’t consume you. Follow me.”
As soon as they reached the end of the building in front of
the alley just described, Mr. Kim stood his prisoner up and bade
every one look at his face and see if any one recognized him.
“Speak,” he called, and a quietness settled over the crowd. “Have
the townspeople gathered?” he asked.
Around the gate, the people had massed a great number, and
inside they stood so close that it was impossible for any one to
move except with the extremest difficulty. “We are here,” they
shouted.
Mr. Kim related in a voice that all could hear how he had
been about the streets believing that the fires occurred by the hand
of some incendiary and not by angry spirits, and how, seeing a man
pass down the streets, he had taken after him and saw him fasten the
fuse into a thatched roof and had seized him. The man who had
pulled the fuse out of the roof held it up as proof, and also the roll
of fuse they had taken from the prisoner’s person. A murmur ran
through the crowd. Mr. Kim bent his head close to Mr.:. Cho.
“I shall hand the man over to you in a moment and if you
don’t let him slip down through this alley at the back then you must
pay the penalty of your deeds.”
Mr. Cho tried to speak, but no words came through his blue
lips. “If they determine to send this man to the magistrate and try
him according to the law, to the magistrate he will go, and I doubt
not you will have ingenuity enough to save your neck, but if they
determine to kill him, the alley man, remember the alley.”
He had hardly ceased speaking to Mr. Cho, whom he had
forced close up to the ears of the prisoner so that both could hear,
when the men with the fuse had finished their exhibition. “I think,”
Mr. Kim continued turning to the crowd who had stood quietly up
to that moment, “that the magistrate will take the prisoner in hand
and deal with him according to his deserts.” A murmur of dissent
went through the crowd. “I am proud of this town,” said Mr. Kim,
“it has had a long honorable history for justice and fairness; now let
us not sully our
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record, but show to the world that we respect the law, which is one
of the highest marks of civilization.” “That is right,” some one
shouted, “take him to the magistrate,” and Mr. Kim observed that it
was a member of his congregation who had spoken. Again a
murmur of dissent ran through the crowd.
“The law of the five, citizens,” some one shouted.
A hundred voices took up the cry and it roared out into the
street and was repeated by a mass who stretched in both directions
as far as could be seen. The club, the spear, and the gun, they called.
“Give him to us: out with him back of the town!” and the
uproar became deafening. Mr. Kim waved with his hand but could
not be heard. There was a motion of the mass of men toward him
and Mr. Kim pushed Mr. Cho forward by the side of the wretched
criminal and deliberately directed Mr. Cho to take hold of the man
so that all in front could see what he was doing, then he turned, and
again tried to call the attention of the crowd by waving both hands,
but they were beyond all possibility of control.
Suddenly, there was a yell by those in front, and he turned
around to see the prisoner fleeing up the passage way and Mr. Cho
standing and looking stupidly at the fleeing man. Mr. Kim turned to
follow and stumbling fell as the shock of the crowd struck him; thus
for an instant he blocked the passage with his huge form. Two
others fell head first over him, and when he arose the fugitive had
made the end of the passage and was vaulting over the wall.
Nimble feet followed, but the man was fleet of foot and
running for his life. The people scattered throughout the town and
over the adjoining country, but he escaped. While this was in
progress Mr. Cho sat down on the floor of his room and trembled in
abject fear. Mr. Kim went to him and quietly told Mr. Cho how that
the man had informed him of Mr. Cho’s guilt in the matter and
explained how he had compelled the man to keep quiet.
“Now,” he added, “I have saved your reputation and I think
your life. Have I not been your friend? I speak not for myself but
for the helpless little body of Christians whose first
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doctrine is to love, for if they do not love their neighbors and do
good to them we count them not among us. I appeal to you in their
behalf to treat them fairly. I do not ask you to assist us but I do
appeal to your manhood that you no longer incite the people to
persecute them.”
The whole conversation was conducted by Mr. Kim, for Mr.
Cho refused to offer any remark or respond to anything that Mr.
Kim said, and Mr. Kim knew that when safety had restored his
courage he would renew his efforts to do the Christians harm.
The Christians went immediately to work to repair the
broken church walls. Neighbors gathered around and looked on,
then in an impulse of neiborly feeling joined heartily in the work
and helped replace the roof. It took the mob but half an hour to tear
the building to pieces, but it took two weeks to repair it. At the end
of that time the Christian following had been increased by half,
greatly to the dismay of their enemies and the wrath of Mr. Cho.
As soon as that gentleman had found that the fugitive was
beyond capture, his spirits arose and he swaggered about town as
ever. Indeed he had been peculiarly honored in having the prisoner
brought to his place. It elevated him in the opinion of all. In regard
to the escape of the prisoner, in the opinion of the people with
whom Mr. Cho talked, Mr. Kim was to blame, for why should he
release his hold and place him in the hands of a weaker man; indeed
why had not Mr. Kim asked to have him bound? Such carelessness
was culpable, said Mr. Cho, and some wondered if they should not
make complaint to the magistrate in regard to it. Mr. Cho felt sure
the preacher intended to let the man go, as he did not like it because
the people would not take the prisoner to the magistrate to be
judged.
CHAPTER IX.
MARTHA AND HER TROUBLES.
During all this time Mr. Kim had seen little of Martha, the
wife of Mr. Cho. Stories of her husband’s cruelty came to him
frequently, but no report direct from her lips. A number
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of women had joined the Church but they were shut out from the
home of the wily Mr. Cho. On the day following the capture of the
incendiary Mr. Kim met her unexpectedly on the outskirts of the
town. She would have passed with her face averted as the law of
modesty for women demand. but he spoke to her. “We have greatly
missed you,” he said.
“Think not my heart is cold, or that it does not sing the glad
songs that you all sing,” she replied with averted face. “My road is
one of thorns, still were my wounds the only reason, I might
without bitterness welcome the pain, then would the Church door
swing inward for me also. But I have other reasons, problems too
profound for me to solve. Once life for me was simple; no more free
are the birds than was I of responsibility. I am now vastly perplexed
and the more I ponder the darker is my way.” She paused a moment,
then turned her face full upon him and continued, with the
simplicity of a child :
“I want to obey the Christ, but at the same time I love my
husband, the baby, and all that is ours. Women from the beginning
of time have lived in subjection to their husbands and I have read it
out of God’s Word. I think it is the only passage my husband has
read,” she added with a faint smile. “If I meet in your gatherings I
must come boldly. To do so will bring me immeasurable suffering.
Not many days since Mr. Cho came upon me while I was reading
the Word. He was angry, so angry he lost his voice. He spoke with a
face cold and hard, with white lips that did not move. I know not
that I really heard, but from his dark soul he told me he would kill
me. This is proof he keeps his word,” she said, holding up the hand
that lacked one finger. She paused a long time and looked down at
her feet, but as Mr. Kim did not reply continued. “Whom shall I
obey?”
Mr. Kim had never met a question so difficult to answer. The
two stood in absorbed thought and Mr. Kim withdrew his eyes from
the bowed head and sought inspiration by gazing about him. He
knew that if he should state his opinion, she would be at the service
on the next Sabbath, and the results might be too terrible to
contemplate. He held in his hands
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her life and more,—did he not also hold in his hands her eternal life?
The more he thought of it, the more confused he became and the
perspiration stood out on his forehead. She looked up in his face
and saw his perplexity and her own concern deepened. He turned
his shoulder towards her and his breath came sharp as though he
had been running. A passage of Scripture was struggling to his lips,
and at last he said :
“He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy
of me.”
When he looked at her again her head covering had slipped
back upon her shoulders, her large brown eyes had widened with a
sense of coming peril, her lips parted while the flush died out of her
cheeks and left her face like marble, and she drew in her breath with
a half-articulate sob.
In his mountain home, Mr. Kim had found a fawn entangled
in a thicket and in the fierce spirit of the hunter he struck her down.
Her wild sobbing cry and appealing brown eyes followed him for
many a day. He now turned his eyes from Martha’s face with a
sickening sensation of having struck her. He remembered the fawn
and his own red hands of that day, and he again looked down at
them and shuddered.
“Madam,” he exclaimed, “God will care for you. Would that
I could bear your pain.”
She dropped her head and pulled the covering over her face
and walked slowly homeward. Mr. Kim knelt by the side of the long
ferns by the wayside, nor did he arise till a passing stranger touched
him and enquired what was the matter.
The next Sabbath the services had already continued some
moments, when Martha arrived. She took her place well to the front,
and when she knelt she gave vent to a slight sob. She remained
kneeling so long that some one felt it her duty to touch her. Martha
arose to a sitting posture and faced the preacher, surrendered to the
message of the hour. At the close of the service, she lingered by the
door that Mr. Kim might speak to her. When he came up, she looked
squarely in his eyes, and down in his heart there was
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a feeling of awe. He had seen Mr. Cho on the streets that morning,
and confessed that he had never seen a face so livid with a look of
hate, and he knew that in a few moments a tragedy would be
enacted in that home. How fragile the woman looked, and as he
thought of the suffering awaiting her, tears filled his eyes and stood
out on his cheek. She smiled back at him, and then there was a catch
at her throat and she steadied herself against the door post. Her lips
parted and formed the word “pray” but no sound escaped her. He
watched her with her baby closely bound to her back as she took the
large road leading through the town. In her hand she carried a hymn
book and a little Bible. Her steps were directed towards the front
door of her home. Some one explained that she had climbed over
the back wall to escape her husband’s notice when she came to
church, but it seemed now that she did not want to conceal her
movements. When she reached home, her face was as white as the
silk jacket she wore. She climbed up the high steps and looked at
her husband sitting on a mat alone on the opposite side of the room.
She carried her Bible without effort of concealment. He saw it and
knew that the crisis of their lives which he had invited was upon
them. When she reached the top step her legs would scarcely
support her and she looked at him as a fawn looks at the hand of its
slayer. For full a moment the two looked into each other’s eyes, and
the blood darkened the face of Mr. Cho. She slowly turned her back
to the door and the child climbed down upon the floor and ran in
awed silence to the opposite side of the room, then immediately
forgetting the fear that intuition had inspired, commenced playing
with a sandal, calling it a boat, and dragged it over the polished
floor with a laugh of glee. Martha climbed slowly into the room
and placed her books on a shelf which ran across the side of the
room above her head.
Mr. Cho arose to his feet with a spring. He did not draw
them under him, but leaning forward, his feet slipped from his lap
and on the instant he stood erect. His eyes shot fire and he trembled
with rage; a deep guttural sound echoed in his throat; with a snarl he
flung the books on the floor.
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He was upon his wife with a wolfish scream, and with one motion
seizing her by the hair be fairly lifted her from her feet and she
crumbled as a garment, unresistingly in the far corner of the room.
“Kill you!” he screamed, “I will kill you!” He seized her by the hair
and dragged her across the room.
“Curse her! curse her!” he raged, and stamped her under his
feet. She flung up her soft dimpled arms and shielded her face from
his. At the other end of the room sat the baby with the end of a
heavy ironing stick in her mouth looking with open eyed silence at
the scene. The father glanced around the room for a missile to carry
out his threat, saw the club, seized it from the child’s band and
hurled it at his wife. It broke its force on the cross beam overhead
and fell with little less force upon the head of the prostrate woman.
A shudder ran through her and she lay still. Frothing at the mouth,
he again seized her by the hair and dragging her across the room,
flung her in the opposite corner, but she did not move. Then Mr.
Cho paused and looked at her and the fire softened in his eyes. He
looked at his hands; they were red and warm: then he shuddered and
looked furtively at the door. Already a curious crowd had gathered
outside and was pressing into the compound. He swung the door
shut, and again turned to his wife.. He saw a red streak coursing out
from her dark hair and the fear of the coward crept into his heart.
“Curse the Christians!” he said in a hoarse whisper of bitter bate.
“Curse him, the preacher!” Then with a feeling of panic he ran out
to the kitchen and washed his red hands, then back be went to the
prostrate woman. How easy it was to kill. He had not known it was
so easy. He took her by the hand, “Wake up,” he called, “wake up
will you,” and his voice shook. Some one rattled at the door and at a
bound be seized and locked it. He again went to the kitchen then
stood still and his teeth chattered with fear; he brought in a basin of
water and tried to wipe up marks of blood from the floor. He picked
up a delicate hand that persisted in clinging to her hair and washed
the blood from it; when he laid the hand down it remained where be
put it and fear increased in
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his heart. The spot on the floor again turned red and Mr. Cho looked
around the room quaking with terror. A small window at the back
protected with slats and covered with paper led out into the back
yard. If opened it might permit a person to pass out. He tiptoed to it
and pulling off the paper tugged at the slats. One gave away, filling
the room with dust from the mud wall. He put his face to the
opening. To his dismay he looked into the eyes of Mr. Kim. He
slunk into a corner for a moment and grovelled on the floor, then
gradually all his hate and fury returned. he had become a murderer
and the cause of all his hate and crime stood at the opening of that
window; the ironing club was at hand; he seized it, dropped it,
seized it again and when Mr. Kim called softly if all was well he
aimed the club at the opening. The aim was true. There was a dull
thud followed by the sound of a falling body. What was to be done
must be done quickly. He would tear from the wall the slats and
climbing over the fallen man flee from the responsibility of his
crimes. He applied his weight to another slat, but it would not give,
and he wrung at it, and worried it, as a caged animal will its prison
bars, then he stepped back and looked at the opening in rage and
renewed fear.
The baby crept over to her mother and pulled at her skirts.
“Hungry,” she said, using the only word in her baby vocabulary.
She patted her mothers cheek and called to her fretfully. The basin
of water was a new plaything and she applied it to her own face,
then crushed the wet rag against her mother’s cheek, then applied
her lips to her mother’s breast. There was a quiver of the eyelids and
the color returned to her face and she stirred. Mr. Cho ceased
pulling at the slats and a look of relief swept over his face. Presently
Martha rose to a sitting posture and looked about the room dazed till
her eyes rested on her husband. He sat down, some distance from
her, his face black with sweat and dirt from the wall. Her memory
returned and she looked appealingly at her husband. He had not
killed her and as he looked her over the devil of hate again crept
into his eyes and looked out at her. “I told you I would kill you,” be
hissed. “Will
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you give it up now or will you die?” She sat some moments
steadying herself waiting for her strength to return.
“I have told you,” she finally said, hardly speaking above a
whisper. “l have told you before that you may easily kill me, but I
cannot give up my faith in the Christ.”
“Out with you then into the street, out and starve!” She crept
across the room and knelt at his feet
“No! No!” she cried, “not that, not to be seized by some
stranger to live a life of shame. Oh! no! no! not that. I have loved
you, I never knew what love meant till I knew the Christ. I did not
know how to love my baby till I knew Him. I will love you and be
true to you. You may kill the body but you cannot kill my soul, nor
what is in it. You may hate me but you cannot kill the love I have
for you. I love you, oh, my husband.”
Martha lifted her head and gazed up at him and when he
raised his hand as if to strike she did not flinch. She slowly pushed
her large sleeve to the shoulder and held out her arm for him to look
at, and her lips trembled though her eyes did not falter .
“See this,” she said, “how deep was the cut, how red it is,
the scars are poor dumb little lips to plead my love. It was only a
few weeks ago that you were sick and rambled in your talk, you and
the neighbors thought it would do you good and I took the knife
myself and cut the flesh out of my arm for you. Our ancestors have
always thought it good to take from the living body flesh to feed the
sick. I know not whether it was good, but I loved you and gave you
my body to eat. I would have done more, much more had I known
how, nor do I now ask for release from pain. You have beaten me to
the floor but I should not upbraid you, yea here am I, a helpless
woman for you to trample on if you see fit. God made woman so,
nay, not only so, but I freely yield myself to you, it is my love and I
am glad such is woman’s lot. See.” she added kneeling at his feet, “I
have cared for you in sickness and health. I have fed you of my own
flesh, nay, nor would I deny you my life did not God forbid, still I
may not forbid what I may not prevent; if it seems good, strike,”
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and she reached for the bloody ironing stick and handed it to him
and bowed her head, “Strike,” she said in a whisper, “if it seems
good, strike.”
“Ha-a-a!” raved the man, “follow the traditions of our
ancestors, would you? Ready to do for me what others are ready to
do, are you? Tell me now, you grovelling hypocrite, tell me now, if
at my grave you would mourn the stated period and then honor me
by taking your life, three years of mourning, then your life, answer
me now, would you? Do it would you? Would you do that?”
Martha rose to her feet, her lips trembling. “‘Think not, my
husband, that it would be a lack of love or loyalty to you should I
not take life for the sake of your memory should God call you hence
before He calls me; to take one’s life is the crime of murder, so says
the law of my new faith. Indeed, as you well know, there has not
lacked sages among our people who questioned the right of such
disposal of human life, and if I mistake not, I have heard you say
that such acts exhibited more pride in the anxiety to obtain fame on
the part of the one who commits the deed, than disinterested loyalty
to the memory of the dead.” Martha spoke rapidly as if she feared
interruption and continued, “While life lasts I am yours for you to
bless, to curse, to bruise, and, then, after death— “ Martha paused
and clasped her hands—”O, if you will, we shall live together
forever, forever. Listen, it burns within my soul, yes, it shall be so, it
shall be forever.”
He rose to his feet trembling with returning passion. She
looked steadily into his face for a moment, then announced that she
would go. She steadied herself against the wall and looked around
the room. She started at the sight of blood on the floor, then felt of
her hair and looked at her hands; she took the dish of water and
washed the signs away from the floor, went to a box that stood
against the wall and took from it a white waist; took off the one
smeared with blood and rolled it up carefully. She brushed back her
hair and washed it out as best she could and tied it thick over the
wound; it hid the signs of violence. She straightened her skirts about
her; and kneeling to the baby, the child climbed upon the
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back of its trembling mother. She opened the door and stepped
down into the street,
The crowd had not entirely dispersed. They knew that
something would take place when Martha should again disobey her
husband, and they were determined to see the end. The crowd
opened right and left, parting to let her through, but not a
sympathetic face could she see in all that number. Well did she
know it would be perilous to any one in that town to befriend her.
She passed the place where the services had been held; the door was
closed. She enquired for Mr. Kim and was told that be had left the
town. With a heavy heart she moved out along the main street,
while each step she took was accompanied with excruciating pain.
She turned her face to the north, for many Christians, it was said,
lived in the north, and then, too, many hundred li to the north was
her father’s family.
Her parents had yielded to a burst of solicitude on the part of
Mr. Cho at the time of his marriage and they moved to Standing
Stone but were soon glad to leave the neighborhood of their
irascible son-in-law. Where in the distant north they had gone
Martha did not know. Eight years before, her husband had brought
her from her mountain home a thousand li distant and she had never
heard from her father’s relatives since that day. Whether dead or
alive she knew not. She had written, since she had become a
Christian and had learned the art of writing, but no answer had
come, probably, she reflected, the mail had never reached the
mountain district.
When some distance from the village she sat down by the
side of a tall bunch of ferns to think matter over. “One thousand li,”
she murmured to the baby as she looked into the child’s face
without seeing it, “one thousand li, at thirty li a day, is about thirty
three days,” and added slowly, “six days added for Sundays will
make thirty-nine days,” she repeated, with a new look of anxiety
creeping into her eyes, “and I must eat that I may feed the baby, but
I will work where I can and then travel till hunger compels me to do
so again,” then she paused with a gasp, and the unseeing eyes fixed
upon the baby’s face changed from a look of anxiety to fear, and her
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white lips whispered the word “Dangers, O, the dangers! will some
one seize me and sell me to the highest bidder?” and an ague chilled
her.
The baby crept up to her mother and the tiny hands found
their way around her neck; her eyes looked into her mothers eyes
and she pressed her nose against her mother’s . nose and burst into a
laugh of glee. Martha shook herself as from a nightmare and the
corners of her mouth lifted and a faint smile flitted an instant across
her face. She then knelt down by the long ferns and said “Our
Father,” and here her prayer stopped, while low, soft moans crept
out from her lips. She knelt till the child tugged at her skirts. Again
she said “O my Father,” and arose from her knees.
Twilight had already settled over the landscape when Martha
arose and bound her baby to her back. She struggled on while the
child soon was lost in sleep with its little head lying on one side
against its mother’s back. The last of September with its hot days
and chilly nights were at hand. Martha passed several small villages
but did not have the courage to enter or ask shelter for the night.
She knew no one living on the road. All her eight years had been
spent with him in the village she had called home. She finally
stopped at the door of a thrifty home. She looked into a well lighted
room where the family were partaking of their evening meal; she
was hungry, and her knees trembled with weariness; how she ached
from the pain of her recent bruises and wounds! She hesitated a
moment to pluck up courage, when a dog bounded out at her. Then
she turned away and passed through the hamlet into the chill air of
the night. It had become very dark, but up against the sky line was
silhouetted a mass of trees. She hastened on and found they
surrounded the graves of some wealthy clan. For a moment she
paused, in fear of entering the cemetery, then in sheer weariness
dismissed her fears and flung herself beneath a tree on the soft earth
by the side of a mound but newly made. She held the babe in her
arms to shield it from the chill air of the night.
Martha slept, then awoke shaking with cold. She took off
her skirts and rolled the baby in them and walked back and
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forth till she had beaten a path by the side of the grave. How long
the night seemed, and how weary she was. When the light crept up
into the east, Martha looked around her and in front of the huge
mound that had served as a shield from the north wind was a large
stone, and in front of it a bowl filled with rice. She ran to it and
picked it up greedily, then slowly set it down. “Sacrificed to the
dead,” she said, “it does not belong to me.” She turned resolutely
from it and taking the baby again on her back plodded wearily on. A
stream crossed her path and with gratitude she bathed her face, and
hands, and arms. Soon the sun came up and gradually turned the
cold of the night into a scorching heat, and the baby grew peevish.
Finally she passed a company of farmers who had paused in their
work for their mid-forenoon lunch. Around them stood the women
of their households who had just removed from their heads the
heavy loads of rice. Martha paused and looked longingly at the food.
One of the men laughed coarsely and she turned to the road in a
panic and ran as fast as her burden would allow. A general laugh
followed. Some distance on Martha looked back. The figure of a
woman had detached itself from the company and was hastening
after her. Martha’s fears were not allayed but she could not move
faster—her strength was fast going. The stranger approached and in
a subdued voice asked her if she could be of aid. At the proffer of
help Martha stood still in the road and looked at the stranger in
open-eyed astonishment The kindly face reassured her, and Martha
sat down by the road and for the first time gave herself up to tears.
“Don’t cry,” the woman said, “it would be unsafe if passers
by thought you were unprotected.” The words brought Martha to
her feel
“No, not so fast,” said the stranger, “You have not told me
where you came from nor who you are, but you need not fear me. I
am a Christian, and Christians harm no one.”
“A Christian,” Martha repeated, and a glad light spread over
her face. “I am, too,” she added. An hour later Martha was sitting by
a little table in the home of her new found friend. The villagers were
interested in the sudden appearance
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of the strange woman with her baby. “Where had she come from,
and where was she going?” were the words that flitted from lip to
lip.
CHAPTER X
BALI
The singular incident of the arrival of Martha in Riceland
unaccompanied by a protector excited the liveliest interest of three
outlaws, who on hearing the report, with common impulse, repaired
to a certain wine shop in the center of the town, and with the
ingeniousness of bunters eager on the trail of the mountain deer,
planned for her capture.
“Good wine,” observed Kochili, nonchalantly, when the innkeeper remembering tl1e reputation of his guest, hastened
obsequiously to place before them the best of his stock. “good, I say,
sparkles brighter than the damsel’s eyes.”
“Damsel, did you say? Have you seen them?” asked
Wontaki.
“Seen what?”
“Eyes?”
“They are mine,” interrupted Bali with a tone of finality.
“Yours?” was the astonished inquiry of his two companions.
“Mine,” was the dogged reply.
The first speaker took from his pocket a set of dice and laid
them on the table; he glanced quisically into the face of his chief
and said, “Bali, you would do well to take to yourself a wife, quit
the road and settle down. Ah! this is getting interesting, you will
keep an inn and obsequiously serve us gentlemen. An inn is the only
place in our land to show off the industries of one’s wife to
advantage. You have a long vision, sir. It is said few things escape
the eyes of Bali, and I doubt not you have seen her; your stupid
doggedness in the purpose to possess her is a mighty plain
declaration of her lofty value. I am, therefore, eager, sir, to stake
chances.” He rattled the dice in the face of his bold companion.
“Young and pretty, eh? What would you do with the baby?” “She
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is mine,” repeated Bali, as he took up the dice in acceptance of the
challenge and tossed them on the table.
Bali was the oldest of the three, nearing thirty-five, gigantic
in stature with a bold look on his handsome face. His clothing was
made of the material worn by the upper class, his manners were
polished and his language refined; he owned the most pretentious
house in the town and its hospitable doors swung open to the high
and low at all times. He was feared by all, popular with the common
people, and greatly hated by the officials, in which fact he gloried.
He was the most feared, the most loved, and the most successful
robber in the history of his generation. His two companions were of
the ordinary type of Korean youths whose lives had gone astray.
With many others of a lawless band they worshipped at the feet or
their incomparable robber chief.
“You want her too, Wontaki?” asked Bali, turning a quisical
look at the youngest of the three, “when did you put up your top,knot?”
“My top-knot is as lawful as yours,” .replied the lad,
“though you should prove it not lawful, I have not been a law
breaker as long as you, for if you have worn your hair in a top-knot
for fifteen years without marrying, being contrary to law you are the
greater criminal, and I, as the more innocent one, should have the
maiden.”
“If,” replied Bali, “I have been the greater sinner I should
now have the privilege of covering my transgressions. Think,
·Wontaki, how happy would be the officials did I become a good
citizen by marrying this widow and her child. I suppose,” he added
musingly, “if I carry off the widow I shall have to accept the babe
also, but babies seldom survive the smallpox devil”
“Law?” broke in Kochili, “what law do we acknowledge,
save the law of our own nimble feet and hands. The magistrate has a
law by which he fleeces his neighbors, he calls it good; he is the
father of his people. We hold up an over- fed, much-pampered
friend of the magistrate and are called robbers; the world is
horrified. Strange philosophy!”
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“Come now,” interrupted Bali, again taking his tum at the
dice, “you are irrelevant: we have heard you talk that stuff many
times. See I am leading, the widow is nearly at my feet.”
“Widow? How do you know she has no husband?” asked
Wontaki.
“Ha-a!” was the reply, “little difference will it make to us. If
she has one it is his business to chain her down. If there were no
trouble would she leave him, and if he has taken another and
prettier one would he not be grateful to us for relieving him of
further trouble from this one? In any case what care we of the road
whether our neighbors like it or no? If there is danger of trouble
may we not sell her to some money-burdened friend who may not
know her history? Furthermore, it is our trade to court trouble.”
“Well,” continued Kochili, persisting in his own self
justifying philosophy, “if they fleece the people we have the same
right.”
“See here,” Bali interrupted, “I don’t keep the road because
the magistrates fleece the people. My profession has other reasons.
Don’t you be a sneak and say you are mean because some one else
is mean. I hate a coward.”
“Come now, your Excellency,” said the youth in mock
politeness, “tell us why did you take to the road? They say you once
were a magistrate. If that were so I am grieved that you have no
brotherly feeling for them.”
Bali looked attentively at the young face a moment. “I will
tell you this, lad,” he said, “if you are ever a coward, I will kill you.
Do you understand? I am a robber because the magistrates and
people in general are cowards. I rob out of sheer irritation and
hatred of cowards.
“Magistrate? Yes I was once; paid ten thousand yang for the
honors. The trouble with my career was I took to reform. After
getting well settled in my office and taking full stock of my half
decayed dingy quarters, my obsequious servants and the half
starved people whom I was sent to fleece and incidentally to
prevent them from devouring one another, I made effort to secure
exact information concerning my
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people. I made excursions at unexpected times among them,
generally unattended and in disguise. I found they had been so
oppressed by my predecessors that their lives were dull, slavish,
cowardly, but they were full of affection and capabilities. I set to
work to help them. They were slow and suspicious; I was patient,
and in three years they were prosperous above all their neighbors,
and became strong and independent because of personal security.
For six months there was not a law suit, and my prisons held
nothing but rats and cockroaches.
“At this time the governor made a feast in honor of his
birthday and invited all the magistrates of the province. It would
have been discourteous not to have responded to the invitation. I
really do not know the name of the particular demon that
accompanied me that day as I never consulted these men and
women who hobnobbed with devils and give ghostly counsel.
Undoubtedly one of the unnamed from the fraternity of demons got
into my libations that rooming.
“As I rode through the country and saw the poverty I grew
mad. I threw off my robes of office, sent my chair and coolies back,
and walked the rest of the distance unattended. The walk was
nothing, but of course a guest covered with sweat, dust, and
appearing before the governor without the official dress, was a
surprise and an offense. When I saw the luxury of the feast, dancing
girls, and most of all the cowardly faces of my colleagues my choler
increased. I finally got up from the table, and, I fear, with a good
deal of ostentation went to the door and deliberately ran my finger
down my throat and gagged to the best of my ability. As I think of it
now I believe it was a brave act, for to tell the truth I was hungry
and did not want to lose my dinner. I then stood before the governor
and his friends and made a few remarks. I fear I charged them with
more vile things than they were guilty. Among many things, I told
them that for me to eat food squeezed from widows and orphans
made me sick. That statement was a lie for when I am hungry it is
hard to make me sick. Finishing my oration I stormed out of doors
and back to my prefecture.
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“As I expected, four weeks later an official appeared from
the Capital and placed me under arrest. I finally appeared before an
official who mouthed a trumped-up charge. I was hastened to prison
and for three months I wore an iron bracelet and helped jingle a
chain with a gang who keeps the streets clean in the Capital. I was
furious, not over the arrest, for why should I be angry for what I had
deliberately invited. I wanted the privilege to fight though I had to
pay the bill in the end. But I was not allowed a word of defense, nor
permitted to see one of my accusers. When I shook off the chain and
the pestiferous dust of the Capital I returned as you see to this
province, and now there is not a governor, magistrate, or any other
prominent coward who does not feel the presence of Bali. They
have paid back the bill I held against them and they will pay it many
times. Is it right to take such revenge? I did not say so. Yet right and
wrong are frequently chummy bed fellows in our land of violence.
At least what I do is not the act of a coward. Ah, they are sorry I
attended that feast, and that I served in the chain gang. I really fear
that the governor has had no more birthday celebrations. He would
think many times now before doing a thing so rash.” Bali laughed
and his companions joined him heartily as the weak will always
laugh with the strong.
“Am I afraid? Fear and I have parted company. Still I know
law will finally triumph. Mine is a hazardous game,” he added
grimly.
The game of dice had been suspended and the youngest of
the group fingered them carelessly, and when Bali glanced at the
dice during his narrative, the youth closed his hand over them
impatiently. His chief had led him into many a wild escapade and
now he leaned forward over the table to learn more of the deeds of
his hero.
“Go on,” he said eagerly, “they don’t like it? Tell us of it.”
“Come, now, the dice,” said Bali. But the lad put them behind his
back.
“Tell us,” he urged, “how about the magistrate you visited,
recently. Did you really break his head?”
“No,” Bali continued good naturedly, “I did not break his
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head. You know why I visited him, every one knows. He knows too,
now. He ruined more people than any magistrate in this province,
which might be to his personal credit had he been compelled to
surmount difficulties to reach his victims, but it takes little bravery
to slaughter cattle. He used his runners to trample out the lives of
his people without ever looking at his victims. On that night I took
some of our best men with me and we fired off guns in the town till
every head had disappeared within doors. I suspect that many did
not stop by simply withdrawing from the street but the fleas under
the mats had huge companions that night. When we reached the
magistrate’s house the brave runners were in hiding about the place.
I left them to my gang and pulled the magistrate out of his closet
myself, and sat him down in the middle of his office room. I told
him who I was and he got down on the floor and begged for his life.
He even gave me the keys to his money box without my asking for
them, but I flung them in his face. I waited till he was through
whimpering, and then I spat in his face and warmed him with my
hands, first one cheek and then the other. My hands are not light,
and they fairly lifted him from the mat. I did it because he was a
coward. He did not even threaten me, but blubbered incontinently.
When my fellows had pulled all the runners out of their hiding
places I ordered the magistrate out on the front veranda to sit in
judgment over them. I told him to order the runners to punish their
trusted leader who had under the command of the magistrate, and
also without his command, inflicted so much suffering upon the
people. He did so, and the runners seized their leader and put him
under the paddle with thirty blows. I pointed out another and then
another till ten out of fifteen had been paddled, then the ones who
had suffered turned upon the others who had done the beating,
without any command from the magistrate, and with such good will
did they do their work that I finally ordered them to stop. When the
work was done I ordered the whole pack to prison and locked them
in. Cowards! there were enough of them to have eaten us up. They
knew it but were afraid.”
(To be Continued ).
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The Korea Magazine
July, 1917
Editorial Notes.
AN excess of good material this month crowds out our Chats with
Readers and other matter which will have to await its turn.
THE recent excellent rains all over Korea will for the present avert
the threatened loss of crops, and help our farmers do their part in
providing food for both peaceful and warring nations.
KOREA’S FILIAL PIETY
Are Koreans likely to lose that devotion to parents that
characterized them in the olden days, or will they hold to it in spite
of change, though perhaps expressing it in a different way? This is a
question. It was one of the tenets of their faith, this filial piety, the
most binding of all the Cardinal Relationships.
Their way of expressing it in the past was peculiar, indeed,
and it cost a man something to be a filial son, as one can readily see
who reads through their history. In one group of devoted children
mentioned in the Yo-ji Seung-nam in connection with Seoul, I find
that out of eighteen, five of them took a sharp knife and cut flesh
from the lower limb with which to feed the revered father or mother
doomed to die, with result that they lived and flourished; five cut off
one joint of third finger and used the drops of blood as an elixir of
life with marvellous results; three made pictures of the deceased,
hung them up and bowed daily for years before them, offering food
and saying prayers; two fasted and mourned
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through all the desolate three years of sackcloth and ashes; two built
huts by the grave side, cut themselves off from the world of the
living and devoted themselves to the dead; one closed his lips to all
passers and wept tears of blood we are told.
In this Encyclopoedia, the compilation of which was begun
in 1478 A. D. we find after a description of each county seat
mention made of the faithful children of the district, and the
“nameless” third fingers that come under the knife too many to
record. The third finger is the one that always suffers, it being
supposed to be a supernumerary digit, not of much use as compared
with the thumb the “mother” finger or the first one the “rice” finger,
etc.
Many examples of ancient filial piety are found in the
stories of the Five Relationships one of the holy books recognized
as a part of Korea’s sacred literature. Here is one: “There lived in
Su-won in the kingdom of Koryo (eight hundred years ago) a lad
called Noo-back-ee, whose father was a scribe in the official yamen.
This father it seems went out hunting in the hills one day, when he
was caught and devoured· by a tiger. Noo-back-ee was then but
fifteen years of age. Though so young he would go forth, like a
knight errant and pay off scores with the horrible beast, but his
mother forbade him. He replied, however, saying ‘l must go and
square up accounts with the enemy of my father’s ghost,’ so taking
his axe on his shoulder he caught up with the foot-tracks of the tiger,
and followed him to his den. There the huge monster with full
stomach was curled up to sleep. Noo-back-ee rushed in upon him
shouting ‘You killed my father and I shall eat your flesh for it.’
The tiger with tail switching, crouched low to spring, but a
fearful blow from the axe cut through his body, and the bones and
flesh of his father were gathered back into a receptacle and taken
away for burial, while the carcass of the beast he buried under the
running waters of the river. He entombed his father on the west side
of Hong-pop Mountain and built his hut by the side of his grave.
There he dreamed a dream one night when his father’s ghost came
and sang to him saying:
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‘You have cleared away the thorns,
From the shrine of the faithful son;
Such sobbings of true devotion,
Such faithful tears my eyes behold.
Daily you bear forth on your back,
To round up this grave of mine;
While I lived you were my faithful boy,
And now that I am dead you watch beside me,
Who dares say that filial devotion has ceased to be on earth?’
And so he disappeared. When the days of mourning were
ended he unearthed the tiger’s remains and ate of the “flesh.”
But this leads up to a modern example of an unforgetful son of
Chosen. Dressed in perfect accord with the Western ideas was this
young man to whom I call your attention. Caught in the whirl of a
great city with a thousand and one delights to woo him away from
thoughts of his old father who existed in a forgotten corner of the
country. To forget is easy where no common ground of sympathy
remains, but this young man forgot not.
Once, recently, the writer had a chance to view at closer
quarters the routine of his fast moving hours and it ran thus. He
awoke, washed and dressed, spent some time in morning devotions,
then he took from his desk a sheet of letter paper and marked it
“261”and wrote below something like this.
“Long has distance closed my lips from greetings of the
night and salutations of the morning. I bow in deepest longing over
this. In profound reverence I ask concerning my honorable father;
His health, His peace, His prosperity. In all my thoughts He is ever
present, and so I, a child, make my low obeisance thus enquiring.
Graciously condescend to read this letter ‘
“What does “261” mean?” I ask.
“It means that this is the two hundred and sixty-first day
since I left my father, and consequently the two hundred and sixtyfirst letter that I have written him.”
“Do you write daily?”
“Why of course, God forbid that I should forget my father.
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As my devotions are remembered and my duty to God, so
my duty to him who cared for me when 1 was a child and helpless
must be remembered too.”
He is one modern young Korean who has a wide influence
over other young men, and a high standing in his own place in
society.
KOREA—FATHER AND SON
Edmund Gosse, Librarian of the House of Lords, England,
wrote a book some years ago called “Father and Son” in which he
shows how widely two generations of the West may be divided in
heart and sympathy, but the race misadjustment dividing father and
son that we see in Korea to-day, is surely even more startling. “Chip
of the old block” and such expressions have fallen out untrue, for in
these two generations that sit side by side we see the times of
Abraham yoked fast to the 20th century A. D. A glance at the
mental conditions will show that this is not merely a theoretical
view but literally true. The father with his face toward the golden
ages of the past, talks of Yo and Soon (2300 B. C.) who antedate
Abraham. To him the heroes that ushered in the Choo Kingdom of
China, slightly behind Abraham, but far away B. c. are living
realities. Kings Moon and Moo and the Prophet Choo-kong (1122
B. C.) who can equal them? What they said he repeats; their
lofty ideals he would make his own; their knowledge of, and
communion with God he regards with reverent awe.
The son knows nothing about these persons; who they were
he could not begin to answer·. More than that he does not wish to
know. Such mildewed ideas as they represent he regards as the
inheritance of a decadent race, and so puts them far away. He thinks
in terms of George Washington, Gladstone and General Nogi, and
looks toward the future with forward glance. He used to be afraid
when in the presence of his father, whom he regarded as the Greeks
did their mountain divinities; but to-day he consigns this pater to a
quiet corner where he sits hermit-like and alone to ruminate on the
ages so long gone by.
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The father is a scholar of the old school and reads the
Classics, yes sings them. From the opening lines of the Thousand
Characters to the profound pages of the Book of Changes, he has
learned them by heart, Mencius, Confucius, the Book of History, the
Book of Poetry, with the records of Choo, Han, and Song. What is
there that he does not know in the way of old Chinese history?
Night and day as a boy he went through the grind that to-day makes
him master of these pieces of Literature, difficult as the hieroglyph.
Yes, he reads them. Get him once started, and he will unravel a
complex page, giving place and name for everything. As he talks
troops or Chinese heroes come stepping out of the mists, and
wonderful they are. The battles they fought live again; and noble
women too, appear, immortalized in his memory.
While this is going on the son thumbs over the newspaper,
picking out with some difficulty telegrams relating to the war in
Europe, hopeless when he comes to a piece of composition with ten
characters in a line, but handling two, or perhaps even three. Can he
read what his father sings as a sweet song? Never. No more idea has
he of it than had the Young Britons made captive, of what S.P.Q. R.
meant, carved on the walls of Rome.
There is a great volume of Korean literature that has come
down during a period of a thousand years beginning with Korea’s
Chaucer, Choi Chi-wun, and ending with men like Viscount Kim
Yong-sik. Of these books the son knows nothing nor can he ever
hope to read them.
In the old days an incentive was given to the study of
Chinese writing by the honours of the kwa-go or official
examination, by the social standing that it gave, by a distinction,
that meant a starry crown for all time to come. To win the place of
honour the, children of the literati would study from dawn till dark,
day in and out, and never know a weary hour. This condition has
ceased to be. Now, as in Western countries, the bell rings at fixed
hours, classes assemble and they repeat their lessons in Korean and
Japanese, and recite arithmetic, geography and universal history.
What time is there
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left for them to remember that Kwan-Oo saved the kingdom of Han,
or that Che-kal Yang was a greater general than Napoleon.
The writer foresees, not many years hence, a day coming
when the literature of this land will be a closed and sealed book,
except to a few persons of exceptional and rare attainment. As the
old man who now sits lonely in the shadows says his farewell and
withdraws into the eternal quiet, he will carry away with him one of
the most interesting varieties of literary achievement that the world
has ever seen.
The son knowing nothing of these things will doubtless
become au up-to-date man, who reads the papers, reads modern
books and writes a letter in the colloquial with as much skill and
neatness as any one could wish, but his father’s world will have
receded from him thousands of years.
In religious matters too, they sit at the antipodes The father,
deeply imbued with the spirit of Confucius, has read and studied the
Classics, till the ordinary sacrifices of the East are as habitual to
him as the breath he draws. Rice and dainties to the gods are the
order of the day. He does not smile or think it strange, and performs
the services with entire seriousness of soul. The son has no
appreciation of it, but thinks it arrant nonsense. He has only that
religion that appears in modern life, namely no-religion. He lives,
eats and sleeps in a world that has lost the knowledge of God. He
has not become introduced to any other religion and that of his
father has passed beyond recall. Confucianism that hangs on a
knowledge of Chinese will depart as the Classics cease to be studied.
In dress and ceremony too, they differ. The father still wears
the horsehair hat that marked him a gentleman in days gone by, the
son wears a collar, cuffs and tie.
In public assemblies it used to be the father who sat in the
chair, sitting as only lords sit. With loud reverberating voice he
would read the coming generation a lecture that it accepted with
down cast maiden looks. He would use toward then such language
as Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon used toward Zedekiah whom he
roasted in the fire, and, when, all
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was over sail out with a train of attendants that would have done
honour to King Darius. Today the young man is in the chair and a
very good chairman he makes. He talks in short polite sentences,
but with such combinations of the character, and such new
expressions as the father never thought of in his wildest dreams.
Thus they live, these two, of the same race but of ages
widely sundered the son regarding the father as a decided
‘back-number,’ and the father regarding the son as a representative
of modern wisdom that he can never hope to even glimpse afar off.
On the wheel of fate the tables have turned. Quarter of a century
ago this son could not sit in the father’s presence. He might be
seventy years of age but to his father of eighty-five be was the
merest child to be ordered and commanded at his pleasure. He’ went
no where, said nothing without permission, married quietly whom
his father gave him, and renounced self entirely on the alter of
parental sacrifice. Today the father views this same son with a wan
and submissive expression, barely speaking above a whisper, sitting
alone under his hermit thatch and passively waiting till the sun goes
down.
Was there ever such a phenomenon seen before as this father
and son?
KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN V.
SU-WANG MO (西王母)
“Su-wang Mo, Su-wang Mo!” is one of the names passed
from lip to lip in Korea, for all know it and repeat it, as though the
owner had, within the memory of man, lived a life in the heart of
the peninsula.
“Who is Su-wang Mo?” I ask.
Kim says she is a fairy. “When did she live?”
“In the days of King Choo-mok, and also Han Moo-je.”
I look these up in my handbook and find that Choo-mok
reigned from 1001 to 946 B. C; and Han Moo-je from 140 to 86 B.
C. Amazed at the contradiction of time I ask, “These two
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lived nearly a thousand years apart, how could Su-wang Mo meet
and talk over such a vast eternity?”
“But she is a fairy,” said Kim, “and can never grow old or
die.” The angel Gabriel has no greater claim to endless youth with
us than has Su-wang Mo whose name means Western Queen Mother.
The word West had long had a mystic meaning in East Asia.
Buddhism came from the west, and many other influences as well.
The Queen Mother resides in the heaven that finds its place in the
heights of the Kol-yoon hills of Tibet, off toward the west.
She has a place there by the Lake of Gems where she rules
over her troops of genii. She shares with them the peaches of the
fairy, and date fruits of celestial light. Those who eat of them live
forever.
No lack is there in this wonderful world of hers that has
become the heaven, not only of the Taoist, but of Buddhist and
Confucianist as well. With longing their eyes, turn their gaze lo the
west where the Queen Mother is supposed to dwell.
It is said that Han Moo-je gave his soul to the worship of
Su-wang Mo, and that she, moved by it, riding on the’ clouds, came
down and paid him a visit in his palace at Si-an-fu. Greater than the
Queen of Sheba, she brought with her the fruits of immortality that
she placed before the king.
A frivolous courtier, by name, Tong Pang-sak-i, filched one
of these and ate it. The emperor had him arrested and was about to
behead him, when Tong said, “These peaches mean three thousand
years of life, if you behead me you will not only end my days, but
will render null and void the immortal fruits of the fairy.”
On hearing this the king let him go and Tong lives to-day in
the mind of the Korean, side by side with the Western Queen
Mother.
Her way of despatching messages was by her “azure pigeons
that sped off in all directions to the palaces of kings.
A great divinity of Taoism, she is linked up also with the
longing eyes of Confucianist and Buddhist, who would, equally
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well, like to share her beautiful home, where people are always
happy; where they never die; where delightful fruits are given in
abundance, and where strains of sweet music fill the air.
Su-wang Mo has provided for Korea as for the rest of the
Far East that lovely paradise that the soul longs for.
Here is a reference, such as Korean literature abounds in,
taken from the Koo-Oon Mong or Cloud Dream written by Kim
Manchoong about 1680 A. D.
The hero meets whom he thinks to be a genuine fairy, and
she, in that guise, says to him, “If I were to tell you of the past, only
sorrow would result from it. I am one of the waiting maids of the
Western Queen Mother· and your lordship is an officer of the Red
Palace of God. Once when God
prepared a banquet in honour of the Queen Mother, and
there were many officers of the genii present, your lordship
thoughtlessly singled me out, and tossed me some fruit of the fairies
in a playfu1 way. For this you were severely punished and driven
through transmigration into this world of woe. I fortunately was
more lightly dealt with, and simply sent into exile, so here I
am．Since my lord has found his place among men, and has been
blinded by the dust of mortality he has forgotten all about his past
existence, but my exile is nearly over and I am to return again to the
Lake of Gems. Before going, however, I wanted just once to see
you and renew the love of the past; so I asked for an extension of
my term, knowing that you would come. I have waited long
however.”
STUDENT OF THE ORIENT,

KOREAN LITERATURE I
HOW TO APPROACH IT
If anyone desires to make a study of Korean Literature he
must work through the medium of the Chinese character. The fact
that there is little or no literature written in the Eunmun makes it
necessary in the first place; and in the
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second, Eunmun books that exist, are all heavily charged with
Chinese words and combinations, so that they are if anything more
difficult than the pure Chinese itself.
To work through the Chinese character, does not necessarily
mean that one should be a Chinese scholar. It is the humble opinion
of the writer that there are but few real Chinese scholars among the
foreigners of the East, and yet much work is done by many of these
through the medium of Chinese. To be able to read the ideograph
with its combinations, and to construe, are not the most difficult
matters of attainment. It is the understanding of the endless
references to Chinese history and mythology that is impossible for a
foreigner to become master of, unless he begins study, as does the
Oriental, with childhood and continues it on into middle life. It need
not therefore discourage any student of the East to think that he is
not a Chinese scholar, for if he has a knowledge of the colloquial,
and bends his energies to the attainment of whatever is possible in
the way of Chinese, he can, with the aid of a good pundit get at the
thought that underlies Korean literature. As pertains to so many
other aspects of Oriental life, he must see through the teacher’s eyes,
and read by the aid and assistance of the teacher’s brain.
To attempt, therefore, anything like an examination of
Korean literature the student requires at his elbow a scholar of the
old school. A modern literary graduate knows little or nothing about
the classic books which his fathers have written. As little are they a
part of his life as they are of the foreigner’s,
All Korean literature, if we except Buddhist books, are
written in what is called Chinese wenli, or Confucian classic style,
and only a thoroughly versed man of the old school can make
anything of them.
The first question then would be: Have you such a man
available? Remember that the kwago (Official examination) was
given up in 1894, that is 23 years ago, and that the great incentive to
the study of the character ceased to act from that date. There are
those who have become scholars since, but they are so few and far
between that it is very unlikely that
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the foreigner will ever meet them. Supposing then that the man
sought for had just arrived at the threshold of knowledge when the
kwago ceased to be, he must have been at least 23 years of age at
that time. The two twenty threes make forty six. Remember then
that there will be little chance of finding a good scholar less that
forty-six-years of age, Many can read and shuffle along in a way
that looks quite skillful to the untrained Western eye, but they will
not be scholars. When you seek a literary assistant make forty-five
years the minimum of your choice.
A good scholar, such as the land brought forth in abundance
in the old days; can read any page you open, always excepting
Buddhist literature, which belongs to another world or thought, and
requires its own special study and preparation. Whether it be a
monument by the roadside, or a musty book printed before the days
of Chaucer, he will read through its mysteries as deftly as a good
player awakens to life the harp-strings of the piano , telling you all
the stories and revealing a world of interest born of old China, that
surely must appeal to any intelligent Occidental.
With such a scholar, and they are to be found still among the
first Christians, the student is prepared to undertake something in
the way of investigating Korean literature.
The writer would say that this is written for the benefit of
those who like this kind of recreation. To many, investigation of this
sort would prove an insuperable bore. Let not such a person bother
his head with it but try something else more congenial. To those,
however, who like to wander through the mental vistas of Asia and
see what strange and mysterious forms people them, it will be no
bore but a dream of wonderful delight.
However, it takes time and patience, and for any substantial
attainment some regular hour must be set apart each day. The writer
has found that an hour in the morning before breakfast reads many
pages in the course of the year. To others an hour in the evening
would be much better. Suit your own whim as to time, but some
time regularly employed is an absolute necessity to even moderate
attainment. Some
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bent in that direction in the first place; a good Korean scholar to aid
in the second place; and a set hour of the day in the third place, will
supply the means for your reading what Korea has written in days
gone by.
In paper II the writer proposes to say something about Why
Read Korean Literature?

THE WORSHIP OF CONFUCIUS.
Confucius lived from 556 to 479 B. C. and so was a
contemporary of Sakamoni of India, Daniel the Jew, and
Themistocles, Pythagoras and Phidias of Greece. So far off are his
times, and yet he was the last, not the first, of the Confucian Sages,
and gave his name to a system that had been in existence for many
centuries before his day.
Apart from the Palaces, certainly the most interesting group
of buildings in Seoul is his temple, that stands within the north-east
angle of the city, beyond the Zoological Gardens, in a silent retreat,
that offers a suitable accompaniment to the far-off and highly
revered name of the Master.
This site, chosen when the city was founded, had its first
temple erected on it in 1398, but it was burned down in 1400. It was
rebuilt in 1407, and stood till the war of 1592, when it was burned
again in the sack of the city. The present building erected in 1601,
has thus stood for something over 300 years.
One hundred years before the building of the present temple,
in 1501, a scholar named Yoon T’ak graduated, and we are told that
he planted the two ginko trees that stand in the main courtyard.
Twice a year, in spring and autumn, a service is performed to the
memory of the Master under the beneficent shadow of these trees,
and this year, on February 24th, it was the writer’s privilege to see it.
Near the trees, a few yards from the main gateway, on the
right side of the court, a stone was set up in 1407 with an inscription
on it by Pyun Ke-ryang, one of the greatest of Korea’s literati. This
stone was destroyed in the war of 1592, and a new one was set up in
1626, with the former inscription
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restored and a later note by Yi Chung-koo inscribed on the back. (Yi
Chung-koo was born in the same year as Shakespeare, though he
outlived him by 19 years).
Pyun Ke-ryang says, “When our king first set up his capital,
his desire was to exalt the place of worship and religion. The
thought that came to him, to do honour· to Virtue and Truth, came
to him from God. He saw that this was the source of his future
happiness, and something most necessary to insure his high office
continuing for all time to come, it meant enlightenment for the
hearts of men, and long life to the state.”
Yi Chung-koo writes, “Since the death of Confucius the
whole world has with one accord done him honour, saying that there
is no sage like him, and no master his equal. In the National Hall as
well as the village shrine the tablet of Confucius stands al the head,
while his disciples are ranged on each side of him. From the
Emperor down all faces, turned toward the north, bow before this
altar, acknowledging him to be the Master. Such worship as this was
never received by even Oo, Tang, Moon or Moo. We cannot but
trust the word of the record that says, ‘Since people became a nation
no one was ever born so great as Confucius.’”
These two statements give a fair idea as to how Koreans
regard the great Sage.
In the Temple, at the north side of the Main Hall or Myung
Ryoon Tang (明倫堂) stands the tablet of the Master. He is never
represented by an image, by the way, but only by a tablet. It is
inscribed “All perfect, most holy, King of Literature.” Immediately
at his side are the tablets of his four great disciples, An-ja, Cheungja, Cha-sa and Maing-ja, while extending out like wings are 16
others, of his lesser disciples.
Many dishes of fruit, beans, raw meat, etc., (everything
uncooked) were placed in order before the tablets while the doors of
the temple were thrown open for the service to begin.
The service is said to be of very ancient origin. In the
whirlwinds of change that have overtaken China she has lost much
of the old forms that did honour to the Master, so that
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Korea, to-day, offers the best example there is of this very ancient
rite.
Two large frames hung with musical instruments stood, one
on each corner of the temple platform to east and west. Some of the
instruments were of stone, some of wood, some of metal, all of
them unlike anything of the kind ever seen before. Two similar
frames stood behind the assembled company on each side of the
main entrance, hung, likewise, with these instruments of music.
Just in front, on the right hand in the courtyard, stood the
laver at which the President of the ceremony and his assistants
washed their hands. On the left side was stationed the musical band
of civil rites, 64 men in all, who wore fez shaped caps and red gauze
gowns. Each held a wooden disc in one hand and a mallet in the
other. At set times, they would swing round, one half of them to the
right and one half to the left to represent the yang and the yin,
giving a clap with the hammer just as they completed the circle.
Round they would go and clap would go the hammer, round once
more and again the place would echo with the interesting impact of
wood on wood. Then the other bands would take up their part, and
metal would resound as well as stone and clattering bamboo.
The Director of ceremonies stood on the terrace to call out
the parts, while the President of the College and his assistants were
seated in the courtyard in a row, and in a line that ran at right angles
to the main hall.
The President, now, dressed in the fullest ceremonial form,
slowly and with dignified step approached, washed his hands at the
laver and dried them on a roll of linen that was kept constantly
turning before him. He then ascended the dais and knelt before the
tablet of Confucius. The band struck up the Myung-an or Tune of
Bright Peace, and the 64 dancers swung about and danced the Yoolmoo.
Offerings were now made of incense sticks and rolls of cloth,
both to the Master and to his disciples, during all of which time the
music continued to play.
The President then retired and this closed the first part of the
service.
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In the second part he again ascended the dais, knell before
the tablet, and poured out the first libation·, while the music struck
up and the dancers danced. He receded three steps and knelt again,
when the music ceased and the reader offered the prayer. After this
the President made further offerings before the tablets of the
disciples and then retired.
The chief assistant then approached, washed his hands, dried
them, ascended, and offered a second glass before the Master and
then before his disciples just as his chief had done, the music
accompanying.
A third and final offering was also made by a second
assistant who then retired.
Once more the President went forward and knelt before the
tablet. The reader passed him the glass of spirit and he tasted of it,
he also gave him some of the flesh which he passed to his assistant
who took it and carried it away. The President then offered incense
after which all the special guests were invited to come forward and
make their congratulatory offerings as well. Then again all present
made their obeisance. To the west of the main hall was a place
prepared for the burning of the cloth goods that had been offered.
The President went forward and took charge of this part of the
ceremony. A fire was lighted, and, in great clouds of flame and
smoke, the rolls of cloth disappeared. This too was done with the
accompaniment of music, which marked the close of this ancient
and most interesting ceremony.
SPECTATOR.

LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT
Translations of the sentences given in the April Number
have been received from S. C. They are correct except for the use of
the accusative case in sentences 1 and 2 when the nominative
should have been used. A glance at this will show S. C. where the
error lies.
Congratulations on the correct use of han and hatun.
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MODERN WORDS AND THE KOREAN LANGUAGE
The Korean language though one of the oldest languages of
the East is still in the process of making. It therefore follows that the
student of the Korean language who desires to speak accurately and
modernly must keep apace of this making process. For centuries the
Korean language lay dormant influenced only by the Chinese
Classics. Just a little more than ten years ago the student of Korean
was face to face with the study of a language which had been
handed down from the centuries of history. True, a few Chinese
dictionaries of modern terms were extant ten years ago, but only by
the merest chance was one found in the possession of a Korean.
Even though such dictionaries existed their influence upon ‘the
development of the language was very slight. This has been proven
often by the foreigner who in dire distress for an adequate vehicle to
convey some new thought or spiritual idea has rushed to one of
these dictionaries and finding some hieroglyphics along side the
English of the desired thought has leaped for joy, thinking his
language difficulties forever at an end. A competent Chinese scholar
pressed into service, translated the sound of said hieroglyphics into
the phonetics used to express ordinary Korean thought. Said process
completed, the foreigner sallied forth disturbing the atmospheric
equilibrium by constant vocal utterances which beat unintelligibly
upon the ear drums of long suffering listeners, who in turn
wondered why this foreigner persisted in mixing English words and
Korean endings. That which had .not as yet entered into the
consciousness of the listener as a concept could not be recognized
even though translated into correct Korean sounds. But conditions
prevailing ten years ago in Korea are ancient history today. No
longer is one confronted with the language of a thousand years ago.
On the contrary a growing, expansive force is pushing thought and
expression out into new fields. This force is modern learning with
its vast stores of research, experience, facts and scientific data. This
has been brought about in the
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first place by the establishment of schools which have brought the
consequent necessity of finding new modes of expressing the ideas
found in modern learning. In the second place this is brought about
by the influence of the literature and language of Japan.
To the one who would speak this difficult tongue with the
hope of being fairly well understood as well as being able to
understand a fair amount of what is being said by the “new learning
man,”—and their numbers are daily increasing—must study with
diligence and persistence the new words and thoughts that are
constantly being constructed upon the old skeleton of a language
learned years ago.
Herewith are appended some of the new words and phrases
which are coming into use as the days go by. Read, study and
inwardly digest is the exhortation of a humble student of Korean.
1. 經濟上困難 2. 理想的人物 3. 靑年界影響
경졔상곤난 리상젹인물 청년계엉향
4. 法律上對照 5. 一時的事業 6. 人類界模範
법률상대됴 일시젹사업 인류계모범

7. 處理上不便 8. 政治的觀念 9. 實業界注意
쳐리상불편 졍치젹관념 실업계쥬의
10. 學術上進就 11. 心理的作用 12. 道德上問題
학술상진취 리적작용 도덕상문데
13. 可及的範圍 14. 學問上理論 15. 實際的經驗
가급젹범위 학문샹리론 실졔젹경험
The following sentences illustrate the use of the above
phrases :
1.
경졔상곤난이만소
2. 리샹뎍인물이되랴면학문을잘닥가야되오
3. 신식에쳥녀계에엉향밋칠것이젹지안소
4. 법률샹으로대됴
본즉형사요
5. 그러 일은일시뎍 업에지나지못 오
6. 인류계에모범이될만 오
7 . 편지를얼는회답 지안임으로쳐리상불편이만소
8. 졍치뎍관념
사
9. 이
실업계에셔쥬의
요
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십년동안된력 를삷혀보면학술샹진 된것이만소
심리뎍쟉용으로병이낫지달니병난것이안이오
그것은도덕샹문데로만말 여야되오
학 은학교규측을가급뎍범위안에셔잘직힐것이오
학문샹리론만가지고 안되오
실졔뎍경험이잇서야되오

The editor of this department will be glad to receive
translations of the above sentences. The best translations will be
published in a following number of the Magazine.
HONG PONG JOO (洪鳳周)
Recently a little book with some of the leaves missing came
into possession of the writer, the poetry of Hong Kan, a famous
literati of Koryu,, who graduated in l266 and died in 1304. He was
one of the great literary lights of his day and yet that is not the most
interesting fact about the book. A stamp or owner’s mark on the first
page reads “The seal of Hong Pong-joo, Whi-se, of P’oong-san.”
Now Hong Pong-joo, a descendant of the 18th generation of the
famous poet, was the friend and faithful attendant of Bishop
Berneux, who died a martyr in 1866. The bishop and the priests
who accompanied him were beheaded at Sai-nam-T’o on the sandy
banks of the Han River; while Hong died just outside the Little West
Gate where the roads cross, a short step to the east of the Standard
Oil Offices.
A record of the official trial of the martyrs I find in a little
book called Pyung-in Kook-an (The case of 1866). Hong’s part I
quote as follows:
“The court asks, ‘For many years you have had to do with
bringing foreigners into this country, and giving them shelter. This
you have evidently done with a willing heart; tell us the truth about
it.
Reply: “In the year eul-myo (1855) under the direction of
Father Yi, I went to Whang-hai and took boat to Ch’o-to, where I
found a Chinese junk owned by a certain Shin Tuk-
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sung. Aboard this I made my way to Shang-hai and went to the
cathedral where I delivered the letter of Father Yi to Bishop Su
Ryoo-sa. I then undertook to pilot the way for Chang Kyung-il
(Bishop Berneux) and we set out together, so that in the second
moon of the year pyung-jin (1856) we landed at Chang-yun (Sorai
Beach?) and finally came to Seoul where he took up his residence in
the home of Yi Koon-sim.
Question: For what reason did you cross the distant sea and
bring this man?
Reply: In order that I might learn the Christian religion from
him while he learned the Korean language from me.
Question: Chang Kyung-il (Bishop Berneux) lived in the
home of Yi Koon-sim, how comes it that he was arrested in your
house?
Reply: After the death of Yi Koon-sim I bought his house
and lived there were I was taught and where I also helped teach.
Four other foreigners came last year, but who brought them,
or where they now live I do not definitely know.
Question: ‘You, along with Nam Chong-sam, have made
false statements and set rumors going that have greatly disturbed the
people, such lies as were never told before. What Purpose had you
in mind in regard to this matter? Speak the truth now and let us
know.
Reply: ‘On meeting with Nam Chong-sam one evening in
the 12th moon of last year I talked with him about the likelihood of
an invasion by the Russians, and told him what I had heard from the
lips of Bishop Berneux. Though a treaty should be made with
Russia this was not 1ikely to be the end of our anxiety. A treaty with
France we felt would relieve us of that pressure. Chong-sam spoke
of it to this one and that, till it became a source of talk and
excitement.
Question : ‘You have made a journey of thousands of li,
breaking the law of your land in crossing the frontier without a
Permit; you have talked also with Nam Chong-sam about your
anxieties concerning Russia which you say arose from what you
heard from Chang Kyung-il (Bishop Berneux). You
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built on this to create fear and consternation. You are the one who
set Chong-sam telling these outrageous stories, and you are also the
one who gave shelter to the foreigners.’
Reply : ‘Hearing the news from the north I was naturally
anxious lest trouble break out, so we talked of it, Chong-sam and I.
The Russians I know are a people full of lustful greed, an extremely
fierce and awful people. I was thinking how that evil might be
warded off and our country kept safe.
Question: You taking to a false religion; your giving shelter
to the foreigner; your disturbing the country by lies and groundless
rumours have all come to light. Let the investigation be closed.
Reply. ‘My sins, first and last, I have no words with which
to explain away, I give my assent.’
Sentence: “Your crimes are: Those left over of the pernicious
multitude of the year sin-yoo (1801) have kept this evil going
through all this time, and you, deceived by the obnoxious belief,
and making yourself one with this alien .race, with a letter fro m the
priest Yi hidden in your bosom, went across the sea to the distant
limits of China and brought here the foreigner, Chang Kyung-il
(Bishop Berneux), lived with him in one and the same, house, and
finally became the master of the house yourself. Day and night it
has been your pleasure to read and study these wicked books along
with the wicked crowd who had been gathered together through
your secret agency. Your part might be likened to the drawing of the
bow of this evil propaganda. You have been host for this unclean
company. The fears about what Russia would do, and the desire to
have a treaty made with France was due to your conversation with
Chang Kyung-il and so all came from you. The one who sent
Chong-sam out to launch his groundless rumours and cause the
people anxiety was you. It was a desire on your part to barter away
the country that led you to fan these flames. In view of these
offences though you were carved up it would be a light punishment
indeed. How can you excape the consequences of your treachery,
your secret dealings with the stranger, your lack of loyalty to the
state, and your acceptance of a heretical faith. You are condemned.’”
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Dallet in his Histoire de L’Eglise de Coree says that Hong
was taken out on March 8th to meet his fate. He was beheaded and
his body left for fifteen days in the fields near by, while his head
was hung from a post that was planted in the middle of the street.
We honour him as one of the martyrs who died in the hope
of better days for Korea. The fact-that he was a descendant of the
great poet, that he owned this little book that I hold, and put his
stamp upon it, tells of his having been a man of refined tastes and
gentle life.
The first poem in the book is entitled :
A Ride in the Early Morning
“The colours of the morning gild the sky
The babbling brook runs on its limpid way.
Across the light I look .a thousand Ii,
And see old China from the mists arise.
A bridge of stone connects me with yon bank
And to the south a wide pavilion stands;
I hold my staff of office in the hand,
And gaze upon the autumn tinted hills.”
TOBACCO IN CURRENT KOREAN STORIES
W. CARL RUFUS
The interesting article ‘Tobacco in Korea” in the June
number of the Korea Magazine, called to mind the following.
current Korean stories on that subject. As they are undoubtedly of
Korean origin, they may be of interest to your readers.
THE ORIGIN OF TOBACCO
Long, long ago there lived a beautiful dancing-girl in the
Province of Kyung Sang, the most famous singer of her day. Her
face was as pretty as a rose, her form was charming, and her
movements were models of grace. She also possessed a very kind
and loving spirit, so she longed to be married and to have a home
and family of her own. However, no young man could be found
who was worthy of her superior charms and ability. So when she
was not engaged in entertaining,
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she lived alone in her room for several years and continued to study
and to meditate.
Sometimes in the silent hours her heart would almost fail
with the fear that she might spend her years and the longing of her
life remain unsatisfied. Still her hope was bright and beautiful. As
the time passed she continued to ask her-self, “How can I fulfil my
heart’s desire?” Finally she became inspired with the thought: “I
must be the whole world’s lover. If I can not realise my own desires,
I will give myself for the enjoyment of others.”
Afterward she became ill and believing that the end was
near made her last request to her mother. “When I die please let me
lie on the bosom of yonder hill.” Then she bade the world a fond
farewell.
Her mother sincerely mourned her death and faithfully
carried out her last desire, caring for her grave through the summer
months. In the autumn one day when she visited her daughter’s
tomb she found a wonderful plant. “Oh, this is my daughter’s spirit,”
she said to herself, “I must love it as I did her.” So she cut off some
of the leaves of the plant and took them home.
She called the people of the village and said: “I found a
miraculous plant on my daughter’s tomb. Do you know what it is?”
They replied: “We do not know what it is. Oh, it is
wonderful! Surely it is a miracle!”
They tried to eat some of it and to make a drink of it; but it
was not good to their taste. Then they put some of the leaves in the
fire and the odor was very fragrant. So they called it ·tobacco.
Many people love tobacco and carry it in their bosom; so the
desire of the singer was fulfilled.
THE TOBACCO HABIT
Chang You, a brilliant student, having completed his studies
in a Buddhist monastery, went up to Seoul and took the examination.
On account of his ability and wisdom he received the highest
standing among a thousand candidates. In a
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short time he obtained an official position. No one could compare
with him in wisdom and etiquette.
When he was twenty years of age he married the beautiful,
talented daughter of Minister Min and they had a happy family. This
marriage was considered very extraordinary, for he began life as a
farmer’s son. After several years, when he became prime minister,
he promulgated a new law among the people: “Henceforth no one in
this country shall use tobacco.”
His wife was very much grieved when this law was
announced, for she was a smoker and could not break the habit. On
day she asked her husband: “Why did you forbid the people to
smoke, tho they do many other things that are worse?”
Chang replied : “If a young man uses tobacco it injures his
opportunity for advancement. It is the enemy of our country. We
must try to stop the habit.” So he would not give her permission to
smoke.
She was so fond of tobacco that she preferred to smoke it
rather than to eat food. After a few months of grieving she became
very ill and called her sons to bid them farewell... “My sons,” she
said, “I am about to die. Remember my dying words and fulfil my
last request.”
Her sons broke into sobs and clasping her hands they
moaned : “Oh what shall we do! We can not endure this sorrow. Oh,
this bitter world!”
Then she continued : “After I die you will find a green plant
growing on my grave. Take the seeds when they are ripe and divide
them among the people as a remembrance of me. Altho my flesh
shall decay and turn to water and my bones shall decay and turn to
yellow earth, yet my spirit shall find a lasting dwelling place. So do
not be anxious for me. Serve your father faithfully, as 1 have done.”
After giving this message she passed away.
The sons were faithful t o their mother and remembered her
request. After a few months they went to her grave and
found a miraculous plant growing there as she had
prophesied. It was a superior plant for smoking. They took the
wonderful
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leaves and gave some to their father. They also scattered the seeds
thruout the kingdom. Minister Chang truly mourned in his heart for
his faithful wife, and became very much perplexed by this
extraordinary occurrence.
So his wife is numbered among the women of Korea, whose
last words are worthy to be remembered, and to be considered rare
and wonderful. Thus it is with all who have a supreme desire in life.

SOME POST OFFICE REGULATIONS
DEPOSITS IN POSTAL SAVINGS BANKS
The amount of deposit a person can make in a post office
savings bank is limited as follows:1. Minimum amount, · 10 yen.
2. Maximum amount, 1000 yen.
When the total amount of a deposit exceeds one thousand
yen, the depositor will be notified to that effect He will then be
required to apply for a partial repayment of the deposit or else for
its investment in bonds, within 30 days following the day on which
the notice was served him. If no notice is taken of this by the
depositor, the Director General of Savings Banks will invest on his
account a certain amount of his deposit in Government bonds, with
a view to bringing the deposit within the maximum amount allowed,
and will keep the bond in custody.
The following deposits are, however, allowed to exceed the
maximum amount :-1. Those made by public bodies, churches, temples, colleges,
schools and juridical persons or other bodies not having in view any
commercial profit.
2. Those made on joint account of a party (Kyodo Chokin).
3. Those made by industrial or agricultural associations.
For one person, no more than a single postal deposit book is
allowed. If a person happens to hold two or more deposit
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books, interest will only be paid on the amount entered in the first
book (when the date of the one deposit book coincides with that of
one or more other books, interest will only be allowed on the largest
amount entered in any of these). But as an exception, the following
depositors are allowed to possess two or more deposit books, in
case savings are made for different purposes:1. Public bodies, churches, temples, colleges, schools and
juridical persons or other bodies not having in view any commercial
profit.
2. Deposits under contract (Kayak Chokin).
3. Fixed deposits (Sueoki Chokin).
4. Deposits on a joint account (Kyodo Chokin).
When a depositor makes neither further deposit nor
withdrawal, nor hands in his deposit book for entry of interest or for
examination during a period of ten years, he will be instructed to
send in his book to’ the Director General of Postal Savings Banks
for examination or entry of interest or for disposal of the amount
deposited. He must comply with this request within 60 days
following the day of such notice; but should he do nothing within
the above period, the deposit, together with any bonds; should there
be any, kept in custody, will be appropriated by the State Treasury..
INTERNATIONAL MAIL MATTERS
PACKING
International mail matter must be securely packed in such a
manner as shall ensure its transit over land and sea without injury to
the contents or danger to other mail matter, and in such a way as
shall prevent the emission of any bad odour, Whatever the nature of
the contents may be.
Articles with declared value and postal parcels must be
carefully packed in accordance with the following instructions : 1. Letters with declared value must be enclosed in an
envelope fastened by means of seals in fine wax each bearing a
private mark, and affixed in sufficient number—at least five—
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to secure all the folds of the envelope. The use of envelopes with
coloured borders is forbidden.
2. Boxes with declared value must consist of wooden or
metal boxes strong enough to withstand external pressure and tied
round crosswise with strong string, unknotted and having the two
ends held together under a seal in fine wax bearing a private mark.
The boxes must, moreover, be sealed on four sides with identical
seals. The top and bottom must be covered with white paper bearing
the name and address of the addressee, the amount of the value
declared. etc.
3. Postal parcels must be packed in a manner adequate to
their transmission to a distance, and to the protection of their
contents from any loss or damage, .and they must be sealed in fine
wax with impression of one and the same private mark.
American parcels must not be sealed by means of wax, lead,
etc., but must he put up in paper packets, in bags closed by means
of sewing, or in boxes with lids screwed or nailed on, or otherwise
fastened, so as to admit of their contents being easily examined.
Parcels destined for Russia or those sent through that country as an
intermediary, must always be packed in wooden or metal boxes or
in linen bags instead of in paper or cardboard.
PRINTED MATTER
Articles treated as Printed Matter are newspapers, periodical
publications, books, pamphlets, sheets of music, visiting cards,
photographs, pictures and drawings, announcements, and, in general,
all impressions or copies upon paper, parchment or card-board
obtained by means of some mechanical process. Printed matter may
be placed in a wrapper or in unclosed envelopes, or may be packed
in some such other way as not to conceal the contents. All printed
matter in the form of a card may, however, be forwarded without
being packed.
The following are permissible :1. The addition，in manuscript, on printed visiting cards
and also on Christmas and New Year Cards (including pictorial
postcards) of good wishes, congratulations
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and other formulas of courtesy, expressed in five words at most, or
by means of conventional abbreviations.
2. The insertion in printed matter of the date of despatch, the
name, or commercial designation and address of the sender.
3. The writing of such words as “presented to,” etc. in books,
on sheets of music, newspapers, photographs and engravings, as
also the enclosing of invoices with those things to which they refer.
4. The written insertion in cards of invitation and notices of
meetings of the name of the person invited, and the date, and place
of meeting.
5. The written insertion in advices of the departure and
arrival of ships of the dates of such departure and arrivals as well as
the name of the ships.
Post cards must be sent unenclosed, that is to say, without
wrapper or envelope. Not only Universal Postal Union Cards, single
or with reply paid, but inland post cards issued by the Government,
as well as private post cards made in conformity with the
stipulations of Article 16 of the Detailed Regulations for the
execution of the Universal Postal Convention, may be used for
international service. When intended for foreign countries other
than China, the inland post card will be treated as a short paid post
card, unless additional stamps to the value of 21 sen, be placed
thereon.
Postage stamps for prepayment may be affixed to any part of
the face or the back, but it is preferable that they should be placed
on the upper ·right hand corner of the face of the card. On
international post cards, whether pictorial or not, the left hand half
of the face may be utilised by the sender, whether for
correspondence or for a picture. In almost the same way as inland
private port cards, international post cards may bear on the whole of
the back and on the left hand half of the face, illustrations or
photographs on very thin paper, provided that these adhere
completely to the card. No post card may be sent in an envelope
even of thin paper, with a hole through which a postage stamp could
be cancelled.
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LETTERS AND BOXES WITH DECLARED VALUE
Letters with declared value may contain paper currency, bills,
cheques, or other negotiable instruments, and boxes with declared
value may contain articles of gold or silver, precious stones,
jewellery and other valuable articles of small size.
The amount of the value declared must be expressed in
francs and centimes and must be written in both words and figures
without erasure or correction, e. g.:Three hundred and fifty francs and ten centimes (Fr. 350.10).
Any fraudulent declaration of value greater than the real
value of the contents is prohibited. In the event of a fraudulent
declaration of this nature being made, the sender loses all right to
compensation for the loss or damage of the article.
Boxes with declared value, which may be liable to a
Customs examination in the country of their destination, should be
accompanied by Customs declarations, to be furnished at the time
of posting.
The limits of weight and dimensions of articles with
declared value and the maximum amount of value declared as well
as the rates of postage and fees are as follows :―
1. Letters. Weight and dimensions not limited.
2. Boxes. Limit of weight: 1 kilogramme. Limit of
dimensions : 30 centimetres in length; 10 centimetres in breadth or
in depth.
3. Maximum amount of value declared. 10,000 francs per
article. 3,000 francs, 1,500 francs or 1,250 francs for certain British
Colonies.
4. Rates of postage and fees:
a) Postage on letters with declared value:
The same as that on registered letters, that is, the ordinary
postage on letters, plus registration fee of 10 sen.
b) Postage on boxes with declared value:
Varies according to the countries of destination.
c) Insurance fee equally applicable to letters and boxes. 10
sen per 300 francs declared or fractions thereof.
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BALI
(Continued from the June number.)
“Some of my men wanted to put the magistrate under the
paddle too, but I did not want him to leave the place for he could
never recover from so great a humiliation and I had use for him.
Before the matter was settled he crawled to me and I spurned him
with my foot, then told him this was but a hint of what lay in store
for him. It was also a delicate hint, I said, of the fact that he had
neglected his social duties. I told him with great pains where· I
lived and that he would find me at home on a certain date and I
would expect to see his card in the hand of a trusted servant who
should come riding on a white horse. I expected to receive a card of
liberal size, blood red, but I did not want to see his cowardly face,
as his under lip hung down too low. I would expect a suitable
present to accompany his card, something that would represent the
measure of his love for me. I need not say that it all came to hand in
good time not only once but more times than was for the good of
the magistrate’s income. What did I do with the money? I have to
live, you know, and my men have to live, and then too, many who
had been distressed became my friends when little sums came back
to them, and the magistrate was sorry to see them my friends.”
A neighbor entered the inn and the conversation of the three
men changed. “What,” said the neighbor, “playing without stakes?
How mild you have become! Why Bali, you must have reached
your dotage! playing like a maiden.”
“Stakes,” said Bali, reflectively, ‘“why, this is a maidenly
game.” As they continued the game, a tense quietness settled over
the players．At last Won-taki threw the dice with great deliberation,
the three held their breath, then the young man lifted the box and
threw back his head with a long ringing laugh. He flung himself
into a corner of the room in a paroxism
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of mirth, while Bali looked at him with an expression of quizzical
interest. The visitor mystified at these actions recalled to mind the
old character of the gamblers and hastened out.
“Say, youngster,” said Bali, “twenty two did you say you
were? What will you do with the thing, the hag, a widow with a
brat?”
“I heard that she was young and pretty,” said Won-taki,
controlling himself and looking up sharply into the face of the older
man.
“Did you?” replied the other with a lazy drawl, “do you
think that husbands allow young and pretty wives loose on the
streets? Poor lad, she is yours, and it is well. After all,” he added
with a yawn and stretched himself out as if he had not the slightest
interest in the affair, “it is no wonder that men get tired of such old
shrews and turn them off,” be continued meditatively, “but pshaw,
you can stand it for a while and then― “
“Then what?” said Won-taki.
“Why, sell her or shoot her,” was the reply.
“You wanted her yourself;” Won-taki said half angrily. “Yes,”
was the reply, “I would have accepted her if she had fallen to my lot.
There is an appetite in capturing game for one’s self whether it is a
hare, or a woman,” and he again stretched himself on the mat as if
for sleep .
“What are you doing there,” cried Won-taki, angrily, “are
you not going to help me get her?”
“Why, yes, lad,” Bali replied lazily, “of course you will have
to treat our crowd. It will take, say twenty men, and it will cost
something. When you are ready just say the word and I will send
around and have our set together.”
“How much will that be,” he asked, struggling to keep the
dismay out of his voice.
“Don’t know,” said Bali, carelessly. “It will be according to
the amount the crowd will demand, modified by the amount of grit
and endurance you may have.”
“Come now,” said Won-taki, with a burst of anger, “I see
through your game; you know I have no money, and you
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want the woman. You couldn’t win with skill: Now you bully me
out of my rights. Come, now, you want her, do you? You want the
old shrew, the old hag, the old thing with the brat; You do, do you?
How much will you give?”
Kochili burst into a laugh, and Bali turned an amused face to
the boy. “Give you, lad? Why, that is fair. Let me see. Suppose I say
the first pickings at our next raid.”
“First pickings,” the boy replied with contempt, “first
pickings with the second and third and many more, may mean no
more than a handful of brassware. Five hundred yang for the
maiden and her baby,” said the boy with decision.
Bali’s eyes sparkled with interest. He liked his young
companion in roguery. He sat up and plunged into the most
delightful of all Asiatic pastimes. From 500 yang the price gradually
fell like the barometer in cold weather. The companions knew that
nothing was ever denied Bali when he had set his heart upon it, and
when he named 150 yang and the first right to the pickings from
their next forage, the lad knew that further concession was useless.
He grumbled a good deal, but was secretly greatly pleased over the
results of the dice.
“When will you call the twenty men?” asked Won-taki.
“Twenty?” Bali repeated reflectively, “twenty—perhaps that will be
a little more than necessary, since I have had time to think of it—
Perhaps we three will be enough.”
Bali looked at his companions gravely and ordered Won-taki
to hunt up a rope.
CHAPTER XI
MARTHA’S FLIGHT
Martha, feeling secure in the house of her new friend, had
laid down early in the evening in the utmost exhaustion, and was
soon lost in profound slumber. The moon had just climbed over the
cliff back of the village, and was pouring a flood of light into the
narrow valley and lit up the street and tiny room of the sleeper as
though insistent that all the world
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was in peace. Slumber had chased fear from Martha’s face and. the
babe at her side smiled in her sleep—her world was at rest.
A hundred yards down the deserted street, three dark figures
emerged from an alley-way and moved rapidly toward the house. A
pestiferous dog set up a howl and was instantly joined by a chorus
that ranged down the whole length of the street, and out to the
farthest hut of the town, making a pandemonium of noise that
awoke the town to listen. Wise people remained well behind closed
doors, but others more curious than discreet, peered out till Bali’s
gigantic figure sent them panic stricken inside. “ Bali on a foray.”
they said, “but none or our business; a generous fellow for whom
any of us would fight, but with strange ideas of the rights of
property ownership.”
At the sound of tile dogs Martha sprang to her feet with
every sense alert. The air seemed to palpitate with peril. She stood
with her eyes fixed vacantly upon the moon-lit wall opposite her,
her ears straining for approaching sounds. Presently a shuffling of
sandals came faintly through the mud walls, then at a bound she
seized her babe and bound it to her back, and stepped into her
sandals.
As quickly as she had moved, her enemies were as quick;
already a rough hand was shaking the front door and her keen ear
caught the sounds of persons on both sides of the house clambering
over the wall to get in the rear. A feeling of faintness made her
giddy; it was but for an instant, self- control returned, and, with
steady hand, she swiftly undid the fastenings of the door and slipped
noiselessly into the yard. As she closed the door she heard the door
from the adjoining room open and her host’s hoarse whisper gave
wings to her feet
“Into the gutter ·and under the fence!” was what she heard.
There was an instant tugging of the door on the inside and
Martha knew it had been fastened to cover up her trail. With the
speed of a fawn she skirted the sides of the yard where the shadows
hung deepest, and reaching a point nearly
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opposite the house her foot slipped into a ditch, and she fell into a
heap at the bottom. For an instant she lay half stunned, then without
rising she crawled lengthwise of the ditch till she had passed under
the fence and found herself directly beneath a pile of cane that had
once been used for a fence, but was now piled on the bank of the
ditch to be burned. She paused to listen at the execrations of one of
her pursuers who had been entangled in a pile of rubbish; it assured
her that she was not discovered. She lay still a moment hushing the
baby who had set up a whimper at the shock from the fall. It took
but a moment to pull a mass of the old fence rubbish down upon her.
The cane was well worn and short and would hardly cover the
length of her body so that lying on her back she gazed through them,
up into the brilliant moon light, while her breathing and each fretful
movement of the child caused the stalks to move with frightful
distinctness. Directly, two of Martha’s pursuers met on the opposite
sides of the ditch. The robber chief had placed men at different
points to cut off any possible chance for escape and he had
committed the task of seizure to another while he himself stood
guard. Martha peering through the cane could distinctly see their
faces. One was young, lithe, and quick of movement: the other
towered above her, huge in the moon-light.
Not a word was spoken till a third approached the larger
man and announced that the woman had fled. At the information the
giant turned upon the speaker with a fierce imprecation. “Speak,”
said he. “Where?”
The younger man who had stood on the opp0sile side of the
ditch leaped lightly across, and joined the others.
“We have searched the house through and she is not there,”
was the reply.
“The back door?”
“It was locked.”
“What excuses had the family?”
“The man was confused and frightened out of his wits, but
the woman brazenly said that the stranger had slept in a certain
room but had left without informing any one, and they
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did not know where she had gone. They showed me the room and it
did not appear to have been occupied.”
At that moment Martha’s baby whimpered and the three
men faced the ditch, while the youngest sprang into it shouting:
“Here she is.” He ran a few steps toward the bundle of cane and
nearly stumbled over a sow with her family of pigs. They
scampered squealing from beneath his feet while the mother
followed with a loud angry “honk, honk.”
“Fool,” said the giant., “don’t you know the difference
between the voice of a woman and the grunt of a hog?”
“Well, it was you who threw the dice to so little purpose,
sure, you should have had the pig sty.”
“Peace,” the giant exclaimed, and added sternly, “call the
gang and search every house in town. He who misses a shadow will
suffer, You hear, Bali says it, go! I will search this house myself,” he
added, “fool I was to commit it to others.”
They turned their backs on the ditch and walked to the cane
fence. Bali tore it apart scorning to return by way of the wall over
which he had climbed with so much difficulty. He walked to the
door, out of which Martha had escaped, and shook it furiously
demanding entrance. The door swung open and two men entered,
then Martha heard it closed. She lay shaking as though with an ague,
and was tortured with her long cramped position. She prayed that
she might be able to lie still and the baby would go to sleep and not
cry. How long it seemed.
At last a voice whispered somewhere above her “Martha!
Oh, Martha!” she listened and it was repeated.
“Here,” she called faintly, and stirred beneath the cane stalks.
The moon had cast the shadow of the fence across her face.
“Quick,” called the voice of her late hostess, “beyond this
ditch is a high bank, follow’ it where it runs to the left till you come
to the road. It will be some distance beyond the town, then turn to
the right and flee for your life, go! it is thirty li to the river, hasten!
No—stay, a bit of paper may help you.”
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Martha had stood out boldly in the shadows while talking
but now crouched low in the ditch listening to the patter of her
friend’s feet as she ran toward the house. She waited with bated
breath to the barking of the dogs through the town. Now their·
voices rose and fell; now grew quiet: and now again rose into a
tumult. She knew that the robber chief was doing his work well.
Presently a hand was stretched through the fence, it held a note. “A
boat leaves northward at daylight. My brother is a Christian. This
note will help you. Go! Bali the robber chief is at your heels. God
and your nimble feet alone will save you. Peace be with you.
Hasten!”
Martha hesitated. “Go! go!” cried her friend, “each moment
is filled with peril, my house also, go! and God be with you.”
A shuffle of feet approaching the house gave force to the
command, and Martha bending low sped rapidly along the ditch till
the abrupt drop of the field hid her from view and the high bluff led
her northward, then, faithful to her directions, she turned sharply to
the right and found her feet in the broad road leading toward the
river. She paused a moment to listen and to hush her baby, and then
ran with all speed till she gasped for the want of breath; again she
paused and listened `then moderated her pace. As she journeyed the
moon light cast strange shadows across the path, filling her with
fear. At times she would pause where the shadows were darkest,
fearing to proceed. Once she made a circuit into a field, to pass
around a dark object by the wayside and found when she stood on
the opposite side that it was a stump : thus she lost much precious
time.
Soon she passed through a hamlet, and breathed freely when
she found that no one was moving. Dogs plunged into the street, but
they frightened her not, they seemed like companions and she
would have welcomed the most pestiferous and noisy to journey
with her. The crowing of the early cock filled her with panic.
“Thirty li,” she repeated, “and the boat leaves at daylight,” and she
fled on. When the moon sank far down into the west it filled the
hollows with
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deep shadows into which she stumbled, sometimes falling while the
baby sleeping on her back would be flung about and awakened by
the sudden shock.
She grew weary, so weary, her legs would scarcely carry her.
When the moon sunk quite out of sight she sat down for a moment’s
rest, but when she tried to rise it was nearly impossible; after that
she dared not repeat the experiment of taking a rest.
How long the darkness seemed! Finally the east grew gray,
then long streaks of light crept out from the horizon; and banks of
light slowly piled up in the sky. Martha turned her eyes from the
heavens to the rough road. She argued to herself that the river ought
not to be far distant. She had traveled an hour before the first cock
crew, then it must have been more than two hours since. She was
sure she had traveled thirty li, but the road seemed to stretch on with
no promise of an end. When the sun arose she ran on to an elevation
in great anticipation, but when she climbed to the top of the road
which had. degenerated into a path, it led out to another rise with no
sign of a river. An hour later, she found herself on a high bank
overlooking a great ‘alkali plain covered with long stretches of mud
and slime, with here and there an elevation of a few feet covered
with coarse swamp grass. In the middle of the plain was a dark line.
And Martha recognised it as the river for which she was searching.
Then she knew that she had lost her way and the path she had
followed had led her far toward the sea where no boats could
possibly be moored.
“O, what shall I do?” she cried swinging her baby forward
upon her hip and gazing into her small blinking eyes, “we have
wandered from our way, and the boat has already left. O what shall
we do?” “It is a leopard’s skin,” she again murmured to the baby,
looking across the salt marsh which was spotted here and there with
tufts of wiry grass and at a dark line which ran through the center
westward “A leopard it is and will devour us. Shall we do it baby?
Shall we wade across to the river and watch for a passing boat?
Think you, baby, we shall be devoured?” At a long distance to the
right
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she caught a glimpse of the sheet of open water. “The sea,” she
murmured in dismay.
Lying between her and the dark line indicating the river
were curiously shaped buildings. They were oval, and appeared not
unlike the bowl of a pipe turned upside down. They were much
larger than an ordinary house. The roofs were covered with straw.
The one nearest sent a column of smoke straight skyward. Long she
stood gazing at the curious building, and its appearance fascinated
her. There out on the marsh was loneliness and seeming security; to
hide in a lonely hut, or, to take a boat drifting out to the great sea
where man could not follow—how good it would be!
In the distance, a huge load of brush wood was being carried
across the plain toward the smoking building. Beneath it somewhere
was a man but so huge was the load that it seemed a thing of life
moving of its own accord. Martha watched it approach one of the
strange buildings.
“Brush-loads do not have legs, do they baby,” she said
looking into the baby’s eyes again as though trying to find an
answer to a question that filled her mind. “Shall we do it, baby, shall
we do it?”
As she looked again over the plain, a shadow shot out on the
marsh and Martha looked up and saw a threatened tragedy enacted
in midair. A pigeon was fleeing from the talons of a falcon; she
darted this way and that with a frightened cry, then shot out over the
salt marsh. Beyond, in the distance, was a wooded hill and at the top
a great tree. Towards it the pigeon turned her flight, zigzagging this
way and then that, always just beyond the talons of her enemy.
Across the salt marsh it flew, over the distant houses up into the hill.
Martha watched with bated breath till the pigeon took refuge in the
thicket surrounding the lonely tree. Martha gazed long till the falcon
having circled around and around till weary, darted off in search of
other prey. Then she lifted the baby again to her back and turned her
face to the lonely building in the salt marsh down near the sea. “He
who clothes the lilies and cares for the birds will care for me,” she
murmured.
The building that Martha approached through the saline
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mud flats was of unusual size. It arose out of the mud mound like a
huge bee hive. The walls of mud were covered with thatch.
When she left the high land it seemed that the sea was a long
way off, but she was soon surprised to discover how close it really
was at hand. Then it occurred to her that the tide was hastening in.
The fact quickened her pace. How rapidly it approached and
seemed bent on the purpose of cutting her path ahead of her. She
slipped on the slimy ooze and then her feet would sink into the
sticky mass half way over her sandals. At every step scores of crabs
scurried from her, sliding sidewise over the slimy surface, they were
here, there, everywhere mocking, jeering. How quickly the water
rose! the building was many rods away when a long thin arm of the
rising tide reached out into the recesses of the plain and curled up at
her feet. She stepped lightly over it, but ahead another arm was
stretching out and fingering its way rapidly around a turf of wire
grass. Behind these advancing forces seemed to be the whole sea,
pressing forward upon the great plain. Martha ran. She reached a
higher ridge which extended direct to the salt kiln. It was only an
elevation of two feet and would also soon be covered. One of her
sandals stuck in the ooze at the top of the ridge, but Martha did not
dare to replace it. On she ran and the sandal left was a tell tale mark
to any one who cared to follow. On the distant bank she had so
lately left stood a man looking out across the marsh and the sight
put speed to Martha’s feet.
CHAPTER XII
IN DEFENCE OF A WOMAN
If Martha had known the character of the occupant of the
salt kiln she would have turned her steps from the oncoming tide
and fled as if death had been at her heels. As she approached the
kiln the desolate waste and the forbidding appearance of the
thatched building caused her to pause and look back regretfully
upon her path. The tide was fast closing over it and little rivulets
curled around a knoll here, and
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lapped over an elevation there, now rushing along a narrow
depression as though bent on some furious errand; then pausing for
breath; again gathering its forces, pushed forward, insistent,
relentless. To return was impossible, and her eyes sought the distant
green bank and what she saw sent her in panic toward the salt kiln.
A tall man stood in the path she had left, shading his eyes with his
hand, gazing in her direction.
She thought of her tell-tale sandal half covered with water,
and praying for the hastening of the tide to cover it from sight she
fled into the building.
The inside of the salt kiln was, if possible, more forbidding
than the outside. The walls were of mud and loose stone, the roof
was covered with straw, and the rafters were exposed to view. The
rafters were so crooked that they often seemed to double on
themselves, twisting this way and that as if they had battled with
vines and creeping things of the forest, till, becoming so crooked
that when placed on the roof they seemed to run twice the necessary
distance in traveling from the ridge to the wall and were beaten and
disfigured beyond nature’s recognition. The rafters rested on a
projection of the wall at the top, thus lifting where the steam from a
furiously boiling vat, and the uncontrolled smoke from the furnace
found their way into the open. Within the building, at one side, was
partitioned off a room which was begrimed with soot. In the center
of the building, facing the door, was built a massive furnace covered
with a huge iron pan, which was filled with salt water after having
the water saturated with the salt of the plain.
Before the furnace stood the strangest of all strange
creatures, a man with a face so distorted and ugly that he did not
seem to be a man.
On the outside of the gate of Martha’s old home was a
drawing of many colors by a renowned artist from the capital. It
represented the artist’s conception of the demon who watched the
home against the intrusions of other less powerful spirits. The horrid
aspect of the creature met the approval of the townspeople, as the
most hideous of anything before
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imagined by human genius. “Worse than anything we have ever
seen at the wayside shrine,” said the people, and the artist was
satisfied; and the home had felt secure till Martha had become a
Christian, then it was feared that the bogie had lost his power.
Martha had always passed the picture with a shudder and now there
stood this being before her. His face was a combination of strangely
distorted features, as distorted as were the rafters over his head.
The man’s forehead was low and broad filled with many
wrinkles which were twisted into small knots as if their owner had
meditated on some diabolical scheme and surprised his thoughts
with an impulse to leer or grimace at his intended victim. The eyes
slanted toward the nose and seemed to bulge from his face, while
his cheekbones rose up agressively before them. His nose was flat
and broad. His mouth stretched direct across his face. His
protruding teeth hung on either side like boars tusks and easily
separating his heavy lips. The broad chin shot out still farther giving
the whole face the impression of sloping from the forehead to the
point of his chin. His lips had the habit, when their owner was
meditating, of puckering forward as though on the point of
whistling, then taking panic, hastily recoiling on the teeth in profane
denial that they ever contemplated a whistle or a smile. At such
moments the lips flattened out on the teeth giving the face the
expression of some wild beast showing his tusks in a snarl.
The man’s dress was limited to a pair of white cotton
trousers tied at the waist, the legs of which were rolled to his body.
His skin was black from exposure to the sun and heat of the furnace,
while blotches of furnace-black covered his face. and chest, through
which perspiration formed muddy courses downward. His arms
were unusually long and massive. At first sight he seemed to stoop,
but the illusion was from the muscles that piled up on his shoulders
and back in great masses. His legs and arms were knotted and
gnarled like the oak of the mountain side where he cut the wood for
his furnace. His hand was huge beyond belief.
When Martha ran into the door her fright carried her
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beyond the entrance. The strange man was bending over the fire,
and at this moment he lifted a pine branch on the end of a large
wooden fork and slowly forced it into the door of his furnace.
Martha thought him a counterpart of the fiend administering torture
to lost souls. As she paused filled with a new terror, the strange man
stooped low over the fire. Having suddenly passed from the bright
light, her eyes could scarcely penetrate the gloom caused by the
smoke, steam, and deep shadows of the room. Out of the furnace
door the flames licked hungrily past the stooping man, towards her.
Above the furnace the huge pan boiled and roared like the romping
of a thousand demons. To flee was impossible as the tide had made
her a prisoner and she stood spellbound at the strange scene. Her
eyes traveled over the stooping figure down the front of the arch
where, in the cold masonry, was fixed a tiny mirror, from it the
searching eyes of the strange creature gazed out at her. She felt
giddy with fear, and struggled to gather her forces for flight. The
wild man anticipated her movements and stepped suddenly between
her and the door. Martha sank to the ground, her terrified gaze fixed
upon the face of the apparition. All the superstitious stories of her
heathen life and the lessons of future punishment she had learned
from her catechism flashed into her mind. It seemed as if the
painted thing on her husband’s gate had preceded her to this dismal
place to torment her.
“Mercy!” she gasped, “kind, good devil, mercy for the
baby’s sake, have mercy! “ She clasped her hands and raised them
to him imploringly, “Good, kind devil,” she repeated, “have mercy
on the baby and me.” At the word “devil” a scowl darkened the face
of the man which increased Martha’s terror. She spread out the
palms of her hands and rubbed them together appealingly, the while
lips moved, but her voice refused her. “I fled here for refuge,” she
said at last, “I am as innocent of wrong as this babe. We are fleeing
from violence, shame, death. Dear, kind, sir. have you a refuge here
for baby and me?” She waited, but receiving no answer continued,
“Only a few hours till the tide goes down sir, then we will away and
trouble you no more.”
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The baby slipped from Martha’s back, toddled towards the
furnace, gazed for a moment at the fire, then struck her tiny hands
together in glee. She looked up at the man’s ugly face, then with
feet far apart like a sailor bracing against the roll of a boat waddled
to where stood the elfish creature, tugged at the wooden fork he
held in his hand, then pointing toward the fire, laughed again.
“Madam,” he said, glancing at the child, “fear me not, I
harm not helpless babies and women.” He spoke as one not in the
habit of using his voice. His words were preceded by a rumbling
deep in his chest. “No, fear me not,” he repeated. “You called me
devil. At first it angered me. I perceive you did it innocently. I
would that you had done tauntingly like many others; for if
innocence calls me such names, surely my appearance must justify
it.” He turned to look at his fire as if the helpless woman and her
petition were matters that had passed his attention. “Yet,” he finally
added with his face in the firelight, “the mirror tells me the same
thing, yes the voice of innocence and the bit of glass are alike
ruthless.” Directly he again turned to the woman without .a smile on
his ugly face. “I may be the devil on the outside,” he said, “but I
may prove to you that I am not on the inside. What can I do for you?
Some may tell you my name is “devil” but it is not a name of my
parents’ choosing.”
Martha was overwhelmed with shame and implored
forgiveness. She told him how that she was passing through the
village of Tangmal and had fled from a band of men. “Bali,” she
said, “I think Bali is the man who is following me.”
The strange man listened with an imperturbable face to the
tale, apparently having no interest in it, but at the word Bali, he
stepped to the open door and shading his eyes looked long and
earnestly across the salt marsh. He gave no hint of what he saw but
he added fuel to the furnace till the flame roared fiercely beneath
the pan and eagerly licked the mouth of the furnace. Martha
watched his movements with a sense of returning fear. His eyes
were red from the heat and when he turned them toward her they
seemed like coals from the fire.
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Presently he carried a huge bundle of pine boughs across the
building and leaned them against the wall in easy range of his long
fork. From the bundle to. the mouth of the furnace he scattered the
broken boughs, He then motioned to Martha. She understood and
picking up the baby, she bound it across her hip, and seated herself
behind the pine boughs. He again returned to his furnace and fed it
with the pine, as if no other thought than the care of his furnace had
ever crossed his darkened mind. Martha gazed through the branches
at him and again alarm filled her with what she knew not. “Perhaps,”
she thought, “it is the hideous face at the furnace; perhaps it is the
coming evil from which I am trying to hide.”
Presently the door was darkened by a huge figure. Martha
instinctively recognized it as one of her pursuers. The man at the
fire was still at his work, but he had stooped low and Martha could
see that his eyes were fixed steadily upon the small mirror. As he
looked, his lips stretched across his protruding teeth, showing his
tusks, giving him a look half human, half animal, and altogether
diabolical.
“Ho, here, stranger!” called the new comer, staring into the
shadows, “Are you the man they call devil? Here I have been
wading waist deep to get to your den. What, no welcome? I have
been slipping and sliding over your cursed salt marsh for ten Ii.
Why, good sir, hearing of your fame, I could do no less than make
you a call when I come into your territory.—Even the devil, it
seems to me, should have the privilege of the common courtesies
from his neighbors. I, therefore, determined to call upon his satanic
majesty though it does mean the ruin of my white suit and the
ruffling of my unusually sweet temper. What, friend , no welcome?”
The man addressed straightened slowly and faced his visitor.
He breathed several times with a hoarse rumbling and answered
with great deliberation. “Your ignorance, sir, of the classics and
common politeness makes your welcome scant. ‘He who enters
your home with a curse let his curse return to him.’ Such. sir, say
the sages and you may take your curses with you, and if the tide
choke them in your throat happier will the doors be which you
might otherwise darken.”
“Indeed,” replied Bali, “what have we here? the devil
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teaching the classics to be sure,” and he flung his head back with a
laugh at the dark scowling face of the hermit. “Come now,”
continued Bali, “I came not to quarrel with the imp of darkness, I
am simply here to look for a lost sandal. No, don’t look at my feet, I
am looking for one more delicate than I wear. Sandals, you know, if
you have ever had any experience with them, which I much doubt
unless there are love affairs in hell, have a peculiar way of walking
off when least expected, delicate ones I mean, ones made of hemp,
ones of several colors, like this one, for instance,” he added, pulling
from his flowing sleeve Martha’s sandal for inspection. “As I
tracked its mate here to this place I thought perhaps your eyes might
have caught sight of it. These useful organs of yours stand out from
your head far enough to get sight of any such flitting bits of hemp.”
The hermit snatched the sandal from Bali’s hand, “Ha-a- a!”
said he with a long rasping sound, “Where did you get my wife’s
sandal? That belongs to her. What business have you following up
my wife and picking up her sandal?” and he glared at the handsome
face of his visitor while his breath escaped as steam from an exhaust
pipe.· “However,” he added, “if you thought to restore to me my
lost property and make the trip over this slippery cursed mud to my
humble home to restore it, I will forgive you, but see that you do it
not again.” He glared again at Bali and turning, placed the sandal on
the masonry of the furnace, then he bent over his fire as if he had
dismissed both the matter of the sandal and the caller.
“Not so fast, old man, young man, devil, whatever you call
yourself; were it not said that your father lived in the neighborhood
during the memory of this generation I should say that you were a
thousand years old. The pile of muscles on your back proclaim you
not so old; though, it seems to me, your memory is failing, for if I
have been rightly informed the beautiful creature you called your
wife has many years since refused the company of so sweet a being
as yourself, and one night, slipped the cable with the out-going tide.
If my eye-sight has not failed me I saw the mate to this slipper
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crossing these flats some two hours since, too substantial, it seems
to me, to be the ghost of your fair companion. The slipper is the
mate to the one you so rudely snatched from my hand and I want it.
I am not in the habit of allowing people to treat me rudely, but
whatever human beings might not do with impunity I might excuse
in such an irresponsible creature as the devil, on the promise of
future good behavior and the restoration of my property. Honest
now, did the wife to the devil ever wear anything finer than a straw
sandal? By a little jogging of your ancient memory, you may recall
that she never wore anything quite so fine as this object of your ill
temper.”
The hermit arose slowly as if the muscles on his back were a
heavy burden; he turned a deepening scowl upon Bali and looked at
him a moment as if gathering his thoughts from the inmost part of
his being.
“You?” he said at last, “you claim a right to this bit of hemp
and to its mate? To ruin an oppressive magistrate or run to earth
some noble game who has the power of self defence might have a
redeeming feature in the eyes of a man whose profession is crime,
but to track the helpless babe and its mother,-ha-a-a! the devil
disgraces himself by talking to a thing like that. Such conceived
villainy comes not from the yellow pit, but only from the foulness
of your loathsome heart. My wife wear straw sandals? this dainty
bit of hemp and also its mate are mine,—age follows youth, the
white swan its black brother, gray hairs the raven locks, the fiend
beneath your smooth skin will rage and waste you away, but the
dainty foot that treads that sandal will never move at your bidding.”
The words of the hermit were delivered with indescribable scorn
and hate.
“Ho! Ho! “ exclaimed Bali, changing his tactics, and
pretending to be highly amused. “A great welcome you give a
stranger. Come now let us not quarrel. You know where this maiden
is, and I can prove to you that she is mine by right. strange how her
smooth tongue could deceive a rugged chap like you, but that is the
way of the world. If my railer has lacked a bit in politeness, why, we
are both men who deal
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with the rugged things, let that pass. The world says that your ugly
face covers an honest heart, and I know you will give me what is
honestly mine. Bali, the prince of the road, asks not of others what
is his by right, but to atone for seeming rudeness he will ask of the
salt-plain-hermit the return of this chattel. Ah, man! a real woman
would die in this hole and you could not keep her. Hunt a woman to
earth like a hare? Why man you never visited the home of Bali. I
would restore the poor deluded creature to comfort and luxury.”
“Welcome? welcome?” interrupted the hermit, “No man
ever entered my den so welcome as you are. Welcome? why, the
hermit has longed to see you for the last three years, he has thought
of you night and day, dreamed of you, sacrificed to the spirits,
whenever he has been fool enough to sacrifice to anything that he
might meet you. Welcome? Why, fool, I would not let you go for
anything. I will entertain you here as long as you live.” The strange
creature lifted his chin higher and laughed with a voiceless gurgle
but did not take his blood shot eyes from the face of the robber for
an instant.
“As long as you live,” he repeated, “nor will that burden me;
your appetite will be faulty, a pigeon will eat more, and so warm
will you be that your flesh will sizzle,” again he laughed.
The robber though a brave man felt his flesh chill under the
hermit’s steady gaze and gibes. “Crazy,” he muttered. He knew that
to excite him more would be perilous, but being a powerful man
trained in all the tricks of the wrestler, never having suffered defeat,
the ultimate issue of a combat he feared not. But Bali knew that he
had never before met such an antagonist.
At that moment, Martha’s baby set up a cry and both men
swung about in the direction of the pile of pine boughs. At a bound
Bali had reached them and flung them aside. “Ah,” he laughed
bending over the shrinking woman, “it takes a nimble foot to escape
Bali.”
The next instant a pair of long arms seized him by the waist,
lifted him in air and flung him as a bundle of pine boughs to the
opposite wall. Bali came down with force and
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the wall saved him from measuring his length on the floor. The
violent shock took his breath but he was instantly on his feet, and
eyed the other man in astonishment, but the ready wit of the road
came to his aid.
(To be Continued).

ODDS AND ENDS
THE KOREAN WOMAN’S SORROW
In the days of King Se-jong (1419-1450 A. D. ) a military
officer named An Kwi-sun had a wife who was the daughter of
Ch’oi Ch’i-oon. Their home was in Moon-kyung, Ka-eun County,
Kyung-sang Province. This· wife, when a little girl, learned the
Classics from her father, the Books of Poetry and History; and after
marriage she served her husband’s parents with a perfect heart, so
that all the people of the village loved and praised her.
Suddenly her husband fell ill and died, and in her grief she
wrote the following :“Two phoenix birds were we,
In flight, on wing together,
When summoned unexpectedly,
He left in windy weather.
Through grief and tears, beneath the spell,
I call, and ask of God to tell
How far he’s gone, and also where
I’d find the answer to my prayer.
So wide the sky, no voice can fill,
Yet sorrow’s sea is wider still.”
THE FACE
(Written about 1200 A. D.)
“When the heart has done a deed of shame, you show it in
your countenance by the red bloom of blush and the tiny drops of
sweat. The eyes are dropped down low, or glance aside in fear
because the heart has done a dishonest act.
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You high-born lords I give you good words of counsel: Let
what you do be true, for then the heart is bold and free and the face
is fresh to shine.”
THE BACK
(1200 A. D.)
“If you are always stiff and straight and have never learned
the action of the bow, you will assuredly taste the dislike of other
men, and often sharp displeasure; but if you are quick to bow you
will drive off hosts of evil. The best blessings of man bring on your
soft and supple bending.”
(Note:- This is wholesome counsel from the great literary
master Yi Kyoo-bo that the modem foreigner may well heed. A truly
courteous manner which is after all but another way of expressing
the bending of the bow, will win the Far East where all the blunthonesties in the world will entirely fail.)

BOOK REVIEW
The Legend of Lai-chow. The author of this dainty book is
Miss Annie B. Gay Gaston, and she had in mind constantly the
needs of a multitude of sick and poor around Lai-chow as she deftly
wove the story of the sacrifice of his own life by Druyieh that his
city might be saved. And now others in more peaceful garb are
giving themselves for this same city, and her people are being
rescued and ministered to at the hospital and in numberless kindly
ways. Several beautiful colored pictures by a Chinese artist are
inserted, and the book has been so well received that it has already
been necessary to print a second edition. Edward Evans & Sons,
Shanghai, are Agents in the East for The Legend of Lai-chow, which
may be obtained for $1.25 Mexican. It will make an excellent
present. All Profits go to the· hospital at Lai-chow.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
The Methods, Work, and Growth of
this Wonderful Institution.
In this magazine will be found an advertisement of the
International Correspondence Schools. This institution has been
progressively carrying on its work in the Orient for a number of
years，and in order that our readers may have an understanding of
the purposes and achievements of these schools we have requested
them to supply us with information. The article follows and is very
interesting.
THE WORK OF THE I. C. S. IS THREEFOLD:
1. Teaching employed persons the science of their
occupations.
2. Preparing dissatisfied people for congenial and
better-paying positions.
3. Giving young and unemployed persons the training
necessary to start at fair salaries in their chosen vocations.
The I. C. S. Student is not required to leave home nor his
work. He studies in spare time when convenient. The Schools are
never closed. The student can move about from place to place
without interference with his lessons. He prepares several times as
much written work as class-room students and consequently
receives severa1 times as much helpful criticism. He studies in
private; he does all the reciting himself and receives the individual
attention of his instructors．
THE GROWTH OF THE I. C.S.
The I. C. S. introduced, in 1891, the I. C.S. method of
teaching by mail with special home-study textbooks and a system of
correction of students’ work. Many years of successful teaching
show that this system supplies the great educational need of the
world; it carries practical knowledge to the thousands who cannot
leave home nor give up work to better their education.
At the end of 1891 there were 115 students.
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At the end of 1900 there were 251,310 students. At the end
of 1909 there were 1,267,000 students.
At the end of 1916 there were almost 2,000,000 students
representing every occupation in the realm of industry and every
country on the globe. 219 railroads and 202 industrial companies
including many of the largest of the world have entered into
arrangements with the L C. S. for the instruction of their employees.
This is one of the greatest distinctions ever conferred on any
educational institution and the continuance of these arrangements is
conclusive evidence of the practical results produced.
I. C.S. TEXTBOOKS ARE FAMOUS FOR THREE FEATURES
1. They are complete.
2. They are practical.
3. They are easy to understand, remember and apply. All
three of these features are important but the one deserving particular
emphasis is the ease with which a person can learn from I. C. S.
Textbooks. One reason for this is that they are replete with line-cut,
half-tone and color reproductions and mechanical drawings,
averaging more than one illustration for every two pages. Wherever
an illustration will assist in making the text more clear it is used.
Modern illustration depicts most objects as well as they can be
shown in reality and by means of sectional views impart a better
idea of the interior workings of machinery, etc., than seeing the
object itself.
At the time this article is written 317 residence educational
institutions (I. C. S. Textbooks are not sold to other correspondence
schools) including government, military and naval training schools
and the foremost universities and colleges of the United States, are
using I. C.S. pamphlet textbooks to some extent in class-room work.
This is certainly an excellent endorsement of I. C. S. Textbooks.
More money has been invested in the preparation of these
books than on any other textbooks ever published. Before a single
page was printed, $98,000 gold was expended in gathering, writing
and compiling the work contained in the Architectural Course
alone-$88,000 on the Civil Engineering
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Course, and Agricultural Courses thus far prepared have cost more
than $100,000 gold.
THE I. C. S. ARE NOT SELLING BOOKS
They are selling instruction. You can buy a whole library of
books and yet never understand the theory of your trade or
profession. To study efficiently it is necessary to be able to judge
what is worth learning—it is also essential that your studies be
systematically planned to lead you forward by natural and carefully
graded steps.
The I. C. S. have been teaching successfully for over
twenty-five years. Is it not reasonable, therefore, to concede that
they are better able to plan a course of studies than is the ordinary
person?
While the price of any I. C. S. Course includes a complete
set of textbooks, the point strongly emphasized is that I. C.S. expert
instructors spare no effort or expense, in connection with the careful
correction of examinations, to give each student the helpful,
individual assistance he requires in order to gain complete mastery
of the difficult subjects of his Course.
DOES I. C. S. TRAINING PAY?
In a recent investigation of 27,000 typical I. C.S. Students
two were found with annual incomes of $50,000 gold, six with
$25,000 or better, twenty with $10,000 or better, 413 with $5,000 or
more, 2,451 with $2,500 or more and 14,990 with at least $1,500
gold a year. At the time they enrolled the big majority of these
students were engaged in unskilled occupations.
Every month more than 400 J. C. S. Students write to the
Schools telling of advancements in positions and salaries. These are
voluntary reports and when it is considered that it requires deep
appreciation to inspire a person to write a voluntary letter of
endorsement, it will be realized that there are hundreds more every
month who benefit by I. C. S. Training and never take the trouble to
report it. The history of I. C. S. Students is a history of success.
THE I. C. S. IN THE ORIENT
Since the establishment of the CHINA AGENCY, I. C. S. in
Shanghai more than ten years ago, thousands of persons in
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Korea, Japan, and China have enrolled and achieved equally
satisfactory results in their studies as students in the United States.
That these students who have pursued their studies with any degree
of self-interest have been returned full value for the small amounts
invested is amply proved by the hundreds of enthusiastic letters
received by the China Agency telling of increased earnings.
The I.C. S. Student body in China has steadily grown larger
from year to year. The enrollment thus far in 1917, in spite of
abnormal conditions, “far exceeds that of the same period of any
previous year. The fact that the greater number of new students
enroll through recommendations of old I. C. S. Students is
additional evidence that the I. C. S. gains and retains the good will
of its students.
TERMS OF ENROLMENT
Payment for Courses may be made in full at the time of
enrolment or on the monthly instalment plan. The price of’ a Course
includes a complete set of textbooks and thorough, individual
instruction. The I. C. S. do not offer free scholarships nor do they
sell instruction by the lesson. I. C. S. Courses are sold complete, as
a straight-out business proposition.
There is only one institution known as the
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS. They have
no connection whatever with any other institution advertising
correspondence instruction and using a similar name.
The International Correspondence Schools make the
unqualified statement that they have· invested more money in the
preparation of their Courses, are spending more each year in
revising and keeping their textbooks up-to-date with the latest
practices in science applied ,to industry, and have graduated and
qualified more students for responsible positions than all other
correspondence schools combined.
They unconditionally guarantee that any student who is able
to read and write English and who does his part faithfully will learn
and gain far-reaching benefits by their method.
They give as references I. C. S. Students in all parts of the
world.
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The Korea Magazine
August, 1917
EDUCATION TWENTY YEARS AGO.
More than twenty years ago Rev. D. L. Gifford had two
articles in the Korean Repository concerning education in the
capital of Korea. We reproduce below most of the first article, that
our readers may get a glimpse of the educational situation of that
day. In a subsequent number we hope to present an article or a
series of articles on education in Seoul as it is to-day. Mr. Gifford’s
article follows :
The scope of this article will deal with a variety of
educational institutions that flourish within the sweep of the
mediaeval walls of Seoul, which fall like widely draped festoons
from the peaks of the North and South mountains. Imagine yourself,
please, in a factory where a planing machine and three or four
circular saws are tearing the air into shreds with their din. You can
then form some conception of the noise of a native Korean school
room when the pupils are conning their lessons. Let us take a look
into such a school. Perhaps a dozen bright-faced lads are sitting
cross-legged upon the floor, their Chinese books laid before them.
The upper parts of their bodies are swaying violently, each with his
own time and motion, some from side to side, others forward and
back, and all of them vociferating, in every musical pitch, the lesson
assigned for the day. In contrast with all this movement and din is
the quiet form of the school-master, sitting at the end of the room
where the flue-heated floor is the warmest, on his head a crownshaped, horse-hair hat, his nose surmounted by a pair of scholarly
goggles, with a book before him, and in his hand a rod; and now
and again his stentorian tones mingle with the shrilling trebles as he
hurls in a word or two of correction. This is the ordinary Korean
school.
From early dawn till the sun goes down these lads drone
away, now studying aloud, now writing the characters, now reciting
to the master the contents of the Chinese classics, filled with the
lore of the ancient sages and a pseudo-history, but
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scarcely an idea to lead them to understand the world in which they
live in the year 1896.
And one who knows the Korean people, even in the most
superficial manner, must be aware that there is something radically
lacking in the time-honored system of education of the country.
I would by no means condemn it as an utter failure. Let no
one beguile himself into thinking that the educated Koreans are a
dull class of people. The study of the Chinese classics has much the
same educational value for the Korean that a classical course in
Latin and Greek has for a student in the Occident. The effort to
master the difficult language is in itself a mental discipline. The
writings of Confucius and Mencius, as a system of mere ethics,
together with much that is defective and a disproportioned stress
laid upon the virtue of filial piety, contain also much that is
undoubtedly beautiful and true. Then again, to such an extent have
the Chinese words and phrases embedded themselves in the native
speech, that no Korean can obtain mastery of his own language
without a preliminary study of the Chinese. But when all has been
said, the popular education of Korea leaves very much to be desired.
The best way to judge of a system is to examine the finished
product of that system. Let us consider then the average educated
Korean. He has a certain mental brightness and polish. His memory
is noticeably well trained. He seems indeed to be much like a mill
fairly well fitted to grind, but with no worthy content upon which to
grind. He has, in a measure, the intellectual power of a man, with
the actual knowledge of a child. And the discouraging feature of his
case is that he has, in many instances, become so self-conceited that
Socrates himself could not convince him of his ignorance. He is
color-blind to every thing modern. His eyes are set on the past,
especially the Chinese past. He is a slave to the traditions and
customs transmitted from antiquity. His thinking has no breadth nor
originality. But the fault is moral as well. Among people of his own
station in life he displays a ceremonious politeness, that is certainly
charming. But do not for a moment be deceived. There is very little
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heart in it. What Korean unreservedly trusts another Korean? And
for the man below him in social rank he has all the contempt of a
Brahmin. Again, he has a false pride which leads him to starve
rather that do a stroke of honest, manual labor. The ruling principle
of his life is apt to be a selfish individualism, which leaves in his
heart but little room for a disinterested public spirit, or a true love of
his neighbor. Two things the naturally bright and in many respects
interesting people of Korea especially need and which their present
system of education certainly fails to give them, are a broader
intellectual view and a deepened moral sense. Their present system
of intellectual and moral training then, needs evidently much to
supplement it. The Chino-Japanese war, in a number of respects,
deep-soil plowed the life and institutions of Korea. One of the
institutions which early disappeared was the “Koaga” or royal
examination, held periodically through the spring and fall, when the
streets used to be filled with country scholars all aspirants for
literary degrees. The literary titles were in the ante-bellum days
greatly prized, largely no doubt because the rank thus obtained was
believed to furnish a stepping-stone towards the acquisition of
government office, the summum bonum of the Korean scholar. But
with the passing of the Koaga and a change in the methods of
government appointments, it may be questioned whether much of
the incentive to the acquisition of an education of the time-honored
variety has not passed away. It may be further queried, if this be true,
that the interest in education is waning throughout the country, what
other educational forces are there at work, whose. influence can be
counted upon to stimulate in some measure this flagging interest in
all education; and can they be said to give promise of supplying the
lacking elements mentioned above, a broadened mental outlook or a
deepened moral sense. The answer is that there are three classes of
schools whose influence radiates from the Capital, government
vernacular schools, government schools for the study of foreign
languages, and missionary institutions of learning, all of which aim
to impart nineteenth century knowledge, and in varying degrees
seek the moral culture of
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their students. Referring now to the first class of government
schools mentioned, the writers information was largely derived a
few months since from Mr. T. H. Yun, the then Acting-Minister of
Education, at present a member of the embassy sent to represent
Korea at the coronation of the “Czar of all the Russias.” It may be
remarked in passing that his experience and education in a foreign
land seemed to have peculiarly fitted Mr. Yun for usefulness in the
position he then held. These schools came largely into being during
the late “reform era.” The scheme of education embraces a system
of primary schools, with a normal school for the training of the
teachers. The normal school, located in Kyo Tong, was organized
last year with a Japanese instructor in charge. Two Korean teachers
now guide their studies. The subjects taught consisted of history,
(Korean and universal), simple arithmetic, geography, Chinese and
Unmun for Korean) composition, and the Chinese classics.
Candidates for admission to the normal school must be able to read
and write Chinese; and the age limits range between eighteen and
twenty-five years. It should be noted that throughout this article the
ages mentioned are according to foreign count. The aim was to
accommodate fifty pupils, fed and lodged at government expense. It
was expected that, after order was restored in the country with
teachers drawn from this normal school, primary schools should be
started in each of the twenty-three provincial capitals of the country.
Already there exist in the city of Seoul five flourishing primary
schools located as follows: one in Kyo Tong, one in Chai Tong, one
in Mi Tong, one in Chong Dong (next the English Legation), and
one in Su Hyei Tong. With the exception of the last mentioned
which numbers about 150, the average number of scholars enrolled
to each of the schools is 100. The monthly wages paid are as
follows; for a normal school teacher, forty yen; for a primary school
teacher, fourteen yen.
Referring now to the second variety of schools for the study
respectively of Japanese, French, Russian and English; the Japanese
school, located in Kyo Tong, has been in existence since1890. It is
at present in the charge of the genial
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Mr. I. Nagashima, a graduate of Tokyo University and a teacher of
five year’s experience in Japan. Associated with him is Mr. M. Oya,
a graduate of the Kanagawa Normal School and they have one
Korean assistant. The students are divided into two classes, and
number forty. The average age is nineteen, ranging from sixteen to
thirty years. The studies embrace the learning of Japanese, the study
of western branches through the medium of the Japanese, and
physical drill. The writer heard one day the advanced class read in
concert, in alternation with the· teacher, and to judge by the sound
the reading was remarkably fluent and accurate．
The French and Russian schools are located in the spacious
school property at Pak Tong, south-east of the palaces. These
schools are among our most recent acquisitions, the Russian school
having been opened May 10th and the French school about the first
of January. In charge of the Russian school is Mr. N. Birukoff, late
captain of light artillery in the Russian army; and the teacher of the
French school is Mr. E. Martel. Both have had experience. in
private teaching. They have each a Korean assistant. The students in
attendance at the Russian school are thirty-six, in the French school
thirty-four. The average age in the Russian school is twenty-two,
ranging from sixteen to forty; in the French school seventeen,
ranging from fifteen to thirty years. The study in these schools is yet
largely linguistic : but western branches will be rapidly introduced
in the respective languages taught. Daily physical drill is given the
pupils of both schools under the superintendence of members of the
Russian Legation guard. These schools, altho so recently
established, are in a flourishing condition, and with a bright class of
pupils, and excellent instructors, a highly successful career may be
anticipated for them.
English education in Seoul had its origin in Mr. T. E.
Hallifax’s School for Interpreters, which from the year 1883 was
held for a period of three years in the Foreign Office. The Pupils
numbered thirty-five and their ages ranged from fifteen to thirty.
Very good work was done, as is evidenced by the fact that fifteen
former members of the school now hold positions
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in the various ports. In the spring of 1885, Gen. John Eaton, the
well-known Commissioner of Education, in compliance with a
request to the U.S. Government from His Majesty the King of
Korea, received instructions from the Government to secure three
suitable men, who should repair to Korea to take charge of a
Government school for the teaching of English. His choice fell upon
three students in Union Theological Seminary, N. Y. City, two of
whom were about to graduate, Rev. G. W. Gilmore of Princeton ‘83,
Rev. D. A. Bunker, Oberlin ‘83, and Rev. H. B. Hulbert, Dartmouth
‘84. The Government School was organized Sept. 23rd,1886. Each
teacher had a Korean interpreter. As soon as practicable western
studies were introduced, which were taught through the medium of
English text-books. In addition to the ordinary elementary studies,
the Elements of International Law and Political Economy were
taught. The pupils enrolled were about 100. Two examinations of
the school were held before His Majesty, at one of which the writer
had the honor of being present. Sickness in the family of one of the
instructors necessitated a temporary withdrawal from the country,
and for a number of months of the year 1889 he taught as a
substitute in the Government School. In the latter part of June came
the three days of examination at the Palace, a scene that will remain
ever memorable in the mind of the writer. There were in the
apartment the three Presidents of the School in palace-going attire
seated on the floor at one side, back of them the three foreign
teachers in dress suits, the King and Crown Prince in handsome
robes seated upon their respective platforms at the rear and side of
the room, and on his Majesty’s handsome face a look of the utmost
kindliness; then the crouching interpreters, the sallow faced eunuchs,
the storming floor managers, and lastly the frightened students.
As the result of the work of the school a number of good
men were turned out, one of whom is the present Minister of
Foreign Affairs, another is Secretary of Legation at Tokyo, and a
third is assistant Post Master in the Korean Post Office at Chemulpo.
Capable, earnest work was done by the
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instructors: but in some respects the school did not prosper as it
deserved; for His Majesty’s good intentions were frustrated, after
the fashion or those ante bellum days, by the peculating officials
connected with the school, who diverted to the extent of their ability
the funds of the institution to their own Private uses; so that
becoming disheartened, first Mr. Gilmore, then Mr. Hulbert, and
finally Mr. Bunker resigned and returned to America, the last two
mentioned however, coming back later as members of the Methodist
Mission. We come now to another stage in the history of the Royal
English School. Mr. W. du F. Hutchison was engaged from the fall
of 1893 in teaching English upon the island of Kang Wha, between
Chemulpo and Seoul; in connection with the school for naval cadets.
In the late fall or 1894 he was transferred to Seoul to fill the
vacancy made by the departure of Mr. Bunker in the English School
at Pak Tong. He brought with him a score of his former pupils; four
old scholars of the Pak Dong school were added; and the
Government sent still others, aggregating sixty-four students. The
Royal School continued at Pak Dong till the first of 1895, when the
school property was turned temporarily into police barracks, and the
school was transferred to its present quarters in the Telegraph Office
in front of the Palace, just west of the offices of the Department of
Agriculture. Much time was lost from the middle of the school year,
while getting the buildings into proper condition to suit the needs of
the school. Time and students—who withdrew to the country—were
both lost as the result of the political disturbances in Seoul. But in
spite of all draw-backs creditable work has been done, as is
evidenced by the excellent written examination papers prepared in
June of the present year. The teaching force consists of Mr.
Hutchison, Mr. F. Halifax and three Korean assistants. These three
assistant teachers receive each a monthly payment of from twenty to
twenty five yen. The number of pupils is 103, with daily average of
ninety-two. It may be remarked in passing, that an indication of the
discipline of the school was seen, when the writer on a very rainy
day visited the school and found the entire body of pupils in
attendance. Their average
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age is nineteen years, ranging in fact from sixteen to twenty-eight
years. The branches taught consist of a study of colloquial English,
reading English, English composition, arithmetic, grammar, writing,
translation to and from English and Chinese, also the same with
Unmun and English, and lessons in general knowledge, in the form
of practical talks. Physical training is at present imparted by a
Sergeant from the English Legation Guard in the form of marching,
calisthenics, and a drill with staves, known technically as the
“Swedish physical drill.” As the Foreign School uniform has been
recently the subject or adverse conservative criticism, a word or two
regarding the same may be of interest. This spring at the request of
the scholars and after samples had been seen and approved by the
Department of Education, the scholars were put into a neat foreign
uniform consisting of jacket, trousers and cap of white duck cloth,
with red trimmings—white for mourning for the deceased queen,
and red as being the royal color. These uniforms were bought by the
students themselves. Later, on the 25th of May, a drill of the
scholars was held by royal request in the presence of His Majesty at
the Russian Legation, upon which occasion he expressed much
pleasure with the uniform and drill. The aim at the school is to turn
out men with a good general knowledge, in addition to proficiency
in the use of English.
TEA RITES
Tea is not seen in Korea though used so extensively in both
China and Japan, and yet the common name of the ordinary
sacrifices of the year is Tea Rites. Tea Rites are said to have come
from the custom of simplifying the sacrificial table, and placing
only tea and fruit on it. I find no trace of the use of tea in this
country and yet to-day the sacrifice of the First Moon 1st day, 16th
day; Second Moon, Hansik; Fifth Moon, Tan-o; Seventh Moon,
Ch’il-suk : Eighth Moon, 15th day; Ninth Moon, 9th day; Winter
Solstice and Twelfth Moon, Nap-hyung, are all known by the name
Ch’a-re, Tea Rites.
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DIFFICULTIES OF THE LANGUAGE
Many foreigners when speaking Korean make mistakes in
their use of the descriptive verb.
The other day a friend referred to so and so as a Yoo-myung
ha-nan sa-ram, forgetting that Yoo-myung ha-ta is a descriptive and
not an active verb. We should say Yoo-myung han sa-ram a man of
note, a man of name, but never Yoo-myung ha-nan sa-ram.
A similar mistake is seen in such an expression as Pool-sang
ha-nan sa-ram. It should be Pool-sang han sa-ram, a man to be
pitied. Pool-sang-hi yegi-nan sa-ram, would be an active form, and
mean a man who pities.

KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN—VI
Before the days of Saxons and Danes when China was in all
its ancient glory, there lived a famous woman named Yang Kwi-pi
or Princess Yang, of surpassing beauty, who has dazzled all the
dynasties of succeeding ages. Korea, forgetful of the fair faces that
have adorned her own court, speaks still of Yang Kwi-pi as though
she were wholly hers and had lived but yesterday.
She was the daughter of a certain Yang Hyun-tam of far off
Western China. So famous was her excellence that she was sought
over these long miles of distance and made a secondary wife of
Prince Soo, eighteenth son of Emperor Hyun-jong of the Tangs.
Three years later, on the death of the chief mistress, daughter-in-law
though she was, she was mentioned as a possible successor. The
Emperor having caught a glimpse, and become enamoured of her·
beyond all bounds, set the claims of his son aside and appropriated
her at once as the leading princess in the land.
Then her sphere of action began. By a wave of her fairy
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wand she completely mesmerized his Imperial Highness and held
him a prisoner for eleven years. China’s sun, moon and stars
revolved around this fair maiden, who was indeed the centre of the
celestial sphere. What was there she could not do! Her brothers and
sisters came trooping into the palace as ministers of state and ladiesin-waiting.
The arduous labours of kingship went by the board and
China was left to go as it pleased while Princess Yang held high
revel in the ancient palace of the sages.
Once, as the best of human affairs sometimes go, she
offended, and the Emperor, we are told, in a fit of temper, ordered
the eunuch Ko Yuk-sa to ship her away to her native country. Yang
Kwi-pi, in tears, said to her jailer, “All I have of houses and lands,
everything I know of honour, were graciously given me by His
Majesty the Emperor. My only possession is my hair,” and she cut it
off and sent it with a humble request for forgiveness. The Emperor,
moved by this proof of her devotion, repented of his unkindness and
had her restored.
Among the Emperor’s companions was a Turk called An
Lok-san, a fat man, fatter than G. K. Chesterton and much more
famous in his day. Princess Yang, of the slender waist and pointed
toe, called this mountain of flesh her little son, and had him add his
part to the imperial revels. An grew tired at last of these unchanging
days of idle sport. Besides, some insult had been done him, and he
would pay it back with interest. He rose in rebellion, and in place of
the endless delights of music and dancing, there arose a cry in the
city of fear, and the stampeding of frightened multitudes.
We are told that the Emperor had to fly for his life, taking
Princess Yang with him. They reached the Horse Pass amid the
murmuring of his soldiers, who at last rebelled, claiming that all
these evils had been brought upon them by Yang Kwi-pi, and
demanding her execution. There was no help for it, she had to die,
and Hyun-jong beheld his favorite come under the knife. To him she
was all the world, and he joined her spirit shortly after.
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We see, during the days of her ascendency, long lines of
couriers riding furiously between Chang-an, her capital, and the
distant borders of Anam. What dust is this that rises as though all
the motor cars of the West-front were racing toward their goal,
horse with foaming bits and men at the last gasp? It is on His
Majesty’s service, hot haste, let all the world give way. What was
the purpose of it with its lavish expenditure of human energy?
Answer: To bring lichi fresh and sweet-tinted from the South so that
Princess Yang might eat and be refreshed.
It is a far-gone age, that of Yang Kwi-pi, for she died in 756
A. D. but she lives in the Korean mind, beautiful beyond compare,
though not good.

DISTURBANCES OF NATURE
BY
YI IK (1750 A. D.)
“Wang An-suk of the Songs boldly remarked that we need
not fear natural calamity, and so he was regarded by religious
people as an offender. People now do not often venture to say that
disasters are not meted out as we deserve. Tong and Yoo of the Hans
show how they come as a definite result of certain evil conditions,
and yet most people do not accept this view.
“From the time of the “Fighting States,” (age of Confucius)
when religion failed and governments had fallen to decay, with no
end of calamity and disaster accompanying, people learned to say
“God has rewarded us for our many evils.’
“Again when natural calamity came first and national evil
later, it was said to have simply fulfilled the indications of
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Providence. Time might pass and yet in the end every jot and tittle
would find its fulfilment
“When omens, signs, and evils accumulated it was said that
God in His love was calling men to repentance.
“During the ten years of the reign of King Yang-kwang of
the Soos there were no providential happenings and the earth
brought forth plentifully. He was an evil man and so it was
understood that God had cast him aside and left him to his ways.
“At the present time, also, we have many instances of
natural disturbance, and yet they cannot all be said to be due to such
and such an act. Men do not really fear or regard this fact in their
hearts, but simply make a show of fear, the empty form and not that
true inner reverence of God. The Book of Changes says “The pok
combination reveals to us the mind of Providence, which is one that
tends to the production of all things, a combination of the eum and
the yang. When the yang in our nature rules, then we understand the
mind of God. It is a mind unchangeable in its being. It is not like
man’s mind, that is delighted with what pleases and angry with what
displeases.
“If therefore man regards his evils as of little account, and
clings fast to them, God in love, will make His presence known.
And if man still fails to heed the warning he will visit him with
punishment that will sharply follow. Thus men dare not treat His
dealings lightly. This is the order of God’s providence.
“How then can we say it is God’s love? The great forces of
nature evidence in, love, in life, and ai, love, in service.
“If we, regard things present or past we will find no age in
which Providence has not shown evidence of His love. Providence
does not wait for man’s evil to manifest itself. We find in summer
that it is warm and in winter cold; the day is light and the night is
dark, this is God’s appointment. Convulsions in nature then are due
to a change in the natural order, blessing being the natural, and evil
the unnatural. The propitious is the usual, and the unpropitious the
unusual.
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The harsh is seen as well as the gentle, and God cannot do
otherwise. Still the character love always rules in His mind. All
things good or bad are under His control. Man is born at God’s
appointment and so if he follows gently God’s will and way, and
turns from all disobedience, he will escape the evils of the world.
This is doing God’s will. But if he does not do this he cannot escape
misfortune or evil, and yet this is no proof that God desires either
the one or the other. Therefore we say that God awakens men
through the troubles that He brings upon them. We might illustrate it
by a sailor at the tiller awaiting the wind. He hoists his sail
according as the wind proves favourable or unfavourable. If he is
not clear in his own mind as to the wind he will assuredly court
disaster. This again would be due to the fact that he had done
contrary to the wind’s announcement. The wind, too, has no wish or
desire in the matter.
“When disaster comes sometimes it does so in fulfilment of
a definite act and other times again not so. How do you account for
this?
“When nature and conditions change, things included
change accordingly. The sun and stars have their pathway to the
south, and their pathway to the north, and there are the degrees that
mark off east and west. Proximity has its part to play, so that those
nearer suffer, while those at a distance escape. The earth has its
compass-points and when these agree with astral correspondence all
goes well, but if they disagree evils result. Some men are naturally
law-abiding, some lawless; some false, some true, and so some
escape and some suffer.
“All men walk on the earth. One step outside the gate and
the blue heaven is overhead. Even behind the window shade or
within enclosed walls or caverns, streams of light come shooting in.
So evil too will thus find us out and there is no escape.;;
NOTE:- This kind of essay is rather difficult to follow in its
lines of argument, but one impression it does leave, and that is that
the Korean is deeply impressed with the immanence of an
overruling Providence.
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CHOSEN GOVERNMENT GENERAL ORDINANCE No. 83.
The rules governing the propagation of religion as
promulgated by the Government-General of Chosen August 16,
1916, are not well understood by many foreigners. We therefore
give space for the following translation in this issue of the Korea
Magazine believing it will be of important service
ART. I. ― In this ordinance Shintoism, Buddhism and
Christianity are specified as religions.
ART. II.—Those wishing to engage in the propagation of
religion shall notify the Governor General of Chosen, shall furnish
information in regard to the following matters and shall append
documents proving their qualifications as well as their life histories:
but those belonging to sects or denominations having
Superintendents of Propagation, or to Korean monasteries may omit
the matters contained in Part 2.
1.—The name of the religion and of the denomination or
sect.
2.—A Summary of doctrine.
3.—Methods of propagation.
In case any change is made in any of the above mentioned
items, the same shall be reported to the Governor General of
Chosen within ten days.
ART. III.—In case any Shinto sect or any sect of Japanese
Buddhism wishes to begin propagandism, the Chief Priest of the
denomination or sect shall appoint a Superintendent of Propagation,
shall furnish information regarding the following matters, and shall
receive the sanction of the Governor General of Chosen.
1.—The name of the religion and of the denomination or
sect.
2.—Doctrinal or sectarian regulations.
3.—Methods of propagation.
4.—Limits of the authority of the Superintendent of
Propagation,
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5. —Methods of superintending propagandists.
6. —Location of the office of the Superintendent of
Propagation.
7. —The name and life history of the Superintendent of
Propagation.
In case it is desired to change any or the above items the
sanction of the Governor General must be secured.
ART. IV.—In case the Governor-General of Chosen deems
the methods of propagation, the limits of the authority of the
Superintendent of Propagation, and the methods of superintending
propagandists, or the Superintendent of Propagation himself
unsuitable, he may order changes.
ART. V. —The Superintendent of Propagation must be a
person living in Chosen. The Superintendent of Propagation shall
make a list of the propagandists under his control as they stand on
the 31st of December each year and shall report the same to the
Governor General of Chosen by the 3lst of the following January.
The names and addresses of the propagandists shall be inscribed in
the above mentioned list.
ART. VI.—In ·case the Governor General of Chosen deems
it necessary he may cause sects or denominations other than those
mentioned in Art. III to appoint Superintendents of Propagation.
In case a Superintendent of Propagation is appointed in
accordance with the preceding clause,. he shall within ten days
report to the Governor General of Chosen regarding the various
items mentioned in the first clause of Art. III. In case any change is
made the same course shall be pursued.
ART. VII.—As regards the Superintendent of Propagation
mentioned in the preceding article, the regulations of Art. V. are
applicable. In case denominations or sects aside from those
mentioned in Art. III appoint Superintendents of Propagation in
accordance with their rules and regulations, the Provisions of Art.
IV, and or the second clause of the preceding Article, shall be
applicable.
ART. VIII.—In case a propagandist of religion changes his
name or address or ceases the work of propagation he
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shall report the same to the Governor General of Chosen within ten
days.
ART. IX.—Those intending to establish churches preaching
places or similar institutions for religious purposes shall obtain the
“permit” of the Governor General of Chosen by reporting to him
concerning the following matters.
1.-The reasons necessitating the establishment.
2.-The name and location.
3.-The area of the grounds and building in tsubo, the names of the
owners, and ground plans or drawings of the plot and building.
4.-The name of the religion and of the denomination or sect.
5.-The qualifications of the propagandist in charge and method of
selection or appointment.
6.-The expense of founding and the method of defraying the same.
7.-Method of superintending and maintaining.
In case the propagandist in charge has been appointed in
accordance with item 6 of the preceding article the Founder or the
Superintendent of Propagation shall report the fact to the Governor
General of Chosen within ten days and shall send in his name,
address and life history. In case of any change the same course shall
be followed.
ART. X.—When it is intended to make any change in items
2 to 7 inclusive of clause I of the preceding Article, the reasons shall
be presented to the Governor General of Chosen and his permission
secured.
ART. XI.—In case a church, preaching place or other
institution used for religious purposes is abolished the fact shall be
reported within ten days to the Governor General of Chosen.
ART. XII.—Superintendents of Propagation or Abbots of
Korean monasteries shall prepare each year a report of the number
of believers and the increase or decrease for the year as the roll
stands on the 31st of December for each monastery, church,
preaching place or other similar institution and shall present it to the
Governor General of Chosen by the 31st of January of the year
following.
Denominations or sects and Churches, preaching places
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and other similar institution not having Superintendents of
Propagation and not affiliated with Korean monasteries shall make
the above report through the propagandist in charge.
ART. XIII.—In case a person belonging to a denomination
or sect that has a Superintendent of Propagation, or to a Korean
monastery, wishes in accordance with this Ordinance to obtain a
permit, or make a report he shall secure on his documents the
counter signature of the Superintendent of Propagation or the Chief
Abbot.
ART. XIV.— Those infringing the first clause of Art. IX (1
to 7) or Art. X shall be liable to a fine of yen 100 or less.
ART. XV.—In case he deems it necessary the Governor
General of Chosen may apply the provisions of this Ordinance to
organizations recognized as resembling religious bodies.
Organizations to which this Ordinance will be applied by
virtue of the preceding article shall be publicly notified.
SUPPLEMENTARY RULES.
ART. XVI.—This Ordinance shall be enforced on and after
October 1, 1915.
ART. XVII.—The Residency General Ordinance No. 45,
Promulgated in 1906, is . hereby abolished.
ART. XVIII.—Persons who received sanction according to
Arts. I, II and III of the Residency General Ordinance No. 45 in
1906 shall be considered as having reported according to Art. III, or
to have received permission according to Art. IX, but those coming
under Art. II of this Ordinance shall report to the Governor General
of Chosen within three months concerning matters included in Item
2 of Clause I of that Article and those coming under Art. III shall
report in regard to items 3 and 5 of clause I and shall furnish the
names and life histories of the propagandists in charge
ART. XIX.—Those actually engaged in the propagation of
religion at the time of the promulgation of this ordinance, those
already having Superintendents of Propagation or those
superintending churches, preaching places or like institutions used
for religious purposes and not coming under the preceding article
shall report to the Governor General of Chosen
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within three months from the promulgation of this Ordinance on
matters mentioned in Articles II, III and IX.
Those who report on matters under Art. IX in accordance
with the preceding Article shall be considered as having received
“permit” according to this Ordinance.

WHY READ KOREAN LITERATURE?
After all is said and done, the mental world is the real world.
As a man thinketh in his heart so is he. If, then, we would really
know a people, we must know their inner thoughts.
Is it possible to live from day to day through a period of
years without coming to know the thinking processes of the race we
live with? The writer, judging from himself, thinks it is. He had
lived with the Korean for nearly a score of years, had sat with him
on the floor, had eaten his rice with chopsticks and spoon, without
really knowing anything about the mental world in which his friend
and neighbor dwelt. Perhaps it may have been due to a slow and
unreceptive spirit on his part. He would think not, however, for
others of quicker minds seemed just as wholly unacquainted as
himself. They were just as ignorant as he of what great men
Koreans walked with, of the great women they talked of, what
religious ideas they held, what their poets dreamed of, what endless
catacombs of superstition their souls wandered through, what
palaces they bad built in fairy land, what their logic was and how
they added two and two together.
The Korean is a very secretive and silent man. He has
learned from sad experience that it is not safe to speak all one’s
inner thoughts. Little by little he has suppressed these till he has
become wary and reserved, and tells you little or nothing of the
inner life that belongs to him.
A scholar who has been by the writer’s elbow for ten years
remains as great a mystery as ever. He speaks of nothing concerning
himself. By a system of cross question and answer you might
extract certain statements from him,
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but that would only prove the truth of what is said, namely, that the
Korean tells not willingly the secrets of his soul to any foreigner. He
tells them to his bosom friends only. The man with whom he walks
along the street, as he holds his hand, he tells him. He never tells us.
What he loves most to see, he does not speak of; what his
ears delight to hear, is no special concern of ours. We know them
not. We may think we do but a little closer consideration of the
question will convince the most ardent doubter that it is not so.
Broadly speaking the Korean is to the foreigner what he
thinks the foreigner would like him to be. Hence if the foreigner
would know what the Korean is, he must find it not from the man
himself; but only from what the man has written down concerning·
himself, and which he never dreamed the foreigner would one day
look upon and read.
For example the writer had no idea, though he had lived
with the Korean for a score of years, of the part the Taoist genii and
the fairies play in his world. They are now, that acquaintance has
been made, friends of the most subtle grace and charm, always good
and kind and yet wholly of the earth non-earthy. As I have read
what the Korean has written I have lived with these sin-sun (fairies)
in their palaces, have partaken of their choicest fare, have listened
to their voices, sweetened and mellowed by age. Yes I have lived
with these fairies, heard their music and seen the soft winsome
workings of their way.
On the first surprise o£ this acquaintance I reprimanded my
secretary for not telling me before, and his answer was, “Why
everybody knows of them, why should you be told?”
“But,” said I, “I did not know of them, and never dreamed
that they existed.”
Now I may say, since being introduced to Korean Literature,
that I have gone time and again to the Crystal Palace that sleeps in
the bottom of the sea, as well as to the Chilly Halls (Kwang-han
Chun) of Queen Hang-a in the moon. In one I have met the Dragon
King and in the other Wul-lo. the gentle old fairy, who sits under the
cassia tree and weaves
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those threads together that unite lovers in marriage. No Korean ever
talks readily of these things, especially to an unsophisticated
creature such as he finds the foreigner to be.
Again there is a whole world of prayer and sacrifice to be
introduced to. How great it is can be judged from the large place it
occupies in the writings of the literati.
What do they think of God, the great creator, a being infinite,
eternal, and unchangeable in His wisdom, power and goodness?
This surely is worth knowing something of, and yet if the reader be
like the writer, he may have passed these twenty years without
knowing that the Korean ever thought of God.
Their ideas of society too, are of interest, especially in these.
days of social upheaval, through they cannot be learned from the
lips but only from the pen.
The thousand and one things that they talk of with their
friends but cannot speak of to the foreigner are all found faithfully
recorded in their writings.
As regards his travels too, what would a Korean see or note
down if he went to Peking, for example, or to Tokyo?
Will the reader with his knowledge, be able to imagine such
an itinerary? I think not.
As a man thinketh in his heart so is he. The Korean’s heart
is reflected in his literature as in no other way. One may be an
experienced missionary, may do excellent work, and be able to
bring Orientals to his way of thinking, without having glimpsed the
mental world in which the Oriental lives. He may interest the East
and yet be in no sense qualified to interpret it. Still a correct
interpretation of the East has. its value. Its worth is evident even
here and now, and also it has a part in acquainting the great world at
home· with the great continent of Asia. In view of the changing
conditions to-day it is surely clear that the West and East are
destined to come closer and closer into contact. The door of
acquaintance is as yet exceptionally narrow, and can only be
widened by each student interested getting into touch with what
Asia thinks in heart. Therefore we say, if you have opportunity read
her books and acquaint yourself with her literature.
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A FLOWER OF THE HILLS
Hyang-nang (Fragrance) was the daughter of a humble
farmer who lived in Sang-hyung Valley. Sweet and lovely she was
by nature, dutiful to parents and helpful to all about her. Her stepmother was a shrew of the most venomous kind, but Fragrance
accepted her submissively and did every- thing in her power to
please. She married later and fell heir to an exacting and
overbearing husband who hated her as one might hate an enemy.
She had failed to please her mother-in-law, and now was persecuted
by her husband. Her father-in-law seeing this, felt sorry for her, and
suggested that she make her escape and go and live. with some one
else, but Fragrance scorned all such thoughts. She asked only that
she might have a little hut by the side of her husband’s home where
she might live, but her father-in-law refused this, and would not
give his consent. Thus it came about that all doors of hope were
closed and she decided finally to take her life. Making her lonely
way to a great rock that stood by the river side she met a woman
there gathering wood. She took off her head-cover and her skirt and
gave them to the woman, saying “Please take these to my parents
and tell them that I have died, and ask that they search the river for
my body.” When she had said this, she wrote this verse on a piece
of paper, gave it to the woman, and then plunged in and was
drowned. Her age was. twenty.
“How high the heaven above,
How broad the earth and sea,
So broad and high, the earth and sky,
Yet not a place for me.
Beneath the pool there will be room
And minnow fish will build my tomb.”
Later the magistrate of the district Cho Kwi-sang (1690 A.
D.) made a report of this to the king and a gate of honour was
erected to her memory with the following verse attached written by
the Master of the Literati.
“The soft sweet breezes of the spring,
Blow o’er her pair of lonely shoes.
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Her soul that has returned to God
Lives in her name forever more.
Such sorrows not a hundred years
Can bear the loneliness away.
With dry choked throats we sing her praise,
The sweet sad flower.”
(This story illustrates the one world in which a woman wins
undying fame. The land is dotted with memorials of these faithful
women. Her devotion is one of old Korea’s great national thoughts.
She must decrease and in that alone is her immortality to be sought.
Faithful to one husband, be he ever so hateful, even after his death
she must never marry again.
Suicide as we see here is not necessarily a disgrace in Asia.
It depends entirely on what thought lies back of it. )

TRIBUTE TO A NEEDLE
BY
MRS. YOO (date uncertain)
“Sad to relate, in such a year, and such a month, on such a
day, I, So and So, write out the story of my sorrow that tells about
my needle.
“Of all the useful things that touch the hand of woman first
and foremost is the needle. That people of the world should think so
lightly of it breaks afresh my broken heart. Thou dearest one! Seven
and twenty years have passed since first you came between my
fingers. Should I not love thee well? Thou precious one! I’ll wipe
away my tears and with my resolution firmly set, write out your life,
and tell how, heart to heart, we’ve lived and worked together. Thus
will I bid adieu and say my last farewell.
“Long years ago my uncle was selected envoy to the
Imperial Court of Peking. On his return he brought home many
packages of needles, which he distributed among his relations near
and far. He gave the servants each a few.
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From among them I selected you and used you with a practised
hand, and spared and guarded you most safely. Though all
unconscious as you were, yet how I loved and cherished you. Alas,
but what a pity, and what a tale to tell! Blessings to me have been
but few and far between. No prattling child has ever played about
my knees, and yet my life refused to yield its hold and I lived on.
Poor and unblessed 1 was, my only joy, my needle. With thee I
overcame my sorrow and made my way through life, till now to-day,
I am compelled to speak my last farewell. Alas, the Creator seems
to have grown jealous of my joy, and the gods have wished me hate.
My dearest needle, how graceful your form, and sweet your finished
shape! Among, all created things you were indeed a spirit dearly
loved. Among metals the finest of the fine! So sharp, and smooth,
and swift, outdoing all thy fellows, straight and true, surpassing
faithful courtiers. Keen was thy point like autumn bristles, as
though to speak to me; clear thine eye to see. When you
embroidered the phoenix and the peacock on the silken fabric. your
flashing speed and high- wrought skill were wonderful to see, as
though the gods gave fire and life. How could man ever hope to
equal you?
“However precious a child may be, there comes a time to
part; the best of servants, too, will fail. When I think of all Your
faithful years you were better than the truest son, or staunchest
courtier. Your little case of silver, tinted with many colours, that
hangs suspended at my girdle string, is the maiden’s sweetest
ornament I used to finger you when I ate my meals, and hold you in
my hand all night asleep. You were my nearest friend. In the long
days of summer, and longer nights of winter, under the light, I bated,
and hem-stitched, and bound, and fastened, and embroidered, using
a double thread and working round the piece like a phoenix tail,
jumping with long fast running stitches, till head and tail raced
flashing after one another. How wonderful your ways! My hope was
that we might live our lives together, but alas to tell, on the 10th
moon, and 10th day at eight o’clock at night, when underneath a
dimly lighted candle, joining the collar to my master’s robe, all
unthinkingly I blundered on,
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when suddenly a snap was heard, at which my heart stood still from
fear. My needle, was, alas, broken in two! My eyes failed to see and
my soul sank within me, as though a blow had struck me on the
head. I was dazed and stupefied. At last with my returning sense I
sought and found the broken bits and fitted them together, but it was
all in vain. There was nothing I could do. Even the greatest
physician cannot retain the departing life. My needle, alas, alas! I
feel my bosom now, but you are no longer there. I was not careful
and thus you died. Who but myself to blame? Your high wrought
sense and girted skill, how can I ever hope to see again? Your
glancing form still shines before my eyes. My heart bleeds for you.
Though but a lifeless thing still you had sense and reason. Would
that we might meet again in some future life and never part. Alas!
Alas! My needle!”

OLD-FASHIONED MARRIAGE
If there is any matter in which the old-fashioned Korean’s
whole mental capacity comes to a perfect state, of not only lively
consciousness, but of white heat, it is in regard to marriage. He is a
born match-maker, a born marrier. He will have who married to
whom finished and done before the sun goes down. What money is
to a son of the West, so marriage is to the Korean, every man is after
it. I have tried long and hard to see the full bearing of the marriage
question on the race, but I feel that I am as yet unable to measure its
mystery. The Korean’s ideas are not ours. He never, never associates
with marriage such a line as “ Kiss me softly and speak to me low.”
Theoretically he says “Let me be married in the spring, when the
plum blossoms greet you and when the peach flowers and apricots
tint the hill-side,” and yet he never thinks of his bride as his peach
or his plum blossom. Spring is the mating season, and he would
mate. He wants to be married, not for his selfish pleasure, not
because there is a little soft-coated heart and soul that longs to rest
in his love and be looked after, not a bit of it. He wants a son, a son
of his very
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own to be born—anything to get him. Wife, and love, and poetry,
and domestic joy are unseen in this drive for the summum bonum of
existence.
In the choice of bride the old elements are consulted, metal,
wood, water, fire and earth，(keum-mok-su-wha-do)．Everybody
has his fixed element according to the day, month, hour, year in
which he was born. A girl marked “metal” is crossed off when a
“wood” boy is in question. A fire-girl and a water-boy mated would
mean fuss and sizzle, while a wood-girl and a water-boy would fall
within the encompassing sphere of good luck. Also an earth-girl and
a metal-man might walk hand in hand and be partakers of harmony,
bliss, and never-ending posterity. A foreigner would go crazy under
the absurdity of it but the Korean has kept it up faithfully for 3000
Years .
When the lots are cast, and the elements juggled sufficiently
with, and the bride chosen, and the day settled, with its heaps of
sewing· and stitching done, the wedding takes place.· The bride
rides in a tiger-bedecked chair, and the bride-groom on the back of a
prancing palfry. They meet, not easily, but in the stiff posturing
manner of the East, drink, bow, and are married. $he swims in all
the colours of the summer sunset; but never smiles. Her face is
bedaubed and pipe-clayed and her eyes are sealed shut. The groom
is in a garb of a courtier of the king, but he looks scared and
unmagnificent They are married and live happy ever after. This is
the only real marriage. Second and third and fourth marriages are
mere makeshifts and only a shadow of the genuine thing.
As for second marriages, Kim’s home was desolate . Typhus
had his wife in its grip, and the chances were all against her. In the
struggle of it she went under, and Kim leant over his book-case and
cried an honest heart-broken cry. The funeral was held and words of
comfort were spoken for Kim. Two days later a hurried invitation
comes: “Kim will marry at once, make haste to the wedding. Grace
abounding, somebody has been caught for him on the fly.” Kim is
married and is happy ever after. For a land that takes a
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long time to move under ordinary conditions Korea is quicker that
Napoleon Buoneparte when it comes to marrying.
To-day my old friend of seventy-seven lost his wife. Says he
“I got her when she was a girl of seventeen and we have lived sixty
years together,” and tears brimmed over from his old filmy eyes.
Did they love? Why, yes., they seemed to, and yet I am not sure.
The whole sex relationship is a great mystery.
I suppose ere long boys will wed whom they· please, and
girls will consent in coy and bashful manner, the old days of
juggling with wood, fire and water will depart into the shades, and
the intense desire for a son will give place to modern twentieth
century feelings of indifference or perhaps dislike of the burden of
children who might in their baby days interfere with one’s own
imperial freedom.

PAK’S EXPERIENCES.
Pak is an old friend, head-man of his. town, a big town too
with no end of timber interest and wood craft on the river. Pak is
rotund and bald and shiny. His beard is a bit stringy and shot
through with gray, and his eyes are filmy and blurred somewhat by
the dust and cobwebs of fifty-five years, but they smile still, and the
round face beams with hospitality. Small beads of perspiration
usually stand out along Pak’s brow and fringe the back wrinkles of
his neck. These are not from the heat of over exertion, but simply
from the tight rotundity and high pressure of his body.
I was invited to dine with him at his home, so we dropped
our shoes off and bowed our way through the narrow paper door
into the inner room of his thickly thatched dwelling. I sat on the
boat’s mat, my friend Yi sat cross-legged under the paper window
while Pak himself was near the door. We three occupied nearly the
whole floor space for the room was only six feet by eight. There
were pieces of furniture in it too and piled up cases of books and
other things that showed the host a man of affairs. A Korean room
lends itself
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easily to a close and interesting conversation. For him who can
smoke the room fills rapidly by a few well distended puffs of
tobacco and the spirit of the raconteur develops. But Pak does not
smoke, and this is not a story but an experience.
“We have not seen the like of this for years,” said he. “This
thing has got on my nerves till I can feel it up and down my back. It
began in this way: There was an old pear tree that stood just behind
the room between the line fence of me and my neighbor, which the
town has worshipped for a hundred years. I concluded, being
headman and a Christian, to do away with the nuisance and so down
came the tree. You may be sure there was a row. The people of the
town came out like bees, old and young, big and little, and made a
formidable demonstration. But I explained that it was my pear tree
and that I had a perfect right to cut it down devils and all. I felt at
the time a sensation of crawling up my back and browsing round
under my ears.
“Did the honored stranger ever hear of fire devils? In
Chosen in old days we had no end of them, goblins that set a blaze
going on the outer rim of the thatch, or along the paling, on in the
middle of a tree. We had devil-fires enough. But of recent years they
seem to have ceased. I hadn’t seen a devil-fire now for a long time.
Well on the 10th day of last moon directly after I cut down the pear
tree I was awakened at first cock crow by the cry of fire. Out we
tumbled to find the whole place lighted up, the neighbor’s back
fence and out-house going off in flames of fire and smoke. I saw at
once that it was a devil-fire, and after putting it out came back to sit
down and meditate. Never before had such strange crawling
sensations gone up and down me, whisking about under one ear and
then the other heusal-heusal like. Here was a predicament sure
enough. Not only had I roused a whole village but now a raft of
fire-fiends was on my track. Next day the village met.in
solemn .conclave. Fire-devils were about and Pak-the-Papist had
done it by cutting down the pear tree. They then called together a
religious seance or koot of sorcerers, witch-men, fakirs with drums,
gongs and squealing pipes. They made the whole place a
pandemonium in their efforts to
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get at the evil of it. I called in our religious people. We sang psalms
and prayed in order to neutralize the confusion. They demanded that
we stop, and cease praying. They demanded also a money
contribution to help them, but l said “No, no. That’s your way and
this is ours, yours is yours and ours is ours. I give you no money.”
When they had done all the koot they planted a new pear tree, and
blessed and prayed and sacrificed and had a feast and went home.
“It was a time of anxiety such as I never knew. I’ve been a
Christian you know for six years, but I had not heard much of the
Gospels except at meetings. .Now, however, I felt constrained to
read, and did so, while housal housal up and down my back went
these devils,” and Pak’s brow was beaded round with perspiration
while he told me. “Six times I went through those Gospels and all
my bad deeds and unfair works came back to me; all the lies1 had
told. My heart melted at the thought of the many sins I had
committed. I made resolves to be a better man. Next night again
fires blazed up, and it was my comer paling this time.”
Western-like I said “Somebody set fire to your fence, friend
Pak.” “Ah ha,” said he, “the Stranger has drunk much Eastern water
and yet he knows not the East. You Westerners may play with
dynamite, but no Easterner ever plays with this kind of devil thing,
no, no. Besides, all our gates are closed, there is no entrance for
strangers, and certainly the neighbor across the way would never
endanger his own thatch by fooling with fire at second cock-crow of
the morning. The Stranger never felt them up and down his back did
he? The Good Book too is in line with my experience. We have had
nine devil fires in the last month.” “Yes” said Yi, “I saw one at four
A. M. on the 8th.”
I went with Yi to examine the back paling. There it was
about half gone and the remaining parts charred and blackened. The
neighbor’s outhouse was roofless.
The village now concludes that their special pear tree is
virtueless and the only way for them to find escape from terror is to
become Christian like Pak the Papist.
SPECTATOR.
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(Continued from the July number.)
“A poor throw, devil. You play dice badly, as the maid will
have a chance to testify. I am an expert and shall throw to a better
purpose.” He drew from his inner coat a long knife and twirled it as
dexterously as would a Korean juggler. “See here friend, or enemy,
which ever you choose to call yourself, you can’t contend with this.
I might tell you a secret. It might be pleasanter for you to learn it
that way rather than by experience. I am-a wrestler and am familiar
with all the tricks known to man. See, fiend, your head reaches not
to my shoulder, trust not in the muscles of your back. The Prince of
the Road has never met defeat. Now, what think you of my dice?”
During the harangue, he had gradually approached the
hermit, who was standing between him and the woman, his feet
wide apart, his teeth showing, and his eyes fixed upon the face of
the robber chief. Save the steady rise and fall of his huge chest, not
a muscle moved. Martha crouched against the wall, her eyes dilated
with terror, her glance shifting from the handsome face of the
robber chief who still dexterously twirled the long knife and at the
same time divested himself of his upper garments to the statue-like
figure of the ugly creature who was offering his life for her. How it
happened she did not know, but, like the darting of a shadow the
hermit had moved and the long knife spun from Bali’s hand to the
rafters and fell between the two men. Bali sprang for the knife but
before his fingers touched it he was again seized by the middle and
lifted from the floor. He was not wholly surprised and like a cat that
rights itself in mid-air, Bali straightened himself and his weight
came down on his feet and in an instant the hermit rolled under him,
but immediately the two men were on their feet, the knife still
between them. Bali panted for breath, the work being furious, but
the deep chest of the hermit rose and fell with even motion. The
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robber circled around his antagonist for advantage. He realized that
the issue would be death either for him or the hermit and summoned
his courage to fight as he never had fought.
The hermit kept his face to the robber and turned warily
with him.
“Welcome?” he said, without seeming to open his lips, “the
man who murdered my daughter is a thousand times welcome.”
Bali stopped in his tracks. “Your daughter?” he exclaimed,
“I did not do it. I give you the word of a man who however lawless
his life, never broke his word to a friend or foe. l never did.”
“Your gang did it, and the eager nimbleness with which you
follow this woman forces the lie in your teeth. You are welcome
here as long as you live. Death never welcomed its victim more
than I welcome you.”
Suddenly Bali saw an opening and sprang in. The impact
was like the shock of two bulls in conflict. Bali was tight, the hermit
went down under his superior skill, and wrapped in each other’s
embrace they both fought for the other’s throats; they rolled upon
the mud floor, writhed and fought with astounding fury. Finally the
robber changed his tactics and struggled to gain possession of the
knife. His agility and skill seemed more than a match for the
hermit’s enormous strength; inch by inch they moved nearer the
knife, then of a sudden Bali’s hand shot out and closed over the hilt.
To do so he loosed his hold upon the hermit, and with equal
swiftness, the hermit flung his long arm around the robber chief,
pinning his arms to his sides. The hermit’s legs locked around those
of his antagonist, his long chin settled in to the robber’s neck,
forcing his head backward. The robber chief gasped, collected all
his mighty strength to throw off his antagonist. The huge muscles
on the hermit’s back and shoulders bulged as those of an ox and his
chin sank deeper into the robber’s neck. Presently the robber’s arms
and legs relaxed their struggle and he lay quiet. The hermit was
loath to relax his hold but at last raised his ugly face and looked at
the man under him, then slowly arose, picked up the knife, ran his
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finger over the keen edge, his chest the while rising and falling, as a
blacksmith’s bellows. With deliberation he walked to the furnace,
placed the knife on the wall and picking up his long wooden fork,
he filled the furnace with pine brush and gazed into the fire as if the
scene just past had been merely a dream which he had already
forgotten. Presently the man on the floor moved, then with a snarl
and the quickness of a tiger the hermit sprang upon him, seized him
by the hair, dragged him to the fire, and with incredible swiftness
bound him hand and foot. Again the hermit bent over the fire, and
within the building profound silence prevailed. The subdued
whining of the fire as it leaped up the chimney, the fretful bubbling
of the cauldron and the lap, lap of the tide on the outside of the kiln,
the corpse-like figure stretched before the fire, and the ugly face
bending over the flames, had in the scene more terror to Martha
than the battle of these two giants: the silence had in it a prelude to
something still more ghastly and terrible.
Presently, Bali gasped and moved, then tugged fiercely at his
bonds. He raised himself partly on one elbow, scowled fiercely
around him till his eyes rested on the back of the hermit, then again
tugged at his bonds till he found the effort useless.
“Here you,” he called, “what are· you going to do with me?”
The hermit extended his long fork, dragged a bundle of pine
to the furnace, and forced it through the door. The fire caught it
fiercely. The hermit’s lips flattened out on his ugly teeth, his
rumbling breath gurgled in his throat, and without moving his lips
said “Not hot enough yet.”
Bali’s face grew ashen for a moment; then collecting himself
said, “Into the furnace, is it? To sizzle, am I? Bali is under this time,
Bali—the prince of the road. Ah! ha! The prince of the road at
whose name Governors and Magistrates tremble, gone under in a
square fight Ha, ha, now see here,” he continued, “I have seen many
a strong man go down under the iron of my will. On whom I would,
I had mercy, and I never turned down a brave man. See here friend,
I love a good
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antagonist. I never yet ran from death, nor will I shrink today. I had
rather die for the sake of a brave man than anything else on earth,
and, sir, you are a brave man. Why man there is a fortune in that
mountain of muscle on your back; man, you have been blind, your
bit of mirror never showed you anything but your ugly face; I can
see on your back, if you but will it so, gold, silver, houses and lands.
What, eating millet and broiling your shins over that fire every day
until you tum gray? Give me a chance, sir, and the magistrates will
have reason to envy you. Come with me and I will do it. Bali, the
Prince of the Road says it, and Bali never broke his word.” The
robber chief spoke with engaging animation and persuasiveness.
Without replying, the hermit entered his small room and
immediately returned with a bundle in his hands and spread it out
before his captive. It was a silk jacket and in the center was a pair of
delicate hemp sandals.
“It has only been three years, but it seems like an age, since
I brought my daughter home on my back. She was as light as a
bundle of pine boughs, so light was she that I wearied not on the
long, dusty road; a hundred li with Po-bai was but a morning walk. I
brought her home,” he continued with his eyes on the tiny roll of
silk. “For a day she warmed this dark kiln and this salt plain with
her sweet presence, but she was a bruised broken flower, and one
night I watched her till the tide went out then I carried her across the
salt marsh and these ugly hands have kept the mound green and
through many a long boisterous night when the cold and wet sought
her prison house, the mound was a pillow for my ugly head.” He
raised his head and looked long at the robber and his face grew
stern, and his eyes burned with a relentless purpose.
“When I laid away my wilted flower, I bowed before her
grave and I vowed a great vow that I would meet the robber chief
somewhere and wipe him off the face of the earth. You talk of
making me contented and happy with something to wear and
something to eat, you foul vermin, pestilence of innocent homes,
make me happy with your purring promises—happy? Yes you have,”
he continued with the fierce gleam
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deepening in his eyes. “Love will make a man happy, so will hate. I
told you, you were welcome. I have not seen such joy for years．I
will treat you as you treat others. Sizzle? In all your miserable life
you never labored for your salt and it would not be fitting for you to
do more at your death, nor would I receive a benefit from you not
even from the fat of your carcass in boiling my brine. It would be
more fitting for you to boil in the brine. You must needs groan and
howl long and loud many times to atone for the sighs, tears and
misery you have brought to others. Yes, there will be long howls of
pain to lull my nights of rest; to satisfy my soul of hate you shall
boil in that caldron. Listen,” he said, turning and thrusting fuel
beneath the caldron, “you hear the bubbling, they are demons
dancing in anticipation of your embrace.” From the hermit’s throat
arose a series of explosions that resembled laughter but was not
laughter, nor did his face change a muscle. From a corner of the
room he picked up a long rope and proceeded to fasten it around the
waist of his victim, and threw one end over a cross beam in the roof
of the building over the boiling caldron. Horror filled the face of the
robber chief. “Friend,” said he, “I might ask of you an easier death
did I not know you had no mercy. I could prove to you if you but
had ears to hear my voice that I was not guilty of the crime against
your daughter, nor did I countenance it in members of my band. The
knife! man, it has a keen edge, the knife!”
Without replying to these words filled with horror at such a
death, the hermit quickly brought two poles as crooked the rafters of
the roof. He placed an end of each on the ground and leaned them
against the furnace to form a skid up which he intended to pull his
victim above the vat. When all was ready he gave the rope a
tentative pull which swung Bali parallel with the poles, then, all the
diabolical look of his face sprang out in his voice, he laughed a
hideous laugh, triumphantly cruel and altogether savage. It came
from his deep chest and struggled gurglingly in his throat as if
overgrown with hate, too large to get through so small an opening.
“Ha, ha, he, he! the prince of the road will not sizzle but boil;
he will boil! “
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He seized the end of the rope firmly and placing his feet
against the masonry leaned backward, bent his enormous strength to
the rope, and Bali slid up the skids toward the boiling pan, and a
groan escaped his lips．
“He, he!” the hermit chuckled again, “I may grant him his
last request—he may sizzle after he boils. Don’t groan, Prince, I
will simply dip your feet and warm them up a bit, he, he! then let
you in to your knees and take the wrestling tricks out of them, he!
he! “ Again he bent his strength to the rope.
Martha had been looking at the drama of hate till the horror
of it filled her soul and made her faint and helpless. Suddenly
recovering herself, and forgetful of her danger, she rushed to the
hermit and seized the hands that held the rope. “Stop!” she called,
looking up into his face, “Stop, in the name of all that you have
loved and lost, for the sake of the memory of your lost daughter, I
implore you to stop.” She tugged at the huge fingers. “I implore you,
do not the crime, do not murder; you saved my life and honor, sully
not the noble deed by murder.” Again the hermit bent his enormous
strength to the rope and Bali reached the top of the skids and below
him the brine boiled and tumbled. He waited for the next move,
numb with horror.
Martha threw her arms around the mighty hands, and placed
her cheek against them while the tears flowed down over the hands
and fingers. “Mercy!” she said, “as you hope for mercy for your
soul spare him,” she cried. She let go his hands and thrust in an
abandon of horror her arms around his neck. “As you love your
daughter do it not.” The giant bent once more to the rope, then
paused and looked down into her face. He stood a moment
regarding her, then the rope slipped through his fingers an inch.
Martha saw the act with a great throb of hope and loosening her
hold ran to the opposite side of the furnace, extended her puny arms
and called to the hermit to let go.
Slowly and with great reluctancy the rope slackened and
Bali slid down by degrees upon the floor.
The hermit walked around the furnace where stood
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Martha silently regarding the robber. He sat down and looked
Martha over from head to foot in profound astonishment. Martha
shrank from his look.
“Ha-a-a! “ said he at last, “what interest have you in the
man?” and his eyes burned like two coals, “I say what business
have you with him?”
“Business with him?” she gasped, “I never saw him till today. Ask him. I did not tell you that I was a Christian, sir. Your act
was murder and if l had not protested with all my might I would
have also been guilty of the greatest of all crimes. Believe me,” she
urged, her voice and attitude expressing the horror she felt. “God
forbids it. He says, ‘vengeance is mine and I will repay,’ You think
that you are administering justice, but it is murder. Give the man
over to the law and let it take its course. If the law deals with him,
right and good, and if not your hands are justified, and not red with
guilt.”
“Law?” echoed the hermit with indescribable scorn, “‘The
thing you would save is outside of law, whom he wills he destroys
without mercy. Law” he again repeated with his frightful laugh.
‘“Law is for the strong—not for the weak, for the protection of
magistrates and for such creatures as this. When you meet a snake
or centipede you must crush it; or it will strike you.”
“But,” pleaded Martha, “there is a divine law that knows no
favor. and strikes at him who takes revenge with unerring swiftness.
It will measure to you both justice,” then added, turning quickly to
Bali who had been listening with bated breath, “You will not strike
or sting when you cross the path of the hermit will you? Vow it now
in the name of your ancestors, in the name of all the spirits you fear,
you will not seek revenge for your defeat? If he cuts your hands
loose will you keep your oath?”
“Swear it?” repeated the voice of the hermit,” would such a
thing keep an oath?”
“My ancestors,” said Bali, “while sacred to memory, would
not add solemnity to an oath of mine. Neither do I fear the spirits,
no more do I than I fear man, I fear not death.
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So there is nothing in life nor death that would make my oath
solemn. Yet I give you the word of Bali, the Prince of the road, that
I will not seek the hermit to harm him. Bali swears it by his own
name, what greater can he find?” “Atheist,” muttered the hermit.
“Yes, atheist,” returned Bali,” why not so? what religion
have you? I rob and you try to kill. Glorious religion is it not? It is
the religion of brawn and wit. In that case, sir hermit, your god is
greater than mine, at least your muscle is greater though I am
inclined to think your wit is not. I take it that your mighty brain
hoards but one idea at one time, ugh! you can’t measure wit with a
block. Your witless tenacity nearly boiled my feet. But come, the
oath—will it do? Bali never broke his word.”
“But me, me,” broke in Martha, “you will never more follow
me?”
“I will never again follow you to your harm.”
Martha reached for the knife with an appealing look at the
hermit. The hermit turned his face to the furnace fire without a sign,
as though he had lost interest in the robber. Martha rapidly cut the
cords that bound the robber chief and flung the long knife past the
hermit into the fire.
Bali arose, stretched his huge legs, and picked up his
discarded garment. Martha returned to her baby, who had sat on a
bundle of pine boughs against the wall, with silent, open-eyed
interest at the scene. Bali stood a moment at the door looking hard
at the huge back of his recent antagonist.
“See here,” said he, “good devil, or bad devil, the latter you
certainly are though you may be something of the former, as the
unboiled condition of my legs testify, I verily believe,” he added
after a pause, “with that knife beyond my reach, if you were to
renew our little scrap I would take to my heels, yet never man
before saw my back in a fight. Ha! man, where did you get the
muscles? Still I think if I had not loosed my hold I would have
throttled you. See here devil, good or bad, have you not a word of
farewell. At a word from you I might sit down to a glass of wine in
spite of your ill nature. My throat feels fearfully dry since a gentle
massage
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massage given it lately by a dear friend of mine. What! no farewell!
Well I will struggle not to grieve.” He turned from the door and then
directly returned and said, “Remember mountain of muscle, that my
offer still remains, I did not speak in haste. You carry on your back a
gold mine. You know where I live. If you come as a friend, good, if
as an enemy, good. The world knows where Bali lives. The
Governor and Magistrates know and search the country diligently,
and know better than to look through my village for me.”
“And you, madam,” he added, turning to Martha, “that was a
kind word for the sake of a man who was down, but such an act is
the nature of women. Yet the act was not without praise as it took
courage. Nay, shrink not from me, you have my word. Still, save the
privilege of carrying away my legs unboiled, I had rather carry you
away than anything else in the world.” He looked at the bronzed
figure of the hermit and turned away.
CHAPTER XIII.
UNDER THE CARE OF A PROTECTOR.
Martha listened till she heard the Robber Chief splash
through the water below the mound. The hermit still bent over his
fire motionless as the walls of the furnace, the wearisome bubble,
bubble of the brine and the lap, lap, of the tide oppressed her senses,
then hunger and exhaustion overcame her and curling up on the pile
of brush she was soon lost in sleep by the side of her baby.
The hermit seemed to notice nothing but saw everything. He
tip-toed to where she slept and looked long at the pinched suffering
face, then hurried away.
Two hours later he brought two small tables of boiled millet
and condiments made of cabbage, pepper, turnips and fish. He set
them down and walked over to the sleepers and with a loud cough
awakened the baby whose cry instantly brought Martha to her feet.
“Come,” said the hermit, “your dinner is ready.” Martha
glanced thankfully into his face and complied immediately with his
invitation.
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They ate their coarse meal in silence and the hermit’s lips puckered
with pleasure that his guest did not despise his coarse fare. Their
meal ended, he set the tables aside, and then picked up Martha’s
hemp sandals and deliberately poked them into the fire. She looked
at the act with startled surprise, then watched him cross the room to
his living quarters where stood a huge jar, the top covered with
boards. Around the top of the jar was tied a rope, fastened to which
was a pair of much worn straw sandals. He untied the string,
loosened the sandals and brought them to the fire. The side of one
had been worn loose and the straw stood up like a scrub brush. He
looked them over attentively, then brought in a handful of rice straw
and selecting the longest, he proceeded to bind them into a long
string. Martha watched the labor till the sandals were repaired and
reduced in size to fit a small foot: then she understood.
“Why,” said she, “I can travel barefooted if the hemp
sandals are dangerous. You have deprived your barrel of condiments
of good luck and have offended the household demons by giving me
these sandals.”
He looked at her for a moment. “1 understand,” said he, “I
am not good at talking unless I have had a long time to think it all
out. I have done more talking to-day than during many months. My
tongue was loose to-day, for hate and thirst for revenge was long
upon me. Why I offend the demons for you I know not, but if
offended they be, so be it, I fear not them in this matter.”
“Did they ever do you any good in all your life?” Martha
asked. “On the contrary they have done me much ill. At least they
did not prevent ill from befalling me. Still I know not how much
more ill they might not have done had I not propitiated them.
Whether I offend men or demons I must befriend you, Madam. You
and a certain preacher of the new doctrine are the only ones who
have spoken kind words to me for many months, perhaps that is the
reason.”
Tears came into Martha’s eyes and she marvelled at the
present mood of the strange hermit which contrasted curiously with
the furious passion of a few hours previous.
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“Tell me,” said he, “what is the new faith?”
“Such a long, long story” said she, with a sigh, “I know but
little of it. I am a learner. So much to learn is there, one’s whole life
is not long enough to learn it all, and the span of many generations
is too short; yet the strangest part of it all is that a fool may live the
doctrine to the salvation of his soul, indeed, it would seem the more
ignorant and simple learn it the soonest and best. No, it is not a
riddle,” she hastily added interpreting his puzzled look. “I see
something in your face sometimes when you purse up your lips that
fills your ugly face with a glance of sunshine. You are ugly,” she
added with engaging frankness, “but God made you so but it is only
on the outside. He will put the smile on your soul and it will shine
forth in great beauty if you but accept Him. The revenge, the hate,
the fury, the murder in the heart is a thousand times more ugly than
your face could possibly be. They are the work of the devils, and the
more you sacrifice to them and fear them, the more ugly will they
make your soul.”
“Do you mean that the devils are not to be served? that they
have nothing to do with our lives?”
“On the contrary, they have much to do with men as I have
just said, but they are only found in men’s hearts creating crime and
wantonness.”
“Do you mean that God is good and took delight in making
my ugly face and that the devil had nothing to do with it?”
“God gives many graces. I think when Bali hung over the
boiling pan he would have given all his personal beauty for five
minutes of your wonderful strength. With what God gave, you are
able to protect the weak and helpless. That is the work, perhaps, that
he ordained you to do. God rules all our lives. Every act, when we
commit it to Him, is for our good. I am fleeing from a terrible
danger, driven from my home, yet I know it to be the best thing that
could happen to me. I do not ask why, but I know that it is for the
best, and I know that it was His providence that sent me to you. O!
sir, trust Him, that is all, just trust Him, He will clean the heart of all
ugliness.”
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The hermit had not ceased from his labors while talking, but
seemed pressed for time. and worked with speed. Finally, he arose
from the inner room, brought out a woman’s well-worn jacket and
handed it to Martha . She took it and removed her outer jacket and
slipped the coarse soiled one on. The hermit picked up the delicate
silk garment and committed it to the flames. Martha slipped her feet
into the course sandals and rising tried to walk, but her feet were so
torn and blistered that she found the task nearly impossible. He
stood gazing at her a moment then brought from among the brush,
the rack used in carrying the pine from the mountain and placed it
before her. Martha understood, nor did she hesitate, but lifting the
baby she seated herself on the rack and the hermit proceeded to
fasten around the frame the long pine boughs till when be had
finished Martha was completely hidden from view.
“Do you think he will follow,” Martha asked.
“He, or they will follow,”
“Will they visit you again?”
“He, or they will visit me.”
The hermit knelt with his back to the rack, ran his arms
through the loops of the frame and rose to his feet, and stepped
swiftly out of the door and moved across the plain with long rapid
strides.
The great stretch of water had slipped back into the sea
leaving the salt plain slippery and soft to the tread. The hermit
strode northward over the slimy surface as if it had been the hardest
road bed and he free of any load. They had traveled some time
without a word, when the hermit said :
“Madam, what is providence?”
“Providence is this,” said Martha, with some hesitation,
“You were about to murder a man and I was there to prevent it, that
was providential; then I was about to be seized and carried off by
the robber and was sent to you for protection, that was an act of
providence. God used us both to carry out his purpose—those were
acts of providence.”
“Did you say that I was about to murder?” again asked the
voice beneath the load of brush.
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“Not only were you about to commit murder, but in your
heart you already committed murder, for before God the purpose is
the same in guilt as the act.”
“Then, dear madam, I wish I had boiled him, that is if you
think l was guilty any way.”
“O, O! I beg of you, sir, think not thus, for in doing so you
add crime upon crime. No, the sin is not so great as if you had really
killed him; and in that case not only would you have added to your
crime but you would have hurled the robber into eternity, a lost soul,
then would your crime have stared at you through his eyes for all
eternity.”
“Will God forgive me of my crimes?”
“Most assuredly.”
“Will He also forgive Bali of his crimes, and in that case
will we both live together in heaven?”
“Yes,” was the eager reply.
“Then I will not do it, I will not live in the same place.”
“But you would want to live with your daughter.”
“Ah, speak not of it, would not a father follow the love of
his heart?”
“Then if you loved Bali as you love your daughter would
you not want to live with him?”
“But I love him not, I hate him much.”
“Ah, sir, you know not of the power of God. If you ask Him
to forgive you of your sins, he will take out the hate and implant the
love so that you will love. You cannot put the love in the place
occupied by hate but He can and He will.”
There was a long silence beneath the pine boughs, then the
hermit asked: “My daughter was almost as beautiful as you are,
Madam, but she knew not that I was ugly; and I was angry
whenever a man came to my hut, for .their faces were all better to
look upon than mine, and I did not want her to know it.” Again he
paused, then added, “Do you think that He will make my face
wholesome to look at, not beautiful, but just wholesome to look at?”
“The Bible says that we shall be like Him, when we awake
in his likeness, and He is gloriously beautiful, Moses
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once looked upon God and he became so beautiful that men could
not look upon him, so he covered his face.”
“Then if I look upon Him, all the deformities and ugliness
will change to a likeness of Him before I should meet my daughter?”
“Undoubtedly, if you love Him.”
A long silence followed while the hermit’s shoulders rose
and fell, waving the branches in air, keeping time with his long
strides. Finally he spoke:
“Will He really love me even as my daughter loved me?”
“Yes, many times more than your daughter loved you.”
The hermit stopped suddenly in his tracks. “More, did you
say, love me more than my daughter? My daughter only saw the
ugly outside, but you said that my inside was more vicious and ugly
than my face, and He sees it all. Does he love such ugly things?”
“Yes, only that He may make them beautiful.”
The hermit strode on nor did he ask another question till he
finally set down his load and told Martha to climb down. She found
herself standing beside the river beneath an overhanging bank with
the rays of the setting sun streaming into her face. The hermit
disappeared and was gone till the twilight had deepened and the
stars came out one by one. Then her companion returned and bade
her follow. At first she walked with great difficulty, and it was only
by shutting her teeth resolutely that she kept back the cry of pain;
soon, however, she could endure her weight, and in fifteen minutes
found herself winding out and in among a long line of boats that
crowded the river bank. She was glad that it was too dark for any
one to be curious regarding the two travelers. Finally her guide
paused near a long narrow boat used in transporting brush and other
light cargo up and down the river. The hermit carried on a short
conversation with the boatman and then motioned Martha to join
them. A man met her politely and conducted her over a pile of bags
containing grain, to the center of the boat, where was arranged a
shelter. She crawled beneath as directed. The dark figure of the
hermit stood above her for a moment, then dropped a
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bundle at her feet with the remark “It is yours.” He turned away and
faced the head boatman with directions about the journey and said,
“Treat her as you fear me,” and a gurgling rasping sound followed
the command that brought out a long obsequious, “Y-e-a.”
For a moment the hermit stood in the dark, facing the
she1ter, and finally said :
“Do you think He will make my face tolerable?”
“Assuredly, as there is a God.”
“Ah-a-a-a!” he said, and she listened to the sound of his
retreating steps.
CHAPTER XIV
A SEARCH
When Mr. Kim came to himself he was lying in the garden
behind the house of his enemy. He felt weak and when he tried to sit
up his head swam. He crawled to the corner of the yard where was a
spring, and after washing the mud and blood from his face, felt
better. He finally got to his feet. He wondered at the silence in the
house opposite. Twilight was settling over the town. He again
cautiously crawled up to the aperture in the wall where he had·
received the blow and listened; he then climbed over the wall and
walked around to the front. It was too dark to recognize any one on
the streets. A beating of the ironing clubs in a neighbor’s house was
the only sound that came to him. He cautiously opened the door and
examined the room. No one was within. He stepped inside and
struck a match; the light showed a room in perfect order as if the
owner had just stepped out to return immediately. So impressed was
he with the appearance that he brushed his sleeve across his face,
wondering if he had been mistaken and the screams that he had
heard were only a dream. He went out into the quiet street. A group
of young men were in advance of him and he hastened up behind
them till their voices were easily heard. They were talking of the
events of the day.
“It is right and proper for a man to drive his wife from home
if she does not obey him,” said one.
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“There is a sample,” another said, “of what the new religion
is doing for us; they make high claims of bringing peace to the earth
and good will to men, but as I have seen it it is discord, and
bitterness, and the breaking up of homes.”
“Where did the woman go?” some one asked.
“No one seemed to know and it was not their business to
enquire; of course some one would take up with her and there
would be men who would think of her as a prize but it would not do
in that town just now to seize her. They would have to wait till they
saw whether Mr. Cho would relent and take her back; she has now
been taught such a lesson she no doubt will be mighty glad to come
back and be obedient.
Mr. Kim passed the company as they turned ta enter an inn
and made his way with a heavy heart to the church. For him to
make direct enquiries among the townspeople would lay him open
to vicious charges, so he visited the women of his congregation and
urged them to use every means in their power to find out where
Martha had gone. They traveled from house to house with great
diligence to make enquiries; and several times during the next day
they visited the home of Mr. Cho; but the house was empty, and the
neighbors marvelled at his absence. No one but Mr. Kim was able to
surmise the cause of his disappearance, and Mr. Kim knew Mr. Cho
would soon learn that the man he had felled to the ground was still
alive, and be would return as vicious as ever.
On the second day, without informing anyone of his purpose,
Mr. Kim left and followed Martha’s footsteps to the town of
Riceland. Here he easily found what had occurred the night that
Martha had taken refuge in that town; and he took his way to the
river where were tied the boats that brought loads from the north. At
that point he found no trace of her. No one had ever seen or heard
there was such a person as Martha. No woman with a baby on her
back had ever in the history of the town made a trip up the river
alone. There might have been such a thing, but they did not know of
it; they informed him of these facts in a manner that plainly said he
had better attend to his own business.
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Mr. Kim retraced his steps to Riceland and resolved to visit the one
man who might know the direction of Martha’s flight. The answers
to his enquiries gave him much matter for reflection.
Common report had it that this man was a robber, but if you
should ask anyone in his town if Bali was a robber you would be
informed with great indignation that such was not the case; but that
he was a good citizen who was a friend to all; that he had been so
slandered for the last ten years, was true, but none but a fool would
believe such idle reports.
“If,” the people argued, “he were a robber, why did not the
magistrate seize him? He had his home among them, and a good
one it was, the best house in the town; true he did not work, but
what rich man did work? If his trade was really to rob he would be
without a home.” This argument was sufficient. One’s eyes might
deceive one, but such logic was irrefutable.
Some were willing at times to admit that Bali’s companions
were loose fingered and such persons had actually, when smarting
under the pain of some loss，started out to complain to the
magistrate, but before reaching the Yamen had always thought
better of the matter and had returned to grumble in private. It would
be unwise to grumble too loudly because some of Bali’s friends
might hear, and it would be unfriendly to offend one so respected as
Bari, and so dangerous. Yes, it would be decidedly dangerous. Then,
too, had he not, on occasion, helped different ones, when they had
trouble with the magistrate? When that official had become
unusually humorous and had tried to entertain the town with the
idea that their property was naturally a part of that which belonged
to the government, Bali had sometimes interfered. They recalled the
philosophy of the magistrate who argued that if the people were true
citizens, the government owned them, and all that belonged to them,
although in that case, they should be delighted if at any time the
government should happen to claim its own; and further, as the
magistrate was the administrator for the government, he had the
indisputable right to send around and invite any or them to
participate in the joyous privilege
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of handing over to him what they possessed. Should they, by any
means, delay in producing the little items in which the government
was interested, which it had, up to the present, denied itself out of
love for its good people, why, he, the magistrate, might entertain
them at public expense in a small guest room well planked and
protected with heavy bars across the windows—a room that he had
made for such purposes near his own residence. He was ready to
invite such guests before him on occasion and stroke them lovingly
with the soft side of a paddle.
Bali had appeared on some of these occasions and politely
hinted to the magistrate and, indeed, at times carried on persuasive
argument. that the great and parental government could get along
with a small fraction of what it had so considerately proposed to
take, and, then, too, it would be a good thing, Bali sometimes
argued, in as much as the government loves its subjects so much, to
bestow a part on the humblest of all citizens, even Bali himself.
This had occurred many times, and while Bali seemed to eat the
people’s lice, yet he had saved their homes.
No one could tell how soon such freaks of humor would
again attack the representative of the great country, therefore, the
people of Riceland would stand by their unselfish fellow citizen. It
was always remembered that Bali had never asked to share the
property of a poor man and had always seen to it that the magistrate
did not love the poor to the extent of ruining them. No sir, Bali was
a good citizen and they were ready to defend that assertion with
their lives.
Mr. Kim had no difficulty in finding the house he sought,
and was greatly pleased to find the master at home. Bali politely
invited Mr. Kim to enter his guest room. It was much in contrast
with the ordinary home. The walls were papered in immaculate
while oiled paper covered the floor and had been polished till it
shone like a mirror; paintings adorned the walls and the doors; rich
silk cushions were laid about the floor; a beautiful charcoal brazier
stood ready for the convenience of the long pipes of guests.
When Mr. Kim took his seat, the two men looked each
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other over and entertained the same thought that they had never
looked upon so fine a specimen of manhood. There was mutual
respect in the observation. After the formal introduction Mr. Kim
presented the purpose of his visit.
“I have lost a friend,” said he. “That friend is a woman. I
have traced her to this point but beyond here I can find nothing
definite regarding her. It occurred to me that you may have heard
something of her whereabouts. I am told that to suspect you of
knowing most secrets is not vain flattery. I have learned that the
woman fled from this town at night, but to trace her flight baffles all
my efforts.”
Bali looked into the face of his visitor and a smile played
about his bold face. “You will pardon me friend,” he said, “but it
seems curious to see a man frankly confess that he is hunting a
woman, one who is described simply as a friend. You are sure you
are not husband, brother, or relative of some sort?”
“There was a time when I would have been as greatly
mystified as you are,” replied Mr. Kim. “Some years ago I became a
Christian and I am now a teacher of that religion. This woman was
one of my pupils and I am searching for her, as I am morally
responsible for her. Even though I had not better reason, I should act
as I am doing from the knowledge that harm to her would recoil
heavily upon me.”
“It is a curious religion,’ said Bali musingly, “to send its
devotees out searching for runaway women. Her relatives should do
that, it seems to me, according to all the laws of the ancients. I
myself have thought a good deal on the question of religion,” he
continued pensively. “I have visited nearly all the important shrines
and monasteries in the country, and I did not see but that the best of
the devotees were just about like the rest of us; men who love the
things that I love and obtain them by the same principle. Why
should we expect any thing more of a religion from the West, which
is younger than the cults of the East, and, in the nature of the case,
less experienced with the weakness of man?”
“Perhaps I can easiest explain my position in the matter,”
said Mr. Kim, “by telling you all about the cause of this
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woman’s flight,” and he told the outlaw how Martha had become a
Christian and her husband had threatened her with death, and how
in the face of all commands she persisted in her faith, even in spite
of beatings, cruel and relentless. During the recital Bali’s eyes
sparkled with interest.
“Good,” he said, “that was good. No coward, eh? good! that
was good.”
Mr. Kim looked at his host in surprise but continued :
“ At last Martha came to me and begged me to let her know
what she should do. I told her to obey God rather than man and let
Him take care of the results . She did, and now she is a helpless
wanderer, in prey to any brute who would roam these streets to
devour the innocent and helpless,” and he looked sternly into the
face of Bali.
“That is good,” repeated the robber, “that was a good story.
Fearless woman, I hope that she will have many children and they
will take after their mother. If your religion could make all people
brave as that I think I would endorse it; it might be a good thing for
magistrates and for a few others I know. But see here, friend,” he
continued, half closing his eyelids and looking into the face of Mr.
Kim, “I am a man of leisure and plenty, but I have seen many a wild
game in my day, yes, many a wild frolic, and I have met many men
who have placed themselves uncomfortably in my path and they
have uniformly become very sorry for doing so. The fact is, and I
am sure you will pardon me for saying it, I don’t like the way you
look at me. If you mean to infer that I have had any thing to do in
causing this admirable young lady to run from her rightful husband
you have badly blundered. But even though I had intended to
appropriate a pair of dainty sandals I would not expect people to
look at me so proudly.”
Mr. Kim looked his host over from head to foot in utter
amazement.
(To be Continued).
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The Korea Magazine
September, 1917
Editorial Notes.
WITH best sugar factories, iron refineries, paper mills,
leather factories and other industries all requiring new and modern
machinery, Korea is now a fertile field for manufacturers to
cultivate. In some cases hundreds of thousands or dollars will be
invested in the next few months.
THE foreign population of Korea is comparatively small,
yet there has not been a month since the beginning of the European
war when some of her people have not been on one or more of the
battle fronts or on the way thereto. Business men and missionaries
of many nationalities have vied with one another in showing love of
country and humanity, and those eligible for service are ,either
already doing their bit or eagerly awaiting the summons when they
shall be needed.
SOME of the prosperity enjoyed by Japanese business
interests is being transferred to Korea, and several new projects
requiring large capital have either already been launched or are in
process of organization. This is notably true in mining enterprises,
especially iron, coal and tungsten, and hydro-electric development.
The most ambitious proposal for electric power for which the
authorities have been petitioned for permission is that of’ a
company proposing to utilize the waters in the Diamond Mountains
with which to develop 30,000 horse power, a part of which will be
used for manufacturing purposes and the remainder to electrically
connect the Diamond Mountains with Wonsan. Usually some shares
of stock in the companies are offered to the public, but the majority
of the shares are held by the promoters.
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DIFFICULTIES OF THE LANGUAGE.
To anyone desiring to make a study of the Korean language,
nothing could be better than an hour spent daily with the Mai-il Sinpo. This paper costs, in any part of the country, but fifty sen a month,
and it has within its compass all that a student of the language could
possibly require.
The first page takes up longer articles in mixed-script,
giving every opportunity to study this form of writing, as well as the
ordinary use of the Chinese character.
The second page, also in mixed-script, gives the main
telegrams of the day. For example, the one before the writer of Aug.
10th gives four telegrams from Peking about the situation in China,
and six telegrams from abroad, London, New York, etc.
The third and fourth pages are in pure Enmun, the latter
always carrying a continued story.
All the needed vocabulary is here, ancient and modem, so
that a fruitful course in this paper, even half an hour daily along
with a teacher, would prove a most useful exercise.
Herewith is the first item on page three of the date Aug. 10th.
The Magazine would be glad to have translations of this paragraph
that refers to China and runs:
쟝훈이가선통뎨를 내이나니려춍통이외국공 관으로
도망을가나니단긔셔의군 가북경총공격을 나니물 듯 던
지나도…If the reader finds this hard to translate it is only one proof
that he should make use of the Mai-il Sin-po.
Please translate these also as they will help to throw light on
the somewhat difficult sentence given.
1- 이러니뎌러니말 거시무엇시오
2- 날이감으나니곡가가오르나니 더니발셔가을이다되엿소
3- 인삼이됴흐니록용이됴흐니 여도원겨잘란거시뎨일이오
Answers:
In response to the questions given in the July number of the
Magazine correct answers have been received from C. F. B. and
Presbyter Anglicanus.
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The crisp, idiomatic English sentences of the latter suit
admirably the writer’s ideas of translation. However some of the
words are better rendered by C. F. B. for example 경졔샹곤난
“economic distress;” 리샹뎍인물 “ideal man.” P. A. renders it
“somebody,” a very interesting translation. P. A. translates No. 4 “In
the eyes of the law” which is very good.
The writer would render No. 7 something like this By not
answering letters at once much inconvenience is caused in the
management of affairs.
Would 관렴 be best rendered ideals?
It would seem as though C. F. B’s translation of No. 9 while
literally correct lacks force. P. A’s misses the point slightly. It might
be rendered This of some practical calling is an age of making a
specialty
P. A. well renders No. 11 His illness is caused by mental
trouble, there is nothing else the matter.
C. F. B translates No. 12 That should be spoken of as a
moral question only.
No. 13 Students should, by all means in their power , live up
to school regulations. The answers received are practically the same
as this.
P. A.’s rendering of 14 is very good Theory by itself is
ineffectual. It might seem, however, that this misses the 학문.
In No. 15 I would combine the two translations to give the
best rendering You must have practical experience to pull through.

THE WHANG-HO RIVER.
by
YI CHE-HYON (1287-1367 A. D.)
“Down comes the thundering Whang-ho from the west. with
sources in the fabled peaks of Kol-yoon. The envoy of great Han
built him a raft and went to see its fountain head.
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From the heart of the hills it presses forth, a thousand measures
downward to the sea. He found it was the Milky Way that circles
earthward and comes sweeping toward us. By nine great wheels it
spans the earth out to the farthest limits of the eye.
“It is like a battle fierce between the Hans and Chos; the
crash of ten thousand horse in an onset on the plain. Slantwise it
comes rolling in big battalions, ever ceaseless. When it mounts and
overflows the fields and meadows, the people’s hearts forsake them
from pale fear. Through the opening gates of the mountains it
cleaves its way eastward. The fierce strokes of its blade cut a
thundering pathway toward the sea.
“When I was young I played upon the bosom of the deep,
and wished to ride the fabled Koni. Now I would fain drink in the
waters of this western river. As fair they seem to me as the misty
lakes of dreamland, that beckon to my thirsty soul. I would launch
forth by boat from its sandy shallows. As I sit high and look upon it,
my soul and spirit are over-whelmed with awe. The fishy breezes
kiss my startled gaze; great waves mount high in view like castled
walls. The tall masts in the distance jostle the mountain tops. The
sailor shouts his echoing cry, while the sweat outlines his tightened
chin. Though the day darkens, far they still must go ere they touch
the gentle village of the plain. I am not Maing Myong-sil who set
fire to his boats in order to settle accounts with the people of Chin;
nor am I the man who threw his jewels into its boiling deep, still I,
like them, am one whose soul has longed to see this stately river.
If the iron ox that stands upon the shore had wits to prompt his
sleepy soul, he would laugh at such as me and say, ‘What brought
you here through wind weather and all the dangers of the way?’ “
NOTE:- Yi Che-hon was one of the great writers of Koryu.
His style is original and full of strength and a power of description
quite his own. His collected writings are called Ik-jai Chip and are
well worth the attention of the student.
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KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN – VII
SU-SI
The weaknesses of Asia are seen and known through the
group of women that constitute her goddesses. Women of great
virtue like A-whang, Yu-yung, Ta’i-im, Ta’i-sa prove that she still
has a heart for what is self-sacificing, great and noble, but her
enthronement or Yang Kwi-pi and Su-si show that empty smiles and
days or stolen pleasure play a large part in the sum-totals of the Far
East
Su-si, as Mayers says, “was the ne plus ultra of loveliness in
Chinese tradition.” She was like Whittier’s Maud Muller, the barefooted lassie of the roadside, given up to a life of washing silk and
gathering fire-wood till the messengers of the king went by, and the
loveliness or her face and form became known.
This was four hundred years and more before the Christian
era, shortly after the times of Confucius, and prior to the building of
the Great Wall of China.
Two famous kingdoms, as kingdoms then went, were Wul
and Oh. Wul’s capital was situated somewhere about the site of
modern Ning-po, while Oh’s stood near Shanghai. Wul was secretly
the sworn enemy of Oh, and so planned and thought deeply over
ways and means for Oh’s destruction. It was Ning-po against
Shanghai; how could she bring her down? The king of Wul knew
the deep places of Chinese nature, evidently, when he picked up Susi from the roadside, and trained her in all the accomplishments of
her sex, dressed her in gorgeous apparel, and sent her as a gift to the
king of Oh, pretending deepest friendship.
As we see in Burns’, Green Grow the Rushes, the wily king
felt that once Su-si came within the line of Oh’s vision,
Wari’ly cares an wari’ly men
Would all gae tapsalteerie O.
So it turned out, for the wiles and charms of Su-si wrought
the destruction of the state.
It was one of those endless feuds that have so constantly
beset the world of Asia. Wul’s father had been carried off and
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died a prisoner at the hands of Oh. Koo-ch’un, the son, vowed vengeance
for his father, and from his 1ips came forth the famous saying ‘wa-sin
sang-tam’ “May I sleep on brushwood and eat gall unless I wreak
vengeance that is due.” His life was haunted by his father’s ghost. Into this
vortex of evil went Su-si, all unwittingly, nevertheless she was the means
of Oh’s undoing, and the satisfaction of Wul’s passion for revenge.
Another Chinese saying well known to Korea is hyo-pin which
comes from the story or Su-si. It means to copy the wrinkling of the brow,
or to copy without success. When Su-si was distressed, or drew a wry face,
she was said to be prettier than ever, while the ugly woman, who tried to
awaken beauty by a like action, found her face so hideous that she
smashed the mirror to pieces.
Such was the world of Su-si Why should it have been remembered
for two thousand years and more, and spoken of, and written of, and
dreamed of, world without end? Evidently the empty beauty, the paternal
feud, the rising on the ashes of another, are matters that all come close to
the heart of Asia. Whatever it be, Su-si is one of Korea’s great women still
known of all people.
THAT EVIL SPIRIT.
“A relative of my mother was born and brought up in Yang-joo
County. The house in which he lived was haunted by an evil spirit, that
took possession of a young maid-servant and remained with her for a
number of years. She knew all about the future with its good and its evil,
and everything came to pass just as she foretold. It was impossible to hide
anything from her far-seeing ken. Everybody feared and stood in awe of
her powers; while the home in which she dwelt remained free from
sickness or trouble of any kind. The voice of this demon could be heard at
times, like the call of the orioIe bird. During the day it came from the
upper air, and at night from the beams underneath the rafters,
There was a neighbour living near, of long and distinguished
ancestry whose mistress, it seems, had just lost a valuable and much
prized hair-pin. She had her maid-servant arrested and beaten for this loss,
while the servant, in her distress, came and inquired of the spirit-medium.
“ ‘I know,’ said she, ‘where the pin is, but it would be very
embarrassing to tell you. If your mistress will come, I’ll tell her.’
“‘The servant returned and informed her mistress, who at once
prepared gifts and offerings, and came to inquire.
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“The spirit said, ‘I know where it was lost but I really dare not
utter the name of the place. If l did so, your face would blush with shame.’
“The mistress urged her, however, to tell it, and never to mind, but
still she refused. Enraged at this she scolded the medium.
“Then the spirit said, ‘If you are going to be angry about it. I can
soon’ settle the matter. On a certain night you entered the mulberry grove
in company with so and so, and the pin was caught from your hair by the
bushes. It was found later by your own servant.’
“The wife, on hearing this, was overcome with shame, while the
medium went on to tell that her own man-servant had found it and that it
had been stolen from him, but that it was now in such and such a place.
The man-servant, who accompanied his mistress on this occasion, flew
into a rage and shouted out his defiance, ‘Where has this devil of a woman
come from anyhow?’ said he. But no sooner had he said this, than he fell
into a swoon rigid and unconscious. Only after a long time did he return to
himself.
“Someone asked him what was the reason for his acting so, and his
answer was—’Would you believe it, why a great red-bearded giant caught
me by the hair of the head, and all my senses left me.’
“My relatives, with whom the possessed girl lived, became greatly
disliked on her account. An uncle, on the mother’s side, Cheung Koo-poo,
afterwards minister of state, came at times to pay a visit, and whenever he
came the servant always ran away in fear and only returned cautiously
after he had gone. Cheung, knowing this, called her one day to him and
said, ‘Take yourself away from here and go off to your own kind. It is not
fitting that you should longer remain in the home of one of my people’
“The spirit said in reply, ‘Since the day that I first came, I have
ever worked for the best interests of this house and no misfortune has ever
befallen it. My desire was to remain here for generations and serve the
family well, but since Your Excellency has commanded otherwise I must
obey.’ She then cried and wailed. took her departure, and was never heard
of again.
“This story I got from my mother.”
(NOTE:- Demon possession is one of the facts of Korean experience, long
recognized.
The writer, a man three tears younger than Christopher Colombus,
tells many such stories by which we can see that his view of the spirit
world was as common as our reading of Socialists or Labour Unions of
today).
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CHOON YANG
(Translated from the Korean)
PREFACE.
The story of Choonyang, one of the most famous in Korea,
dates from the reign of Injo, who was king from1623 to 1649. The
heroine was true to her principles in the midst of difficulties and
dangers such as the West knows nothing of. Many, like her, rather
than yield the right, have died pitifully, unrecorded and forgotten. In
the Yo-ji Seung-nam, the Official Geographical Records of Korea,
we find, however, that in county after county, shrines with red gates
have been erected to her honorable memory,—to the woman who
fought this battle and won. May this ideal of the Orient, dearer to so
many than life itself, help us to a higher appreciation of the East
with its throbbing masses or humanity.
A year and more ago on the occasion of a concert given in
behalf of Belgium at the Chosen Hotel, three Korean singers won
the special commendation of al those assembled, and were given the
heartiest applause. Their song was the story of Choonyang.
1. RIVERS AND MOUNTAINS.
When specially beautiful women are born into the world, it
is due to influence of the mountains and streams. Sosee* the
loveliest woman of ancient China, sprung from the banks of the
Yakya River at the foot of the Chosa Mountain; Wang Sogun†,
another great marvel, grew up where the waters rush
*Sosee, who lived about 450 B. C., was born of humbler parents, but by
her beauty advanced step by step till she gained complete control of the Empire,
and finally wrought its ruin. She is the ne plus ultra of Beautiful Chinese women.
†Wang Sogun. This marvellous woman by her beauty brought on a war
between the fierce barbarian Huns of the north and China Proper in 33 B. C. She
was finally captured and carried away, but rather that yield herself to her savage
conqueror, she plunged into the Amur River and was drowned. Her tomb on the
bank is said to be marked by undying verdure. The history of Wang Sogun forms
the basis of a drama translated by Sir Joh Davis and entitled the “Sorrows of Han .”
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by and the hills circle round; and because the Keum torrent was
clear and sweet, and the Amee hills were unsurpassed, Soldo‡ and
Tak Mugun§ came into being.
Namwun District of East Chulla, Chosen, lies to the west of
the Chiri Mountains, and to the east of the Red City River. The
spirits of the hills and streams meet there, and on that spot
Choonyang was born.
Choonyang’s mother was a retired dancing-girl, who, after
thirty years of age, gave birth to this only daughter. In a dream, one
night, there came to her a beautiful angel from heaven, bearing in
her hand a plum and peach-blossom flower. She gave the peachblossom, saying, “Care gently for this, and later, if you graft it to
plum, gladness and joy will follow. I must hasten,” said she, “to
carry this plum-blossom to its destined place.” So saying she
withdrew.
When she had awakened from her dream, and time had
passed, she bore a daughter, and as the peach-blossom is a bud of
springtime, she called her Spring Fragrance or Choonyang.
Although the daughter of a dancing-girl, yet, because her
father was of the gentry class, she was taught Chinese from her
seventh year. In this she greatly excelled, as also in sewing,
embroidery and in music. She was kept pure from every touch of
the stranger, and grew flawless as the jewel.
Now there was living at this time in the department of Three
Rivers, Seoul, a graduate named Yi whose family and home were
widely noted for-faithful sons and pure and beautiful women. His
Majesty, in his appointments, had selected Yi for District Magistrate
of Namwon County. A month or so after his entrance upon office,
the people unanimously proclaimed· his virtues, and the streets and
by-ways of the place were posted with notice boards of his
righteous and illustrious rule.
‡Soldo: A famous woman of China who lived about 900 A. D. Excelling
as a wit and verse writer, her name was given by her admirers to the paper on
which the productions of her pen were inscribed, till at last it became a synonym
for superior notepaper.
§Tak Mugun. A Chinese lady of the 2nd century B. C. famed in verse and
story and associated with the charms and delights of sweet music.
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The governor’s unmarried son was with him, whose name
was Dream-Dragon. He was eighteen years of age and handsome as
China’s Toomokchee.*
His face was comely as the polished marble, and in ability
he was mature and well advanced. Poetry and music were known to
him, and for a life of gaiety he led the way. In the night he hailed
the moon over the eastern ridges; and during the day he loved to go
on excursions to greet the flowers and willows of the springtime, or
to speak his condolences to the tinted leaves and chrysanthemums
of autumn. He was a brave and gifted lad.
On a certain day the young master, unable to resist the
wooings of the springtime, called a yamen attendant and asked,
“Where are the best views in this country of yours?”
“What does the Young Master want with pretty views in the
midst of his laborious studies?” inquired the Boy.
“But,” replied Dream-Dragon, “in every place of natural
beauty, there arc also to be found verses and poems corresponding.
Listen till I tell you. In the wonderful world of the Keui Mountain
and the Yong River, where Soboo† and Hoyoo‡ played together
they are seen; and where So Jachum§ passed his happy days, and
autumn moonlight nights on the banks of the Chokpyok River you
will find them posted up. Also in the Yellow Stork Pavilion, in the
Koso Outlook, in the Phoenix Tower, there are footprints of the
Sages and the writers of the past. I, too, am one of these. As the
fleeting hours of springtime trip by, and plum and peach blossoms
*Toomokchee. A famous Chinese poet who lived from 803 to 852 B. C.
†Soboo. (Nest-Father）He is a legendary being said to have lived B.
C.2357, and to have made his home in a tree, hence his name. He was a man of
singular uprightness who greatly influenced his age for good. Once when offered
the rule of the empire by the great Yo, he went and washed his ears in the brook to
rid. them from the taint of worldly ambition.
‡Hoyoo. He was a friend of “Nest-Father” and equally an apostle of selfrenunciation.

§Sojachum.（1036-110l) A. D. He was a statesman and poet of
China, who, when banished to Hainan, spent his days in diffusing a
knowledge and love of literature.
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beckon to me, shall I let them pass unnoticed?” The Boy said again,
“In our poor country there are but few places of interest. Shall I tell
you of them one by one? Outside the North Gate there is the
mountain city of Chojong, very good; beyond the West Gate there is
the Temple of the God of War, where the view is wide and imposing;
outside the South Gate there is the Moonlight Pavilion, which is
well worth seeing; then there is the Crow and Magpie Bridge and
the Fairy Temple of Yongkak, all of which are rated among the
finest views of South Chulla.”
“Let’s saddle the ass,” said Dream-Dragon, “and go see the
Moonlight Pavilion.”
“All right, sir,” said the Boy, and in a little he came forth
with his well brushed Chinese donkey, and made tight the saddle
girth. He had put in order the red tassles and purple reins, ·the
embroidered blanket, the gilded bridle, the blue and red plaited
halter, and the other head ornaments. He carried also the coral whip
with which he gave a sharp blow to bring the creature to attention.
He called, “l have done as Your Excellency has ordered.”
Behold him go forth on his way. Well dressed he sits straight
in the saddle, handsome and high-born. So he prances forth skirting
the mountain spurs, and spiriting up the dust as he sails away on the
favouring breeze.
At every step, as he passes the blossoms, fragrance is wafted
to him. Rapidly he rides till he reaches the Moonlight Pavilion,
where he dismounts, ascends the steps, and looks forth upon the
scene. Off to the south is the Red City plain, where the early sun is
brushing aside the light cover of mist. The sweet flavour of
springtime, with its flowers and willow catkins, is borne to him on
the breath of the morning. The polished floors and ornamented
walls call his attention to the pavilion. The view from this kiosk is
beyond compare. From it the Magpie Bridge is visible, the Magpie
Bridge which
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calls up the story of the Milky Way and the Celestial Lovers*.
“How can they be absent from the scene?” thought he. “I surely am
the Herdsman Star, but where is the Weaving Maiden for my
companion? In this vale of flowers if I could only meet with her, the
choice of all my revolving existences, how happy I should be.”
“Boy, bring the glass, let’s see who is the oldest among us
here.”
The Boy replied, “Yonder fellow to the rear with his
dwarfish build and yellow face, he is over forty I know.”
“He’s away beyond me,” said the Young Master, “let him he
placed number one among us, and you too, Boy, while we refresh
ourselves, come up and take your place.”
“I am afraid to,” said the Boy, “it isn’t good form.”
“Afraid of what?” asked the Master, “Nonsense!”
The table was brought in and the rear servant took the first
sip of the glass; the Boy shared as well, and when the Young Master
had taken his turn he addressed them saying, “When one is out for a
good lime, informally, it does not do to make too much of ceremony.
If we do so there is an end to good fellowship and the interest is
gone. In the country, age takes precedence. We’ve had our glass,
now for a smoke.”
The Young Master, carried away with the joy of the occasion,
got up and sat down, turned this way and that, looking here and
there. Off to the south he saw the Jewel Curtain Outlook rising
skyward with its bright and shimmering windows, also the Fairies’
Pavilion; to the rear was the Garden of the Immortals, with its
ideographic flowers of white, and red, and green, and yellow. In
fluttered heaps they lay scattered about dotting the landscape. The
call of the oriole from the willow canopy added to the scene’s
delight. White butterflies in pairs flitted by on tiny wing dodging
among the branches. The
*Celestial lovers. The Herdsman, supposed to be the star b in Aquila, and
the Weaving Damsel the star a Lyra, are lovers, who by the abyss of the Milky
Way, separated all the year round, till the 7th night of the 7th Moon, when the
magpies of the earth assemble and form a bridge over the chasm, and enable them
to meet. This is one of the Orient’s most famous legends.
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world was full of sweet fragrance bursting forth, white and red,
from all the variegated bowers, like fairies and angel messengers.
II. THE VISION OF CHOONYANG.
Lo, we see Choonyang. From the circle of her retired
enclosure she appears, swinging free and artlessly by a high-hung
rope of colored strands. Firmly she holds by each hand as she rises
deftly and smoothly. Again away to the rear she goes, then forward
like a kite-bird that sails low, now high, touching with outstretched
wings the timid wavering tree-tops. Flowers fall at the impact of her
soft embroidered toe. Back and forth, all unconscious, she swings
while the Young Master, lost in wonder, peers before him, his soul
tingling with inexpressible astonishment
“Boy!” called he, “look yonder.”
The startled Boy gave a jump, more astonished if possible
than even his master. “Yes, sir!” ,
“What is that that I see swinging there?”
“Nothing is visible, Your Excellency, to my vision,” said the
Boy.
“See, where my fan is pointing, look now,” said the Young
Master.
“Fan or fairy wand, I see nothing.”
“What do you mean. you idiot? Do you tell me that
low-caste eyes are not the same as the eye of a gentleman? What
golden vision of delight can that be?”
“Golden,” said the Boy, “Shall I tell you about gold? In the
days of ancient Han of China, one high lord in his attempt to usurp
the power and privileges of another, scattered forty thousand golden
dollars among the troops of Cho. What gold can you expect to talk
about after that?”
“Then, ‘tis marble I see,” said the Young Master.
“I’ll tell you about marble, too. In ancient days at the Goose
Gate Festival, you remember that Pum Jing smashed the imperial
block of marble till it became white flakes of snow, and a fire arose
and licked up the remnants. When such as
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this has happened, what marble can you expect to find here?”
“Then it’s the spirit of the fairies I see.”
“But,” said the Boy in reply, “in broad day-light, under a
shining sun do fairies ever wander forth?”
“Then,” said the Young Master, “if it is not gold, and not
marble, and not a fairy, what can it be? Tell me Boy!”
The Boy then replied, “Oh, yonder, now I see what you
mean. That’s the daughter of Moon Plum, a former dancing-girl of
this county . She is called Choonyang.”
The Young Master on learning that it was Choonyang, gave
a ringing outburst of surprise like the laugh of a king’s guards-man.
“Tell me, Boy,” said he, “is that really Choonyang? I have
seen thousands of pretty girls but never one such as she. My spirit is
dazzled, and my soul has shot half way up to heaven. My eyes are
filmed over so that I cannot see. Not another word, Boy, but go and
call her at once.”
The Boy replied, “Choonyang, Your Excellency, is known
through all this south country. From Governor to pettiest magistrate,
everyone has tried to win her. The beauty and fidelity of China’s
most famous women surely never surpassed her. She is in heart a
princess, though born of a dancing-girl. Her mother’s family, too,
was originally of gentle origin. You cannot call her thus.”
The Young Master laughed, “You ignoramus, you, what do
you mean? Every bit of marble from the Hong Mountain, and all the
yellow gold from the waters of the Yaw, have each their master and
owner . Go and call her.”
There being no help for it, the Boy went to call Choon-yang.
Away like a butterfly he flew on the back of the summer breeze,
over the ridge and underneath the trees, lost to sight, now seen, now
gone again till he gave a loud call, “Choon-yang!”
Choonyang, startled, slipped in a frightened way from her
perch in the swing. “What is it?” she asked in alarm. “You almost
made me fall.”
The Boy grinned and said, “A young lady like you surely
runs the risk of falling badly, swinging thus within sight of the
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king’s highway, especially when the passers lose their hearts in
inexpressible wonder. Do you think it wise? Our Young Master, son
of the governor, has come out just now to Moon-light Pavilion, and
his eyes have fallen on you. I told him two or three times not to do
so, and yet he insists on asking you to come to him. It is no wish of
mine, I am compelled to give the message, please accede to it,
won’t you.” Choonyang said in reply, “I cannot go.”
“What do you mean by ‘cannot go?’ When a· gentleman
calls a country girl, does she say ‘I cannot go’?”
“Is your master, pray, the only one of the gentry? I also am
freeborn as well as he.”
“You may be of the gentry, but it is a lame kind you are.
Never mind any more talk, please just come.”
“I cannot,” said Choonyang.
“Tell me why you cannot!”
“I’ll tell you. Your Young Master should be at his studies
instead of wasting time here. Even though he does see fit to go
picknicking, he has no claim to call a girl like me to him in any such
rude way. It is not becoming that I should answer.”
The Boy turned his back on the roses in the shade and
laughed to himself. Said he, “The Governor’s son, the Young Master,
is very handsome indeed , better looking than all his companions.
As a scholar too, he is unequalled. Born of a family noted for its
filial piety and loyalty, he is, in goods and property, rich as Yonan.
His mother’s family too, is honorable to the first degree. If you ever
do really choose a husband could you expect to find one like him in
this country place?” “What do you mean by husband, you impudent
fellow? Is a city husband necessarily better than a country husband?”
said she, “Away you go.”
“That’s just it,” said the boy, “the hills of Seoul and the hills
of the country differ. Shall I tell you? The hills of Kyungsang
Province are rough and jagged, and so the people born there are
bull-headed and obstinate; the Chulla mountains are gentle and
softly inclining, and so the people born there are smooth tongued
and cunning; the hills of Choongchung are lofty, and those born
under them are gifted. Now in Kyong-ke
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Province, where the Surak mountain falls away, we have the Tobong
peak; and where Tobong falls away we have Chongnam Mountain
ending in the Blue Dragon Ridge of Wang-simnee. Then there is the
White Tiger of Mallijai, which falls into the sands of the Han River.
There the tides from the sea roll up and Tongjak circles them round
gathering the waters together and making the place supremely rich
and strongly prosperous. Thus it is that in Seoul the good are very
very good, and the bad are very very bad.
“The Young Master has for maternal uncle Prince Puwon,
and for grandfather the Chief of the Administration Bureau, while
his father is chief of this district. If you do not come as he calls you
I am afraid your mother may be arrested and locked up in the
yamen enclosure. How would you like that? Would you be happy
then, or would I? If you want to go, why go; but if you don’t want
to go, why don’t go. I am going, that’s all.”
Choonyang, in her innocence, beguiled by the words of the
Boy, said, “What shall I do? Listen to me please. Does the flower
follow every butterfly that lights upon it? Since your noble master
has ordered me, his humble servant to come, I’d like to, but, I’m
ashamed. Please say to him *”An soo hai; chup soo wha; hai soo
hyol.”
The Boy left and Choonyang went quickly into her house.
The Young Master ceased his impatient walking back and forth, and
turned to see if Choonyang were coming, but he saw that she had
disappeared, and that the Boy was returning alone. Then he repeated
to himself this line of poetry.
When the fairy flits off to her butterfly home,
In the shade of the willows I winglessly roam,
And list to the clack of the jay-bird
III THE LIMITATIONS OF HOME.
When the Boy came back the Young Master glanced fire at
him and said “I sent you to bring Choonyang, where is she?”
The Boy replied, “She just covered me with insult, that’s
what she did.”
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“What do you mean by insult?” inquired he.
“Why she said to me, ‘An soo hai; chup soo wha; hai soo
hyol.”
When the master heard this, he sat silent for a moment
thinking, then he said, “That’s all right, excellent. You ignoramus,
you are wrong altogether. An soo hai means an for wild-goose, soo
for follow, and hai for sea, the wild goose follows the sea; chup soo
wha means chup for butterfly, soo for follow, and wha for flower,
the butterfly follows the flower. As for hai soo hyol, hai means
crayfish, soo means follow, and hyol means rock crevice, the seashell seeks the rock-crevice. These forms trebled thus mean
evidently the third watch of the night, and I am to call at her house
at that hour. That’s what she would say and this is her invitation to
me.”
He mounted his donkey and rode hurriedly back to his study,
but all other thoughts were absent from him in a thousand
imaginings concerning Choonyang. All the questions of the yamen
seemed to centre about her. He went into the inner quarters, and
there too everything reminded him of Choon-yang. So
metamorphosed had his sight become that she and she only
occupied all his thoughts.
“Ah ya! I am to see her, Choonyang, Choonyang.”
This he sang out without thinking. The Prefect, wearied with
the affairs of state, was snoozing in the upper room, when suddenly
the noise awakened him. He gave a start and shouted,
“Boy.”
“Yes, sir!”
“Did some one in the study prick himself with a needle just
now to make such an unearthly noise.? Go and see!”
The messenger went “Hush Young-Master,’ said he, “His
Excellency, your father, has been startled out of his wits by the
noise you made a moment ago and told me to find out what it
meant.”
*An-soo-hai etc. These nine syllables are given according to the sound of the
Chinese ideographs composing them; and while correct as poetic composition they could
not be understood by an uneducated person, though a good scholar would soon unravel
their mystery.
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The Young Master laughed and said, “If the Governor gets a
start is that my affair? When the murmurings of the people fail to
reach his sensitive ears, I don’t see how a gentle word of mine
should shake him up so. This is all a joke, say thus: ‘We are greatly
distressed to hear of Your Excellency’s getting a start, but it was in
reading the Chinese Classics and studying aloud that the uproar
came about.’ “
The messenger presented himself and gave his message. The
Prefect laughed, “Ha! Ha!” said he, “Dragons beget dragons, and
phoenixes beget phoenixes. The son is like his father,” and so he
laughed again. He called the messenger once more, gave him two
candles from his room, and told him to give them to the Young
Master and tell him to study all night long till these candles were
burned out, and to study .out loud so that everyone could hear him.
The messenger gave the candles and the message but the Young
Master threw them down indignantly. Then again he thought for a
moment and said, “Boy, bring all my books here, every one of them.”
He brought the Four Classics*, the Three Sacred Books, and all the
rest, and then in a loud voice he went reading them out, skipping
sections as follows.: “Mencius met king Yanghay, when the king,
said to him ‘You have come a long distance haven’t you . . . .”
“The Great Learning is intended to demonstrate Virtue, and
to encourage the people to the attainment of perfection . . . From the
Book of Poetry “The cooing pigeon on the waters of the river
reminds one of the perfect lady, a mate indeed for the Superior Man.”
“Namchang was an ancient county; Hodong was a new district
under the Constellation The Worm, and its boundary line was
Hyongyo. But away with all this uninteresting rubbish,” said
Dream-Dragon, “and bring me the Book of Changes.” The Boy
brought the famous classic, when he threw it open at the first page
and began “The great Kon is primal, forceful
*The Four Classics. These are the Great Learning; the Doctrine of
the Mean; the Conversation of Confucius; and the Sayings of Mencius.
The Three Sacred Books. The Books of History; the Book of
Poetry and the Books of Changes.
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Profitable, loveable, tractable, beautiful, good-luckable but
Choonyang is unmatchable.”
The Boy standing by in astonishment, said, “Where does the
Young Master get all his ‘ables’ from?”
“What does an ignoramus like you know about ‘able,’ or any
other literary ending?”
Then he opens the Thousand Character Classic† and shouts
out “Heaven Ch’on; Earth-Chi.”
“I say,” says the Boy, “Is the Young Master only three years
old that he works over the a. b. c’s of hanal-ch’on thus?”
“What? You haven’t the first idea of the inner meaning of
the Thousand Character Book. If I were to read it off to you, one by
one, your ignorant locks would stand on end. Let me tell you how to
read and understand it. It reads on the surface thus: Heaven, earth,
black, yellow, universe, expanse. etc, etc. Now about Heaven, you
know it was born at one o’clock in the morning, saying nothing, but
stretching over all the four cornets of the earth, blue in the distance,
that’s what Heaven is. Earth appears at three o’clock, and by means
of the Five Elements, bears all living things upon it:, that’s what the
Earth does. Black stands for mysterious, hidden, colorless. The God
of the North is black, that’s what Black is. Yellow rules the Five
Notes of Music, and is the color of the earth, that’s what Yellow is.
The Universe, how wide it is, unlimited is the Universe. The
Expanse is what has ruled through all the world’s history the
dynasties that rise and fall upon it, that’s what the Expanse is.”
“The time for lights out is a long way off yet,” says the Boy.
“Go and see again, said the Young Master.
“Oh but it’s hours yet,” said the Boy.
“Whether it’s my old pater familias,” said the young man,
“or any body else’s, when he has too much white in his eyes, it
shows that his disposition is bad.”
At last the long delayed call of ‘Lights Out’ was heard, to
the great satisfaction of the Young Master. “Boy,” said he, “out with
the lights.” ( To be continued.)
†The Thousand Character. This is the first book from which
Oriental boys learn their first lesson in the ideograph.
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TAN GOON.
Perhaps Tan-goon’s is the most mysterious and the most
interesting of all the religious influences of Korea. There has been
some attempt in recent years to revive his religion, if such a religion
ever did exist, but it seems a mere mechanical effort. Still, the fact
of Tan-goon remains, and will remain. Without attempting to draw
any conclusions, or to express any opinion regarding him, we give
the following quotations from various Korean and Chinese books,
that have to do with his mysterious course on earth.
“Whan-in, Whan-oong, and Whan-gum are the Triune Spirit.
Sometimes he is called Tan-in, Tan-oong and Tan-goon. In the year
kap-ja of Sang-wun (2333 B. C.) and the 10th moon and 3rd day
Whan-gum changed from a Spirit into a man and came with his
heavenly sceptre and his three seals. He descended to the T’ai-baik
Mountains and stood beneath the sandalwood trees. There he made
known the divine truth and taught the people. The multitudes were
greatly moved by his presence, and crowded about him, as men
gather on market days, so that he was called the Divine Market
Keeper.”
THE TRIUNE SPIRIT GOD
“Whan-in is God (Ch’un); Whan-oong is the Spirit (Sin);
and Tan-goon is the God-man (Sin-in). These three constitute the
Triune Spirit (Sam-sin) .” ( Ko-keum Keui).
“Sa-ma Sang-yo said to King Moo-je of Han, ‘May your
Majesty be humble-minded and gentle in all your ways lest you lose
the blessing of the Triune Spirit (Sam-sin), for this Triune Spirit is
God (Sang je). (Han-su written by Pan-go 50 A, D.)
THE TEACHING OF TAN-GOON
“There was no king in Korea at first, till a God-man (sin-in)
came down with three thousand followers and made his appearance
underneath the sandalwood trees on T’ai-baik Mountains. He was
named Sin-si (The Divine Market Keeper) on account of the crowds
that gathered to his side. They
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made him king and called him Tan-goon.” (Hai-dong Ak-boo; Tai
baik Tan-ga.)
“Tan-goon preached the word of God (Sin-sul) and taught
men that there are three great spirits, one the master of the winds,
one the giver of rain, and one lord of the clouds; and that these three
together have charge of the 366 affairs that rule in the world of men.
(Ko-keui).
“When Tan-goon set up his kingdom he took cognisance of
grain supply, of life and death, of punishments, of sickness and
health, of good and evil, of the relation of the sexes, of parents and
children, of kings and courtiers, of dress, food, houses, head-gear
and civilization in general. (Ko-keui).
“There is a kingdom to the North called Chosen, whose
people God has taught. They live by the sea and love their fellow
men.” (San hai Kyung, said to have been written by Paik Ik 2200
B.C.)
“The men of Korea dress in red clothes, with white silk
girdles and black caps; while. the women wear mottled clothes, and
look very pretty. The sexes meet but observe the strictest forms of
decorum. They speak good of one-another and never evil. When
they see others in trouble they risk their lives to render the needed
assistance, so they are called ‘good men, righteous men, a happy
people.’ They never use uncomely or indecent speech, and they
readily laugh. When one gives them a passing glance they· seem a
simple people to the eye.” (Sin-i Kyung written by Tong Pang-sak
120 B. C .)
“Confucius’ fifty-third descendant, Wan, Prince of Yun-sung,
had a second son, whose name was Kong-so, that graduated about
the year 1340 A. D. and became a doctor of the Hallim. Kongso
came with Princess Tai-jang, who was a daughter of Prince Ho-wi,
and had her married to King Kong-min of Korea. As he was leaving
his native place he thought of what his great ancestor Confucius had
said, namely, ‘I should like to go by sea and live with the East
Barbarian.’ He said to himself: ‘The reason they say that Korea is
the land of honest hearts and good behaviour, is due the fact of its
having had divine and holy kings like Tan-goon
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and Keui-ja. For this reason its people are civilized. I, too, am going
there, and there I shall live.’ So he took his wife Whang-bo and
made his home in the East Peninsula.’ (Tong-gook Kwol-li-ji).
“Tan-goon was the first king born to Korea. He it was who
taught the people a spiritual religion with an earnest and faithful
heart, binding them together into a strong race. In Poo-yu his
religion was called the Religion that stands in place of God (Ch’un),
in Ko-ku-ryu it is called the religion of the Worship of God (Ch’un);
and in Silla it is called The Religion of Reverence for God (Ch’un).
In Korea it was named the Religion of Wang-gum (Tan-goon) and in
the 10th moon of each year there was the custom of bowing before
the Almighty (Ch’un) and offering sacrifice.” (Sok-wun Wi-yo Pyun).
“In our country there is a deep and mysterious religion
which indeed includes the three great cults, Confucianism,
Buddhism, and Taoism and forms the basis of our national life. If
we speak of filial piety, or loyalty to the king, we think of the great
Teacher of the No Kingdom (Confucius). If, on the other hand, we
pretend to the impossible and things beyond human ken, we say it is
the religion of No-ja. Again if it is a question of doing no evil but
good only, it is ascribed to the great teacher of India (Buddha), but
Tan-goon taught them all.”
“The Great Spirit (Choo-sin), with almighty and omniscient
power, rules all the world. His form does not appear to our vision,
for he dwells in the highest heaven, yet all the creatures of the earth
are his little servants to do His bidding. In the Book of Rites of Pooyu it says ‘Our national religion is the Worship of God.’ “ (Man-joo
Chi)
MIRACULOUS PROOFS OF TAN-GOON’S POWER.
“Solgo of Silla was the son of a farmer. From earliest youth
he loved picture making. When out cutting wood he used to take the
roots of the creeper, and with them make pictures on the rocks; and
while he ploughed he would sketch in the sand with . the ploughshare. Living in a secluded part
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of the world he had no teacher, and there· was no one from whom
he could inquire, and so his wishes to become an artist were not
possible of attainment. Day and night however he prayed to God
(Ch’un-sin) that He would divinely teach him. This he did for many
years, till on a certain day an old man came to him in a dream and
said, ‘I am the God-man, Tan-goon. Moved by your earnest prayers
I come and herewith give you the divinely-tipped pen.’
“He awoke, and the dream was as though it had been real. In
a little his hand grew skillful and by and by became the hand of a
great master.
“Solgo was so grateful for the gift bestowed upon him, that
he painted the picture of Tan-goon a thousand times and more. He
made him according to the model of the old man whom he had seen
in the dream.
“Yi Kyoo-bo of Koryu wrote an inscription for one of Solgo’s pictures of Tan-goon : ‘Beyond the hills, house by house, I find
the pictures of our spirit ancestor. Half of them at least are Solgo’s,
made by him.” (Tong-sa, Yoo-go ).
“Kim Saing of Silla, by constant prayer to God, ( Ch’un-sin),
obtained miraculous power in writing. Tradition has handed down a
story saying that once upon a time a stranger came to Kim Saing
and asked him if he would write out for him the Sutra of God ( Chesuk). When Kim had written it he asked the stranger who he was
and whence he came. He replied ‘I am the angel of God (Tan-goon)
and was commanded by Him to obtain this writing from you.” (Yi
Sang-kook Chip 1200 A. D.)
PLACES OF WORSHIP.
“In the days of T’ai-jong the Temple of the Three Holy Ones
(Sam-sung) in Koo-wul Mountains became deserted, and its place
taken by the Temple of Tan-goon in Pyengyang. There followed
upon this change a terrible epidemic in Whang-hai Province, that
continued for many years. King Sung-jong, in the year 1471 A. D.,
sent a communication to the governor of Whang-hai, Yi Ye, in
which he asked, ‘In ancient times, were there any special causes of
sickness in your province? Where was Tan-goon’s Temple located,
and for what
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reason was its site changed? How about the sacrifices that should be
offered to him? Do the people offer these now? What law governs
the offerings? What medicine do the people use, and who look after
the sick? What medicine do they find efficacious? Make careful
inquiry concerning these things and let me know.”‘
“Again he wrote, ‘I understand that the shrine of the God
(ch’un-wang) Tan-goon was originally on the highest peak of Koowul Mountain, but that later it was moved forward to a lower peak,
and again changed to an outer spur of the hills where the Temple to
the Three Persons of God (Ch’un-wang Sam-wi) was erected. Also I
am told that there was a shrine built for the attending spirits, and
that a place was prepared for the offering of sacrifices. Incense was
burned there and worship performed through a long period of years.
Later it became deserted, the service done away with, and then
sickness fell upon the people. I want to know if the site of the
Temple of God (Ch’un-wang tang) is still in existence, with the
place for the accompanying shrines; also, if the order in which the
tablets stood is still definitely known; if there is a record of the way
in which the sacrificial materials were prepared, and how offered,
and if the sickness, now prevalent, dates from the cessation of the
worship? There will be traditions and sayings regarding the matter.
Find out definitely and let me know.”
“In the year 1472, and the 2nd Moon, the governor of
Whang-hai, Yi Ye, wrote a memorial to king Sung-jong in which he
went on to say, ‘In answer to Your Majesty’s communication, I
made inquiry of an old man named Ch’oi Chi, who was formerly
overseer of the Temple of Tan-goon, and also of Ch’oi Teuk-gang,
who was guardian of the same. From these I have obtained a history
of the Temple of the Three Holy Ones and have taken careful notes
of every thing, which I now present to your Majesty.
“ ‘Tan-goon was a God-man. His shrine on the Koo- wul
Mountains was to the west of the Buddhist Temple, Pai-yup Sa, on
Tai-cheung Peak, back of Imbool Hall. It was removed to a lower
elevation, further down, and again later
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changed to So-cheung Mountain, where it is still known as the
Temple of the Three Holy Ones. The exact site on Tai-cheung, and
the one below the Temple of Pai-yup Sa, are lost.
. ‘Tan-goon, Tan-oong, and Tan-in are the Triune Holy Ones,
to whom a temple was built and sacrifice offered. These buildings,
having fallen to decay through the lapse of lime, were restored in
the year Kyung-o (1450) by the magistrate Sin Hyo-wun; and again
in the year Moo-in (1458) the magistrate Mai Choa painted them in
various colours.
“In the Temple of the Triune Holy Ones, God, Tan-in faced
south; God, Tan-oong faced west; and God, Tan-goon faced east,
each having a wooden tablet.
“Tradition says that in ancient times wooden images were
used, but in the days of Tai-jong, when the government was
meditating the restoration of these, Ha Ryoon raised an objection,
and the matter was dropped. We do not know, now, just in what
form they were originally represented.
“In olden times there was no house for sacrifice till the
magistrate Mai Choa built a thatched hut of two or three kan below
the Temple of the Three Holy Ones and had a company of priests
set apart for the service. When sacrifice was to be offered they
performed acts of purification, slept there and prepared the
necessary materials by which· the worship was carried out.
“At first the vessels used in the Temple of the Three Holy
Ones were of gold and silver, but after the Japanese War (1592)
porcelain dishes were used. Mai Choa was the first to make use of
brass dishes.
“After the Temple was removed to Pyengyang, sacrifice
ceased for a period of sixty years. Some say it ceased in the year
1400, some say in 1401 or 1402. It is not definitely known. Also as
to how incense was prepared, or how the sacrifices were carried out
I cannot definitely tell.
“The highest peak of Koo-wul Mountain, which is not called
the Temple of God, but the Peak of the Four Kings, is where the
materials were prepared and sacrifice offered. King T’ai-jong in the
year 1415 A. D. made certain repairs in
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the building, but there is no one who knows definitely the exact site,
and now as ice and snow are on the ground it would be dangerous to
climb.
“In the book Kwan-su Seung-nam there is a record of the
ancient remains of Moon-wha which reads, ‘Under Koo-wul
Mountain, by the village of the Holy Shrine on the hill of Socheung is the Temple of the Holy Ones, Tan-in, Tan-oong and Tangoon.’
“Although there was no official worship offered after the
Temple of the Three Holy Ones was removed to Pyengyang, still,
when a sacrifice for rain or fair weather was to be made, the
magistrate, dressed in official robes, would perform it, using white
cake, rice, cloth goods, fruits, etc. The saying was that it was a
spiritual matter, that no one should dare undertake of his own
accord.
“The altar where prayer was made to the Rain Dragon. was a
hundred paces or so below the Temple of the Three Holy Ones. I do
not know the day, or month, in which it was set up. Some say it was
the year 100 A. D. and the 5th moon. In this worship they used cake,
rice, wine, and a white goose. Now however they use white
chickens, but never pigs.
“Beneath the Temple of the Three Holy Ones there were
once many houses, but from the giving up of the sacrifices, sickness
spread among the people, and the whole place became deserted. The
people said that the sickness came about because the temple had
been removed to Pyengyang and the sacrifices given up.
“There is no direct proof for it but still the ancient records
say that Tan-goon finally went into the A-sa-tal Mountains, and
became one of the genii; and that the Koo-wul Mountains of Moonwha are the same. His temple was there and formerly sacrifice was
offered to him. May Your Majesty, following the wishes of the
People, have the sacrifices, as they pertain to the Temple of Tangoon in Pyengyang, prepared and offered each year in spring and
autumn. The king gave his consent.” (Sung-jong Sil-lok).
“In the year Im-jin of Sun-jo (1592), when the king made his
escape to Eui-joo, he saw, in a dream, an old man come
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down to him from heaven and sitting by his side say, ‘I am the Godman, Tan-goon, and to-night I shall be on guard at the Lotus Hall of
Hai-joo to see to the safety of the queen.’
“On that night the Queen, (Princess Chung-wun) , gave birth
to In-jo. Because the dream turned out true his name was called
Chong and the meaning of Chong is “the God-man of long ago.”
“The Altar of Sacrifice to God is on the Ma-ri Mountains of
Kang-wha. Here Tan-goon built a wall and raised an altar calling it
the Altar of Sacrifice to God. The height of the Altar is seventeen
feet, built of stones. It is square at the top and round at the base,
each side measuring six feet six inches. Its circumference at the
base is fifteen feet. Some say that Ma-ri Mountain is at the point
where the river joins the sea. The ground there is separated from the
world and free from impurity, and so is regarded as a fitting place
for the home of this Great Spirit (Sin-myung). Thus he erected an
altar and made sacrifice to Sang-je (God). They say that God loves
the veiled and hidden, and the Earth loves the open and clear, so
they built it on a hill that stands amid the waters. The fact that it is
square at the top and round below agrees with the symbolic shapes
of heaven and earth.” (Tong-sa, Soo-san-chip).
“In the seventeenth year of In-jo it was repaired (1639)
“In the twenty-sixth year of Sook-jong (1700), and the 5th
moon, it was again repaired and a stone erected on which was
inscribed :
“Among the several thousand li of Korea’s coast-line, Kangwha is a place of first strategic importance; and of the several
hundred that enclose Kang-wha Ma-ri San is the special mountain
of sacrifice to God. At its west side, on the highest point, stones are
built up into a pile the name given to it being Cham-sung Altar.
Tradition says that Tan-goon erected this attar and made it a place of
sacrifice to God. The ages that have passed since then are
exceedingly long. Winds have blown and rains have beaten upon it,
and the two sides to west and north were all but fallen to ruin, with
the east side corner stones leaning far outward. The old men of the
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district regarded it with deep distress. I, the governor, being chief
magistrate and intrusted with the welfare of the island, in the spring
of the present year, on my tour of inspection went up and viewed
the site and I felt so grieved at its ruined appearance that I decided
at once to have it repaired. I entrusted this matter to the captain of
the port, Kim Tuk-ha, and the abbot of the monastery Chun-teung
Sa, whose name is Sin Meuk, and they reordered and repaired the
altar in twenty days. They set up the parts that had fallen down, and
put straight that which was out of line. My effort was, as far as
possible, to save the old remains intact. For Tan-goon, who was a
contemporary of King Yo and was indeed the father of the Korean
people, had had this altar built round in shape for the purpose of
offering sacrifice to God, and for several thousand years the people
had looked upon it with great reverence. Why should we not put it
in order and set it right? Sin Meuk asked me if I would not write out
an account of it, so that future generations might have the record
and this I have written.” [Yoo-soo Ch’oi Suk-hang Ch’an).
“The Shrine of Tan-goon stood outside the walls of
Pyengyang till Se-jong, in his 11th year (1429), built his temple
within the city, where sacrifices were offered to him, and also to
king Tong-myung of Ko-koo-ryu. In spring and autumn the
government made provision and the service was duly performed.”
(Moon-hun Pi-go.)
“In his 1st year King Se-jo (1456) changed the tablet and
wrote the name ‘The Tablet of Tan-goon the Founder of Chosun.’ In
his 5th year (1460) he came with the Crown prince to Pyengyang
when he, himself, worshipped and did sacrifice.” (Moon-hun Pi-go.)
“In the 5th year of Sook-jong (1679) His Majesty sent
special commissioners to offer sacrifice; and in his 23rd year (1697)
he again worshipped and wrote a poem :
“A Holy One appeared on earth,
The comrade of King Yo is seen;
His shrine stands still upon the sea, (in Whang-hai)
And light begilds the sandalwood.”
(Moon-hun Pi-go.)
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In the 5th year of his reign, Yung-jong (1729) gave a gate
name to the Temple of Tan-goon calling it ‘Soong-yung Chun,’ and
appointed two keepers. In his 25th year (1749) he sent a royal
secretary and had sacrifices offered.” (Moon-hun Pi-go )
“In the 5th year of his reign Chung-jong (1781) offered
sacrifice and wrote a prayer memorial which ran :
“Our hopes were centred in the hills,
Amid the groves of sandalwood.
For here a God-man came to earth,
A comrade of the days of Yo.
Like to the rising of the sun,
He lighted up the lower world.
And built on desolation’s heap,
A knowledge that was, broad and deep.
etc., etc. (Mun-hun Pi-go.)
In his 6th year the late Emperor (1868) issued an edict
saying: ‘This year is the anniversary of the setting up of the state by
Tan-goon when our country was first of all made a kingdom.
Thousands of years have passed since then, and I am made king
over this same realm. Great blessing is something that does not
come without cause, and so I am sending a minister who will offer
sacrifice.’ (Moon-hun Pi-go.)
“Here is the prayer that was read each year by the various
kings of Korea in offering sacrifice :
“God indeed did give religion,
To our ancient far-off Chosen;
This is why we offer worship,
Praying that He give a blessing.
(Ch’oon-kwan T’ong-go.）
THE TAN SONG OF T’AI-BAIK.
by
SIM KWANG-SE. (graduated 1601 A. D.)
“When did the heavens unfold?
When did the earth take form?
When did the sun and moon first rise and shine?
When did the hills appear?
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When did the trees take root?
The sun and moon combined their spirit’s power,
To greet the God-man neath the forest trees.
Companion is he of the sun and stars.
He had a body, true, and had a soul;
Although he laboured not he wrought it all,
And built the state of Chosen,
And now a thousand, yes, four thousand years and
more have passed.”
TAN-GOON by KWUN GEUN. (1362-1409 A. D.)
‘T’is said that in the days of waste and void,
Tan-goon came down and stood beneath the trees.
His world was in the kingdom of the East (Korea).
His times were one with Soon and Yo.
How many tribes of men have come and gone I know not,
Thousands of years mark they.
Till at the last great Keui-ja came
And called his state the same old name of Chosen.”
TAN-GOON’S TEMPLE.
by
KIM YOOK. (Graduated 1605 A. D.)
“God (Sin-sung) became our King,
And the God-man descended from the clouds,
From his day on a lord we owned and blessed,
His times were those of Yo and Soon.
The dragon’s wings outspread appeared on T’ai-baik,
And white the groups of storks arose on Asal.
The quiet shrine is all that’s left,
And dishes with their offerings made in worship.”
TAN-GOON’S TEMPLE.
by
SA DO (A Chinaman of the Mings.)
When did King Tan appear?
When Yo was here we’re told.
Four thousand years have passed us since,
And still his temple stands.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
(Continued from the August number.)
“I did not intend to offend you,” said he with quiet dignity.
“l can boast of injury to no man as far as I remember, that is, in an
overt act. At the present lime, my faith requires that I suffer much
rather than retaliate. Our creeds are quite different, still I have seen
a bit of men and the world and I have noticed that the innocent and
the really brave take offence slowly. They may injure another in self
defence, but I have never seen a brave man the aggressor.”
“Well spoken, well spoken, you bowled me over there, that
is right, the brave are generous.”.
“Then I understand,” said Mr. Kim preparing to leave, “that
you know nothing regarding this woman?”
“Who said I know nothing about her?” and he laid great
emphasis on the word nothing. “Very little transpires here of which
I don’t know something. Dear me, let me think. You say she was a
woman rather young than otherwise, or did you say old? Young?
young then, and you said she had a baby on her back? Let me see!
ah, yes, traveling towards the river. It must have been she if my
memory serves me right. She was taking shelter under the roof of
the most fiendish looking man on the face of the earth. Tell you
what,” and he leaned his face toward Mr. Kim, “I never believed in
demons until I came in contact with that creature.”
“The man who lives out on the sail marsh!” said Mr. Kim.
“Even the same. Seen him have you? Well, beware, for if you stir up
his wrath he will boil you in his salt pan.”
Bali threw back his head and laughed uproariously. “I have
met only one man and one woman who were not cowards and they
were under that roof.” He laughed again and rubbed his hands
together in evident pleasure. “But beware that you don’t stir up the
devil, I say beware. Don’t tell him that you are after that woman, if
you do”—here he laughed again. “I would like to be there to see it.
Tell you what! he is the
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only man who ever put Bali on his back, and I am so well pleasured
that I have a comfortable place for him any time he will come and
live with me,” and the outlaw again broke into a loud laugh.
“Cowards,” repeated Mr. Kim slowly. “It seems to me that I
have heard the term applied to our people by foreigners, but I don’t
think I have ever before heard ‘a countryman of mine unwittingly or
otherwise do us so great a wrong. Friend, I think you must have
walked the world blind if you have not seen more than two persons
whom you could call brave.”
“Cowards!” exclaimed Bali, “cowards indeed, they are
cringing and fawning at the feet or the officials who rob and destroy
them as if they were so many rabbits in the bush to be trapped.
What are they if they are not cowards?”
“You have used the wrong term,” replied Mr. Kim “It is a
moral habit of nine tenths of our people to so thoroughly believe in
the paternal character of our government, and the duty of every one
to devote all to it, that when the people are robbed they regard it as
they would measles, unpleasant but necessary. Sometimes they
protest, yet there is no one ready to take the matter up seriously
because they all have a feeling that what the parent demands the son
should give though it is hard and the son may have to go’ hungry to
do so. Our people are what the Eastern world has lauded for
thousands of years, that means, that more than one half of the
people of the world thinks praiseworthy, what you now condemn as
cowardice. If a man has a moral conviction down in the elementary
part of his nature, that clinging to his property is unholy selfishness,
he will not fight hard for his ox when in danger of losing it.”
“Well, this moral habit, that you call it,” replied Bali, “is the
most disgusting habit I know. There may be some semblance of
truth in your wording of the matter, but you certainly cannot say
that it holds true with the officials. For instance, the magistrate in
the adjoining town has an unpardonable habit of failing to keep his
agreements. If you don’t know him yet, you probably will for he
hates Christians. On a certain occasion he agreed with me that there
were only certain
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ones in the county who were justly open to punishment for
oppression of their neighbors, certain ones you know, who have
become rich by squeezing the poor. I consented to point out means
of relieving some of these oppressors of their ill-gotten gains,
provided he would consider inviolate the property of others, they
being poor and inoffensive, but his memory was evidently poor for
he must forsooth seize them also. I had not visited his excellency
for some time but on the next day after the seizure I did so. The fat
cheeked leech was sitting on his silk cushion examining a man
preparatory to using the paddle. I simply walked into the yard and
pretended to be interested in the beautiful architecture of some of
his rotten, tumbled-down buildings and when he arose to greet me I
did not see him at all. I was deep in the problem of how many years
it would take for a post to tumble down after it had rotted half way
through, provided the annual rain falls lifted the great East River to
a height sufficient to moisten them, passed in front of him without
seeing him and when a servant, not well acquainted with me
questioned my presence, I patted him on the cheek gently and he
rolled in the dust, presumably to do me honor. At the moment I was
simply interested in the end of an old rafter where the ants
were .busy with its rotten splinters, and after a few more
observations of the architectural grandeur of the place I withdrew.
The paddle was not used, and I had a present that afternoon of a
bunch of chickens and several strings of eggs. Coward? On your
own principle that a brave man is generous he was a coward to rob
the helpless man and he was a coward to be overawed by such a
man as I. I hear that he has been repeating something of the sort
lately. I shall visit him some night, and will rub his pipe stem
between his teeth till his appetite for metal shall have been satiated.”
Bali looked into the face of Mr. Kim and smiled at the
amazement he saw there.
“Why, you wonder at my frankness? I am trying to prove to
you that the people are cowards, from the officials down. They all
know where I live and that it is my business to rob. Go out now in
this town and see if you can get a man
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to say that Bali is not a law abiding citizen? I wage no warfare on
the poor, but those who have ill-gotten gains I sometimes visit, and
through me the magistrate visits them too, nor could you persuade
that official that I was other than his greatest friend, and a good
citizen. Now what say you? Are they not cowards?”
“I did not say,” replied Mr. Kim, as soon as he could recover
from his astonishment, “that we did not have cowards among us. I
know they are found among all peoples, and I will not deny that
your magistrate is one of them, or that you can not find many
among his class. The bully is as a rule a coward,” and he again
turned his eyes sternly upon Bali, “and the real coward is the man
who will oppress the weak and defenceless. Some day,” he added,
not permitting Bali to speak, “you will see that our people have a
courage equal to any people on the face of the earth, a courage
created from their consciousness of what is their moral right.”
“Ah! I see,” Bali replied “that is your purpose is it to create
an opposition to the present order of things, a revolution? I did not
know that. I thank yon for being as frank to me as I have been to
you. Indeed, you almost inspire my respect.”
“Under your own confessions,” said Mr. Kim, “you have
committed many mistaken. deeds, but you never conceived an idea
more false than that. With us there is no idea of violence, and we are
as far from political intentions as the west is from the east. We teach
men how they may have God in their lives to the extent that, if they
purpose to do the right they find it a moral impossibility to do the
wrong. We teach them that violence or revenge against an enemy or
the wicked is a crime equal to that against the innocent; that love is
the first law of living; and that hatred of another is also no less a
crime than murder; that man must hate sin with intense hatred; that
man must have a passion for good. We teach that your sins may not
only be forgiven but that you may have a consciousness they are so
forgiven, and that God dwells within you.”
During these brief remarks Bali’s face turned from anger to
amusement, then to a serious study of Mr. Kim’s face, but
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he made no reply and Mr. Kim continued looking steadily back at
Bali, “Our people will not flinch; they will give their lives for their
faith.”
Mr. Kim arose to go and Bali arose with him.
“Success to you in the search for the maiden. Your greatest
friend is the man who bids you beware of that fiend,” and Bali
laughed again.
The next day, Mr. Kim departed for the home of the hermit
out on the salt marsh. A storm was brewing and when he looked out
on the marsh late in the afternoon the cold September rain was
falling and the marsh was slimy to the step and dismal to the eye.
Mr. Kim waded through mud and water half to his knees, while
crabs on the higher elevations would leer up at him, then scurry
from his approach in every direction. He found the hermit bending
over the fire in his old place. When Mr. Kim entered the salt kiln the
hermit was looking down into the fire, his face close to the mirror.
Mr. Kim paused on entering that his eyes might become used to the
semi-darkness: when he spoke to the hermit, the latter arose slowly
and gave no hint that he recognized his visitor.
Mr. Kim addressed him politely and at the same time his eye
traveled over the place, the while wondering if Martha could indeed
have taken refuge in so forbidding a place. The hermit eyed him
narrowly out of the comer of his eyes while he again bent over his
task. Mr. Kim felt embarrassed. His parting with the hermit had
been one of mutual good feeling, and after a scene of the most
pathetic demonstration on the hermit’s part; but now the man had
received him coldly if not with aversion. Mr. Kim stood some
moments waiting for the hermit to speak, but receiving no word
from him, he walked further within the building and examined the
process of making salt with interest, as it was the first time he had
ever been in a salt kiln. All the time he was aware of the eyes of that
strange creature upon him. The ugly shape and the ugly face seemed
to be everywhere. When he went back of the great furnace, the face
was bending over a bundle of brush at the side of the building and
the eyes seemed to be observing him. When in his wanderings and
inspections he arrived on
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the opposite side, there stood the hermit at work with a rope
braiding up the frayed ends, but the corner of his eyes were still on
him. Mr. Kim was not given to being nervous but he felt decidedly
uncomfortable. Whenever he attempted to approach and speak the
hermit would turn to some duty and make communication
impossible. Mr. Kim felt that he was wasting precious time and
cornered the hermit in front of his furnace and as that gentleman
reached for pine boughs for the furnace he stepped in front of him.
The hermit slowly looked Mr. Kim over and a scowl
darkened his ugly face and there was a gurgling down in his huge
chest:
“What do you want of her?” he demanded. The words came
in a deep rumble but Mr. Kim looking at his lips could not tell
whether they had moved or not.
“You have guessed right, friend, I have been trying to make
enquiries of you since I came but you seemed determined not to
speak. I am exceedingly anxious to learn something of the woman
who fled with her baby and was seen here two days ago.”
“Who told you?” the hermit growled.
“Bali, the robber,” replied Mr. Kim.
The hermit lifted his chin and gazed steadily at Mr. Kim.
“What have you to do with Bali, and what business have you
with the woman?” The words came in puffs of breath, and
insistency that held menace in them and would brook no
equivocation.
Mr. Kim thought of the parting words of the robber and
wondered if he had found the home of a madman, and for a moment
he stood looking into the horrid face of the man confronting him
while in the silence, the murmur of the boiling pan rumbled around
the building as if it were un echo of the hermit’s voice.
“I will answer your second question first,” replied Mr. Kim
with slow deliberation. “To do so will be a long story and unless
you object we will sit down on some of this brush,” and he pushed a
bundle near the furnace, and the hermit again bent before the fire
three feet away absorbed in keeping the
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furnace hot as though it were the one passion of his life. Mr. Kim
told all he knew of Martha and how acting on his advice she had
committed herself to a course that had hurled her into danger. When
he had finished the tale, he turned to the hermit and asked, “Would
it not be less than human did I not seek her to protect her, and strive
to reconcile her husband to her?”
“Bali,” rumbled the hermit.
“Bali? I saw him last night for the first time and he directed
me here.”
For along time the hermit made no remark, but persistently
fed the brush into the furnace, oblivious of the man at his side.
“She is in heaven?” said the hermit questioningly.
“In heaven!” exclaimed Mr. Kim in alarm, “what do you
mean, sir? Where is she? What has happened?”
The hermit moved impatiently and extended his long arms
through the door of his salt kiln into the beating rain, towards the
outline of trees in the distance.
“O, I humbly crave your pardon,” said Mr. Kim, “I was
overwrought regarding Martha’s safety and for the moment thought
only of her.- As for your daughter, I have not the least doubt that she
is safely housed with God.”
“And she is not out there?” he added pointing through the
door.
“You,” said Mr.．Kim, “do not carry your house around
with you. When you leave this salt kiln you are quite free from it, so
when your daughter left the house of flesh, she was quite free from
it and now is as the angels of God—free to think, to love, to feel,
and act, as it was impossible for her to do while with you.”
The hermit knelt down and looked up into Mr. Kim’s face
and asked :
“Does she still think of me and love me? You say she is
gloriously beautiful and knows more than when she was with me :
she did not know that my face was ugly: does she know it now? and
and will she love me just the same?” There was a fierce urgency in
the hermit’s voice.
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“All who enter God’s kingdom know nothing but love, and
the soul of your daughter’s father would to her be the most lovely of
all on earth. But there is something of which you have not thought,”
added Mr. Kim, “are you sure that you will go to her?” The hermit
looked up quickly to see if Mr. Kim was mocking him, but
encountering the grave look replied: “I know not, sir, I know not.”
“No man with sin on his soul can enter the kingdom of
heaven,” said Mr. Kim.
“She is there, she is there,” replied the hermit, with
assurance in his voice, “she didn’t have sin on her soul, I know that,”
and he looked up into Mr. Kim’s face with a fierce glance as if he
challenged a denial.
“To have a sinless soul is far easier than carrying with you
one blackened with sin. ‘Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
shalt be saved.’ “
“Believe?” said the strange man, “what is that?”
Mr. Kim took from his pocket a small Testament and placed
it in the hermit’s hands, and turning down many leaves told him to
read and learn.
“I will leave it with you for a while and then I will come and
ask it of you again for I need it and many others. need it.”
The hermit arose and laid the book on the wall of the
furnace and looked out into the dark: the wind had risen while they
talked and was blowing a furious gale across the marsh. He led Mr.
Kim into a small room well sheltered from the cold and bade him
make himself comfortable: he would leave but they would meet
when the storm ceased. He looked up at the expectant face of Kim
and said, “Martha is not here nor can you follow.”
“This is fierce, terrible weather,” said Mr. Kim, “and the tide
will soon be up,” and he followed the hermit to the door. “If you
have urgent duties to take you hence let me share them. Toil has
been my lot and always will be. Let me share your task tonight..”
The hermit paused and looked Mr. Kim over as if he had
seen him for the first time.
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“It is a cold wet night,” said he, “and her head will be
uneasy; for me to be sheltered is not good while she is out there.
She will feel better if my ugly head lies close to hers,” and he
stepped through the door with a quick motion that was in strange
contrast to his usual great deliberation of speech and manner.
Mr. Kim turned to the furnace and sitting down before the
fire added, now and then, a pine branch lo the blaze and watched
them curl up and blacken, then burst into a fierce flame. The storm
blew furiously without and beat the rain in under the eaves where
the roof had been raised for ventilation, and beat its way across the
kiln like a fog and dampened his clothing. He lay down near the fire
on the pine boughs and thought of all his strange host had said and
wondered much why he had withheld information regarding Martha.
Was it because he was suspicious still? Or did he know that any
added knowledge could aid nothing in securing her protection? Or
was he so deeply swallowed up in the memory of his daughter and
having so long nothing else upon which his mind could feed he had
no place for other thoughts? Mr. Kim vexed his mind with the
matter till at last the beating of the rain and the low murmur of the
salt pan lulled him to sleep.
When he awoke light was shining in the door and the storm
had ceased; at his feet stood his host pushing the pine into the
furnace as if he had never stirred from the spot.
CHAPTER XV.
CHARACTER BUILDING.
News of threatening trouble at the Magistracy filled Mr.
Kim with the gravest apprehension. Messages urging him to return
arrived every day, so with great reluctance he suspended his search
for Martha and returned to Justice to brave in his own person the
fierce tide of opposition against the faith. In the stirring scenes that
now took place Martha and her peril were almost forgotten.
Grandmother Pagoda had been lingering on the outskirts
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of the town many hours expecting Mr. Kim and was the first to
greet him on his arrival.
This lady deserves our closer acquaintance. She was
sometimes called “the widow.” Of course she had never possessed a
name and everyone had long since forgotten the name of her
husband, furthermore, as he died thirty years ago, few persons
really knew that she had possessed a husband. Of course it was
unnatural to suppose that any woman
could have lived without having had a husband some time in
her life, that is, if she were a respectable woman, and this woman
was certainly respectable; without the necessity, therefore, of raking
up the history of the town for proof it was assumed that she had had
a husband. Some added the term ‘old’ to her name. She did not
object to that for in truth she was old and beside it was a
compliment to be called old; the spirits had blessed her, and
honored her greatly by permitting her to look back in memory upon
two generations, and the word old pleased her. She was so old that it
was no disgrace for her to be seen in the company of men. From
this freedom she had experienced a pleasure in her latter years that
she had not dreamed of during her earlier life. Now if any of her
male friends visited her home, no one stirred up a row in the
neighborhood under the virtuous plea of defending a widow, nor
was there any danger of anyone appearing at night to carry her off.
During the time of her early widowhood a powerful relative had
stood between her and the amorous young men of the community
who were not able to bear the expense of a wedding, with the result
that she escaped a forced marriage, and choosing to make no marital
alliance she had been greatly blessed in her freedom, “yea,” she
would say, “greatly blessed.”
Her relatives were now all gone, nor did she need their
protection. Her age protected her from the greatest of ills of
unprotected womanhood, and her arms were strong enough to do
washings and sewing for her neighbors, enough to keep her in a
limited amount of cash. She also possessed two tiny rice fields.
What more should any woman want? Sickness? Well, she was sure
it would not be a long hardship, because
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old people never are sick long. It would be a day or two of pain,
then the yellow valley, what mattered. Now, added to all these
advantages that she had enjoyed above most women, there had
come this great and glorious change. It was dated from the hour
when the preacher had come to the town and cried over his sins; the
whole world had changed, she saw it everywhere, and there was a
song in her heart and on her lips. The neighbors were astonished to
hear her humming curious songs from morning till night.
She was so happy in her new faith. that she ran from house
to house telling every one she met that it was good. Her earnestness
was irresistible. Some people thought her crazy and told her so, but
it did not offend her. She would reply that she was glad to be crazy
if it made her good and filled her with such joy. “Why” she would
say “there were in ancient times more than one hundred people who
all went crazy at one time, and they were so happy that, in one day,
three thousand joined them and became crazy also.”
A small company of men and women of middle life joined
her in the Sabbath worship and they purchased a hut which was
twelve by sixteen feet, and there they gathered from day to day.
Grandmother Pagoda led Mr. Kim into the new chapel and
he was delighted. On inquiry he found there was no one of the old
organization who attended this class, but, on the contrary some of
them were bent on destroying the little company of believers. They
inspired the rowdies of the neighborhood to commit many acts of
violence. Among these active persons was the former leader. His
ambition to reform the government had come to naught. His
followers had deserted him and he had again been called into the
presence of the magistrate and threatened with direst punishment, if
he did not quiet down and leave the affairs of the people to the
magistrate; as a result, he was exceedingly bitter against Mr. Kim
and made many sinister threats.
Mr. Kim called the members of the group together for
examination. It was no easy task. Their daily lives must be reviewed
in great detail. Did they experience the presence of
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the new life, or was the change merely on the surface? Had they
given up all their old practices of demon worship and fear of
demons! What had been their attendance of the means of grace? Did
they study the Word? Did they contribute regularly for the support
of the Gospel? These and many other questions were asked before
Mr. Kim received any on probation.
He began the examination with the male members of the
group while the women waited in trepidation for their turn. At last
Grandmother Pagoda took her place on the mat before her pastor.
She was humble, she protested her unworthiness and thought she
really ought to be submitted to another term of waiting; however,
she would do her best to answer his questions. Yes, she had learned
to read and could repeat all the questions of the Church catechism
and answer them from memory, but, she added, “what is that?
anyone could do that even though one were not a Christian.” Sin?
why she hated sin, and knew that she had obtained pardon from sin,
and—happy? Ah-yes, very happy.
“How about persecutions?” asked Mr. Kim, “do you gladly
submit to them knowing that they will work in you a better
experience if you receive them patiently?”
Grandmother Padoga sat for a long time with her eyes fixed
on the mat and picking up the hem of her garment fumbled at the
corner as if in the act of sewing. Her body swayed back and forth
suggestive of deep concern. Several times her eyelids moved as if
struggling to lift them to Mr. Kim’s face, finally, raising her face,
she looked steadily into his eyes and said,
“The question never came to me just in that way. I was
trying to find out how my heart stood in the matter. If I tell you all
about it you will know how to judge; and then please tell me what I
must do. From the beginning of our organization there have been
people in the neighborhood who have done everything in their
power to make our lives unhappy. They seem to have had no
objection to the other organization, but as soon as we wanted
nothing to do with political affairs, nor anything else except
salvation from sin, this class of people
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seemed filled with bitter malice and have lost no opportunity to
persecute us and have many times threatened our lives. Why they
should have special malice toward me I cannot imagine, but so it is.
It would seem that the better our hearts get the more they would do
us harm. When the other group disbanded the members were more
bitter than the unbelievers, and united with them to harm us. It has
been many years since I have heard an insulting remark addressed
to me; why, sir, there is not a man or woman in the neighborhood
whom l have not seen grow up from childhood, some I have fed at
my door and I have attended nearly all through fevers and the small
pox. They have gratefully called me Grandmother all these years.
Now these children of mine have turned against me. Even the little
ones on the street hoot at me when I pass, they dodge out from
behind corners and dark alleys to gibe at me, not because I have
grown ill-natured toward them, for on the contrary, I have never
loved them as I have since I knew Him. Yesterday I picked up a
little child in my arms and repeated again that I loved him, and
wanted him to know that I loved him so much that I cried till his
little jacket was wet with my tears and .his bright eyes grew moist
too, but when I put him down he joined his companions and turned
on me with hoots and gibes. Some years ago I took a young girl into
my home an cared for her. She was a widow and in danger of being
seized by some lewd fellows and sold for a wife. I obtained aid and
protected her and fed her many months, till she again married one
of her own choice. She lives across the street from my house, but
treats me with disdain. Some of my neighbors have many times
threatened to pull my house down if I did no give up my faith, ‘they
would stamp on me and destroy me’ they said.
“Two weeks ago to-day I was on the point of leaving home
for our little chapel, when a company of these young men appeared
in my compound, they broke into my kitchen and with sticks and
stones destroyed all my furniture and crockery. Then they came to
my front door and pulled it from its hinges, broke it into splinters
and threw them about the yard, so did they also with all the doors
and windows of
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my house. I thought they would have respect for my gray head, but
they seized me by the hair and dragged me into the yard, some one
beat me with a heavy stick while they continued to drag me about
the compound. Finally they set me down on a stone and gathered
around me in a circle and called me all the vile names they could
lay their tongues to. I tried to speak when they again seized me; for
a moment there was great confusion, and suddenly I knew nothing.
When I came to myself I was lying here on the chapel floor. Some
of the Christians had found me and brought me here.” She ceased
speaking and raising the gray locks from her forehead she showed
Mr. Kim a deep scar that had scarcely healed, “Here,” she added,
“here is where they struck me.” For a moment she folded her hands
and her eyes sought the mat, then she added, “Still, I hardly know
why I am glad, yet I am glad, there is a great peace within.” Tears
stood out on her cheeks and she looked up with her hands clasped
and raised to her chin. “Why, yes,” she said, “He gave His life for
me and I am ready to give my life to Him for a testimony. Deny
Him? no! no! I have just begun to live, there is youth in my soul.
This old wrinkled body is almost worn out, these arms are withered,
and my hands tremble and my legs are unsteady. A few days and
this body be thrown aside as an old worn out garment. They can
bruise it, they may destroy it, but I will be true to Him.” She again
paused and dropped her eyes to the floor, then continued, “I said a
moment ago that you would know what I must do, and would be
able to tell me, but I know myself, I shall always love Him and obey
Him,” she again paused and all sat in a tense silence observing her
face. Presently she added, “I think 1 may not be fit to be received
into the Church yet. I am only a beginner and there are many things
I do not know, and as for being good; years ago I thought I was
good and the people with whom I associated called me good, and
pointed me out as a pattern for others, but since I have learned of
Him, I could think nothing so foolish.”
Mr. Kim’s eyes filled with tears. “Would that I had a
testimony of equal fidelity,” said he. At that moment, as if
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to answer the wish the malicious face of Mr. Cho appeared at the
open door.
The little chapel opened on the main street. So much a part
of the street did it seem that pedestrians frequently entered for a
moment’s rest, and to take shelter from the sun, dust or rain. On
Sabbath days coolies with loads on their backs would saunter in and
stand gazing at the congregation till some impulse moved them on.
All day long a murmur of voices echoed about the door; there
would be a shuffling of sandals, a pause, a burst of surprised inquiry
at the sight of the worshipers and then the receding sound of
sandaled feet. All classes of people darkened the door, soldiers,
yamen runners, the idle, the curious, and all alike wondered at the
strange practice of the Christians who never paused for an instant
for salutations or friendly greetings while engaged in their worship..
Mr. Cho stood a moment at the door, the bridle rein of his
donkey over his arm. His look of malice caused Mr. Kim to start,
and as the man walked away he felt a sense of impending danger.
The feeling filled his exhortation with profound solicitude for his
people.
It was reported that night, that Mr. Cho held a long
conference with the leader of the disbanded group, behind closed
doors, and at the conclusion of the conference both men seemed
filled with delight.
The next day there were many magistrate’s servants about
the town and several made it their business to visit the little chapel.
It was not a good sign, and some of the recent followers of the new
faith found business elsewhere very pressing and left town. The
consternation inspired in others did not change Mr. Kim’s plans.
Danger and uncertainty were too long associates of his to cause him
to be perturbed at these signs of trouble.
One of the magistrate’s runners made sharp inquiries as to
what the Christians did. He was bold to address all the Christians in
turn on the subject and finally sat through the greater part of an
afternoon service listening to all that was said, and when it was over,
he turned to someone and asked
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why Christians did not sing as the Koreans had always known so
well how to sing, why introduce this new noise, was it not an insult
to their ancestors to introduce such innovations into the life of
Koreans? Grandmother Pagoda took the matter up.
“Now, see here, friend,” said she, “I have known you all
your life; I fed your father for months when he was beaten by the
magistrate many years ago; I nursed him to health because there
was no one else who dared to do so, but I was glad in the service. I
carried you on my back many, many times for your mother while
she went out to her daily washing. You called me grandmother all
your life, I know every beat of your heart and every breath you draw.
You were kind at one time and polite. Then you engaged in the
service of the magistrate and made it your business to arrest men
and watch them while they were beaten, and you fatted on the
people’s miseries. I know why you have come here,” she said
slowly and with conviction, “you want to see if it will be to your
advantage to injure us. Now, how much do you think you can get
out of the poor old widow, your grandmother?”
“What nonsense, old woman?” he said. “Have I threatened
you? I only asked why you do not use the ancient tunes and songs,
why you introduce these things from the barbaric West? Are not
Korean institutions good enough that you should torment our ears
with this strange noise? Your noise reaches the magistrate and
disturbs the quiet of his excellency’s hours. That is all that I was
saying. I know you were good to my parents and to me years ago.
Did I speak to the contrary? My gratitude is double when I think of
our past friendship, for in those good old days you did not draw
attention lo your acts of kindness. I had hoped that your new faith
had not destroyed the broad charity for which you have so long
been renowned. Your hasty judgment grieves me. Supposing I have
not visited you for a long time, does that argue that I did not come
to-day to pay you my respects? And while I am doing so if I have
taken occasion to make some inquiries intended to convey a delicate
hint that it would be good not to conduct your affairs so as to annoy
his excellency, why should you complain? Slow would I be to pose
as your
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teacher, yet if, as the preacher has just said, you are trying to
harmonize your life with the golden rule, and I told you bow to
make his excellency happy have I not helped you in your doctrine
and proven to your that I am you best friend But if - ... “
“Go on, go on,” said Grandmother Pagoda, “if what?”
He cleared his throat and assumed his blandest tone and in
his voice was a note that reminded one of Mr. Kim when he
preached.
“I have my duties that often extend beyond my inclinations,”
here he touched the tips of his fingers together and held them there,
“Duty, you know, is sacred to us who try to fill these responsible
positions. You Christians know what I mean. Mr. Kim here, has
treated the question just now better than I could. The irresponsible
herd do not understand. For instance, I am sent out to arrest
someone who is a law breaker. I must of course strive my uttermost
to do so. There are sometimes mistakes made, how can poor human
judgment always determine the false from the true, or, in other
words, how can I know who are telling the truth and who are trying
to deceive? I do my duty and sometimes the people complain. If, on
occasion, there are innocent gray heads that suffer, and wives and
babies who go hungry, it is just a vindication of the law. The good
of the law is the best for all the people, which means that it is good
also for those who suffer innocently, though at the time it .may not
so appear to their dull minds. Now these are our duties grandmother.
and however much one may deplore suffering inflicted upon those
one loves, it is a matter of duty from which one must not flinch.”
The young man sighed and looked virtuous.
“You,” replied the lady. “were always a shrewd lad，making
white black and black white for the sake of your ends. Suppose a
slip of justice put you under the paddle, I presume you would be
grateful for the vindication of the law. There is a passage of
Scripture that fits your case exactly. You will notice if you have ever
read the Scriptures, but of course you haven’t; everything is called
by its right name. If a man deceives he is called a liar; if he takes
that which
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does not belong to him he is called a thief and robber; he who
causes another man’s death is called a murderer. If he covers up his
deeds on the pretense that he is doing his duty he is called a
hypocrite. ‘Woe unto you hypocrites who devour widow’s houses.’
That you had gone far wrong I know. But that you were either so far
self deceived by your greed, or so villainously wrong as to make
gain out of a friend and the innocent under the sophistry of duty I
did not dream. Lad, it is amazing that one so young has gone so far.
Tell me, Chang Ding-i,” she looked into his eyes and shook her gray
locks at him, “tell me your heart does not follow your lips.”
“Ah-a-a!” exclaimed the young man and looked again at the
tears on the face of the old woman, and at the faces of those
surrounding· him, ‘what mummery is this?” and he springing to his
feet flung himself into the street
A few minutes later Mr. Kim motioned to Grandmother
Pagoda and they engaged in close conference.
“What shall we do?” the Christians asked when the dangers
had been explained.
“Why just what Christians have done in all ages—receive
what God permits,” said Mr. Kim.
(To be Continued ).
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The Korea Magazine
October, 1917
Editorial Notes.
WE are but one of the many sufferers by reason of the shortage of
cargo boats on the Pacific. Seattle merchants in petitioning for relief
state that five hundred car loads of freight are at that port awaiting
shipment, while other Pacific cities have their docks equally
congested.
IN recent months large numbers of Korean men and women have
been taken to Japan by labor agents, and the experiment has thus far
seemed to be a success. Work is found for them mainly in mines,
railway shops and cotton mills, but as efficiency is demonstrated no
doubt there will be many additional openings.
AFTER much preliminary planning and negotiation with the
authorities the site has been purchased for the Chosen Christian
College just beyond the suburbs outside the West Gate of Seoul.
Architects are preparing plans and estimates, and within a few
months the co-operating Missions and Boards expect active work to
be commenced on the first buildings.
COAL is in greater demand in Asia now than at any other time in
her history. While the supply is greater, more coal being mined, yet
the consumer is compelled to pay almost double the price of even
last year. It is difficult to estimate how much of this price increase
can be laid to war conditions, but when large users can continue to
get coal at last year’s prices it is quite evident that others who
cannot purchase in large quantities are being exploited.
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THE shortage of small coins has created such untoward conditions
that the Bank of Chosen has undertaken to relieve the situation by
issuing small-denomination bank notes to take the place of coins.
The country districts are suffering the most, and it will be some time
before they will feel the effects of the issue of paper money.
AMONG the methods for minimising misunderstanding and friction
between the various nationalities probably none can do it quicker
than the cultivation of personal friendships. No one is disposed to
misunderstand a real friend. If we but desire it, there is no valid
reason why almost any of us in the East, of any nationality, may not
number among our personal friends representatives of at least a half
dozen other nationalities. Let us cultivate international friendships,
not alone for personal pleasure, but for far-reaching mutual benefit
to individuals and ultimately to the benefit of nations.
IN editorial notes the first number of the exce1lent magazine The
New East, published in Tokyo, after speaking of the great advance
in the attitude of both governments and people in Russia, France,
Great Britian, Canada and the United States toward the
consumption of liquors, goes on to say: “We are glad that our
American correspondent has chosen to write on the awakening of
the great Republic to the dangers of the drink traffic because this is
a subject which does not as yet receive as much attention as is
desirable in Japan. Under foreign influences and because of the
increase of wealth in certain classes of society, there has been an
increase in the consumption of drink in Japan. There is every reason
to believe that there will be a further increase. It is for those who
have the welfare of Japan at heart to say whether they are quite easy
about this matter. Even five years ago the production of sake was
given as 2,700,000 koku (of a selling value of 289,000,000 yen.)
Other Japanese liquors figured at 335,000,000 koku and beer at
196,404 koku (19,820,000 yen.) But a great deal has happened in
five years. On the face of it, it seems odd that Japan, which desires
above all things to
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be progressive, should increase her drink consumption at the very
time that other great nations have decided that the drink traffic may
become a menace to national welfare. It would be strange if old
fashioned ideas about drink should find supporters in a Japan which
wishes to be up to date. As a great London newspaper confessed
many years ago, ‘The old notion that we drink because alcohol does
us good has been exploded by science; let us be candid with
ourselves and own that nowadays we drink because we like it.’“
VERY much has been done in Korea in the last few years toward
combatting the sudden great floods which have wrought such havoc
on the mountain sides and along river courses. The work of
destruction had gone merrily on for generations. Not only had the
great trees of the forests been cut down, but all the young timber
and even the underbrush had been removed. Later the twigs of the
trees, the grass, and even the grass roots, had all been taken to
satisfy the immediate demand for fuel, with no thought of the future.
Not only was there nothing left to check the flow of water, but so
sudden were the downpours and so swift the resultant floods that
great gullies were gouged out of the mountainsides, while low-lying
·fields were left deeply covered with sand and clay. Literally
hundreds of thousands of acres were made desolate, on which
nothing could be produced. It has not been possible yet to entirely
change these conditions, but great progress has been made in the
work of re-forestation. Hundreds of thousands of trees are being
planted yearly on the mountain-sides, strict regulations are observed
concerning the removal of trees, and permission must be obtained.
before underbush and the lower branches of small trees can be taken
for fuel. In consequence many of the former denuded hill-sides are
covered with green, the waters are being better controlled, and
much former waste land is being reclaimed and put under
cultivation. Not that the work is by any means completed. There is
still abundant evidence that much remains to be done. Some of the
work done on the excellent roads remains non-productive because
of landslides covering
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stretches of the road, and numerous streams are without bridges
because of the floods. But the costly lessons of the past have been
learned, and as rapidly as possible reparation is being made for the
blunders of other days, and the whole country is the gainer thereby.

ANCIENT BURIAL IN KOREA.
The word Ko-ryu Chang has been misunderstood to mean
burial alive as practised by the last dynasty. What the authority for
this conclusion is is not evident. As far as ancient records available
are concerned, it would seem that there was no such custom
practised at any time in the enlightened state of Ko-ryu as burial
alive. The name Ko-ryu may be a misrendering for Ko-rye chang
(ancient ceremonial burial).
Soon-jang, or burial alive, is found in China during the yulgook period, the time of the Divided States. The most noted of the
kings to have the honour of the soon burial was Mok-kong of Chin,
a kingdom that lay far off toward the borders of Tibet He came to
the throne in 650 B. C. and died in 621. We are told that he had 177
living people buried with him to bear him company to the eternal
shades.
We read in the Tong-gook T’ong-gam, a History of Korea
written by a noted scholar Su Ku-jung about 1480 A. D., “In ancient
times burial was accompanied by the dishes, ornaments, and
utensils used by the deceased while alive, as well as by images of
persons made of straw, rude chairs, etc. These objects, representing
the life of the departed, were buried with the dead. Later, however,
wooden images replaced the straw, and finally living people were
actually interred in place of the image, to do honour to the departed.
A more terrible custom than this can hardly be imagined.
The law of Silla required that when a king died this custom
be observed, till finally it became a very honourable practice that
was carried on through many generations. Five living men and five
living women, were the number that were
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buried along with each dead king, till Chi-cheung, the twentysecond ruler of the dynasty, in the year 502 A,. D., put an end to the
hateful practice.”
There is no evidence that any such custom existed during the
period of Ko-ryu. Had such been the case, we should have had notes
and records of it, and assuredly an enlightened historian like Su Kujung would not have let it go by without a severe reprimand.
There are a number of ancient tombs south of Pyeng-yang
just across the river, near the Mining Company’s powerhouse, that have recently been unearthed under the skillful direction
of Dr. Sekino of Tokyo. These underground chambers are two
thousand years old and more, dating from the setting up of the
Province of Nak-nang under the Han Kingdom 108 B. C.
To take one of them an inner room, the outer, as a sample:
We have an outer and room being six by nine feet square and seven
feet high, the inner, nine by ten, and ten feet high. The inner room is
the chief chamber. It is built of bricks modelled in style after the
ancient Han Kingdom, and roofed in dome shape. Placed on the
floor of the inner room to the right of the door are two mirrors, one
large and one small. On each side of the room a sword lay
lengthwise, parallel to the wall, a water-jar, coins and gold finger’rings.
In the outer room was an earthenware water-jar, a brazier, an
arm-ring of gold, and a mirror. As to whether these tombs served for
the interment of the living along with the dead must remain a
question. No such custom prevailed in the Kingdom of Han, and
one can hardly imagine a state under its suzerainty, such as this part
of Korea then was, adopting such a custom on its own authority.
The probabilities are that these dishes and ornaments were so placed
simply as a mark of honour to the dead.
These tombs antedate Silla and so existed a thousand years
before the coming in of the Ko-ryu Period. They can have no
relation to the tombs called Ko-ryu chang out of which come the
pieces of pottery so well known to-day. The tombs of Ko-ryu that
contain these specimens are so numerous that they cannot be
confined to royalty. People of sufficient wealth or
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standing had evidently special tombs prepared for themselves and
when overtaken by death had all their precious dishes and
ornaments placed beside them.
This seems to have ceased as a custom in the Yi Dynasty
that came in in 1392 A. D. for we find Su Ku-jung in his history
saying that the practice was an ancient custom, and referring to it as
though it did not exist in his own day.

KOREA’S NOTED WOMEN VIII
T’AK MOON-KOON
She was the daughter or a rich man named T’ak Wang-son, a
native of Ch’ok, the land of tea, that lay far off on the borders or
Tibet.
Very beautiful was this daughter, famous the world over, a
singer too, and an adept at the Chinese character, so her father
called her “Queen of the Pen,” Moon-koon.
Her husband had died when she was very very young, and to
her far off part of the world retired the famous scholar Sa-ma Sangyu, one of the most noted of all the men of Han. He flourished in
the second century B. C., but for some reason or other had been
dismissed from the court. Thus he arrived in Ch’ok. No silken robes
had he, but a brown face and thread-bare dress. There were no fears
on the part or Wang-son that his widowed daughter would fall in
love with one so worn a waif; but he was greatly mistaken, for
underneath this unpromising exterior lay a knowledge of the
character, and a skill of hand that was something wonderful: He
played on the harp like one of the fairies from the fabled regions of
the Western Queen Mother.
Wang-son, being a rich man, frequently invited guests to his
home, and learning that Sa-ma was a noted scholar invited him also.
The daughter looked out upon the gathering, from a chink in
the wall, and saw this plain unprepossessing guest. Sa-ma had heard
that in this home was the most beautiful woman in the world, now a
widow. He thought of this fair lady looking
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from behind the embroideries and decided to play for her
delectation the tune of the phoenix calling for his mate.
Moon-koon, being a judge of these things, eyed with
deepening interest the lonely stranger. His message, telegraphed to
her trained ear, was heard and answered by the heart. Regardless of
all China’s views on the question, and unknown to parents, she
climbed the enclosing wall at midnight. Parents, name, station,
fortune might all go, the fairy’s tune upon the harp should have its
way. Her fortunes henceforth were one with Sa-ma Sang-yu.
Not a cash piece would the irate father give to any such
union as this, and she and her husband were cast penniless into the
streets of Sung-to, now modem Ching-tau. Shocking decision! She
decided to keep a wine-shop in the main street of the city, one
purpose being to make something to live on, and the other being to
shame the rich man, her father, who lived just over the wall.
Sa-ma did the work of a common menial, made the fires and
carried the water.
There are echoes of a story that the parent relented at last
and made some provision for his misguided daughter, and then,
again, these are denied. We know, however, that Sa-ma by his grace
and gifts as a poet rose to be China’s greatest lord in the days of
Moo-je (140-86 B. C.)
The fame of T’ak Moon-koon is as endless as the hills.
Again and again in Korean stories her name recurs to tell of the
power of love over all the laws that man can make. She has been the
comfort and solace of every misguided girl in East Asia for 2000
years. “T’ak Moon-koon did so, why not I?”
On the whole she and her husband seemed to live happily
together till he took a concubine, then trouble came. She held him
up before the public in a song, Paik-too Eum, White Haired Sorrow.
She was old and Sa-ma had turned his thoughts to another. Sic
transit gloria mundi. Her day was over and only tears and sorrow
remained.
Still T’ak Moon-koon shall never die. As long as the ancient
books are studied, or the great Han Kingdom viewed with reverence
from afar, she will live.
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CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the September number.)
IV. LOVE’S VENTURE
The green gauze lantern was lighted, and with this in hand
the Boy led the way to seek Choonyang’s house. They passed Sleep
Gate and Bell Road, and beyond the great South Entry out to where
the rising moon greeted the birds in the hills, and the voices of the
running streams told of springtime. The passing clouds played hideand-seek with the moonlight across the narrow way. But why did it
seem so long?
At last they reached Choonyang’s house, enwrapped as it
was in a moonlight scene, where pines and bamboos formed a
circling hedge, within which were white cranes keeping watch, and
stately geese from the Tang’s of China. Gold fish too, with their
tinted and gilded bodies played in the miniature lake. The winding
trailers of the grape clasped the pines and the bamboos, and tossed
their leaflets at every stirring breeze. Looking from the enclosing
wall there were winter and spring pines, red peonies, roses, orchids,
everlastings, broad leafed bananas, the gardenia rubra, the white
plum, white and red chrysanthemums (though of course not in
bloom) orange and grapefruit trees, apples, peaches and apricots.
The dog sleeping under the lee of the wall, startled by the
steps, awoke with a growl, and grumblingly barked out his
suspicions, while the Young Master called to the Boy “Say, Boy!”
“Yes, sir!”
“How can we get over this obstruction?”
“Really I don’t quite know,” said the Boy. “By a running
jump you might make it, sir, and after you had vaulted over you
could then pay your respects to Miss Choonyang,”
“You idiot, your words indicate that you are a fool. No one
should attempt to get acquainted with a daughter without first
knowing the mother. I must see her.”
Just when he had finished saying this Choonyang’s mother
came out of the room, and gazed forth. She threw back the silken
shutter with a rattling noise, but only the moonlight and the vacant
court greeted her.
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“Dog,” said she, “stop that noise. Is it the moon over the
mountains that you are barking at? The old saying that ‘the dog
barks at the moon’ evidently meant you.”
She moved cautiously back and then returned to the inner
quarters where Choonyang was sitting reading. The mother said,
“It’s late, child, and arc you still at your books?”
Choonyang came hastily to her mother’s side, who sighed
and said,
“But I did have a strange dream!”
“What was your dream, mother?” asked the daughter. “The
light was burning low in my room,” said she, “bright as day it was,
and I was leaning on the arm-rest and reading the Sosang Book,
when suddenly I dropped off to sleep and had a dream. From over
your cot a luminous cloud seemed to rise, and then suddenly a great
blue dragon took you in its mouth and flew off with you toward
heaven. I caught the beast around the waist and held on with all my
might; and thus went bounding through the firmament, up and down,
till all of a sudden I awoke with a start. The cold sweat came out on
my back and my heart beat thumping noises; my spirit was in a state
of terror. I could not sleep any more and hearing you reading, I
came in to see how you were. I wonder what such a dream can
possibly mean? If you were a son I would conclude from it that you
were to win some great honour at the Examination.”
While the two talked together, Choonyang’s mother cast her
eyes along the hedge wall, and there she saw a boy trying to hide
himself.
“Are you a spirit?” called she “or are you a mortal? Are you
one of the genii that dig elixir on the *Pongnai Hill? Who are you, I
pray, that dares to go dodging about my house thus at midnight? I
reckon you are some thief or other .”
The Boy, ashamed, jumped down from the wall saying, “It is
the son of the Governor, Master Toryong who has come.”
*Pongnai Hills. One of the fabled abodes of the genii, supposed to belong
to some celestial island in the Eastern Sea. The story of it dates from 250 before
Christ. The fairy inhabitants of the place are said to live on the gems found on the
sea-shore. The elixir of life is also dug from its enchanted slopes.
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The mother gave a pretended start of amazement saying,
“Who are you, are you not Pangja? Why didn’t you say so? Really
I’ve been very rude,” said she, as she stepped toward the hedge-wall,
and greeted the Young Master, taking him by the hand, “Don’t be
displeased at an old woman like me, whose eyes are dim and who
talks without knowing what she is saying.”
“At such an hour as this,” replied he, “your words are the
more grateful.”
“Really you let me off too easily,” said the mother. “Had I
known it I should have given you a little more of my mind.” The
Young Master laughed and she went on, “I never, never dreamed of
your making a call at my home. Come in and refresh yourself
before you go.”
“Thank you,” said he. “If you were a lady of my own age I
might, but I am specially set against old people.”
The mother laughed and said, “Yes, we old people ought to
die and go away. You are set against Choonyang also, I suppose?”
“Ha, ha,” responded he, “that’s what I wanted to say.” The
mother then led the way and with her left hand partially pushed
aside the silken blinds of the room, saying, “Choonyang Master
Toryong, the Governor’s son, has heard of your proficiency in the
Classics, and has come to call on you.”
Choonyang stepped to the door, her pretty form and face
looking like a rose in a palace courtyard, or like the blossom-lily of
the lotus. She met him in a respectful manner, and after he was
seated in her room the mother said, “Choonyang, the Young Master
has come to see you, now say your word of greeting to him.”
She did as directed and said, “Young Master, allyung hassio!”
(Peace).
“Thanks,” said he, “Peace to you!”
The mother then filled the pipe and gave it to him. He
himself took a survey of the room, and while there was no special
display of ornaments he saw, to his surprise, copies of several
famous pictures. Here was King Tang, who offered himself a
sacrifice for rain, and who, after trimming his nails and cutting his
hair, carried out the required ceremonies so
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perfectly, that he brought on a great downpour that covered several
thousand lee, and sent him flying back to the palace with his
imperial robes drenched.
On the south wall he saw the Four noted Old Men of the
Immortals. They had a Chinese checker-board before them, at
which they sat and moved piece after piece. One old man with a
bird-tailed overcoat on, and a gauze head-band held a white piece in
his fingers, while another wearing a grass-cloth head-gear held a
black piece, and conned out the plan of the Lo River. A third old
man with a staff in his hand, was prompting them as he looked over
their shoulders. The fourth old man had taken off his head-band and
had put on a wreath of pine and bamboo instead, and with a harp
across his knees, was playing lightly and sweetly the Feather
Mantle Tune, while the white storks about danced with delight at
the music.
Looking at the north wall, he saw the thousand year peach
that grows by the Lake of Gems, where the Royal Mother, So
Wangmoo, has her pigeon-birds for messengers.
Beneath these sat Choonyang, more entrancing than the
pictures, and fairer than any flower. There were besides in the room,
an ornamental book-case, a willow letter folder, a green ink-stand, a
coral pen-case, a stone water-bottle, a phoenix-pen and rolls of
letter-paper. The Young Master was a scholar himself, but had never
seen anything so neat and charming as this. His heart beat (luckily
so that he could scarcely speak.
At last the mother said, “There was no call for you to come
to my humble home and condescend to visit me. May I ask what is
the object of your coming?”
Dream-Dragon, in his perturbation at being so questioned,
could scarcely find utterance. “Don’t mention it,” said he, “my call
to-night is due to the fact that the moonlight is so splendid, and I
wanted specially to see your daughter Choonyang. I want to say
something to you too but do not know how to say it, how you will
take it, or whether you will grant my request or not. How would you
view it if your daughter and I should make an endless contract and
be married?”
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V. AN ORIENTAL WEDDING.
The mother heard this without changing. color but very
naturally said, “My daughter, Choonyang, is not of the lower classes.
His Excellency Saw of Hoidong, came here years ago on office, at
which time he put away all others and took me. We were married,
but after only a few months, he left for the capital to fill a place in
the cabinet, and my father being old I was unable to leave him.
When my little child was born I wrote to say that I would bring her
as soon as possible. But my poor fortunes are ill-adjusted, and His
Excellency died ere I could go, and so I have been left alone to
bring up my daughter by myself. At seven she read the ‘Lesser
Learning,’ studied house-keeping and morals; and because she is of
an old and talented family she made great .advancement in what she
gave her mind to. She acquired a knowledge of the *Three
Relations, of Love, Truth and Wisdom, so that I hardly dared call
her my daughter. As my station in life was so humble I could not
seek marriage for her with the gentry, and the lower classes were
too low. I therefore sought in vain for a place for her future, and
wearied my soul over it day and night, till now Your Excellency has
come. As a butterfly scents the flower, you have evidently come, but
if you should not mean it sincerely, or should prove faithless, or
should leave her later to wear out her years forsaken, would it not
be a grievous wrong? Think well over it first before you decide;
better never venture than venture and fail. Let us not enter upon it
unless you mean it truly.”
The Young Master replied “Choonyang is not yet married. l
too, am not married, and with this thought only in mind have I come.
I am in earnest, let’s not deal with it flippantly, or make light of it. If
you but give permission, though we cannot have the marriage by all
the Six Forms of ceremony, still as I am a gentleman whose word is
his honour, let us swear the oath and write out the contract, and as
sure as loyalty and
*The Three Relations. The subject’s duty to his sovereign; the
son’s duty to his father; the wife’s duty to her husband.
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filial faith hold good let me never waver. If I do may I become a
dog. Grant me your permission.”
The mother thought of the dream that she had had, and
finding that his name was Mongyong, or Dream-Dragon, her mind
was greatly moved, so that she made no light remarks but with an
earnest countenance gave consent. Said she “Even though the whole
Six Forms of ceremony cannot be observed in a private wedding
such as this, still we can have the regular certificated form made out
and the witness sealed.”
“Let’s do so,” said the Young Master.
The ink-stone was therewith brought, water from the coral
bottle, and a weasel tailed pen, soft kneaded into shape, and then on
white sky-paper the regular form was made out signed and sealed,
and given to the mother. At the foot was this statement, “As wide as
the heaven is wide, and as long as the earth endures, till the sea
dries up and the rocks are worn away, may the Guardian Spirits of
Creation bear witness to this our marriage.” Then according to the
custom of the locality, a lacquered table was brought in with pickle
on it, some dried fish, clams, and a plate of fruit.
The mother said, “Young Master, I have no sweets on hand,
which is a bad omen for a mother-in-law to begin with, forgive me
won’t you. Please now help yourself. Choonyang, don’t be ashamed
but serve your husband gracefully.”
She poured out the dainty glass that served for cheer. This
the Young Master took and said to her—
“Like sweet sleep and yet not sleep, like a lovely dream yet
not a dream. All the graduation charms in the world could not make
me so happy as to-night. What cheering drink is this? There is virtue
in it, in the first glass virtue for the father; in the second, virtue for
the mother. The two united, mean virtue for the family and the
home. The *Celestial Emperor’s virtue was a Wooden virtue, and
the Terrestrial
*Celestial Emperor, Terrestrial Emperor. These two belong to the
legendary period or prehistoric age of China. It is interesting to note that this
Celestial Emperor’s name is composed of the same characters “Tenno” the high
title of His Imperial Majesty to-day.
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Emperor’s virtue was a Fire virtue; †Han’s was Water virtue. We
have met by virtue of the Sages who have long preceded us, and
have made a hundred year contract, due also to the virtue of our
good and true-hearted mother. Choonyang’s virtue and mine united
asks that she drink and be cheered.”
Choonyang then passed the glass to her. She took it, gave a
sigh, dropped a tear, cleared her voice and said “A happy day this
surely, never was there a happier. A fatherless home was mine but
God has had mercy and sent this son of an illustrious family, and we
have made a hundred year contract. What a boundlessly happy day!
I long for my departed husband that he might have seen it with his
eyes. I am dizzy at the thought.”
Choonyang too, was rendered tearful like the rosebud in the
morning with its drops of dew, but the Young Master comforted the
mother saying, “To-day is a happy day, don’t bother about the past,
please, but have some refreshment.”
She helped herself to a glass or two, and laughed and joked,
and then sent away the table by the hand of the Boy, who did not
fail to help himself liberally. He said to his master by way of
congratulation “Please sir, peace to you on this happy occasion.”
“Yes, yes,” said the Master in reply, “but you keep your wits
about you and do your work.”
When the Boy had gone away the mother continued to talk
to them in an aimless way and by an endless succession of
haverings, till the Young Master wished her gone. He yawned and
pretended all kinds of wearinesses. At last she laid the comforts for
the night and took her departure. The two then remained alone,
diffident somewhat and bashful before each other, till Choonyang
took down a harp that she had, and played to him in a way that
broke all the restraint. “That’s lovely,” said he, “ better than the flute
or the ‡Yellow Crane Pavilion so long ago; prettier than the mid†Han. He was the founder of the Ha Dynasty of China 2205 B. C.
‡The Yellow Crane Pavilion. This is a famous ode written about 705 A. D.
by a Chinese poet called Choi Kyong. So beautifu1Iy was It expressed, that when
Yee Taipaik, the greatest writer of the Middle Kingdom, saw it he said “I will
indite no more.”
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night bell-calls of the Hansan Monastery.” Delighted at the music,
he took her in his arms and told how his thoughts found their
fulfilment of joy in her as in no other.
VI. IT NEVER DID RUN SMOOTH.
Days passed, one, two, five, ten. How they loved and
delighted in each other, One day in his light-hearted joy toward her
he sang this love song.
“In the craggy clefts of his castle height
The old streaked tiger holds his prey,
But his teeth are dull and the deadly bite
That he once possessed has passed away.
“The blue scaled dragon of the north
Holds in his maw the jewel bright,
He rides the clouds as he sallies forth,
And sails through the air on the wings of night.
“The phoenix of the purple hills,
Has found the bamboo’s fabled child,
Its charming flavor cools his ills
And fills his soul with raptures wild,”
“Oh how happy,” said he, “so happy. *Yongchuk rode the ox,
Maing Hoyon rode the donkey, Yee Taipaik rode the whale, and
Chuk Songja rode the crane, while the fishermen
on the long stretch of river rode their leaf-like slender
shallop. Creakety-creak, creakety-creak went the long propeller
thrusts that sent the waters skurrying by. But Dream-Dragon has no
wish to ride abroad, and doesn’t wish to go away. My pretty one,
my love, if you should die, what would I do? I shouldn’t wish to
live; and if 1 died what then for you? Ah, ha, how lovely, she, my
pretty sweetheart, how I love her. When we die we’ll make an
endless contract that will bind us ever and forever. When you die
what will you be? and when I die what will I be? If you become a
river, let it not be the river of the sky the Milky Way, nor the river of
the
*Yongchuk, Maing Hoyon, Yee Taipaik, Chok Songja are all
famous Chinamen renowned in history.
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mighty ocean, but the great and marvellous Eum-Yang river, that
dries not up in hopeless years of famine. I, when I die, will be a bird,
not a rock-pigeon, nor an oriole, nor a talking-bird, nor a peacock
with a wavy tail, but the *Woonang bird I’ll be, and on the smoky
wavelets of thy blue limpid waters, touched with the white wings of
the summer, I’ll sport my days and nights and you’ll know me,
won’t you, my pretty one, my sweetest love.”
“When you die if you should be a flower, be not the peach
which lines the river bank, where fishers follow in the wake of the
beckoning waters; nor the willow catkins bedewed with the light
morning rain that shades the dusty ways; nor the lotus; nor the
azalea; nor the chrysanthemum, yellow or white; but the loveliest
peony, and I, a butterfly, would in the soft spring breezes light upon
your bosom, and waving in the sunshine, spread my wings and
flutter here and there, and you would know me, wouldn’t you? My
love, my love, my pretty love.
The world’s song’s of love were marred by many uncomely
words and references, such that a true and virtuous girl like
Choonyang might not hear, and so he sang only selected ones. “My
pretty love,” sang he, “If I look here I see my love; if I look there I
see my love, companion of my future; my queen of virtue, I can see
her one marked in history, I can see her; equal to Sawsee, I can see
her; like to †Yang Kwipee, I can see her; better than Suk Yangja I
find her. My love, my pretty love! What would she like? What can I
find to please her? A round cash piece for a present?”
“No” she says, “I have no use for money.”
“Then what?” says he, “Round drops of mountain honey
tipped on a silver spoon?”
*Woonang Bird. This is the mandarin duck, which in the Orient is the
emblem of conjugal fidelity.
†Yang Kwipee. She was one of the most famous of China’s beautifu1
women and lived about 750 A. D.. The Emperor by an utter abandonment to her
fascinations spent his time and squandered the nation’s resources to please her. At
last the advance of the northern hordes awoke ,him from his dream but it was too
late, for at Ma-kwei Pass he was massacred and the famous Yang Kwipee was
strangled by one of her own eunuchs in order to save her from the hands of the
savage conqueror
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“No,” she say , “I want not honey.”
“Then what?” says he again, “Sweet apricots, if not gold or
silver money?”
He requested her to sing him a love-song and she at last
consented. “My love, my love, my gallant love! If I look here I see
my love; if I look there I see my love. I see him a future candidate
with honours; I see a master crowned with laurel; I see the chief of
all the literati; I see him as a minister renowned; I see him great in
counsels of the state; I see him chief among the senate, my love. My
true love, loftier he than all the mountains; deeper than the deepest
sea; I see him fairer than the moon across the Musan hill tops;
sweeter than the pipes that play for love’s first dances; handsomer
than peach and plum blossoms that show through the hanging
shades at the close of the day. My love, my handsome love!”
Thus as they sang and addressed each other the cock crew.
On this the Young Master thought of his father and mother and
hurriedly started for the yamen. Choonyang remarked, “It’s an old
saying that all begins well but little ends well. I think of our
agreement of a hundred years. May we have no tears and sorrow
through it.” The Young Master heard this and came back once again
to tell her how he loved her, saying “Let’s not say, Good bye.”
A day or so later, however, there came a despatch from the
palace, saying that the governor was promoted to be Secretary of a
Board, and that he was to return at once to Seoul. He called his
head-runner and his head-bearer, and had his official palanquin put
in order; called his captain of the guard, and arranged his baggage,
summoned the heads of the six offices and took account of their
work, made note of expenditure and receipts, and then, sent for an
office-boy to call the Young Master.
At this very moment he had just come in, and the Governor
said to him “Look here youngster, where have you been?” “I have
been to the Moonlight Pavilion,” answered Dream-Dragon.
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“What have you been to the Moonlight Pavilion for?”
“I went there,” said he, “because I heard that there were
many famous inscriptions posted up that I wanted to read.”
“I have heard a lot of ugly rumors about you,” said the
Governor. “The son of a gentleman, nearing twenty years of age,
who cares nothing about a matter of promotion in his own family,
but goes aimlessly about here and there is a pretty hopeless case.”
“What matter of promotion?” asked Dream-Dragon. “Why, I
have been made Secretary of a Board and am to return to Seoul. Get
your accounts straightened out at once and be ready to start tomorrow. You must leave in the morning early with your mother.”
When Dream-Dragon heard this he was simply
dumb-founded. Tears blinded his eyes. If he had dared to wink they
would have fallen over his face like rain, so he held them open and
gazed.
Said he, “Father, if you go first, I’ll put my affairs in order
and follow.”
“What do you mean? Nothing of the kind, you must go at
once.
The Young Master turned him about.
“You’ll make a proper fool or yourself some day yet,” said
the father.
Since there was no help for it, he came forth wilted down
like a bedraggled flag-cloth. Formerly when he had looked toward
Choonyang’s home the world had all been sunshine, now his eyes
were beclouded and his eyes and his thoughts were misty and
confused. He said to himself in his perplexity, “Shall I leave her and
go, or take her and go? I am afraid I cannot take her, and yet I
cannot leave her. What shall I do? My heart is in agony. Shall I
laugh, or shall I cry? If I propose to take her my father’s fierce and
awful resentment will fall upon me. I cannot take her. If I say I’ll
leave her, she is the kind to break her heart and die over it. What
shall I do?”
(To be continued).
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BLAZING THE TRAIL

MY DOG
BY
YI KYOO-PO (1168-1241 A. D.)
“When 1 behold your glossy shimmering back, I wonder if
you are a descendant of the goddess Pan-o; while again your swift
devouring speed would suggest that you are a child of the dragon.
Your feet are like rounded bells, and you have a black lacquered
nose. All the joints in your body are alert, and your tendons on the
wing. I love you for your faithfulness to your master. Your office is
to guard the gates. For this reason I regard your fierce ways as
commendable, and your suspicious questionings as quite the. proper
thing. I have reared you, cared for you, fed you, and though you are
only a humble beast, you are really high-bred and born of the
influence of the Seven Stars (Little Bear). For instinct and animal
wisdom what creature can equal you? On the slightest call you are
awake with lifted ears. Though your barkings are unregulated by
any set law, still no one is harmed; if your bitings were such and
you laid hold promiscuously there would be consternation surely.
Listen now till I give you good counsel: When you see a
crowd of official servants crush in at my gate with rattle and clang
of confusion, let them go by and do not bark. When His
Majesty，pondering over the Sacred Boks, finds a difficulty and
sends a eunuch post-haste to call his teacher (me), do not bark at
him either. Even though it be night time let him go by. Whoever it is
that brings a grateful offering to your master, dainties, sauces,
sweets, fragrant wines, soy, be courteous, say not a word. When the
company of the literati, well-robed and with books under their arms,
come to inquire concerning the ancient sages, keep yourself under
control and say nothing.
I’ll tell you just when to bark and when to bite. Listen now.
The rascal , who peeks in to see whether the place is occupied or
not, who worms his way over the wall and comes spying here and
there, whose purpose is to carry off yellow gold, or whatever else he
can lay his hands on, then you give the word,
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and grip him fast. Also the man who is fair and sleek on the outside,
but is full of dark design inwardly, and who comes with purpose to
injure or play the foul assassin, who goes with ladder against the
wall to spy one’s whereabouts, fasten your eye on him and pipe out
the alarum.
“Also when the old fakir or witch come poking their noses
in wanting to show off some sleights of hand, with no end of evil in
their train to deceive and lead the mind astray, lay fast hold and grip
them tight.
“If unclean spirits or goblins take advantage and come
glowering about in the night to ply their deceptive arts, bark aloud
and drive them off.
“If wild-cats or rats find their way in through waste holes or
along the gutter edges, grip them till there is no voice left in their
bodies.
“If there be meat in the cupboard do, not play the thief
yourself or touch it; if remains of a rice meal be in the kettle do not
lick it over. Do not climb up into the hall or go digging the
courtyard with your feet Do not leave the gate unwatched, or sleep
too long at an innings.
“If you have puppy dogs to care for let them be fierce-jawed
with yellow breasts like the tiger, and tails like the flying-dragon.
Thus may your breed long endure.
“If you hear and obey what I say and let my words sink into
your heart, in a thousand years when I have gone to dwell in the
abodes of the genii, I shall obtain some of the elixir of life for you,
feed you on it and take you with me to heaven. If any man says to
you that it is not so never mind him, just mind what I say and all
will be well.”
COMMONPLACES.
Today is child of yesterday
And father of tomorrow.
Then rear it well or it may leave
A heritage of sorrow.
F. S. M.
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KOREAN STORIES.
BY SUNG BYUN (1439-1504 A. D.)
A BOLD FRONT.
Minister Ha Kyung-bok said, “When I was a young man I
was saved three times by a bold front and a defiant manner. When
the rebellion broke out in the days of Tai-jong a friend of mine was
taking his turn at office in the Palace and I went in to have a chat
with him. Just as I had gone in, the gates suddenly closed so that I
could not get out again. I hurried here and there till I was met by a
group of soldiers. They arrested me and were about to take my head
off when I drew back my sleeve and gave them a blow that sent
them tumbling, and then they shouted out, ‘What do you mean by
trying to kill us, you rascal you?’ King Tai-jong got wind of the
trouble, called them and after inquiry let me off,
“Another time 1 was on a journey through the mountains
when suddenly I met a fierce man-eating tiger, with no way of
escape. I gripped him by the throat and held him down. All the
others of the party ran for their lives. I shouted for help but no one
came. I had no knife, not even a short bladed one, but my bare
hands only. There was a bank near by with a deep pool beneath and
this was my hope. Like grim death I held on and dragged him little
by little to the edge, almost dead myself from exhaustion. The sweat
rolled over me but at last I got his head under and held him down
till he breathed water so that his stomach swelled and his strength
gave way. Then IJ finished him off with a stone and a club. If I
hadn’t had ginger in me I could not have done it”
(I said to Kim, “I think this story of Sung Hyun’s is a bit far
fetched. That part where the stomach swelled is too much for me.”
“Not at al1” says Kim, “such things as this have frequently
happened. More than one tiger has found his match in the Korean
man.” We left the third case for another day, two being enough.)
AN UNCANNY EXPERIENCE.
My uncle on the mother’s side, ex-governor An, when. a
young man, was once on his way to his country home mounted
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on a scraggy pony and with a small boy along to bear him company.
Some ten li or so before he reached his destination, night came on
and thick darkness. Not a soul was about. Away to the east in the
direction of the old county town, lights suddenly appeared dancing
about as though a party of hunters were out for game. Little by little
they approached, till at last they surrounded him on all sides
stretching for a length of some two miles or more. Of a surety they
were hobgoblin lights, this he knew. Here was a dilemma, with no
way to advance and no road by which to retire. He did not at first
know what to do, till finally he laid on his whip and rode for his life.
The lights, meanwhile, scattered from him and moved away.
The sky was black as ink and the rain began to fall so that
going became more and more difficult, but the fact that these goblin
creatures had moved away was a cause of thankfulness and his fears
were less distressing. He crossed another hill and began his descent
by a winding path, when suddenly the lights appeared again and
blocked the way before him. Here was a fix. There was no help for
it, so he drew his knife and made a dash for their midst. The fires
retired in all directions and took refuge among the trees, where they
clapped their hands and laughed.
At last he reached home in a state of inexpressible fear, and
finally fell heavily asleep. The servants, men and women, under the
light of pine-knot torches were gathered in the court making straw
ropes. Suddenly, half-waking, and seeing these fires, my uncle
sprang from his mat and shouted, “These fire-devils are after me
again.” He drew his knife and made a wild dash into the startled
company slashing at them right and left. They barely escaped with
their lives.
Wouldst leave thy footprints?
Then dare to break the way,
For sludge and mire the path
Of rank and file betray.
F.S.M.
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VILLAGE GOVERNMENT IN OLD KOREA.
The ancient Korean people greatly enjoyed variety in their
names for title and office. They built up a list ad meditated over it,
and added to, and multiplied it during the long ages of the past so
that there has come down to us an endless variety for all sorts of
office.
The school-teacher was a sun-saing, or a kyo-jang, or a seuseung, or a hoon-jang, or a chup-jang, or something else. Their
names were legion and all the world enjoyed it.
In introducing as noted a character as the village Head-man,
the writer will have to bring him forward in his array of names. He
was a Too-min, Head of the People; a Chip-jang, Keeper of the Law;
a Choa-sang, One who has the Floor; a Tong-jang, Moderator of the
Village; the Yi-jang, Chief of the Town; the Ton-su, the Squire; the
Pang-su, the District Leader; the Chuk-il, Honest Man of the East;
the Chik-wul, Honest man of the West; the Chon-wi, Officer· of the
Borough; the Pang-jang, the County Reeve; the Myun-jang, Lord of
the Canton; the So-im, Man of Affairs.
The Headman’s labours yielded: him no pay, and yet they
carried with them abundant reward in the way of honour. Korea has
always recognized the dignity of office if not of labour. The buttons
behind the ears, the divided coat, the girdle, the cap, the
embroidered stork, the tiger, the dragon, were all looked on with
desire, and the ambitions of the nation bore mightily in their
direction. But the Headman of the village had no buttons, and was
an exceedingly humble personage when viewed in the light of these
ornaments. They, buttons and embroideries, belonged to the official
class, while he was simply one of the people, and had no concern
with the great central government. He was a king in his own town,
but in the Capital he was but a rusty countryman. His marks of
office were not seen in the clothes he wore, or in the buttons behind
his ears, but in the fact. that he had before his house implements of
correction，the rod, the paddle, the flogging-board, etc., etc. He
was the watch-dog of his hamlet, and when trespassers approached,
his stentorian bark echoed
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through the valleys. When away from his village, however, any
local cur could whip him.
As to the selection of the Headman, it was arrived at by the
most democratic methods, for while the magistrate’s approval was
necessary, he was, first of all, the choice of the people. There have
existed in Korea certain local rights and liberties that have never
been questioned. For example, the people of the village might meet
together, with all the noise and tumult imaginable, to discuss local
affairs, and there would be no objecting voice, but let them once
begin discussing Caesar or his way of doing things, and wrath
would fall upon them.
The Headman was not necessarily the richest man in the
town, nor the oldest, nor the highest in a social way, nor the most
learned. A villager might attain to one and all of these
graces, and yet neve arrive at the place of Headman. The
Headman had to be before everything else a wise man, who knew
the way of the world and how it wagged. A mere scholar given to
grinding over Chinese characters would never do; in fact might
make a most incapable chieftain. Koreans were wise enough to see
to this, and to choose a man who had personal magnetism,
experience of the world and a gift or handling men.
The principal duty of the Headman was to see that taxes
were collected on a year, and a more stupendous task can hardly be
imagined in a land like old Korea. Through many ages, in her free
and easy way, she seems to have existed without ever paying as she
went. To think of the task of extracting from every house-holder the
amount due an exorbitant government was simply appalling. The
Headman, however, regarded it not so, but kept his poise perfectly
and his equilibrium. He was usually a genial, good-natured, largeminded, well-fed Oriental, who had not the first mark of care or
anxiety about him. Others might fail to collect or keep accounts in
reasonable order, even after spending no end of strength in
demonstration and threatening, but the Headman would see that all
the taxes were in before the 4th Moon and no noise about it.
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The tax sheet, with names and amounts, was made out by
the Magistrate who passed it on to the Headman with orders to
collect. This list is interesting by way of illustrating one of Korea’s
ancient peculiarities. You may run it over and yet not find a single
name that you were familiar with though you knew every man in
the village. Let me explain: It was distasteful to Old Korea to get a
dunning letter of any kind, even from the tax-collector, and so, to
avoid the shock that it might occasion, the Government resorted to a
peculiar expedient in the tax-list. The plan adopted not only saved
the ratepayer’s face, but also extended to him a certain amount of
honour in the presence of his natural enemy the central Government,
so instead of writing Yi Chang-jik 100 yang, Kim Yun-il 50 yang,
Saw Sang-pil 40 yang, the list would run No Kap-ja 100 yang, or as
we might say translate it Slave 1864, 100 yang, that is Yi Changjik’s imaginary slave, No Kap-ja, was asked to pay instead. So the
list ran, No Chung-wul, Slave January, 50 yang, No Tuk-nam, Slave
Virtue, 40 yang.
Yi Chang--jik might live in a thatched hut, and be not worth
more than 25 yen, but in the tax-list he would be marked a dignified
householder, credited with a man Friday or some other-wise
designated slave. The tax-list flattered on the one hand while it
commanded on the other, an excellent method when dealing with
the question in hand.
I am told by well-informed Koreans that this custom has
come down from the past, when only large land owners paid, and
when officials out of fear of offending them wrote a slave’s name
instead of that of the real landlord.
In case of failure to pay up, the magistrate would arrest, not
the delinquent rate-payer but the Headman of the village, on whose
devoted pate, though he worked for nothing and boarded himself,
fell the wrath of the central government. The faithful watch-dog of
the village, who had not only proven a protector, but who had
reconciled a thousand disputes and differences, and made friends of
enemies, is strapped down to the flogging-board like a common
criminal and has the paddle laid on, though it must not exceed thirty
blows. He rises from this ordeal smarting and out of favour with the
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central government, but with not a shade less of dignity or influence
in his native village, for they recognize that he has suffered not on
his own account, but for the sins of his people.
The Headman not only collected taxes but he kept order in
the village. He was police-magistrate and constable in one. As
mentioned before he had a rod, a paddle and a flogging board, and
doubtless having tasted the flavour of it himself before the
magistrate, he could the better see to the application of it in his own
village. Beside these he usually had placed in the market-square a
pair of stocks for obstreperous persons who disturbed the quiet of
the market. He had power to arrest disorderly people and if need be
expel them from the village.
The chief crimes noted and dealt with by the Headman were,
lack of filial piety, insults done the gods, and drunk or disorderly
conduct. The weightier cases were handed over to the magistrate
who alone had power to pass the death sentence.
In case of raids from robbers an ancient law called o-gak
chak-tong was put in force, when every five houses chose a
headman of their own.
We are told also that the Headman of the village looked after
the roads, but I am inclined to think that Korean roads came of age
many centuries ago, and have looked after themselves ever since.
They seem to have gone through a persistent course of
transmutation until they have graduated into a state of humps and
rocks and pit-falls that threatened to go on uninterruptedly world
without end. The writer recalls once when the Headman of the
village was ordered by the magistrate to remove the gutter from the
middle of the street to the sides and so provide something for the
people to walk upon, a very reasonable request, and I can certainly
vouch for the need of it. A band of modern socialists could not
combat their opponents with more vigour and less lack of reason
than did the town’s people this most unheard of command. The
gutter had wandered along the middle of the road for fifty
generations and all men were at peace; who was this magistrate, and
who was his father, that he should
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order such? I am inclined to think that the item of roads was erased
from the Headman’s book long ago.
In connection with the guardianship of the village let us not
forget the gods who were planted by the wayside just at its entrance.
These were usually hacked out of a rough piece of wood and stood
six, eight or ten feet high, painted with fierce grinning faces and
often with beards tacked to them. It is interesting to note that the
male member of the guards was designated as belonging to heaven,
while the female belonged to the nether regions, the one being
marked the General of Heaven, the other the Generaless of Hell.
These were erected by order of the Headman and were intended to
keep out sickness and evil spirits that used to abound so in old
Korea.
Each village had its religious services and its local shrine
while sacrifices were offered once or twice a year, and on special
occasions when prayer was offered for rain.
Three men were chosen in public assembly to take charge of
the village sacrifice, the che-kwan, the chuk-kwan and the chip-sa.
We might designate them as the Priest, the Prayer-master and the
Attendant. They were not usually chosen because of their filial piety
or for any other gifts except that they were popular in the village
and able to poll a vote. In the Book of Mourning Rites there is
stated just what shall take place and how on an occasion like this.
These three officers fast for three days before the ceremony, living
apart from their wives, and strictly guarding their sight from
anything that could defile. The eye must not see the dead, even a
dead dog or a dead pig. To look upon the flames of a fire would also
defile and render the person unfit for the ceremony.
They would bathe on the day of sacrifice, and then, dressed
in ceremonial garb, go forth to offer cattle or pigs as the case might
be. Raw and cooked rice were arranged on tables before the shrine.
Great spirits come out of their habitation only in the darkest hours
of the night, before cock-crow, and then it was that the sacrifice was
offered. Two lights were kept burning and incense of cedar wood
arose constituting the invitation to the spirit to come down and
inhale the offering.
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Thus the ceremony was conducted. The Priest offered three
glasses of spirit, the reason being that two or any other even number
is unpropitious. While the Priest knelt the Prayer-master stood and
said, for example, “Yu-se-cha kap-ja nyun, etc. Now in this Kap-ja
year, 1st moon, third day, in this ha hour, I, Kim Yoon-sam, (the
Priest’s not the Prayer-master’s name) pray thus to the village God.
Aid us oh Spirit. shelter us from the dangers of the future, deign to
accept this glass of wine, and this food offered reverently.”
During this time the Priest and Attendant kneel. When the
ceremony was over the village fell to and ate, each man according
to, and, if possible, a little beyond the extent of his original
contribution.
Usually a little ragged hut among the trees, or the grove
back of the village, marked the place of ceremony. Korea’s belief in
the local god is surely not strong for his temple is left to fall to
pieces, and the rags and papers that ornament it flap in the wind.
Such is a short outline of the village Headman’s life and the
village Headman’s world. Altogether he is a man well worth
meeting, a man who exemplifies in his life that quality so lacking
the world over, the giving of his service for the public good. Long
may his good name and his memory last.

GRIND.
The title of this article may sound something like college
slang, but it suggests a fact that is of consequence to all
missionaries. Grind is one of the keys to the chambers of the Orient,
forged in accord with her idea of the eternal fitness of things.
All learning, all knowledge, all skill is acquired by the
process of grind. Its method requires the anesthesis of all the
outstanding faculties, the shutting tight the eyes of the soul, and
then the swing off into a semi-hypnotic state to go over, and over,
and over, the subject matter till it can be repeated forward ,
backwards, upside down or on end.
The child who enters school begins his studies with one of
the most difficult classics of the East the Thousand
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Character, but, nothing daunted, he swings himself off into the pace
of his father and keeps it up hanal-chun, da-chi kamul-hyun,
nooroo-whang, to the end of the chapter; yes, until he can sing it as
boys at home sing Old Grimes. In his round of the day he begins at
six o’clock in the morning, and ceases only when the shadows call
him to sleep. Over, and over, he sings his lesson, till he has ground
the music of it into his inner soul, without bothering tuppence as to
what it means. This is his first book, and this is the way he learns it.
With it he acquires the method of study that continues through all
his education. The thinking, reasoning faculties are left by the wayside, while the memory-machine writes on its tablet-plates the long
succession of Chinese sounds that hide, as well as convey, the
meaning.
His time is divided into three parts, one part for reading, one
part for writing, and one part for composition. The writing, like the
reading, becomes a product of memory. Over, and over again he
writes the same 7 strokes (there arc only 7 of them in all Chinese
writing) and yet it takes from 15 to 20 years to perfect the hand in
their execution. Composition requires some slight use of the
thinking powers, and yet very slight, as it is simply the calling upon
combinations so often seen.
Thus has the East, Korea especially, been made, moulded,
and fashioned, and now into this ancient world comes the Westerner
with his very superficial education, seeing he has dipped into a
thousand things and touched only the border fringes of them. He has
a mind that is miserably poor as to accurate memory, but tingling,
and almost bursting with what he might call thought-methods. He
can argue, and declaim, and dispute, and wrangle to no end, but
when it comes to quoting a classical passage from one of his own
masters he is not “in it.’ And yet here he is, a teacher, knowing
nothing of the law of grind, and gloriously unconscious that
anything in the world exists outside of his one and only way. Some
time spent in investigation of the first place, and a measure of
adaptation in the second are what he needs. For the West to put its
methods on the East and make them its modus operandi will
undoubtedly spell failure.
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Unless we can make use of Eastern grind and adapt it to our
needs we shall fail to make any deep impression upon this people.
One of the difficulties in the situation, when it comes to the
missionary, is, that the law of grind has been associated with the
Chinese character almost altogether, and so is very difficult to make
use of with anything that pertains to the native-script. Few people
can quote passages from our Un-moon New Testament, while in old
days, when we had only Chinese versions, they seemed to quote
with great ease. The helper who sat at the writer’s elbow for a
number of years learned the Griffith John version nearly all by heart.
He could sing it off as a flute-player plays his flute, page after page,
for he had taught himself by the law of grind, according to the old
methods of the East, and he could use it with great effect when he
chose.
Behold the foreigner with his methods fresh from the West,
expecting the class to do the talking, while he, the master on the
chair, touches this and that button that calls forth well-rounded
remarks, inquiries, comments, reasonings. But it does not work. The
East sits waiting for something to learn, and when it can get nothing
better it takes the dry straws of so-jee and tai-jee and chews away at
them.
In so far as the Scriptures are ground into the soul of the
people the church will live and abide as a spiritual help for time to
come. But the light, superficial, strengthless hold that a Western
reading gives will never suffice.
The church in Korea, since the coming of the Un-moon
Bible, cannot quote Scripture any more. Un-moon is not constituted
of material that can readily be quoted. No satisfactory grind is
possible with Un-moon, and without the grind the Book will never
take possession of the soul. If the soul be not filled and held with
the Scriptures the church of the future will swing away without
chart or compass. We must find a way through. Mixed-script will
help us. Let us apply to it as far as we can the simple but very
effective law of grind.
SPECTATOR.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
(Continued from the September number.)
CHAPTER XVI THEY WHO KNOW NO FEAR,
The Christians had not long to wait before finding sound
reasons for their apprehensions. Late the next afternoon a dozen of
the magistrate’s servants appeared in the Christian community and
led the whole band to the magistrate.
“You are wanted,” said a rough man to the widow. “Move,
now, the magistrate has called for you.” She was sitting on a mat in
the farther part of her front room reading her red covered Bible.
“Why, yes,” said she, without surprise, “certainly I shall be
happy to wait upon his Excellency. I did not know that he was
pleased to see me.” She arose and slipped the Bible in a case made
of a long piece of cloth and then bound it around her waist. “I am
quite ready now if you will lead the way.”
He replied with a gruff “come along” using the low
language. “High time,” said he, “for you Christians to learn that you
can’t deny your ancestors, deceive the ignorant, rail at old customs,
without being made to suffer for it. Move now, or I will tie your
hands.”
The threat was made evidently from force of habit; as the
lady was walking rapidly at his side without faltering. As they
passed the chapel, Mr. Kim was led out with his hands tied behind
him. He glanced at her with a smile of recognition as his conductor
ordered him to follow at her heels. His heart stirred as he noticed
her light, almost youthful step. Then, he remembered her testimony
at the examination and rebuked his own misgivings. Soon the man
leading the woman placed. her in the charge of Mr. Kim’s captor
and started down another street. “I have another one of these
Christian dogs down here that I must flog into line,” he said.
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Mr. Kim stepped abreast of Grandmother Pagoda and they
were led toward the yamen. “Do you know how to start it? Let me
see,” said she, “I don’t remember just how it goes,” and she
hummed beneath her breath ‘If on a quiet sea?’ “Oh, yes, I have it
now. Shall we sing it, Mr. Kim? My heart is full and it seems that I
must sing, but, if you think I had better not, just say so,” and
without waiting for a reply she chanted the chorus.
When they arrived at the yamen nearly the whole group of
Christians were there under guard, and soon the absent ones were
brought in. They appeared with scared, white faces, some with
Asiatic imperturbability, and others with the triumphant glad looks
of the persecuted. They were ordered into the presence of the
magistrate, He was seated on a high platform that formed a part of
the magistrate’s office quarters. The platform would have been an
ordinary room if it had been enclosed, but three sides had been left
open and instead of the ordinary stone and mud floors with their
flues it was made of wood and an open space could be seen beneath.
The prisoners were ordered to kneel in a row in the open yard,
before the official, some six feet below him, and at a distance from
his elevated seat. The fat magistrate sat in silence looking at his
prisoners tor some time, He counted them, there were fifteen; then
he turned and talked in an undertone to his secretary, evidently
discussing the character, and the financial condition of each prisoner.
He had never arrested a company of Christians before, and it was
only a few months ago when be had been overawed by some who
represented themselves as members of that sect. He would,
therefore, proceed with caution; if he should let fell his blow, it
must fall where it would do himself no harm and tell most for his
exchequer, and, at the same time, make a final disposal of the hated
question of Christianity among those under his· jurisdiction.
“That big fellow at the end of the line, the one like an ox,
who is he?”
“He,” replied the secretary, “is called Kim, the preacher,
from Rocky Ridge.”
“Kim,” was the surprised reply, “l thought that he had left,
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he called on me, or rather I sent for him some time ago; he seemed a
decent kind of a chap, that is for a Christian. Is he connected with
the foreigner in any way?”
“I think, your Excellency, he is.in their service; at least, so I
have been informed.”
“l would it were not so,” said the wily magistrate, “I crave
not a mix up with them, they would be no pleasanter than a mix up
with Bali, the robber. Think you he has money?”,
“I know not, it is said that the foreigner’s pockets are well
lined and if they care enough for their employees to see them safe in
life and limb they may make it well to your advantage to deal with
him. His body is big and would stand the paddle well.”
“We shall see, we shall see. His .hands are tied, that is well”
observed the magistrate. “Now who is that chap in the center of the
line, the one who seems to be shaking as if with cold; who is he?”
“He? Why, he is a farmer. They say he has just begun the
new faith.”
“Ha! I fear he will shake all his faith out of him, and if it
sticks too closely to his ribs perhaps we can assist in loosening it.”
The secretary laughed, and others who had pressed up to
listen joined in.
“Now, what is that, who is it that is making that noise?”
“Why that is Grandmother Pagoda, you know Grandmother
Pagoda? Every one knows her. She is the one next to the Preacher,
Kim. She is singing. You can’t stop her mouth, she will sing at all
hazards.”
“What!” said the magistrate, “singing ‘Happy Day.’ Sure it
must be delightful to wait for a paddling. What, is she crazy? How
old is she?”
“Old?” re plied the secretary, “She is as old as the hills. You
see, she is called grandmother, but rightfully she should be called·
great, great·, grandmother. When she was born her oldest brother
was already a grandfather; that would make her grandmother at her
birth. Now she is old, dear me, I know not how old. However,
because of the family history she is
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honored as being one hundred and fifty years old. Crazy? No, not
she. Had she not become a Christian, I would say she had more
sense than some whole clans, yet you can not tell; old age will kick
up such curious pranks. It may be that she is getting in the limbos,
otherwise, why should a person of her age take up with something
new and strange?”
“It does, indeed, seem that she is losing her mind,” said the
magistrate. He ran his eye further down the line. “What have we
here, young women? How this wickedness has spread! I must crush
it out,” he added with decision, “how is it that it has captivated our
young and pretty women? Ah, Secretary, I must see those faces. Tell
them all to stand.” The order went out and was repented in chorus
by the magistrate’s servants who had formed a half circle around the
prisoners.
They rose to their feet. Mr. Kim and Grandmother Pagoda
looked frankly into the eyes of the magistrate; others of their
number shifted their eyes as if they had, indeed, been guilty of some
crime. The three young women turned their faces aside and their
cheeks crimsoned with shame. They had never before been gazed
upon by other than members of their own families, and their faces
crimsoned as the magistrate and his servants gazed into their faces
with many a coarse jest.
Grandmother Pagoda looked at the magistrate and then
down the line into the faces of her three young friends. On cither
cheek burned a red spot.
“Your Excellency,” she said at last, “I am a poor, old,
ignorant woman, perhaps I have no right to speak, but from the laws
of the land and the dictates of etiquette I did not know that in case
the Magistrate arrested any of his people he would allow them to be
treated with insult, at least not till they were condemned.”
“What, speak you to the magistrate thus?” cried a runner.
“I’ll teach you,” and he struck her with the palm of his hand across
the face. “Teach him his duties, will you? Another word and your
old age will not save you. What difference is there between an
arrested person and a condemned
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person when it comes to the Christians?” The magistrate did not
rebuke him, and he walked off muttering something about insolence
of old age.
The magistrate waved his hand and the runners grew quiet
while the prisoners waited for him to speak.
“Here, you,” he said, pointing to a rugged looking man with
a skin burned into a deep brown, who stood in the middle of the line,
“What is your name?”
“O-Kang-suk,” said the man.
“Where do you live?”
“I live in this town, sir, down by the creek just above the
bridge.”
“What are you following this wickedness for? Tell me by
what means does it lead you from your family, your ancient clan
traditions, and cause you to incur the wrath of the spirits of your
home, and jeopardize the safety of your neighbors, because of such
infidelity? Speak fellow, tell me, why?” “I think myself most happy,
your Excellency, that I can speak before you on this matter. Though
I am dull of thought and ignorant of most things, I will try to give
you an idea of the motives that have led me to do what you have
been pleased to term, ‘this great wickedness.’ My neighbors all
know me, so do some of your servants. If they will, they can testify
how 1 was of all the roughs in this town the greatest tough and
filled with all villainy. Why sir, I have been the bully of the town
many years, and, at some time or other, I have thrashed nearly all
the younger generation; I have fought with every man in your
service, and if they will testify to the truth, they will tell you that I
liked them all, but as they finally became connected with this office,
they have each one been diligent to see that I was punished for their
humiliation. Why, sir, l hardly know how many times I have spent
periods in your prison here, and I can show you scars all over my
legs where I have paid the penalty of many an escapade and some
of. the sins of my neighbors, and, sir, you will pardon me, but I
often used to long for a chance to show you that I could drink more
wine in a day than you could. Many said I could not do it, but I
believe even now I could have done so.
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I was guilty of all these sins and many more that I now blush to
name. When I visited markets, which I often did, as I made my
living a good part of the year traveling from one market to another, I
did not think that I was happy, or that the day had been spent well
unless I had crushed someone’s hat You may punish the innocent as
all magistrates do and have laid up many sins against the day of
wrath, but I believe I was more wicked than you, sir. Do not think
that I did not know better, and did not have times when I wanted to
reform; they were many, but 1 could not do so, anymore than can
you. I have been called in question so many times for the work of
the devil at this place that I am now glad to be called here in
question for my Lord’s work.” Here he extended his open palms
toward the magistrate and while the tears trickled down his sunburnt
cheeks, exclaimed with his face all aglow, “My sins are gone—all
gone—and I am happy! happy! “ Mr. Kim said “amen” deeply and
solemnly.
The magistrate was mystified, and was growing angry; he
had never dealt with anything like it before. What should he do?
“The brazen scoundrel,” said he, to his secretary, “he would
pretend that his new faith had reformed him. What mummery is this
anyway? The old hag sings, and the preacher say’s ‘amen.’ What
shall I do with them? Did you say that Kim was associated with the
foreigner?” he said without giving his secretary time to answer. “Ah,
I have it, they refuse to work in their fields on the seventh day, don’t
they, ah, yes, and their noise is a nuisance.”
“Here, you!” he called to the waiting line, “put out your
hands, let me see them,” the order was repeated by a dozen yamen
runners. “Out there with them, you there, you women, out with
them now, or I will flog you and have done with it.”
They extended their hands before him, rough and worn with
toil, and the secretary was sent down to examine them closely.
“What do you say”—asked the magistrate “are they idle?” “They
may be, but their hands are as rough as a dog’s paws,” was the reply.
“Well, well, but I was told they were idle.”
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The hands of the little group gradually fell from weariness.
“What!” roared the magistrate, “disobey me! Out with those
hands, or I will flay you with the paddle.” The command brought all
hands out again, but the strain was too great for the young women
and they broke into tears as their hands again came down to their
sides. The secretary whispered something in the magistrate’s ears
and the latter nodded his head.
“Down on your knees,” was the order, “now answer from
the dust.” They all fell on their knees with their heads to the ground.
“Now answer,” commanded the magistrate, “are you idle
one day during each week?”
Mr. Kim became the spokesman for the company. “Yes, your
Excellency,” he said without looking up from the earth, “that is our
practice.”
“One day out of seven,” repeated the official, “that means
two months out of every year, idling for two months. No wonder
your heads arc full of all wickedness, what mean you?”
“A word please, your Excellency,” came the muffled voice
of a man who had addressed the magistrate so bravely before. “Out
with it you vagabond, what now? Be quick about it.”
“Pardon me, sir, for being bold to speak, but before I became
a Christian I spent half my time either getting drunk or getting sober.
I spent six months of the year after that manner, and besides I was
often injured in fights which made me idle many days, and, too, I
often injured the other man and he was idle also. I beg of you not to
take my word for it but ask anyone, or all of your servants if what I
say is not true. Now, sir, I work every day except the Sabbath, and
have of my income bought a house, and God willing it shall be paid
for soon. I never owned one before—I am now 40 years old. Not
only that sir, but I have also persuaded two men on either side of me
to give up lives of drunkenness and they are making money too.
You could get a good deal more money out of me by squeezing me
now than you could have done before I was a Christian.”
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“Enough, fool,” replied the secretary, “we want no more of
your prattle. You prove the vileness of your heart by making one
word in your defence and adding one more to insult the Magistrate.”
“Now you Kim, the gospel talker, what say you? Out with it.”
“The previous speaker has put the matter plainer than I
could have done,” was the reply, “though I may add one point more,
that is, the matter of observing the Sabbath in the worship of our
God is binding upon us as a moral question, and whether it means
life or death we shall have to do as our conscience dictates. To
disobey you may mean suffering, sir, but to disobey God means
eternal punishment. Pardon me, but your Excellency will know how
to judge us in that case.”
The respectful but firm voice of the speaker infuriated the
magistrate. “What have we here? You defy me, you, you offspring
of dogs, you lead this people to rebel against my will. Death! Fool,
it means death! Such language means death! Hearken, you vermin
of the dust; let me hear of your being idle another day and I will
beat the flesh from your bones, do you hear?” He then motioned to
his secretary to continue the examinations.
“You have heard the commands and threats of his
Excellency, now mark you and obey the man who has never broken
his word. There is still more to follow. Answer, you from Rocky
Ridge. The noise you make which you call singing is a nuisance and
an offence to the town and to the ears of his Excellency, the
Magistrate, and it must stop.”
“I am sorry,” said Mr. Kim, “that our singing has given
offence. Yes, indeed, it would be possible for us to worship without
singing, but it would not be natural. Our songs are but the outburst
of joy; to stop it is like stopping the bird of its song. When we
gather it will be difficult to restrain the burst of song, but—”
“Hold, there,” commanded the secretary, “there is something
still to follow, a command that if obeyed may help you in
restraining the burst of song,” and he took a slip of paper from a
table and read. “Gathering of people for whatever cause
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without permission within the bounds of this judiciary is from
henceforth prohibited, on penalty of arrest and punishment—” this
is his Excellency’s command. Have you heard? And, furthermore,
the reading of what is called the Bible is prohibit ed. Hear and obey.
Return loyally to the service of his Majesty the Emperor, obedience
to the government, and faithfulness to the worshipful respect of
your ancestors. You have heard the commands. Disobey on the peril
of your lives.” “Do you hear,” was asked each one in turn and they
all replied. “Yes, your Excellency, we have heard.”
When the company of Christians was dismissed, Mr. Kim
fell in behind the rest as they turned to pass out of the yard, but
before he stepped through the little gate at the side entrance he was
arrested by a motion from one of the magistrate’s servants and
brought back before the magistrate,
“I will hold you,” said that official, “responsible for the
actions of these Christians, and if they break my commands it will
go hard with you.” Mr. Kim met his look with a calm dignity but
was allowed to make no reply.
The attitude of the Christians in the mind of that official
argued trouble, there was no cringing or protesting, and when he
came to reflect they had made no promises to’ obey. It angered him,
and his minions considered it safe to keep at their distance the rest
of the day, and when they replied to a command it was with the
greatest alacrity and with their loudest and most prolonged. calls of
“yea-a-a-a.”
The little company found their way by natural impulse down
to the chapel. Mr. Kim took his seat on the raised platform at one
end of the room and they gathered around him and looked into his
face as a child gazes into the face of a parent. He was their leader
and must tell them what they must do. Even the man who had sat
shivering from apprehension while in the presence of the magistrate
was there and still shivered for fear, but he would be nowhere else.
Mr. Kim looked down at their upturned faces and a great pity filled
his heart.
“It is all right, Brothers, and Sisters,” he said soothingly,
“we have already broken his command in gathering here, but
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while you were all passing out, he called me back and told me he
would hold me responsible for all that should occur.”
“No! no! it must not be that our Pastor suffer for us;”
someone half sobbed. “Why, we ought to have had more discretion,
and have not come here.”
“Shall we not quietly withdraw?” suggested someone.
“What,” said another, “we cannot pray any more, we can not
read the Bible any more; we can not come here any more, and we
can not sing any more.” Then there was a pause, and so still was it
that the chirping of a cricket filled the room with its plaint. Finally
Grandmother Pagoda began to hum in an undertone “Stand up,
stand up for Jesus.” She looked up at the preacher and her eyes
kindled. Receiving a nod from him, she raised her voice a little
louder, someone started in to follow her, the pastor smiled his
approval and others hummed it together, then when they struck up
the third stanza the company rose to its feet and with their faces
streaming, sang, till the song swept out over the town, up across the
hill to the home of the magistrate and echoed back again from
the .mountain cliff.
“Let us pray,” said Mr. Kim. Long and earnest were their
prayers for help to endure the suffering that now awaited their
defiance of the magistrate’s words; there were many sobs, “O Lord!”
they cried, “help us to testify of Thee even though it be with
beatings and death.”
They turned to passages of Scripture and read aloud scenes
in the New Testament of persecutions, and conquering faith, nor did
they neglect the story of the martyrdom of Stephen. They read
without formality, responding as different ones called for this
passage or that. Mr. Kim let the meeting take its own course, and
only assumed control when the darkness of the approaching night
made it seem wise to send the exhausted people to their homes. He
arose, and instantly each one gave closest attention.
“And now,” he said, “go to your homes to pray and to rest. I
do not think any of you will be called on to suffer for today’s
loyalty to Him and the testimony to your faith. Now, may God keep
you, my dear people.” They departed in
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silence, but not till each one had come forward and taken their
pastor by the hand and looked earnestly into his face.
“Hadn’t you better leave the town for a while,” some one
suggested. Mr. Kim held the man’s hand in both of his and looked
earnestly down into his eyes and replied
“Peter said unto Him ‘Far be it from thee, Lord,’ and Jesus
replied get thee behind me Satan.’ Take it back, you will, won’t you,
my friend; you would not want me to deny my Lord?” He smiled
down at the man till his would-be friend broke into tears and left the
room.
Mr. Kim resided in the home of one of the Christians, and
when his host stretched himself out on a mat for the night, the
preacher continued long on his knees in prayer. Their sleeping
arrangements were simple. A coarse mat covered each floor, and
was their bed; a wooden block served each for a pillow. During the
night, his host awoke and saw Mr. Kim sitting by the candle with
his Bible still open before him: The morning-light was just creeping
in through the papered windows when there came a knock at the
door. Mr. Kim responded immediately to the call, and as he opened
the door, a liveried runner of the Magistrate stood before him and
ordered him to follow. Without question Mr. Kim followed at the
man’s heels. He was taken to the prison, and before entering the
building the runner called out in a prolonged “hello” which was
taken up by many others and repeated again and again till the call
echoed back from the mountain side. All in the town knew that an
important capture had been made by the magistrate’s runners and
the word “Christians” was on the lips of the people.
Mr. Kim was thrust into the prison and no explanations were
made and he asked no questions. He knew that the Magistrate
intended to visit upon him the punishment due all those who had
disobeyed his orders. All that day he waited apprehensively for the
trial and the inevitable punishment but no one visited him and no
food was brought to his cell. Occasionally he heard voices in trivial
conversation, or in high altercation. During the early morning there
had been a trial and the prisoner had been placed on a plank and
beaten. He
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heard the cries and moans and the victim had been dragged back
into a cell adjoining his own and left there to bemoan his bruises. It
was hard to wail, harder than punishment. It was evident that his
friends were not permitted to see him, for he had confidence in their
willingness to suffer in the effort to help their pastor. Their absence
added testimony to the rigor of his coming punishment. He watched
the sun when it swung westward and shot its rays between the
heavy planks of his prison—then silence reigned over the place. The
light spot on the floor began to stretch across the room; he watched
it as it traveled bit by bit toward the opposite wall; he listened for
noises while his eyes measured the distance between this bit of
earth and the sun’s rays, then when the space was covered he noted
another task for the sun to perform, and again watched it through its
labor till at last the bright streak had stretched to the opposite side
of the room. Then it slowly climbed the wall till it had reached as
high as his head when it suddenly grew dim. A roof on the opposite
side of the yard was shutting off the light. Finally it went out and
the sun had finished its daily task. He watched the shadows of the
evening darken up his cell till twilight reigned within, then the
corners darkened and gloom filled the room. At last only a halo of
twilight hovered around the heavily barred aperture used as a
window on the opposite side of the room. It was above his head. He
went to it, pulled himself up to the opening and looked out at the
yard and the silent building on the opposite side. He tried the bars
without intent otherwise than a restless desire to feel their strength.
They resisted his efforts to stir them. He then sat down on the
opposite side of the room and waited. It was so hard to wait. At last
he bowed in prayer, and then with peace in his heart stretched
himself on the ground to rest.
How long he had been sleeping he did not know, but
suddenly, he was awakened by a light, flickering through the cracks
of his prison wall, and voices speaking in low guarded tones. The
chain rattled on his door and two men came in. They each carried a
heavy cudgel and one of them had slung a rope over his shoulder.
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“Delighted to see you,” said a voice whom he recognized as
Chang-dingi, “Sorry we have not better quarters for you, but our
country is poor and her guest rooms, I fear, are not luxurious. In fact
I fear you are in a hard way. We know you and we know that you
have committed no crime; however, the magistrate has determined
to make an example of you. My friend here, and l, have determined
to help you if we can, that is if you will let us. Now, there is a little
custom which is followed in this prison with which you may not be
familiar, otherwise, you no doubt would express delight at our
coming, The prisoners are in the habit of making their keepers a
present and they in their turn agree to make the punishment light.
Of course we do not know what your sentence will be, but you can
not hope to escape the paddle. We have some skillful men with us
who can strike terrific blows without hurting. A few days ago my
friend here pounded the end of the paddle almost to pieces on the
ground, and the magistrate thought the prisoner was being beaten
terrifically. I simply told the prisoner that whenever he heard the
paddle fall he must howl lustily, throw up his head, and make all the
hideous grimaces known to fiends; he did his part well and got off
without a scratch. I only charged him five hundred yang and my
friend here charged him only five hundred yang. One thousand yang;
and he escaped with a whole skin! Cheap payment, wasn’t it? What
do you say.” They had squatted down on the ground with Mr. Kim,
and the light fell full into their faces, nonchalant, humorous, yet
filled with cunning cruelty.
“Friends,” said Mr. Kim in reply, “I am a Christian and it is
against my religion to lie even to gain great advantages. I want you
to believe me when I tell you that I have no money. I receive a
monthly stipend from my employer and when I have paid my
traveling expenses out of it there is nothing left. I have not even
money enough to send home to my wife and child. My home is 800
li from here. My wife tills our rice fields for a living; were I not
preaching the Gospel and doing it from the standpoint of sacrifice, it
would be with a sense of shame that I have to confess that I do not
add to the support of my family. My wife is a true woman and for
the love of
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the cause to which I have given my life does her task cheerfully. I
tell you frankly and sincerely I have but few cash that I could give. I
beseech you, do not press me in this matter for I have told you the
truth. Let me meet whatever cruelty the magistrate may be disposed
to put upon me, for, indeed, I am ready to be offered up for the
cause I love, and let me add lest you should not understand me, and
please give close attention to my meaning; though I might have any
amount of money I would not bribe you under any consideration. It
will save needless effort on your part if you can understand that it
would be impossible for me to break a moral law enjoined upon me
by my religion. Suffering and even death are simple things; to break
God’s law by a falsehood might overwhelm me for eternity.”
He had spoken with simple dignity and in a language that
had carried conviction. It was. not what they expected to hear. They
had looked for sullen refusal, or whimpering protestation which
might end in a compromise. They came prepared, how-ever, to get
their money however stubborn the resistance.
“I fear,” said the previous speaker at last, “that you do not
know that at first we would make a polite request for what we want
and then if we do not receive it, or a reasonable sum, we compel the
prisoner to give what we demand. That is the custom of the prison
and it would really seem unreasonable to break so good and so old a
custom. Now think a bit before you come to so determined a
decision. See,” he added holding up the rope and showing his
cudgel, “we came prepared to enforce our request. There are a good
many hours between now and daylight and your trial can not come
off before nine o’clock to-morrow. His’ Excellency does not rise
with the cock crowing. It is astonishing how much beating a man
will take before he yields,” he continued meditatively, as if to give
time for the form of his words to take effect, “you are a rugged chap
and it would take some time for us to beat resistance out of such a
mass of muscles but in the end you would be beaten to the floor.
Why, man, some people think that the magistrate’s paddle is terrible,
but it is only a mother’s caress beside what happens in these cells
sometimes when we have a specially
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obstinate prisoner. Let me see.” he added, as if ruminating over the
matter, “800 li from here a few paddy fields? I believe he is telling
the truth, as above all things he claims honesty. Now one of our men
happens to come from a town near there; the good man might give
us an order on his wife, and if she has not ready money, why she
could mortgage one of her fields; or an order written to his
employer stating that he was under distressing circumstances, that
would certainly bring money to one so faithful to his employer. See
here,” he added, turning directly to Mr. Kim, “you see we often
have to suggest to our friends easy methods out of financial
difficulties. You may have just overheard my meditations on the
matter; if you have, why, just consider them addressed to you and
kindly be as expeditious as possible and write out such an order for
us. See,” he continued, “we came prepared in all these little details.
I have a sheet of paper and I think that my friend here will be able
to produce a pen. Oh, yes, I forgot some of our friends are not ready
with the pen on business matters of this kind. I will therefore write
out for you the form and then you will not even have to copy it; that
will be so easy and simple you will hardly know that it has been
done.”
He then bent down to the lantern and wrote on a slip of
paper a demand for one thousand yang to be paid to the bearer.
Now,” said he, straightening up, “I have left proper places for you to
fill in the names of any persons you may see fit; ,probably your wife
would be the easiest one to address; we might let you have paper
enough to make a love letter out of it; as I think of it, that would be
a better plan. You will pardon me for suggesting these little details,
but I have found by long practice that these things come a trifle
awkward to the uninitiated. Not every one is in the habit of writing
love letters．No reflection intended, you know.”
“Dear, dear it does seem such a pity that men will often be
so foolish as to refuse to do what after much suffering they will be
compelled to do anyway. It seems to me, friend, that your argument
is fallacious for who could blame a man for doing what he is
compelled to do; or, who on earth would order a man to do what he
could not do? Would you order a coolie
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to pick up a house and carry it on his back, and because he could
not do so would you beat him for not obeying? No, you would have
more sense. Now, is your God less just than you? If we beat you
into a pulp could you help giving to us? Bribe? Why man you use
the wrong word, you are not bribing us; we are robbing you and
compelling you to give to us. Would you be condemned for being
robbed? Your moral argument will not stand. Now, would it not be
better for you to shell out quietly and let us labor for your interest
to-morrow, or if you think that by mitigating your punishment
tomorrow it would be tantamount to a bribe on your part, why, to
save your conscience, we will let you take the whole force of the
beatings, that is, if you frankly say that you want it to be so, but in
any case, we are here to rob you. Understand it is robbery if that
idea fits your conscience any better. Most people like to understand
that we are helping them and they pay an honest price the same as a
man would pay the price of a shelter from a storm. I really fear that
to-morrow will be a stormy day for you; usually they think it is for
their advantage, that is all they know about it, and I think that they
are right, but as we are liberal and generous as to other people’s
opinions, you are privileged to look at it from any direction you
want to. Now, friend, here are slips of paper and here is a good pen
and a light sufficient for the work; just take them in your hand and
if needs be, think of it a moment, but in any case sign what I have
written.”
Mr. Kim reached for the slips of paper as they were handed
to him and immediately tore them into bits and replied :
“In many things I am weak and do not always understand
God’s word, but among the many blessings He has bestowed upon
me is a healthy body and there lies no power in the hand of man to
rob me in the way you have planned. To knock me down and take
from me my money would not be difficult, but to compel me to sign
such a paper is beyond the power of you or your magistrate or any
other man, and therein lies my responsibility. To submit to
dishonesty for personal comfort would in my mind, be as great a
crime as to commit the dishonest act myself.”
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“Well,” said the runner, “I regret exceedingly your decision,
as it will impose upon us an unpleasant task and cause you
considerable inconvenience.” Motioning to his companion, they
attempted to seize Mr. Kim by the wrists. He had risen with them.
He had hunted the tiger in his northern home to a purpose, and
lacked neither strength nor courage, and when seized, he
straightened up and caught his tormentor under the chin and with
one motion hurled him through the partly open door. The act was so
sudden and unexpected that the second man had not recovered
himself before Mr. Kim picked him up and shook him till his teeth
rattled and he cried out in terror. Mr. Kim dropped him and he ran
incontinently for the door. Just without the door he stumbled over
his accomplice who had begun to recover from the shock of his fall.
They stated o flee, then thought of the open door, and with one
impulse turned to close it but Mr. Kim stood in the doorway looking
down upon them. The man who had acted as spokesman in the
dialogue with Mr. Kim was a coward but he had some wit and
raised his voice for help, but the words were strangled in his throat.
“See here,” said Mr. Kim sternly, shaking the man with such good
will that he crumpled into a heap when he released him. “I am a
prisoner of the Magistrate and as yet uucondemned and you will lay
hands upon me unlawfully at your peril. You may not agree with my
philosophy but you will agree that I am not helpless. You have
called yourselves robbers, which is correct, and I shall defend
myself as I would against any highwayman. Now take note; your
clubs are in my cell and I can use them, note also that your rope is
there and I would not hesitate to tie both of you to the post where
you have made others suffer so often. For me to escape would bring
you into trouble, would it? Well, you need not fear my escape,
which as you see I could easily do. I am here to answer for no sin,
and fear nothing, but to the Magistrate alone do I submit.” The
moonlight scudding from beneath a cloud filled the yard with light,
and showed the prison key at Mr. Kim’s feet. He picked it up and
handed it to the astonished jail keepers and withdrew within the cell.
He listened to the
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grating of the heavy key in the lock, and to the retreating feet—then
lay down and was soon lost in profound slumber. He did not realize,
however, the implacable purpose of the men of blood. Had he done
so, no tiger in his mountain home would have watched with a more
wakeful eye. He underrated their resources even as they had
underrated his strength.
The two men in crime hastened to take counsel with their
friends regarding the strangest of all strange creatures with whom
they had come in contact. Four boon companions were sleeping on
the floor of one of the rooms that open out on the street in front of
the Magistrate’s office.
“What’s up now,” they asked when Mr. Kim’s two
persecutors awoke them. “Ah,” said one, “got it easy, did you? How
much? Come now, divide your plunder. We gave the job to you
thinking you had a tough customer.” These and other remarks were
hurled at the two men as they entered the room and roused out the
sleepers.
(To be Continued).
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The Korea Magazine
November, 1917
Editorial Notes.
NOT very long ago iron from China was being landed on the
Pacific coast of the United States at less expense than similar iron
could be sent by rail from the iron mines of Michigan to San
Francisco. Then iron and steel products were shipped from the
United States to China and Japan at a price which could not be
approached by iron manufacturers in either country. Now all this is
changed. There are no ships to take iron to America, and there is an
embargo against shipping iron and steel products from America to
Japan and China except in restricted quantities. And as a
consequence Japan must now not only seek supplies of iron in
China, but must also develop the mines from which the ore is to be
obtained. In this situation there is much to bring these two nations
closer together.
THE Herald of Asia, a Tokyo weekly printed in English and
edited by M. Zumoto, in a recent issue contained an editorial on
Foreign Journalism in Japan which is so well worth consideration
that we print it in full:
By the foreign press in Japan we mean primarily the English
publications undertaken by Britishers or Americans, and to those of
them who profess to promote better understanding and mutual
appreciation of our country and theirs, we venture to suggest a study
of our language at least to the extent of being able to intelligently
follow Japanese papers and magazines. Those who are spokesmen
of the British or American interests in the Far East, or whose
journals propose to inform their nationals of our affairs, might also
do their work better or more to the point if they did not rely on
Japanese translators as they do now. But, as it is, their comments on
our foreign policies sometimes result in rectifying mistakes
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that might otherwise be committed and their criticisms of our
national or popular affairs sometimes make a number of Japanese
readers think. When they write off the mark, the general public
knows it through the Japanese press but not much harm is done
because the Japanese are accustomed to what they deem one-sided
views of foreigners. Altog et he r the matter is no worse than a
cause for our sympathy, as those journalists cannot read Japanese
while many of us read English.
The case is quite different with the editors whose
programme is the interpretation of the East to the West and vice
versa. With all laudable intentions on earth they are liable to arouse
feelings of distrust on account of an over dose of mutual felicitation
or mistaken judgment. Japanese advisers and translators are partly
to blame for these errors: they still hold to the old way of telling
foreigners what they would care to know, thinking it is the best
method of promoting international goodwill. This makes other
foreign papers still more furious over what they hnppen to find in
the Japanese press, and they are often no nearer the mark. But the
foreign writers themselves, who retain the dogmatic attitude of
patronizing condescension, as beore, would not take the trouble to
carefully weigh real facts, even if they were brought to their notice.
The real facts can only be read between the lines of Japanese
publications, which also represent the two poles of diplomatic
guardedness and bombastic exaggeration for political reasons.
Christian missionaries can reach the Japanese heart only on
the basis of their sympathetic appreciation of our culture, combined
with enough knowledgeof our language to preach and converse with
the most ignorant. Diplomatic and consular services, too, are made
efficient with competent linguistic knowledge and succeed to the
measure of dealing with us as friends. The foreign press, from its
nature, must go further and criticize things Japanese, to really
enlighten the people for whose good it professes to stand in many
cases. Hence a greater need for it of thorough mastery of our speech
to find out for itself whether the Japanese, not their official or press
representatives, but the thinking portion of the general public,
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are ready to be assimilated to the Teutonic, British or American type
of culture, or to wish to be out of the world struggle for any sort of
supremacy after the present war. lf any British or American
writers.in Japan stilldream the old dream of leading Japan or China
to their own scheme for world peace, we fear they will be sorely
disappointed. If they mean to keep us as friends after the war and
wish us to co-operate with them in our way, for harmony and
progress of mankind, we shall reciprocate their sentiment most
heartily. Japan has yet a great deal to learn from Britain and
America, and the best teacher, as they say, is he who is always
anxious to learn.

THE SNOW.
BY
YI CHE-HYUN (1287-1307 A. D.)
The wild north wind rolls up the trembling earth, and flings
its shadows over hill and river. In the bosom o. f the clouds is
heaped up snow that gives the traveller anxious thought. All heaven
and earth are blotted out in whirlwinds of confusion. The ground is
robed in glistening white, a new and fresh creation. At first I
thought it was the Milky Way had broken loose and fallen to earth
or that the hill-tops driven by the storm were down upon us. The
angels of the sky, robed in their rainbow garb, fluttered around like
phoenix birds. The fairies of the deep flashed forth their dragon
scales. My horse’s hoofs• slip as he stands in fear.. He moves not
though I let him fee1 the whip. My woolen robe takes on a hundred
pounds of weight, while I inside its folds thinkof Maing Yang-yang,
of how he rode his donkey in the snow and thought out verses to
relieve his hunger. How grateful is the master or the inn who dips a
glass of wine to cheer me. I take my Seat beside the cat that sleeps
upon the warm and grateful floor. Have you not seen Choo Saing’s
fine pictures of the
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snow, how on one little sheet he piles its vast creation? The willows
by the river bank are weighted down where crow-birds used to light.
The little inn has closed its door and not a breath of smoke appears.
A guest is starting off upon his cart into the wilderness. Official
duties make him pull his bridle rein so hard and twist his horse’s
nose. How grateful is his lot who draws around his ears his quilt and
floats off into common country dreams, to let the world of heat and
cold drive forward as it pleases. I too have known the world that
Cho Saing pictures and so shall ne’er forget the meanjng of his pen.
If we some day should meet, Cho Saing and I, I’d clasp his hand
and talk with him about the landscapes of the snow.
THE CAT.
BY YI CHE-HYUN
Two ears you have and two green eyes,
And claws and teeth,
And yet how rats abound and gnaw and scrape!
Why sleep? Awake, say I!
KOREAN ARTS AND CRAFTS
S. T. SMITH.
The ordinary tourist who passes through Korea has no
expectation of either seeing or finding any art treasures, and who
shall blame him, for there is no available literature on the subject.
He fully expects to satisfy all his aesthetic tastes in China and Japan.
He may have great hopes of acquiring in those countries things both
old, beautiful and unique, meanwhile he wishes to have some
souvenir of Korea.
What happens? The first bright thing that catches his eye is
bound to be some piece of furniture plastered over with lurid brass;
this he will acquire, together with some brass vessels, some pieces
of amber (imported from Germany) , and the rest of his Purchases,
should they have any pretensions to artistic value, are probably of
Chinese or Japanese origin although guaranteed to be “genuine
Korean.”
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While our rich friend is acquiring these objects which
thoroughly please him, a little old man with a wizened face and
shabby kimono, but with the eyes of a hawk for bounty, is peering
into the lumber shops in the back streets of Seoul. In his hand is a
small piece of pottery, crude in shape, of old rich glaze almost black,
from which emerges in small flocks a dull soft iron red colour of
much beauty. He breathes upon it, and polishes it with the sleeve of
his kimono, haggles much over the price, and in the end it is his
very own for 30 sen.
That same night with two or three old crony friends they
will look at that piece for hours, strange grunts and sibilant
ejaculations proceeding the while, all expressive of pleasure and
admiration.
Now what do these old cronies know? Assuredly this; any
mediocre cabinet maker can make to-morrow a better brass trimmed
cabinet than the one our friend has bought, but no potter on earth
can produce that glaze again, or give it the softness and lustre which
300 yearsof atmosphere has bestowed upon it Let us be just: old
Korean cabinet work is often beautiful, and has the additional merit
of being original, and in some instances where the useof brass is
restrained, or absent entirely, no finer cabinet work could be
imagined. The Korean connoiseur has a code of beauty by which he
judges a cabinet. Most pieces are naturally divided by a vertical line
in the center, on either side are panels of rare wood often of
exquisite grain, the nearer these match their counterparts in grain
and colour the better the cabinet.
Having truthfully described the average visitor vis à vis
Korean art, we shall now dare to tum our attention to the Foreign
Resident in Korea. Surely he has risen above the level of objects in
brass which are the.·bane of the lifeof his servants and cost in
labour and polish a substantial sum every year? But let us face the
facts. With all his opportunities, with two excellent museums in
Seoul, often assisted by a real affection for the Korean and all things
pertaining to the country and its history, in the majority of cases he
has acquired very little more in knowledge’ or possessions than the
tourist obtains in a few
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days. Lamentable as this may be, the cause of it is only in part a
want of taste and the trained eye and I am inclined to think arises
from a spirit of cock suredness which reiterates ad nauseam “there
never was much in the way of art in Korea, and what skill the
Koreans·once had is entirely lost; any thing pretty that is old
probably came from China.” The writers of the standard books on
Korea in English were hard put to fill up even a brief chapter on Art
and with the small amount of knowledge and examples available at
the time of writing the only wonder is that they did so well; but it
must never be forgotten that they have told us practically nothing.
Dr. Allen in his very readable book “Things Korean” is an exception
to the general run of authors on Korea and tells the following
interesting anecdote which I take the liberty of quoting. He is
speaking of the now famous Celadon Pottery of the Koryu Period.
“On the occasion of my having saved the life of the Prince as
mentioned in another chapter my services were rewarded by the
presentation of a small piece of this ware. It was brought to me in
great state by a retinue of palace runners and when the handsome
lacquer box was taken from its silken wrappings and found to
contain a little gray bowl, carefully packed in cotton wool, my
amazement must h.ave been quite evident, for it took much difficult
explanation before I could be made to realize that this was the most
highly prized article the Korean court could present to me. Perhaps
my expectations had been raised too high; at any rate it seemed at
the time absurd that my three months of arduous and perilous work
were only prized at the price of a litlle empty bowl of what seemed
to me to be quite ordinary China ware.”
It may be of interest to add, that after the Doctor’s eyes were
opened he used his unique opportunities to make a rare collection of
Korean objects of art, probably the first of many similar collcctiens
which from time to time have left these shores for America. The
artistic world of America has always taken a keen intetest in Korean
art and one hopes that one of the curators of the many museums
there, which have good Korean collections, will sbortly publish a
much needed book on the subject.
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The last ten years has greatly increased our knowledge of
the subject in hand and the chief credit is due to the admirable work
of the Japanese Government and the many officials and private
gentlemen amongst them, whose research, taste and love of the
antique has done so much for those who care for these things and to
whom we heartily render our thanks. During the last ten years the
graves have opened their mouths and disclosed to our wondering
eyes a new world or art and beauty. Under the Korean regime it was
not only criminal but a heinous offence to exhume an old grave.
This explains the rarity and value of·the little grey bowl in the
preceding anecdote. Now what was so rare is comparatively
common, and genuine specimens of Korean Celadon can be
acquired by persons of moderate means.
The many excavations. up and down the country have
shown us first of all the civilization of the primitive dwellers of
Korea. There are the usual remains of the stone age, comprising
axe-heads, domestic utensils, swords, daggers and arrow heads.
These finds might belong to any primitive people and attest the
universality of the race.
This age was followed by a period which promises great
things for future research. The leamed Dr. Munro has discovered in
South Japan many remains of a people who used iron and bronze
and whom he thinks undoubtedly reached the shores of Japan from
Korea. The evidence for this is, in the main, the fact that the
excavated remains of pottery and bronzes are exactly the same in
both Japan and Korea. Perhaps this peculiar pottery so hard in
texture and vigorous in shape was made especially for mortuary
purposes. But what fills one with great astonishmen is the strong
family likeness of these vessels to the remains of early civilization
found on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea .
At a later stage I shall have occasion to strongly emphasize
the remarkable traces of Greecian Influence in the remains of the
Silla and Koryu Periods in Korea. The invention of the potter’s
wheel conferred more benefits on humanity than most other great
and early blessings of civilization. But there are pots and vessels
often brought to the light in these days
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which are anterior to the introduction of the potter’s wheel into
Korea. The clay was moulded by hand in a string bag and the vessel
may have been baked in the sun or in a rude form of kiln. The shape
is naturally uneven and the marks of the string. are incised on the
outside of the vessel. Who realizes today how important pots and
pans are to human life and comfort? Not the least valuable lesson to
be acquired from Defoe’s “Robinson Crusoe” is the order and
number of the primary essentials of life. You may remember that his
struggles to make and successfully bake some pottery vessels
exercised his inventive faculties more than any other problem that
he was called upon to solve in his isolation. We may hopefully
expect that future research and excavation will reveal much
information as to the early settlers in Korea and greatly help
towards the solution of the problem of the origin of the Koreans,
and I am convinced that it is along these lines of research that future
students of this fascinating subject will pursue their enquiries. The
evidence of language and the testimony of history being insufficieht
by themselves “truth must again flourish out of the earth.”

KOREAN EDICT AGAINST CHRISTIANITY.
(ISSUED IN THE 5TH YEAR OF HON-JONG, 1839).
His Majesty says, Alas for our times! That which God
(Ch’un) gives us is our nature. The Book of History says,
“Almighty God (Whang-sang-je) gives conscience, a something that
pertains to every man. These two, nature and conscience, come
from one and the same source. He whom we call Ch’un is Sang-je
(God). Ch’un expresses His existence, and Sang-je His attributes
and power. In one case we read that he gives life, and in another
conscience. This does not mean that we can hear His audible voice.
In the law that governs His affairs , the two primal elements have a
part, and in the changing of the seasons all things live and grow.
Man has had conscience given him that he may recognize
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the Four Virtues, love, kindness, courtesy, and tact. Among men
there are the Five Relationships that pertain to father and son, king
and courtier, husband and wife, age and youth, and friend and friend.
These are all fundamentals, things inherited, not made by
man. So we read, “When God (Ch’un) created the universe he gave
to each created thing its particular nature.”
In following the natural laws, therefore, we obey God, but in
running counter to them we disobey Him. So then in our
acknowledgment of God (Ch’un) and in our service of Him we
cannot but obey the Four Virtues and the Five Laws of Relationship.
Since the days of Pok-heui-si, Sillong, Yo and Soon, men
who have served God (Ch’un) with all the heart, and done His will
with reverence and fear, have had only the Four Virtues and the Five
Laws of Relationship to govern them. Our great master Confucius
regarded the ancients as his spiritual parents. Till the days of the
Song Dynasty, those who understood God’s law, and taught it to the
people, had only these precepts to guide them. Any departure
whatever from them was regarded as heresy, how much more this
dark and deceitful religion that comes to us from beyond the
borders; and that has no place in the Sacred Books?
There are laws in the state that demand the life of any one
who practises these things! This is what we mean by the king’s rule
that guards his people against error .
Alas for our times! Our country was once a land of
enlightenment, blessed from past ages with good customs and
sound teaching that have long endured. Our great and holy
father, at the appointment of God, set up this kingdom and made
known the principles of religion, taught the people and exalted the
sayings of Confucius.
Good kings of the past and their children never ceased in
their efforts to warn the people to fulfil the will of God (Ch’un) so
that blessings might ever attend them. There have been born to us
great numbers of upright literati, with noted ministers, and even the
common people have been greatly blessed. In the homes the
teachings of Confucius have been revered,
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and from house to house the doctrine of the Songs has been made
our own. Men renowned for loyalty and filial piety and women for a
virtuous and faithful life have abounded. The ceremonies that
attended marriage, mourning, and sacrifice have been faithfully
observed. Scholars, farmers, manufacturers and merchants, each in
his own way has lived and done his part, one helping th, e other to
better ways, so that the state might be blessed thereby.
Now our King Chung-jong, a man, blessed with the mind of
God (Ch’un), and with all the gifts of the many kings who have
preceded him, was a scholar and crowned with the grace of kingship,
and yet he was pestered with abominable creatures like Seung-hoon,
who purchased every sort of western book that he could lay his
hands on, calling them Ch’unjoo-Rak (The Religion of God).
Wholly unauthorized by any use in the past, with all manner of
subtlety and in a way no Sage ever thought of, this cult increased
and grew so as to deceive and fascinate the people, till it brought
upon us a world of barbarians and wild beasts.
King Chung-jong seeing this and fearing what the end might
be, severely punished the leaders, but the leaders only, letting the
others go free in the hope that their love of life might induce them
to turn to a better way. He could not possibly have shown more
leniency. Even swine and monsters of the deep, yes owls and
wolves, would have been moved by this to repent, but these people,
having lost all conscience, and being incapable of reform, continued
till the year sin-yoo (1801) when they were dealt with according to
their evil ways.
People of shallow judgment have helped on these evil
doings; while the ignorant masses have been carried away by them.
Even ministers of state have been known to frequent its groups; and
homes where the ancient Classics used to be studied, have fallen
victims as well. Thus even the literati have shared its unholy
practices. Cho Moon-mo (a Chinaman) with his, hair cut, and
disguised as a native, has travelled about our markets. Sa Yang, by
letter, attempted to call for foreign men-of-war to aid him. Such evil
acts and unseemly deeds have grown rampant.
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If King Soon-jo and the Dowager Queen Chung-soon had not dealt
with these hobgoblins by axe and hammer, and destroyed them
utterly, there is no saying what would have been the end for state
and people.
Alas, now forty years have passed, and the laws against
them have fallen into disuse, while the evil has increased and grown.
Evil spirits and reptiles ever hiding their shadows, sowtheir
obnoxious seeds, and rebels against the state go here and there
under assumed names. They learn foreign languages for the sake of
filthy lucre, and harbour foreigners in their midst not only once but
many times. This poison has reached the farthest limits of the land
and the days we· live in are worse even than 1801.
I, humble though I be, following in the way of my fathers
and my beloved mother, cannot but use the power that God has
given me to stamp it out. Though I cannot expect to reform or
restore souls utterly darkened by it; or to rescue those hopelessly
tangled·in its toils, who go forth indifferent to death, still, as the
parent of my people, I cannot but feel for them a sorrow of hearl
and deepest commiseration.
I have heard tha if you punish people without definitely
letting them know their faults, you will raise keen resentment. I
intend, therefore, to take up the matter of this evil item by item, and
show its wrong, scatterthe facts among the officiaIs, and people of
the eight provinces, so as to have them understand fully. Give your
closest attention to this I pray.
Alas, those who believe in this religion say, “Our teaching
means the worship and service of God (Ch’un).” Now the worship
and service.of God is something that is right and true; but their way
of worship consists only in forgiving sin and dispensing their socalled love. By their acts they really insult God (Ch’un) and
dishonour His Name. Our idea of service, on the other hand, is that
we follow the Four Virtues and the Five Relationships which show
forth God’s purpose and will. One can see without further
explanation the difference between the two.
He whom they call Jesus, we cannot understand. Was
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he man or evil spirit? Is the whole story concerning him true or
false? His followers say that he was in the beginning God (Ch’un),
and that he came to earth, that he died and that he again ascended
and became God Almighty (Ch’un-joo), the ruler of all men and
things.
In essence, Ch’un (God) is without sound or smell, while
man has a body and all that goes with it. It is impossible that man
should ever be God or that the two shou1d be united. The statement
that God (Ch’un) had come down to be a man, and that the man had
gone up again and become God (Ch’un) is surely the limit of
absurdity, intended to deceive people and lead them astray. Think
this over I pray you. Is there any such statement in all history?
Alas! if you had no father how could you be born, and if no
mother who would bring you up? Tbe desire to repay one’s parents
for all their kindness will always remain the base of every religion,
but these Christians say, “The parents of the body are only parents
of the body, but the priest of God (Ch’un-joo-ja) he is the parent of
thesoul.” We should, therefore, love him and not them, and so they
cast off their parents. How can men ever harbour such a gross view
as this?
The law of sacrifice is the grateful acknowlegment of all that
parents have done, so that they are viewed by the filial son as still
alive and not dead. This is a most natural thought for men to have;
but these Christians destroy the tablet and do away with sacrifice
altogethet, saying that the dead know nothing. If this be so what
about the soul then that they talk of? Their statements, head and tail,
do not agree but are most inconsistent.
The tiger is a wicked beast, put still even the tiger knows its
parents and its offspring. Even wolves and sea monsters have the
spirit of sacrifice to God. These religionists though they have heads
that are round and heels that are square are not equaI to the brute
beasts. Who would dream that man could lose his conscience to
such a degree? The law of right as relates to the Superior Man can
never be done away with from the eart h.
These people talk of priests and pope. This is not only
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like the barbarians with their chiefs but like ordinary robber bands.
It is like taking away the power by force from the officials of the
land. They do not recognize the authorities that exist, and desire to
do away with every law of the state. How could you possibly think
of greater confusion and disorder than this?
The very dual principle in nature points to our parents, a
proof that can never be denied. The fact that these men do not marry
is an exceedingly fooliah thing, and yet they claim Special virtue on
account of it. Those of this faith have no law that governs the
separations of the sexes, but mix in a way most disorderly. If we
ceased to marry, where would the race be? And if we mixed as they
do the fundamental principles of life would disappear. If we deny
both king and father what meaning would there be in talking of
husband and wife? All such names as “Holy Mother,” “Spiritual
Father,” “Baptism;” “Confirmation” but add to the general
confusion. It is like the tricks of the spirit of the fox, the witchwoman, the sorcerer· or the charmer, who pretend to cure, exorcize
spirits, and deceive the people generally. How can any man with the
slightest grain of common sense ever let himself be so led away?
Words like Heaven and Hell are weighty and they can easily
sway the mind. But such are like the statements of the Buddha—old
and decayed. They have been explained away from long ages gone
by, so that nothing remains to be said by anyone. Who ever set such
ideas in motion I wonder? In a word it is all a lot of nonsense.
Though these people are born like others, fashioned in the same
mould, and have parents and relations just like the rest of us, yet
they would throw all th.ese away, give up the fundamental laws, and
seek their happiness in an imaginary world full of uncertainty. This
surely is a case of blind infatuation.
There is, however, a law by which blessing can be won, as
the Book of Poetry tells us:
“To be one with the Divine Will (Myung) is the way to win
fulness of blessing.”
Also it says:
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“The good man of sincere and upright life will find blessing
and peace of soul. To be one with the Divine will means to be in
accord with natural Law. A change of mind means a departure from
the right way, and this comes from a selfish desire for worldly gain.”
One can see from these that there is a way by which blessing
comes. To do otherwise, even though we seek blessing, will only
bring trouble.
I have heard that Jesus died a most terrible death. One need
only to look at that to see whether blessing is the true result of his
teaching or not. They do not say, See how terribly he died, but they
regard his terrible death as a source of joy. They have no fear of the
sword, saw, or cangue but account them an honour. This is like
being drunk with wine, or insane beyond the hope of recovery. Such
a state of mind can only be due to gross stupidity or madness. Dear
me! Alas, alas for our times! If this were a great and enlightened
religion how is it that its teachings only propagate themselves in the
dark and hidden corners? Why should men be called by whistle to
meet in lonely places in the hills? Those who meet thus too, are
outcasts, reprobate, evil doers, rebels, thieves, adulterers, calling
themselves Christians. With all their insidious titles they go about
hiding their heads and covering their tails.
They are like the Yellow Turban Rebels or the White Lotus
Band, and yet they are people who have been born and brought up
in this land of ours. Our religion, based on the Four Virtues and Five
Principles, has come down to us from the times or the Fathers, and
has been taught by all our teachers. On what possible ground could
this be set aside for any religion that comes to us from ten thousand
miles from beyond the sea? Yet they think it sweet, caught as they
are in its toils.
Alas those who have become thoroughly soaked in it are
dead and gone, as their sins deserve. What plans this group has
hidden away or how far their influence extends who can
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say? The dead, who have already died, are not to be pitied, but those
who live must certainly change their ways or join them. They are
my children, and I cannot but meditate on how to lead them from
darkness to a place of light. I now make known my whole heart, not
my words only but the Words of God. From ancient times these
things have been taught by the Sages. Be careful I beg of you my
people, my ministers. As a parent teaching his child, or an older
brother one younger, I address you. Study how to lead these people
away from their place of danger, and those, not wholly dead, urge
and counsel. Those who will not listen let them be destroyed as a
warning to the world so that this evil may never show its head again.
Will this not be well?
Mencius says, “If you follow the Sacred Books you will
prosper with no evil to disturb you.” Let your actions be such as
will show forth your filial piety, reverence, loyalty and faith. Let the
Sacred Books be studied till you know them all, the Books of
History and Poetry, the Book of Changes, the Book of Ceremony.
To give up the religion we have, to throw overboard the teaching of
the Sages and do contempt to the great who have gone before us, let
it not be. Let us, literati and officials honestly, all together, follow
the truth of God and His laws, and then, as a natural consequence,
we shall prosper; the evil too, that is. amongst us will likewise
disappear. Men will be moved by it to awaken, to repent and come
back to the right way.
Alas, the book of History says:
“The sins or the people are due to the king.” This evil
religion’s getting such a hold is due to my darkness of soul and lack
of knowledge. I have only to reprimand myself. Thus the sorrows of
the people fall back on me. My anxious thoughts go out to those
beneath me, their comfort, their supply. How much more should I
not think of the life of my subjects and their religious views, and as
to whether they become a good people or wild beasts. This is my
greatest care. I beg and implore in tears and with a broken heart.
19th year of To-kwang, 10th moon, 18th day.
(November 24th, 1839),
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ANTI FOREIGN TABLET. W. CARL RUFUS.
Permission was obtained from Mr. T. Okuda, the interesting
and obliging Curator of the Kyungju Museum, to photograph one of
Tai Won-kun’s anti-foreign tablets, now on exhibition back of the
Museum. He also brought a box and assisted in finding stone
wedges to build a temporary mount for our photographic apparatus,
which consisted of an old 3¼ X4¼ Kodak.
The following translation we believe faithfully gives the
intent of the inscription. Students of Chinese may get the meaning
directly from the picture.
WHEN FOREIGN SAVAGES INVADE THE LAND, WHOEVER
DOES NOT FIGHT AGAINST THEM, WHOEVER MAKES PEACE
OR GIVES THEM QUARTER, THAT MAN IS A TRAITOR TO HIS
COUNTRY.
I WARN MY DESCENDANTS FOR TEN THOUSAND YEARS.
MADE IN 1866. ERECTED l871.

CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the October number.)
VII. PARTINGS ARE SAD.
Thus were his prospects as he made his way slowly to
Choonyang’s home. At this moment Choonyang was working at an
embroidered purse that she intended giving to Dream-Dragon; so
she met him with a delighted expression saying, “I’m so glad to see
you, but why have you come so late today? What is all the
commotion about at the yamen? Have guests come? I see anxiety
written between your eyes. There are marks of tears on your face
too. Are you ill, or were you scolded? Tell me please, what is it?
Has your father heard of you and me and stormed about it?”
“Stormed? What do I care for a scolding or a beating either
compared with this?”
“What does your trouble mean, my love?” asked Choonyang.
“They say letters have come from your home in Seoul. Has word
come that some of your relatives are dead?”
“Dead? If ten thousand of such relatives as mine should die
my eye wouldn’t moisten a wink.”
“Then what is it? Tell me, I am anxious.”
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“The Governor has tumbled out of his place,” said
Dream-Dragon. Choonyang gave a start. “What, has His Excellency
slipped and fallen?”
“Pshaw!” said he, “Why do you take me so? If he should fall
and hurt himself all he would have to do would be to put on a
plaster and get well; but to be required in Seoul as a Board Secretary,
that’s what I mean, and he has to leave to- morrow.”
Choonyang heard this and said, “Oh that’s just what I’ve
always wished. I shall go to Seoul. Truly I always wanted to. Is it
really so that you are going?”
The Young Master was speechless.
“I hate the sound of it, I shall die,” said he.
Choonyang again, in wonder, said to him, “What do you
mean? Tell me. His Excellency has been promoted. Is it because
you are so happy and glad that you cry? Or do you fear that I will
not be willing to accompany you? The wife must follow the
husband, that’s the law of God you know. Of course I’ll follow, why
be anxious?”
The young man said, “Please listen to me. If I could take
you with me I should be so glad and you would be glad, we both
would be glad, but the Governor’s ideas are that if a son of the
aristocracy, before his regular marriage, takes a concubine from the
country, and it gets noised abroad, his name will be cut out from the
family register, and he’ll not be able to share in the household
sacrifices. That’s my difficulty.”
When Choony:tng heard this her pretty face became scarlet,
then pale, and her eyebrows unbended into a line of deadly
consternation. Her foot caught in the edge of her skirt and it tore.
She tossed away her handmirror, dropped upon her knees and began
to cry. “Is this what I am, a cast-off bride, what use has she for
mirrors? Alas, alas, am I thus, what use now to dress and be neat?”
Then she drew close up to Dream-Dragon and said, “What do you
mean? What have you said? A concubine? Why such terrible words
to me? When you sat there and I here what was the promise you
made me? ‘Till the trackless sea become a mulberry field, and
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the mulberry field become a sea, let us swear never to part. Was it
not so? Now you will go to Seoul and marry again with some wife
prettier than the pitiful one you left. You will study and after
graduation ride on the high wave of popularity. Not even in a dream
will I be thought of, and our decision to live and die together will
have faded away forever. So it comes that I am not to go and you
are to leave me. I must not live out the watches of this night. I must
die. lf you are to leave me please take my life before you go, or if
you let me live let me accompany you. Please let me go too, please
let me go too.”
The Young Master was speechless.
“Don’t cry,” said he “don’t cry. Even though I go I am not
going forever, and while away I shall never, never forget you. Let
not the fire of even this brazier melt your determined purpose to
wait, till we meet again.”
All this time the mother-in-law·, like a monastery cat
doubled up was sleeping comfortably on the warm floor of the inner
toom, when she heard a commotion of words and a sound of crying
from the room opposite. She got up and said laughingly to herself.
“They are having a lovers’ quarrel yonder.” She arose in a loosely
dressed and dishevelled way and forcing open the door came out on
tip-toe, and listened at Choonyang’s window. To her amazemcnt
they were saying good-bye to each other, at which she gave a
sudden start of alarm. “It is parting from each other that they
evidently mean,” said she to herself.
She hurried back, finished dressing, and then opened the
shutter with a bang, and with a loud cough said, “Ha, ha, what are
these tears about? I couldn’t sleep for your noise. The folks in the
village will be kept awake. Why are you crying? Think of it, a girl
of your age at midnight making a row like this! No thought of your
mother or of outside people! Are you possessed, what is it? You
have no father but do you want to kill your mother too, that you act
so? What kind of behaviour is it after all the classicsand teachings
of the Sages that you have read and studied? What are you crying
about?”
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Choonyang had gathered her skirt over her face and was
choked and speechless, while tears rained from her eyes.
“The Young Master says he is going away,” said she. “Going
where?” inquired the mother.
“His Excellency has been promoted and ordered back to
Seoul, and so he is leaving.”
Choonyang’s mother gave a wild laugh and said, “Child, the
opportunity of a lifetime! If the Young Master is lucky it means
distinction for you and for me, so why cry? If he leaves right away,
I shall not be able to follow at once, but you can go with him. In
going you need not go ahead but keep behind five lee or so, meeting
at night but journeying separate during the day. Is it because that
you are not to be with him during the day as well that you upset the
hours of this night? When I was young I was separated from my
husband as much as fifty days at a time. Why cry? I’ll sell the things
little by little and follow you.”
Choonyang replied, “The Young Master doesn’t intend to
take me.” “Why won’t he take you?” demanded she, “Did he really
say so?” “I did say so,” said he.
“What do you mean?” demanded she, “Did you say you
wouldn’t take her?” she screamed.
“But really now mother, just listen! When a son of the
aristocracy, while his hair is still plaited down the back, takes a
concubine from the country, the rumor of it endangers his reputation,
and he cannot share in the sacrificial ceremonies. So while we
regret it for the present, we shall just have to stand by our
agreement for the future.”
When the mother heard this her black face grew fiercely red
and pale by turns; she caught her skirts about her and jumped up
and down, while she said to Choonyang, “If Dream-Dragon goes
whose affection will you work for next? Die, you wret:ched
creature!” She gave a leap forward, took her seat square in front of
Dream-Dragon and said, “You son of a rascal, you, I’ve got a word
to say to you. Have you found any fault in the conduct of my
daughter that you treat her thus? Has she grown ugly?
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Is she refractory or disobedient? Is she loose in life or impure?
What is there about her at which you find fault? A gentleman never
puts away a faithful woman except for one or the *Seven Reasons.
Don’t you know this? You have gone here and there on the still hunt
until you found my daughter, and then without cessation, day and
night, you professed your delight in her. Now, behold you want to
throw her away. After the gossamer webs of springtime have. been
swept aside by your ruthless hand, and the flowers and leaves have
fallen, what butterfly ever returns to visit the faded remains? My
daughter’s pretty face, once that the day of youth has been marred,
will grow·old and white hairs will follow. One’s day never comes
twice. Do you not think of this, you wretch!”
She gave a wild spring, and took a grip of him with her teeth.
Fortunately, for him, she had lost her front incisors early in life, so
that her bite was but a savage pinch, and did no special harm.
The young. man was scared clear out of his wits. “Look here,
mother,” said he, “I’ll take her, I’ll take.her. I’ve thought of a way .
I just now remember that I have a tablet-chair that goes along,
immediately ahead of me. I’ll put the tablet in my sleeve-pocket,
and Choonyang inside the chair. Others seeing it will think it is the
tablet, they will never think ef Choon-yang. I know of no other way.”
Choonyang heard this and said, “Mother, please go to your
room. He has his reputation to uphold and is in difficulties. Please
think of that and do not speak so. Go to your room, won’tyou.”
VIII. RESIGNATION.
After sending her mother away she turned to him and said,
“So you are going. Over your long journey of a thousand lee I shall
think lovingly of you still. Through the dust and the rain and the
falling of the night how tired you will be. You may be ill too, but
cease to think of me please and go in peace.
*Seven Reasons. These grounds for divorce in the Orient are-Childlessness; 2. Wonton Conduct 3. Neglect toward Husband’s Parents; 4.
Shewishness; 5. Robbery or Thievishness; 6. Jealousy; 7. Malignant
Disease.
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When you reach the capital the pretty dancing-girls of all the happy
homes of Seoul will play to you and you’ll soon forget a poor little
creature like Choonyang, whose fortunes forsook her and who was
left to die. What is she to do I wonder?”
Thus she sat and cried bitterly till Dream-Dragon was struck
blind and speechless. “Don’t cry, don’t cry,” said he,”I am not going
away for long. I’ll not forget you. Don’t you know the line from the
Classics that reads. ‘My husband went to far-off Sokwao, Qll duty,
while I stayed in the Oh kingdom.’ The husband in Sokwao and the
wife in distant Oh, thought of and loved each other till they grew
old in years.
‘And how far was the way to Kwans in a for the distant
pilgrims, while the faithful women dug lotus roots in the grim days
of cold and loneliness waiting for them.’ They dug the roots and
thought thereon. After I have gone to Seoul, when the moon shines
through the silken window do not think of the thousand lee that lie
between us, or that I shall find other attractions, for I shall be
thinking of you only. Do not cry,·do not cry. In the haste of the
journey I go, but I shall soon return.”
The Young Master then set out for the yamen and after
salutations had been made to his father, he was hastily ordered to
saddle his donkey. He rode out to the Five Mile Pavilion, said goodbye to.all the servants and retainers, and rode quickly away. Again
he reached Choonyang’s house, which he once more entered. Her
tears were like the dew-drops on the petal, and her accents like the
calling of the nightingale among the shadowy branches. He rushed
in and put his arms about her. “Don’t cry my love, don’t cry,” said
he. But she withdrew from him saying, “Let me go, please. You sit
yonder. I don’t wish it, let me go.”‘
There being no help for it he gradually released her, and so
they sat apart, opposite to each other. Choonyang, realizing that it
was in all probability a final parting, spoke thus: “Through tears are
eyes of tears; broken hearts greet broken hearts. The willow catkins
by the river have no power to bind my husbaud to rne. After the
short sweet days of springtime, the glory of the season goes its way,
and my husband
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with it. Partings, partings, alas for partings! When once spring is
over there is an end to bloom and blossom. The distant trees and
river absorb all one’s store of love and bear it to forgetfulness. A
thousand miles into the distance, so he recedes from me and is gone.
The fleeting glories of the three moons of springtime accelerate his
parting. In the rain and winds of Makweiyok the King of Tang bade
good-bye to Kweepee. Great ones of earth have had to.say farewell,
and hopes have dissipated like sunshine before the clouds and wind.
The wild geese of springtime have to say farewell. All these are sad
but was there ever so sad a one as mine? Parting seems to say ‘Let
us die’ and yet the bright sunshine says ‘Let us live.’ What shall I do?
What shall I do?”
“Don’t cry,” said Dream-Dragon, “I’m going to Seoul just
now, and when I pass my examination I’ll come and get you, So
don’t cry, but be happy.”
He took from his silken pocket a little mirror and gave it to
Choonyang, saying, “A gentleman’s heart is honest as a mirror, in a
thousand years it can never change.”
Choonyang took it, then slipped a ring from her finger and
gave it to him saying, “A little crystal ring, a plaything of my
girlhood; please wear it at your belt for me. Let its unchanging
nature, and its enclosing circle stand for a husband’s faithful and
enduring love.”
The Young Master said, “Yes, yes, now don’t be troubled,
keep well and strong and I’ll come back to get you next spring.”
At this moment Choonyangs mother, thinking of the parting,
dazed and stupefied came in. She refused to eat and like a cowbeast afflicted with distemper thought only of her misery. Helpless
to do anything she came in and said quietly, “Please, Young Master,
I am fifty years old and more, and I bore that girl when I was well
on in life. I reared her as though she had been· a jewelled treasure. I
prayed to God about her, prayed tothe *Seven Stars about her;
prayed to the
*The Seven Stars. The Big Dipper, a special object of worship in
the East. Connected with most of the Buddhist Temples will be found a
little shrine to this divinity.
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*Nahan; prayed to the †Three Spirits; prayed to the ‡Merciful
Buddha; sacrificed to the §Dragon King; sacrificed to the Mountain
Spirits with all my heart even till to-day. Thus she grew and thus we
won our place in life. I longed for a fitting companion for her and
home’s joys and happiness, when beyond all my dreams and
expectations came the Young Master and prayed me earnestly for
this union. My mind was dazed and my sight turned from me, so
that I gave permission, and now my precious child meets with this
awful fate. Better out with her eyes and her tongue and cast her to
the dogs. Like a fallen gate will she be; like a shot arrow spent and
done for. There is no use in gettiug angry or fighting the fates I
suppose. A fallen wornan of earth, a fallen woman of hell, old and
wrinkled shall she grow. Her fate is sealed at such a parting as this,
at the sight of it my soul would yield up the ghost. Who can stop the
endless waters of the river, or make to halt the sun that falls behind
the Oxen Hills? What kind of heart could let you go so coldly, or
what love could ever thole to cast her off? Don’t think of mother or
wife, but go peacefully. One thing I want to charge you with. I am
now in age half a hundred and to-day or to-morrow, I don’t know
when, I shall die and pass away. Please don’t forget Choonyang. If
you’ll stand by her and your hundred year agreement, in the
¶Yellow Shades of the world to come •I’ll ‘bind the grass’ in
grateful favour for your kindness.”
*Nahan. These are the cannonized disciples of Buddha,
†Three Spirits. These are the three supreme deities supposed to preside over
childbirth.
‡The Merciful Buddha (Amida)． This is thought by many to be the Orient’s
interpretation of Christ.
§The Dragon King. The God of rain and water.
¶The Yellow Shades. One of the names for Hades or the next world.
• “Tie the grass.” Wi Kwa, a Chinese general of the 6th century B. C., was asked
by his father when dying to take to wife the father’s favorite concubine, a most
unusual request and yet one that he carried out in order to prove himself a filial
son. Later on in a campaignhe defeated his enemy, and when the commander tried
to escape, a spirit suddenly appeared and tied the long coarse grass so firmly in
front of him that he was tripped up and captured. At night the spirit appeared to
him and said, “I am the father of the woman whom you faithfullymarried, and so
have tied the grass to reward you.”
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Thus she wept though theYoung Master ordered
refreshments brought, but she refused to eat. She stifled the mighty
sobbing of her soul which moved her spirit almost unto bursting.
Choonyang too wept, but quietly, while the servant girl Hyangtanee
covered her face with her frock and cried with all her might.
The Boy hearing this and panting for breath said, “Look
here, master, this is a bad affair. Why do you part in this long drawn
out fashion? Just say Good-bye and Good luck to you, give a smile
and be done with it. What sort of parting is this any how when all
one’s bones are melted. Her Ladyship, your Mother, has already got
far ahead on the road.”
The Young Master then awakened to consciousness
embraced his mother-in-law and said, “Mother, I’m going, don’t cry
but keep up heart. Choonyang, I’m going, don’t cry, stay by your
mother, and keep well. Hyangtanee, good-bye to you.”
Then he mounted his horse, “Good-bye Choonyang!”
With one hand Choonyang held the gate and with one held
to him. “My dear Young Master, on the long dusty road and through
the weariness of the way close your eyes early for sleep and wake
refreshed in the morning.”
“Yes, yes” said he “I’ll do so. I Good-bye.”
The Boy ran forward, gave the horse a stroke and said “Get
up.” Away it went like a flying leopard, round one spur of the hills
and then another till off into the distance like the mandarin duckbird that has lost its mate ·and skims along the river or like the
white gull over the wrinkled waves of the sea, on he went past the
winding at the foot of the receding hill, and then lost he was to view
and gone.
Now Choonyang watched till he had faded in the distance
and then all hope departed from her life.
“Hyangtanee!” she called. “Yes!”
“Watch and see if·you can tell how far the Young Master has
gone.”
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Hyangtanee said in reply, “One stroke of the whip and the
miles grow apace, four strokes and he is lost.” Choonyang’s senses
depart and she sits dazed upon the matting. “Now I am hopeless, we
are parted. He for whom I cried and who cried with me is gone. His
last good-bye rings discordant in my ears. A twice eight year pitiful
girl bereft of husband, how can she live?”
Choonyang’s mother dazed and speechless bewailed their lot,
but Choonyang is a faithful daughter. She gradually stifled her own
grief and comforted the maternal sorrows. The mother seeing the
daughter’s actions ceased crying herself and made a return of kind
words to comfort Choonyang. By such unselfish actions as this it
was that she had won the happy name of Moon Plum.
When night came the Young Master stoped at Ohsoo Post
Station, unrolled his coverlets and pillow and slept alone. Then his
thoughts were all with Choonyang, for whom he longed till the tears
came! He lay and thought of her; he sat up and thought of her, and
as he thought and thought he longed and longed to see her till his
brain seemed going wild.
“However shall I live when I want to see her so?”
*Hangoo’s song for his distant mate, and Myongwhang’s burden of
a thousand lee are nothing compared to mine. He sighed sore and
deeply and when the day broke he had his breakfast, and at last
reached Seoul.
Later his Excellency and her Ladyship hearing of what had
taken place, talked matters over, and while they thought first of
sending for Choonyang, they feared that it might become an
embarrassment to their son, so they sent a servant with three
hundred yang instead saying, “Give this to Choon-Yang’s mother
and say that though it is so little, still it may help out in the expenses
of the home. After the Young Master has graduated he’ll come and
get your daughter, so don’t be anxious.
*Hangoo. He was a great giant who appeared in China about 200 B. C.
between the kingdoms of China and Han. He fought many battles but at last was
defeated by the founder of Han. Seeing that the end had come he sang the song
referred to and then committed suicide.
Myongwhang. Died A.D. 762. The unfortunate husband of Yang Kweepee.
(See Note page 418).
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Her Ladyship called for a secretary, and ordered a number of
bags of rice, some rich material for clothing, and three ounces of
gold to be given to Choonyang saying, “Take these things and give
them to Choonyang along with this pocket ornament wbich I have
worn. Ask her to wear it, and tell her that we’ll soon come to bring
her, so not to worry.”
The secretary got his orders, called the Boy and sent him
with the money, rice, clothes and ornaments, with the message from
His Excellency and Her Ladyship.
Choonyang’s mother thanked them and put the· things
carefully away, thinking of Dream-Dragon with more of longing
than ever.
(To be continued).
THE OPENING OF KOREA.
BY WILLIAM ELLIOT GRIFFIS, D. D., L. H. D.
My first interest in Korea was awakened in 1871, when, in
interior Japan as pioneer educator, I stood on the west coast and
gazed across the sea, where lay the Land of the Dawn. The bay of
Tsuruga, in Echizen, now the terminal of the railway from Tokyo
and point of embarcation on steamer for the Siberian railway to
Europe, was of old, one of the.Korean gateways into Japan. All
around were names and traditions that pointed westward like the
morning shadows towards sunset and to Chosen. There and then, I
began praying for Korea that she might be open to the gospel and to
human brotherhood.
During the four years I spent in the Mikado’s Empire, now
so extended, I sought diligently from books and manuscripts, with
the aid of Japanese scholars, to learn all I could about the people
across the sea, who lived in a hermitage, shut off from the world.
Japan herself had only recently emerged, and was no longer a
hermit nation; though inland there had taken pince very little change
in manners or customs. Indeed,
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Japan’s history, during the twelve years, from 1856 to 1868, was
wonderfully like that of Korea during the first generation after tbe
making of treaties with foreign nations.
Returning, after one year, from the interior to the capital,
Tokyo, I talked with many of the American officers who had been in
Commodore Rodger’s squadron during the naval demonstration in
the Han river, when there was fighting instead of treaty-making,
particularly the (now) Admirals Watson and Chester, Commodore
Wadhams and others. Occasionally I met a Japanese who had
visited Fusan; or some one from the legations in Peking, who had
seen the white-coated strangers from the mysterious peninsula; or, I
heard of a French missionary like Bishop Ridel, temporarily at
Yokohama.
On reaching home in America, late in 1874, I continued my
studies of Korea. I began to correspondence with the missionaries at
Mukden, especially Rev. John Ross, and with friends at various
legations as at Peking, St Petersburg, with members of the
American Geographical Society, and with travellers who at
Vladivostock, or photographers in the Transit of Venus Expedition
in Manchuria in 1866, or Frenchmen who had been with Admiral
Roze in the same year or ·Japanese who had been to Seoul with the
Kuroda treaty expedition of 1876. More particularly from Captain
Blake of the U.S. S. S. Palos and fleet-surgeon, Dr. Mayo, who had
attended the wounded Koreans and mended their shot-shattere d
bones, I learned much. At the Naval Academy at Annapolis were
not a few trophies of 1871, which I had photographed.
I began, while pastor at Schenectady, N. Y., to write my
book “Corea, the Hermit Nation,” hoping it would arouse
sympathetic interest in the penisular people. At a time when it was
hard to find photographers who knew how to make stereopticon
slides, I began collecting these and lecturing on Korea and the
Koreans. At the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia, hearing
(with doubt) that there was among the imported workmen, who put
up the Nipponese pavilion, a Korean, sick in the Hospital (founded
by Benjamin Franklin) I colled to see and comfort hin. I found my
Korean to be a very homesick Japanese.
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At the request of my friend, Dr. Charles F. Deems, pastor of
the Church of the Strangers in New York and editor of the Sunday
Magazine, I wrote an article on Korea with illustrations, which
appeared May 22, 1878, and was widely read. Many copies of this
issue were ordered by members of the Committee on Foreign
Affairs in Congress. Soon from Washington came a request to
prepare some commercial statistics and write a report on the
possibilities for trade with Korea. Dr. S. Wells Williams, who had
seen thousands of Koreans in Peking, and Mr. Hanabusa and Egi
Takata, and Dr. Charles Lanman of the Japanese Legation in
Washington, gave me some help. On the strengh of these
representations, Senator A. A. Sargent of California on March 28,
1878, by unanimous consent brought in a Joint Resolution, which
read :
“Resolved by the $enate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled :
“That the .President of the United States be, and hereby is,
authorized to appoint a commissioner to represent this country, in an
effort by peaceful means, and with the aid of the friendly offices of
Japan, to secure a treaty of peace and commerce between the United
States and the Kingdom of Corea; and the sum of fifty thousand
dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary is hereby
appropriated out of the Treasury, not otherwise appropriated, to
defray the expenses of said commissioner.”
Fortunately or unfortunately, this was the year of the great
contest between the “silverites” and the gold champions, of the
Bland-Silver Bill and of domestic politics. The issue of “silver
certificates” (a new variety of “greenbacks”) and the resumption of
special payments so filled the Congressional mind that the Sargent
resolution, to his bitter disappointment, was tabled.
However, I went on with book, lectures, and writing about
Korea. The Harpers declined the MSS. fearing pecuniary loss,
because of slight public interest in Korea; but the Scribners
published the work in October 1882. In various ways, I heard of
increasing interest in Korea. The U. S. Navy Department, with
several happy precedents of its sailor
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diplomatists, sent Commodore R. H. Shufeldt to Peking, who had
had large diplomatic experience in Cuba, and who in 1867 in the
U.S. S. S. Wachusett, had entered the Ta-tong river, to inquire about
the General Sherman affair of 1866.
Commodore Shufeldt’s letters to me showed his earnest
purpose, and after long and “watchful waiting,” he finally
succeeded, as all know, in negotiating the American treaty, under
which missionary work was begun in Korea. Unfortunately for tliis
accomplished and gallant officer, some private letters written by
him from Peking, to a friend in San Francisco, were, without his
knowledge or consent, published in a newspaper in that city, which
gave great offense in both Peking and Washington. He died some
years later, feeling the sting of what he felt was the slight or
ingratitude of his superiors, because a friend had betrayed his
confidence. Pesonally, I wonder whether his peaceful achievement
does not rank with Perry’s, and, whether his name does not, in
Korea at least, deserve a noble memorial.
For the Chautanuza series of text-books I wrote in 1883 an
outline of the history of China, Korea and Japan, and in 1884 for the
Presbyterian Board of Publication, “Korea: Without and within,”
with Hendrik Hamel’s Journal annotated.
However, though in the author’s experience pecuniary
returns from book-writing on serious subjects are only one degree
above the contemptible, and missionary biography has involved
personal financial loss, yet the rewards in other ways are often very
great. “Corea the Hermit Nation” was reprinted in England and
numerous were the editorials in the newspapers of Great Britain,
Canada and Australia, based on the information which this book
furnished. Very happy was the author to hear, from time to time, of
men and women directed as missionaries to this particular field,
because of the reading of the book. I need hardly say that few things
give more pleasure than to hear, even years afterward, from some
faithful missionary, who, in its early days, read and was influenced
by “Corea the Hermit Nation.” I believe the first missionary address
on Korea, in Northfield, at Mr. Moody’s request if not in America,
was made by the author.
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On the 27th of November 1882, I had the pleasure of
spending an evening with the Korean Treaty Commissioners, at the
Victoria Hotel in New York. It took little discernment to note, even
then, and under the veil of studious mutual external courtesy, the
bitter feud between the radicals and the conservatives, which on
their return home, was to break out in fire and blood.
I never saw the white-haired Dr. Horace Underwood, though
I was at his funeral in. Brooklyn, when I met again the “venerable”
Bishop Harris, (younger than myself) whom I knew as a young man
in Japaa in 1873. Nevertheless the college student of abounding
health and spirits and the writer, being members of the same
fraternity, were hale fellows well met, in earlier days, and l saw him
during each of his visits to America. Now, to-day, when the idea of
“apostolical succession” is so handsomely illustrated, on the most
promising of missionary soils, because of the presence of the
children of the pioneers, I need not say that I have enjoyed seeing
many of the workers for Christ from Korea. I can only exclaim,
flashed in the fire of heaven tamed by man, the initial words of the
first elecreic telegraph, chosen by Miss Ellsworth in Washington on
May 24, 1844, “What hath God wrought!”
To-day, while the birds sing around my home in Ithaca. N. Y.
(where a welcome always awaits missionaries from Korea or their
children), my thoughts, for some mystic reason, go back to a quaint
octagonal edifice in Philadelphia, of which Longfellow sings in his
Evangeline and around which I often played as a child :
“Distant and soft on her ear fell the chimes from the belfry
of Christ Church.
While, intermingled with these, across the meadows were
wafted sounds of psalms that were sung by the Swedes in their
church at Wicaco.”
Why the mental associations ,vith distance, with Korea, with
antiphons of praise?
Like Korea, this church which still echoes (though in
English) to Sabbath prayer and song has a “new name,” which is
also the old one. It is Gloria Dei!
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
(Continued from the October number.)
CHAPTER XVI. THEY WHO KNOW NO FEAR.
“Dead easy? Fool,” repeated their leader, “dead easy? Go try
it yourself. Come now, out with you, we have work to do, every one
of you—out I say,” and he delivered himself with quick jerky
commands. They were fully awake now. “What,” they asked, “has
he escaped, if so pay your own fiddler.”
“Escaped? Fools. I say we have work to do. The man is safe
enough, but the biggest fiend that has entered this hole since the
days of Confucius,” and they explained what had befallen them in
their efforts to rob their prisoner.
“Why,” said the 1eader, “he threw me out of the door as I
would throw a pebble at a bird.”
“He shook me too, but I was not ready for him,” said the
other man.
“Blessed thing you were not ready,” retorted the first with a
sneer. “If you had been, he would have shaken the life out of you.”
“He is not a man—he is a demon,” his companion replied.
“Demon? Well, he may be, but he has some of the most
serious moral convictions that I ever heard a demon possessed.
Instead of breaking our heads and running away when he had a
chance, he gave me the key and asked me to lock him in. H-a-a-a! I
would have been under the paddle had he left. I suppose I should be
grateful to him, but he has defied us, and he has fields that can be
made over into money, and the whole gang must turn out.”
“To get our heads cracked?” asked some one.
“No, no, no danger,” was the reply, ‘“you have the
imagination of a donkey. You know that we don’t fight with brute
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force when we can help it. We are gentlemen, who can smoke a
long pipe or drink a good cup of wine, but we are not so vulgar as to
allow ourselves to be mauled. We leave all that to the Christians.
Say, you there,” he called to a man near the door, “run and get that
rope we use in emergencies, and when you pass the,prisoner’s cell
do so lightly and note if .the moon is shining on the front yet—if
you should hear him snoring so much the better. If I understand the
chap, the little act of hurling us out doors did not raise a beat of his
pulse and he is already snoring like any other brute.” The man
departed to do as bidden.
“See here,” said the leader to his crew, “I noticed while I
was talking, that he had been lying down to sleep before we arrived.
He lay with his feet to the opening on the front side of the building
and his head in a direct line towards the opposite wall. The wood
pillow is a large one and supposing there were a rope with ‘a noose
to it and it should drop just beyond his head and across his chest
while he is sleeping; and then suppose some one should pull on that
rope suddenly would it not catch under his head and don’t you think
a good vigorous ptill would double that motmtain of muscle into a
heap?”
“And then?” some one asked.
“The three of you will rush in at the door and seize him, see?”
“Supposing he is not sleeping? Few people sleep when
expecting a beating the nextday.”
“If, if,” replied the speaker with impatience, “you might as
well stir a hog out of the mire as to stir some people to do anything
besides eating and drinking. I tell you, last night was the night when
he lay awake. He knew by all reason that he would be arrested. Did
not the man who brought him up say that he replied immediately
when called, and that he was fully dressed, and can’t I tell a man
when I see one. He is one of those slow blooded men who fight like
a fury one moment and forget it the next. To-night is the time he
must sleep, he has had nothing to eat since last night, and I tell you
he will sleep.”
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“I believe you are in league with the devil,” was the reply.
“Go ahead, you throw the rope and we will rush the door, but you
have got to tell us the truth—whether you have him or not.”
The leader replied with a scornful snort.
Soon the door opened and the man with the rope appeared.
He reported that the moon was just creeping down the face of the
building.
“Was he sleeping?” the leader asked.
“Sleeping? How should I know? I will go and ask him if you
say so. Did you expect me to go in and enquire, or hello through the
cracks? I heard nothing of him, and he may be dead for aught I
know.”
Presently the six compapions repaired to the building where
Mr.Kim was confined. They carried a table with them and softly
placed it beneath the window out of which Mr. Kim had gazed. The
aperture was large enough to receive a man’s hand and arm. The
leader climbed up on the top of the table and looked cautiously in
and held his face to the window a long time. .Finally turning around
softly he motioned to his comrades to bring the rope. Some one did
so and he motioned three others to go to the door and stand by to
help him. With steady persistence he worked the rope through the
aperture and coiled it up carefully in one hand. He worked the
noose up till a large loop hung from his fingers, then he gathered it
up and threw it. The aim was good and it landed. squarely over the
sleeper’s head aad without a second’s pause the rope was pulled taut.
At the first touch Mr. Kim was on his feet but the rope tightened
around his neck. At first he could not tell the character of his enemy
and swung out his arms wildly. Then his hands touched the rope and
he seized it with a mighty grip, but his head was confused and a
helplessness crept down through his mighty arms and legs and he
tottered. In vain he clutched at his throat, he heard voices at a great
distancc. The next he realized he was lying on his face, his hands
were bound behind him and his feet were tied together. Whcu he
was turned over he looked up into the face of the man whom he had
thrown from his cell two hours before.
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“Very good,” laughed his tormentor, “the second laugh is
better than the first always. You live in the north, do you, where
men wrestle with bears and tigers, but now you see we have cut
your claws. When you get out of here you may tell Grandmother
Pagoda if you like that her friend has outwitted the gigantic
preacher. Tell her that brains are worth far more than brute force and
if she would make a preacher out of me I would be the best
proposition in which she could invest.”
“Out with you now,” said one of his associates; “if you have
work to do get at it, and be done with it. If I mistake not you are still
far from that plot of land you were speaking about.”
“Quite true friend, thank you for reminding me, I certainly
had quite forgotten what we came for,” was the reply. “Now that we
have this bear fast where he cannot wriggle, we will let you and
your friends go to sleep. You can leave the rest of the work to us
according to our previous arrangement.”
“Welcome you are,” said the other. “And welcome to all you
get is my opinion,” said another; and they strode out leaving the two
men with their victim.
“We shall spend no more time in arguments,” said the leader.
“I see you and I stand on an altogether different basis as to moral
questions,” saying which he proceeded to tie Mr. Kim’s feet high up
on the wall to an iron ring that had been fastened there for that
purpose. The two men pulled at the rope till their prisoner restedd
on his shoulders .
Up to that time Mr. Kim had said nothing and the two men
proceeded as if there were nothing , expected of him. When the
victim was in place, the leader said—
“Now I want to be fair with you. I have made an exact copy
of that paper you tore up so rudely; and when you say that you will
sign it I will let you down and give you a chance; then your troubles
will be at an end as far as we are concerned. Of course, the
magistrate may have some questions to ask you in the morning.”
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He waited a moment, but as Mr. Kim said nothing, the other
man who had been holding a flat piece of plank in his hand brought
it down with a resounding blow on the bottom of one of Mr. Kim’s
feet. Again and again was the blow repeated. Nothing but Mr. Kim’s
hard breathing suggested the agony it caused him. At last weary of
his task the club was turned over to the one who had superintended
the whole matter. “Oh, yes, I see it is my turn now,” he said with
cheerful accents, “then I will tickle his feet awhile and when I am
weary be ready to take your turn again,” he said addressing his
companion, and he raised his club to strike, but pausing said,
“Perhaps, though, our friend is ready to sign that bit of paper,” and
he looked into the face of Mr. Kim. “No?— well we can keep this
up for three or four hours yet before the magistrate’s turn comes,”
and he struck the bottoms of Mr. Kim’s feet a terrific blow, then
paused. “Corne now, don’t be a fool. We could kill you here and
report that you had taken poison; men often do that you know when
tired of trouble. What say you?”
It may have been from the agony of the blows that were
rained upon his feet, or it may have been the strained position of
nearly having to stand on his head. Mr. Kim’s head grew dizzy and
he fought with himself to keep his senses. How long they beat him
he did notknow. He thought he heard voices talking as if from a
long distance, and he thought he was listening to singing in the
church and heard Grandmother Pagoda say “amen” and he himself
tried to say “amen.” When he came to himself he heard the lock
rattle on the door and saw a candle burning dimly at his side. It
fluttered a moment and went out. His hands and feet were free and
he drew himself up into a sitting position. Silence reigned
throughout the prison. He sat in an agony of pain, pain that burned
at the bottom of his feet and swept upward through his legs and
crept up his spine to his head. Then he was tormented with a raging
thirst and wondered at his weakness.
“How hard is dying, yet how easy it is to kill,” he murmured
to himself.
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CHAPTER XVII.
THE TRIAL,
Mr. Kim was led out or the dark cell into the open court
blinking and feeling his way into the strong sunlight. He limped
painfully. Presently his eyes became accustomed to the light, and he
saw in front of him the magistrate seated on the open maru ready
for the examination. The image of Buddha could not have been
more impurturbable and dignified than was the magistrate. His pig
eyes looked over fat protruding cheeks at the Christian. Mr. Kim’s
heart sank at the sight of him. On the magistrate’s right stood the
dark figure of Mr. Cho, who out of respect for the magistrate had
removed his overgrown spectacles and stood holding them in his
hand. As he met Mr. Kim’s glance he slowly fitted the spectacles to
his sharp nose and turned their moon-like surface full upon the
prisoner and gazed with nonchalance as if Mr. Kirn were an
ordinary specimen of unfortunate humanity in whom he had only
the most distant curiosity. In this tableau, Mr. Kim read his fate and
nerved himself for the coming suffering. Scattered about the court
were a score of yamen-runners, each one with his eyes fixed upon
the victim. Not all of them were naturally hard hearted, but, hunting
men was their trade and a man under the paddlc would open
avenues of gain, so they were pleased. Low comments flew from lip
to lip of these yamen leeches as Mr. Kim slowly stepped from his
cell.
“Any money?” asked one.
“No,” was the disgusted reply; “I spent the greater partof the
night trying to coax it out of him.”
“Coax, eh? caressed him I suppose,” was a bantering reply.
“Sure,” said the first speaker, “patted him on the bottom of
the feet with the soft side of a board, but he does not limp nearly as
much as the one you exhorted into liberality a day or two ago.”
“Got something,” said the other, “and I advise you to learn
of me and caress with more energy the next time. Bah! a wakeful
night, groans for music, no one to the dance and still
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a slim purse. Man, you have the back bone of a rag and the courage
of a rat. Strike hard when you strike; good blows will turn any set of
old bones into cash. Why, man, if the fellow has not ready cash, his
friends have.”
“You talk of drawing water from a rock,” returned the first;
“you may be able to do it but I don’t want to.”
“Of course we are here to perform miracles.”
“It might be blood. You forget the sages; human treatment
for criminals.”
“Ha-a-a-a!” replied the other; “beat and kill if you want to
but don’t be a sanctimonious fool!”
“You have the paddle to-day and we shall see if your
doctrine will turn bones into cash’,” was the reply. The low buzz of
voices was interrupted by a sharp command from the magistrate.
“Kneel!” said he. The order was repeated in chorus by the yamenrunners as they wheeled into a half circle about their victim. Their
attitude was a threat and their faces were full of menace.
As Mr. Kim fell upon his knees with his face to the ground
he saw a heavy plank leaning against the wall and he shuddered.
The magistrate paused, looked down a moment to make the
right impression, then extending his chin in the direction of the
prisoner called:
“Your name.”
“Your n-a-m-e!” burst from the throats of the yamen-runners
and they ended the cry with a rising inflection more blood-thirsty
than the howl of so many wolves.
“Kim-Nak-Do,” said Mr. Kim.
“You live where?”
“Live where-e-e!” was repeated.
“Rocky Ridge,” said Mr. Kim.
“Your business?”
“Your business?” was repeated with a roar.
“I preach the doctrine of Jesus,” said Mr. Kim.
“You are charged with acts of sedition,” said the magistrate,
“are you guilty?”
“Guilty-e-e?” bellowed the runners.
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“Not guilty,” said Mr. Kim.
“A lie!” exclaimed the magistrate.
“A li-i-i-e-e,” screamed the runners.
“The paddle!” ordered the magistrate.
“Pad-d-l-e-e” repeated the runners with glee.
The heavy plank was dragged from the wall and Mr. Kim
seized and bound with face downward upon it. He was stripped of
most of his clothing and the man who had boasted that cash could
be beaten out of an old pile of bones was ordered to the paddle and
comrnanded to strike. The paddle came down with terrific force.
Forty blows the magistrate ordered and the runners howled, while
the sickening thud could be heard far beyond the courtyard, heard
by a people who had long grown used to the sound—so while the
blows fell, they chatted with their neighbors over trivial things;
rattled their dishes, or cooed to their babies, indifferent to the
anguish of the man over the wall. No sound fell from Mr. Kim’s lips,
and people paused, to raise inguiry as one does when the usual
ticking of a clock stops.
Just outside the wall a would-be-purchaser of a pipe
contended with a shop keeper over the price.
“Forty cash,” said the shop keeper,
“Too high,” replied the purchaser.
“Forty, sir,” said the dealer, “cheap, too cheap. Yesterday it
would have been forty-five. Forty blows for the,Christian and forty
cash for my pipe.Lots of grit over there. Hard beating but no groans.”
“Fifteen cash,” said the purchaser.
“Preposterous,” was the reply, “fifteen cash? Impossible; my
family to support, and what with the filchings of the yamen-runners.
They say they take tole of my stand for the price of their protection.
You know they protect me as they do every one else they can lay
their hands on. Fifteen? No sir! can’t do it”
“Twenty,” counted the magistrate over the wall.
“The magistrate has named it, twenty he says; twenty it shall
be. I am a good citizen and take my orders from the magistrate. I
will not complain though I lose. Lots of grit
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over the wall; heavy beating, but no groans; tough customer; guilty
of hanging hard to his purse, won’t shell out,” and be looked
severely at his would-be customer. “Avariciousness is a terrible
crime and a man like that who won’t shell out ought to be paddled,”
he added. “Yes, twenty cash you can have it for, twenty.”
“No, not take it for twenty? What! Not for that? Why man I
was giving it to you. Eighteen did you say? Eighteen cash? Never!
Times are hard when an honest man must be beaten by all his
customers and live in fear of a beating from the magistrate. No! no!
don’t go. Here take it,” and he reached over the pipe with a sigh
more audible than came from the lips of the victim inside the wall.
“Who are the Christians? and are they wicked; you asked?”
continued the talkative merchant. “Yes, exceedingly wicked, the
magistrate says so, any man without cash is wicked and ought to be
beaten.”
Inside the wall even the runners seemed weary with the
process of the beating. With each blow there was an upward
spasmodic throw of the head, but no sound from the lips of the
suffering man. Presently he spoke in an even tone.
“What was that?” said the magistrate, and the paddle was
suspended in mid air.
“Crazy,” said the ajun, listening.
“Out with it,” ordered the magistrate. “What does he say?”
“He says,” repeated the ajun, with his face close down to the
plank: ‘He who receives you receives me and he who receives me
receives Him who sent me.’
“Now what is that,” said the magistrate sharply.
“I am the bond slave of Jesus Christ,” repeated the ajun with
his ears down to the lips of Mr. Kim. “He who bruises me bruises
Him who sent me.”
“Strike!” said the magistrate. “What does he say now?”
“He talks low,” said the man with the paddle, “can’t hear.”
“Down on your knees and listen,” came the command.
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“Ah!” said the man kneeling over Mr. Kim, “he is crazy. He
says, ‘Nomie, you are the prettiest of all the girls I know, let us
make mud houses together down by the willows, where the moss
covers the bank and the butterflies sail.’ That is what he says, Sir, he
is talking again. He says something about giving in.”
“There, I thought I would make him give in,” said the
magistrate.
“He says, sir,”continued the man, leaning over Mr. Kim,
‘You have given in Nomie, and we shall walk hand in hand in God’s
eternal sunshine, you and I, Nomie.”
“Crazy,” said the magistrate, “untie him and let him up.”
They cut him loose, but Mr. Kim did notget up.
“Up and to your cell!” they ordered, but he did not move.
Then four men seized him, and dragged him into his cell, and the
places on the cobble stones of the rough court-yard where his heels
touched were painted red.
CHAPTER XVIII
THE LAW INTERPRETED.
The magistrate’s minions stood watching the four men with
their huge burden. Among them was Chan-ding-i whose eyes
dropped from the unconscious man to the red streaks on the rough
pavement and his heart stirred as does the feelings of a man whose
nature has been satiated with cruelty. Passion was gone, greed
dismissed and something akin to remorse sprang up in his heart.
“How easy to destroy even so powerful a body,” he thought. “If he
had died, what then? Is it true that he would live afterward and then
what?” he murmured. As the burden disappeared into the prison
yard the young man shook himself and turned abruptly towards the
place where Mr. Kim had received his beating and then stared in
astonishment, for by the instrument of torture stood Grandmother
Pagoda. At the same moment the whole troup of runners discovered
her with equal amazement. She was easily recognized for all had
known her from childhood, and only.two days had passed since she
stood therebefore them to answer
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for her new faith. Chang-ding-i under the influence of his new
emotion was filled with perturbation for the safety of his old friend
and associate. He motioned her to leave.
“Hurry,” he whispered, reaching her at a bound, “hurry,
Grandmother, or there will be trouble, such trouble as you have not
seen during your seventy-seven years, hasten!” he urged again. “Go
Grandmother, the gate is open, go!”
Chang-ding-i,” said she steadily, looking him quietly in the
eyes, “I came here not to flee at the command of a lad who has
forgotten the first law of the human heart. Flee from duty?” she said,
shaking her gray head at him, “of course, what else could you think
than to suppose that I value my body more than my principles. You
must forsooth express the cowardice of your own heart; a heart that
trades in torture and murder to satisfy its own lust.”
The crowd pressed around the old lady, while Chang-ding-i,
fairlyabashed, endeavoured to shrink from her sparkling eyes.
“What does she want,” cried a dozen voices at once.
“I want,” she replied with clear precision that mingled
strangely with the quaver in her old voice, “I want to see the
magistrate. He has not called me, nor arrested me, I, therefore, wish
to stand before him a moment in speech.”
By common impulse the company of runners retired from
before the seat of the magistrate disclosing the quiet dignified figure
of the old woman. She had worn no head band and her grey hair
covered her head as a halo. Her features were wrinkled but showed
the marks of beauty and in every line was the sign of sincerity, and
from her face beamed forth a great resolve.
The magistrate had risen as soon as the beating was over and
turned to enter his office. The commotion drew his attention and he
paused and scowled down into the yard, but at first he was unable to
distinguish from among the crowd of heads the object of their
interest; directly discovering the face of Grandmother Pagoda he
called out—
“You there, Chang-ding-i? what isit? what is the matter?
what does the woman want? who is it?” then he paused with a start
and his face clouded with irritation. “What is she back
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here for? I have had enough of these Christians. What does she want?
Standing in my presence! Why isn’t she on her face in the dust?”
Chang-ding-i stepped up to the old lady and inquired in a
loud formal voice what she wanted , and then came nenr enough to
whisper.
“What mad freak brought you bere Grandmother? Get out
quick, the magistrate has drawn blood this morning and is licking
his chops for more. Tell him quick, Grandmother, that you will
make him a present of one of your small fields. You can afford it.
Don’t be a fool, dear Grandmother, save your bones and it will help
the Christians also.”
Grandmother Pagoda looked at the young man with scorn.
“Tell him,” she said, “that I have found a new law, or rather we have
found new facts, relating to the law.”
Chang-ding-i dared not delay longer and he delivered her
message.
“Law,” said the magistrate, “what has she, or any of this
pestiferous crew to do with law? I am their!aw, tell her that,” and
bis face.flushed with anger, but being a coward he was startled that
anyone should brave him with a quotation from the law.
Grandmother Pagoda heard what was said and did not need the
repetition of Chang-ding-i·, but as the magistrate had chosen to
speak in that way she waited for the young man to tell her again.
“I have found,” said the old lady as soon as she was
permitted to speak, “by diligent study of God’s word, in the course
of which our whole body of Christians joined all last night, nor did
we pause till the late cock crow this morning, that God commands
us to obey all rulers and those who have authority over us.”
“Good, very good,” exclaimed the magistrate, not waiting
for Chang-ding-i to repeat the words. “So says Confucius. I must
look into these teachings. Pity you did not learn that before. It
would have saved Mr. Kim a beating, had he read that passage. You
did well in coming, madam. You certainly have sense,” and the
runners murmured their approval.
“I beg your further clemency,”said Grandmother Pagoda.
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“I fear you have not understood my full purpose, or rather
all that the Christians have just learned in this rnatter. We are
commanded to obey the law, and we are willing to take your
commands as an interpretation of his Majesty’s law. You have
commanded concerning us that if we continue Christians you will
punish us and have hinted darkly of death to all those who follow
Christ. Now, we shall obey you. We can not give up our faith; that
would be disobeying God; but, we can come here and offer up our
lives, thereby keeping your law also, so that we shall neither break
the one nor the other. I have insisted as I am the oldest of all the
Christians in this place to offer myself first. The rest agree that this
is the true interpretation of the Scriptures and they will be along
shortly to give themselves up to the penalty demanded by the law.”
Before the astonished yamen runners could prevent it the old
woman stretched herself out on the heavy plank. “Now strike,” said
the quavering voice, “strike old Grandmother Pagoda. If I die it is
all right. Strike, that if I live I may sing and pray to Him. Why do
you wait there,”she called raising her head and looking at the
magistrate who stood too astonished to speak.
“I was bitter once because I did not understand. God has
forgiven me and I bear you no ill-will. You must keep the law and
have no choice, you must strike. Come, Chang-ding-i, strike
Grandmother Pagoda that the law may be satisfied. If it is death I
will have all etemity to sing His praise, if it is life I shall have
months, perhaps years, still to praise Him here, for He cares for me
and thinketh upou me. ‘Like as a father pitieth his children so the
Lord pitieth those who fear him.’”
“Fiends and furies!” shouted the magistrate, “out with the
old hag, drive her off! Who opened the gate for this pestifierous
brood to enter?” and he stormed back and forth on his platform.
They pulled Grandmother Pagoda to her feet and were roughly
hustling her out, when the magistrate called them to stop. “Who did
you say were coming?” he demanded.
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“The Christians,” replied the woman, “you called them up
two days ago. There were fifteen of us then, and since we learned
the law, five others joined us. They are all coming, sir, and in a few
days there will be many more.”
“Do you mean they are coming here to be punished?” he
exclaimed.
“To die,” was the quiet reply.
“If they come here, I’ll ... “ then he paused, not finding a
threat adequate to meet the case, and ended by stormlng at his
runners, “Out with her” he shouted. “That is the way you keep the
door to this place is it? Let another Christian dog in here and I will
flay you alive!” and he departed within his office with his secretary,
and Mr. Cho who followed fawningly at his heels.
Chang-ding-i found his way to the prison, where lay Mr.
Kim on the damp ground too greatly bruised to move. He crept in
softly. Mr. Kim had recovered his senses and lay 1ooking up at the
roof while his lips moved in prayer. Chang-ding-i watched him a
long time in silence, inwardly calling him. a fool, and then calling
himself a fool. “The world is topsy turvy,” he said, “and the· biggest
fools in it are the Christians.” He went out and brought in a bowl of
water and knelt at Mr. Kim’s side.
“You may not want this,” he said in his usual mocking voice.
When the magistrate gets so overloaded with wrath that he is in
danger of boiling over I see to it that there is a bowl of cold water
near at hand. A drink of water on his part has saved many a culprit a
heavy blow. It is tlte best medicine I know to cool wrath, soothe
pain, or put a tormented man to sleep. No, don’t thank me, I am not
doing it for your sake, but for mine. Come now,” he added without
giving Mr. Kim a chance to reply, “I know you would like to get out
of this at the earliest moment possible. You would be a nuisance
here. We do not want you. I will see the magistrate and will have
you thrown out on the bank here somewhere. Ordinarily I would say,
l would send for your friends to help you home if you should make
it to my interest, but I see that you could hardly stand another
beating, and too, I am tired of
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it for today, but don’t imagine that such would be the case tomorrow,
or any other time when I might have an opportunity to interview
you.”
“I also think,” replied Mr. Kim in a quiet voice, “that the
side of the road would be preferable to this.”
Chang-ding-i left and the hours passed wearily for the
suffering man. At noon some one entered and placed a small bowl
of boiled millet by Mr. Kim’s side. Twilight was again setting when
the chain on the floor rattled and Chang-ding-i entered with four
other men. They brought in a stretcher made of heavy matting
fastened across two poles. They laid it down on the ground near Mr.
Kim and then lifted him on to it. Two men with straps over their
backs bent to the ends of the poles and lifted the injured man up and
carried him out. Chang-ding-i led them through the gate down the
main road toward the center of the town. Mr. Kim breathed in the
cool air gratefully as if he had been shut away from it for years
instead of days.
“Well,” said Chang-ding-i, coming close to the stretcher,
“where do you want me to take YoU?”
“To the chapel,” was his surprised reply, surprised to see the
young man still at his side.
They deposited him on the chapel floor, and then under a
kindly impulse Chang-ding-i went to Grandmother Pagoda’s home
and told her that Mr. Kim was in the chapel. That lady ran as fast as
her ancient limbs would permit, to see her pastor. He greeted her
with his old cheerful voice. She did not stop to inquire how he was,
or where he was hurt, she had seen such cases before. She ran to
call other members of the church. When they came they examined
his bruised limbs. The flesh seemed to have been fairly beaten to a
pulp. They washed away the blood and dressed the wounds with the
simple remedies they knew. Mother Pagoda looked at the wounds
and shook her head. She knew better than any present what his
chances for recovery were.
The Christians gathered around their injured pastor like so
many children, with great love in their hearts, talking frankly of the
possibility of his recovery, and of the pain of
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enduring the·suffering. They whispered among themselves i the
corners of the chapel, then crept on hands and knees to peer into his
face and then back again to whisper. They brought Mr. Kim a bowl
of carefully cooked rice, and gathered, with delight in their faces
when he ate of it. When the usual time for the evening service drew
near Mr. Kim asked them to lift him upon the platform, and a dozen
hands respondcd with,gladness. They laid him so that he could look
into the faces of the people. He counted them, “twenty,” he said.
“Who are the new ones,” he asked. He was told their names and
thcy were brought forward and presented to him as if he had been
some great prince. They bowed reverently and he gave them words
of comfort as if they were the ones in distress and not he.
“You have not had a meeting since I was arrested?” he asked.
When informed there had been no regular gathering for worship, he
asked them all to be seated.
“Do you know what it means for us to engage in song?” he
asked, with a grave look, and he glanced enquiringly into each
upturned face.
“We know,” said Grandinother Pagoda. Then she told Mr.
Kim how she had spent the night previous with the· whole band of
Christians trying to solve the riddle of how to obey the law of the
magistrate and·also the law of God at the same time, and told him
how she had presented herself to the magistrate and with what
results. Mr. Kim smiled and tears streamed down his face.
“Brave children of a brave ancestry,” he said, “we will sing a
victory song, ‘All hail the power of Jesus name.’ You will need to
lift your voices for this is a rugged hymn and means praise only as it
is sung with delighl in the soul.” Mr. Kim started the hymn though
his face twitched with pain. Until late that night they mingled their
songs and prayers with tears and clung together with a spirit of
fervent devotion inspired by the apprehension of a terrible
separation.
At last Mr. Kim dismissed them and they insisted on
carrying their pastor to a more suitable place, but he refused to be
moved saying that if the hand of the magistrate fell on any
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he would be in a position to inform him that he was responsible for
the disobedience to his commands.
The night was silent and the sound of singing swept over the
town and reached the magistrate’s ears and he was filled with fury.
He swore by all the names that were both good and vile by which
the Korean swears that he would have the life of that preacher and
the whole obnoxious brood. Chang-ding-i was near at hand having
regarded himself as important if anything of the.character should
occur. He stood at a distlance among the servants, and muttered so
that the magistrate should overhear, “A large brood and hatching
very rapidly.”
“How is that?” exclaimed that magistrate.
“I was simply remarking to my friend, your excellency, that
five more broke shell last night and according to the noise there
must be somewhere near fifty to-night just ready to leave the nest.
They come with frightful rapidity.”
“Fiends and furies! I will kill the whole brood with one
blow,” raved the magistrate.
“They will be easy to catch,” said Chang-ding -i, having
taken advantage of a word addressed to him to step forward. I have
but to hint to them that you will allow them in the compound:and in
they will come swarming like so many hogs to the pen at night.
We.hardly have accommodations for so many, unless your
excellency would kill them off one by one as they come; though it
strikes me—” here he paused with proper deference to his master.
“Strikes you? who, or what strikes you, fool, out with it.”
“I heard of late something concerning treaty relations and
the rights of foreigners，but you know all about the law and our
international relations and I need not presume to express my
opinion,” and Chang-ding-i turned to move off till ordered .to speak
out what he had to say.
“I heard that no one had a right to arrest and punish a man
under the employ of a foreigner. I believe he is called a body
servant. But, of coµrse., I know nothing of these things. If, however,
you want to have them up for punishment they will all be here in
half an hour. I shall no doubt have. to
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bring the preacher on a stretcher,” he added as if about to execute
the magistrate’s will.
“It is like an infectious disease,”said the magistrate looking
anxiously from face to face. “How it spreads!”
“Yes, it is more like a forest fire, the more you stamp it, the
more it burns. You may stamp these out now, but unfortunately, I
fear that many have already the new doctrine and have become
infected though they have not yet joined themselves to the Church.
Then too l hear that in some sections of the country the people are
nearly all becoming Christian, and the real embarrassment is there
is no wall around such places to keep them shut in. They might, you
know, under some impulse or other come into this section,
especially as they delight to throw their lives away. I do not know as
that privilege has been granted them much at large, but if they hear
that you have killed off a large number it may delight their heart to
make this their home.”
“Out with you,” said the magistrate, “I wanted someone to
help me out of this trouble and not to offer difficulties, they are a
sinful pestilent lot “
“Pardon me, your excellency,” said Chang-ding-i, “I did not
meanto lack solicitude. No one can hold greater reverence for your
excellency and for your wisdom. If you say they are pestiferous and
sinful that is enough for me, for if the just do not know what is right,
what do so sinful creatures as we runners know?”
(To be Continued).
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The Korea Magazine
December, 1917
Editorial Notes.
IN common with all countries Korea is at present suffering because
of inflated coal prices. So great has been the difficulty that a
meeting of managers of electric companies has been held to see
whether or not relief could be obtained. Some advocated the
increase of rates to consumers, but nothing has as yet come from the
meeting. As is usually the case, the multitude of small firms and
private families are the greatest sufferers, and the ones with the least
chance of having a protest heard and heeded. There will be no
complaint if coal prices bear their proper proportion to prices in
general, but any indication of a raising of prices for the individual
benefit of producer or middle-man will be strongly resented.
THERE has been a steady increase in the amount of cotton grown in
Korea, the best returns coming from the improved grades of seed
imported from America. There is an unlimited demand for cotton
goods in the East, and the farmers in Korea not only need good seed
and modern methods of cultivation, but they also need training in
the use of commercial fertilizer and a realization of the possibilities
of their lands when intensively cultivated. The Korean farmer is a
hard worker, with long hours to his credit, but he will count as a
benefactor the one who points the way by modern methods to
double his income with no greater expenditure of brawn. Cotton
acreage is increasing, but there should be still greater increase.
There is no reason to think that cotton will displace rice as the
principal crop, but there is every reason to expect a steady increase
in the amount of land devoted to each of these crops, and especially
to look forward to the time when there will be a very material
increase in the yield per acre.
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SOME light is thrown on conditions in the shipping industry by the
report of the regular general meeting of the share-holders of the
Nippon Yusen Kaisha. There was a total net profit of 29,514,075
yen, of which 5,500,000 yen was put in the special reserve account
and 7,190,480 yen was to be used as a dividend, equal to fifty per
cent of the paid up capital stock. Other shipping companies have
almost equally favorable reports, and still there are not nearly
enough ships to carry the freight piled up on the wharves. The
abnormal price of coal can in part be attributed to these conditions.
UNDER the the heading “Religion and Royalty” The Herald
of Asia contains the following: “In a letter printed elsewhere Mr.
John Eills counsels our young men to remain true to the ideals of
our national culture instead of allowing themselves to be “semihypnotized by the things of the West.” Stated thus in general terms,
his advice looks excellent and would call for no particular comment.
Misgivings, however, crowd into our mind as we follow him into
particulars. We are especially disquieted by his apparent
endorsement of the claims of that antiquated school of thought
which tries to make the Imperial House the centre of our religious
faith as well as of our political aspirations. To begin with, it is an
open question whether the Shinto can properly be considered as a
religion. Even conceding this point, it does not follow that,
according to Shinto ideas, the headship of the Japanese nation
should necessarily imply the headship of the church. As a matter of
fact, the accepted official view strictly dissociates the Throne from
all pretensions to religious control over the people. True, certain
Shinto formalities are held at Court, but they partake more of the
nature of family ceremonials than of religious observances.
Attempts are being made by a small group of men to revive the
movement to get the Shinto accepted as the national creed with the
Emperor as its divine high-priest. Professor Kakehi, of the Tokyo
Imperial University, is the most noted champion of the cause.
Should the ideas advocated by these zealots be adopted, it would
mean a serious set back to our progress in civilization. For one
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thing it would practically mean the withholding from us of the
much valued freedom of religious worship. Another disastrous
consequence would be the weakening of the sentiment of loyalty
toward the Throne. For once the Throne is dragged into the vortex
of religious contentions, it would inevitably become an object of
hostile criticism and even active opposition from the section of the
people unable to espouse the Shinto. At the difficult juncture in our
history now confronting us, nothing would be more calamitous than
a weakening of our traditional loyalty to the Imperial family, that
mysterious sentiment born of long centuries of a common destiny
which unites the Japanese people more strongly than in the case of
any other nation. And nothing could be more calculated to
undermine this rock of national unity than to pull down the Imperial
office from its lofty pedestal of impartial aloofness to the nether
arena of religious strifes and controversies.”
POVERTY.
BY
SUNG KAN (1427-l456 A. D.)
(A great literati, though he died at twenty-nine).
I eat my breakfast cold and make off to the eastern hills, and
when night comes return to weep within my cheerless home. My
clothes are out and both my elbows show. My jar is empty where
the millet was. My children hold me by the coat and cry. Whence
shall they find their rice and needed fare? The yamen-runners come
to make me pay, and my old wife is gripped and pinioned fast. I
scale the wall and scamper up the cliff, and hide for ten long days
within the thicket’s hold. I creep and crawl amid the tangled grass.
When night comes on, the place is inky dark. Uncanny spooks sit by
to grin and whistle, while cold winds rise amid my rustling fear. I
shiver till my soul jumps from my skin. At every move I gasp and
hold my breath lest these most dreaded runners come to bind me
close. T’is not the king or his high lords I fear, but his most cruel
servants of the brutal runner band.
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A TRIP TO KYUNGJU.
W. CARL RUFUS.
“This is what I call thrilling.” Moon Sung-chan, my Korean
student secretary, held to the seat in front of us with both hands; as
the automobile for Kyungju, the capital of ancient Silla, whirled
eastward from Taiku.
“Did you ever ride in an auto before?” we enquired.
“No; but I once rode in a Chinese cart drawn by six mules. I
thought that was exciting, but it isn’t in it with a seven passenger
Ford.”
A Korean yangban occupied the front seat with the driver. In
front of us were a Japanese cavalry officer, and two employees of
the Oriental Development Company, one a Japanese and the other a
Korean. Mr. Moon and I brought up the rear with a Korean dancinggirl from Seoul, who I wrongly suspected was traveling with the
officer.
“This is a good lesson in Physics,” Moon remarked later, as
he lurched against me after a similar encounter with the demure
passenger on his other side.
“How is that?” I asked.
“We have to study the center of weight,” he explained.
We came to a bridge which prompted the question by the
eager student, “What is the longest bridge in the world?” and the
poser “How long is Cambridge?”
The next river had no bridge but we crossed safely on a ferry
poled by a single keeper and our chauffeur.
Fields of ripening barley stretched along the valley, patches
of various shades of green and yellow; also muddy paddy fields,
with here and there a one-ox plow and wooden harrow, or an
occasional group of laborers both men and women wallowing in the
mud transplanting rice seedlings to the music of a folk-lore song.
Small fields of wheat, patches of potatoes and tall green flax, helped
to enliven the checkered scene.
The two O. D. C. employees dropped off at a small village
and Mr. Moon jumped at the chance to climb over the back of the
seat and ride with the cavalry officer; who asked, jerking
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his head to the rear, “Does she belong to him?” Another mistake.
The officer then enquired her residence, destination, and why she
was traveling alone. “Oh, that is all right,” ventured Mr. Moon. “It
was not proper according to the old custom, but it is all right for the
‘new woman’ of Seoul.”
We passed a galloping one-horse buss on the way. Later we
stopped to pick up an old farmer and his daughter-in-law, then I also
climbed into the middle seat. An interesting conversation followed
on the European war, Chinese revolution and Japanese politics.
Bang! No, it was not a cannon report, just a Goodrich tire. We
dismounted, stretched our limbs, and the dancing-girl rearranged
her attire. The lumbering buss hove in view, raised a dust, and was
lost on the winding road. All aboard! Soon huge artificial hills,
resting places of Silla’s kings, rose in view and announced our
destination.
A Japanese inn-keeper accosted us in quite acceptable
English, “Come to my hotel.” We accompanied him and learned that
he had lived in America several years ago, made some money,
joined the Klondike rush, and returned a penniless wanderer.
We sent our card to the magistrate, Mr. Yang Hung-muk, a
former Pai Chai student, who called upon us immediately, kindly
offering to assist in any way to make our visit pleasant and
profitable. We explained to him that our chief object was to see the
old “Observatory” and to obtain all the information possible
concerning it. With our limited knowledge or Korean history and
literature we had found little reference to this monument of the
civilization of ancient Silla. We had heard, however, that he was an
active patron of the Kyungju Historical Society, and were confident
that his kind influence would enable us to gain access to the
findings of the organization concerning our special subject of
investigation.
He graciously offered to have the books of the society
containing reference to the Observatory sent to the hotel for our
perusal; but expressed his doubt that they contained any information
additional to the records in the Mun-hun-pi-go with which we were
already familiar.
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At our leisure during the visit the books of the society were
diligently searched and in addition to confirming historical
information previously obtained, we found three short post-Sillan
poems bearing on the Observatory, whose beauty of poetic
conception and depth of pathos are excellent.
After lunch we went to the Museum to look up and to
photograph an anti-foreign tablet erected by Tai Won-kun about
fifty years ago. The curator assured us that there was nothing of the
kind in the institution, but following a clue previously obtained we
found the object back of the main building under the trees near the
wall of the compound, A picture and free translation of the
inscription were previously sent to the Korea Magazine.
After securing the photograph we walked to the Observatory,
three li southeast of the village, part of the way along a new road,
evidence of Japanese occupation, passing several artificial hills, the
tombs of ancient royalty; on one of which a cow was grazing
peacefully and on another were a goat and two capering kids.
At a bend in the road the Tower came in view. The
accompanying picture gives a correct impression of its present
appearance. The symmetrical form built of well-dressed stone rises
thirty feet high on a level plain. The round part 17 feet in diameter
at the base and 10 feet.at the top rests upon a square foundation and
is crowned with a capital also square. Two layers of the foundation
stone reveal a solid construction, as the upper layer entirely above
ground is 18 inches high, the stones at the corners being 6 feet
square. The round part contains 17 layers of well-hewn stone
about12 inches high, and the square capital 2 layers of equal height.
The square portions were evidently intended to face the four
cardinal points, but we cannot vouch for their accuracy as the base
is not exactly square. An open window or doorway on the south side
2 feet 5 inches wide by 3 feet high, whose bottom is 12 feet above
the foundation, affords an entrance to the tower; which appears to
be solid from the base to this height either by construction or by
later filling, but is hollow like a well from this
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point to the top, excepting obstructions due to the long tie stones
whose exterior ends appear in the picture in the 19th layer of stone,
and a flat slab, 5 ft. x 2 ft. x 10 in., near the top which covers half
the well and apparently provided a platform for observational work.
Formerly the top of the tower was held together and
strengthened by the interlocking of the four long stones, 10 ft. x 9 in.
x 12in., forming the upper layer of the capital. One end of both of
the tie stones, however, has broken at the mortice and the ends have
disappeared, leaving the top stones together with the under layer of
the capital stones, 10 ft. x 12 in. x 12 in., unbound, and the upper
four rows of the round part loose and uneven, their wedge-shaped
forms being spread apart unequally.
We scaled the exterior to the window, crawled thru, and
climbed the rough interior to the summit, where the loose stones
rocked and rattled with our movement, adding zest to our
enjoyment.
A delightful view rewarded our effort. The winding valley
varying in width and filled with fields of ripening barley and muddy
paddy fields was encircled by distant mountains. Dozens of tombs
(Mr. Moon counted thirty-four) were scattered far and near. Less
than half a mile to the east is the Half-Moon Fortress, a high
artificial semi-circular ridge built as a defense from warlike
neighbors by the peace-loving sovereigns of Silla. In this
embankment may be found a royal ice house, 60x 20 x 20, whose
ceiling is composed of massive stone arches supported by solid
walls. Nearer in the south is the celebrated Keirim forest, where a
native attracted by the crowing of a cock found an egg from which
came forth the first sovereign of the kingdom. Beyond the forest
rises the bare head of South Mountain in striking contrast to the
verdant green. “School” village to the right, containing an
interesting Confucian temple, quietly nestles among the trees. A
broad sweep to the green hills in the west takes in the roadway lined
with trees winding its way to Kyungju. A long vista to the north is
filled with rural scenes and activities, barley fields to the northeast
even covering the sites of ancient temple and
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palace, where the bells once called to worship and the Jade Flute
music called to play.* The nine-storied pagoda built 1283 years ago
by Queen Sun Tuk in which to keep her jewels, has recently been
repaired arid marks a historic site. Near the pagoda may be seen a
temple which contains a modern golden Buddha weighing 5,360
pounds; this image, however, according to our informant is merely a
finger when compared with its predecessor six times the height of a
man and weighing 306,700 pounds, which was constructed during
Silla’s prime. The well-made road from Kyungju passes at the base
of the Tower and continues eastward to Ool-san, while a branch
extends southward along the edge of the Keirim forest. Just across
the road stands a native sool house. In the fields bands of scantily
clothed natives were at work; along the roads leisurely trudged men
with jiggies on their backs and women with loads on their heads; a
yangban passed by on a donkey; and men tugged at a load of logs
on a clumsy wagon evidently carting the material for road
construction beyond the Keirim forest.
No inscriptions were found on any part of the Observatory.
Nor could we discover any .marks or carvings in the stones at the
top designed as footings for the temporary mounting of instruments,
similar to those visible in the former Astronomical Mount within the
East Palace grounds. No astronomical instruments of Silla have
been recovered to our knowledge, excepting a quadrant of an old
stone sundial with a radius of one foot now lying in the open yard in
front of the Kyungju museum. Our knowledge of the use of the
Observatory, therefore, must be entirely drawn from history and
from astronomical and meteorological records.
According to the Mun-hun-pi-go the Observatory was
constructed by Queen Sun Tuk during the sixteenth year of her
reign, 647 A. D. We believe that it is the oldest structure extant and
intact built solely for the observation of the heavenly bodies. From
other sources we are told that the Chinese, and consequently the
Koreans, were acquainted with the 365¼ ·
*The celebrated pair of “Jade Flutes” now on exhibition in the Prince Yi
Museum, Seou1, are said to have produced exquisite music when payed within
Silla’s bounds, but in foreign bounds they refused to make a sound.
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day year long before the days of Eudoxus and made records of sun
spots centuries before the time of Galileo.
After wandering amidst the ruins and visiting the sites
previously referred to we returned to the inn at sunset tired but well
pleased with the experience of the day. Clouds and rain in the
evening prevented our return to the Tower to view the heavens and
to make some simple observations so we retired early. A geisha
performance in the restaurant next door prevented sleep before one
o’clock. The next morning we visited the museum, a description of
which would be superfluous. Suffice it to say that Mr. T. Okuda, the
curator, who speaks English quite fluently, gave a very interesting
and instructive description of the articles on exhibition recovered
from the ruins and grave sites of Kyungju, which greatly enhanced
our knowledge and appreciation of the civilization of ancient Silla.
The Big Bell bears close inspection of its master workmanship, also
the choice specimens of plastic art including ornate roof and floor
tiles, wall decorations and urns for human ashes, as well as the
ordinary pottery，all of which has a hard metallic ring. We were
especially interested in the geometrical designs, in which the circle
forms a prominent feature, being divided in different specimens in
equal parts ranging in number from six to twenty-five. Some of the
oldest grave relics indicate a race of large stature, the skeleton of
one sovereign measuring eight feet
In the evening we returned to the Observatory to make some
simple measurements upon the polar star; but clouds interrupted our
observations. As we stood waiting for the clouds to roll away, our
minds went back to the men who stood there nearly thirteen
hundred years ago. We had no instruments excepting a meagre
outfit chiefly of our own invention, as we tried to sight Polaris; so
we had a fellow feeling for those ancient astronomers. Viewing the
same heavens, facing the same problems, on common standing
ground, we were one,—one in our desire to penetrate the vast
unknown, one in our effort to peer into the great beyond,—and we
felt as never before the unity of the human race. We are still waiting
for enlarged vision and for the clouds to roll away.
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In the meanwhile time has wrought great changes in the
works of man. The Observatory of Silla once the proud production
of the hand of man surrounded by the splendor of a rich and
illustrious court, now stands a mere monument among the
desecrated tombs of ancient royalty overlooking the ruins of a
glorious past. Perhaps the post-Sillan poems previously mentioned
will fittingly express our emotion as we muse upon this survival of
the civilization of ancient Silla. In the following translations we
have tried to interpret the spirit of the poems rather than the mere
flesh and bones.
An Took, the author of the first, was a famous poet and
scholar of the fourteenth century, but for some reason he did not
occupy any prominent official position. The name of the writer of
the second as given in the findings of the Kyungju Society, Po Eun
Chyeng ( ) may contain a typographical error in the first character;
for it is given Kook Eun Chyeng ( ) in a collection of Korean poems,
and is identified with Chyeng Mong-choo, the last great patriot of
Koryu, who fell at the famous Blood Bridge near Songdo. The
author of the third poem, Mai Kei-cho, was a prominent official of
the fifteenth century, who met with disfavor and was banished to the
island of Wee Ju; but he was afterward permitted to return and spent
his remaining days in private life. In the lives of these men, as well
as in the sweet pathos of their poems we may read the tragedy of a
race once branded the Hermit Nation, but now known as Chosen a
province of the Empire of Japan.
SILLA’S STAR TOWER.
AN TOOK.
Tho Silla’s grandeur rose to mountain heights
And fell beneath the crushing weight of time’s
Unending change, her Tower stands. It cleaves
The blue, where once her royal sages peered
To read a message in the sky and bring
A boon to earth.
Alas! Alas! Who comes to fill their place?
We cry in vain.
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CHYENG MONG-CHOO.
Beneath the Half;-Moon Fortress,
Near Keirim’s stately wood.
Where chimed the Jade-Flute music,
The Observatory stood.
It witnessed Silla’s glory;
Whose history and lore,
Shall sing the nation’s honor,
Till time shall be no more.
To-day o’er hill and valley,
There comes a mournful sigh:
The lonely tower murmurs,
“I grieve for days gone by.”
SILLA’S OBSERVATORY.
MAI KEI-CHO.
The site of Silla’s glory,
Her palaces and halls,
Her temples, grand, majestic,
With ornate roof and walls.
Her battlements and statues,
Widespread o’er hill and plain,
Lie hid in dismal ruin,
‘Neath shroud of grass and grain.
Yet o’er departed grandeur,
A sentinel stands true;
Unchanged by changing ages,
It links the old and new.
Its rock-bound feet are planted
Beneath earth’s yellow loam,
Its star-crowned head is circled
By heaven’s broad blue dome.
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Its deep-set base so mighty,
Its granite crown so high,
It forms a lasting structure,
It links the earth and sky.
Thrice happy ancient Silla,
The land that gave thee birth!
The land that honored heaven,
And owned its rule on earth!
The faithful constellations
And wandering planets all
In measured orbits traveled
Before thy monarch’s fall.
The smallest starlit cruiser
That sailed thy sky of blue
Was ordered by the captain
And guided by thy crew.
So peace and plenty caroled
Within each cottage door,
While seasons in succession
Heaped wealth in Silla’s store.
Celestial gods delighted
To aid her heroes bold,
While poets, priests and sages,
Massed wealth unmatched by gold.
Alas! Her clay has vanished,
Her swords have turned to rust,
Her palace walls and temples
Lie mingled with the dust.
Her choicest wall, engravings,
Her pottery and tiles,
Her sacred books and treasures,
Are scattered weary miles.
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Amidst this desolation
The Tower sends a beam
To flash thru earth’s dark midnight
A ray of light supreme.
My life is far too fleeting
To give sufficient praise;
So tears shall be my tribute
And grief shall end my days.

KOREA’S RECEDING PANTHEON.
In the changes taking place in this country there is a general
exit noticeable on the part of former gods that ruled in the spiritual
sphere. Worship is disappearing from its ancient haunts, where it
held sway through the slow-going and unchanging years of the past.
Of these changes, we notice first the Sa-jik, or Worship of
Heaven, Sa being applicable to God and jik to Earth. God and
Mother Earth, they were, the spiritual originals of all parental
existences, before whom the king used to bow, asking that rain be
given and good crops to bless the land. The people had no part in
this worship, only the king, whose part was like that of the emperor
of China when he visited the Temple of Heaven. The Sa-jik gates
are closed. The spirit of the crops goes unpropitiated. No complaint
is made or regret spoken regarding him. The grass of the future will
grow over his grave, and his name will be a far-off memory only.
Second, the Chong-myo or Royal Ancestors, have likewise
had written across their immoveable Countenances. “it is finished.”
Near the middle of Seoul, just before the East Palace. is this abode
of the spirits of the once ruling family. In 1396 A. D. a famous
minister of the House of Plum was given tbc responsibility of
rearing this spirit temple. He made it in twenty-eight rooms, each
room intended for one spirit.
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The king asked, “Why twenty-eight?” Chung To-jun replied,
“Twenty-eight will be sufficient,” and so twenty eight rooms were
made in these Halls of Hades. Chung was also asked to name the
building and he called it Chang-yup Chun Green Leaf Palace
(蒼葉殿).
“That’s a peculiar name,” said the king. “Peculiar it may be
but will Your Majesty let it stand? Its meaning will be evident in
days to come.”
“Very well,” said King Ta’i-jo, and Green Leaf Palace was
the name that continued to mark this quiet house of departed spirits.
Now let us take these characters apart and see in how far the
prophetic element enters into them. Green ( 蒼 ) is made up of
“twenty” (卄) and “eight” (八 ) which, thrown together, would
mean “twenty-eight.” The lower part of the character is kun ( 君 )
or “king.” “Twenty-eight kings” is what “green” expresses when
resolved into its component parts; and this is the number of kings
that have actually ruled from T’ai-jo till the last emperor made his
exit.
We shall try “Leaf” now and see what it is resolvable into
(葉). It is made up of “twenty” (卄) and sei (世) or “generation” and
mok (木) “tree.” This character then might be read, “Twenty
generations of the House of Plum.” Twenty-eight kings, but only
twenty generations, is, strange as it may seen1, what it actually
reckons up to be. The spirit of the prophets was in Chung To-jun.
The twenty-eight rooms are occupied, the twenty-eight kings of
“Green” have come and gone; the twenty generations of “Leaf” are
complete: the temple is closed, the story is ended, no jot or tittle of
the prophetic name having fallen to the ground.
The third object of worship is the tablet of the family
ancestor. This has really been the symbol of Korea’s allegiance to
the divine from time immemorial. To lose the tablet from the home;
to fail to bow before it on the 1st and 15th days; to forget the
“greater and “lesser” sacrifices would mark one as cut off from the
house of Isreal. There are few or no temples in Korea to be seen by
the passer, for the temples of the tablet are the home and the
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quiet grave, and these truly exist. Sackcloth, and ashes, and tears,
and loud wailings, have accompanied this diminutive symbol of the
world of departed spirits, and its place as a household god is
strongest of all. But the ancestral tablet, too, is receding into the dim
vista of forgottenness. The spirit of the new age is one that pays
little heed to the common everyday kind of ancestor. The tendency,
if any exists at all is toward hero-worship. Democracy is
disappearing from the world of spirits, and only the god-like among
men will remain to be remembered and prayed to.
The fourth form of worship to he noticed is that of
Kwan-kong. The only great temples in and about Seoul, if we
except the Confucian College, are Kwan-kong’s. Kwan was a
Chinaman of the Han dynasty, who died in 219 A. D. A seller of
bean-curd he was, who yet, through various temptations, proved his
constant fidelity. The Korean calls him a master of Eui or
Righteousness. He is looked upon as the special guardian divinity of
this peninsula. In the great invasion of 1592 A. D. he is said to have
appeared at the South Gate of Seoul, where a temple to-day marks
the spot, to have passed over the city and disappeared outside the
East Gate, where another temple stands. He is to come again they
say. One title he wears is Sung-je Koon, the Holy Imperial Ruler,
for he is regarded as the special intercessor with the Jade Divinity.
His image and portrait represents him as very fierce and awful. He
has blazing eyes, a thunder-cloud for face, and a three-fold bristling
beard with whiskers that blow off wrath and fiery indignation. The
worship paid him must be offered in an atmosphere of fear and
uncertain expectation. The worshipper thinks that if he can but
repeat Kwan-kong’s formula, that deal with truth, faithfulness, etc.,
he will be free from all forms of danger by land and sea, and will
finally reach the home of the Jade Divinity.
But no longer does the state share the worship of
Kwan-kong. The crowds that used to frequent the temple have
fallen off. Wind-bells tinkle disconsolately over the grass- grown
court-yard. Kwan is dead.
The fifth form of worship, universally spoken of and
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believed in by the Korean, is that of the Mills and Streams. The hill
everywhere present is the guardian of the human pigmies that
congregate under its wing. Seoul was safe in the shadow of the
Three Horned Mountain; Song-do likewise, under its protector.
Each hill had its attendant spirit, called the San Sillyung. He is
represented as riding comfortably on the back of a tiger, one of his
special menials. He is great in power and can bestow special gifts in
the way of strength, making men cha-ryuk-koon, so that they can
pull apart a bar of steel, can jump over the moon or bite through
armour-plate. The hunter prays to the mountain deity for success in
the chase and for a never-failing aim. The writer once met a man
going into the hills at the fall of night. I asked if he did nor fear to
enter thus into the realm of darkness. But he answered “No, I am an
attendant upon the Mountain Spirit (San Sillyung) and have no
cause for fear.”
The seeker for ginseng, too, prays to this spirit that his eyes
may be enlightened so as to see the precious weed.
“A hundred days of prayer” is one of the common sayings
that have to do with the Taoist worship of the hills. Away, alone,
where scarce the fall of a leaf can disturb the quiet, is this mystic
worship carried on. The temple ever stands open. It requires no
rickety old gate-keeper to dispute the right of entrance with anyone;
it is forever and forever in good repair, a great temple, high-roofed
with the lamp lights of the sky, and walled by the green eternal hill,
accompanied by the silent flight of birds or the murmur of falling
water. It would seem, indeed, a grand kind of worship, beckoning
all hearts to come to its bosom and taste of the inner quiet of the
soul. Will it go like the other deities of the Korean Pantheon?
Undoubtedly.
The sixth form of worship is Buddhism. For several
centuries it has been in a decadent state and needed a great revival if
it ever hoped to live. To-day has this revival come? From Japan
Proper new Buddhist forces have entered that seek to revive the
fallen fortunes of the faith, but its task will be a difficult one. In
Korea so many unfavourable associations cling to Buddhism that a
revival of it is all but impossible.
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For generations the state, while frowning with one eye on
Suk-kamoni, has nodded and winked all sorts of requests with the
other. Prayers were asked, sutras were said and sung at her bidding.
The ringing of bells, the call of the gong, the intoning of prayers
have kept many a mountain valley awake at the bidding of king and
queen. The common classes went to the Buddha to ask a son or long
life or happiness. The silent god, never vindictive or threatening in
countenance like Kwan Kong, gave a quiet hope for the future. Today we find temples given up, we see gilded Buddhas stowed away.
Buddhism for the present seems likely to still further decline.
The seventh form is what is called in Hebrew parlance “the
worship of the host of heaven.” Attached to every Buddhist temple,
and sometimes off in a quiet valley by itself, is the Chil-sung Kak or
Temple of the Dipper. The Seven Stars circling round and round the
pole, had to do in some way with the fortunes of the family, and so
were worshipped. Many a little boy in Korea wears the name Chilsung-ee (Seven Stars) under whose favouring influence his birth
came to pass. “You may thank your stars” illustrates the same faith
on the part of our ancestors. Good fortune is said to attend the star
in the ascendant here as it did with us. But the spirit of the age upon
which we have entered will pay but little heed to the Seven Stars or
any other deity unless quick returns are made in the way of profit.
The eighth form of worship is associated with the road-way.
The pilgrim must be accompanied with well-intentioned spirits. At
each pass or elevation, there is usually an old tree with rags or
tatters hanging to it, a pile of stones underneath, and often a tumbledown shrine. The passer spits, or casts an extra stone on the pile at
the foot of the tree, or ties a rag to the branch in the hope that the
frowsty spirit that has to do with the place, will give him a safe
journey and good luck. These wayside shrines are unsavoury places,
that look like pest-houses gaping at you as you go by, marring the
beauty and the sweetness of the eternal hills.
The ninth form of worship is that of trees and rocks in
general. The Koreans say “When a thing grows old it becomes
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a spirit.” Trees, especially the ginko, and rocks have an unchanging
character, which suggests eternal life, unending posterity and the
like. Women will say their tearful prayers to the hoary trees and the
adamantine rock, in the hope that the spirits will hear. They will cut
off the bark and make spirit-tea of it and believe themselves into
great and lasting benefit therefrom. The writer has a ginko tree that
he has had to defend as with a shot-gun against the crazed old wives
of the neighbourhood, who, beaver-like, if left alone, would strip
the bark all round the stem. One old dame lay down in front of the
tree and had a “conniption” fit because she was interfered with in
the holy exercise of peeling bark and saying prayers. Only by main
force was she dragged off the premises, against which procedure
she protested in language that would have made the ordinary spirit’s
hair stand on end.
As the tortoise, that never dies, presents a back from which
Sages read all sorts of spiritual mystery, so the horny back of a tree,
like the weather-worn surface of the rock, is full of messages of
spiritual intent.
The tenth form of worship includes in its embrace household
gods, the spirits of rats, snakes, weasels. Some are bottled up and
buried; some are seen alive in the flesh and prayed to; some are
invisible. They are petitioned, sacrificed to, and called on
imploringly for help and protection against this troubled world. This
form of worship is on the wane in the more enlightened parts of the
country, and will disappear with this generation.
The eleventh is the worship of the Dragon, be he snake or
fish in form. He frequents pools and waters. Sailor lads in Korea
instead of singing out the ‘good ship tight and free’ pray to the sea
dragon, and feed rice over the gunnel into his seething, dusty gullet.
The dragon will probably stay, for a time at least.
The twelfth and last is the ancient worship of Confucius. His
temples are found in each county and the capital, the one is Seoul
being called the Sung-kyoon Kwan. As told of in the July number of
the MAGAZINE, officials, aided by the literati, repair to these
temples and make their obeisance before the
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tablets or the greater and lesser Sages. There are in all one hundred
and thirty-seven of them, of whom one hundred and twenty-one are
Chinese, and sixteen Korean. Sacrifices of raw food are offered,
never cooked fare. The Master Confucius has been one of the
greatest prophets of the ages, and his teachings have had
incalculable influence for good on the Far East. His worship,
however, is very closely locked up with the scholarship of literati,
and as this is on the wane, o ne asks, Will his worship, also, not
begin to go?
These twelve forms that have beckoned to the Korean of the
past to pay his vows, his prayers, his tithes, his tears, are receding
into the vistas of the by-gone and the forgotten. Soon we shall see
them only folk-lore records, and among customs defunct and dead.
We watch them recede with some- thing akin to sorrow unless a
better be on hand to take their place, and make good the defects that
were inherent in them.
ON A FRIEND’S GOING INTO EXILE
BY
YI KYOO-BO (1168-1241 A. D.)
“I have heard that the island of Ko-je is the very hottest of
the far south; that people build their houses there on the water, and
that everywhere about them are the rolling waves or the deep; that
miasmas and mists roll up with the winds that never cease to blow,
that in the stifling days of summer mosquitoes and sand-flies as big
bees come in swarms to feed on their victims. It is indeed a dismal
place, and thither political offenders are sent as exiles.
“Now, behold, you go also, a man of great and exalted
ability, who ought rather to dwell in the Pong-nai Hills with the
genii. You were the honoured historian of the state, and had all the
affairs of the world before your eyes, filling your great and noble
office right well. As a reward you should have been promoted, but
instead you have been degraded, a most· unjust and unheard of
thing.
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“Still there are two reasons for which you can be sincerely
congratulated. One: We read that when God wants to make perfect
an instrument for His service He puts it to severest trial. This too, is
the law of the hang and the yin. You are going into exile but not
through any fault of yours. This is evidence of great blessing that
God has in store for you. For this I sincerely congratulate you.
“Again: Those who would enter deep into religion to find its
truths are helped by solitude, silence and confinement. The reason
for this is that the mind needs opportunity to concentrate on this one
thing. Whither you are going is a land of silence with people few
and far between. There are no official duties to distract, or things to
do. No enticements are there to draw away the heart and you can be
alone in unbroken calm. With no other kin or companion about you,
your thoughts can go back to first principles and deep into religion.
When truth fills the heart the face shines and it shows in all one’s
ways. Once again you become a child, and like an angel among men.
I doubt not when the wheel revolves on its circle and you come
back you will be transformed into a Chang-ja or a No-ja. If not
equal to those, you certainly will be the peer of An Ki-saing or Son
Moop-ja. We too, then, will gather our robes about our knees, bow
low, and inquire of you concerning religion. This is the second
reason why I offer my congratulations.
“On your way, do not feel disturbed; at times, too, be
comforted by what I have said.
“It is a thousand li you have to go, who would not shed tears
at so sad a parting? Still we must bear up for even though I take you
by the sleeve and try to hold you it will not avail.”
NOTE:-This is a very interesting statement to have been
written 700 years ago. It could be taken to-day almost without word
or comment, and given to a Christian as a message of hope and
comfort. While it is written with the suggestion of a smile it gives a
serious view of the religious thought of the day. To be in touch with
God constituted a man’s highest hope and aim.
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The references are to noted Chinamen of the distant past:
Chang-ja (330 B. C.) a famous master of Taoism, next in rank to the
founder himself, No-ja (The Old Philosophcr).
No-ja (550 B. C.) the founder of Taoism, a contemporary of
both Confucius and the Buddha.
An Ki-saing (220 B. C.) another Taoist who lived in the days
of Chin-si the famous emperor who built the Great Wall of China.
He was called and inquired of by the great monarch for three days
and three nights. Finally on leaving he assured the famous Chin-si
that they would meet again in the Isles of the Blessed Genii.
Son Moon-ja was also a mystic philosopher of the Taoist
school.
It is an interesting fact that the Confucian scholar, Yi Kyoobo should call forth his ideal saints from the world of the Taoist.

SONG IK-PIL.
Song Ik-p’il was the descendant of a slave, and yet, like
Epictetus, be became a master of the divine craft and left a set of
writings that have been the wonder of his countrymen for many
years. His dates are 1534 to 1599, so he died when Shakespere was
thirty five years of age. What he wrote shows him to have been a
man of lofty thought and purpose, one who realized that the things
unseen are the weighty things.
Here are two samples of what he wrote as literally translated
as possible.
GOD.
“The good man and the bad both know of God, who is
always near and just above our heads. The good man of the past, the
good man of to-day, have just the same good kind of God; but evil
men have views of God that vary in a thousand ways. Each makes
his God from his own inner thoughts, and when he fails to gain his
end, he tries to cheat his God. Cheat
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all you can, you never can cheat God; and· this man lifts up his eyes
and blames God for the evil that besets way.
“The good man has a God who dwells apart from selfish
ends, one just and holy is this God. Though poor he never slacks his
hold on God; though rich and great he never breaks what God
commands, and never for a moment leaves his sure retreat. Hence is
he called a man who worships God. He bows to God’s commands.
In life and death his thoughts are only God. ‘When I rejoice in God’
says he, ‘my gladness is the gladness of all others who find their joy
in God.’“
ON BEING SATISFIED.
“How is it that the good man always has enough, and why
the evil man should always lack? The reason is that when I count
my lacks as best for me I always have enough and some to spare;
but when I have enough and crave for more I always find me poor.
My heart is glad, and so no lack is mine, I always have enough; but
worrying goes with poverty, and worrying souls, are always poor. If
I take what comes as good and count it best, what lack have I? But
to complain against Almighty God, and then my fellow man, means
grieving o’er my lacks. If I ask only what I have, I’m never poor;
but if I grasp at what I’ve not, how can I ever have enough? One
glass of water, even that may satisfy, while thousands spent on food
may leave me poor in soul. From ancient days all gladness rests in
being satisfied; while all the ills of life are found in selfishness and
greed.
“The son of Chin-si (who built the Great Wall of China)
lived in luxury within the Mang-i Palace and yet; said he, “Though I
live out my life ‘tis all too short,” and so his worries came. We,
poorest of the poor, when we wish only what we have, how rich we
are, and how poor kings and princes who reach out for more! The
son of Heaven (Emperor), himself, may be the poorest man, while
he who’s poor may be the richest. Riches and poverty lie within the
soul and never rest in outward things. I now am seventy, and my
house has nothing, so that men point at me and say “How poor.”
But when I see the shafts of light tip all the hill-tops
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in the morning my soul is satisfied and filled with richest treasure:
and in the evening, when I behold the round disc of the moon, that
lights the world and shines across the water, how rich my eyes! In
spring the plum trees bloom, in autumn the crysanthemum. The
flowers that go call to the flowers that come to take their place, how
rich my joy!
“Within the Sacred Books what deep delight! As I foregather
with the great who have gone, how rich! My virtues I admit are poor,
when I see them, but when I see my hair grown white my years are
rich. My joys attend unbroken all my days. I have them all. All
those most rich and satisfying things are mine. l can stand up and
gaze above, or bend and how full low, the joy is mine. How richly
has God given his joy, my soul is satisfied!”

CHOON YANG.
(Continued from the November number.)
IX. THE GLORIES OF OFFICE
Time runs his rapid course. The former governor had gone
and a new one had been appointed in his place. Months had flown
by, and Choonyang had lost heart and fallen ill. Her doors were
closed and she was shut away alone with her broken-hearted
thoughts dreaming of the distant husband.
“My husband, handsome as polished marble, I long to see
thee. The soft breezes rise and awaken my longings. How sweet is
spring time, when the happy flowers break forth with smiling faces.
But dearer than the flowers I long to see him. Whom can I tell my
sorrows to? Only those who know it, know it. God cares not for me.
My tears would cause the Yellow River to o’er flow its banks. My
anxieties would flatten out the horned peaks of yonder mountains.
No one can surpass parents in worth and dearness, and yet the
longing for a lover, who can fathom it? In my sleep the tears cease
not to flow. One grain of heart’s love makes a thousand sacks of
sorrow. If we could but meet again my griefs would
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all assuage, but when will that be, and when shall we clasp hands
and tell our love together? I suppose some would not mind it, hut I
shall die to see my love. Still I must not die. As the gods have
decreed so let me live. Some time, some day, we shall meet, my
love and I, and we’ll tell over all our pent up sorrows of the past.”
A new official had entered upon office, had spent a year and
then had been removed to Najoo, and now another new one was to
come, a man of some repute from the west ward of Seoul by name
Pyon, son of the gentry, a very handsome man and highly gifted in
music and singing. A master hand he was in all the ways of a fast
and dissolute life, lavish with money and fond of drink. He had one
great defect, namely a stubborn and stupid nature. He doubted what
was true and faithful, and readily believed what was false. When it
came to excess and riot he was ever in favour of it as a man
carelessly rushes into the flames with bags of gunpowder on his
back. He was like a bad egg with a heart mouldy and ill of flavour.
However, by virtue of his ancestors, he had secured the place of
governor of Namwon and now the various office-bearers had gone
up to the capital to meet him, and were having their audiences one
by one.
“This is the first secretary of ceremonies; this the head
office-boy; this the chief runner; this the crier; this the number one
attendant; chief beaters, body-servants, etc.”
The governor interposed,
“So you are here! All safe are you?· Nothing special in your
district?”
“All well, sir,” said the chief secretary.
“Is it true, as I have heard, that there are a lot of pretty girls
in your town?”
“The prettiest girls in the world,” said the secretary.
“Does a famous beauty, named Choonyang, live near you?”
asked the governor.
“Yes, sir, the greatest wonder since ancient times,” was the
answer.
The governor hearing the word ‘greatest wonder’ gave an
appreciative shrug of the shoulders.
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“Is Choonyang well?” asked he.
“Yes, she’s fine,” answered the head secretary.
“How far is it from here to Namwon anyway?” asked the
governor.
“About six hundred and ten lee,” was the answer.
“With a good horse could a man make it in a day?”
“Why, yes, though it takes five or six days usually, still if
Your Excellency says ‘one day’ we’ll make it one day; or if it be ten
days distant and you say one day, sir, we’ll make it one day.”
“Your way of putting it just suits me,” said the governor.
“You have a great future before you my good fellow.”
On the following day immediately the first streak of dawn
the new official made preparations for his journey. After bowing
before His Majesty and thanking him, he called at the various
government offices to say good -bye. He recited his prayers and
prostrated himself before the family tables, and then like a glorious
summer cloud he set forth in a horse palanquin to travel to Chulla
Province. Beautiful as a cluster of peonies was it. There were the
swastika designs in the windows; the four bird wing shades out over
the sides; a beautiful horse between the shafts; and tall chair bearers
in swallowtail coats holding to the rear. Thus equipped away they
went through the South Gate, passing the Spring Flower City, and
all the sights of the season, with the gently waving willows by the
roadside, on over the sands of the Han River, over the South Pass,
heralded by out-runners ahead, soldiers, secretaries, drummers,
flag-bearers, messengers, hangers-on, sweeping gaily and easily
onward, in step, while the ringing calls of the company made the
hills to echo. There were on horseback as well, soldiers, umbrella
bearers, retainers, stretching out into a procession of three miles or
more.
“Look here mapoo, keep your eyes on the horse will you,
and see that the chair does not swing to one side,” calls the leader.
“Look out for stones!” shout the bearers.
Thus they go lightly onward. The chief secretary, dressed in
silken coat and trousers and grass cloth flying duster,
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sitting high upon his pack, keeps close behind the palanquin. A
special secretary also, in quilted trousers, and outer coat of Chinese
silk, decorated with perfumed pockets, crane-jointed spectacles and
felt hat, sits mounted on his charger.
Here, too, is the chief crier, tall in stature and graceful in
swinging motion, handsome and highly gifted at repartee, with
headband ornaments, tortoise-shell buttons, well twisted top-knot,
and coral pin stuck firmly in it. His amber wind-catcher shines from
underneath his head gear with wondrous colour, and he wears a hat
with two hundred strands in its widely reaching brim, and dons it
straight as the horizon line across his head. His trousers are of white
corded silk, and he has a Hansan outer overall, gathered at the waist
and tied behind with grass-cloth fastenings. He wears also a
Chinese silken vest and carries a silver mounted knife attached to a
belt of sky blue. Hanging from his waist are figured silk pockets,
pocket strings, and tobacco pouch. He wears grass shoes of four
strands each for sole, fastened across the instep with things made of
old examination paper.
On they go.
“Look here mapoo don’t watch your own feet, watch the
horse’s feet. Take care of those stones! Keep a sharp look out! Hold
the chair even!”
“All right, here’s another stone,” comes the reply.
Behold now the chief of the beaters. He has a ‘wild beast’
felt hat on, with red lining underneath the brim and the letter for
‘Brave’ printed square in the middle. His outfit includes a suit of
Chinese silk, a wide red belt, short wristlets, a silver knife, a
handkerchief of many colours, a blue fancy girdle, silk pockets,
several of them tied to his girdle string. With wild fierce eyes he
glances here and there. “Clear the way, clear the way, out of the
road with you,” shouts he.
Here is the soldier man too. He has a Tongyung hat on, with
a long feather in it, yellow beads for hat-string, wide sleeves, and
long divided outer coat. He carries a willow paddle over his
shoulder, and a bell attached that clatters as he jogs along.
“Out of the way there, you beast you, clear the track.”
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Into the Provincial Governor’s town of Chunjoo they stream
and await orders from His Excellency. Then they pass Grandmother
Rock, hasten on away beyond Imseel and sleep at Ohsoo Post
Station. Then again at break of day they ride on over Paksook till
they meet outrunners from their own town, with the various
secretaries in charge of office, the deputies, marshals, orderlies.
Like a flock of wild geese they come. The head steward with a
Tongyung hat on his head, amber beads beneath his chin, and a gay
sky blue outer coat, sits majestically on his horse holding to his
wand baton. By twos and twos come the captains, sergeants,
corporals and other military men dressed in yellow plate armor, on
fine horses looking like the “braves” of China’s ancient kingdoms;
centurions, chiefs, headmen, leaders in full uniform and horse-tail
hats.
The commander in chief gives his orders in stentorian voice,
and they all deploy outward into lines of stately attention, with
drum fore and aft, gongs to right and left, flutes in pairs, trumpets,
cymbals, bugles, staff flags. Pretty girls burst into view, like the
fairies, gracefully capped and dressed to do honour to the occasion.
“Kwang!” go the drums.
“T’ong” the guns.
“Choi-roo-roo!” say the cymbals.,
“Doo-oo!” blare the bugles.
X. THE WORLD OF THE DANCING GIRL.
When the drums sounded the convoy got into motion, and at
the piping calls of the runners the way opened to proceed, At this
time the governor, seated in a chair, held a fan before his face and
shouted
“Call the head *Keesang will you!”
*Keesang. These were the dancing-girls attached, one of the recognized
classes of women slaves attached to public offices in old Korea. They were
frequently well educated, gifted in music and singing, and were entirely at the
service of their masters. They were obviously of the lower class but no special
disgrace or degradation attached to them as it would to a daughter of the people
who had departed from the way of virtue.
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“Yes, sir!” someone answers.
“Are all those girls yonder Keesang?” asks he.
The head Keesang, in amazement at such a question replies
“Yes, sir, they are all Keesang.”
Then the governor, with evident delight, says “I’ve met my
fate surely with all these pretty girls.”
He goes first to bow in the tablet house of His Majesty the
King; then enters his office and takes his seat. According to good
form he should wait three days before running over the list of office
holders, but his impatience fairly grinds its teeth at the delay. In the
shortest possible time after inspecting the list of those attached to
the six departments, he summoned the head steward, saying,
“Let’s make haste and run over the list of Keesang.”
The head steward, thus directed, opened the record of names
and called them out in order. He did it in a fantastic and extravagant
manner as follows: “Far to the south, where the sailor boys bend at
the oar, rides the cinnamon mast and silken sail of the ORCHID
BOAT.”
The chief Keesang thus named, answered the call and
stepped out gracefully in her silken skirt, that she caught in folds
and held before her. “I am here, sir,” she answered.
“Looking over the hills where the great writer So Tongpa
dipped his pen and cheered his friends, are you there RISING
MOON?”
‘RISING MOON’ entered dressed in a red. skirt, that she
gathered before her, and stood in a sweet and pretty manner,
expectant like the willow leaf before the breeze.
“I am here, sir,” said she.
Then the governor remonstrated, “If you call them over in
that long-winded fashion, you’ll never get through in a hundred
years. I can’t stand that. Call them off quickly.”
The head steward thus admonished, began calling them off
in verse couplets of fives,
“The morning rain has laid the dust,
And brightened up the WILLOW GREEN.” “Here!”
answers Willow Green.
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“Aslant behind the silken blind,
The shadow greets the SILVER MOON.”
“Here!” says Silver Moon.
“Chittering in the gentle breeze,
Pass and repass the SUMMER SWALLOW.”
“Here!” says Swallow.
“Off on the winds to far Kangneung,
Goes the soft-footed, TINTED CLOUD.”
“Here!” says Tinted Cloud.
“Transplanted from the fairies’ dell,
Queen of all sprites the LOTUS BUD.”
“Here!” says the Lotus.
“Among the spirits of the shade.
Stealing so softly, PLUM FAIRY.”
“Here!” says the Fairy.
“SILKEN FRAGRANCE!” “ORCHID SWEETNESS!”
“MOONLIGHT PERFUME!”
“Look here steward,” said the governor.
“Yes sir,” answered he.
“You said that Choonyang lived here but you have not called
off her name from the list, What is the meaning of this?”
The steward replied, “Choonyang is not a Keesang, sir. She
is the daughter of a retired Keesang, however, but her name is not
on the list. She grew up in the village near here, and has had her
hair done up (been married), by the son of the former governor.”
“The son of the former governor did her hair up did he? Did
he lake her with him?”
“He did not take her with him, she is at her former home.”
“I have heard,” said the governor, “that she is the child of a
Keesang, and that she is a matchless beauty. Write her name down
in the list and have her report to me at once.”
The head steward hearing this order politely bowed, and
while making a pretence to carry it out, and thinking of his own
safety in the matter called the head dancing-girl (Keesang)
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saying, “His Excellency has ordered that Choonyang’s name be
placed on the list, so I want you to go to her house, see her mother,
and ask that she come at once and make her obeisance.”
The head Keesang received this order and set out to summon
Choonyang. She hastened by the Moonlight Pavilion, crossed the
Magpie Bridge, entered Choonyang’s house and laughed saying, “I
say, Miss Choonyang, Her Ladyship from Seoul and the Governor
ask that you make haste and come.”
Choonyang colored slightly and replied, “Does the Governor
really call me? He is the father of his people and has a right to call
anyone, but if he calls me as a dancing-girl, I cannot go. I have been
unwell now for several months and should not really go out. Please,
sister, if you return answer that I am very ill, I think he will excuse
me. Do your best for me won’t you?”
The head Keesang replied, “The new governor’s disposition
is a very overbearing and masterful one, and there’s no playing
tricks with him, but I’ll do my best to arrange it so that you’ll not be
called:”
She said this and then returned to the yamen, where she
reported to the head steward, but she did not report at all what
Choonyang had said, jealously desiring to get her fangs into her as a
great saw devours wood, “Choonyang says that if she dies she will
not come.”
“What does she mean by that?” inquired the steward.
“She made answer, ‘If His Excellency calls me, why do you
come to give the order?’ and I replied that the head steward had
directed me to do so, but she made answer, ‘If the fool head steward
should order me himself I would not go.”
The head steward, however, knew Choonyang better than
this and thought to himself, “She would not say a thing like that, she
is not that kind of person.” Guessing the real character of what had
taken place, he went in and reported to the governor “Your humble
servant went to call Choonyang, but she has fallen ill from anxiety
over her husband, and so cannot come. What does your Excellency
command?”
(To be Continued).
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KOREAN ARTS AND CRAFTS—II.
The real beginning of art in Korea dates from the
introduction of Buddhism in the fourth century A. D. Without doubt
the missionaries came from China and the foundation of the cultus
necessitated the co-operation of all the arts and crafts in its ornate
worship. Cunning artificers in wood, stone and bronze furnished the
temples and shrines that were so magnificently founded. For at least
ten centuries art was the handmaid of religion, drawing all its
inspiration from that source, and such samples as remain testify to
its greatness.
Let it be admitted that figures of Buddha, pictures and bas
relief, pagodas and lanterns usually fail to arouse any enthusiasm in
the westerner on first acquaintance. Nevertheless, provided that he
first makes an effort to grasp the main tenets of this religion and its
wonderful mysticism the door of sympathy opens, to admit him to a
fascinating realm of art. We should begin with a visit to the Dai
Buku of Kamakura (Japan) and also see some of the carved wood
figures in the Kyoto Museum of the eighth to eleventh centuries,
these last undoubtedly influenced by Korean teachers, and spend
several periods of lime before the bronze Buddha in the East Palace
Museum, Seoul, an eighth century masterpiece in a sitting posture
with the left leg resting on the right knee. Grasp this principle
thoroughly: The way to appreciate and enjoy any branch of art is to
look only at the best specimens, and look long enough.
It is to be hoped that keen persons, longing to discover new
worlds will turn their attention to the subject of Buddhistic art in
Korea. Think of the charm and beauty of the quest, the glorious
situations of the countless monasteries to be explored, their superb
natural situation amidst the most romantic scenery of the peninsula.
In the dawn of history Korea consisted of three kingdoms, to the
north Kokooryu, passionate, warlike and artless; on the west and
constantly influenced by China, Pakche; to the east, Silla, governed
by wise and enlightened kings made progress in literature and art.
The remains of Silla’s civilization do not disappoint us,
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for if we examine either the great temples at KongJu and their basreliefs or their ornaments, in gold and silver gilt or bronze they are
all finely conceived and of excellent workmanship. Silla pottery is
of dark gray clay and well fired in the kiln, the decoration has been
hatched with a tool before placing in the fire, simply circles, lines,
and wicker work motives. Contrary to expectation the shapes are
more Grecian than oriental.
Aided by China, Silla became by degrees the sole master of
the peninsula, and ended a brilliant career ingloriously.
Despite the decline and corruption of the Court of Silla the
Korean Kingdom then extended widely into what is now Manchuria.
Five days’ bullock ride from Mukden can still be seen a Korean
monument of this period and an imposing tumulus.
Korean graves are still in existence in many parts of
Manchuria, and near Newchwang the ignorant Chinese peasants
have excavated many old Korean bronze. Most of these alas have
been destroyed as useless.
From A. D. 900 to 1390 the Koryu kings reigned at Song-do,
and Korean art reached its apex. During the last twenty years
excavations around the old capital and particularly on the historic
island of Kangwha have almost exhausted the supply of superfine
pieces of pottery and bronze. Korean graves were case hardened
with lime and we owe to this preservative the almost perfect
condition of recent finds; after ages of immersion they come forth
with beauty unimpaired.
The famous Tang dynasty of China (A. D. 618-906) supplied
the ideas and Chinese art of this period reached its highest point of
strength and perfection even if later ages excelled in delicacy and
superior finish. In many branches of art we may safely claim that
the men of Koryu are not far behind their teachers. This fact needs
continual emphasis: The Korean craftsmen were not content to be
feeble and servile imitators，but gave their own originality full play.
The student of any branch of Chinese art has easy access to a
voluminous literature on the subject. The Chinese have always been
collectors, and it is not a little amusing to read a twelfth century
writer warning his readers against fraudulent imitations of earlier
pottery and porcelain.
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It is not a rare occurrence to find that China has the
descriptive literature and no known examples, while Korea has no
contemporaneous writings on her arts and crafts but many examples.
The rice eating peoples of the orient have always attached the
highest importance to pottery and porcelain, and it should be
described first.
During the period we are discussing glaze was first used.
The premier colours are green and white. Both are important but the
green by reason of its frequency claims our first attention.
The green glaze is called celadon by all European writers on
the subject. The origin of the name is curious. In the XVII century
in France a certain pastoral play was most popular and one of the
characters “Celadon” appeared in a charming green, hence arose
their term “Celadon” pottery or porcelain. The colour is said to have
originated in the desire to imitate the precious green jade. Chinese
merchants carried this ware to India, Borneo, Sumatra, Arabia, and
specimens have been found at Zanzibar. The first porcelain seen on
English soil by English eyes was a bowl presented to Archbishop
Warham in the reign of Elizabeth, and this was a celadon piece.
Korean celadon can never be confused with that of China. The latter
is more verdant green. The colour of fresh onion sprouts was the
desideratum of the Chinese potter. The potters of Koryu produced
many tints, always refined, now green to blue, now green to gray,
sometimes browny green but never brown, never green, never blue,
but always restful to the eye and charming.
We of the West have to acquire the taste for this colour and it
is worth the effort to acquire. The body or paste of this ware is
pottery, not porcelain, and highly fired in the kiln, the presence of
oxide of iron in the glaze under extreme heat producing the colour.
The natural colour of the clay used varies from gray to yellow buff
and some specimens if sharply tapped ring like porcelain.
The only historic reference to this manufacture is found in a
Chinese record made by a certain Hsu-ching, an officer in the suite
of Lu-yunti who went on an embassy to Korea about
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A. D. 1125, and among the notes which he made on that country are
the following instructive paragraphs. “The wares of Kaoli (Korea)
are green (ching) in colour and are described as Fei (Kingfisher) by
the people of the country. In recent times the fashion of these wares
has been clever, the colour and glaze even better than the form. The
shape of the wine pots is like a gourd with small cover on the top in
the form of a duck squatting on a lotus flower. They have, besides,
bowls, platters, wine cups, flower vases and soup bowls, all closely
copying the style and make of Ting ware ..... only the wine pots
present novel features. In Kaoli the drinking vessels and dishes for
the banquet table are mostly of gilt metal or silver, but green pottery
vessels are also highly prized. There arc besides lion incense
burners which are also “fei” colour. The creature squats on the top
of the vessel, supported by an up-turned lotus. Of all the wares only
these are of exceeding excellence. The rest have a general
resemblance to the old Pi-se ware of Yueh-chou and the recent ware
of Tu-chou.” In illustration of what we have before noted this
reference has enabled students to realise the colour of the two above
mentioned wares of which authentic specimens do not, at present,
exist.
We have already called attention to the colour of Koryu
celadon (Japanese, Kori Jaki) and in variety of form they are no less
admirable. Bowls and dishes for common usage are plentiful, and
examples can be acquired at reasonable prices. A word in season to
collectors: as a rule it is wise to eschew broken pieces, but as quite
75% of the finds are broken in excavation, and many good pieces
were buried in a damaged condition, provided a piece is entire,
though mended, buy it. The few perfect specimens that are now
found are high priced and will go much higher.
The bottle shaped vessels with long slender neck and
flaming mouth (used for wine) are very graceful. Another striking
shape is the baluster vase with short narrow neck made to hold a
single spring of plum blossom. Wine pots are common and may be
easily mistaken for those used for tea or coffee, which they
resemble in shape. I am open to correction,
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but I believe the Koreans were never a tea drinking people. Such
pots are gourd shape, double gourd, fluted melon and occasionally
tubular, some resembling ribbed bamboo. The lids are small and
dainty, handles are also of clever and varied design. There are no
such forms in Chinese ceramics of this period. Rare and precious
are the examples carved and pierced—”reticulated” as they are
technically called, rare too are water droppers for the ink stone and
rarer yet figures.
Perhaps the gems of the period are the small and dainty
pieces made for the ladies’ toilet, boxes for cosmetics of all sizes,
and sometimes four small boxes enclosed in one large box. No other
age or people produced such masterpieces.
Small bottles of squat shape, never more than one inch to
two inches high to hold hair-oil are too works of art, and little vases
of a like kind are worth a knight’s ransom.
When we turn to the decoration it is only fair to admit that
the motifs came from China, but the Koryu potters added, improved,
and developed and in at least two important cases invented styles of
decoration which are entirely their own. The period is one of the
pure art of pottery; that is to say the beauty of the ware depends
solely upon the legitimate use of the glaze, added clays, impressed
and graved designs. Later periods rely for their effect upon the use
of brilliant colours, heavily applied enamels until the paste is
completely obscured by these adventitious additions. This
distinction should be clearly grasped by those who desire to
appraise rightly the potter’s art in its purity.
For example the common bowls of the Koryu period,
usually plain outside have au incised design within, which was
stamped by a mould upon the partly dried clay before glazing and
firing. These motifs are worth careful and minute study. One could
make a hobby of collecting this class alone and copying the designs
into a book. Such a book would be a revelation to the expert
designer. They are as right and true to nature as they are perfect.
In rarer cases designs were engraved with a tool upon the
paste not stamped with a mould; the lotus, the peony, the phoenix,
but strange to say I have never seen the dragon.
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BLAZING THE TRAIL
(Continued from the November number.)
CHAPTER XVIII-Continued.
THE LAW INTERPRETED.
The magistrate looked at the young man suspiciously but
that youth was looking meekly at the mat, on his face the gravity of
Buddha.
“It seems to me,” said the magistrate, “that the complaint of
some who say your method of talking is like Bali, the robber chief,
has some foundation. By the power of my office I would have you
beaten to death were that to be the case.”
“Could you hint so foul an association?” the youth replied
with an aggrieved look. “Bali’s fortunes are too fickle as well as
vicious for honest men like me. I fear he has fallen into trouble.”
“In trouble!” exclaimed the magistrate eagerly, “that is bad
news, what was it, what! can we rid ourselves of Bali also?”
“I heard by the way of gossip that he had a fight with the
devil who lives out in the salt swamps and the devil beat him.”
“So! who tells it?”
“You know your excellency that Bali never speaks well of a
man whom he thinks is a coward; you remember he has nothing to
say commendatory of a magistrate because in some sections of
Korea there are some not brave. Well, he is all the while shouting
the praises, gossip has it, of this ugly brute called the devil. Now,
Bali would not say that unless he has been beaten in combats and
Bali himself is the only man who dares say he has been beaten;
indeed he plainly hints of a struggle and defeat.”
“Do you think now we could get this good devil of yours to
run as a servant,” said the magistrate rising and walking across the
floor excitedly, then he paused suspiciously, “Why did you not tell
me this before?”
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Chang-ding-i turned his face to the magistrate with an
innocent look; “Knowing that your excellency is above all petty
prejudices or vulgar conniving, always resting the justice of all your
acts on the law of disinterested truth, I thought the Devil’s case
would interest you only so far as it might become your duty to
punish him in case or some evil deed, unless, indeed, your
excellency found it your duty to aid the poor government by
inviting him to divide with you. I have been watching him closely
for your interest. Wealth I have not seen, but, sir, he is reputed to be
the Devil, and the Devil is certainly evil, else why is his face
painted so ugly in the shrines and it seems to me you have abundant
reason for hailing the Devil of the salt marsh into your Excellency’s
presence. Such a course would be just, right and good.”
“Fool,” said the magistrate, “drowning ideas in a cess-pool
of words, out with you now, before I have you paddled.”
Chang-ding-i turned away with an aggrieved look, while the
magistrate strode into his quarters with righteous hauteur.
CHAPTER XIX
MR. CHO AND BALI.
Mr. Kim was moved to Grandmother Pagoda’s home and
she nursed him as women only know how. The fight for life was
long and doubtful and for many days friends crowded the door way
and listened to Grandmother Pagoda’s monotonous replies, “Wait
and see.”
That Mr. Kim might die was a matter of poignant concern on
the part of the magistrate. Chang-ding-i had said that Mr. Kim was a
servant of the foreigner and it would be dangerous to kill such a
man. The result was that all this time the heavy hand of persecution
was lifted, but when the magistrate heard that the wounded man was
on the way to recovery his choler awoke with new fury. He would
destroy the whole clan, root and branch, and he sent out spies to
ascertain their strength and was astonished to learn that the little
group had increased to over a hundred, that they were enlarging the
building of worship, that the dangerous sect had spread to
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other villages and in some villages had become so numerous that
there were not enough non-Christians left to purchase a cow for the
annual sacrifice to the village demon. These conditions worried and
bewildered the magistrate not a little, and he fumed with impotent
rage.
The winter quickly passed among the most stirring times of
Mr. Kim’s life. In every direction groups of Christians had started
up seemingly without any influence on the part of other churches.
People would be found gathering each day trying to spell out the
meaning of some passage of Scripture and talking over the strange
power astir in the land. Mr. Kim would give them a day or two of
attention and then hurry on to another group. He had repeatedly
tried to make friends with Mr. Cho but his approaches were· all met
with strong rebuffs and explosions of hate. The preacher had ruined
his home, that man declared; he had sent from him the best woman
that ever man had. Finally Mr. Cho informed his sympathetic
neighbors that he had buried his wife; he would in time build a
mound for her and hold the usual burial rites. Dead she was, dead
she would always be, and Kim, the gospel talker, had killed her. It
was a great grief to him that the magistrate had not killed the
preacher.
“Kill them?” he said to one of his neighbors, meaning the
Christians, “you can’t do it, they will not die. Now, there was the
old school teacher that some one rapped lightly on the head and he
was dead before one hardly knew it, but,” said Mr. Cho, “I myself
killed the gospel talker once, the magistrate killed him once; and
many schemes had afoot to kill him at other times, but he would not
die, been can’t kill them in an ordinary way. There is only one man
who could kill him and do it in a manner that would appear a
natural and reasonable thing for him to die. I will find that man,” he
declared with vehemence. “Strange the more you try to get rid of
the preacher the more influence he has upon the people.”
After mysterious hints as to whom that one could be who
could successfully destroy the preacher, he made Bali a visit and out
of the abundance of love that he had for that outlaw whom he now
met face to face for the first time, he made him
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a present of considerable money. Bali knew that it precedented a
demand, so he accepted the money with imperturbability as he did
all that came to him for his own advantage. His starched coat spread
out with added dignity, his face assumed more benignity, and when
Mr. Cho attempted to present his own affairs he disposed of the
conversation with the comprehensive decision that a connoiseur
would bits of brick-a-brac in a curiousity shop. He would lead the
conversation in some other direction with an imperiousness that
compelled Mr. Cho to follow, and it was not long before Mr. Cho
began to feel that he had been doing himself the greatest favor
imaginable in making this remarkable man a present. His host
seemed to fill the house. While he conversed with evident animation,
a word in the direction of an adjoining room would bring a servant
pell mell at his feet to do his bidding and with equal haste to scurry
away upon some errand. They came and went with such frequency
that it was evident that Bali was conducting his affairs with
astonishing vigor, as if no guest had interrupted him. Mr. Cho could
hardly get rid of his servants when he called one and they all had a
part in his private affairs. Here was a man around whom all his
affairs seemed to move for him, and him alone, with bewildering
rapidity and with the order of a machine. Bali directed the
conversation to moral subjects and deplored the amount of injustice
that was being practiced by the magistrates and the rich against the
poor and helpless.
“A rich man who has all he needs, like you and me, for
instance, who can make each other large presents without thinking
of a return of the compliment, ought to show a spirit of
unselfishness toward the poor and needy. Speaking of mutual gifts, I
may say I appreciate the spirit of your coming immensely, as it
expresses the spirit of altruistic generosity. I, myself, have often
given considerable in that way without thinking of a return of
service simply for the purpose of establishing a new order of things;
then, too, the consciousness of having done something for any one
for which one never expected a return of advantage is a delight. Ah!
to have one’s life filled with such deeds, the yellow valley will not
be a hard
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place to rest when the blessings of many who have been helped
follow one there.”
“You have your sorrows,” said Mr. Cho, speaking with
desperate haste for fear he would be compelled to leave without
mentioning the object of his errand.
“Sorrow,” interrupted Bali reflectively, “well now, sorrow
may be as one regards the vicissitudes of life, some things which
seem to be sorrow to one person is nothing of the sort to another.”
“I have seen a child cry over the loss of a toy and a man laugh al the
same kind of a loss. Now I have learned that it is far the wisest to
laugh at one’s losses, as they will then become a pleasure and not a
regret; to cry over them is to be childish.”
“I lost my wife,” exclaimed Mr. Cho.
“Yes, yes, ah yes, so I have heard, and I have also heard that
you proposed to do the proper thing, that is, to have a mourning rite
over her and dismiss her from your memory. Now that is right. I
have noticed that there is, as a rule, more pleasure than sorrow
experienced at funerals. Now, as you are right and would not do
things by halves, you would call together a company; say two
hundred, and you would prepare a good feast with plenty of wine:
taking it altogether, it would express the inimitable spirit of
friendship for which you are so well famed. Then, too, mirth is the
best cure for all ills, and in this particular case there will only be a
hole dug in the ground and an empty box placed there, so that it will
be really a very respectable affair and a delight to you all. I
congratulate you on your broad thoughtfulness in the matter, and the
commendable purpose you have of dismissing the whole matter
from your mind. That will be capital! why I have seen more people
drunk at a funeral than at a market, and that is not saying little; it
will indeed be a joyous occasion.”
“You know Kim the gospel talker?” asked Mr. Cho in order
to get another start Bali laughed, “Know him? I have met him. He
carries the biggest stock of curious ideas that I have ever seen
burden one man. His head is full and not being a small head the
amount of his ideas is bewildering. He has a strange idea of
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reforming the country, so he runs around picking up all the
curiously mismated people he can find, the old, the ignorant, the
young, both men and women, and also children: a great medley. He
sat with me a while ago and he insisted that I should become like a
little child so that I could join his crowd.” Here Bali laughed again.
“Think of Bali becoming like a simple child! Went so far as to say I
should be born again, he even visited the devil on the salt marsh and
tried to make him over into one of his gang. Think of the devil
going to church and prattling his prayers humbly with the people
who have become children.” The idea seemed to amuse Bali greatly
and he laughed immoderately.” Why the gospel talker is better fitted
to hunt the tiger. Now, Kim the gospel talker in matters of
philosophy may not agree with you or me but I think he is a man
who would put up a splendid fight if pushed to a corner, and I love a
brave man. I understand that he and the magistrate had a
misunderstanding and the magistrate tried to straighten the matter
out with the paddle, which, by the way, is an excellent short-cut to
making your neighbor think as you do; just put him under the
paddle, that will fetch him; he will generally think as you do as long
as he smarts. I understand, however, the gospel talker did not agree
with the magistrate even after that gentle father of the people had
petted and caressed him till he was really hypnotized. Strange, isn’t
it, that the fellow who agrees· with you is a good chap while the
fellow who disagrees is anything but good? I, rather suspect that
was the great sin of the gigantic gospeller. It seems that even after
the interview his independence of ideas still exasperates the
magistrate. Now it is so seldom that such a sturdy disagreement
occurs that I have a pretty warm feeling for the gospel talker.”
“I hate him!” exclaimed Mr. Cho in a fervor of exasperation.
“I hate him, I wish he was dead, I say a thousand times dead!” and
he sprang to his feet with a fury that was astonishing for one so
small.
Bali looked at him with an air of shocked surprise, and said :
“I am exceedingly sorry to have trespassed upon your
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feelings in mentioning to you a man against whom you have such
strong resentment. Your present agitation would lead me to infer
that you had been greatly wronged by him. Now, we shall never
again call up his name. I am profoundly sorry to have so rudely
treated my guest;” He spoke in a voice of soothing dignity as if he
had been addressing a fretful child. “No,” he repeated, “we will
never mention his name again.”
Mr. Cho was irritated by the voice, but its deep bass drawl
was in such contrast to his own angry screech that he sat down
somewhat abashed. It was evident that Bali was not ready to
commit a crime at least against Mr. Kim, and Mr. Cho soon left with
rage filling his breast but scarcely knowing how to give vent to it.
When he departed, Bali again thanked him for his great kindness in
the gift, and expressed a wish that a friendship so happily begun
would continue in its ideal disinterested character till they, one or
both, should have entered the yellow valley.
Mr. Cho made no audible reply, but within his rage knew no
bounds, and while on the way home he wondered much what was
the real character of the man of whom he had heard so many rumors.
He seemed to know all about his affairs and was insistent that the
way of the righteous was the best and refused to fall into his plan of
revenge. Could it be that the gospel talker had indeed exerted his
insidious influence upon the outlaw? That he was a financial loser
without returns also galled him not a little. “If I could get
acquainted with members of his gang,” he thought, and the
reflection stopped him in the middle of the road. He stood a long
time looking at his feet, lost in his new purpose. “l will do it,” said
he aloud, and started back for the town.
It was not difficult for Mr. Cho to find the men whom be
sought, nor was it difficult for him to persuade them with a
generous gift, and a promise of much more, to agree to rid the
country of the hated gospel talker.
The gang of toughs had heard considerable regarding Mr.
Kim but had never concerned themselves about him, after they
learned that he had no money, and did not seek their harm, but when
it came to a matter of business they could as well
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interest themselves in him as any one else. They wanted to know
what they were going to do with him. Mr. Cho had angrily stated
that he did not know nor did he care only that they must rid the
country of him and bring proofs that they had done so.
They had heard that he was a very mild mannered man and
they thought it might be managed without trouble.
When Mr. Cho returned home he was in high spirits. He had
set loose a gang of men on the heels of the man whom he hated,
who would not leave his tracks till they had destroyed him.
Soon after these events Mr. Kim noticed strange men sitting
in his services, men whom no one seemed to know. They would sit
till the services were ready to close and then would go out and
linger about with seemingly no purpose, but as there were many
who would begin visiting the church in that manner and then stand
aloof from any approach he thought little of it, till finally he
discovered that the same men appeared at different places and were
compelled to make long rapid journeys in order to do so
It was on one or these journeys that Mr. Kim was made
acquainted with the strange character of the robber chief. He had
been out all day attending service in a certain village and was
returning to Standing Stone where he had made his head-quarters
for some time. He was light hearted; he could not be otherwise, both
his faith and his temperament forbade it. Whispers of coming evil
had reached his ears, and the men who had so frequently followed
his footsteps had been pointed out to him as a sinister sign, but in a
land where dangers were common and most men’s hearts were big
with fear, Mr. Kim knew no fear. On his way home on this
particular night the road led through a long stretch of moor land.
Here and there was a mound crowned with a cluster of low bushes
and at great intervals stunted trees stretched their naked withered
limbs to bathe in the bright moonlight. Half way across the plain
was a deep gully worn into the soil by the feet of many generations
of travelers. The ridges on both sides were lined with shrubs. Mr.
Kim on reaching this point strode rapidly
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into the deep shadows of the ravine with no thought of danger. He
had hardly reached the center when footsteps echoed behind him
and at the same time dark shadows crowded the narrow gully in
front. He stood still in his tracks and threw a hurried glance at the
approaching shadows and then up-wards at the bank on both sides
of the path. The soil was soft and the rainy seasons had worn them
away so that the top, which had been supported by the roots of
underbrush, hung out beyond the batik and seemed on the point of
toppling over into the gully twenty feet beneath.
With a sense of impending danger Mr. Kim sprang up the
bank and seized the tops of overhanging bushes while at the same
moment his assailants from both directions met in the path he had
left. They gave an exclamation of surprise at the agility of the huge
figure who now stood fifteen feet above their heads, and
immediately started up the steep bank in pursuit. Mr. Kim lifted
himself from the ground and swung his feet upward as an acrobat
would over a vaulting pole. In a moment he would have been
beyond his assailants, when suddenly the whole over-hanging bank
for many yards in both directions with tons of earth gave way and
hurled itself into the road carrying Mr. Kim with it and
overwhelming his pursuers in its descent. For a moment there were
cries and imprecations. A dozen arms and legs contended with loose
soil, sod, and bushes, while their owners struggled half buried under
the mass. When Mr. Kim came to his senses a pair of unsandaled
feet were playing a tattoo upon his ribs while the owner’s head and
shoulders were buried in the soil. Mr. Kim seized him by the legs
and dragged him out and left him coughing and spitting while he
turned his attention to other half buried knaves. Two of his
assailants had fared better and were sitting in the middle of the road
stupid with the shock of their fall. Soon the four buried men were
dragged out and lay upon the road coughing, gasping, with many a
lugubrious groan. Their recovery was rapid and in a few minutes
they were all on their feet following Mr. Kim out of the gully into
the bright moonlight of the open road beyond. Excepting a brief
word in reply to Mr. Kim’s question now
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and then as to how they fared there was nothing said. The knaves
seemed quite cowed by their efforts till they reached the open moor
land and then their spirits returned and they engaged in low
whispers just beyond Mr. Kim’s hearing, who recognized their
sinister purpose and turned to confront them. “See here, stranger,”
said one of the men as he stepped in the front of his companions.
“You may think we ought to be grateful for being pulled out of the
heap of dirt, but we don’t like the way you did it. You dragged us
out by the feet, and that was an insult. Then, too, what business had
you in rushing up the bank and sprawling around like a turtle and
pulling the hill down upon us? A hog could have done as well. We
have lost our hats, sandals, pipes and nearly every-thing else. What
do you mean by attacking us on the public highway? It has come to
a great pass when peaceful citizens walking through the country
must be attacked by such fiends as you are. We won’t stand it! we
won’t! I tell you we won’t!” and the man bristled with fury while
his companions gathered about Mr. Kim with faces of menace. It
was an open piece of moor land and they surrounded him like so
many wolves to pull down a stag, and the preacher understood his
peril. At this juncture Mr. Kim threw back his head and laughed
long and loud as though convulsed with wild uncontrollable mirth.
So sudden, so unexpected was this burst of seeming merriment that
the men paused in their tracks and responded with foolish grins. Mr.
Kim seemed to control himself with difficulty and after looking
from face to face went off into another fit of laughter so hearty and
impelling that the highwaymen joined him. He again struggled to
control himself and when after wiping his eyes a moment he
abandoned himself to another convulsion of mirth it was hard to tell
whether he or his companions were the most hilarious. He sat down
on a low mound, and as if by common impulse they squatted about
him, still grinning from the effects of their recent mirth.
“That was a good joke,” said Mr. Kim, and seemed on the
point of again losing himself in laughter, then checking himself said:
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“Injure any one? Listen. I will tell you a story. Years ago in
my distant home a tiger came into one of my neighbors’ yards at
night, while my neighbor was sleeping on a mat in front of his door,
and the tiger carried him off. The next day we found a few bones of
our neighbor, and his widow wept over them, but I was angry,
furious that the brute had dared to enter our town and bring us so
much trouble, so the next day I took my spear and tracked the tiger
to a ledge of rocks. Like a coward he was. When he saw me coming,
he crawled as far as he could under the ledge like a whipped dog. I
called to him and shouted defiance at him. I hurled a stone at his
head. The aim was good and brought the brute to the edge of the
rocks lashing the ground with his tail, growling and furious. In a
moment he had launched himself in the air and came like a
thunderbolt of fury. My nerve was as cool as if I were spearing a
rabbit. A white spot underneath gave me my aim. and the butt of the
spear touched the ground. The angle of the spear was not perfect
and it snapped in the middle, but the sharp point had done its work.
It had entered the underside, passed through, breaking the spine,
and the brute rolled down the hill beyond me. I carried home a deep
cut from the shoulder to the wrist and also the tiger’s skin. Now let
me truly say that it was the only time that I ever planned mischief in
the spirit of anger for any living thing.”
While Mr. Kim was telling his tale those nearest him shrank
away from his burly form.
“The fact is,” he continued, “I have another mission the
opposite of violence, and I am here to fill the lives of people who
will hear me with something better than houses and lands.” Mr. Kim
launched forth with great energy with his gospel story till one
among them began lo ask questions. It was a signal for impatience
on the part of the man who had first been aggressive. At that
moment Mr. Kim glanced up over the heads of his assailants and
discovered the huge form of Bali calmly looking over the group of
men in front of him. Simultaneously the group of knaves noticed
him and sprang to their feet with an exclamation of surprise. The
new comer gazed at the men about him as they came each and all
obsequiously
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bowing at his feet. They were evidently greatly embarrassed and
their confusion grew each moment as Bali said nothing but silently
observed them.
“We just happened along,” the leader said, “and we ran
across him. We did’nt have time to tell you.” “You know,” one
whined, “we have not had anything of late. You haven’t given your
consent, and yet we have to eat.”
Without replying, Bali pointed down in the direction the
road led out across the moor land. “Yae,” said the spokesman, and
the six men shuffled off. Bali stood statue-like in the moonlight, his
face turned upon his departing companions in crime, his whole
attitude commanding, imperious. Mr. Kim gazed at him in
astonishment. How huge he seemed in the moonlight! What
astonishing power over men! Directly he turned sharply upon Mr.
Kim and the latter rose to his feet.
“Didn’t think you would do it,” said Bali. “I thought you
would play a better part. What, you no better than the rest, play the
part of a coward and run? You play a trick of a buffoon to keep
these dogs from your throat? You who acted so bold a part with a
mountain tiger?” and a sneer curled Bali’s lip. “If the branches had
not given way you would have carried your heavy carcase to a place
of safety like any other coward. Ah! a piece of that moral sentiment
inherited from our race: not a coward, eh? just sentiment, one that
your religion promises to cure but has not yet cured it in the
preacher. How many generations think you it will take to get this
sentiment rooted out?”
“And you stood by and watched them attack me?” asked the
preacher quietly. “I infer that you saw them do it. Such consent on
your part comports strangely with your attitude toward the
miscreants just now. I don’t understand.”
“Who has asked you to understand?” Bali replied. “Stupidity
and cowardice always go together. I am privileged to walk
moonlight nights without question if I choose.”
The two men stood a moment, their eyes on a level. The
robber chief aggressive and threatening, and no chill of fear in
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the heart of the preacher. In the quiet look the robber saw courage
that matched his own, and the irritation slipped from his voice as he
said:
“How is it? you appear to fear, and yet you say you are not
afraid?”
“Fear the tiger?” Mr. Kim replied slowly, “no, I fear him not.
Fear men? There is not a man, woman or child that I don’t fear, yes
I fear them greatly.”
“You are mocking me,” said Bali sternly.
“ ‘Whosoever shall cause one of these little ones to offend, it
were better for him if a great millstone were hanged about his neck
and he be cast in the sea.’ You do not understand us because you do
not know the spirit of the Master whom I serve. Fear men? yes, I
fear greatly—but to die—no, I fear it not.”
“Ordinarily I should say you were a bit crazy. Judge I not
rightly that your dreams have turned your balance?”
“Strange, is’nt it,” Mr. Kim replied, “that the man who
agrees with you and speaks in terms with which you are familiar is
the sane man while the one who has another language is crazy. You
have an abhorrence of cowardice, and it seems to be your religion,
and it is hard for me to understand it. I have a love for men, which
is a large part of my religion, and you do not understand it. For me
to submit to violence is from your view cowardice, and for you to
administer violence is bravery from your standpoint, but from mine
it is cowardice. I once thought much as you do, but now I have
learned that to suffer violence without returning a blow may be
courage of a rugged type.”
“Of a truth,” replied Bali, “I believe you are crazy.”
Without replying Mr. Kim swung into the street in the
direction taken by the robber band and Bali strode at his side.
(To be Continued) .
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